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Chapter 1

Assessing the Impact of College
on Students: A Four-Decade Quest to Get
It Approximately Right
Ernest T. Pascarella

1.1

Part I: A Career Chronology

Given my intellectual capabilities, I’ve had a much more successful career than I
had any right to expect. That career has centered on two straightforward, if not
simple, activities. First, I spent a period of time, usually 5–7 years, conducting and
publishing original research that focused on the impact of college on students. This
typically employed large, longitudinal data sets that I had a hand in constructing
myself. When that became tedious, I changed my attention to a second activity – the
construction of massive syntheses of the accumulated research literature on college
impact that culminated in a published book. This second activity usually required
roughly the same period of time as the first activity and left one pretty hollowed out
at the end. When that happened, I turned back to the first activity once again. Repeat
this cycle two or three times and before you know it you’re in your seventies and
you realize that, not only are you worn down intellectually, but also that the best
work you are ever going to do has probably already been done. I’m at that point in
my career right now, and so I have begun a period of phased retirement from the
Petersen Chair at the University of Iowa. My good friend and colleague, Mike
Paulsen, therefore thought that this might be a good time to reflect back on my
career for the Higher Education Handbook. At this point in the narrative, however,
I need to insert a note of caution. Despite the considerable years and effort I have
invested into understanding how college affects students, the best I have ever done
is to perhaps get it approximately right. Thus, the reader may wish to consider my
remarks with the proverbial “grain of salt” when reading the rest of the chapter.

E. T. Pascarella (*)
Department of Educational Policy and Leadership Studies, 491 Lindquist Center,
University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA, USA
e-mail: ernest-pascarella@uiowa.edu
© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2019
M. B. Paulsen, L. W. Perna (eds.), Higher Education: Handbook of Theory
and Research, Higher Education: Handbook of Theory and Research 34,
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Childhood I was born and grew up in Erie, Pennsylvania. Erie at that time (the
1950s) was one of those mill-towns located on Lake Erie, roughly in the center of
the industrial nexus of Pittsburgh, Cleveland, and Buffalo. Erie made things: steel,
locomotives, road grading equipment, large engines, and the like. Its population was
very ethnic, with large numbers of Eastern and Southern European and Russian
families, along with a small but significant number of black families that migrated
from the South during World War II to work in the mills. As of 5 years ago Erie still
had Russian Orthodox churches built with onion spires, and when I was growing up
there were Polish- and Russian-language radio stations. There were also lots of
well-paying industrial jobs so unemployment was seldom very high. In short, as
with most of the Great Lakes industrial towns and cities of the period, many people
in Erie prospered in the 1950s and 1960s.
The 1950s and early 1960s in Erie were also a great time and place for a boy to
grow up. My father was a dispatcher/foreman in one of the mills and my mother was
a stay at home mom who focused on my sister and myself (My mother finished her
BA degree the same year I finished my PhD). That said, I had great blocks of unsupervised time with no adults present. This unsupervised time I typically spent with
a gang of 3–4 other boys who did the things young boys did then. Without being too
specific, many of the things we did, where we did them, as well as the things we did
them with, would probably get you suspended from school today – and just about
all of our activities got us totally filthy. It was a glorious time and place to be a kid!
I have to come clean (no pun intended). I was your basic rotten little kid when I
was growing up: I broke 3 windows on three successive weekends (all of which my
dad had to replace); stuck a small screw driver with one of those clear yellow plastic
handles into an electric outlet to see what would happen (it blew every fuse in the
house); and threw a bolo knife that my dad had brought home from the Philippines
into the side of our house to see if it would stick (it did). Thank God for unconditional parental love, because the French Foreign Legion wasn’t enlisting 8 year olds
at the time. I do, however, remember my mom once threatening to “ground me until
I was ready for high school!” I should also point out that this was the same genuinely terrific mother who told me on my 50th birthday that, while she loved me
dearly, major parts of me had never developed beyond the age of nine! The weight
of accumulated evidence forces me to concede her point, but she didn’t have to
bring it up on my birthday – in front of my children.
The only thing I had going for me was that I did very well in school, and that
extended into high school. In addition, I turned out to be a better than average,
though by no means exceptional, high school football player. Obviously being a
better than average high school football player is no great distinction. However, I
was a better than average high school football player in Western Pennsylvania, and
at that time (the late 1950s and early 1960s) Western Pennsylvania played some of
the very best high school football in the country. For example, the captain of my
high school team was subsequently an All-American player at Notre Dame.
Similarly, in high school I played against three kids who would later play in the
National Football League, and one of them is in that League’s Hall of Fame.
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Not surprisingly, from Thanksgiving until Easter there were college football
coaches in Erie high schools almost every day seeking to reap the crop of Western
Pennsylvania players. I had scholarship offers from a couple of Big-10 type institutions, but my parents had instilled in me the idea that I should trade football for the
best education I could get. From the perspective of what I know now about institutional impact, I’m not sure that couldn’t have easily occurred at a Big-10, or similar
school. However, as a high school senior I was intrigued by the chance to go to go
to a place like either Harvard or Princeton. In recent memory no one from my high
school had attended either institution. Besides, the Ivy League played Division I
football at the time. I ended up attending Princeton simply because I thought the
small town of Princeton might be a bit more manageable than Cambridge. Other
than that, it seemed a toss-up.
Princeton During the first week at Princeton I experienced something that would
have significant consequences throughout my career, though I didn’t realize it at the
time and couldn’t even give it a name. As part of their orientation, the class of 1965
(about 800 men, as Princeton was a single-sex school at the time) was mustered into
one of the old non air conditioned halls on a sweltering New Jersey evening in early
September to be addressed by the school president. I must confess to not remembering the president’s message, but the real message that night was in the audience –
800 hyper-competitive late-adolescent males with their adrenal glands on
warp-drive! The atmosphere of talent, raw ambition, and sense of entitlement in that
gathering was thick enough to cut with a chain saw. It actually struck me that to
maintain its image as an elite Ivy-League school Princeton actually needed these
guys, or others like them. I’m much less sure that the guys in the audience needed
Princeton anywhere near as much. They probably would have been extremely successful no matter where they went to college; perhaps even if they never went to
college at all.
Although I didn’t know enough to put the correct terminology around it at the
time, this was probably my first encounter with the selection effect. The selection
effect essentially posits that the reasons why someone choses (or is chosen) for a
specific experience may be strongly related to the outcomes of that experience.
Thus, simply by looking at outcomes it is difficult, if not impossible, to separate the
causal impact of the actual experience from the impact of the individual traits and
aptitudes of the individuals having (and not having) the experience. I view the selection effect as the major methodological challenge for anyone who seriously studies
the impact of college on students. I have grappled with the selection effect my entire
career, and not always with success.
My bargain with Princeton of trading football for a bachelor’s degree turned out
to be a good one. I had the “Class of 1940 Scholarship” that pretty much covered
my educational costs (and allowed me to interact with some very impressive older
Princeton graduates). So for 4 years I spent my fall Saturday afternoons in Palmer
Stadium, or other Ivy League stadiums, in a spiffy back and orange uniform running
into, and knocking down, other guys my age for the Tigers. We were essentially just
boys playing a rough game, but at that age it could be quite a rush! Faithful to its
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part of the bargain, Princeton came across with a bachelor’s degree. Since I didn’t
attend another college it’s hard for me to judge the level of academic rigor required
to make it through Princeton at that time. (I made it, so maybe that tells you something!) However, I will say this – Princeton took the notion of the student-athlete
quite seriously. In fact, Gary Walters, for many years the distinguished Princeton
Director of Athletics, often referred to athletics at Princeton as the “sweatiest of the
liberal arts.” Of the 18 seniors on our 1964 team (all of whom graduated in 4 years)
there are lawyers, doctors, five college professors, scientists and engineers, investment bankers, and one member of the National Academy of Sciences. Fairly impressive for a (then Division I) nationally ranked and undefeated football team.
Graduate School at Penn Immediately after graduating from Princeton in spring
1965 I started graduate school at the University of Pennsylvania in the “Psychological
Services” Program. (Although it has a fine program now, Penn really didn’t have an
identifiable higher education program at the time.) While I enjoyed grad school at
Penn, in 1965/66 graduate school just didn’t feel like the proper place to be. The war
in Vietnam was staring to heat up and I think many, if not most, young men my age
started to ask themselves what their personal response would be. Some chose not to
do anything and simply went on with their lives. Some chose to resist the war and
be part of the anti-war movement (in the end probably the most ethical decision
possible). I ended up on a different path, and it changed my life forever.
There are three possible explanations for why I dropped out of graduate school
and joined the Marine Corps in January 1966. They range from the most to the least
noble. The first explanation is that I was hiding behind privilege. I had an Ivy-
League degree and full-time graduate students like myself were exempt from military service at the time. Why was it right for me to be insulated from the danger
when some kid who was a high school dropout working in a steel mill in Ambridge
or Clairton Pennsylvania was not? It was not right of course – in fact it was obscene.
The second explanation is less noble. The war in Vietnam was shaping up to be the
great “male adventure” of my generation. How would I feel in 40 years if I had let
it pass me by? (I know – only 21 year old males can be this obtuse!) The final explanation is the least noble of the three and was offered by my father. My dad was a
WWII Army veteran who regarded the Marine Corps as the “lunatic fringe” of the
American military – sort of an American version of the French Foreign Legion without the option of changing your name. His explanation for my behavior was quite
simple – “temporary insanity”! Perhaps this was the most accurate and honest
explanation of all.
For whatever reason, I found myself on a cold January day in 1966 at the Marine
Corps Recruiting Station in the Philadelphia Naval Yard – where the Marine Corps
was born. The Marine gunnery sergeant I talked with looked like he came from
central casting – shaven head, 2-inch scar on his face, and 3 rows of combat ribbons.
Vietnam was his third war. At the end of our talk the “Gunny” looked at me quite
seriously and said words to this effect: “Young man you should thoroughly understand what you’re getting into. You are joining a Marine Corps with two of its divisions committed to combat. You know what the Corps does – it wages war (his exact
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words). All I can promise you is a hard time and all the fighting you can handle.” I
was expecting a somewhat more nuanced recruitment pitch. However, I will concede this – the Marine Corps did everything it could to keep the Gunny’s promise.
Life as I knew it was about to undergo a radical transformation.
Vietnam and the First Marine Division 1967–1968 (Rotten War – Splendid
Men) I’m in my 70s now, but when I was a young man in my very early 20s I was
a U. S. Marine. I fought with the First Marine Division in Vietnam, initially as a
platoon leader, and finally as a rifle company commander. It was the defining experience of my life and, with the exception of raising a family, far and away the most
significant thing I have ever done. Nothing before or since, and certainly nothing
I’ve ever accomplished in my academic career, even comes close.
At this point in the narrative the reader need not prepare for any tales of individual bravery or valor on my part. There are none. In the end I totally surprised
myself and became a solidly competent Marine combat officer. (Otherwise, I doubt
if the Corps would have trusted me to lead a rifle company of about 170 Marines
through the biggest battle of the Vietnam War, the Tet Offensive of 1968, as a 23 year
old lieutenant.) To be absolutely honest, however, I was never imbued with any
particular courage or valor. I did my job and tried everything I had learned during
my tour, plus any other ideas I worked out with my company gunnery sergeant, to
be as parsimonious as possible with Marine lives in an environment that could turn
insanely lethal.
That said, Foxtrot Company, First Marines, like probably every other Marine
rifle company that has ever existed, was abundantly seeded with privates, lance
corporals, and young sergeants who had courage and valor to burn. When called
upon, their conduct was genuinely remarkable and, at times, magnificent. My radio
operator, Jim Welch, was as brave a Marine as I’ve ever seen. After half a century
we still e-mail each other regularly. Another of those exceptional Marines was a
tough young lance corporal from Browning, Montana named Mike Doane, who was
killed in action in 1968. Because of what Mike Doane did during an unforgiving
afternoon on a hill along Route 9 near the Demilitarized Zone separating North and
South Vietnam, I was afforded the rare gift of a second chance at life. Thus, I have
lived for more than half a century on what I have come to understand as “bestowed
time.” For me, at least, this has led to a palpable sense of obligation to make that
time count.
Very few days have gone by over the last 50 years when I haven’t thought of
Vietnam and the Marines of Foxtrot Company. For some strange reason the memories (as well as the dreams) are still quite vivid, and other ex-Marines I’ve talked to
during several battalion reunions report the same phenomenon. Apparently, I’ve
discovered what substantial numbers of other men already knew – you seldom fight
a war just once. Vietnam for me was half a century ago, but as I write this my last
dream about Vietnam was 6 days ago. It quite often never ends, and I suspect that it
will probably be with many of us until our last conscious thought.
Nevertheless, there has been a certain amount of personal closure with respect to
Vietnam. Two events stand out – one was reasonably serious and the other bordered
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on the absurd. The first occurred a little over 20 years ago when I was visiting my
college room-mate who lives near Washington, DC. Whenever I get to Washington
I try to visit the Vietnam War Memorial. For myself, and perhaps many Vietnam
veterans, I think the Memorial is particularly special because of the names, and the
significant fact that the names are listed on the wall chronologically, not alphabetically. This means that each man’s name is clustered in close proximity to the names
of the other men with whom he died. The names of the Marines from Foxtrot
Company who died when I was wounded on my last day in Vietnam are all inscribed
on Panel 46-E.
On this particular weekday of my visit it was cold and overcast and the Memorial
was practically deserted. I essentially had it all to myself. I made my way to Panel
46-E and placed my combat decorations (the actual medals) at the base of the Wall
where there is a place for visitors to leave all manner of significant personal symbols
and objects. Afterward I just stood there for a few minutes, and then turned and
walked away. There was no great epiphany, nor even a sense of significant closure –
but the simple act itself helped me turn an important page.
The second event was the result of a bureaucratic screw-up that was so characteristic of the Vietnam War, and probably all wars, that it seemed like comic relief in a
dark, tragic play. A couple of years before my father died he received a package in
the mail from the Pennsylvania Governor’s Office. The package contained an
American Flag that had supposedly flown over the Capitol Building in Harrisburg.
The accompanying letter explained that the flag was in memory of his son Lt. Ernest
Pascarella, United States Marine Corps, who was killed in action in Vietnam in
1968. My dad just couldn’t let this pass, so he called the Governor’s Office and
informed them that I was still alive. Apparently, the very nice young woman on the
phone exclaimed something to the effect that “this was wonderful news and that she
would definitely inform the Governor!” Being a depression kid who was not about
to pass up something free from the state government, my dad replied “Thank you,
that would be very nice …. can I keep the flag?” For some reason this event and my
dad’s response have become a wonderfully little absurd exclamation point that
always made Vietnam seem a little bit less harsh to me.
Home I made it through Vietnam basically in one piece, although I did get bumped
and bruised a bit. I took a gunshot wound in my lower left leg, a spread of shrapnel
in my right hip (about 6 or 7 pieces of which are still in me), and some shrapnel in
my head and face that took out my right eye. By Marine Corps standards, these were
generally considered “nickel-dime” Purple Hearts. They hurt, and they got you out
of the boondocks and a hole in the ground to clean water, hot food, and an actual bed
with a mattress and sheets. However, they were never seriously life threatening –
just a piece of “reality” that went with the job. My last wound also got me a couple
of transfused pints of someone’s donated blood and a medevac trip home to the
Philadelphia Naval Hospital – via short stays at assorted hospitals in the Philippines
and Japan. At “Philly Naval” I linked up with about 600 other wounded and mutilated Marines (as well as Navy medical corpsmen serving with Marine rifle companies) who were trying to heal and figure out what to do with the rest of their lives.
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It may be true of all military hospitals during a war, but Philadelphia Naval
Hospital was one of the most intriguing organizational cultures I’ve ever seen. Think
of a minimum security prison run by the American Civil Liberties Union. Lots of
draconian-sounding written rules administered with an extremely liberal and
humane hand. The Marines who were patients probably figured that the Corps had
done its best to get them killed in Vietnam and had failed, so there was nothing else
that “Mother Green” could do to them about which they needed to be all that concerned. To shorten a long story, this spawned, among other things, an abundant
supply of contraband alcohol smuggled into the hospital by ambulatory Marines
who had over-night liberty. In fact, when I got my last Purple Heart pinned on me in
my hospital bed by some steely-eyed Marine Colonel, there was a bottle of excellent
“contraband” Bombay Gin hidden neatly between my pillows. My roommate, a
Marine lieutenant missing his left leg, could barely contain himself while this “solemn” ceremony was being conducted, and I barely had it under control myself. I
consider it one of my finest moments in the Marine Corps, and the two of us got our
hands on some ice (lots of that in a hospital) and knocked off a substantial part of
the bottle that night to celebrate.
The Philadelphia Naval Hospital, however, did provide an extremely valuable
educational service to its patients, many of whom were going to be discharged with
physical disabilities. It held numerous classes, not only about retirement benefits,
but also about the educational benefits available. I attended several of these classes
and found the information provided extremely useful – particularly when it dealt
with educational opportunities. As it turned out, these educational benefits (such as
the GI Bill) covered the vast majority of my graduate school costs.
The only way to describe my coming home to my family in Erie was that it was
a bit awkward, sort of sweet, and largely uneventful. The Corps gave me 30 days
rehabilitation leave as soon as I could walk, and I flew stand-by from Philadelphia
to Erie in my Marine Corps “horse blanket” greens because it reduced the fare by
half. I still had a patch over my right eye, so there were a few curious looks at the
airports, but little else. My mom and dad met me at the Erie airport and both started
to tear up, but fortunately they hadn’t orchestrated any big homecoming celebration – a great relief. I was able to simply walk through the front door and let the
familiar smell and feel of the old house where I grew up wash over me. It was more
than enough. That night, however, I got mind-numbingly drunk with my father on
the screened-in back porch that he had built. I think he was trying to give me some
profound advice, but after about an hour neither of us was making much sense, so I
never knew for sure. In the morning, after negotiating a hangover of prodigious
dimensions, it somehow dawned on me that I probably had decades of life ahead of
me, and that I had better start formulating some sort of reasonable plan for dealing
with my good fortune.
After going through all the mandatory physical reviews I was discharged (actually “retired”) from the Marine Corps on April Fools’ Day, 1969 with a 40% disability. This was the going rate for losing an eye – also for losing an arm below the
elbow or a leg below the knee. A pretty grotesque calculus to be sure, but I suppose
they had to standardize it. Prior to my own physical review I sat on some of the
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review boards that determined physical disability. The review boards consisted of
Navy doctors, along with Marine officers and enlisted men who had been in Vietnam.
Twentieth Century infantry weapons were capable of inflicting horrific carnage on
a human body, and we did everything we could, even bending some of the regulations, to maximize a Marine’s disability percentage. The higher the disability percentage, the higher his retirement pay and the greater his possible educational
benefits. Your tax dollar well spent!
Syracuse and the Center for Instructional Development In the fall of 1969 I
resumed my time in graduate school. Money wasn’t really a problem as I had the GI
Bill. I had also let my Marine salary, plus combat pay, accumulate untouched while
I was in Vietnam – where and when was I going to spend it? I was super motivated
and, after Vietnam, grad school never seemed particularly difficult or stressful. In
the back of my mind I suppose I always knew that I had gotten out of a lot worse
jams in Vietnam than any penny-ante problems that could ever be inflicted on me in
academia. (This realization has turned out to be a very useful throughout my academic career.) My master’s at Penn was finished in the spring of 1970, and I headed
for the Syracuse PhD program in higher education in the fall of 1970. I had applied
to Columbia and Syracuse, but chose Syracuse simply because I preferred not to
live in New York City. It turned out to be a fine choice because it led me to cross
paths with a guy named Pat Terenzini, and that fortuitous event alone had a tremendous impact on my entire career.
The academic part of the Syracuse University (SU) higher education program
was solid, and I took one course in particular that really kicked in my after-burners.
The course was called “The Impact of College on Students” and we read a book by
the same name written by Ken Feldman and Ted Newcomb (Feldman & Newcomb,
1969). That said, however, it was my graduate assistantship and subsequent full-
time employment at the Syracuse Center for Instructional Development that provided me with the opportunity to cut my baby teeth as a scholar. The Center for
Instructional Development (CID) at SU worked with faculty and administrators to
redesign courses and curricula and evaluate the impact of these redesigns. It also
became something of a focal point on campus for research that tried to assess the
impact of being an undergraduate student at SU. This was due in large measure to
CID’s Director, the late Bob Diamond. When I finished my PhD at SU Bob asked
me to come on board as CID’s associate director for research. He then collaborated
with the Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs, whose director of research
was Pat Terenzini, to underwrite a series of studies that not only tried to estimate the
impact of the SU undergraduate experience, but also sought to understand why
some students voluntarily left SU after the first year of college.
As fortune would have it, a young assistant professor out of the University of
Chicago named Vincent Tinto had just started on the faculty of the Cultural
Foundations in Education Program at SU. In 1975 Vince had published a paper in
Review of Educational Research (Tinto, 1975) that I still think is one of the five or
so most significant theoretical contributions ever made in our field. Pat and I were
just starting to get our collaborative research program into high gear and over time
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had become friends with Vince. Given our concern with understanding “attrition”
(the term used at that time for studies of student persistence in college) at SU, we
thought it would be ridiculous to not take advantage of this fortuitous confluence of
events. So we consulted informally with Vince as we tried to develop some reliable
and valid scales that measured the major constructs of his theoretical model and
build them into our collaborative program of research.
What Pat and I came up with were the Institutional Integration Scales. In our
initial work at SU they turned out to be pretty good net predictors of first-year voluntary persistence vs. withdrawal decisions, even in the presence of a large battery
of alternative causes – such as precollege academic ability, educational aspirations,
college grades, and the like. We published our findings in two papers that appeared
in Journal of Higher Education and Journal of Educational Psychology (Pascarella
& Terenzini, 1980, 1983). Together these two papers have been cited in excess of
2200 times according to Google Scholar and, in my estimation at least, probably
represent some of the most significant work to emerge from our early period of
collaboration.
University of Illinois By the late 1970s I had left Syracuse for the University of
Illinois at Chicago (UIC) to take a faculty position, and Pat had left for SUNY
Albany to become Director of Institutional Research. In addition to the data collected at Syracuse, we both initiated studies of students at our new institutions. This
led to a series of journal articles that began to demonstrate a strong and discernibly
characteristic pattern in my own research, as well as in my collaborative research
with Pat. I attribute this detectable pattern to Alexander Astin’s pioneering methodological contributions to understanding the impact of college experiences (Astin,
1970a, 1970b) Sandy Astin was something of a role model for me (and I’m sure for
many others), and was extremely supportive of me throughout my entire career. The
take home message from Sandy which fundamentally shaped my work was that, in
the absence of the ability to conduct randomized experiments, longitudinal designs
are the sine qua non for understanding the impact of college on students. Moreover,
whenever possible or applicable those longitudinal designs should be of the pretest-
posttest variety. (I use the terms “possible or applicable” simply because some outcomes, such as persistence or earnings, simply don’t have a parallel pretest.) With
some few exceptions, my entire body of empirical work has been based on longitudinal data. This includes the early work on persistence/withdrawal behavior, as well
the work on college impact carried out during the remainder of my career.
Of course there are some drawbacks to conducting longitudinal research on college impact and persistence/withdrawal behavior – particularly if you are designing
studies and collecting your own data, as we largely did. First, as the term “longitudinal” implies, it takes time (often measured in years) to collect good data, and
getting the data in shape for analysis can be fairly enervating. In short, there can be
a substantial fatigue factor to conducting longitudinal studies. The second drawback
is the potential boredom factor. After running your 5000th regression equation it can
start to get a bit stale, and not a little boring. Finally, as Pat Terenzini has so aptly
put it (Terenzini & Pascarella, 2008), our body of research on persistence/with-
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drawal behavior, while reasonably well-received, was starting to type-cast the two
of us as the “attrition guys!” We eventually came to the realization that we needed a
change of intellectual venue. Initially the change of venue I got was a bit of a digression. Fortunately it didn’t last very long.
I Become a Dean – “We’re Looking for a Few Good Educational Leaders and
You Aren’t One of Them!” While this may be a bit hard to fathom, in 1984 I actually became the Interim Dean of the College of Education at UIC for a year. I didn’t
like it, and I wasn’t very good at it – the proverbial round peg in a square hole. So I
was glad to get back to the faculty as soon as our search secured a new Dean. In
some ways, however, my brief foray into administration was a valuable experience.
It was valuable not so much because I learned strong or useful administrative skills,
but rather because I learned that academic administration was something I wanted
to avoid at all costs for the rest of my career. It’s one of the few things at which I
have been totally successful.
How College Affects Students (1991) Sometime around 1985 or 1986 Pat and I
were having one of our frequent Friday afternoon phone conversations. For some
reason, I’ll never know quite why, I blurted out “Hey, want to update Feldman and
Newcomb?” I’m not totally sure exactly what happened after that, but the next thing
we knew we were getting in touch with Ken Feldman to ask him what he thought
about doing a similar review again. Ken, who we didn’t know all that well at the
time, was quite candid and forthright about how much work and effort it would
require, but he also stressed that Pat and I were well-positioned intellectually to
undertake the task. The simple fact is that it is almost impossible to undertake this
kind of literature synthesis without strong quantitative social science skills. Pat and
I had been doing this kind of stuff our entire careers. Jossey-Bass bought into our
book proposal, and Ken agreed to write the Foreword. We were off and running.
While our initial goal had been to simply update the 1969 version of The Impact
of College on Students by reviewing the ensuing 20 years of research, Pat and I
ended up writing a substantially different book than the Feldman and Newcomb
(1969) classic. In part this was due to the fact that we covered a new body of literature, about 2600 studies, that had some methodological advances not as apparent in
the earlier literature. Probably more important, however, was the fact that we
employed a substantially different conceptual structure for organizing the studies
and the findings than did Feldman and Newcomb. I doubt if this led to any discernible improvement over the way Feldman and Newcomb organized the literature.
Rather, it merely reflected the different ways in which we organized the research
and presented the findings.
Constructing the first volume of How College Affects Students (Pascarella &
Terenzini, 1991) turned out to be as intellectually challenging and physically
exhausting as Ken Feldman promised it would be. Our best bet is that it took Pat and
myself in excess of eight “person years” to do it. When it was published by Jossey-
Bass in 1991 I was fairly worn down. Fortunately, I had terrific support for my work
on the book by my colleagues at UIC. Moreover, at roughly the same time, UIC was
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starting to put together a strong higher education faculty. Over time, this included
scholars such as John Smart, Amaury Nora, Liz Whitt, Corina Ethington, and Larry
Braskamp. We actually pulled this off without having an “official” Higher Education/
Student Affairs doctoral program. The PhD offered by the UIC College of Education
was in Educational Policy, but it permitted one to focus on postsecondary education.
Eventually all of the folks mentioned above, including myself, left UIC; and the
higher education concentration sort of faded away. For a brief time, however, UIC
had an extremely accomplished higher education group. Not only were Research in
Higher Education and Review of Higher Education edited by John Smart, three of
the UIC higher education faculty either had, or would eventually receive, the
Research Achievement Award from the Association for the Study of Higher
Education. The UIC higher education group would produce some very strong work
in the early 1990s, and then, somewhat inexplicably, disperse to other postsecondary institutions.
National Center or Postsecondary Teaching, Learning, and Assessment At
about the same time we were reviewing the page proofs to get How College Affects
Students into production, UIC was contacted by a group of higher education faculty
at Penn State, Syracuse, and Northwestern about forming a team to bid on the next
round of higher education research centers funded by the U. S. Department of
Education. The team we put together included people like Jim Ratcliff, Pat Terenzini,
Maryellen Weimer, Bill Tierney, Estella Bensimon (Penn State), Bob Menges
(Northwestern), Vince Tinto (Syracuse), and Amaury Nora, Linda Hagedorn, and
myself (UIC). We got the grant, and the 5 year National Center for Postsecondary
Teaching, Learning, and Assessment (NCTLA) was born. (That was the good news;
the other news was that we were now working for the U. S. Government.)
The National Center for Teaching, Learning, and Assessment was led by Jim
Ratcliff and centered at Penn State. Thankfully that meant that Penn State, and not
the other institutions affiliated with NCTLA, had to deal with the Department of
Education. Consequently, the UIC team got to concentrate almost exclusively on
what we did best – quantitative longitudinal research on college impact. The major,
and most expensive, research piece of the NCTLA was the National Study of
Student Learning (NSSL), which was carried out largely by the UIC team. NSSL
was a longitudinal, 3 year (1992–1995), pretest-posttest investigation of 23 twoand four-year institutions from all parts of the country. Its major, though not sole,
objective was to determine what academic and non-academic experiences were
linked to growth in five standardized measures of thinking and learning: critical
thinking, reading comprehension, mathematics, science reasoning, and writing.
Thus, we were not just conducting longitudinal survey research, we were also conducting longitudinal assessment.
We obviously needed some help in determining what standardized measures of
thinking and learning to use, and how to use them. Therefore, we contacted the two
major testing entities in the country. One tried to tell us how to do the study, the
other essentially asked how they could help. Guess which one we went with? ACT
(American College Testing – centered in Iowa City) turned out to be a marvelous
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resource, not only for the National Study of Student Learning, but also for two subsequent longitudinal studies of college impact that I directed or co-directed when I
moved to the University of Iowa in 1997. For the NSSL we used the ACT-developed
Collegiate Assessment of Academic Proficiency. The extensive body of published
and unpublished work that came out of the NSSL over the next decade plus (1992–
2004) consisted of an ASHE Research Report on liberal arts colleges, numerous
journal articles and presented papers, and a dozen or so dissertations. I was actually
told privately and unofficially that the Department of Education was quite pleased
with how productive the NSSL research agenda had been. Of course, coming from
the federal government this unofficial news was the kiss of death, and probably
explains why NCTLA did not get refunded for the next 5 years!
While I was cognizant of the fact that the National Study of Student Learning
had produced a large body of research, I had only a vague notion of how much
impact that work had on scholarship in the field. Interestingly, writing this chapter
gave me an incentive to find out. I chose the most objective (though imperfect)
index I could think of – how much the work had been cited. I then accessed Google
Scholar and tried to get the citation count for every paper associated with the NSSL
data base – irrespective of author(s). While I’m sure I missed several papers, my
best (conservative) estimate is that the body of scholarship associated with the
NSSL has, of this writing, been cited in excess of 8750 times. Pretty good impact
for work coming out of a single study, and an impressive and rewarding team
research effort.
By 1996 the National Center for Teaching, Learning, and Assessment was over,
and the data collection part of the National Study of Student Learning was completed. In some ways I welcomed this as I was starting to get that hollowed-out
sensation after conducting 5 years of original research on the NSSL. Once again I
started to feel the need for a change of intellectual venue to recharge my batteries.
Unfortunately, there was no clear alternative available. Pat Terenzini and I had
already published the 1991 version of How College Affects Students, and had sworn
the academic equivalent of a blood-oath that there was no way we would ever be
stupid enough to do it again! Fortunately, at about this time I had a chance professional encounter with Ursula Delworth, a counseling psychology faculty member at
the University of Iowa, which changed things dramatically.
During a conference at which Ursula and I both spoke, she mentioned to me that
the University of Iowa was about to mount a national search for an endowed chair
in higher education. Would I be interested in applying? I did the appropriate demurring and said I was very happy at UIC and that it would be hard for me to leave.
(Actually, this was true – UIC was a great place to work with terrific colleagues and
students.) We left it at my sending her a copy of my C.V., which she passed around
to some of the Iowa faculty to see if there was any interest. There was, and I was
invited to apply. The Chair had been generously endowed by Mary Louise Petersen,
an Iowa graduate, who had been a longtime and highly respected President of the
State of Iowa Board of Regents. In the late fall of 1996 I spent two full days interviewing in Iowa City, where it became clear that the University of Iowa (UI) was
quite serious about the hire they were about to make. I met with just about e verybody
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from the UI President on down, and the search committee had about a dozen people
on it. The terms of the Petersen Chair were quite attractive and included an annual
stipend that the Chair holder could use to support his or her research. Interestingly,
never during the interview did anyone say that the Petersen Chair was about
research. No one had to. Most tenure-track faculty contracts at Iowa are 40%
research, 40% teaching, and 20% service – generally consistent with the rest of the
Big-10, and similar research universities. The Petersen Chair contract specified 60%
research, 20% teaching, and 20% service. That prioritized things somewhat differently, but made expectations quite clear.
Just before Christmas, 1996 Steve Yussen, Dean of the UI College of Education,
called me and offered me the position. We negotiated the terms for about half an
hour and he said he would get back to me in writing in about 10 days. I could then
look things over and make a decision. This worked out fine as I was about the travel
to Bolivia for about a week to see my son Andy, who was located there in the Peace
Corps. To get some good advice, I did manage to get in a quick call to Pat Terenzini.
I vaguely remember his take home message being something on the general order
of the following: “You were just offered and endowed chair at a Big-10 University.
What are you going to do – sit back and wait for the next offer?” I was 53 years old
and if I was ever going to move again it probably had to be then. Moreover, how
many opportunities did you get to take an endowed chair at a major research university? Thus, after 20 terrific years at UIC, an institution for which I still have great
respect and affection, I traveled west across the Mississippi River in the fall of 1997
to Iowa City and the University of Iowa.
Iowa City and the University of Iowa The change from Chicago to Iowa City was
pretty dramatic. If Chicago was the proverbial drink from a fire hydrant, Iowa City
was a drink from a garden hose. I could almost feel my blood pressure drop. The
biggest difference I perceived was scale, and all the other things associated with
scale. You can actually see from one end of the main street in Iowa City all the way
to the other end. There are four traffic lights on the main street – I counted them.
When I had my first cleaning and check-up with my new Iowa City dentist I realized
his office was all the way across-town from where I lived. I left 30 min early and
arrived 20 min early. We don’t have a traffic rush-hour in the early morning or late
afternoon. Instead, we have what is locally known as the “rush-minute.” You get the
idea. In short, I’ve found Iowa City to be great place to live – an idyllic Midwestern
university town with a vibrant intellectual and arts culture, and world-class medical
care. My children sometimes refer to it as “Brigadoon on the prairie.”
After 20 years I’ve had essentially the same reaction to the University of Iowa as
I have to Iowa City. It has been a terrific place to work and a wonderfully supportive
academic culture in which to do research and scholarship. Individual faculty have a
great deal of discretion and autonomy concerning their work, and the decision making tends to be decentralize. Indeed, I often suspect that UI is actually a better place
to be a faculty member than it is to be an administrator. Furthermore, the Petersen
Endowed Chair has provided all the possible support one might hope for in order to
carry on a productive program of research and scholarship. I’m not sure it’s the very
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best higher education professorship in the country, but I think I could make a compelling argument that it’s on any short list of two or three. There is a further intriguing point about an endowed chair. I consider myself essentially a steward of the
Petersen Chair, with the expectation that in the near future I will pass on an enhanced
version to the next chair holder. The generous funding underlying an endowed chair
(around two-million dollars) not only provides for its independent existence, but
also, for its potential long-term existence. As an example, the Lucasian Professorship
in Mathematics at Cambridge University, an endowed chair recently held by Stephen
Hawking, was once held by Sir Isaac Newton.
How College Affects Students (2005) By the time I moved to Iowa in late 1997, the
National Study of Student Learning was completed and I was starting to again get
intellectually stale and bored from doing original empirical research. As indicated
previously, Pat and I had an iron pact NOT to do How College Affects Students
(HCAS) a second time – which probably explains why we actually ended up doing
it a second time! I won’t speak for Pat, but personally I’m very good at having an
argument with myself – and losing. For whatever reason, we jumped in again with
both feet and confronted the body of college impact research that had accrued from
about 1990 to 2001. In completing the 2005 edition of (HCAS) we got confirmation
of a pattern in the research on college impact that we first noticed in the 1991 edition. Feldman and Newcomb (1969) had synthesized the results of about 1500 studies conducted over about 40 years (roughly 375 studies per decade). Pascarella and
Terenzini (1991) synthesized the results of about 2600 studies conducted over about
20 years (about 1300 studies per decade). The 2005 edition of HCAS (Pascarella &
Terenzini, 2005) synthesized about 2400 studies conducted over a period of only
about 10 years (about 2400 studies in a single decade). Clearly the volume of
research on college impact was increasing at an accelerating rate. What this also
meant, of course, is that the conclusions we made in both versions of HCAS were
tentative at best. They were based on the best evidence we had at the time, but could
easily change or be altered in a new wave of accumulated research.
For purposes of continuity and chronological comparison we employed the same
conceptual structure for organizing evidence in the 2005 version of HCAS as we did
in the 1991 version. At the beginning of each chapter we reviewed the major conclusions from 1991, and at the end of each chapter we indicated how the findings from
the 2005 synthesis confirmed or conflicted with the 1991 findings. Although we
were covering only about a decade of accumulated research, in the end the 2005
version of HCAS consumed almost the same time and energy as the 1991 publication. When it was published I don’t remember Pat Terenzini and I making another
oath that we wouldn’t do it again. I think we both probably understood that we
COULDN’T do it again.
My work on the 2005 version of How College Affects Students became a bit more
complicated when Pat Terenzini and I were contacted by Alice Brown, head of the
Appalachian College Association (ACA) to talk about conducting an investigation
of the lives of ACA alumni. The resultant Appalachian College Association Study
was funded by the Mellon and Spencer Foundations, and consumed about 3 years of
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my life while I was simultaneously trying to work on the 2005 edition of HCAS. I
was never quite sure how that got pulled off. Fortunately, I could call on two great
assets. The first was ACT and the second was a young PhD student (and subsequent
post-doc) at Iowa named Greg Wolniak.
The design of the Appalachian College Association study was essentially a comparison of the post-college lives of alumni of a group a small, private, religiously
affiliated liberal arts colleges (members of ACA) and alumni of public regional
institutions in the Appalachian Region that were of similar academic selectivity. The
fortunate part of the project was that all the institutions used the ACT Test as an
admissions requirement. That meant that, working with ACT we had access to
nearly all the extensive pre-college information (including ACT score) collected on
students attending the institutions. We followed-up alumni cohorts of the two types
of institutions for 5, 15, and 25 years after their graduation, and then linked the
alumni survey data with pre-college ACT data. All this would have been impossible,
of course, without ACT.
Greg Wolniak became indispensable to my work at this time. He did much of the
heavy lifting on the ACA study and ended up being a terrific colleague. In addition
to all the tasks involved with getting the ACA data ready for analysis, Greg was also
developing his own independent line of research. Some of that appeared in refereed
journals, and other parts were integrated into an ASHE Report on the impact of
liberal arts colleges and liberal arts education published in 2005 (Pascarella &
Terenzini 2005). Eventually Greg left the post-doc position at Iowa to take a research
position at the University of Chicago in the National Opinion Research Corporation
(NORC), and is now at New York University. Before he left, however, he was instrumental in “snapping in” a new Iowa PhD student named Tricia Seifert. As with
Greg, Tricia became nearly indispensable. This was particularly true when Iowa got
involved with Wabash College and the Wabash National Study of Liberal Arts
Education.
Center for Research on Undergraduate Education Between 2003 and 2005 the
Appalachian College Association Study was completed, the 2005 version of How
College Affects Students was in production, and we were having discussions with
Charlie Blaich about doing some work for his Center of Inquiry in the Liberal Arts
at Wabash College. At about the same time, Sandy Damico, the Dean of the Iowa
College of Education, stuck her head in my open office door and we started a conversation. During our very informal conversation she mentioned that the Iowa
higher education program was doing a high volume of work on college students and
college impact, so would it make sense to start a Center? I had honestly never given
it much thought. However, initiating a Center at Iowa wasn’t that hard if you were
willing to support it on outside (soft) money. Liz Whitt, then a full professor at Iowa,
and I put together a quick proposal, crowned ourselves “co-directors,” and submitted it to the Board of Regents. It got approved quickly and we actually got $25,000
start-up money. From then on, however, the Center for Research on Undergraduate
Education (CRUE) lived totally on the grants and contracts we could secure to support its work.
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Liz and I only got to do one fairly large study together under the auspices of
CRUE before she left for an administrative position at St Louis University. This was
an investigation of University of Iowa undergraduates, which came to be known as
the RISE (Research on the Iowa Student Experience) Report. I thought we had
uncovered some very useful information in the study (e.g., the negative link between
binge drinking and cumulative grade point average, and the positive link between
receipt of effective classroom teaching and persistence from the first to the second
year of college). However, I also sensed that the RISE Report had generally been
received with thunderous silence. Nevertheless, about 18 months ago CRUE was
contacted by the UI President’s office about undertaking a program of research on
undergraduate education at Iowa. Part of the reason, apparently, was that the
President was familiar with the RISE Report. Sometimes I think you never really
know what’s going to sell, or if and when your work will have impact or
relevance.
The Wabash National Study of Liberal Arts Education The Wabash National
Study of Liberal Arts Education (WNS) was probably the best longitudinal study of
college impact I ever directed. Actually, I didn’t really direct it. The WNS consisted
of several studies that were directed overall by Charlie Blaich of the Wabash Center
of Inquiry in the Liberal Arts. (Major funding was from the Lilly Endowment.)
What CRUE at Iowa did was assume the principal responsibility for designing and
constructing the longitudinal panel study part of the WNS. The WNS also involved
a large qualitative investigation that was directed by two eminent scholars, and my
long-time friends – Pat King of Michigan and Marcia Baxter-Magolda of Miami of
Ohio. WNS turned out to be a great collaboration, and working with Charlie, Pat,
Marcia, and their graduate students was also tremendous fun for the Iowa CRUE
team.
The WNS was one of those phenomena that starts out very modestly and ends up
quite large. As I remember it, Pat King and I had been invited by Charlie Blaich to
a meeting at Wabash College, along with a large number of other folks from around
the country, to discuss how the Wabash Center of Inquiry in the Liberal Arts might
best invest its resources. There were all sorts of suggestions about conducting work-
shops, seminars, and conferences. When it finally came to Pat King and myself, one
of us (I can’t remember exactly who) suggested that, since one issue is that we don’t
have great deal of evidence about the actual impact of liberal arts colleges or liberal
arts education on student outcomes, perhaps something like a small study comparing a couple of liberal arts colleges with a couple of other institutional types might
be in order. That was it. At a break in the meeting Pat and I were talking, and I
believe I said something to the effect that “the lure was in the water.” In less than a
year we were putting together a longitudinal study that eventually had over 40 institutions and some 5000 plus students who were followed over 4 years of postsecondary education. It was far beyond anything we had ever expected or planned for.
It took us almost 3 years of planning to get the Wabash National Study underway.
Once again we subcontracted major sections of the data collection, and all the seemingly endless details that went with it, to ACT. What we realized almost i mmediately
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was that, like the National Study of Student Learning in 1992–1995, we were not
simply doing survey research. Rather, we were conducting assessments – requiring
students to spend nearly 90 min of time completing standardized instruments three
times over a 4 year period. This was not something that any of the academic institutions conducting the WNS (i.e., Iowa, Miami, and Michigan) could have pulled off
successfully. We needed ACT. Mike Valiga of ACT came through again, as he had
done in the Appalachian College Association Study, and we managed to pull off the
data collection. However, it took the better part of 3 year’s work, and numerous
meetings in Iowa City and Crawfordsville, Indiana (home of Wabash College),
before we collected a single piece of information from students. One year of preparation was devoted to a pilot study from a small sample of institutions just to see if
what we planned to do was even feasible. As with most large, longitudinal studies,
the lion’s share of the hard work was in the collection of good data. Analyzing the
data and writing reports, conference papers, and journal articles was, as always, the
comparatively easy part.
We started collecting WNS data in 2006 and continued across three longitudinal
cohorts (2006–2010, 2007–2011, and 2008–2012). In each cohort individual student data were collected at three points: at the very beginning of college, at the end
of the first year of college, and at the end of the fourth year of college. This yielded
a very rich data set with nearly 1200 pre-college, college experience, and college
outcome variables for each participating student. Because we put substantial effort
into implementing a pretest-posttest design, nearly every outcome measure assessed
at the end of the first and fourth years of college had a parallel precollege score. This
richness in the WNS data permitted us to estimate the potential effects of a wide
range of college experiences (e.g., quality of teaching, extra-curricular involvement,
deep learning experiences, work responsibilities, Greek affiliation, study abroad,
independent work with a faculty member, diversity experiences, and the like) on a
broad range of liberal arts outcomes (e.g., critical thinking, continued motivation for
learning, intercultural effectiveness, leadership skills, psychological well-being,
moral reasoning, educational plans, and the like). Moreover, since we collected
extensive pre-college characteristics on each participating student, we were able to
estimate the links between college experiences and outcomes while taking into
account the influence of potential competing causes. Not the equivalent of conducting randomized experiments in terms maximizing internal validity, of course, but
certainly a very reasonable alternative when one can’t conduct experimental
research.
The WNS also permitted us to do at least two other significant things. First, the
data allowed us to replicate findings from previous studies. These included the estimated impact of effective teaching (e.g., clear and organized instruction) on both
critical thinking growth and first-year to second-year persistence in college (Loes,
Pascarella, & Salisbury, 2015; Pascarella, Salisbury, & Blaich, 2011b) as well as
several major findings from Arum and Roksa’s (2011) Academically Adrift – a book
that initiated a national conversation about how much students grow intellectually
in college (Pascarella, Blaich, Salisbury, & Hanson, 2011). The second significant
thing we were able to do stemmed from the fact that WNS used the National Survey
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of Student Engagement (NSSE) as part of the assessment of students’ college experiences. Consequently, CRUE was one of the first research entities to conduct an
actual longitudinal, pretest-posttest validity study of the benchmark scales from
NSSE (Pascarella, Seifert, & Blaich, 2010).
Finally, the WNS produced two important spin-off projects for CRUE. The first
was a recent study of inequality in the development of critical thinking skills during
college with Josipa Roksa and Charlie Blaich. This investigation used the WNS data
and was funded by the Spenser Foundation. It has already produced several published papers appearing in Journal of Higher Education and Research in Higher
Education (Roksa, et al., 2017a, 2017b). The second spin-off was Project UI –
REACH (Realizing Educational and Career Hopes). Centered at the University of
Iowa and funded by the U.S. Department of Education, REACH is a program that
enrolls about 20–25 intellectually challenged young men and women who take college courses and have a residential college experience for 20 years. Being the major
UI research entity focused on undergraduate education, CRUE was contacted by the
REACH Director, Jo Hendrickson, Professor of Special Education, to discuss how
the program might be evaluated. I know next to nothing about the field of special
education or special needs students, so it became an excellent learning experience
for me. What we ended up doing, I thought, was reasonably creative, though probably a little bit off the wall. We essentially replicated major sections of the WNS
with several cohorts of REACH students, and then drew unidentifiable WNS student
participants with very low ACT scores, learning disabilities, and the like, for comparative purposes. REACH and CRUE recently published their first joint paper summarizing the findings in Journal of Student Affairs Research and Practice
(Hendrickson, Therrien, Weeden, Pascarella, & Hosp, 2015).
How College Affects Students (2016) A little over 5 years ago, Matt Mayhew
contacted me at an ASHE meeting and indicated that he and several other young
scholars were giving some thought to updating How College Affects Students for the
accrued research of the twenty-first Century so far. What did I think? I’ve always
felt that periodic stock-taking of any large field of intellectual work helps immeasurably in determining productive directions of future research and scholarship.
Moreover, it often occurred to me that the two volumes of How College Affects
Students that Pat Terenzini and I had produced in 1991 and 2005 started to become
obsolete the day they were published, as a new body of work on college impact
began to accrue. Clearly, I felt the next volume was worth doing, as long as the
authors were prepared for the massive amount of work it entailed. I agreed to write
the book proposal to Wiley/Jossey-Bass; and Pat and I would be involved in a close
advisory role during the process and agreed to act as what might be called “substance editors” of the final draft. Matt put together a fine team of gifted young
scholars that, in addition to himself, included: Alyssa Rockenbach, Nick Bowman,
Tricia Seifert, and Greg Wolniak. I have to hand it to them – they bulled their collective necks and waded right into the maelstrom of literature that awaited them.
The good news was that they pulled off the third volume of HCAS (Mayhew,
Rockenbach, Bowman, Seifert, & Wolniak, 2016) in great style, and I was
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p articularly proud of the Iowa connection of Nick Bowman, Tricia Seifert, and Greg
Wolniak. The somewhat more sobering news is that Matt’s team now “owns the
franchise” and, in all likelihood, will be expected to repeat this performance in
another decade or so! If so, I have no doubt that they will be more than up to the
challenge.
There is one brief aside from the 2016 version of HCAS that has to be mentioned.
I was hoping to make it through my entire career without ever having the word
“hegemony” used in any publication on which my name appeared. Unfortunately, I
believe “hegemony” was used at least once in the book – despite my best advice and
sternest warning. Another indication that the brilliant flash I sometimes sense going
by me when I drive I-88 to Oak Park, Illinois to see my grandchildren is actually the
twenty-first Century!
Knowing When to Conclude a Career In the end, the Wabash National Study and
its spin-off projects consumed nearly my entire time as Director of CRUE. I was
getting into my early seventies and had held the Petersen Chair for almost two
decades. I was also noticing a diminution of both physical and intellectual energy.
My initial concern was what to do about CRUE. I would be disingenuous if I didn’t
say that CRUE had achieved national visibility as a research center. It clearly had.
But given my somewhat focused, and perhaps limited, intellectual perspective, I
was also under no illusion that I had taken CRUE about as far as I could. Therefore,
the first thing I did was inform the department and college that I thought it would be
best if I stepped down from the CRUE directorship. This forced the department to
make a decision – did they want to keep CRUE going? Apparently, it isn’t that
unusual in academe for a center to cease to exist with the retirement or resignation
of its director. The department and college decided that CRUE was important to
them, and subsequently mounted a national search for a new faculty member and
CRUE Director. I stayed out of the search as I’ve never thought it particularly wise,
or even ethical, to help chose the person who replaces you. It smacks a bit of nepotism. That said, the fact that we were able to attract Nick Bowman to Iowa and the
CRUE Directorship could not have pleased me more. Nick is a young scholar of
truly remarkable ability, who is destined to become a genuinely major presence in
our field. I have no doubt that CRUE will indeed prosper under his directorship.
The next Issue I had to address was when to retire. The problem of course is that
I really enjoy what I do. Holding an endowed chair at a Big-10/AAU University is
a compelling job. However, there comes a time when you have to face the reality
that, irrespective of how much you have accomplished in your career, you are standing in the way of talented younger scholars. I arrived at that conclusion in the fall of
2016 and opted for the University of Iowa’s very attractive phased retirement program. Under it I will work 50% time through the 2019–2020 academic year and
then officially retire. During that time the University will mount a search for the
next Petersen Chair.
As I have put together this brief career chronology I realize how very simple and
straightforward my career has been. As alluded to at the beginning of the chapter,
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I’ve really only done two things: (1) original research on college impact, using
mostly, though not exclusively, data sets I’ve played a major role in constructing;
and (2) synthesizing the huge body of literature and research on college impact. Any
influence I may have had on scholarship, or even policy, in our field has to have
come from those somewhat mundane activities. The colleges of education where I
have carried out my career have been particularly kind in providing me with a tenured sanctuary to conduct intellectual work that may have been regarded as only
tangential to their major purposes.
I’m not a particularly articulate or eloquent public speaker, nor do I see myself
having the skills required to be an effective consultant, public intellectual, or educator – so I’ve rarely ventured into the domains of those activities. Neither has my
research or scholarship focused on issues of social justice or equity. Indeed, I will
argue below (though I’m not sure how convincingly) that having such a focus could
actually work against the scientific validity of the type of research and scholarship
that I do. Having said all this, however, I have learned a few things during my career
that might prove useful to others. I offer those in Part II of this chapter. Please keep
in mind, however, that while my observations and advice are free, they may be
worth exactly what you’re paying for them!

1.2

 art II: Observations on a Career Studying How College
P
Affects Students

Anyone who contemplates an academic career studying the impact of college on
students has to be prepared to deal with an immense body of scholarship and
research that already exists. That means that about the best one can do in terms of a
career intellectual contribution is to influence the accrued knowledge in a modest
way. While I think I’ve made a contribution, the best that four decades of my work
has probably been able to do is to move our understanding of postsecondary education’s impact on students a relatively small step. During that time, however, I’ve
made several observations, some of which are general in nature, but others of which
might be useful for the next generation of scholars who will carry on the work.
Motivation – Why I Do What I Do I see myself essentially as a quantitatively
trained social scientist who has focused nearly his entire body of intellectual work
on understanding the complex network of direct and indirect influences commonly
called the impact of college. While it is impossible to avoid being personally motivated by many of the human frailties (e.g. ambition, pride, bias, blind spots, and the
like), I like to think that the primary motive for my work is simply intellectual curiosity. Put another way, I’m motivated to do my work by an interest in understanding
a significant part of the world in which I work, not necessarily in changing it. I want
to empirically understand what is actually valid and true about the impact of postsecondary education on students rather than champion what I think should be true.
Equity or social justice, I’m afraid, has never been my motivation. That doesn’t
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mean that I’m not pleased if my work has contributed to crafting a more just and
equitable educational experience for students. Certainly I’m pleased, for example,
that the work of the Center for Research on Undergraduate Education at Iowa has
been cited in support of increasing diversity in American higher education in several
U. S. Supreme Court cases. However, achieving the goals of justice and equity in
undergraduate education is not the reason why I do what I do. My motivation is less
lofty – I’m more interested in uncovering what is “valid and true”, not in deciding
what “should be.”
For me, conducting research to discover what is actually true about college
impact, means giving priority to modes of inquiry that fall within the broad parameters of the scientific method over more qualitative approaches. There is some
strong methodological justification for doing so that I will discuss later in the chapter. However, there is another strong justification – at least from my personal perspective. Some qualitative approaches, such as critical race theory and critical
feminist theory, for example, offer the temptation to beg the question. Once those
perspectives are adopted, one runs the very real risk of introducing the famous intellectual flaw pointed out by social-psychologists: “I wouldn’t have seen it if I hadn’t
believed it.” (More recently, the social psychologist Jonathan Haidt has referred to
this phenomenon as “motivated scholarship” – in contrast with “disinterested scholarship” or research that follows where the evidence leads, and is continually subject
to disconfirmation or falsification by new evidence, or critique by colleagues.) This
clearly doesn’t mean that approaches such as critical race or critical feminist theory
are not powerful methods for understanding important educational phenomena.
They are, and will continue to be. However, their use in understanding the unique
impact of the student postsecondary experience is likely problematic. For example,
if one is attempting to understand the unique impact of diversity experiences on
undergraduate outcomes, a methodological lens that anticipates a certain answer
can potentially confound the internal validity of any findings.
Methodology: How I Do What I Do Since my career has focused on identifying
potential causal relationships between the college experience and a wide range of
outcomes, the scientific method has been an extremely useful tool. Indeed, it has
likely been the most powerful approach I could have adopted to do my work successfully. Unfortunately, I have typically been forced to carry out my research under
less than optimal scientific conditions. Specifically, I have seldom been in a position
to conduct randomized experiments, or even quasi-experiments. Instead, I have had
to settle for trying to establish plausible causal relationships with longitudinal data,
employing controlled correlational methods. Essentially what I do is to posit or
hypothesize an association between some college experience (e.g. clear and organized instruction) and some outcome (e.g. critical thinking skills). I then do everything I can to make that association disappear (i.e. become statistically non-significant
or zero) by using statistical or matching procedures to introduce or eliminate competing causal explanations. If the association does in fact disappear in the presence
of alternative explanations I typically rule out the general association as causal. If,
however, the association persists (remains statistically significant) the best I can say
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is that, given the specific alternative explanations that I have taken into account, I
have failed to disconfirm a causal relationship. Such a statement, of course, lacks
the greater authority with which I could make a causal conclusion under the more
optimal scientific conditions of randomized experiments.
The core issue centers on how one deals with individual differences and the
selection effect. In any study of college impact, scores on a dependent measure (e.g.
critical thinking test scores) are composed of at least three influences: errors of
measurement, the independent variable (e.g. clear and organized instruction), and
individual differences among students (e.g. pre-college critical thinking test scores,
academic preparation, motivation, and the like). Errors of measurement tend to be
random events, and typically don’t cause too much damage if you have a dependent
measure of vetted reliability. The truly vexing problem becomes one of disaggregating the impact of the independent variable from the impact of individual student
differences. With randomized experiments, individual differences among students
get distributed by chance across comparative experiences, and the selection effect is
made moot by taking away free choice. However, in controlled correlation, longitudinal inquiry, individual differences are not randomly distributed and free choice
(the basis of the selection effect) is not taken away. Therefore, individual differences
and the selection effect are not controlled by research design. Rather, statistical or
matching procedures are typically employed to adjust for the individual differences,
experiences, and propensities that students bring to college. What this means for the
research I have done in my career is that these individual differences, experiences,
and propensities need to be measured if they are to be introduced as controls. Hence,
nearly all my work on college impact has been longitudinal – typically including,
not only a battery of pre-college student traits and experiences, but also a pre-college
measure of any outcome considered.
Of course, even with the strongest longitudinal pretest-posttest designs you can’t
be sure you are taking all the important confounding influences into account. Thus,
the best I can say about the body of my empirical work on college impact is that I
may have gotten it approximately right. That said, however, I’m afraid that at this
point in my career I typically have very little faith in anything short of longitudinal
designs to yield internally valid information about the impact of college. In this
sense, my work has selected against cross-sectional designs or qualitative approaches
largely because they typically provide little or no leverage for dealing with the
selection effect.
How Objective Have I Been? Since I have carried out the body of my empirical
work as far as possible within the tenants of the scientific paradigm, I would like to
think that I have been objective – that I have followed the evidence wherever it leads
and have largely separated myself (i.e. beliefs, values, socio-political views, and the
like) from my findings. Thus, if one were to read the entire body of my empirical
work 75 years from now (not likely I know – but work with me here!), he or she
would learn little or nothing about me personally. That is, my work would reveal
little or nothing about my political affiliation, racial views, social perspectives, sexual preference, the God(s) I worshipped (if any), and the like. Were this the case, or
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even approximately the case, I would be content that I had practiced my intellectual
craft with integrity. Having said this, I fully admit that it probably sounds absurd to
many readers, and rightly so. I know that simply selecting a particular research paradigm within which to conduct intellectual work, as well as the research hypotheses
one tests, reveal much that is personal about a scholar. At the very least, however,
I’d like to think that I honed no ideological or socio-political axes in my research.
Self-Reported Gains – How Students Who Tell the Truth Can Mislead You I
have to begin this section with a confession. I have occasionally used students’ self-
reported gains during college as a dependent measure in my empirical work.
However, I ceased doing so some time ago and I will never use them again. Certainly,
students’ self-reported gains can play a useful role when used in coordination with
the National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE), of which they have been an
integral part for some time. The 2006–2012 Wabash National Study, in fact, used
the NSSE as one means of assessing students’ extent of engagement during college.
However, I have refrained from using self-reported gains as a dependent measure in
my work ever since I realized the crucial mistake I was making in employing them
to measure the actual impact of college experiences. It isn’t about students not telling you the truth when asked to indicate their perceived gains during college. The
problem, and I realize how odd this sounds, is that students can be telling you the
absolute truth on such items and still mislead you about the impact of college or any
particular college experiences.
The problematic part begins with the fact that self-reported gains scales are
essentially not authentic longitudinal change scores measured at two or more separate points in time. They are simply a cross-sectional measure of student perceptions at a single point in time. As with all scores they reflect three sources of
influence: errors of measurement, individual differences among students, and the
impact of college. Let’s concede the measurement reliability issue and assume that
all students are telling the absolute truth in terms of their perceived gains during
college. However, that still leaves the problem of separating the unique impact of
the college experience itself from the impact of individual differences among students doing the reporting. Thus, two students having the exact same college experience could report markedly different gains simply because they differ in their
individual propensities to respond on self-reported gains items. If we were considering actual longitudinal precollege – end-of-college scores on some variable, such as
critical thinking skills, our precollege measure of critical thinking would afford us a
solid estimate of an individual’s propensity to respond on our measurement instrument. Therefore, we at least have the opportunity to use statistical or matching procedures to take this individual propensity into account. However, students’
self-reported gains during college really have no parallel precollege measure we can
use to make a similar adjustment.
In practice, this problem often leads to some interesting studies I’ve read over the
years as an outside reviewer for manuscripts submitted to our field’s journals. One
such multiple-author study I read some time ago made the reasonable hypothesis
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that liberal arts colleges provided a much more influential undergraduate experience
than regional institutions. (I’m altering some of the details of the investigation for
greater anonymity – but the crucial principle stays the same.) They tested this
hypothesis generally by comparing student responses from the two institutional
types of on self-reported gains along extensive dimensions of intellectual and personal development that were of vetted psychometric reliability. Not surprisingly,
their hypothesis was supported. Compared to their counterparts at regional institutions, students attending liberal arts colleges tended to report that they made significantly larger gains across nearly all scales of intellectual and personal development.
It made sense – a well-written paper with a reasonable hypothesis that was solidly
supported by the evidence, except for one fatal flaw! While one might conclude
from the evidence that liberal arts colleges do, in fact, provide a more influential
undergraduate experience, an equally plausible explanation is that liberal arts colleges provide essentially the same undergraduate experience as other types of institutions, but simply attract and enroll students who are more psychologically open to
the effects of postsecondary education to begin with.
Thus, institutional differences in self-reported gains during college could easily
reflect differences in the students enrolled and not differences in the educational
experience provided. The bottom line was that there was every reason to believe that
students were providing absolutely truthful information, but the problems of using
students’ self-reported gains in a cross-sectional design led to findings that were
nonetheless highly likely to be confounded by the selection effect and the interaction of selection and change. You got the impact of institutional type, but it was
likely conflated with individual differences among students who attended different
institutional types. Of course, the remedy for this problem is to conduct randomized
experiments, but this is often out of the question in college impact research.
Student self-reported gains also have another problem separate from threats to
the internal validity of findings in a study. The problem has to do with their psychometric validity – what do self-reported gains actually measure? For example, recent
important work by my University of Iowa colleague Nick Bowman has called into
serious question the correspondence between students’ self-reported gains and
actual longitudinal gains on standardized instruments administered at two points in
time (Bowman, 2010, 2011). The bottom line is that student self-reported gains
need to be used with a great deal of caution. Employed in coordination with the
NSSE, or used in experimental research they may provide useful information.
However, their role in estimating the impact of college or the impact of college
experiences is potentially misleading. There is likely no easy, cross-sectional short-
cut to understanding college impact. Indeed, at this point in my career I’ve concluded that whenever something in my scholarly work seems to be progressing too
fast or too easily it is usually because I’m doing something wrong or stupid!
I should also point out that, in addition to self-reported gains, I think other aspects
of student self-reports have similar problems when they are used in cross-sectional
designs, as they typically are. One of these is the concept of “lived experience.”
Once again, students can be telling you the absolute truth about an experience as
they believe they lived it and still mislead you. Part of students’ reports of a “lived
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experience” may in fact be the actual experience itself. However, part may also have
been filtered through the lens of students’ particular traits, competencies, biases,
propensities, and the like. Consequently, you get two things with “lived experience” – the influence of the experience itself and the influence of the individual
characteristics of the students describing the experience. The issue is that it can be
almost impossible to distinguish between the two. As such, while they may be very
useful in other contexts, students’ lived experiences can be extremely problematic
in determining the unique impact of college experiences.
In the Study of College Impact Research Design Trumps Statistical
Analysis Shortly after I had finished my PhD at Syracuse and was working for the
SU Center for Instructional Development I got the opportunity to attend a workshop
on social science research that was staffed by a substantial number of well-known
and highly published social scientists. About two-thirds to three-fourths of the presentations were on new advances in statistical procedures. Toward the end of the
workshop, however, one of the most distinguished individuals in attendance started
out his presentation by saying: “Amateurs talk about statistics – professionals talk
about research design and data quality.” He then proceeded to explain why.
I’ve never forgotten this short, but prescient, admonition; and from the perspective of work on college impact it contains considerable truth. There is a reason why
major books such as: Four Critical Years (Astin, 1977), What Matters in College
(Astin, 1993), The Shape of the River (Bowen & Bok, 1998), and Academically
Adrift (Arum & Roksa, 2011) are some of the most highly cited works in our field.
It isn’t because they employ particularly sophisticated or esoteric statistical procedures. In fact their statistical analyses, while highly competent and more than adequate to the task at hand, would not typically be considered on the cutting edge.
Rather, it is because these large studies analyze very high quality longitudinal data
(often with a pretest-posttest design) that permits them to test significant hypotheses
in the study of college impact, while taking into account the individual student
selection effect. It is also data that took huge amounts of time, effort, and ingenuity
to collect.
During the conduct of the Wabash National Study (2006–2012) we conducted
several little studies with our data that might fall under the rubric of “thought experiments” – e.g. what would happen to our estimated effects if we manipulated a
certain variable. We were essentially interested in what would happen if we changed
the statistical procedures with which we analyzed out data, versus what would happen I we artificially changed the design of our data by including or excluding a
pretest measure of the outcome. To make a long story short, what we found was that
different statistical procedures (e.g. covariate adjustment with regression analysis or
propensity score matching) made little or no difference in our estimated effects (e.g.
Padgett, Salisbury, An, & Pascarella, 2010; Pascarella, Salisbury, & Blaich, 2013).
This is quite consistent with what other scholars have found (e.g. Shadish, Clark, &
Steiner, 2008; Shah, Laupacis, Hux, & Austin, 2005). However, when we altered the
design of the study by excluding a pretest measure of the outcome rather than considering it in our analytical models, both regression-based covariate adjustment and
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propensity score matching over-estimated effects in the 40 to 60 percent range. In
short, the design of the study was more important in obtaining accurate estimates of
effects than was the statistical procedure used. This was a consistent finding throughout nearly all our analyses of the WNS data.
This in no way can be interpreted to mean that correct and comprehensive statistical analyses are not important. They absolutely are. (Our results based on the WNS
can’t be generalized to all longitudinal data sets.) At the same time, however, it’s
always much easier to analyze data statistically than it is to collect strong data to
begin with – ask anyone who has done both. With so many cutting edge statistical
packages available, as well as workshops where one can learn to use them, it has
become much less of a challenge to apply very sophisticated data analytic techniques to any data. (I know this as a fact because my own graduate students who
have attended such workshops have returned home to instruct me!) Nevertheless, I
continue to believe that it is very rarely the case that sophisticated data analytic
procedures can “save” weak or flawed data. If the data are a frog no amount of statistical wizardry is likely to transform that amphibian into royalty. Thus, throughout
the entire body of my empirical work I have always given research design and the
collection of quality data higher priority than data analysis. One can always reanalyze existing data – collecting it again is entirely another matter.
Replication Because it proceeds largely within the basic parameters of science,
my empirical work on the impact of college on students is essentially falsifiable.
That is, other scholars should be able to read one of my empirical publications and
be able to conduct a replication study to see if what I found is robust, or merely a
fluke, off-chance result. Such replication is the sine qua non of scientific inquiry,
and yet it is rarely seen in our field. I’ve never understood why this should be the
case. Perhaps to some extent it’s because conducting “original” research and scholarship is widely regarded as essential to tenure and promotion success, and replications are not always considered “original” research. Replication studies, however,
strike me as being important, not just to the advancement of a body of vetted knowledge about college impact, but also to the credibility of higher education as a field
of study. As a field of study we seem to have been quite concerned with providing
higher education policy makers information that they can use to inform policy.
Perhaps we should be just as concerned with providing these policy makers information that has the robust external validity that comes with being vetted by multiple
studies.
Of course, it is usually more credible when your work is independently replicated by someone else. However, if that is unlikely to happen the next best thing is
to do it yourself. Over the last decade CRUE at Iowa has undertaken several replications of some of our earlier work on the effects of instructional practices and binge
drinking during college (An, Loes, & Trolian, 2017; Loes, Salisbury, & Pascarella,
2015), as well as replicating other work in the field (Pascarella, Blaich, Martin, &
Hanson, 2011a). We have had little or no problem publishing that work in major
refereed outlets, so perhaps any field-wide selection against replication studies simply doesn’t exist.
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Hopefully, higher education research in general, and college impact research in
particular, will more fully embrace the conduct of replication studies as a significant
part of their intellectual craft. One way to do this might be to use doctoral dissertations as particularly convenient ground for conducting replication studies. As the
country’s higher education programs become increasingly comfortable with doctoral dissertations in the form of multiple empirical research papers, rather than one
large study, this may be more likely to happen.
Qualitative Methods I have never employed qualitative methods in my empirical
work on college impact. Believe it or not, the reason for this is not that I particularly
enjoy using the more quantitative approaches characteristic of the scientific paradigm. (I was a humanities major as an undergraduate and had scored quite a bit
higher on the verbal than the math sections of the SAT.) Rather, I employ quantitative methods in my work simply because they afford me the greatest opportunity to
obtain internally valid results. With quantitative approaches applied to longitudinal
data I can address the ubiquitous effects of self-selection and, at least partially, control for them. To my knowledge (affirmed on numerous occasions by qualitative
methodologists in my department and college), qualitative approaches were never
designed to take on the problem of the selection effect. Consequently, I’ve never
considered them particularly appropriate or useful for the kinds of empirical work
that I do. They simply do not provide me the methodological leverage I need to best
answer the particular questions that I typically ask.
Of course, another problem with my using qualitative approaches in my work is
that I am almost totally clueless about them. However, Pat Terenzini and I once
made an iron vow that we would never let our own ignorance stop us! So my ignorance of qualitative methods didn’t stop me from doing something really stupid –
debating Yvonna Lincoln during a session at the annual conference of the American
College Personnel Association. About the best way to describe what happened was
that I was the proverbial “unarmed opponent in a dual of wits.” Put another way – if
it were a boxing match the referee would have stopped it about the 3rd round. For
some reason it never occurred to me that Yvonna spent much of her highly influential career actually thinking about epistemology and different methodological
approaches. I’ve had similar spirited methodological discussions with my colleague
Liz Whitt leading to essentially the same outcome – a trip to the intellectual woodshed. In the end I have resigned myself to the fact that I don’t think very deeply
about methodological approaches – I simply use them, and I have chosen to use the
methodological tools that I believe best help me to accomplish the work I do.
Diversity – My Own Research Changes My Mind If one is going to claim to be
a serious social scientist he or she has to be willing to follow the evidence and facts
wherever they may lead. I confronted this issue in my own work on the impact of
diversity experiences on college outcomes. I must admit that I started out thinking
that the notion of a diverse student body enhancing individual student intellectual
and personal growth was something of a social-political myth. There was some
nascent evidence in the literature, but some relatively weak designs in the research
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led me to be skeptical, though intrigued. I realized that we had the longitudinal data
from the National Study of Student Learning and the Wabash National Study to
address a number of questions about the potential impact of diversity experiences
during college. Although a growing number of other scholars were taking a lead in
doing research and scholarship on diversity, I saw no reason why the Iowa team
could not become involved. (Perhaps I was simply being so stubbornly skeptical
that I felt I had to have a hand in the research myself before I could believe it.)
The brief version of the story is that CRUE at Iowa conducted a series of studies
that estimated the net link between diversity experiences during college (e.g. attending a racial/cultural awareness workshop, having a friend of a different race, interacting with individuals from different religions and cultures, interacting with
individuals having different values and socio-political views, and the like) and a
range of intellectual and personal outcomes (e.g. Loes, Pascarella, & Umbach,
2012; Parker & Pascarella, 2013; Pascarella, et al., 2014). The clear weight of evidence from this research led to the general conclusion that we could not disconfirm
a net positive link between engagement in diversity experiences and a range of
cognitive and personal outcomes. When you think about it a while the findings
made sense. As a general rule we learn and change from dealing with the challenge
of confronting difference. Following my own evidence eventually (and perhaps
grudgingly) led me to change my mind. Diversity, I concluded, was not simply the
ideological expression of a social-political agenda. Rather, when experienced
broadly and not just in terms of skin color, it has potentially important educational
and developmental implications.
Individual Differences Among Students Individual differences in student characteristics play a powerful role in research on college impact. As a driver of the selection effect, they can be an inexorable adversary in any attempts to identify the
unique effects of college experiences. However, they can also shape the impact of
the college experience in absolutely fascinating ways. Throughout my career my
research has struggled with the former, while tending to embrace the latter.
As I worked on both versions of How College Affects Students, I noticed something that was almost universally consistent in the studies I read that had longitudinal pretest-posttest designs. Among all variables considered, the pretest was not
only the strongest predictor of the posttest, it was far and away the strongest predictor of the posttest. With simple pretest-posttest correlations often times hovering
around. 70, the net effect of the pretest on the posttest was often six or seven times
greater than any other variable – including various college experiences. What this
means for college impact research is that the rank-ordering of students on some
precollege measure is quite similar to their rank-ordering on the posttest or outcome. Despite what we would like to think about the power of postsecondary education to bring about a fundamental change in students, it may not be as powerful a
determinant as the traits and aptitudes students bring with them to college. This does
not mean that college is not a transformational experience for many students, but it
does confront us with a sobering reality.
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The sobering reality is that achieving equal outcomes in postsecondary education may be highly unlikely. Let me be clear that I’m not making an argument here
against the desirability of equality of outcomes, only the feasibility of achieving
them. In order for equal outcomes to occur, the strong pretest-posttest relationship
noted above would have to be reduced to zero, or very close to zero. I would never
say that this is an impossibility. However, I have never seen it happen, or even come
close to happening, in any study of college impact I have ever read or conducted
myself. While not necessarily impossible, it would nevertheless be unprecedented.
The power of Individual differences among students is an inconvenient reality that
will not go away simply because it doesn’t support our strongly held beliefs about
what should be, and makes our world untidy. For the time being we may have to
focus our energy on the achievement of equal opportunity in postsecondary education and trust that additional effort on our part may eventually lead to more equitable outcomes.
Individual differences among students are also an important influence in shaping
the impact of college. What this means is that not all students may benefit equally
from the same experience or intervention. Individual student characteristics, aptitudes, and propensities may lead some students to benefit more than others.
Typically, when an intervention or experience tends to have similar effects across
individual student characteristics it is referred to as a “general effect.” However, if
the estimated effect of a variable differs in magnitude for students with different
characteristics, such as race, sex, measured aptitude, and the like, the term “conditional effect,” “interaction effect,” or “moderator effect” is typically used. I’ve
always used the term “conditional effect,” but different fields tend to use different
terminology for what is essentially the same thing. If conditional effects are uncovered (and there are several competent statistical procedures for doing so), it means
that general effects findings may well be misleading.
The presence of statistically reliable conditional effects also suggests that general effects results may mask important variations in the effects of interventions or
experiences for different kinds of students. Even if the estimated general effect of a
particular intervention is non-significant, that still doesn’t preclude the possibility
that the intervention has a significant positive influence for certain specific subgroups of students (e.g. Loes & Pascarella, 2017). Clearly, conditional effects make
for a messier, less parsimonious intellectual topography than general effects. So be
it – no one ever promised that the impact of college on students was an uncomplicated field of study. On the other hand, conditional effects, particularly if they are
replicated, may provide administrators and policy makers with more focused guidance on which sub-groups of students may benefit most from the implementation of
specific interventions or experiences. If our findings from the National Study of
Student Learning and the Wabash National Study of Liberal Arts Education are any
indication, conditional effects may be much more common than many believe.
Furthermore, as the American postsecondary student body becomes increasingly
diverse, we could reasonably anticipate that conditional effects in college impact
research will become the rule rather than the exception.
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Constructing a New Higher Education Program When I was interviewing for
the Petersen Chair at Iowa I was told that, if I was offered the position, I would also
be offered a Joint appointment between two departments: Educational Policy and
Leadership Studies (which housed the Higher Education Program) and Counseling,
Rehabilitation, and Student Development (which housed the venerable Iowa Student
Affairs Program). It seemed a bit unusual, if not odd, to have those two programs in
different departments. Indeed, I was told when I accepted the position, along with
the joint appointment, that one hopeful goal at the College of Education level was
to use the Petersen Chair to leverage a merger of the Higher Education and Student
Development Programs into a single program. This made a lot of sense to me and I
thought we could pull it off in a year or so. Instead, it took 6 years, and provided an
informative (if often frustrating) lesson in how structural academic change occurs in
a major research university where faculty have roughly the same intellectual and
decision-making autonomy as a sovereign state.
Suffice it to say that there was a considerable period of “Sturm und Drang,” but
finally reason and logic, along with the majority of faculty votes, carried the day. Of
course, metaphorically merging the two programs into one and giving it a name –
Higher Education and Student Affairs (HESA) didn’t end things. Now we had to
actually have a program with courses and policies and everything that goes with it.
Thanks in large measure to Deborah Liddell and Mike Paulsen this eventually happened, and the Iowa HESA program was conceived in robust health. We multiplied
our leverage by making great appointments at the Department Chair level and hiring
absolutely first-rate young faculty. Over the last decade, we have been fortunate
enough to have Christopher Morphew and Deborah Liddell as Department Chairs.
Christopher came to us as a direct Department Chair hire from the University of
Georgia, and when he became an associate dean in our College of Education we
asked Deb Liddell to take over the Department Chair role. Both were exemplary
leaders, and for a year or two Deb has been our Chair while simultaneously editing
the Journal of College Student Development – no small feat. During the same period
of time we also took great care in our new hires, and managed to lure excellent
young faculty such as Cassie Barnhardt, Nick Bowman, Brian An, and Jodi Linley
to the HESA program.
Watching the HESA program being born from the merger of two established
programs located in different academic departments has been an illuminating experience that few faculty are fortunate enough to have in their careers. From my perspective the new HESA program has been a real success story, and more than worth
all the time and travail required to make it happen. By pooling our intellectual and
other resources I think we have created a broader and more influential experience
for our graduate students, and have certainly stamped our program signature more
emphatically on the field of higher education research and scholarship.
Graduate Students Because my empirical work has been largely longitudinal and
multi-institutional, as well as involving considerable student assessment, it tends to
be labor intensive. Thus, the projects I have directed or co-directed live or die with
the quality of our graduate students. Indeed, once they learn their job and develop
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the requisite technical skills – which is usually accomplished fairly quickly – many
of my graduate students typically become more essential to a research project than
I am. I’d like to think that this is because we train graduate students well at Iowa, but
in all honesty I think it is more likely due to the fact that we recruit and enroll very
talented graduate students to begin with. Sometimes I think that I didn’t so much
mentor my graduate students in CRUE as merely point them in the right direction
and unleash them.
Most, though by no means all, of our CRUE graduate students aspire to academic
or research careers. What we have been able to provide at CRUE, that they might
not be able to find in other programs, are active research projects that permit graduate students to be socialized to the research process and culture by actually doing
research. This has probably been our greatest asset in attracting new PhD students
to CRUE. Moreover, we can promise them, not only work on actual research projects, but also frequent opportunities to present and publish research papers and
develop their own lines of research. Irrespective of the skills they have when they
arrive at Iowa, a CRUE-funded student was usually thrown directly into a research
project. While I likely did some of the socialization of new students, most of it was
probably accomplished by more advanced CRUE-funded students already heavily
involved in CRUE projects. Thus, what eventually evolved was a serial socialization
process whereby CRUE students probably learned the most from each other. I suspect that this is what occurs at most research-intensive higher education programs.
Such a process is perhaps the fastest way to get new graduate students to start
regarding themselves as research colleagues, not just research assistants. From my
perspective (which is by no means universal) this creates the most effective interpersonal environment you can have to carry out the kind of empirical work CRUE
undertook when I was its director. Certainly, status or power differentials will
always exist. Throughout my career, for example, I have reserved a greater right to
myself, than to my graduate students, to behave like a complete idiot – just ask
them! By and large, however, status/power differences and good intellectual work in
the social sciences are not a particularly efficacious combination.
Organizing the Research on College Impact Perhaps one of the more useful contributions Pat Terenzini and I made to the study of postsecondary education’s impact
on students was to employ a rather simple and understandable framework for organizing the huge body of evidence. I’d like to believe that it was purely our own
creation, but I must admit that I’ve never been absolutely sure about that.
Nevertheless, Pat and I were the first that I know of to use it as a general framework
for actually organizing the formidable body of college impact literature.
The organizational framework is based around six questions that one might ask
when codifying the literature on a particular postsecondary outcome or set of outcomes. Not all six questions can be asked of all outcomes, but on many outcomes
they can. Over the last couple of decades I’ve had time to think in a bit more depth
about the questions and offer my observations concerning their usefulness and liabilities as follows:
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Question 1: How Much Do Students Change During College? In many ways this
seems to be the area of college impact that most interests the general public and
postsecondary policy makers. That’s understandable. If students don’t grow and
change during college why even bother? Although I am probably in the minority on
this point, however, I have personally come to regard this as one of the least important issues in college impact research, largely because change during college can be
so misleading. The problem of course is that change or gains during college can
include not only the effects of college, but also individual differences among students such as maturation, non-college involvements and responsibilities, and personal openness to the effects of educational experiences. In this way simple pre-post
change or gain during college can substantially over-estimate the impact of
college.
Although somewhat counter-intuitive, it is also possible for change during college to actually underestimate the effect of college. Along some dimensions (e.g.
quantitative skills in non-STEM majors) college may function merely to anchor
entering development and prevent its retrogression (e.g. Wolfle, 1983). Simply documenting change during college may not be sensitive to this type of impact unless
one also considers what happens to students whose formal education ends with high
school.
The bottom line is that change during college can be quite deceptive and misleading. Largely for that reason I find it the least compelling and important of the six
organizing questions.
Question 2: What Are The Net Effects of College? This question is a step up in
complexity and difficulty over the simple change during college question discussed
above. It is actually concerned with finding out just how much of the change demonstrated during college can actually be attributable to the college experience itself
rather than to other causes. This almost always means having a control group of
students who do not attend college, or who have had less exposure to postsecondary
education. Moreover, since such a control group typically differs substantially from
college students in personal attributes, demographic traits, and secondary school
experiences, these potential selection effect variables need to be taken into account.
This situation, not only makes for very complex data analyses, it also requires collecting longitudinal data that are both comprehensive and expensive. Outside of
government agencies few, if any, scholars or foundations are in a position to collect
the type of data needed to estimate the net effects of postsecondary education at
anything close to the national level. Unfortunately, however, government agencies
of late seem to have focused their attention on access and successful degree completion. While certainly worthy concerns, it seems that there is has been considerably
less concern with estimating the dimensions of intellectual and personal development that may occur because of college.
Question 3: What Are Between-College Effects? The between-college effects question is essentially asking if it makes any difference where a student goes to college.
Usually the “where” is operationally defined by institutional structural c haracteristics
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such as academic selectivity, type, size, public/private control, and the like. I’ve
come to think that, unless one gets below these surface structural characteristics to
examine the actual details of the intellectual and social environments of institutions,
the between-college effects question is of limited value – except, perhaps to U. S.
News and World Report. The primary reason for this is because few, if any, postsecondary institutions can actually alter their structural characteristics in substantive
ways. Consequently, findings from this body of research may have limited implications for developing policy. We probably have 40–50 individual studies of the link
between attending a selective private institution and future earnings, with the general conclusion that if you attend such an institution you make a lot of money.
(Friendly note to educational economists – We get it!) While this may be of some
help to students selecting an institution to attend (provided than can get accepted),
it has limited usefulness for institutional policy. Regional public universities are
probably not going to transform themselves into Ivy-League schools anytime soon.
Question 4: What Are Within-College Effects? The within-college effects question
focuses on identifying the intellectual and personal experiences one has at the specific college attended that actually make a difference. As such, it is one of the most
important questions we can ask of the college effects research, because its answers
have the most direct implications for policy and practice that can influence student
outcomes at the individual institution level. Probably the single most general conclusion from this huge body of research and scholarship is that level of overall student involvement or engagement with the academic and social systems of an
institution has the greatest payoff in terms of student growth and development during college. The key issue then becomes implementing institutional practices and
policies that increase the likelihood of students becoming involved or engaged.
Question 5: What Are the Conditional Effects of College? The conditional effects
question runs through many of the other questions in the framework. As I alluded to
above, it is essentially based on the assumption that individual differences in student
characteristics can at times shape the net impact of college, between-college effects,
and within-college effects. Not all students may benefit similarly from college
attendance, where they go to college, or their academic and social experiences at the
college they attend. I anticipate that identifying replicable conditional effects will
become an increasingly important concern of scholars doing college impact research
over the next decade.
Question 6: What Are the Long-Term Effects of College? This question essentially
asks if any of the effects of college described in the preceding questions have long-
term implications in a person’s post-college life. This is not a simple question to
answer. It requires scholars to follow college graduates (and others) for a substantial
period of time into their post-college lives. Furthermore, the long-term effects of
college can be complex, as there are potentially both direct and indirect (or mediated) effects. A direct effect might be the influence of taking a child development
course during college on one’s child rearing practices (e.g. reading to a young child
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or providing developmentally enriching opportunities and experiences). However,
there may also be a significant indirect effect mediated through the socioeconomic
positioning effects of possessing a college degree. Since college graduates tend to
make more money that those with less formal education, they (college graduates)
may also be in a better position to afford the cost of providing developmentally
enriching activities for their children (e.g. computers, preschool programs, travel,
and the like).
The long term individual effects of college, as well as the long term social benefits of a college educated population, are areas badly in need of additional investigation. Of particular importance may be the long-term effects of within-college
experiences. How much long-term influence do experiences such as receipt of effective teaching, holding leadership positions, diversity experiences, work responsibilities, developing critical thinking skills, and the like, have on college graduates’
post-college life? Answers to these, and related questions, about long-term college
influences would be a major contribution to the college effects research literature.
These six organizing questions have now been used in all three volumes the How
College Affects Students trilogy (1991, 2005, and 2016), largely for purposes of
continuity. Of course, the six questions are certainly not the only, or even the optimal, way of organizing the body of research. Hopefully, however, they have been a
reasonably informative and useful organizational scheme for scholars concerned
with the impact of college on students.
Collaboration Since the nature of my research and scholarship typically requires
a team effort, I have been able to develop some professionally and personally
enriching collaborations with a number of other scholars. While all of these collaborations have been have been enjoyable and rewarding, none can quite match my
lengthy collaboration with Pat Terenzini. Having Pat Terenzini as a colleague and
my great friend has been one of the true joys of my career.
As alluded to earlier, I met Pat when I started the doctoral program at Syracuse.
Pat was a year ahead of me in the program and was a teaching assistant in the first
course I took. It was a course taught by Mary E. Dewey, who was my advisor as well
as Pat’s. My first thought upon seeing him was “who’s the little nerdy guy with the
Van Dyke beard?” He improved, however, and after a few weeks I realized, not only
that he was articulate and quite smart, but that I actually liked him. When we finished our PhDs we were both offered research positions at Syracuse and courtesy
appointments on the higher education faculty, where we team-taught the research
design course.
My research collaboration with Pat probably got started with an off-hand remark
one of us made to the other at a Christmas party at Joan Stark’s home. Joan was then
our department chair. I can’t remember who exactly was responsible for the remark,
but the words were essentially about seeing if we could get our bosses to fund a
research project on student persistence/withdrawal decisions at Syracuse. It was that
insignificant and simple, but it initiated a very active collaboration that would last
for three decades, and cemented a friendship that would last all our lives.
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I’m not sure there are any hard or fast rules about successful collaboration, but
I’ll offer my take on what I think worked for Pat and me. First, if you are going to
collaborate on the kind of empirical and synthesis work that Pat and I did (long-
term, complex, and labor intensive) it really helps to get along well personally. The
work we did together was perhaps a labor of love, but it was definitely a labor! Pat
and I really liked one another and took a great amount of personal satisfaction in
each other’s company. We decided early on that we would never let our professional
work damage our friendship. That really helps when you hit a professional rocky
patch in your work, which, given enough time, will happen. We really only had one
hard and fast rule about journal article publication – whoever wrote the first draft of
a paper, irrespective of who did the analyses, was the first author. We adhered to that
rule like it was the 11th Commandment, and I never remember having an issue with
Pat over authorship.
Although it may seem a bit out of the ordinary, another thing that enabled an
effective collaboration was that Pat and I are different in many ways. These differences, however, helped rather than hindered our work. Pat, for example, is considerably more organized and is a better writer and public speaker than I am. Similarly,
his understanding of higher education administration and the policy implications of
the work we did far surpasses mine. [I can actually visualize this difference spatially. Take a blank sheet of writing paper and put a dot in the middle about the size
of a period, and let that dot represent what I know about policy. The rest of the paper
is what Pat knows.] My strengths lay more in quantitative social science methodology and data analysis. Pat and I have always been aware of these different strengths,
and learned to use them as a multiplier in our work. For example, there were a number of papers where I wrote everything up to the conclusions and policy implications and then simply ran out of gas. I would then turn it over to Pat and watch him
finish it with a flourish.
A collaboration like the one Pat Terenzini and I have had probably comes along
very rarely. When it works it can be the kind of professional relationship that fundamentally shapes, or even changes, a career. I have sometimes thought what my
career would have been like if I had never met Pat. I suspect it wouldn’t have been
nearly as productive, but I know for certain it wouldn’t have been as much fun.
Knowing Pat Terenzini has been one of the great privileges of my life.
Taking Stock at the End of a Scholarly Career I would be disingenuous if I said
I haven’t had a productive scholarly career. However, publishing my work, and the
little trinkets and decorations from the field that sometimes came with it, have
largely faded in personal significance as I near the end of my professional life.
These typical achievements, which often, and understandably, motivate and validate
a career in our field, have been replaced by a single question – have I influenced the
field’s scholarship in any significant way? To be quite candid, I’m really not certain
about the answer to this question, and perhaps will never be. However, I have come
to some closure in terms of what I personally value as the criteria for answering the
question. To my mind there were two requirements for measuring these criteria. The
first requirement for these measures is that they had to focus on scholarly
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c ontributions since I have done almost nothing else except research and scholarship
in my professional life. The second requirement is that they had to be as objective
as possible. (I should stress that the criteria I’ve decided on as an assessment of my
own career are my own, and may have little applicability, or even make sense, for
someone else.)
The first criterion is whether or not the field pays attention to my work or largely
ignores it. Though certainly by no means a perfect measure, citations to one’s work
probably come as close to being a reasonably objective index of one’s scholarly
influence on a field as anything I can think of. Put another way, I have only a very
modest measure of control over how much my work gets cited by others. Of course,
I am quite vulnerable here to the charge of choosing the simplest answer I can find
to a complex question. No argument there – simplicity seems to have become more
valuable to me with age. Similarly, there is an ex post facto feel to this that is somewhat suspect. It’s as though I have chosen something that happens to me frequently,
argued it after the fact into a virtue, and then congratulated myself for having practiced it. These points conceded, however, I suspect that there is a reason that citations per faculty member makes up 25% of an institution’s score when it is being
considered for membership in the Association of American Universities. Similarly,
there is probably a reason that citation rates are a strong predictor of receiving the
Research Achievement Award from the field’s major scholarly association – the
Association for the Study of Higher Education [e. g. In a rank-ordered listing of the
20 most-cited scholars in the core journals in higher education over a 6-year period
(Budd & Magnuson, 2010), 8 of the first 9 on the list, and 13 of the total 20 on the
list have received the ASHE Research Achievement Award]. The bottom line is that,
at this point in my professional life, I much prefer to have my work cited in the top
journals in our field than to have it published in those same journals.
The second criterion is the work and careers of my graduate students – is the field
paying attention to their research and scholarship by citing them? To date, my graduate students at both the University of Illinois and the University of Iowa have
exceeded my expectations along this dimension, and I suspect their influence will
only increase over time. This has been a source of great professional satisfaction
and pride to me.
A Final Thought I have had a privileged career in terms of working at research
universities that have high expectations for scholarship and research. Those high
expectations have been magnified even further by holding the Petersen Chair at
Iowa. I cherish the fact that both the University of Illinois and the University of Iowa
demanded my best effort, and that is essentially what they got – my best effort. If
that has fallen short in any way, I am the only one responsible.
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Chapter 2

Critical Examination of the Role of STEM
in Propagating and Maintaining Race
and Gender Disparities
Deborah Faye Carter, Juanita E. Razo Dueñas, and Rocío Mendoza

At a time when underrepresented and minority racial/ethnic populations of the U.S.
are growing rapidly, it is critical to examine the historical roots of why they have
been, and continue to be, underrepresented in science, technology, engineering and
math (STEM) fields. This chapter discusses the historical foundations of racism in
science fields, from the development of the concept of race, to how scholars (especially those in science) have aided in the perpetuation of racial disparities in the
United States. We feel it is important to discuss the historical background of both
racial disparities and STEM culture to provide context to the current STEM disciplinary culture that is experienced as exclusionary by underrepresented students.
It has been well-documented over decades of research that there are gender and
race disparities in the numbers of students who graduate with STEM degrees
(undergraduate and graduate) as well as in the proportions of those who are STEM
faculty and STEM professionals. The latest “Science and Engineering Indicators”
from the National Science Foundation show that while the levels of degree attainment have increased for some racial/ethnic groups, the gains have been modest, and
there remains significant underrepresentation (National Science Board, 2018). For
example, across the span of 15 years of bachelor’s degree attainment data in STEM
fields, the rates for Latina/o students increased from 7% to 13%, and for Asian
American students they increased from 9% to 10%; in contrast, the rates have
largely remained the same for African American students 8.6 to 8.7%, and American
Indians/Alaskan Native students, from 0.7% to 0.5% (National Science Board,
2018).
In addition to the persistent racial/ethnic disparities, gender disparities in some
STEM fields have held constant across the last 15 years (National Science Board,
2018). In 2015, men continued to earn the majority of degrees in engineering,
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c omputer science and physics, while women earned half or more of the degrees in
psychology, biological sciences, and agricultural sciences (National Science Board,
2018). Of note and concern, is that the proportion of African American women
attaining a bachelor’s degree in engineering declined from 36% to 25% and in the
natural sciences declined from 60% to 50% in the last 15 years, suggesting that we
must also consider the experiences of students with intersecting marginalized identities in specific disciplines within STEM (National Science Board, 2018).
Some of the commonly cited reasons for these persistent inequities include: poor
K-12 education resulting in low levels of proficiency in math and science; STEM
academic culture being a deterrent to students’ persistence in related majors to
degree completion; and the perception that underrepresented students are not ‘talented’ (e.g., academic) or motivated enough to compete in STEM fields in greater
numbers (Chen & Soldner, 2013; Hurtado, Cabrera, Lin, Arellano, & Espinosa,
2012). Regardless of the structural and individual explanations for continued disparities in degree attainment - which again have also produced underrepresentation
in industry and in the professoriate - the barriers experienced by underrepresented
students majoring in STEM fields remain persistent. The barriers persist despite
decades of funding supporting intervention strategies targeting groups of students
for additional mentoring, academic guidance and training, and financial support to
promote retention (National Academy of Science, National Academy of Engineering,
and Institute of Medicine, 2011).
One of the most cited aspects of the underrepresentation problem is the fact that
underrepresented students, specifically students of color, experience predominantly
White higher education institutions (PWIs) and STEM disciplinary cultures in a
particularly negative manner (Hurtado et al., 2012; McCoy, Luedke, & Winkle-
Wagner, 2017; Russell & Russell, 2015). White women experience similar dynamics in mostly male-dominated STEM disciplinary spaces, and women of color
experience a ‘double bind’ of gender and race (Malcolm, Hall, & Brown, 1976;
Ong, Wright, Espinosa, & Orfield, 2011). Part of what make STEM disciplinary
cultures difficult to address is the system of merit that is deeply embedded in higher
education (Liu, 2011; Museus, Palmer, Davis, & Maramba, 2011) and specifically
in disciplinary spaces. Inevitably, students pursuing a STEM major will do so in
often-times competitive and individualistic environments (Hurtado et al., 2012),
while having to navigate the racial and gendered terrains of their academic
departments.

2.1

Conceptual Framework

The conceptual framework for reviewing, summarizing, and analyzing the literature
come from two main sources. The first is the “Model of Diverse Learning
Environments” (DLE) (Hurtado, Alvarez, Guillermo-Wann, Cuellar, & Arellano,
2012), and the second is Critical Race Theory (CRT). The DLE model represents a
“synthesis of nearly 30 years of research on underrepresented populations in higher
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education” (Hurtado et al., 2012, p. 43), and while the goals for the DLE are varied,
Hurtado et al. (2012) focus on providing a research-informed understanding of the
campus experiences of students of color in higher education. The model evolved
from prior work that discusses previous models of campus diversity climates
(Hurtado, Milem, Clayton-Pedersen, & Allen, 1998, 1999). For example, Hurtado,
Milem, Clayton-Pedersen, and Allen’s (1998) article in particular had a large impact
on higher education research by describing four dimensions of campus climates that
included examining the institution’s historical legacy of inclusion or exclusion, the
institution’s structural diversity (the composition of the faculty, staff, and students),
the psychological dimension, which includes how students perceive the educational
environment(s), and finally the behavioral dimension, which includes student outcomes like persistence, learning outcomes, and choice of major. Hurtado et al.
(2012) adjusted the DLE model from earlier models so that it was more widely
applicable to broader access institutions (i.e., institutions that already had diverse
student bodies like Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs)
or Hispanic-Serving Institutions (HSIs) in addition to predominantly White institutions. At the heart of the reconceptualized DLE model was a focus on the role of
institutions “in promoting social equity and democratic pluralism” (Hurtado et al.,
2012, p. 46).
The DLE model covers four broad contexts for understanding diverse learning
environments: sociohistorical, policy, institutional and community, and within each
context are multiple dimensions. We briefly discuss the sociohistorical and institutional contexts as most pertinent to the chapter; we also discuss the dimensions of
the institutional context. Hurtado et al. (2012) view the sociohistorical context as
the broader context of history (e.g., legal, political, national trends) that influences
institutional diversity and equity outcomes. The institutional context has several
dimensions: historical, organizational, compositional, psychological, and behavioral. The historical dimension focuses on campus history and legacy and “is rarely
assessed, [therefore]…there are minimal links established to educational outcomes”
(Hurtado et al., 2012, p. 59). The organizational dimension of the campus climate
focuses on “structures and processes that embed group-based privilege” (Hurtado
et al., 2012, p. 60). These structures reflect systemic racism in U.S. institutions and
“perpetuate inequity through status quo processes in education” (p. 60). Examples
of this dimension include policies and practices for student admissions and tenure
and promotion of faculty. Like the historical dimension, the “organizational dimension” has few identified empirical studies. The compositional dimension is the
“numerical representation of individuals from diverse social identities among students, faculty, staff, and administrators” (Hurtado et al., 2012, p. 64). This dimension has been more extensively researched and, while it “is an initial step in the
creation of a diverse learning environment,” it is not sufficient for establishing a
positive learning environment for underrepresented students (Hurtado et al., 2012,
p. 64). The final two dimensions of the institutional context are behavioral and psychological. These dimensions are individual-level dimensions, with the behavioral
part focusing on students’ interactions (formal and informal) with others in the
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c ollege environment. The psychological dimension involves individuals’ perceptions of the environment.
In addition to the DLE model, a second major element of the conceptual framework for the chapter is that of critical race theory (CRT). Critical race theory poses
a specific challenge to “the dominant discourse on race and racism as they relate to
education by examining how educational theory, policy, and practice are used to
subordinate certain racial and ethnic groups” (Solórzano, 1998, p. 122). There are
five elements of CRT as applied by educational researchers: (1) CRT starts with the
assumption that race and racism are central and permanent features of society and
educational institutions; (2) CRT is a challenge to dominant ideologies of “objectivity, meritocracy, color and gender blindness, race and gender neutrality, and equal
opportunity” (Solórzano, 1998, p. 122), (3) CRT has a commitment to social justice
outcomes; (4) CRT believes in the experiential knowledge of marginalized groups;
and (5) CRT relies upon interdisciplinary analyses and places race and racism in
historical and contemporary contexts (Solórzano, 1998).
CRT explicitly criticizes deficit thinking as one of the main explanations for the
lower educational outcomes of marginalized students. Deficit thinking posits that
“the student who fails in school does so because of internal deficits or deficiencies”
(Valencia, 1997a, p. 2). These deficits typically blame “limited intellectual abilities,
linguistic shortcomings, lack of motivation to learn…immoral behavior” or the culture of the family of origin (p. 2) for academic struggle or failure. Valencia (1997a)
also notes that deficit thinking has taken many forms over the course of history. For
example, in the 1890s (although this reoccurred in the 1980s), researchers believed
that genetic differences explained low achievement; now, language or culture may
be used more frequently to explain differential outcomes.
CRT presents a potent critique to deficit thinking, postulating that systemic racial
bias is pervasive in education underlying “achievement gaps” that may be cited.
Indeed, systemic bias may be what frames some researchers’ use of deficit theory
while they ignore other explanations for differences in educational outcomes.
Instead of cultural explanations for why students do not succeed, researchers have
found that communities of color support students and have their own ways of developing successful youth (Bernal & Villalpando, 2002; Yosso, 2005). Valencia (1997a)
asserts that proponents of deficit thinking often assert having empirical evidence to
support their claims, but that in reality such research often has fundamental flaws
that violate scientific method (and related principles) that researchers use to assert
their claims. We discuss this point later in the chapter referencing the history of
STEM’s contributions to the concept of race.
In sum, we draw on critical race theory to examine institutional contexts of student perceptions and interactions, institutional structure, and institutional history.
Also, we draw from the DLE model (Hurtado, et al. 2012) to conceptualize institutional environments as being affected by broader sociohistorical and disciplinary
contexts. By connecting the history of racism in science with merit and institutional
contexts in higher education, we seek to highlight the historical and ideological
underpinnings that continue to exist in STEM fields and academic departments. We
believe that by providing a critical historical context to understanding how a culture
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exclusionary to non-White, non-male people has been constructed in STEM fields,
we are better able to develop interventions and research that ultimately addresses
degree attainment and beyond.
This chapter outlines how the sociohistorical context of early colonization of the
Americas is linked to the development of STEM disciplinary culture and conceptualization of racial differences. The fundamental logic of racial differences also continues to the present day in how we construct merit and operate from the meritocratic
assumptions in STEM. We start this chapter providing a discussion of how racial
hierarchy was started and propagated, with particular emphasis on the role of
European (and early American) scholars. We then discuss the modern context for
higher education, and how early foundations for character education and early
twentieth century college admissions helped to cement a system of merit in college.
Afterwards, we discuss these foundations of merit in college admissions and their
relationship to STEM culture. We conclude the chapter with a discussion of interventions that have been shown to have impact on changing institutional (and disciplinary) cultures to better support the educational outcomes of underrepresented
students.

2.2
2.2.1

Methods
Approach to the Review

We used the search engines ERIC, EBSCO, Academic Premier Search, PsycINFO,
Sociological Abstracts, Google Scholar, JSTOR, Project Muse, and Sociological
Abstracts to search for articles, books, book chapters, and pertinent reports. We
conducted searches using key terms such as: history of science, scientific racism,
pseudoscience, history of higher education, STEM, meritocracy, meritocracy and
STEM, higher education, academic culture, STEM culture, disciplinary culture,
underrepresented minority students, women of color, belonging, mathematics,
chemistry, physics, sciences, and engineering. We also conducted searches in journals that focused on specific student experiences or outcomes (e.g. The Journal of
Negro Education, Journal of Research in Science Teaching, and Journal of College
Student Retention). After gathering and reviewing a preliminary collection of studies, we focused our attention on the main ways in which the extant literature has
promoted a scholarly understanding of (a) the historical foundations of race and
racism in science, (b) the historical legacies of meritocracy in higher education, and
(c) the experiences of underrepresented college students in STEM fields. We limited
our analysis of studies to peer-reviewed journal articles, scholarly books, edited
books, and foundation and government reports.
Disparities along race and gender lines in STEM degree attainment have persisted, suggesting a need to examine core values and assumptions of disciplinary
culture and structural racism. We determined that our review of the literature must
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include the history and evolution of science and disciplinary cultures, the constructions of race and racism, and the foundations of merit in higher education – which
was at least partially affected by STEM cultures and institutionalized racism. Taking
an interdisciplinary approach to our literature review, we drew from history, social
science, science, and the history of science to integrate multiple strands of inquiry
and analysis.
Scholarly examinations of the history and evolution of science, the constructions
of race and racism, and the foundations of merit in higher education occur across
diverse disciplinary traditions. For example, much of the scholarship on the historical foundations of race and racism in science can be found in anthropology, philosophy, history, psychology, sociology, and education. We found that much of the early
history on science and racism — which also examines the contemporary relationship between intelligence and race – is based in anthropology and psychology.
Additionally, most scholarship on the construction of race (especially research
focused on theory and methodology) has its foundations in sociology, with only a
limited number of studies examining the history of American higher education from
a racial/ethnic lens.
To link the history of racism in science with higher education, we found it necessary to investigate “meritocracy” – how merit has been defined, applied, and coded
racially and ethnically (Karabel, 2005). The scholarship on merit and college admissions draws from diverse disciplinary fields including: sociology, higher education,
economics, and psychology. Finally, to draw connections between meritocracy,
institutional racism, and modern STEM disciplinary culture, we searched the
literature for STEM and “academic culture,” and STEM and “sense of belonging.”
A sense of belonging is an important and useful outcome measure to determine
students’ adjustment and sense of membership in college (Hurtado & Carter, 1997;
Locks, Hurtado, Bowman, & Oseguera, 2008). In particular, a sense of belonging
plays a critical role in the retention and persistence of students of color (Hausmann,
Schofield, & Woods, 2007; Hurtado & Carter, 1997; Museus & Maramba, 2011).
We centered our analysis of this literature on the gender and racial/ethnic disparities
in STEM participation and degree attainment. Examining gender and racial/ethnic
disparities are particularly important as they help illuminate the unique experiences
of women of color in STEM (Carlone & Johnson, 2007; Johnson, 2012; Ong et al.,
2018).
Overall, most of the existing scholarship on disparities in STEM is primarily
concerned with closing gender gaps among men and women in STEM. To a lesser
extent, the literature has addressed the topic of increasing equity in STEM attainment among diverse racial/ethnic groups; more attention is needed addressing
equity gaps in STEM between groups with diverse abilities (Bellman, Burgstahler,
& Hinke, 2015), or sexual identities (Hughes, 2018). Below, we briefly summarize
what the research has identified as some of the most recurring challenges underrepresented students, and specifically, students of color, encounter in pursuing an
undergraduate STEM degree:
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1. Pre-college academic preparation: the rigor of students’ high school curriculum
has been shown to be one of the strongest predictors of degree attainment
(Adelman, 2006), and many studies also show that students of color often switch
majors to a non-STEM field because they often did not receive adequate college
academic support to bolster the knowledge and skills learned in high school
(Seymour & Hewitt, 1997).
2. Adjusting to college and hostile racial climates: studies show that students of
color often experience racially hostile climates that can negatively impact their
academic outcomes (Hurtado & Carter, 1997; Solórzano, Ceja, & Yosso, 2000).
This situation is compounded in STEM departments, where scholars have
pointed to the competitive and individualistic environments of these disciplines
(Hurtado et al., 2009), or experience certain discipline-specific environments as
unwelcoming (Barthelemy, McCormick, & Henderson, 2016; Dannielsson,
2014; Good, Rattan, & Dweck, 2012). These climates may ultimately affect students’ persistence and sense of belonging in classrooms and lab environments
(Chang, Eagan, Lin, & Hurtado, 2011; Johnson, 2016)
3. Issues of gender and sexism: STEM disciplinary environments are also particularly hostile for women who may encounter masculine stereotypes and cues in
the physical environment (Cheryan, Master, & Meltzoff, 2015; Cheryan, Plaut,
Davies, & Steele, 2009; Lewis et al., 2017; Master, Cheryan, & Meltzoff, 2016),
as well as contend with challenging long-held beliefs about (male) standards,
masculinities, and gender binaries (Gonsalves, Danielsson, & Pettersson, 2016;
Sallee, 2011; Traxler, Cid, Blue, & Barthelemy, 2016).
We use these challenges as a backdrop in our review and analysis of the evolution
of science and racism in higher education. Beginning with an overview of the history of science and racial categorization, and science’s role in propagating racial
differences, we then turn to discussions of merit and meritocracy, and the history of
exclusionary admissions practices in higher education. By tying these multiple
strands together, we seek to establish a foundation for understanding the origins of
racism in science and the legacies of exclusionary culture in science disciplines. We
conclude this chapter with a discussion on interventions that can begin to challenge
and transform the academic and disciplinary cultures in STEM that historically have
underrepresented marginalized racial/ethnic groups.

2.3

History of Science and Race

The hierarchical categorization of people according to race (i.e. “the racial hierarchy”) is centuries old and was initially created by elite members of society in Europe
(Banton, 2015; Feagin, 1989; Omi & Winant, 2015). The purpose of the created
hierarchy was to conceptualize racial difference and enact policy around these perceived differences (Banton, 2015; Feagin, 1989; Omi & Winant, 2015). Early on,
assumptions about the social and intellectual inferiority of African people shaped
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(and were shaped by) the production and construction of knowledge in scientific
communities, effectively institutionalizing ideas of race and racism (Menchaca,
1997; Nieves Delgado, 2018; Smedley, 2013; Smedley & Smedley, 2011). The history of the origins of institutionalized racism is layered and non-linear and has bearing on the current societal structure of racism in the present day. This section
provides background for understanding how the construction of science and race are
linked, as well as how academic talent and merit in STEM disciplinary fields are
grounded in racialized notions of superiority and inferiority. While the focus of this
section is on the historical foundations of race and STEM disciplines, we begin by
discussing the early role of religion, as certain Christian beliefs incorporated
assumptions about racial hierarchies before science systematically reified such
differences.

2.3.1

 eligious Doctrine, Construction of Knowledge
R
and the Beginning of Race and Racism

Origins of the Construction of Race The origins of racial ideology begin with
“the racialized hierarchy of slavery” (Jackson & Weidman, 2004, p. 24). The justification of the enslavement of African peoples is centuries old, with some citing
Aristotle as an ancient European philosopher who justified slavery (Jackson &
Weidman, 2004; Kendi, 2016; Smedley & Smedley, 2011). The racist justification
of enslavement, that is, the belief that there was something particular about African
peoples that justified their slavery, has roots in the fifteenth century (Kendi, 2016).
These specific racist notions about the traits of African people have been termed
“anti-Black” and have existed since 1453. During that time, publications circulated
around Europe justifying the exclusive trade of Africans for slavery (Kendi, 2016).
Prior to the fifteenth century, people from various regions of Europe and Africa
were enslaved by European traders and businessmen, but some of the Eastern
European people were more effective at protecting themselves from being stolen as
slaves, which led to the increase of the African slave trade (Kendi, 2016). Five centuries ago, the Portuguese were the early leaders of promoting cross-continental
African slave trade, and they had an evangelical reason for slavery (Smedley &
Smedley, 2011). Specifically, the Portuguese royalty and businessmen believed that
slavery was better than the free state in which the people were living in Africa and
thought they were saving their souls by removing Africans from their native environment and converting them to Christianity (Kendi, 2016).
The increasing mercantilism of Europe during the fifteenth century (i.e. the
growing number of ports and increasing trade) ensured that along with goods and
people, ideas were now being traded with increasing efficiency (Jackson &
Weidman, 2004; Kendi, 2016; Smedley & Smedley, 2011). The invention of the
printing press (and refinement of printing technologies) contributed to the spread of
ideas in general. Portugal at the time was the primary source of knowledge on
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“unknown” African and African people (Kendi, 2016). The Portuguese wrote about
their theories regarding slavery (and “saving” Africans from their assumed primitive, non-Christian lifestyles), and this justification for kidnapping and enslaving
Africans for labor in Europe spread quite quickly to the other European nations. In
Portugal and subsequently in other European nations, slavery began to be justified
through Christian religious beliefs (Jackson & Weidman, 2004; Smedley, 2013;
Smedley & Smedley, 2011).
For most of the history of the “Western” world, scholars understood science
through the lens of religion - especially using the Bible to understand and interpret
the natural world (Banton, 2015; Menchaca, 1997; Smedley, 2013). Into the fifteenth century, the Bible was a key text for understanding the origins of human
beings and human differences. Scholars “were conditioned to look to the Bible for
answers to profound questions about the nature of man, the relationships between
various known groups of humans, their origins, and histories” (Smedley, 2013,
p. 146). Theological doctrine was the main authority of knowledge, and scholars
drew from the biblical paradigm to understand and interpret different phenomena of
the world they encountered (Banton, 2015; Jackson & Weidman, 2004; Menchaca,
1997; Smedley, 2013).
The fifteenth century to the eighteenth century marked a period of European history commonly termed “The Age of Discovery” (or the Age of Exploration).
European “explorers” traveled the world in search of new lands, trading opportunities, and ports for expanding commercial interests (Jackson & Weidman, 2004).
This three-century span of time is an important one for several European nations
because they accumulated greater amounts of national wealth through rapid expansion of colonization and mercantilism as national policies. Through their travels,
explorers “discovered” new lands with people who were quite different from those
in their home nations in terms of culture, language, and physical appearance
(Jackson & Weidman, 2004; Smedley, 2013). Some of the scientific inquiry at the
time involved men attempting to explain why people in different countries had dramatically different appearances (Jackson & Weidman, 2004).
Scholars gathered and accumulated data and specimens based on physical characteristics such as skin color and hair types which they organized and classified
(Smedley, 2013). The categories represent early classifications of race and were
drawn from physical specimens and written and verbal accounts from merchants,
travelers, missionaries, and interpreters (Kendi, 2016; Smedley, 2013). When presented with information about the New World’s societies and communities, scholars
had difficulty integrating the new knowledge with Biblical teachings (Jackson &
Weidman, 2004). Scholars developed their own interpretations of the origin and history of other people who were not European or North African (Jackson & Weidman,
2004; Menchaca, 1997; Smedley, 2013).
Competing conceptualizations of the Origins of Human Beings A specific core
belief of European society, and particularly of scholars of human anatomy and
behavior at the time, was that of monogenesis: people of the world are all descendants of Adam and Eve and were created in the image of God (Banton, 2015;
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Menchaca, 1997; Smedley, 2013). This single origin theory of the universe was
challenged by the experiences of Europeans who traveled to other continents. For
example, some Europeans questioned whether the Indigenous people of the
Americas were even human due to their perceived “uncivilized” appearance and
behavior (Jackson & Weidman, 2004; Menchaca, 1997; Smedley, 2013). Europeans
at the time “depicted people around the world as being either savage or barbarians,
who lacked Christian faith and committed idolatrous acts by venerating demonic
gods” (Menchaca, 1997, p. 15).
The dramatic physical and behavior differences between the European travelers
and Indigenous peoples also led some scientific scholars to believe in polygenesis the theory of more than one creation (Jackson & Weidman, 2004; Kendi, 2016).
People who believed in polygenesis thought that people from Europe did not share
the same “divine creation” as people of color in other regions of the world (Banton,
2015). The Catholic Church vehemently disagreed with the concept of polygenesis,
and in the mid-sixteenth century decreed that people in the New Americas also had
souls (Smedley, 2013). The Church condemned scholars who promoted beliefs
counter to this.
Despite the Church’s condemnation, the belief that people of color did not
descend from the same ancestors as White people reemerged as a popular idea in
science communities in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries as a means to justify
slavery and colonization (Banton, 2015; Kendi, 2016; Menchaca, 1997). The
Catholic Church rightly condemned the notion that all the world’s people did not
come from the same genetic origin, but scientists and religious leaders who believed
in monogenesis still justified broad scale dehumanization of Indigenous and African
people (Kendi, 2016). In this way, the major Christian religious institutions in
Europe had a key role (along with ruling classes and the merchant elite) in maintaining and perpetuating dehumanizing beliefs about people of color.
From the period of Enlightenment forward, scientists in the scholarly communities of Europe were attempting to distinguish themselves as neutral observers and
researchers of the natural world (Jackson & Weidman, 2004; Smedley, 2013). At the
same time, a strong belief of European culture held that White Europeans were
superior to non-Europeans (Jackson & Weidman, 2004). This idea of White supremacy shaped the European scholars’ analyses and interpretations of human differences (Banton, 2015; Menchaca, 1997; Smedley, 2013).

2.3.2

 he Development of Science in Relation
T
to the Construction of Race

The Enlightenment period of Europe (i.e. sixteenth and seventeenth centuries)
marked the beginning of a shift from primarily religious-based explanations of the
natural world to those rooted in “science” (Jackson & Weidman, 2004). During this
time, scholars developed new scientific fields and established new areas of study,
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while creating new techniques for engaging in scientific inquiry (Smedley, 2013).
For example, notable and significant scientific contributions of this period included:
laws of gravity, the discovery of oxygen (and other elements), and the function of
blood circulation in the human body (Smedley, 2013). These and other research
findings established the early foundations of modern science, including anatomy,
physics, physiology, and chemistry (Zack, 2014).
In addition to developing scientific knowledge, the work of Enlightenment scholars played a key role in creating a culture of empirical research whose legacy has
lasted centuries. Investigators and scholars felt a sense of freedom to engage in
inquiry and rational thought and developed the foundations and techniques of
empirical research (Harding, 1993; Smedley, 2013). This sense of freedom and confidence in empirical methods extended to studying human beings and their behavior.
Investigations of people were grounded in “a perspective of the human condition
that was secular, humanist, and pragmatic” (Smedley, 2013, p. 148). Characteristic
of this time were “progressive” values about human rights, individualism, and the
relationship between religious and secular life (Jackson & Weidman, 2004; Smedley,
2013; Zack, 2014). Current researchers characterize Enlightenment scholars as progressive because, in historical context, their ideas about human beings and their
capacities were several steps forward from interpreting the world solely through the
lens of the Christian Bible. The inherent contradiction is that most European
Enlightenment scholars regarded only some people as having full human rights
(Kendi, 2016).
Natural philosophers were scholars who investigated the relationship between
the realities of the world and nature, and they believed that all things in the natural
world were connected in some way to human nature (Jackson & Weidman, 2004).
As an example, Enlightenment scholars believed that skin color was dependent
upon the climate in which one lived; that is, scholars brought dark-skinned people
from Africa to live in northern Europe, believing that their skin would eventually
lighten to the color of a White person after living in a different region for several
months (Kendi, 2016). Other scholars at the time had a different approach to understanding skin color but were still constrained by their belief in racial hierarchies.
Robert Boyle, a key founder of the principles of chemistry, also engaged in early
scientific studies of race; he believed that the color of human skin was not a result
of sin (religious explanations) or climate (e.g., that skin color would fade if a darker
skinned person moved to cooler climates), but rather was a thin layer of skin (Kendi,
2016). In this historical period of time, believing that skin color was a thin layer of
skin and not the result of sins or caused by climate was a groundbreaking, liberal
idea. Boyle’s work represented a perspective of biology that Kendi (2016) describes
as “foundational[ly] antiracist” (p. 45). Despite having “progressive” ideas about
skin color and human differences, Boyle still maintained quite negative opinions
about Black skin (Kendi, 2016). As a result, Boyle advanced his theory of hierarchies based on different skin colors, while maintaining that he was an objective
scholar who “ignored his personal opinions and clearly and faithfully presented the
truth” (Kendi, 2016, p. 45). At the time, Boyle was a member of the English Royal
Society, an elite, scholarly organization of England that promoted, published, and
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distributed ideas among scientists and natural philosophers. In promoting Boyle’s
ideas, with the expressed characterization that such ideas were objective, the society
promoted racial hierarchies as objective ideas. Boyle’s work was influential among
other scholars and intellectuals. For example, noted scientist Isaac Newton was
influenced by the color hierarchy in constructing a color wheel which imagined
“perfect Whiteness” (Kendi, 2016).
Science, Race, and the “New World.” What started in Europe as the origin of
racial hierarchy continued with vigor in the Americas. Whether the explanation was
polygenesis, or pseudo-scientific explanations for physical differences, these popular and “scholarly” conceptions of people of the New World “served to perpetuate
stereotypes about people of color” (Menchaca, 1997, p. 15) in ways that have
endured over time in scientific communities and in popular culture. The dehumanization of non-White people ultimately became the justification for sanctioning the
mistreatment, murder, and exploitation of people of the New World and their lands
(Jackson & Weidman, 2004; Menchaca, 1997). These dehumanizing beliefs about
those who were not White or Christian persisted in the Americas, on religious and
scientific grounds.
In documenting the settlement of America from 1620 to 1732, Menchaca (1997)
observes that the early White settlers in America believed that God had bestowed
them with the right and “obligation to populate America with Christians” (Menchaca,
1997, p. 14). They also believed that “God had made the Anglo-Saxons a superior
race [who were] destined to own and to govern America.” (p. 14). Since their arrival
in North America, European colonists established a stratified society through their
colonization of Native Americans, along with the forced enslavement and migration
of Africans to America (Feagin, 1989; Omi & Winant, 2015). This perpetuation of
negative views regarding the humanity of Native Americans and African continent-
descended people is the historical root of deficit thinking (Menchaca, 1997). The
deficit perspective of people of color often starts with the idea that groups of people
are ‘less than’ (e.g. less intelligent, less capable, and culturally deficient) other
groups, especially those in power.

2.4

 cience and the Confirmation of Race
S
in the United States

Zack (2014) describes the role that science plays in our society as a vehicle for
understanding our natural world as epistemic authority: “science is the ultimate
authority concerning what things are physically real and what their characteristics
are” (p. 1). In this section we broadly discuss how scientific inquiry in eighteenth
century Europe and the U.S. played a significant role in giving epistemic authority
to a racial hierarchy. Racial hierarchy is a system of stratification in which racial
groups are believed to be inferior or superior to one another based on both physical
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traits (e.g., skin color, hair, and bone structures) and character traits (e.g., intelligence, moral character, and temperament). Scholars of race in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries conceived of these physical and character traits as intrinsic and
inherited (Feagin, 1989; Fish, 2013; Menchaca, 1997; Omi & Winant, 2015;
Smedley, 2013; Zack, 2014; Zuberi & Bonilla, 2008).
The term “race” was first used by North American colonists in the eighteenth
century to refer to the “biophysically exclusive, distinct, and unequal groups”
(Smedley, 2013, p. 154) in American society. The U.S. colonists chose the term race
to describe the categories of people whom they believed were naturally unequal in
their origin, physical characteristics, behavior, and their capacity for civilization
(Smedley, 2013). By the end of the eighteenth century, “race” had become the established terminology and framework to differentiate between individuals on the basis
of physical differences like skin color and bone structure. While gender, disability,
and class also were categories used to sort (and privilege or marginalize) people
during this period – race became a central concern of the elite ruling class in the
country. This elite, ruling class needed a set of assumptions about human differences to institutionalize economic and social structures in order to maintain racial
hierarchy (Omi & Winant, 2015). The obvious racial hierarchy in the eighteenth
century took the form of the institution of slavery, and race was used in order to
expand (and protect) their economic and land interests (Feagin, 1989; Menchaca,
1997; Omi & Winant, 2015). Thus, from its inception, the ideology of race has
served the interests of the ruling class, who linked physical characteristics to “systems of control, exploitation, and resistance” (Omi & Winant, 2015, p. 3).
By the eighteenth century, scientific inquiry took on an even greater role in
examining differences in humans according to the category of race being constructed in both Europe and America. At that time, the notion of a racial hierarchy
involving assumptions about differences in physical appearances and capabilities
had already thoroughly spread from Europe to North and South America, and policies regarding enslavement and colonization in all of these regions followed from
these ideas (Jackson & Weidman, 2004). During the mid-eighteenth century, scientists continued to reinforce these ideas with vigor and increasingly specific ways of
measuring what they perceived to be human differences (Banton, 2015; Menchaca,
1997; Smedley, 2013).

2.4.1

Craniometry

In the mid-eighteenth century, religion was continuing to wane as a primary explanatory tool for explaining and justifying differences between human groups (Banton,
2015; Jackson & Weidman, 2004). Instead, science and scientific methods grew as
mechanisms and explanatory frames for trying to determine racial differences
(Banton, 2015; Smedley, 2013; Smedley & Smedley, 2011). For example, craniometry—measuring skulls and predicting intelligence based on skull size— “gave
definitive confirmation to the idea that science could provide answers to questions
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of human identity” (Smedley, 2013, p. 159). Samuel Morton, considered the founder
of craniometry, was a respected and influential scientist and physician who challenged monogenesis thought (Banton, 2015). Like other scientists of that era, he
also worked under the assumption that non-White and non-Christian humans were
inferior in ability, and therefore advocated that scholars should focus their attention
on proving the superiority of the White race (Menchaca, 1997). In fact, Morton
spent his career trying to prove this thesis himself and “acquired the largest collection of skulls in the world and developed techniques for measuring the internal
capacity of the crania” (Smedley, 2013, p. 159).
Through the measurement of skulls, Morton believed that White individuals had
the largest brains (and therefore superior intelligence), with other groups having
middle intelligence or lowest intelligence (Banton, 2015; Menchaca, 1997; Smedley,
2013; Smedley & Smedley, 2011). Morton also happened to subscribe to the notion
of polygenesis (again, long disavowed by the Catholic Church at this point) (Banton,
2015). To Morton, non-Whites were descendants of separate and distinct inferior
parental stocks, and he used this argument to explain why non-Whites had only created “savage and barbaric cultures” (Menchaca, 1997, p. 26).
Morton’s influence on science extended for decades: he pioneered and provided
the early foundations for anthropometry (the measurement of the human body) and
craniometry. Both became important modes of scientific inquiry for the study of race,
and racial differences (Menchaca, 1997; Smedley, 2013). Morton’s mathematical
(and therefore, presumed “objective”) treatment of human group differences impacted
scientific research on the study of human beings, and helped current and future scientists continue to think of race as fixed, unchanging, and measurable (Menchaca, 1997;
Smedley, 2013). Further, Morton’s research helped pro-slavery lawmakers in the
United States support their arguments against ending the practice (Menchaca, 1997).
An enduring impact of his work was that he helped maintain, in policy and law, differential treatment of African Americans after the American Civil War.
Other scholars of this period who extended Morton’s work and were most influential in perpetuating and reifying conceptions about racial hierarchies were Josiah
Nott, a physician, and George Gliddon, a wealthy businessman (Menchaca, 1997;
Smedley, 2013). Both are acknowledged as believing in polygenesis and popularizing it in America (Banton, 2015). Nott and Gliddon published two books that
“became the definitive resource[s] for scientific discussions of race” (Smedley,
2013, p. 159). In these books, they asserted that “biologically inferior people produced inferior culture” (Menchaca, 1997 p. 27). They also studied the size and
shape of human skulls and determined that differences in measurements in the
skulls of African American and Native American people compared with White people provided proof of the natural superiority of White people. Although Nott and
Gliddon’s work would be refuted by other scientists in the late-nineteenth century,
their views of the racial inferiority of non-White people helped to strengthen the
ideological and structural foundations to subjugate non-White people in America’s
economic and social systems. Together the work of Morton, Nott, and Gliddon, and
other similar researchers at the time, established a worldview in the scientific
community and beyond, that race and racial differences were natural, could be
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measured accurately, and constituted a hierarchy of intellectual and physical
capabilities, one in which Whites ranked at the top (Banton, 2015; Smedley, 2013;
Zuberi & Bonilla-Silva, 2008).

2.4.2

Evolutionary Theory

The science of human differences eventually evolved from craniometry to theories
of difference in human group origins. A key contributor for more “accurate” scientific assessment of human origins was Charles Darwin (Banton, 2015). In contrast
to Morton and colleagues, who continued to argue for polygenesis, Darwin supported theories of single human origin and human evolution, through his own analyses of skeletons (Menchaca, 1997). Darwin’s research helped establish that all
human beings are related and come from the same hereditary source, but Darwin
still believed there were biological differences that separated groups of people.
Darwin’s work encoded “race” as a biological marker by arguing that a common
origin did not mean equality of the races, particularly “with respect to intelligence”
(Menchaca, 1997, p. 11).
Researchers who supported Darwin’s conclusions about racial differences,
believed that non-White racial groups were less evolved and therefore, biologically,
culturally, and intellectually inferior (Banton, 2015; Menchaca, 1997; Smedley,
2013; Valencia, 1997b). By the 1870’s, the belief that non-Whites were naturally
inferior was widespread in scientific communities and society, and these beliefs
were used to justify the continued mistreatment of persons of color in the post-
emancipation period (Menchaca, 1997; Smedley, 2013; Valencia, 1997b).

2.4.3

Social Darwinism

As non-White people continued to be discriminated against on “scientific” (but not
accurate “science”) grounds, a new social theory emerged and was informed by
Darwin’s research on human evolution: Social Darwinism. The central claim of
Social Darwinism is that “the social order [of humans] was an outcome of the intellectual differences between superior and inferior peoples” (Menchaca, 1997,
p. 34–35), and that such differences were genetically inherited and determined.
Social Darwinists were particularly concerned about racial mixing and producing
more offspring from genetically elites; they believed that Darwin’s evolutionary
ideas could be applied to socially engineer a more “able” human race (Banton,
2015). To implement this strategy, they advocated for the segregation and sterilization of inferior groups and lobbied the government to pass legislation on these matters (Menchaca, 1997; Smedley, 2013). Social Darwinists conceived of wealth
being tied to larger intellectual capacity and believed that “racial minorities and
poor whites were economically disadvantaged because they were intellectually dull
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and did not have the cognitive capacity to improve their economic standing”
(Menchaca, 1997, p. 35). In addition, Social Darwinists did not believe in
government-based interventions to assist groups in the lower social strata; adherents
to this ideology thought it would be a good idea for members of the groups to die
out (a misinterpretation of the language of evolutionary theory), so that elites could
live and reproduce (Smedley, 2013).
A key tradition in knowledge production, and in particular, science, is that scientists base their current work on the research of other scientists who preceded them
(Longino, 2002; Rolin, 2004), and this pattern can also be seen in the history of
application of scientific inquiry to racial differences. The work of Social Darwinists
in the nineteenth century set the foundation for the emergence of the field of eugenics in the twentieth century (Banton, 2015). Eugenics was popular in the first half of
the twentieth century and provided the formal scientific rationale for compulsory
sterilization laws in the U.S. which inhumanely and unjustly violated the reproductive rights of thousands. These laws disproportionately affected people of color,
especially Native Americans, African Americans, and other marginalized communities (Valencia, 1997b).

2.4.4

Eugenics

In the history of science and race, eugenics stands as one of the most egregious
examples of racism disguised as science. Eugenics, the science of ‘improving’
humans through selective reproduction, was based on the conception that genetic
traits explain differences in individual achievement, and subsequently relate to individual productivity in society (Maxwell, 2008; Valencia, 1997b; Zuberi & Bonilla-
Silva, 2008). Valencia (1997b) uses the term “genetic pathology model” to describe
the dominance of scientific practices and theories rooted in deficit-thinking that
were prevalent from approximately 1890 to 1930. Genetic pathology models conceptualized inferiority (and superiority) as “transmitted by the genetic code”
(Valencia, 1997b, p. 41), and thus (wrongly) determined an individual’s capacity for
growth and productivity in society (Maxwell, 2008; Porter, 2017; Smedley, 2002;
Valencia, 1997b). As with Social Darwinists, Eugenicists favored the genetic backgrounds of Christian White persons who were able-bodied, and middle class or
above income, from specific European backgrounds (Maxwell, 2008; Valencia,
1997b; Zuberi & Bonilla-Silva, 2008). Eugenics was an extension of the decades of
previous scientific work that reified the racial hierarchies.
The eugenics movement in the U.S. was greatly influenced by the research and
ideological views of British scientist Francis Galton who is recognized as the
founder of eugenics science. As with the example of British chemist Robert Boyle,
described earlier, Galton’s life work illustrates how scientific advances and racist
ideologies were closely intertwined, now in the Victorian Era of Britain. Not only is
Galton known as a founder of eugenics, but through the process of aiming to prove his
theory of heredity (described further below), he developed quantitative measurement
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approaches that have become basic techniques in statistics. These techniques that
address statistical variation include correlation, regression, and standard deviation,
and have come to underlie many critical scientific and social scientific pursuits
today (Ellenberg, 2014; Gillham, 2001).
A cousin of Darwin, Galton was directly influenced by Darwin’s conception of
natural selection, and believed that selection could be engineered to create a more
talented race. Specifically, Galton coined the term eugenics, meaning “eu” (good)
and “genesis” (origin and birth), which he defined as:
The science of improving [the inherited] stock [of a population], not only by judicious mating, but by any means which takes cognizance of all influences that tend in however remote
degree to give the more suitable races or strains of blood a better chance of prevailing
speedily over the less suitable than they otherwise would have had (as cited in Maxwell,
2008, p. 2).

In addition to drawing from theories of natural selection and evolution for the foundations of his approach, another key piece of Galton’s approach to eugenics was
having a hereditarian view of individual differences—that heredity is the primary
influence on human behavior, intelligence, and other human traits. Galton’s hereditarian views extended to his understanding about race (Maxwell, 2008; Valencia &
Suzuki, 2001). Galton believed that race was a determinant of one’s intellectual,
physical and moral capacity, and that such capacities, because they were inherited,
were fixed and stable over time (Maxwell, 2008; Valencia, 1997b). This conception
of race and individual capacity for talent, shaped his ideas on selective reproduction
or breeding (Maxwell, 2008). Galton believed that selective breeding was necessary
“to improve the racial pedigree of the nation” (Maxwell, 2008, p. 2). Given that he
too believed in the racial hierarchy, Galton also wanted more high status, elite White
people to reproduce. Galton perceived eugenics to be a tool for the greater good of
society and tied both the scientific practice and social idea of eugenics to national
progress and growth (Maxwell, 2008; Valencia, 1997b). Galton’s early research
made the case that heredity was a significant cause of human behavior and differences. While obvious now, a critical weakness of Galton’s perspective is that he did
not consider the role of the environment at all (Valencia & Suzuki, 2001). Eugenics
started the broad controversy of nature versus nurture in terms of which mattered
more in assessing human development, and this controversy continues in present
day (Valencia & Suzuki, 2001).
Galton’s research was embraced by American scholars who also aspired to
advance knowledge in this area, and shared similar views about racial differences
and genetic superiority (Valencia, 1997b; Valencia & Suzuki, 2001). In the U.S.,
eugenics was a race and class-based movement that not only stood as a social ideal,
but scientific practice (Maxwell, 2008; Valencia, 1997b). As a social ideal, scholars
committed to eugenics shaped social thoughts and practice in a number of contexts
including education, politics, industry, medicine, and science (Maxwell, 2008;
Valencia, 1997b). As a scientific practice, eugenics catalyzed research studies
especially in intelligence, and genetics that aimed to understand, and prove the existence of, human differences from a context of evolutionary theory (Valencia, 1997b).
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Eugenics and Public Policy Galtonian eugenics aligned with prevailing societal
assumptions about race and human differences which became strongly intertwined
with views of American exceptionalism (Maxwell, 2008). One of these assumptions
was that, in building its economic and political strength, the United States needed
citizens that had both the moral and intellectual capacity to participate in the many
efforts to build the nation. Those with the highest moral and intellectual capacity
were viewed through the lens of racial hierarchy, and therefore African-descended
people and Native Americans were those most seen to be lacking in the characteristics that would help the U.S. (Maxwell, 2008).
The eugenics movement in the United States coincided with a period of great
social, economic, and political change (Maxwell, 2008; Valencia, 1997b). The
movement took place in the late nineteenth through early twentieth century as part
of the aftermath of the Civil War. During this period of time, the United States was
struggling with its national identity and trying to be distinct from Europe, while at
the same time, experiencing strong waves of immigration from southern and eastern
Europe (which grew into the millions in the early twentieth century). Most of the
recent immigrants were Jewish, Catholic, or who were assumed to be unskilled and
lacking solid educational training; all traits which were perceived as being markers
of inferior genetics (Omi & Winant, 2015; Valencia, 1997b). The new immigrants’
physical characteristics were also different from earlier waves of European immigrants (Smedley, 2013) and they were recognized (and subsequently officially identified) as non-White. The influx of new European immigrants to America (and
assumed inferior genetics) gave rise to anti-immigration sentiments, xenophobic
attitudes, and support for eugenics (Valencia, 1997b).
The fear of the reproduction and perpetuation of negative genetic traits, and its
subsequent impact on national growth, characterized the essence of the American
eugenics movement (Maxwell, 2008; Smedley, 2013; Valencia, 1997b. The
American eugenics movement conflated scientific practice and social ideals, focusing on eliminating what were perceived as inferior genetics through the control of
reproduction and immigration (Maxwell, 2008). The “science” of eugenics
also began to shape federal and state legislation aimed at addressing genetic defects
and lessening the population of non-White people. Lawmakers put into effect public
policies like compulsory sterilizations, intelligence and mental testing, and restricted
immigration to preserve White elite status (Maxwell, 2008; Smedley, 2013;
Valencia, 1997b; Valencia & Suzuki, 2001). In the first third of the twentieth century
for example, 31 states passed and enforced sterilizations laws, and conducted more
than 12,000 forced sterilizations; more than 7,500 of these sterilizations occurred in
California (Valencia, 1997b). By the midpoint of the twentieth century, more than
60,000 forced sterilizations had been performed nationwide, all under the guise of
science.
The “science” of racial classifications, which had already been institutionalized
in policy through slavery and Native American displacement and genocide in the
1700s and 1800s, took on a modern appearance through the support of scientists,
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scholars in other academic fields, wealthy and educated White Americans and business interests (Maxwell, 2008). Together, along with corporations, these groups
sponsored eugenics-based research and were influential in gaining support for the
passage of legislation supporting such research (Maxwell, 2008; Valencia, 1997b).
Social policies shaped by eugenics ideals represented a new form of legalized racial
and social discrimination against marginalized populations. By this point in time,
ideas of racial classification had been part of U.S. society for 300 years and average
citizens were comfortable with making hierarchical distinctions by race. The White
U.S. population (often across the ideological spectrum) seemed convinced by the
framing of eugenics as important to national progress and nation building (Maxwell,
2008).
Proponents also pitched eugenics as part of a new morality that was an alternative to the Bible: “science not religion [was the] moral authority” (Maxwell, 2008,
p. 4). This continued the trend that science (as opposed to religion) played a greater
role in society’s understanding of race. In addition, the appeal to accept eugenics’
arguments also appealed to the general populace to adopt the morality of science
instead of the morality of religion (Maxwell, 2008).

2.5

Race, Science and Intelligence Testing

Eugenics as a set of beliefs continued well into the twentieth century, but the measurement of racial differences changed. The search for empirical evidence to support racial discrimination, inferiority, and superiority continued to be of great
interest to scholars and scientists, particularly in psychology in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries (Menchaca, 1997; Smedley, 2013). Craniologists had
long believed that non-whites were biologically and culturally inferior to whites
(Menchaca, 1997; Smedley, 2013). However, by the late nineteenth century, several
research studies found no evidence to support that differences observed between
groups were significantly greater than differences observed within groups (Smedley,
2013). The emerging research diminished claims that White people as a group were
more likely to be biologically superior to persons of color. Scientists in the early
twentieth century were beginning to understand that “…there were limits to the
meaning that could be extrapolated from body measurements….” (Smedley, 2013,
p. 164).
Since measurement of skulls and other body parts were empirically proven to
have limited utility in assessing group differences, scholars and scientists looked to
other means to determine how one could assess the differences in the mental capabilities between racial groups (Smedley, 2013). In the early twentieth century,
scholars began to use intelligence testing to mark differences between groups.
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 he Birth of the American Intelligence Testing
T
Movement

American scholars were in search of new methods to measure the mind which they
believed held important clues about the physical properties of the brain, including
learning, temperament, and character (Smedley, 2013). Intelligence tests gave
scholars the instruments they needed to measure the mind, and once again express
racial group differences in mathematical terms (Smedley, 2013). A main driver of
the development and distribution of intelligence tests was the idea that intelligence
was a trait of superior human beings, and for most scholars, this meant White men
of means (Valencia and Suzuki, 2001).
The modern form of the intelligence test originated in France at the turn of the
twentieth century (Smedley, 2013; Valencia & Suzuki, 2001). Commissioned by the
French government to develop a method to detect intellectual and mental deficiencies in children, psychologist Alfred Binet worked with Theodore Simon to develop
the Binet-Simon Intelligence Scale (Franklin, 2007). This scale eventually became
one of the mostly widely used tests to measure intelligence (Valencia & Suzuki,
2001). Soon after the scale was developed in 1905, American scholars revised it and
expanded its application (Valencia & Suzuki, 2001).
Many involved in the intelligence testing movement were supporters of eugenics
(Valencia & Suzuki, 2001). Henry Goddard, a psychologist and eugenicist, introduced the Binet-Simon test to the U.S. after translating it in English to measure
mental capacity and its link to heredity (Franklin, 2007). Goddard believed that
intelligence was innate and inherited, and he administered the intelligence test to
boys and girls in a school in New Jersey (Smedley, 2013). Goddard scored the tests
and then used the scores to categorize children according to various levels of cognitive impairments. These categories formed a classification system that became
widely used by scholars, physicians, and educators to identify cognitive impairments in adults and children (Franklin, 2007).
Lewis Terman, a psychologist at Stanford University, was one of the most prominent promoters of intelligence testing in education. He made significant and substantial revisions to the original Binet-Simon Scales which he published in 1916 as
the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scales (Franklin, 2007; Lemann, 2000; Valencia &
Suzuki, 2001). A chief revision to the scales was the addition of the intelligence
quotient (IQ), a mathematical representation of an individual’s mental capacity, a
concept which Terman borrowed from the work of German psychologist and philosopher William Stern (Smedley, 2013; Valencia & Suzuki, 2001). IQ was conceived by advocates of intelligence testing to measure an individual’s innate
intellectual capacity, and categorized individual and group differences according to
the reported numerical IQ result (Lemann, 2000; Porter, 2017; Valencia, 1997a;
Valencia & Suzuki, 2001). Supported by eugenics beliefs, a person’s IQ quickly
became a social marker that symbolized their intellectual inferiority or superiority,
their capabilities, as well as their race (Porter, 2017; Smedley, 2013; Valencia &
Suzuki, 2001). Intelligence tests were also applied in many other contexts including
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education, prisons, and military, and were also used to test the purported mental
capabilities of “immigrants at Ellis Island” (Smedley, 2013, p. 166). Much like previous centuries had linked skull size and intellectual ability, the measured IQ similarly signified a person’s intelligence and social worth (Smedley, 2013; Valencia &
Suzuki, 2001).

2.5.2

Intelligence Testing and Social Sorting

Early research on the measurement of intelligence occurred at a time when eugenic
thought was dominant; there were growing concerns about mass immigration and
the competition for jobs (Lemann, 2000; Porter, 2017; Smedley, 2013; Valencia &
Suzuki, 2001). Ethnocentrism, anti-Semitism, and persistent hatred and fear of people of color framed White people’s response to the waves of immigration (Smedley,
2013; Valencia & Suzuki, 2001). Perhaps it was because of this fear that White
people responded so favorably to such sorting mechanisms such as intelligence testing. Similar to the eugenics movement, which it coincided with, the intelligence
testing movement was endorsed by very powerful and influential scholars, scientists, and intellectuals who were active in the promotion and use of these tests
(Lemann 2000; Valencia & Suzuki, 2001). Valencia and Suzuki (2001) observe that
despite limited evidence of between-group differences, the supporters of intelligence testing were influential in advancing their ideas which successfully shaped
social policies in such contexts as education, immigration, and social welfare programs for the poor. The social policies also legitimized discrimination and mistreatment based on the idea of inherited traits and biology (e.g., hereditarianism). Beyond
its use in education, an individual’s level of intelligence came to ultimately represent a person’s social worth and their potential to function and contribute to society,
demonstrating the highly influential power, and danger, of intelligence testing
(Porter, 2017).
Under these social circumstances, innate mental capacity became a widely
accepted causal explanation for racial group differences, and for answering questions such as why some groups are more successful in U.S. society than others
(Porter, 2017; Smedley, 2013; Valencia & Suzuki, 2001). Innate intelligence level
was accepted as a viable explanation for poverty, crime, unemployment, and poor
achievement in education (Smedley, 2013; Valencia & Suzuki, 2001). As interest
and use of intelligence tests grew, the discovery of intellectual talent became an aim
of these tests. Scholars and others were convinced that intelligence was linked to
economic productivity (Lemann, 2000; Porter, 2017). Similar to Galton’s (see discussion above) work on eugenics linking intelligence with productivity, the logic
driving eugenics also drove the use and application of IQ testing in some areas
(Lemann, 2000; Smedley, 2013; Valencia & Suzuki, 2001).
Though scholars attribute the introduction of intelligence tests in the U.S. to
Goddard (Lemann, 2000; Smedley, 2013), Terman has been cited as the person who
most contributed to making intelligence testing popular (Valencia & Suzuki, 2001).
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Terman’s scholarly work influenced theories and methods for psychometric testing
of intelligence (Valencia & Suzuki, 2001). Modern research however has questioned
the utility of the Stanford-Binet test on methodological, conceptual, and philosophical grounds (Franklin, 2007; Valencia & Suzuki, 2001). For example, the test was
normed on an exclusively White, European, and middle-class student population
because Terman deliberately excluded children of color from the standardization
sample due to his beliefs that students of color had lower intellectual capacity and a
lack of familiarity with the language used in the test (Valencia and Suzuki, 2001).
Applications of Intelligence Testing Researchers in the early twentieth century
did not consider the methodological limitations of intelligence testing, as they were
committed to supporting racial hierarchies through testing which were perceived as
common sense at the time. The popularity of IQ tests became instantiated in education policy and led to the practice of assessing children to determine their intellectual capacity (Porter, 2017). This practice legitimized new forms of educational
inequality, namely curricular stratification and ability tracking (Franklin, 2007;
Porter, 2017; Valencia & Suzuki, 2001). Students whose test results showed they
were of exceptional or above average intellect were given access to a rigorous curriculum of science, mathematics, and the liberal arts, while students who had scored
at average or below average on these tests were assigned to a curriculum that was
vocational, and often did not involve abstract thinking (Porter, 2017). Given that
youth of color tended to perform poorly on intelligence tests, due to bias in the construction of these tests and the effects of environmental factors, they were the most
likely to be assigned to participate in a vocational and substandard curriculum. Low
performing youth of color’s exposure to liberal arts and STEM curriculum was limited, as was their social mobility and life chances (Valencia & Suzuki, 2001).
In addition to assessing mental capabilities of young children, intelligence testing was used in other different settings. During World War I for example, the military used standardized tests for the purpose of determining leadership potential,
assigning tasks, and ascertaining men’s potential to serve (Lemann, 2000). More
than 1.7 million recruits completed these tests (Lemann, 2000; Porter, 2017), representing the first mass administration of intelligence testing. This mass administration “set a major precedent for future testing by schools, government agencies, and
businesses” (Smedley, 2013, p. 166). After assessing military members’ scores on
the tests, there were significant differences by race, which reified the logic and
assumptions of eugenics (Porter, 2017). According to Smedley (2013), “the Army
tests and their results were widely disseminated and for generations constituted the
basic evidence for racial differences in intelligence” (p. 166). Porter (2017) observed
that the perceived statistical strength of these tests gave scientific credence to the
hereditarian and racial theories of group differences and the intellectual inferiority
of persons of color on a broad scale. The tests were thought to serve as objective
measures of intelligence, and test scores consistently differed by racial/ethnic group
(Suzuki, Short, & Lee, 2011; Valencia & Suzuki, 2001). These differences were
accepted as proof that people of color were by nature intellectually inferior, and science
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had a crucial role in shaping this narrative (Smedley, 2013; Valencia & Suzuki,
2001). In the modern context, scholars have found that environmental factors, such
as socio-economic status, affect students’ test-taking performance and that cultural
bias may be embedded in the tests themselves, ultimately putting to question the
utility and validity of these tests (Franklin, 2007; Porter, 2017; Smedley, 2013;
Valencia & Suzuki, 2001).
Because of the widespread military tests, it became understood and broadly
accepted that the measurement of mental capacity was a fair and just way to democratically distribute privilege, power, and rewards (Porter, 2017; Suzuki et al., 2011).
The tests were widely accepted as objective measures to sort individuals in terms of
schools or occupations, which severely disadvantaged educational opportunities for
students of color. Suzuki, et al. (2011) argue that societies that tend to value individualism and meritocracy are those where intelligence tests are more likely to be
developed and broadly used. Such societies also tend to believe in rewarding individuals for their accomplishments based on their merits alone.
In higher education, the legacy of the IQ tests and the Army tests eventually
became the Scholastic Achievement Test (SAT). The SAT was developed by Carl
Brigham, a psychology professor at Princeton University as a scholarship test to be
used in certain Ivy League school admissions processes (Lemann, 2000). In modern
times, there are less overt claims about racially determined differences in intelligence levels, but in many ways the SAT functions (like IQ tests did in the early to
mid-twentieth century) as a means of limiting the enrollment of underrepresented
students of color at highly selective and/or elite colleges and universities (Lemann,
2000). The SAT continues to be widely used in admissions with the assumption that
scores on SAT tests should determine one’s chances for admission into selective
colleges and universities (Lemann, 2000). We discuss the use of the SAT in more
detail in the next section on meritocracy and the definition of merit in higher
education.

2.6

Meritocracy: Defined and in Context

Meritocracy is a controversial topic that has been studied and conceptualized in
diverse ways over the past few decades. Scholars purport that the concept of meritocracy actually tends to serve the interests of elites in society as elites are the ones
who typically define and evaluate merit (Karabel, 2005; Liu, 2011). This section
examines merit and meritocracy in higher education and will focus on selective institutions, since leaders of those institutions are the ones who created merit
and elite institutions still drive discussions of merit nationally. The discussion in this
section is meant to provide the necessary background for understanding how
assumptions of meritocracy in other aspects of higher education such as admissions
also function to guide cultural norms and practices in STEM.
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What Is Meritocracy?

The following definition of meritocracy from Alon and Tienda (2007) seems to be
an accurate reflection of scholars’ definition of the term as applied broadly to higher
education and society: “a social system where individual talent and effort, rather
than ascriptive traits, determine individuals’ placements in a social hierarchy.”
(p. 489). Alon and Tienda note that meritocracy as a concept dates back to Plato,
though its modern predecessor is sociologist Michael Young’s book The Rise of the
Meritocracy published in 1958 (cited in Liu, 2011). Young’s book was originally
conceived of as satire, and meritocracy was “a pejorative term used to describe a
social system that develops based on intelligence testing and educational attainment” (Liu, 2011, p. 385). Consistent with Sen’s (2000) observation that “meritocracy, and more generally the practice of rewarding merit, is essentially under-defined”
(p. 5), we found a number of different perspectives and conceptualizations of merit
and meritocracy to be employed in the literature. One reason for this is that scholars
have drawn on different disciplinary traditions to advance their conceptualizations.
For example, scholars in philosophy and sociology ask different questions when
considering merit and meritocracy. Philosophers seem to be interested in merit from
a lens of moral reasoning, while sociologists study merit from a position of power.
Philosophers focus on notions of justice and how that connects to the concept of
equality of opportunity. In addition, philosophy scholars are interested in what roles
justice and equality of opportunity have when assessing merit for high stakes
decision-making such as in elite college admissions (Howe, 2015; Sen, 2000). In
contrast, sociologists seem to conceptualize merit and meritocracy as reflecting
“power relations among major social groups” (Karabel, 2005 p. 539). Elites, individuals in positions of power and authority, create(d) and sustained the concept of
merit to define (and reinforce) their own elite status (Karabel, 2005).
Another difference we found in the literature is that merit and meritocracy in the
U.S. seem to have unique features (particularly when authors discuss college admissions) that differ from conceptions of merit from other major industrialized nations
(e.g. Western and Northern European nations, Australia, and Japan). The U.S. society and higher education system seem to have an emphasis on individualism to a
greater degree than other countries, but also has broader participation in higher education systems than comparable countries (Roksa, Grodsky, Arum, & Gamoran,
2007; Shavit, Arum, & Gamoran, 2007). Despite the broader participation, the U.S.
has a higher concentration of wealthy students in selective colleges, and significant
race-based stratification with caste-like features (Carnoy, 1994).
Michael Young, the modern creator of the term meritocracy, believed that the
world he created in his book, which ran on a system of rewarding talent (e.g, intelligence) and effort, was a dystopia and not something societies should aspire to. He
was horrified that many Western countries indeed seemed to be relying on this very
meritocratic framing to justify social systems and policies (Karabel, 2005; Liu,
2011). Ironically, (or alarmingly), 60 years after the publication of Young’s book,
the term meritocracy is a mainstay in our modern vocabulary. Currently, there are
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positive connotations for merit: it is thought of as “something good, something that
should be rewarded in a good way. Merit is perhaps most often generally associated
with talent, skill, intelligence, ability, and effort” (Liu, 2011, p. 385). Considering
our previous discussion that such traits have historical roots in the constructions of
science and race, merit and meritocracy should not be understood to be socially
neutral.
Prior to the twentieth century, the concept of meritocracy determined one’s position on the racial hierarchy based on skin color, physical characteristics, and intellectual and moral capacity. Talent and effort were tied to racial group membership
(Menchaca, 1997; Smedley, 2013). Further, these traits were used by those in positions of power (lawmakers, scientists, educators) to sanction inhumane treatment,
and discrimination of people of color in the U.S. and around the world (Menchaca,
1997; Smedley, 2013). Thus, the history of science tells us that the foundation of the
principles of meritocracy is racialized, privileging members of the White race and
excluding people of color.
Given what is conventionally known about the principles of meritocracy, the
average person may believe this is a system that is beneficial to society, as well as
fair and just (Liu, 2011). A key feature of merit in the U.S. is the emphasis society
places on education in assessing merit. Educational attainment, particularly at the
postsecondary-level, is a significant predictor of occupational and life outcomes
(Tamborini, Kim, & Sakamoto, 2015). In a meritocratic system, people would
“achieve social status by virtue of their actual abilities and contributions rather than
having it merely ‘ascribed’ by accident of birth” (Liu, 2011, p. 391). Therefore,
higher education is assumed to play a key role in terms of upward mobility; getting
a good education (e.g., going to a good college) has been linked to the promise of
middle class life (Karabel, 2005).
Competition and Equality of Opportunity Two defining features of meritocratic
systems, particularly from a U.S. perspective, are competition and equality of
opportunity (Alon & Tienda, 2007). In higher education admissions, for example,
competition occurs when students vie for admissions slots at selective institutions.
“Equality of opportunity” is an important part of U.S. notions of meritocratic systems,
but perhaps is less well understood. Alon and Tienda (2007) describe it this way:
Equality of opportunity exists because the competition is fair and free, admissions to selective institutions is open to all, and according to Rawls’ (1993) ‘difference principle’, the
system benefits the worst-off members of society… In a truly meritocratic system, equal
opportunity generates a high degree of social mobility because talent, unconstrained by
social origin, rises to the top. (p. 489)

The concept of equality of opportunity that includes a high degree of social
mobility, has its roots with the guiding philosophy of James Conant, president of
Harvard from 1933 to 1953, who believed that the “American Ideal” depended on a
“continuous process by which power and privilege may be automatically redistributed
at the end of each generation” (Karabel, 2005, p. 548). One way in which this redistribution could occur was through assessing individual merit and academic talent
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as opposed to family wealth or status. Conant felt that individuals with “elite”
talents, especially those with gifted intelligence, could be found across the social
strata. The concept of meritocracy is linked closely to higher education because
public confidence in the possibility of social mobility by attending (and graduating
from) selective and elite colleges and universities is key in legitimizing “the
American social order” (Karabel, 2005, p. 543).
Despite the perceived social benefits of merit and meritocracy, there are considerable critiques of the concept. The most potent critique is that meritocratic framing
does not consider the structural constraints that limit people’s ability to earn or
achieve the measured “merit.” Structural constraints (e.g. racism, sexism, lower
socioeconomic status) specifically violate the “equality of opportunity” tentpole of
meritocracy. Competition is not “fair and free…admissions are not open to all”
(Alon & Tienda, 2007, p. 489) if low income students cannot be eligible for admission at selective institutions in similar proportions as wealthy students. Similarly, if
students across different social strata do not have equivalent opportunities to major
and persist in STEM fields, the condition of equality of opportunity is not met.
Lack of an understanding of structural constraints and their effect on equality of
opportunity means that individuals who are of higher social status have “a tendency
to view students who do not reach higher levels of educational attainment as having
failed on their own terms” (Liu, 2011, p. 384). Consequently, individuals who are
the beneficiaries of the stratified reward system think they are deserving of their
status, wealth, privilege, or power, assuming these are products “of their own talent
and effort” (Liu, 2011, p. 384).
Another critique of merit and meritocracy is that “merit” is not a straightforward
concept. “Merit” is institutionally defined (Baez, 2006), with some institutions
potentially weighing aspects of a student’s background and academic achievement
differently than other institutions. Karabel (2005) contends that merit “always bears
the imprint of the distribution of power in the larger society” (p. 550). It bears
emphasizing again that merit is defined by groups in power, and definitions of merit
change depending on how these groups assess threats to their power from other
groups (Karabel, 2005; Liu, 2011). Karabel (2005) asserts that “merit is fundamentally subjective and any attempt to demarcate it inevitably renders it vulnerable to
critique.” (p. 550). This background about meritocracy provides needed context for
the specific focus on meritocracy in higher education contexts. The next section
discusses admissions and a discussion of STEM academic cultures follows.

2.6.2

 igher Education Admissions in the Early
H
Twentieth Century

The conception of merit in higher education has changed in the last 150 years. This
change, considered important for college admission, shows how easily adaptable
merit as a concept can be, and why the concept is vulnerable to bias. We will discuss
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later how this vulnerability can perpetuate reproduction of inequality in higher
education and across various disciplinary fields and disciplines.
College admissions in elite institutions in the late 1900s used to be based on
religious affiliation or on the wealth of the applicant’s parents. “Elite” is used to
refer both to the institutions that are extremely selective in college admissions and
those that were designed to educate very wealthy members of U.S. society for centuries (Karabel, 2005). Elite higher education institutions, the Ivy League institutions in particular, also are distinguished by their high admission of American elites.
For example, elite institutions have educated many U.S. presidents and Supreme
Court justices of the past 150 years (Karabel, 2005). In the early twentieth century,
the wealthy elite had extraordinary influence over Ivy League institutions and
received substantial consideration in admissions. It is also around this time that elite
institutions began to rely more on college entrance exam performance. Starting in
the 1920s, the exams were administered in many different parts of the country and
became more systematic in structure (Barker, 1967).
Administrators embraced entrance exams as an efficient way to determine who
was qualified to be admitted in selective and elite institutions, until too many of the
“wrong” students were being admitted. In the early 1920s, and amid growing anti-
Semitism in the U.S., Jewish students were meeting admissions requirements in
increasing numbers. Harvard and other elite institutions decided to modify their
admissions criteria, so they would have more control over the type of student entering their institutions (Lemann, 2000). Around this time, the Ivy League institutions
began to assess prospective students’ character in addition to their performance on
entrance exams (Karabel, 2005). This action by the Ivy League institutions was
somewhat contradictory: James Conant, the president of Harvard, was an advocate
for educational equality of opportunity. Conant did not support hereditary elites and
in principle wanted Harvard to educate intellectually elite students across the socioeconomic strata. Despite this democratic goal, there were limits to his idealism of
broad meritocracy. Conant’s belief in equality of opportunity had the appearance of
being democratic and liberal, but in practice he held on to eugenicist views and
applied quotas to limit the number of Jewish students to be admitted at Harvard
(Lemann, 2000; Karabel, 2005).
By the early part of the twentieth century, one of the additional admissions
requirements that leaders of selective and elite institutions had added was “character,” which Karabel (2005) describes as “wholly objective [and] inherently intangible…‘Character’ could only be judged by those who had it” (pp. 1–2). Character
was coupled with other evaluative criteria for admission like leadership, personality,
and manliness in order to provide Ivy League institutions increased discretion
regarding who they may admit (Karabel, 2005). Given that “character” was fundamentally subjective, researchers have also found that historical notions of character
were racialized (Kirchgasler, 2018). Adding character to admissions decisions
helped institutions make their own judgments as to who would be part of their entering classes: “The presidents of the Big Three [Harvard, Yale, and Princeton] wanted
the latitude to admit the dull sons of major donors and to exclude the brilliant but
unpolished children of immigrants, whose very presence prompted privileged young
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Anglo-Saxon men…to seek their education elsewhere” (Karabel, 2005, p. 2). At the
turn of the century, students (male, White students) would have needed to have
knowledge of Latin and Greek and have “the right character and proper social background” (Karabel, 2005, p. 489) to be a successful applicant to Harvard, Yale, or
Princeton.
Post-World War II, the GI Bill was introduced as a federal education plan to
guarantee veterans of the war tuition benefits and additional living expenses (Bound
& Turner, 2002). Admissions applications significantly increased across the country
with the influx of millions of war veterans. The competition for admissions at selective institutions ballooned, and at the same time, colleges increased their use of tests
to screen applicants (Karabel, 2005). In the wake of these societal changes and
surge in higher education attendance, “standardized test scores were considered a
valuable and objective tool to appraise the college readiness of students who
attended high schools of varied quality” (Alon & Tienda, 2007, p. 489). The
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) became the most popular screening instrument used
across the country after the establishment of the Educational Testing Service in
1948 (Lemann, 2000).

2.6.3

Modern Admissions and Merit

In the modern higher education context, high status group struggles have reached a
particular inflection point with respect to selective and elite college admissions. The
wealthy still have advantages when it comes to selective college admission, but
institutions now have other interests for the composition of their student bodies,
including expanding the diversity of the colleges (Massey & Mooney, 2007). The
modern question about college admissions concerns what constitutes “merit” and
how it should be weighed in admissions decisions. Although college admissions
officers consider multiple factors when they make admissions decisions, several
current societal factors (and trends) have brought standardized test scores into focus
as a main measure of whether a student “deserves” admissions into elite institutions.
These factors include the increase in demand for college, especially slots in the first-
year classes at elite institutions, and second, the increased use of standardized test
scores to increase college rankings (Alon & Tienda, 2007).
The demand for college has grown in the last two decades, as the children of
Baby Boomers (Millennials) started attending college. The growth in demand adds
to the competitiveness of college admissions since higher education opportunities
for admission (especially elite ones) have not expanded with the demand. As a
result, selective and elite institutions have a larger applicant pool from which to
choose with many prospective students having strong academic qualifications (Alon
& Tienda, 2007). The second factor contributing to the increased use of standardized test scores in higher education admissions is the significant rise in popularity
and prominence of college institutional rankings. The increased reliance on the SAT
for admissions has led test scores to be utilized as a measure for institutional rakings,
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which in turn increases the prestige and desirability of the university (Alon &
Tienda, 2007). In the last 20 years, however, college rankings have “heightened
public awareness about the stratification of postsecondary institutions and the criteria used to classify them” (Alon & Tienda, 2007, p. 487).
It was not until the 1980s and 1990s that standardized tests scores became a key
focus of selective college admissions, which meant that SAT scores became the
main admissions criteria that institutions used (Alon & Tienda, 2007). As of 2006,
more than 90% of four-year colleges and universities consider SAT scores in their
admissions decisions, although there is a growing trend of colleges, including selective universities like the University of Chicago, encouraging applications without
the submission of SAT test scores (Schaeffer, 2018). At the same time, the growth
of the use of SAT in admissions corresponded to the growth of industries that support test preparation and the college admissions process. Test preparation companies and services have created a for-profit cottage industry grown to support
middle- and upper-middle class students in their quest to score as high as possible
on tests and to facilitate application and entry into selective colleges and universities. The use of private school counselors, first studied in detail by McDonough
(1997), for example, has also grown in response to the competitiveness of elite college admissions.
The paradox with respect to college admission is that while demand has increased,
and along with it, increased reliance on standardized tests, selective institutions also
have the stated goal of diversifying their student populations. African American and
Latina/o students have “average lower scores on their College Board exams compared with Asian American and [White]” students (Alon & Tienda, 2007, p. 488).
Therefore, to diversify the student population in an environment that relies on standardized tests, the institutions’ admissions officers “give minority students an
admissions boost” (Alon & Tienda, 2007, p. 488), which means that underrepresented students of color have the impact of their standardized test scores minimized
in comparison to other groups. Given the national climate that has become increasingly averse to affirmative action admissions policies that consider race or ethnicity,
diversifying selective colleges according to these categories is a challenging task
(Samson, 2013). The application of affirmative action policies for standardized tests
is an attempt by admissions officers to address the lack of “equality of opportunity”
dimension of meritocratic decision-making processes, particularly for African
American, Latina/o, and Native American students, who tend to have less access to
college preparatory coursework in their K-12 schools (Hill, Jeffries, & Murray,
2017; Orfield & Ee, 2017). Without some leveling of standardized test scores,
predominantly White college campuses would be much less diverse than they currently are (Samson, 2013).
On the issues of diversity and equality of opportunity, Alon and Tienda (2007)
state that, ideally, “the use of merit in admissions decisions should ensure that the
most meritorious youth are selected for the most selected institutions.” (p. 489). In
addition, there is the presumption that there is consensus across elite institutions
regarding what “merit” is and what parts of it can be measured well. When there is
not a consensus regarding how to measure merit (and the differing admissions
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policies across institutions indicate this lack of consensus), the admissions process
becomes an unfair competition, ensuring a lack of equality of opportunity (Liu,
2011). Specifically, Alon and Tienda (2007) outline a few criticisms of the emphasis
of standardized tests in admissions decisions:
…standardized tests do not measure abilities that are important for learning, such as motivation, imagination, and intellectual curiosity, and that the tests are biased against women,
minorities, and students from low socioeconomic backgrounds….A more substantive criticism is that they have low predictive validity for future academic success, particularly when
compared with performance-based measures like grades or class rank. (p. 490).

Alon and Tienda (2007) believe that different measures of academic achievement
can serve to better measure merit. For example, high school grades are perhaps a
better admissions measure than SAT scores because “grades not only measure students’ achievements and cognitive ability, but they also capture important behavioral indicators of academic performance, such as ambition, tenacity, and work
habits” (p. 490). Liu (2011) disagrees and argues that any measure of merit would
be insufficient given the structural constraints on marginalized populations in
attending elite higher education institutions.
Due to the significant structural limitations affecting students’ ability to achieve
particular academic benchmarks, “equality of opportunity” is far from realized in
U.S. higher education. As noted above, one issue that demonstrates the lack of
equality of opportunity is that, since the advent of standardized tests and increasing
competitiveness in admissions to selective institutions, several new industries
emerged to help middle- and upper-class students gain admission to these institutions. Wealthier students are more likely to have access to test preparation, college-
counseling, and related services, which help them perform better on tests and
assemble more compelling college applications (McDonough, Korn, & Yamasaki,
1997). Meanwhile, lower income students and/or underrepresented students of
color are less likely to be able to similarly avail themselves of such services
(Buchman, Condron, & Roscigno, 2010). For scholars, and administrators who are
interested in social justice and broadening student participation at selective institutions, the idea of meritocracy detracts from these aims. Liu (2011) believes that the
“the rhetoric of meritocracy” detracts from the goals of social justice (p. 393). Part
of the reason why meritocratic rhetoric reproduces social inequalities is because the
conception of “merit” is always defined by the individuals in power (Karabel, 2005).
Young (cited in Liu, 2011) felt that meritocracy initially fosters considerable social
mobility, but that over the long term, meritocracy produces an inherited, elite
privileged class. This is precisely what seems to have happened at the most selective
institutions where the children of the wealthy elite have a significant advantage in
gaining admission to the college and universities through alumni and legacy considerations in admissions (Massey & Mooney, 2007) and their increased likelihood of
having access to the use of college preparation services (McDonough, 1997;
McDonough et al., 1997).
STEM professions and academic fields share high status in society and within
higher education. Some of the stratification processes around merit are mirrored in
STEM fields as well. Against this backdrop of meritocracy in higher education and
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the privileged role of elites in designing the system of meritocracy, we next discuss
how merit functions in STEM disciplines and relate that to STEM disciplinary cultures to highlight the unique features of meritocratic logic in STEM disciplines.

2.6.4

Meritocratic Logic in STEM Disciplines

Many scholars have concluded that students’ experiences in STEM fields after college entry have a key role in supporting or dissuading students’ interest in STEM
(Hurtado et al., 2008; Hurtado et al., 2007; Seymour & Hewitt, 1997). However,
missing from this literature is an examination and discussion that brings together the
ways in which the fundamental ideologies in STEM academic cultures and underrepresented students’ perceptions of these respective cultures operate within a meritocratic structure. While some articles address the individualistic and competitive
aspects of STEM culture, only a handful specifically explore the origins of this
culture in STEM or name meritocratic ideology as the underlying philosophy (e.g.,
Museus et al., 2011). Further, some of the publications that do discuss STEM culture and identify meritocracy seem to be vague about their definition of meritocracy
and leave it to the reader to assume what is meant.

2.6.5

Origins of STEM as Objective and High Status

STEM majors and occupations are considered to be high status relative to other
professions. Individuals in high status occupations tend to have higher salaries and
social prestige than those in other occupations (Johnson, Browne, Carlone, &
Cuevas, 2011). It is notable to identify high status majors and occupations because
they tend to share a meritocratic ideology and consider gender, race, socioeconomic
status and other identities and backgrounds as irrelevant to a person’s performance
(Xie, Fang, & Shauman, 2015). According to Seron, Silbey, Cech and Rubineau
(2018), who examined meritocratic ideology in Engineering fields, “meritocracies
generally are assumed to operate objectively and without bias toward or against any
person or group… and thus are culturally and politically neutral” (p. 137).
STEM fields have operated under the cultural assumption of objectivity and neutrality for centuries. As noted earlier, the Enlightenment represents a historical
period in which scholarly work was diverging from religious teachings; in this era,
science was attempting to establish itself as independent from religion and therefore
be perceived as more neutral, objective, and pure (Cech, 2013). Establishing science
and mathematics as independent and “pure” helped elevate the status of these
disciplines.
In the U.S. context, science and engineering had a unique role in the development of society in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries; they provided
important foundations to economic development. The early twentieth century in
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particular was marked with significant public corruption, and policymakers sought
out the assistance of scientists and engineers “to instill technocratic decision-making
procedures into public policymaking” (Cech, 2013, p. 4) with the aim of bringing
more ‘objectivity’ into decision-making.
In the period after World War II, scientists in the late 1940s and 1950s continued
to promote the idea of the purity of science, despite growing public concern about
the development and use of atomic bombs and gas chambers (Harding, 2015).
Members of the scientific community were persuasive in arguing that politics drove
decisions to make and use weapons of mass destruction, but the science behind the
technology was neutral. Science communities wanted their research and lines of
inquiry to be generally autonomous from public pressure, political influence, and
oversight (Harding, 2015).
For centuries prior, science and mathematics were thought to be objective; as
noted in the first section of the chapter, scholarly studies of racial differences gained
credence because they used “objective” measures to assess differences. What
changed after World War II, is that scientific research and development grew rapidly
as a result of federal funding; with this growth, the scientific communities wanted
to promote themselves as “objective,” having more autonomy from corporations
like “General Electric, General Motors, Bell Labs, Westinghouse, and Sylvania”
that had previously funded projects in physics, engineering and related fields
(Harding, 2015, p. 7). The scientific enterprise needed to be perceived as objective
by the public while federal support ballooned. It was important to the scientific
community that they be allowed to function independently while being funded to
pursue and lead scientific investigations and innovations. The Manhattan Project,
that supported the research and development of nuclear weapons, marked the first
time there was a “huge infusion of federal funds” supporting scientific research
(Harding, 2015, p. 7).
The National Science Foundation (NSF) was established in 1950 with a mission
to promote research and education in STEM fields “to initiate and support basic
scientific research in the sciences; and to evaluate the scientific research programs
undertaken by agencies of the federal government” (Mazuzan, 1994, para. 17). NSF
launched broad, federal level funding of scientific research post-World War II. With
increased funding of the scientific enterprise, and particularly after the military use
of the atomic bomb, scientists were worried that the public might want to get
involved in deciding priorities for scientific research. Scientists and scientific
communities advanced the argument of “autonomy of science” as a means “to protect fledgling scientific institutions from congressional and other political interference they expected” (Harding, 2015, p. 8). As a legacy of this argument, the societal
assumptions of the objectivity and neutrality of STEM fields persist (Cech, 2013;
Traweek, 1988).
Philosophers of science have been instrumental in pointing out the ways in which
STEM scholars and disciplines perceive themselves to be objective and neutral,
while having clear ideologies that are, in fact, interpretive, and rooted in historical,
social, and economic perspectives. The dominant approaches of STEM fields in the
U.S. have their origin in Eurocentric approaches to science, which emphasized
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power over dominion and nature (Aikenhead & Ogawa, 2007). In addition to
manipulating nature itself, colonial nations have used science to exert their power
over other countries, and “the class, racial, and gender concerns of imperial nations
have deeply influenced the history of science” (Hinsdale, 2015, p. 240).
Engineering The academic culture of engineering has been noted as somewhat
unique from STEM disciplines like physics or biology because of its more professional orientation; engineering bachelor’s degree graduates are more likely to enter
jobs in their field immediately after graduation, while students from other STEM
disciplines tend to pursue more diverse post-college pathways (Cech, 2013).
Engineering academic culture focuses on “what it means to “think like an engineer”
(Cech, 2013, p. 47), meaning how engineers produce, engage, evaluate and think
about their work, including the dispositions (e.g., values) of engineers. The training
of students for a professional career can create unique cultural features in an academic field. In addition to learning engineering concepts and techniques in their
courses, students in engineering also learn “cultural ideologies” that help them
understand engineering work and are taught “what counts as ‘engineering work’
and what is superfluous to that work” (Cech, 2013, p. 69). In order to be a successful
engineer then, students need to learn skills, competencies, and acquire knowledge
in order to do the work, and ideologically conform to the culture of engineering
(Cech, 2013).
Cech (2013) asserts that the main way in which students become engineers is in
the socialization process from “aspiring engineers” (p. 49) to working professionals. Academic work in engineering involves group work: study groups and design
teams for lab work. Working in groups contributes to and reinforces students’
knowledge of engineering concepts and cultural norms. Cech (2013) postulates that
engineering students have a greater emphasis on career socialization, perhaps due to
their status as a professional field, and therefore are more likely to adopt the academic cultural norms of the field that include objectivity of sciences and minimizing
structural explanations for degree and career attainment disparities.
Members of academic cultures that have a heavy emphasis on neutrality, are
uncomfortable with individuals raising questions about the inclusion or marginalization of underrepresented groups. Such questions are not in line with the base
assumptions about the field and may even be perceived as “threatening the objectivity of engineering itself” (Seron et al., 2018, p. 7). Cech (2013) describes the culture
of engineering as having two main ideologies, depoliticization and meritocracy, that
together “frame social justice concerns as tangential and irrelevant to engineering
practice” (p. 70).
Depoliticization refers to the assumption that engineering work should be “carried out objectively and without bias” (Cech, 2013, p. 71). The foundation of this
ideology is logical positivism, (i.e. logical empiricism) which is the belief that
meaningful and important concepts in science and related fields can be provable or
observable (Cech, 2013; Harding, 2015). In this way, engineering culture relegates
social justice concerns as less important to the design process or the problem that
needs to be solved. Depoliticization sanctions the separation of social justice concerns
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from engineering work, which may lead students in engineering environments
(and in other STEM environments as well) to suppress discussions of inequality or
discussions of conflicting moral values and perspectives (Cech, 2013). As a result,
engineering students who enter with an interest in social justice concerns may
become much less interested in such concerns by the time they graduate with an
engineering degree (Cech, 2013). Cech (2013) and Seron et al. (2018) believe that
the academic engineering culture successfully socializes new students to the depoliticization ideology so as to mute other conflicting ideologies.
The second ideology of engineering that Cech (2013) believes marginalizes
social justice issues is meritocracy. The author defines meritocracy as “the belief
that success in life is the result of individual talent, training, and motivation, and that
those who lack such characteristics will naturally be less successful than others”
(Cech, 2013, p. 73). In Cech’s definition, which is a summary of STEM achievement ideology, the emphasis is on the individual and posits that success is a result
of intrinsic effort. Unlike Alon and Tienda’s (2007) broader definition of meritocracy, where equality of opportunity is an explicit part of the definition; equality of
opportunity in engineering is an assumed pre-condition for meritocracy, whether
such a condition is actually met is another issue (Cech, 2013). Under these conditions, meritocratic ideology in engineering communities functions as an interpretive
frame for explaining the success of the elite (e.g. the most successful students and
scholars), but also functions as “moral judgement — meritocracy legitimates the
unequal distribution of rewards as the outcome of morally acceptable and fair processes” (Cech, 2013, p. 73). In other words, those who cannot be successful in engineering can conclude that they have themselves to blame, perhaps because they did
not work hard enough or were not skilled enough (Seron et al., 2018).
Consequently, engineering socializes students to conform to a meritocratic ideology, while also socializing students to perform and accept gender and racial bias
(Seron et al., 2018). In early academic experiences in engineering (i.e. first year
engineering students), men are routinely given more challenging activities (e.g.
integrating theory to practice, solving more technical problems), while women are
often assigned nontechnical, peripheral roles in a project or group setting (Seron
et al., 2018). As stated above, engineering academic culture values group work, but
inside the groups, tasks are not assigned equitably by gender and race (Seron et al.,
2018). Engineering often rewards technical prowess in groups, while valuing social
skills to a lesser degree. This emphasis can result in isolation from other students,
especially for women and students of color in engineering and in STEM (Cheryan
et al., 2009, 2015; Hurtado et al., 2010; Gonsalves et al., 2016; Lewis et al., 2017;
Master et al., 2016; Sallee, 2011; Traxler et al., 2016).
Even women engineering students internalize a meritocratic ideology, while at
the same time describing situations where they or other women students have experienced gendered harassment or bias. Embracing this ideology while experiencing
bias can oftentimes create internal conflicts and dissonance in trying to interpret
how best to be successful in the field (Seron et al., 2018). Women experience stress
and tension around trying to reconcile meritocratic ideology with bias they perceive
and experience. The way many women who remain in engineering address this
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tension is by working harder to meet unequal academic and professional expectations. Working harder does not seem to reduce the inequality of outcomes, though;
women still receive lower salaries in engineering and are less frequently lauded for
their academic work even though they tend to perform better academically and finish their degrees in shorter periods of time than men (National Science Board,
2018). In sum, the ubiquity of meritocratic ideology, combined with a lack of support to address challenging experiences, can contribute to the inequitable outcomes
according to race/ethnicity and gender in the discipline of engineering.
Physics and Related Disciplines Most of the literature identified in this section
addressed students’ experiences in these particular disciplines, rather than organizational dynamics or cultural ideologies in the disciplines themselves. One exception
to this is the classic text by Traweek (1988) Beamtimes and lifetimes: The world of
high energy physicists, which was an international comparative examination of the
academic cultures of high energy (i.e. particle) physicists. Traweek notes that
required texts for both American and Japanese physics students included the same
textbook, which described the main contributors to the physics profession as male.
The pictures of the physicists in the textbook were all men, and the language of the
books gave the impression that physics:
is independent of all social or political contexts; that all knowledge is dependent upon or
derivative from physics; that only a very few physicists will be invited into the community
of particle physics; and that the boundaries of particle physics are rigidly defined (Traweek,
1988, p. 78).

As with the discussion above regarding the depoliticization in engineering, physics
has similar dynamics: Traweek asserted that most physicists would say that there
were no “cultural influences” on their scientific work, despite Traweek finding the
opposite was true (1988, p. 78).
As of 2015, there were proportionally fewer women in the physical sciences
workforce (28%), compared with the share who held physics undergraduate degrees
(39%) (National Science Board, 2018). Not surprisingly, Traweek (1988) and others
(e.g. Traxler et al., 2016) have described the academic culture in physics as hyper-
masculinized. For example, informal discussions of physicists can include phallic
imagery (Traweek, 1988), and men who do not fit a specific kind of performed
masculinity have found themselves uncomfortable in physics environments
(Gonsalves et al., 2016; Sallee, 2011). The particle physicists that Traweek studied
believed that their science was the hardest to master, ranking their own discipline
ahead of chemistry and biology, with social sciences and humanities trailing behind.
The physicists believed that successful members of their academic community are
the most intelligent and adept at scientific reasoning in comparison to those in other
STEM disciplines (Traweek, 1988).
Traweek (1988) also noted that physics practiced in the United States varied
culturally from that practiced in Japan. U.S. physicists tended to focus more on
individuality and less collaborative working styles. She found that the practice of
physics in the U.S. context was less democratic than in Japan, with a norm that
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“decisions about scientific purposes should not be made by majority rule within the
community, nor should there be equal access to a lab’s resources” (Traweek, 1988,
p. 91). There were clear hierarchies in the way research teams worked in the U.S.,
with the senior researcher taking credit for the contributions of everyone on the
team. In contrast, in Japan, the process of working in teams was more collaborative
and democratic. Hierarchies existed, but were less rigidly adhered to, and credit was
more likely to be given to multiple people on the team.
Overall, research that has been conducted on academic cultures in STEM disciplines indicates that these disciplines emphasize individualism, competition, meritocratic ideology, masculinity, and depoliticization. Peer and faculty interactional
styles that incorporate these features may be off-putting to women and men of color
who have different values, ideologies and orientations. Consequently, it can be
inferred that some students from historically underrepresented groups may attribute
a discomfort with STEM disciplines and academic culture as a reason for leaving or
switching majors to a non-STEM field.

2.6.6

 omen’s Experiences in Engineering and Other STEM
W
Environments

The vast majority of literature in searches of STEM disciplinary culture focus on
gender differences, with some lines of research including students of color, especially women students of color. We believe there is one main reason why gender is
so predominant when discussing underrepresented students in STEM and academic
culture: many STEM fields have (or had) significant underrepresentation of women
as students, faculty, and professionals. Some studies have found that women’s gender identity is as salient as race or ethnicity for women of color (Robinson, McGee,
Bentley, Houston & Botchway, 2016). For example, the low numbers of women in
particular fields and disciplines such as engineering and physics can make women
feel hyper-visible and hyper-aware of their gender in peer and faculty interactions
(Robinson et al., 2016; Rosa & Mensah, 2016). Some of the statements about exclusionary STEM culture for women seem to equally apply to women of color and may
be applicable to men of color as well. Given the dominance of gender disparity
analyses in the literature relating to STEM disciplinary culture, this section will
discuss inequality in terms of gender, highlighting racial/ethnic group differences
where possible.
There are decades worth of research addressing disparities between women and
men in the pursuit of STEM careers. The bulk of research has dispelled the assumptions that individual ability, motivation, and related characteristics are what primarily drive gender gaps in STEM (Malcom et al., 1976; Ong et al., 2018; Seron et al.,
2018). Given that the emphasis of this chapter is on STEM culture as a primary site
for racial and ethnic disparities, this section focuses on structural aspects of the
gender disparities - particularly starting at the higher education level. Some of the
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research on women in STEM does not disaggregate women’s experiences by race,
so that White women and women of color’s experiences are grouped together. Other
research finds that students of color in STEM often experience racial bias incidents,
and speculates that women of color are more likely to experience racial bias and
gender bias (Herzig, 2004).
The lack of women in many STEM fields also may represent larger methodological
and epistemic concerns. For example, science develops from the previous work of
other scientists. Building from previous empirical results allows researchers to work
on research questions that advance what other scientists have done (Rolin, 2004).
Critical to the creation of knowledge in STEM means that there must be trust within
scientific communities and research teams. If, however, male-dominated communities do not trust women to complete the work correctly, and do not assign comparable amounts of work to women researchers, then this may affect the training of
women researchers and can further isolate women, affect their career progression,
and ultimately affect the progress of the discipline. Such disparities deeply affect
how scientific communities interact and develop knowledge. Hardwig (1985, 1991)
argues that trust among scientists is of epistemic importance: Trust is important
because it grounds scientists’ beliefs, but it also shapes the social dynamics of communication within scientific communities.
Isolation is a common experience noted by White women and women of color in
STEM environments (Banda & Flowers, 2017; Cheryan et al., 2015; Danielsson,
2014; Eddy & Brownell, 2016; Gonsalves et al., 2016; Jones & Shorter-Gooden,
2004; Lewis et al.; 2017; Robinson et al., 2016; Rosa & Mensah, 2016; Smith et al.,
2014; Williams Pichon, 2016). The experience of isolation seems to arise from at
least three sources: (1) extreme gender disparities, so women do not see many
female peers; (2) lack of role models whom they may relate to; and (3) academic
culture is off-putting, because of hyper-masculine presentation, bias incidents, or
ideological thrust. We discuss each of these three issues below.
In a comprehensive literature review, Cheryan, Zieglar, Montoya, and Jiang
(2017) investigated women’s rates of participation across different STEM fields and
disciplines and proposed a model to explain why women’s rates of participation in
particular STEM fields vary. In their study, they claim that “most previous work has
treated STEM as a monolithic category…or focused specifically on one STEM
field” (Cheryan et al., 2017, p. 1). They believe that studying multiple STEM fields
can help researchers discern why there is differential participation of women in the
fields. Across all racial/ethnic groups, women have lower representation in the fields
and disciplines in computer science, engineering, and physics, in comparison to
biology, chemistry and mathematics (Cheryan et al., 2017). For example, women
receive 44% of the bachelor’s degrees in mathematics, as compared with 18% in
computer science (Cheryan et al., 2017). Researchers call for better data collection
within STEM fields so as to better understand differences in gender and racial/ethnic representation across fields (Eddy & Brownell, 2016).
While gender disparities in STEM have often been explained as preferences
exercised by women and men; such preferences “are constrained and expanded by
academic cultural factors” (Cheryan et al., 2017, p. 2). “The culture of STEM is
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often spoken about as a uniformly hostile place for women — as a ‘chilly climate’”
…[but] “STEM fields differ in the extent to which they are associated with masculine stereotypes” (Cheryan et al., 2017, p. 2). Researchers reject solely individual
explanations for the underrepresentation of women/overrepresentation of men in
some STEM fields. A particularly relevant point that Cheryan et al. (2017) make is
that researchers examining disparities often focus on women’s choices (or people of
color’s choices) for pursuing a STEM field, but there is a lack of attention to how
men’s choices may also drive disparities. For example, Cheryan et al. (2017) discuss
the problem of gender disparities in computer science as compared to mathematics.
Women major in computer science in lower proportions than men, but “so many
men [choose] computer science…the number of men intending to major in computer science is much higher than the number of men intending to major in mathematics” (Cheryan et al., 2017, p. 4). Given that both fields are dependent upon
having strong math skills, there seem to be social and structural factors, many of
them having to do with disciplinary culture, that lead to proportionally more women
math majors than computer science majors.
Through an extensive review of the literature that focuses on gender disparities
in STEM fields, Cheryan et al. (2017) concluded that the disparities in computer
science, engineering and physics seem to arise in K-12 education. Women are less
interested in majoring in those disciplines upon college entry in comparison to other
STEM fields. An implication of this is that the STEM academic culture is unwelcoming and isolating before college as well as during college. The smaller disparities of STEM fields that tend to have more gender balance (e.g. biology, chemistry,
mathematics), seem to be due to retention, meaning that women are interested in
majoring in these particular STEM majors upon college entry, but change their mind
after taking classes (Cheryan et al., 2017). Research on the different disparities in
each STEM field speak to the need for different kinds of interventions within STEM:
some underrepresented students may need targeted activities pre-college, while others need focused attention during college.
Women experience isolation in many ways in various STEM environments. Low
numbers of other women and women of color in STEM fields can make it difficult
for women to find others with whom they can study and be mentored by. Women of
color, who tend to experience gender- and race-based exclusionary educational
environments (e.g. sexism, ‘chilly climates,’ isolation and invisibility among other
challenges), may be categorized as being in a ‘double bind,’ in STEM higher education (Malcolm et al., 1976; Ong et al., 2011).
Women of color especially have had a difficult time finding peers who they can
work within peer academic support spaces such as study groups (Rosa & Mensah,
2016). In their interview study of African American women graduate students in
physics, Rosa and Mensah (2016) found that respondents’ peers, particularly White
men, but also White women, and Asian/Asian-American women, actively excluded
African American, and Native American women and Latinas from their study
groups (Rosa & Mensah, 2016). Some of the respondents believed that others did
not want to include them in such activities because they were perceived to be less
intelligent and less knowledgeable, thus contributing very little to a study groups’
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functioning (Rosa & Mensah, 2016). The additional energy that respondents and
other women of color in STEM must expend to meet expectations and prove themselves capable and worthy to other peers and faculty is what Ong, et al. (2011)
describe as “invisible work” (p. 183).
In another study of African American doctoral students, Robinson et al. (2016)
found that some of the students’ department advisors and mentors admitted that
they had never worked with a Black student before. According to interviews with
students in the study, mentors advised the students to adopt the work ethic of White
and Asian students in order to be successful. In general, the students felt that faculty
were treating them with less respect and felt that their whole department of peers
and faculty thought them less than capable of doing good work (Robinson et al.,
2016).
The last area that many articles describe is the hyper-masculine academic environment of many STEM fields. There are many ways that academic cultures can be
masculine. For example, informal comments and crude jokes can reflect locker
room style humor (Traweek, 1988) that women and some men may find offensive or
off-putting. The physical space of a department can also feel exclusionary if only
White men’s pictures are centered as being important contributors to scientific
inquiry. Some academic spaces include artifacts and pictures of application of the
discipline in the world: if these also tend to represent a certain kind of masculine,
“geeky” set of interests or priorities, they also can dissuade others from being interested in the major (Cheryan, et al., 2017).
Cheryan et al. (2017) find that many of the STEM fields with the least gender
disparities in terms of academic majors in higher education are those fields which
are “ubiquitous and mandatory in high school” (p. 21). This leads the researchers to
conclude that the fields in which girls have the most experience with pre-college
helps seed interest in and prepare them for college study. Experience is not a panacea in terms of addressing disparities. Some negative experiences can make issues
worse, particularly if they make women feel even more marginalized or uncomfortable. The experiences that do seem to help diversify STEM fields are those who
provide students “learning opportunities and necessary support as they progress,
that diversify current stereotypes of the field, that do not discriminate or devalue”
underrepresented students of color and White women (Cheryan et al., 2017, p. 21).

2.6.7

Overall Discussion of Students of Color in STEM

The challenges students of color and women of color experience while attaining a
STEM degree are well-documented by multiple research communities, including
disciplinary-based STEM education researchers, and higher education scholars
(e.g., Carlone & Johnson, 2007; Hurtado et al., 2008). Across disciplines and fields,
these researchers have called attention to the disproportionate number of underrepresented students of color and women and men in the sciences, highlighting that
social-contextual factors, racialized campus climates and gender-biased classrooms
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play a significant role in underrepresented minority students’ persistence in science
fields (Bejerano & Bartosh, 2015).
Many underrepresented students have interest in majoring in STEM, but that
interest disproportionately diminishes once they arrive in college (Maton &
Hrabowski, 2004; National Academy of Science, National Academy of Engineering,
and Institute of Medicine, 2011). In a longitudinal study, Chang, Eagan, Lin, and
Hurtado (2011) found that hostile racial experiences may actually affect first-year
students’ persistence in a biomedical or behavioral science field (BBS). In their
study, 68% of students reported persistence in their intended BBS major by the end
of their first year and found that those who reported lower levels of negative racial
experiences also reported being “more highly domain identified” (p. 585), suggesting that identifying with their field may mediate negative racial experiences. Chang
et al. (2011) used the concept of stereotype threat (Steele, 1997) to examine how
hostile environments affected students racialized experiences, and while the authors
could not be sure about the entire applicability of stereotype threat, they found that
racially hostile environments led students to underestimate their abilities and persistence in the field. McGee and Martin (2011) define stereotype threat this way:
…defined as a type of confirmation bias in which the threat of being viewed through the
lens of a negative stereotype or the fear of doing something that would inadvertently confirm that stereotype suppresses academic performance among Black students at all academic levels (p. 1348).

McGee and Martin (2011) studied African American students in STEM and also
found that stereotype threat was perhaps not the most appropriate explanation of
their experiences, and that it was more important to examine factors that created a
negative racialized experience in the first place. For participants, the threat of being
stereotyped was omnipresent, even when they studied by themselves, which led
them to develop strategies on how to manage their frequently occurring feelings of
being stereotyped.
Classrooms and departments in STEM fields are key sites for the microaggressions students experience, and departmental/disciplinary culture in STEM may
actually exacerbate the negative campus climates men of color and women experience. Racial microaggressions, defined as “subtle insults, (verbal, non-verbal, and/
or visual) directed toward people of color, often automatically or unconsciously”
(Solórzano et al., 2000, p.60), and racial battle fatigue, defined as the “cumulative
effects of racial microaggressions” along with “debilitative race-based stress”
(Yosso, Smith, Ceja, & Solórzano, 2009, p. 675) can constitute a significant share of
students’ interactions in and out of the classroom in higher education. In a multi-
campus study of why students leave or switch from science, mathematics and engineering (SME) majors, Seymour and Hewitt (1997) found that students who were
identified as “switchers” and “non-switchers” in SME did not differ much by grades
or SAT math scores. Among the reasons “switchers” gave for leaving the major,
include the ‘weed-out’ culture in foundational, gateway courses which they perceived created a hostile environment that valued competition, as well as White,
masculine expectations (Seymour & Hewitt, 1997). More research applying these
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concepts specifically to the study of diversity in STEM fields could enhance inquiry
in understanding and addressing the needs of marginalized students pursuing STEM
degrees and fields.
There are several things that higher education institutions can do to support students of color in their efforts to pursue STEM degrees. We will discuss these in
greater detail later in the paper, but a key area of focus for previous research is that
students of color bring several strengths with them to higher education, such as
holding multiple forms of capital to navigate and challenge negative racialized
spaces (Yosso, 2005); having altruistic, prosocial values with aspirations to help
others (McGee & Bentley, 2017; Seymour & Hewitt, 1997), as well as having an
intimate understanding of communities of color and their needs (Hurtado et al.,
2008). These strengths are particularly useful in STEM fields, because STEM fields
require creativity and important levels of collaboration with diverse perspectives.
Adopting an assets-oriented frame of reference can help identify strategies to support diverse students in managing academic demands and feel fully valued. To illustrate the importance of understanding the cultural backgrounds of students in
relation to STEM, we next address the experiences of Native American students in
STEM fields.

2.6.8

Native American Students

A particular group that is underrepresented in STEM academic environments is
Native American students. There are at least two main tensions Native American
students experience in academic STEM environments. First, most of the STEM
fields approach their bodies of knowledge from a Eurocentric, colonial discourse
(Aikenhead & Ogawa, 2007). Colonial discourse has an underlying assumption of
“winners or losers” and that only one interpretation of science is the correct or valid
one. Western assumptions of science are that “nature is a servant to humankind”
(Aikenhead & Ogawa, 2007, p. 549). Indigenous knowledge about nature and the
world has often been obscured in favor of Eurocentric science (Brandt, 2007).
A second tension is that Native American students’ historical cultural traditions
are often not recognized or valued in U.S. culture and the culture of STEM in particular. Native American students have the lowest enrollment in higher education
and those who are raised on reservations in tribal communities tend to have a
different orientation to higher education and to STEM than students educated
through the dominant U.S. public or private schooling systems (Smith, Cech, Metz,
Huntoon, & Moyer, 2014). While Native Americans are not monolithic (i.e. each
tribe has its own history, spiritual beliefs, and practices), research indicates that
Native American students as a group tend to have a challenging time adjusting to
many STEM academic cultures because (as noted above) such cultures are individualistic and competitive in nature.
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Many Native American cultures are communally-oriented; consequently, students can find their preferred working styles at odds with the STEM academic culture that tends to be individualistic (Smith et al., 2014). In their survey study
examining the communal work goals, individualistic goals and sense of belongingness among Native American students and White students in STEM, Smith et al.
(2014) found that White men had the lowest levels of communal work values, but
Native American students (both men and women) as well as White women tended
to prefer communal work goals. These preferred work goals are somewhat in conflict with those of STEM academic culture, since students who tended to have communal goals at the start of their college careers were less likely to persist in STEM
(Smith et al., 2014). The academic cultures in STEM tend to reward individual academic performance and ingenuity as opposed to rewarding group processes and
“community-oriented outcomes” (Smith et al., 2014, p. 424). Further, Smith et al.
discuss that Native American students who tended to be more successful in STEM
environments were those who were able to make “meaningful connections between
their tribal culture and the demands of college” (p. 424). They also found that Native
American students who have high levels of bicultural efficacy also tended to be
more successful in STEM fields. Bicultural efficacy is “staying true to one’s cultural
identity while operating successfully within the dominant culture,” (LaFromboise,
Coleman, & Gerton, 1993, as cited in Smith et al., 2014, p. 425).
However, Brandt (2007) is critical of the bicultural approach when discussing
Native American students’ educational experiences. In her essay, Brandt argues that
the notion of “bicultural” creates false dichotomies that implies students’ experiences are hierarchical and/or linear (2007). One way to address this constructed
dichotomy is to consider how to encourage students to adopt a position where they
may hold conflicting and multiple points of view simultaneously. Brandt explains
that perhaps adopting a “both/and as a framework” allows one to hold new, conflicting and multiple points of view in science, while also holding firmly to their traditional views (2007, p. 602). Another approach utilized by Native American students
is to selectively adopt elements of different epistemologies and ideologies to add to
their base of traditional views of science and nature (Aikenhead & Ogawa, 2007).
Brandt refers to a process called “epistemic common ground” where Native
American students “can simultaneously embrace elements of Eurocentric sciences
and Indigenous knowledge” (2007, p. 603).
Successfully increasing the degree attainment and workforce participation of
underrepresented groups in STEM will involve multi-faceted attempts to change
STEM academic cultures. Research evidence indicates while many students benefit
from communally-oriented academic environments (Maton et al., 2012; Ovink &
Veazey, 2011), this may be particularly true for Native American students (Smith
et al., 2014). The extent to which STEM academic cultures can adopt more
communally-oriented values and research practices may help diversify the disciplines over the long term. The next section discusses interventions for increasing
participation in STEM, with a focus on changing disciplinary and institutional
culture.
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Interventions for Increasing Participation in STEM

Since the 1970s, several programs at the federal, state, and institutional levels have
been created to address the challenges that women and students of color in STEM
fields encounter (Hurtado et al., 2008). One dominant approach has been to focus on
academic preparation and individual characteristics to encourage students’ successful participation into various STEM academic cultures (National Academy of
Science, National Academy of Engineering, and Institute of Medicine, 2011). Less
often, however, do STEM interventions focus on academic, institutional and/or cultural change. Given the long history behind racial oppression, both at a societal level
and within STEM fields themselves, a focus on academic field cultural change
might be the most effective way to produce long-lasting change in STEM. Since the
focus of this chapter has been how the historical and disciplinary development of
STEM has adversely affected the participation of women and students of color, our
discussion of interventions will emphasize those intended to affect the academic
culture of STEM fields. That said, we will begin with a brief discussion of promising interventions that target support for the development of individual students’
resources (financial, academic, attitudes or orientations), followed by a discussion
on interventions to transform academic culture in order to foster institutional
change.

2.7.1

Interventions to Support Student Development

Targeted, Structured Programs Structured programs that serve students of color
as a target population are generally designed to consider the multiple challenges and
institutional barriers they face in pursuing STEM degrees (Laursen, Hunter,
Seymour, Thiry, & Melton, 2010). For example, in addition to offering undergraduate research opportunities, structured programs feature various aspects that have
been shown to support students of color, including: academic advising, peer support, faculty mentoring, opportunities to create peer learning communities, financial
support, summer bridge programs, and culturally relevant programming (Hathaway,
Nagda, & Gregerman, 2002; Maton, Pollard, McDougall Weise, & Hrabowski,
2012).
Several case studies have also given insight into what makes these structured
programs uniquely beneficial for underrepresented students in STEM fields.
Hathaway et al. (2002) assessed the impact of the Undergraduate Research
Opportunity Program (UROP) that targeted first and second-year students at a large,
public, research university in the Midwest. Originally designed to address the retention of underrepresented students of color on campus, UROP is now open to undergraduate students across the university, with a sizeable number of students coming
from underrepresented backgrounds.
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In their quasi-experimental study, Hathaway et al. (2002) followed up with
alumni/ae from the institution to compare the graduate school and professional outcomes of those who were not admitted to UROP with those who were admitted and
participated (the program had a randomized lottery selection process), and also
compared these groups with those who participated in other undergraduate research
activities. Their findings showed that, those who had participated in some form of
undergraduate research activity were significantly more likely to enroll in graduate
school compared with students who did not. Additionally, those students who participated in UROP were significantly more likely to pursue professional degrees
than those who pursued other research activities, suggesting that perhaps UROP and
other types of structured programs that include undergraduate research, may
uniquely help students of color in clarifying major and career objectives.
A nationally known comprehensive intervention program is the Meyerhoff
Scholars Program at the University of Maryland in Baltimore County (UMBC).
This program has produced some of the largest number of students of color graduates in the sciences in the country (Hrabowski, 2014; Hrabowski & Maton, 2009;
Maton et al., 2012). The program features robust financial assistance, a summer
bridge program, peer support, faculty support, and intrusive advising for first year
students. In a discussion of their recent program quasi-experimental study, Maton
et al. (2012) found that students who participated in the Meyerhoff Scholars Program
were more likely to enter a Ph.D. program in STEM than students who were
accepted but declined the invitation to participate in the program. Program participants reported that several program components played a role in their academic
success, including the program’s tuition aid, advising, faculty involvement, family
involvement and community and cultural activities. Programs that target the multiple needs of students of color (e.g. financial, peer support, mentoring, and academic) through supportive institutional structures seem to be effective at reducing
disparities and producing more STEM graduates.
Financial Concerns Funding support is a key intervention recommended in the
literature to support students of color in particular. Many underrepresented minority
students tend to have lower income (and fewer sources of wealth) than other students in STEM. Students from all backgrounds pursuing STEM majors have
reported having more financial concerns than their peers who are non-STEM majors
(Hurtado, Newman, Tran, & Chang, 2010). To address this concern, programs and
interventions that offer some kind of financial support (usually in forms of stipends
or scholarships) that can supplement students’ income in order to reduce students
financial concerns to make it more likely they can remain as STEM majors (Hrabowski
& Maton, 2009). Recalling Rosa & Mensah’s (2016) study on the lived experiences
of African American women physicists (who had all earned a Ph.D. in physics,
astronomy or related field), the authors found that the financial packages and incentives they received throughout their academic careers significantly incentivized
them to select their chosen field. In this way, financial support can also be an important part of how students make decisions about what STEM field in which to
specialize.
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In another study using longitudinal data, Hurtado et al. (2008) explored factors
that predict and encourage first year students to participate in a health science
research program and found that African American students who had financial concerns were less likely than their peers who also had financial concerns to become
involved with research, suggesting the critical role financial support can have with
particular groups of students of color, especially at the beginning stages of their
undergraduate careers.
Timing of Interventions Scholars have also suggested that the timing of the intervention is critical in order to intentionally engage and increase the number of underrepresented students of color in a STEM field (Hurtado et al., 2008; Nnadozie,
Ishiyama, & Chon, 2001). In their national study, Hurtado et al. (2008) found that
several variables predicted students’ involvement in a health science research program, and included peer networks, the availability of such a research program existing, enrollment in a first-year experience course and being a part of an academic/
professional club. These variables increased the odds of students participating in a
health science research program in comparison with peers who did not have these
experiences in their first year of college. In addition to providing a more nuanced
understanding of the predictors of early involvement in a research program, Hurtado
et al. (2008) raise critical points about an institution’s role in structuring opportunities to attract first-year students of color in STEM majors.
Peer Communities and Networks As noted, students of color in STEM environments often feel isolated, particularly women of color. Students’ feelings of isolation stem from having to navigate hostile racial and gender climates in STEM
majors and throughout campus as well (McGee & Martin, 2011). Several interventions have sought to address students’ feelings of racial isolation and being the ‘only
one’ in their science classrooms, and laboratory spaces (Hurtado et al., 2009;
Malone & Barabino, 2009; National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and
Medicine (NASEM), 2017). Helping students build peer communities and networks
is a recurring critical component of structured STEM programs. For example, participants in the Biology University Scholars Program (BUSP) at University of
California, Davis created a ‘subculture’ of social networks within the program that
created a sense of camaraderie (Ovink & Veazey, 2011). Among the several benefits
of belonging to a peer learning community, program participants also expressed
feeling empowered and encouraged to find a community of scholars of color early
in their program, which also helped to combat stereotypes and deficit language that
students often encountered with their white counterparts (Ovink & Veazey, 2011).
These peer settings may provide students with positive associations with cultural
congruity, especially in institutions that are perceived as hostile or unwelcoming
(Hurtado & Carter, 1997; Núñez, 2009). Scholars have used the term “counterspaces” to refer to spaces and situations that students find supportive, where cultural
knowledge is centered and valued, where a sense of belonging and a sense of family
is fostered, as well as where students can find reprieve from racial microaggressions
and racially hostile campus environments (Ong et al., 2018; Solórzano, Ceja, &
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Yosso, 2000; Yosso et al., 2009). Creating such spaces in STEM environments may
be especially important, given the racial and social isolation students of color experience in their day-to-day interactions on campus. Given the low numbers of students of color in some STEM majors, such counterspaces may need to involve
students across colleges and universities so that students of color can derive support
from a broader network (Robinson et al., 2016).
Curricular Interventions Much of the literature discussing curricular interventions focuses on single-institution studies. As a result, it is not clear if similar interventions can work in different institutional contexts. Several universities have
employed intervention strategies along curricular lines: adapting introductory
courses to better support first year students, and diversifying the curriculum to provide broader perspectives of STEM disciplines. Several scholars discuss specific
college and university efforts designed to improve gender and race disparities in
STEM fields (Cheryan, et al., 2015; Johnson, 2012; Rincón & George-Jackson,
2016; Rodriguez, Potvin, & Kramer, 2016; Wilson et al., 2015). For example, some
institutions have decided to offer two different versions of their STEM introductory
courses: one version for students who have more previous experience in STEM
academic work, while the other for students who have less experience, so that students who may have less experience would not feel intimidated by “geeky know-it-
alls” in the class with them (Cheryan et al., 2015, p. 6). Splitting the cohort in this
manner helped improve the interactions between faculty and students in two private
liberal arts colleges; students who entered college with less experience and perhaps
less confidence interacted with faculty more and felt a greater sense of belonging in
the STEM fields (Cheryan et al., 2015).
In another study where Cheryan et al. (2017) test their conceptual model across
multiple institutions to address gender disparities, they found that diversifying the
college curriculum can also help counteract stereotypes students may have concerning who is deemed a “scientist” or “engineer” or “mathematician.” Classroom discussions centered around people of diverse backgrounds who pursued and entered
STEM fields, so that students understood that STEM professionals (especially in
computer science) were “more multidimensional than the standard ‘boy hacker’
icon” (Cheryan et al., 2017, p. 22). In addition, the colleges in the study also explicitly added discussions and content about diversity into the curriculum to further
combat the masculine culture and the stereotypes of computer scientists (Cheryan
et al., 2017).

2.7.2

Addressing the Culture of Science

Underpinning the need to create interventions in STEM in the first place are the
deeply entrenched cultural values and beliefs found in higher education institutions
and in the culture of science itself (Chang et al., 2011). Elsewhere in this chapter,
we have discussed the European influence of the culture of science and the way
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normalized practices in science are in fact informed by a Western colonial logic
(Harding, 2015; Patel, 2014). Because the history and culture of scientific inquiry
has incorporated notions of racial hierarchies and decontextualized meritocracy,
this critical examination of the cultural norms and practices of STEM within institutions is necessary.
Institutional Change In addition to the literature on intervention programs, there
is a small body of literature on institutional change strategies for underrepresented
students’ degree completion in STEM. These strategies can be driven by faculty or
institutional leaders, but all of the strategies researched or successfully employed go
above and beyond intervention strategies in the previous section that often remain at
a programmatic or classroom level.
One analysis of institutional change reveals the importance of identifying and
interrupting cultural norms and practices inhibiting the attainment of students of
color. Freeman Hrabowski, current president of University of Maryland – Baltimore
County (UMBC), initiated changes at his institution to increase representation of
students of color in STEM, focusing on transforming the culture of the campus. In
an account of this change, Hrabowski (2014) recalled that, at the beginning of his
tenure, he identified a limiting assumption among most faculty and staff: a belief
that the students of color could not earn better than a “C” in most courses. This
condition led him to work towards developing “a setting, or climate that empowers
students and sets the stage for them to excel academically” (Hrabowski, 2014,
p. 13). Through a series of strategies, some modeled from the Meyerhoff Scholars
Program, (e.g., study groups, course redesigns in the first-year STEM courses), the
faculty at UMBC learned to shift their focus from what they assumed students were
lacking in ability (a deficit approach) toward focusing on what students contributed
to the environment (an assets-based approach). In addition, UMBC adopted
AAC&U’s “guiding principle for success”: “making excellence inclusive,” which
aims to help institutions drive their missions and operations towards excellence in
student learning, teaching, access, and student success (Diversity, Equity, &
Inclusive Excellence, 2013). Institutional leaders are a key aspect of institutional
change, and for successful change to be maintained and institutionalized, change
needs to be supported by assessment activities to obtain an informed and accurate
picture of the campus environment (Hrabowski & Maton, 2004).
Armstong and Jovanovic (2017) caution that institutional change strategies for
underrepresented minority students have used an “additive,” compensatory,
approach for creating intervention strategies for women of color. This additive
approach, they describe, that assumes that you can only target one group at a time either being a woman or being a person of color—has not served women of color
particularly well (Armstrong & Jovanovic, 2017). Armstrong and Jovanovic
explored the interventions of programs funded through the federal grant ADVANCE
Program Institutional Transformation (IT), which aims at promoting institutional
level changes to support women in STEM fields in higher education. Through document analysis and conversations with 18 leaders of ADVANCE IT programs,
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Armstrong & Jovanovic found that despite the efforts of these programs, interventions were “strongly characterized” by the additive approach. (p. 25).
Many students who are underrepresented in STEM disciplines may need interventions that consider their multiple intersecting identities (see Armstrong and
Jovanovic, 2017; Crenshaw, 1989; Cho, Crenshaw & McCall, 2013). It is important
to account for the unique experience people may have when two underrepresented
identities (in particular) co-exist. Programs and services designed to focus on one
particular identity will likely not adequately serve those who may have multiple
intersecting identities. For example, an earlier section discusses the experiences of
underrepresented women of color in engineering who had difficulty creating community with other women in engineering because White and Asian women regarded
them as having lower academic ability suggesting that their race/ethnicity may have
also been a factor in these interactions (Rosa & Mensah, 2016). Thus, a program
that focuses only on women in this circumstance would not serve underrepresented
women of color well because of its narrow focus (Armstrong & Jovanovic, 2017).
Mentoring and networking activities with faculty, alumni/ae, and people in industry
who may be men and women of color are other possible strategies to expose students to STEM fields. In particular, faculty mentoring has shown to play a significant role in how students experience navigating a STEM field (McCoy et al., 2017).
There is some debate in the institutional change literature regarding the permanence of faculty-inspired change strategies or institutional leader-inspired strategies. Dee, Henkin and Hearn (2011) believe that faculty innovations in teaching
“have greater potential to reform teaching practices in STEM fields” (p. 55). For
example, the authors conducted a case study of the grassroots efforts to redesign an
introductory chemistry course led by teams of faculty. To demonstrate the initiative
of the faculty, Dee et al. (2011) describe how faculty first met together to discuss the
learning objectives and outcomes for the course redesign, and only afterwards did
they invite administrators to join the group to discuss conclusions and areas needing
support. The authors found that faculty having control over changes in teaching
tended to be more committed to and successful in changing their teaching as
opposed to top-down administrative decision-making with little faculty input (Dee
et al., 2011; Henderson, Beach & Finkelstein, 2011).
A key element that may help ensure the longevity of change initiatives is to also
recruit and retain faculty of color who are supportive of the institution’s efforts and
mission. There is not much empirical evidence for this claim, but students of color
tend to have more positive educational outcomes with a higher proportion of faculty
color at predominantly White institutions. Literature cited above (Banda & Flowers,
2017; Cheryan et al., 2015; Danielsson, 2014; Eddy & Brownell, 2016; Gonsalves
et al., 2016; Jones & Shorter-Gooden, 2004; Lewis et al.; 2017; Robinson et al.,
2016; Rosa & Mensah, 2016; Smith et al., 2014) indicates that one problem students
of color in STEM experience is isolation. Increased numbers of faculty of color may
help lessen students’ feelings of isolation.
Having overseen a transformation in STEM departments led by faculty,
Hrabowski (2014) asserts that broad-based institutional change needs to occur with
strong institutional leadership at the top. As Maton and Hrabowski (2009) observe,
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“the fundamental question about inclusive excellence is whether it is an institutional
priority” (p. 15), meaning that despite the success and advancements by faculty led
efforts, the broad transformations that can shift an institutional culture must be a
priority for the administrators and key leaders of the university.

2.8

Conclusions and Implications

The national call to diversify the sciences consistently has an overarching message:
diversifying the sciences will ensure the stability of the country’s workforce and
secure its future economy (National Academy of Sciences, National Academy of
Engineering, and Institute of Medicine, 2007; National Academy of Sciences,
National Academy of Engineering, and Institute of Medicine, 2010). There are several other reasons why diversifying the sciences is critical. First, the representation
of diverse student populations can help address the future health needs of a broader
range of people in this country in ways that incorporate better understanding of our
communities (Hurtado et al., 2008; Maton et al., 2012). Second, we agree with
Harding’s (2015) call for ‘another logic of scientific research’: Harding (2015)
insists that diversifying the sciences, not just the number of people from underrepresented groups, but also diversifying the systems of knowledge production, actually strengthen scientific research (see also Page, 2007).
Many researchers believe that a main reason for the significantly lower STEM
degree completion of students of color is due to the academic environments of many
STEM majors. Women have reached parity, and some racial/ethnic groups are now
dominant in STEM fields like biology, but others have dramatic gender and race
disparities that have remained for decades (National Science Board, 2018). Hostile
academic environments are a key area that institutions could improve that likely
would lead to more underrepresented minority students remaining in STEM majors.
We applied Hurtado et al.’s (2012) Model of Diverse Learning Environments
(DLE) with research from Critical Race Theory (CRT) scholars (McGee & Stovall,
2015; Solórzano, 1998; Solórzano et al., 2000; Yosso, 2005; Yosso et al., 2009) to
better understand what about the STEM academic environments are negatively
affecting underrepresented minority student outcomes. In this chapter, we argue that
the bias experienced by underrepresented students in STEM academic departments
are a combination of historical patterns of scientific racism, academic disciplinary
cultural assumptions of meritocracy, and norms and behaviors that privilege some
groups and marginalize others, such as hyper-masculinity in formal and informal
academic discourse, individualism, extreme hierarchy, and assumptions that a successful scientist is White or Asian/Asian-American and often male. The sociohistorical context of the development of modern science, and modern science’s
contribution to categorizing and reifying racial differences, is an important legacy
that affects the culture of STEM and its conceptualizations of merit. The academic
culture of STEM is resistant to considering structural explanations of why individuals do not achieve; the result of this resistance means that students of color in STEM
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often experience hostile academic climates that include gendered and racial bias,
and mistreatment by peers and faculty that can make these students feel simultaneously invisible and hyper-visible. The students’ experiences in their totality can
make them feel like strangers in their academic environments, and even unwanted
as future scholars in the field. Applying CRT to our analyses allowed us to review
the literature with an eye toward structural discrimination and racism and identify
ways in which institutional and academic structures seem to disfavor underrepresented students.
The application of DLE and CRT in analyzing STEM academic culture also
allowed us to consider the long arc of history of science, as well as U.S. societal
characteristics, and aspects of institutions and department culture that intersect to
promote persistent disparities by gender and race in STEM. The research reviewed
indicates that academic cultures of STEM are individualistic, competitive, and value
meritocratic logic that supports the notion that the best and brightest will be the
most successful STEM majors. Faculty and (mostly male) students in STEM tend to
construct “successful” students as White or Asian male students. Anyone else who
does not meet this image of a successful STEM student (in most STEM disciplines)
are often ignored or worse (e.g. harassed or discriminated against) (McGee &
Martin, 2011; Ovink & Veazey, 2011; Rosa & Mensah, 2016; Traweek, 1988).
Our review of the early history of the development of the scientific enterprise
indicates that scientists in STEM fields have been instrumental in defining racial
hierarchy and reifying racial differences while promoting the perception (and holding on to that perception itself) as objective and neutral. The academic culture of
STEM fields has been ingrained for decades and yet it need not be as hyper-
masculinized, hierarchical, and individualistic as it is practiced here in the United
States. Research on high-energy physics labs indicates that other countries have
more democratic STEM cultures, even if they have gender and race disparities of
their own (Traweek, 1988).
The Meyerhoff Scholars program is one example of a campus-based program
that has shown significant improvement in increasing the numbers of students of
color who graduate in STEM fields (Maton & Hrabowski, 2004; McGee & Martin,
2011). Undergraduate research activities and programs are popular interventions in
STEM fields, and can increase students’ sense of belonging, feelings of inclusion,
and likelihood of pursuing graduate education (NASEM, 2017). Positive interactions with faculty members, mentors, and peers in “race positive” environments,
defined as “involving interactions with same-race peers in settings where concern
about the possibility of race-based rejection was absent” (Mendoza-Denton,
Downey, Purdie, Davis, & Pietrzak, 2002, p. 914), could account for such increases
in sense of belonging. Notably, in contrast to most selective institutions in the U.S.,
University of Maryland Baltimore County (UMBC), site of the Meyerhoff Program,
enrolls high proportions of students of color, a condition that may help students to
feel less tokenized (McGee & Martin, 2011).
As important as programs and cultural change in institutions like UMBC are for
individual students, broad-based institutional and disciplinary changes are also
needed to meaningfully change the patterns of gender and race-based disparities in
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STEM degree completion. Perhaps higher education institutions can come together
and form consortia or otherwise work together creatively to systematically improve
students’ experiences in STEM academic environments. Creating consortia and
interventions across institutions can also help make STEM communities less isolating, such as expanding faculty, staff and peer networks to include students of color
in non-STEM fields, which can also increase the sense of belonging for students of
color from multiple disciplines. Future research may want to explore the extent to
which unique institutional partnerships can broaden participation in STEM.
Future research is also needed comparing the various STEM disciplinary cultures with one another in terms of the experiences of students of color and particularly for students who have intersecting identities that are not privileged in STEM
(women of color, low-income and working-class women, LGBT individuals, etc.).
We have gained some insight as to the experiences of women of color, but more
research is needed to determine whether or not these differences hold constant
across disciplines.
In addition, more research on the process by which institutions and disciplines
can make meaningful and lasting change in terms of academic culture is also necessary. National organizations, like the Society of Women Engineers, the National
Society of Black Engineers, or the Society for Advancing Chicanos/Hispanics and
Native Americans in Science, may have a role to play in encouraging scholars and
departments to make curricular and related changes. However, Dee et al. (2011)
believe that for initiatives to make lasting change, they need to begin on individual
campuses because national organizations may be too resistant to change (Dee et al.,
2011). There have been successful campus efforts to diversify STEM majors, but
most efforts seem to involve strong campus leaders who are committed to diversifying their college enrollments and adapting university resources to help enrolled students graduate (Armstrong & Jovanovic, 2017). It is also important to consider the
principles upon which some of the interventions are based. If intervention strategies
are based on meritocratic assumptions (e.g. you need to work harder in order to be
successful in this major) as opposed to trying to change disciplinary or institutional
culture, such interventions may be doing more harm than good.
Hurtado et al. (2012) identified that more research is needed regarding how
sociohistorical contexts, and the historical legacy of institutions affect student outcomes. Most higher education institutions have significant legacies with respect to
exclusion of groups of students or racism in institutional practices (Wilder, 2013).
This chapter provides a framework for analyzing how scholars may be able to investigate further how these deep-seated legacies shape sociohistorical contexts, institutional contexts, and through the analytical lens of Critical Race Theory, affect
student degree attainment. We need increased scholarly attention and creative interventions to improve long-standing gender and race disparities in STEM. Future
research also needs to focus on the needs of particular racial/ethnic groups and those
groups with intersecting identities across different STEM disciplines. Shedding
light on how groups of underrepresented students experience various academic cultural environments, and how such environments can change, is an important next
step forward for lasting institutional and disciplinary transformation.
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Chapter 3

A Review of Empirical Studies on Dual
Enrollment: Assessing Educational
Outcomes
Brian P. An and Jason L. Taylor

3.1

Introduction

More than ever, high school students in the United States have ambitious educational goals. That is, most high school students expect to attend college regardless
of their academic performance (Jackson & Kurlaender, 2014). In 1976, 50% of high
school seniors planned to earn at least a bachelor’s degree. In 2000, the percentage
of high school seniors planning to earn at least a bachelor’s degree increased to 78%
(Reynolds, Stewart, Macdonald, & Sischo, 2006). Not surprisingly, the percentage
of high school students that enrolled in college immediately after high school has
also increased, from 9% in 1939–40 to 69% in 2015 (Clotfelter, Ehrenberg, Getz, &
Siegfried, 1991; National Center for Education Statistics [NCES], 2017).
However, enrolling in and expecting to finish college does not necessarily mean
one will graduate from college. In 2014, approximately 81% of first-time, full-time
students who enrolled at four-year institutions returned the following fall, and this
figure was even lower at 61% for those enrolled at two-year institutions (NCES,
2017). The persistence leak continues beyond the early college years, as only 59%
of first-time, full-time students at four-year institutions graduated within 6 years of
entry (NCES, 2017). Moreover, students are taking longer to attain their degree.
Adelman (2004) estimates students took 4.34 calendar years to earn a bachelor’s
degree in 1972, 4.45 years in 1982, and 4.56 years in 1992.
The transition from high school to college therefore is not successful for many
students. Although high schools often maintain a “college for all” ethos, many
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s tudents leave high school with a vague notion of what college will be like (Jackson
& Kurlaender, 2014). The expectations and norms students have learned and the
skills they have cultivated throughout their primary and secondary education may
not translate well to postsecondary education. For instance, college instructors tend
to teach their material at a more rapid pace, emphasize content that demonstrates
key thinking skills, and have different expectations for students than their high
school counterparts (Conley, 2007).
It comes with little surprise then that many students enter college underprepared.
Greene and Forster (2003) estimate that only 32% of high school students are college ready based on the following three criteria: high school graduation, basic reading skills, and coursework—which consists of English (4 years), math (3 years),
natural science (2 years), social science (2 years), and foreign language (2 years). In
2012, 25% of students who took the ACT met the College Readiness Benchmarks
across four areas: English, reading, math, and science (ACT, 2012). The ACT
defines students as college ready when their scores on the ACT subject tests give
them a 50% chance of earning a B or higher or a 75% change of earning a C or
higher in corresponding first-year college courses such as English composition,
social sciences, college algebra, and biology (ACT, 2012). Many students also recognize this lack of preparation. In a 2005 report, 39% of public high school graduates stated their high school education somewhat or did not prepare them to do the
college work expected of them (Achieve, 2005). A way in which policymakers and
educators have attempted to address students’ lack of college preparation is through
participation in dual enrollment programs in which high school students can enroll
in college courses.
In this chapter, we review the empirical studies on dual enrollment, paying attention to research that centers on the student. By focusing on the student as the unit of
analysis, our paper considers research in two general areas: patterns of participation
in dual enrollment, and the relation between dual enrollment and educational outcomes. Our study differs from prior works that provide a comprehensive account of
dual enrollment in that these papers either have focused on a general overview of the
literature (D. Allen, 2010; Tobolowsky & Allen, 2016a; Young, Slate, Moore, &
Barnes, 2014b) or have concentrated on a specific domain of dual enrollment policy
(Borden, Taylor, Park, & Seiler, 2013; Education Commission of the States, 2001;
Karp, Bailey, Hughes, & Fermin, 2004, 2005). Many dual enrollment reports focus
on the state as the unit of analysis. These reports provide insight into the funding,
implementation, and articulation of dual enrollment programs, but they give less
attention to how students select into these programs or how dual enrollment affects
their educational outcomes. Moreover, papers that provide a general overview of
dual enrollment tend to focus on multiple units of analysis, such as the student,
program, or state level. Because these papers use a broader brushstroke to summarize the literature on dual enrollment, they spend less time analyzing the condition
of the empirical research.
We used Google Scholar and EBSCO Host to search for works on dual enrollment. Our search terms used a combination of the first search term (either dual* or
concurrent*) and the second search term (either enrol* or credit*). Our initial search
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led to 783 documents. We removed 182 documents that were either unpublished
conference papers, master’s theses, or unrelated to dual enrollment (e.g., dual markets and Medicaid). We further removed 31% of the remaining 601 documents
because they were doctoral theses; approximately 68% of doctoral theses came after
2010, which indicates the burgeoning of the research topic. There were 292 documents related to dual enrollment that were not empirical studies. We do use some of
these documents for our chapter, but they are secondary and used for contextual
purposes. Therefore, the literature we reviewed for our chapter mainly derives from
122 empirical studies from journal articles or reports.
These 122 empirical studies include quantitative, qualitative, or mixed methods.
Most empirical studies in our search were published as journal articles (66%), while
the remaining were published as reports (34%). We were interested in the journal
outlets in which these empirical studies appeared. To assist in our analysis, we used
the SCImago Journal and Country Rank (SJR) score. We chose the SJR score over
other popular approaches, such as the Journal Citation Reports (JCR), for two reasons. First, unlike JCR—where individuals or institutions need to pay a subscription
to access its indices—SJR is free to use. Second, the SJR score weighs the citations
that a journal receives based on the prestige of the journal from which the citation
came and is based on Google’s PageRank algorithm (Scimago Research Group,
2007). This means citations from prestigious journals that Journal A receives would
have greater weight in calculating the score, whereas citations from less prestigious
journals that Journal A receives are down-weighted (Butler, 2008).
We do not claim, nor do we encourage, readers to view the SJR as a measure of
a journal’s “quality.” However, the SJR does correspond to prestigious journals in
education and higher education, which also corresponds to well-known publishers.
Indeed, 69% of empirical studies on dual enrollment cataloged in the SJR comes
from just two publishers: SAGE Publications and Taylor & Francis. Approximately
48% of empirical studies cataloged in the SJR use either a multiple regression
approach or quasi-experimental design, whereas just 24% of empirical studies not
cataloged in the SJR use such statistical/methodological approaches. Surprisingly,
43% of empirical studies cataloged in the SJR use or include descriptive analysis,
which is similar to the 47% of such studies not cataloged in the SJR. We find three
times as many studies not cataloged in the SJR (29%) use either a qualitative or
mixed methods approach than studies cataloged in the SJR (9.5%), suggesting that
outlets for qualitative studies on dual enrollment are outside of SJR-cataloged
journals.
In our analysis, we organize the literature around seven sections. The first section
provides an overview of dual enrollment, which includes defining dual enrollment,
state policies, program implementations, and overall enrollment trends. Although
not the focus of our study, a brief overview of these components would benefit readers, especially those not familiar with dual enrollment. In the second section, we
discuss demographic differences in participation patterns as well as explanations for
participation. The third section reviews studies on the relation between dual enrollment and educational outcomes. The fourth section considers whether differences
exist in the benefits of dual enrollment both within and across race and s ocioeconomic
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status (SES). The fifth section reviews explanations of how and why dual enrollment affects educational outcomes. The sixth section highlights and compares dual
enrollment to another accelerated program option, Advanced Placement (AP). In
the last section, we provide a conclusion and directions for future research on dual
enrollment.

3.2
3.2.1

Overview of Dual Enrollment
Terminology

Perhaps one of the most inconsistent aspects of dual enrollment is the terminology
used to define and describe these programs. Borden et al. (2013) examine state dual
enrollment policies and identify 97 different terms used across 50 states, although
some of these terms are specific to a program or initiative. The three most common
terms they find are “dual enrollment,” “dual credit,” and “concurrent enrollment.”
However, states, programs, and stakeholders do not necessarily define dual enrollment the same way.
Barnett and Stamm (2010) provide a straightforward definition where dual
enrollment “refers to the opportunity for high school students to simultaneously
enroll in both high school and college courses. Students who take college courses
while in high school receive college credit but may or may not receive credit for
college courses completed” (p. 2). This definition is similar to the definition offered
by NCES in one of their first dual enrollment surveys. They note “dual enrollment,
also known as ‘dual credit,’ ‘concurrent enrollment,’ and ‘joint enrollment,’ refers
to student participation in college-level courses and the earning of college credits by
high school students” (Kleiner & Lewis, 2005, p. 1). The common denominator
between these definitions, and others, is that dual enrollment simply refers to high
school students who are also enrolled in a college course.
As previously noted, some states, institutions, and organizations have adopted
other terms such as dual credit and concurrent enrollment. For example, Illinois
defines dual credit as “an instructional arrangement where an academically qualified high school student enrolls in a college-level course and, upon successful course
completion, concurrently earns both college credit and high school credit” (Illinois
Community College Board, 2015, ¶ 1). Thus, in addition to being dual enrolled, a
student must earn both college and high school credit. The National Alliance of
Concurrent Enrollment Partnerships (NACEP) (2018) that accredits dual enrollment programs uses the term “concurrent enrollment” and defines it more narrowly
as courses taught in the high school and by college-approved high school faculty.
Despite not being universally accepted, we adopt the term dual enrollment
throughout this chapter. This term is broad that intuitively represents the phenomenon of interest: students enrolled in both high school and college courses.
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State Dual Enrollment Policies

Several studies have examined the role of state dual enrollment policies (Borden
et al., 2013; Karp et al., 2004; Zinth, 2014b, 2015). This literature generally fits into
three categories. The first category is best characterized as inventories of state dual
enrollment policies (Borden et al., 2013; Bragg, Kim, & Barnett, 2006; Education
Commission of the States, 2001; Karp et al., 2004; Michelau, 2001; Western
Interstate Commission for Higher Education, 2006). Collectively, these studies have
identified several features or characteristics of dual enrollment that help us to understand the role of state policy in regulating these programs. From these studies, we
identify at least eight characteristics common in state policies: eligibility and admissions requirements; recruitment and outreach requirements; course type and course
content regulations; expectations for faculty and instructor qualifications, and professional development; funding arrangements; tuition and fee provisions; course
transferability; and quality and accountability. A comprehensive review of each
characteristic is beyond the scope of this chapter; however, it is clear from these
studies (and those reviewed below) that state dual enrollment policies are extensive
and they regulate many aspects of dual enrollment practices.
The second category includes empirical studies of state polices. These studies
illustrate how state dual enrollment policies are derived and how they influence
local practice. Some studies analyze policies of several states (Horn, Reinert, Jang,
& Zinth, 2016; Mokher & Mclendon, 2009). For example, Mokher and McLendon
(2009) use a policy diffusion framework and event history analysis to investigate the
factors that predict state adoption of dual enrollment policies over a 30-year period.
They find states are more likely to adopt a dual enrollment policy if they have consolidated governing boards, unified Republican legislative control, large percentages of enrollments in two-year institutions, and prior adoption of innovative
educational reforms (e.g., voucher legislation). Other studies examine policies of
one state or a small number of states. Examining policies of two states, Pretlow and
Patteson (2015) show dual enrollment policy in Virginia is best characterized as
“centralized,” whereby community colleges are the only providers of dual enrollment, and there are clear institutional contacts and service areas. Furthermore, there
is cooperation among dual enrollment coordinators at different institutions. In contrast, dual enrollment policy in Ohio is characterized as “market” in which there are
no defined dual enrollment service areas. This policy, in turn, leads to high schools
partnering with several postsecondary institutions, thereby creating confusion, a
culture of competition, and a culture not conducive to sharing best practices.
The third category is best characterized as policy analyses or commentaries
based on existing literature and not from original data collection (Achieve, 2015;
ACT, 2015; Austin-King, Lee, Little, & Nathan, 2012; Collins, Blanco, & Root,
2013; Hoffman, Vargas, & Santos, 2008; Hughes, Rodriguez, Edwards, & Belfield,
2012; Struhl, 2013; Zinth, 2014b). These analyses converge around several policy
considerations. Zinth (2014b) offers 13 state policy components of dual enrollment
that are organized around access, finance, course quality, and transferability of
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c redits. We also find governance, and accountability and transparency as important
policy recommendations in the literature.

3.2.3

 acilitating Dual Enrollment Program Success:
F
Implementation Research

A substantial number of papers provide basic information on the nature and characteristics of dual enrollment programs and how these programs are implemented.
The literature suggests there is not a single, correct way of designing and implementing dual enrollment, because the geography and fiscal challenges differ across
social contexts (Edwards, Hughes, & Weisberg, 2011). However, several commonalities have emerged in the literature as best practices to facilitate success. Beyond
state policy, the literature shows at least five factors important for the success of
dual enrollment programs: leadership, partnerships, funding and finance, structure,
and stakeholder perceptions. The preponderance of literature in this section is based
on either qualitative data analysis or survey research of program administrators,
leaders, and faculty. Although there are many non-empirical accounts of factors that
facilitate dual enrollment success, we focus on the empirical literature in this
section.
Leadership Only a few studies explicitly identify the role of leadership as critical
to dual enrollment success, which is somewhat surprising given the extensive literature on leadership in educational research. In a case study of Memphis City Schools,
Barnett and Kim (2014) examine the implementation of dual enrollment across several high schools and colleges. Among other results, they find that support from
district leaders (e.g., superintendents) is crucial to ensuring that dual enrollment is
adequately prioritized and resourced. However, it is not just top leaders that are
important for dual enrollment success but also the leadership of key champions,
such as dual enrollment coordinators and faculty. In a recent qualitative study,
Martinez, Valle, Cortez, Ponjuan, and Sáenz (2017) examine the role of school leadership in creating and maintaining dual enrollment for underrepresented students in
South Texas. Their analysis identified four specific leadership approaches: visionary, progressive, strategic, and reflective. For example, leaders use progressive leadership approaches to allow students to develop a sense of purpose and value. This
means transforming the school culture to a college-going culture, which includes
early assessment for dual enrollment eligibility and hiring more bilingual teachers
for core curriculum. Moreover, Piontek, Kannapel, Flory, and Stewart’s (2016)
qualitative study of dual enrollment administrators and faculty in Kentucky find a
lack of staff to manage dual enrollment is a barrier to its success. They note dedicated management and staffing of dual enrollment programs as important factors to
establishing relationships, facilitating communication, and problem solving around
logistics.
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Partnerships The factor most commonly cited as important to dual enrollment success is partnerships between secondary and postsecondary institutions. In their
work on the implementation of Early College High Schools, the American Institutes
for Research/SRI International (2007) identify four factors that facilitated effective
partnerships: a shared understanding of goals and purposes, flexibility of policies
and procedures from partners, a college liaison who is active and engaged, and
a close proximity between the high school and college. Moreover, Barnett and Kim
(2014) attribute the dual enrollment success at Memphis public schools, in part, to
the effective partnerships and administrative structures that support dual enrollment.
For instance, the district-level Director of High School Initiatives had strong relationships with high school and college partners, which are important to establish
administrative structures such as common graduation requirements that dual enrollment can fulfill.
Dual Enrollment Financing and Funding Funding and finance are key factors that
emerge in several studies of dual enrollment implementation. Even though many
dual enrollment partnerships subsidize the price of dual enrollment courses to students, the costs remain a barrier for participation, particularly for middle- and low-
income students (Piontek et al., 2016). In a survey of hundreds of Michigan high
school and college administrators, Wozniak and Palmer (2013) report inadequate
state funding for dual enrollment as the number one barrier to dual enrollment
expansion. Similarly, Haag’s (2015) analysis of dual enrollment in career and technical education (CTE) identifies lack of state funding as a significant barrier to
success.
Structural Dimensions Important for Implementation Beyond the financial or funding structures of dual enrollment, there are other structural dimensions important
for success. For instance, geographic proximity between high schools and colleges
is important to the success of dual enrollment programs (Piontek et al., 2016;
Wozniak & Bierlein Palmer, 2013). Closer proximity allows high school–college
partnerships to offer a larger variety of program configurations and individual
courses, and it allows students more opportunities to take the courses on college
campuses. A second structural challenge is the lack of qualified high school instructors to teach dual enrollment courses (Piontek et al., 2016). This is particularly a
problem in rural districts. A third structural challenge is the extent to which dual
enrollment provides students with a college-like experience and/or integrates support services. In their study of dual enrollment in California, Edwards et al. (2011)
find the authenticity of a dual enrollment experience is critical to the success and
quality of the program. Dual enrollment courses tend to be more authentic if the
courses are held on a college campus, taught by an instructor who uses pedagogy
like regular college courses, and include a mix of college and high school students.
However, Edwards et al. (2011) argue the course location is not the main criterion
for course authenticity; students can have an authentic college experience independent of where the course is located or who teaches it. Moreover, support services
such as orientation programs, access to the college library, tutoring, transportation,
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and an academic success course are important for the success of dual enrolled students, especially for underrepresented students (Edwards et al., 2011; Piontek et al.,
2016). For instance, the academic success course helps students learn note taking
and study skills, orients them to the college-going process, and it provides additional resources such as college visits (Piontek et al., 2016).
Stakeholder Perceptions of Dual Enrollment A lack of stakeholder support for dual
enrollment can also hinder the success of these programs. In Michigan, Wozniak
and Palmer (2013) find high school superintendents and principals, as well as college dual enrollment administrators believe dual enrollment expansion is a priority,
although college administrators tend to believe this more than high school leaders.
Examining dual enrollment perceptions of high school principals, teachers, and
counselors at a Midwest community college, Hanson, Prusha, and Iverson (2015)
find counselors are less in favor of using dual enrollment as a means to provide
students with academic benefits than are principals and teachers. This finding suggests high school counselors may be a likely source of resistance to dual enrollment
expansion.

3.2.4

Trends in Overall Dual Enrollment Participation

Even with the variation in state policies and implementation of dual enrollment
among and within states, a common trend found in the literature is dual enrollment
participation has increased over the last couple of decades. At the national level, the
best estimates come from two complementary surveys conducted by NCES. The
total enrollment in dual enrollment courses (which may include duplicated counts
of students) grew from 1.16 million in 2002–03 to 2.04 million in 2010–11, a growth
of 76%. This period also witnessed an 11 percentage-point increase in public high
schools offering dual enrollment courses (Thomas, Marken, Gray, & Lewis, 2013;
Waits, Setzer, & Lewis, 2005). Currently, the collection of standardized federal data
does not accurately measure dual enrollment, although the National Postsecondary
Education Collaborative is exploring the potential to measure high school students
taking college courses in the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System
(Taylor & An, 2017).
Despite the lack of adequate national enrollment estimates, many states count
enrollments of high school students taking college courses; as a result, state data
provide estimates of enrollment and changes in enrollment numbers over time. Due
to differences in definitions, data collection mechanisms, and data collection time
frames, it is difficult to compare states directly. That said, we highlight a few states
to illustrate important trends and patterns in dual enrollment participation.
In Maryland, the number of high school students enrolled in college courses
increased from 5,174 in 2011–12 to 6,480 in 2013–14. However, participation in
dual enrollment was not evenly distributed and ranged from a low of 3% in some
high school districts to a high of 28% in other districts (Henneberger, Shaw, Uretsky,
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& Woolley, 2015). In Minnesota, Austin-King et al. (2012) report enrollment data
separately for two programs: concurrent enrollment and postsecondary education
opportunity (PSEO). In a two-year span, enrollment in the concurrent enrollment
program increased 20%, from 17,581 in 2008–09 to 21,184 in 2010–11. However,
PSEO decreased slightly by 4% during this same period. Students in Minnesota’s
concurrent enrollment program (but not PSEO) represented about 8% of all public
school students. In Washington, dual enrolled students represented approximately
11% of all high school students. From 2010–11 to 2014–15, Washington State witnessed a 36% enrollment increase in Running Start and a 42% enrollment increase
in College in the High School (Washington Student Achievement Council, 2016).
Other states report similar upward trends in dual enrollment participation, and there
are few signs of this trend changing anytime soon.

3.2.5

Early and Middle College High Schools

Early and Middle College High Schools (EMCHS) are a unique form of dual enrollment. We only comment on them briefly here because these models are evolving,
and dual enrollment is only one component of their design. EMCHS are a high
school reform movement that targets students who have been traditionally underserved by our education system. These programs furthermore provide extensive
support services and small learning environments for students (Berger, Adelman, &
Cole, 2010). In the broader context of credit-based transition programs between
high school and college, EMCHS are what Bailey and Karp (2003) characterize as
enhanced comprehensive programs that are intended to intersect with a significant
amount of the high school experience and integrate support services, counseling and
advising, mentoring, assistance with college applications, and other types of personal support.
The EMCHS movement was given significant attention at the turn of the century
when several foundations invested to expand EMCHS around the country (Berger
et al., 2010). It is difficult to estimate how widespread the EMCHS movement is
because there are no systematic data collected on them. However, Jobs for the
Future (2018) estimates that over 280 EMCHS are operating in 31 states and the
District of Columbia, and EMCHS have collectively served more than 80,000 students. Several organizations involved in the EMCHS movement collaborated to
develop and refine core principles or design features that guide the design of
EMCHS (Berger et al., 2010), and these principles have evolved over time.
According to Jobs for the Future (2018), which has been a key leader in the advancement of EMCHS, there are five primary design features of EMCHS: (1) instruction
and curricula aligned to college-ready standards as well as perpetuating a college-
going culture; (2) learning environments that promote personalization, and relationships between students and staff; (3) close physical proximity to nearby college
campuses to allow high school students the opportunity to experience real college
courses; (4) tuition-free credit that counts for both high school and college; and (5)
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collaboration with strong college partners that also bears some responsibility for
student success. These design features illustrate the comprehensive nature of
EMCHS, for which earning college credit through dual enrollment is only one
aspect of its design.
An extensive review of the literature and research on EMCHS is beyond the
scope of this chapter, but it is important to note that new research is emerging on the
influence of EMCHS on student outcomes (e.g., Berger, Turk-Bicakci, Garet,
Knudson, & Hoshen, 2014; Edmunds et al., 2012; Haxton et al., 2016), how students experience EMCHS (e.g., Cravey, 2013; Hall, 2013; Ongaga, 2010), and the
implementation of EMCHS (Bush, 2017; Kaniuka & Vickers, 2010; Leonard, 2013;
Thompson & Ongaga, 2011). Although we may consider EMCHS as a subset of
dual enrollment programs, they are unique from traditional dual enrollment programs and should therefore have their own assessment.

3.3

Participation in Dual Enrollment

The primary research agenda among studies that focus on students as the unit of
analysis is the influence of dual enrollment on educational outcomes (we review this
literature in the next section). A secondary, but still important, research agenda centers on students’ participation in dual enrollment. Dual enrollment no longer remains
in the fringes, and these programs have been implemented across the country. Forty-
seven states (plus the District of Columbia) have a statewide policy of dual enrollment in place. For the remaining three states, dual enrollment is offered on an
institutional basis (Education Commission of the States, 2018). Moreover, a notable
proportion of high school students, especially high school seniors, participate in
such programs. In Idaho, for instance, 13% of high school students participated in
dual enrollment in 2014–15, a 4 percentage-point increase from 2011–12 (Holten &
Pierson, 2016). The percentage of students who dual enrolled were also similar in
Illinois (13%) and Virginia (16%) (Pretlow & Wathington, 2014; Taylor &
Lichtenberger, 2013). These statistics provide conservative estimates, because they
are based on the total number of high school students. However, dual enrollment
participation is mainly for 11th and 12th graders. In Idaho, just 0.8% of 9th graders
and 6% of 10th graders participated in dual enrollment in 2014–15. By contrast,
22% of 11th graders and 25% of 12th graders participated in dual enrollment during
this time (Holten & Pierson, 2016). Dual enrollment participation in Kentucky is
lower for 11th graders (9.4%) than previously shown for Idaho (22%), but participation is similar for 12th graders (24.6%) (Lochmiller, Sugimoto, Muller, Mosier, &
Williamson, 2016).
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Participation Disparities Across Groups

Aside from the overall participation rate, an important research and policy question
concerns whether participation in dual enrollment differs among students and communities. When participation is equitable, we would expect student characteristics
from those who participate in dual enrollment to mirror that of the student population. When participation is inequitable, we would expect systematic differences in
student characteristics between dual enrollees and nonparticipants.
Studies show high-achieving students are overrepresented among dual enrollment participants. In Kentucky, 11th and 12th grade students with high ACT scores
(19–36) had higher participation rates than students with low ACT scores (10–18).
Similarly, 31% of students with an A grade point average participated in dual enrollment whereas only 14% of students with a C grade point average had done so
(Lochmiller et al., 2016). These findings are not surprising given that dual enrollment programs were initially targeted for high-achieving students to take an academically challenging curriculum (Tobolowsky & Allen, 2016a).
Aside from high-achieving students, White and high-SES students are traditionally most likely to participate in dual enrollment (Museus, Lutovsky, & Colbeck,
2007; Pierson, Hodara, & Luke, 2017). However, there is some evidence that efforts
to expand dual enrollment beyond these traditional students have worked. In
Virginia, for example, an amendment in 2005 to the state’s dual enrollment policy
served to increase college enrollment and attainment. These changes better informed
high school students of dual enrollment opportunities and it lifted restrictions to
allow participation for eligible 9th and 10th grade students. Pretlow and Wathington
(2014) estimate in 2004, 1 year prior to the policy amendment, 7.5% of Black graduates participated in dual enrollment. In 2006, 1 year after the policy amendment,
9.1% of Black graduates participated in dual enrollment, translating to a 21%
increase from 2004. This increase is greater than the 16% increase experienced by
White graduates from 2004 to 2006. (This difference in participation between Black
and White graduates is statistically significant at the 0.05 level, two-tailed). In their
study of a community college in Texas, Young, Slate, Moore, and Barnes (2013)
find dual enrollment participation for White students increased by 74% from 2005
to 2011, whereas it rose at a slower rate for Black students during this six-year span
(39% increase). However, Hispanic students more than doubled their participation,
from 6.7% in 2005 to 17.4% in 2011.
Similarly, between 2005–06 and 2010–11, low-income students in Minnesota
increased their participation in PSEO (defined as dual enrollment courses taught by
college professors on college campuses) by 11%, while middle- and high-income
students decreased their participation by 9% (Austin-King et al., 2012). In their
concurrent enrollment programs, defined as college courses offered at a student’s
high school, participation in Minnesota increased more for low-income students
(40%) than for middle- and high-income students (17%) (Austin-King et al., 2012).
Despite these increases in participation rates, especially among racially minoritized and low-SES students, studies show racially minoritized and low-SES students
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remain underrepresented in dual enrollment programs. In Virginia, White students
accounted for 82% of students who dual enrolled even though they made up 66% of
the graduating class in 2004. By contrast, Black students made up only 13% of dual
enrolled participants in spite of making up 24% of the graduating class in 2004
(Pretlow & Wathington, 2014). A similar pattern exists in Maryland where White
students comprised 69% of all dual enrolled students in 2013–14 but constituted
only 49% of 12th grade students (Henneberger et al., 2015).
Similarly, middle- and high-SES students are more likely to participate in dual
enrollment than their low-SES peers. In Idaho, Holten and Pierson (2016) estimate
students on free/reduced-priced lunch would need to increase their dual enrollment
participation by 10.9 percentage points to equal the participation rates of students
not on free/reduced-priced lunch. Pierson, Hodara, and Luke (2017) came to a similar conclusion in that dual enrollment participation among students on free/reduced-
priced lunch is 12.4 percentage points lower than their representation of the student
population in Oregon.
Part of the explanation for the underrepresentation of racially minoritized and
low-SES students in dual enrollment is due to the schools that students attend.
National trends show that 91% of all public high schools in which the vast majority
of the student population are White had at least one student participating in dual
credit in 2010–11. By contrast, 75% of all public high schools in which less than
half of the student population is White had at least one student participating in dual
credit during this same period (Thomas et al., 2013). Some evidence suggests taking
more rigorous courses increase students’ high school graduation and enrollment to
two-year colleges more so at high-poverty schools than at low-poverty schools
(Long, Conger, & Iatarola, 2012). Despite the effects of rigorous courses favoring
students at high-poverty schools, their participation rates in rigorous courses are
lower at these schools than at low-poverty schools.
Differences in dual enrollment participation by sociodemographic factors are
partly due to other influences that are associated with race and SES. Research on
tracking and course-taking patterns in high school shows students (and their parents) have flexibility in the courses they choose. Instead of track placement being a
one-time, global assignment, it now requires yearly, subject-specific decisions
(Lucas, 2001). This flexibility in course-taking provides parents, especially those
from the middle- and upper-class, with opportunities to curate their child’s schooling experiences (Lareau & Weininger, 2008). Although studies show Black and
Hispanic students have less access to rigorous courses (e.g., Oakes, Ormseth, Bell,
& Camp, 1990), students’ family background and prior academic achievement
account for a large portion of this disparity (Lucas & Gamoran, 2002).
Interestingly, the quantitative studies we examined that consider differential participation rates by race and SES do not account for important covariates (e.g., academic achievement) that potentially confound the race and SES disparities in dual
enrollment participation (an exception is Pierson et al., 2017). Instead, we turn to
studies that estimate selection models to adjust for the relation between dual enrollment and various educational outcomes. These studies show Black and low-income
students remain less likely to participate in dual enrollment than White and more
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affluent students even after controlling for factors such as academic achievement
(Giani, Alexander, & Reyes, 2014; Pierson et al., 2017; Struhl & Vargas, 2012). The
results are less consistent across studies for Hispanic students.

3.3.2

Towards an Equity Agenda

These studies highlight that dual enrollment is not equally accessible to all students.
Some scholars advocate for making dual enrollment more inclusive (Bailey, Hughes,
& Karp, 2002; Hoffman et al., 2008; Struhl & Vargas, 2012); they reject the contention that nontraditional participants are academically unprepared for college-level
work and argue that allowing these students to participate in dual enrollment would
do more good than harm. As we will discuss later in this chapter in more detail, dual
enrollment appears to benefit students regardless of race or SES backgrounds (Karp,
Calcagno, Hughes, Jeong, & Bailey, 2007; Struhl & Vargas, 2012). Moreover, some
institutions have developed dual enrollment programs for students at risk of education failure as a way to promote high school retention. In 2002–03, approximately
5% of institutions with dual enrollment programs offered programs for at-risk students (Kleiner & Lewis, 2005). In less than a decade, the percentage of institutions
offering programs for at-risk students almost doubled to 9% in 2010–11 (Marken,
Gray, & Lewis, 2013). These at-risk programs provide extra support services such
as academic advising, tutoring, study skills workshops, counseling in college selection and application, and counseling in financial aid (Marken et al., 2013).
Several states have enacted legislation and increased funding for dual enrollment
as a way to raise the exposure of college-level courses for high school students
(Holten & Pierson, 2016). For instance, states such as Idaho and Washington have
passed legislation that expands participation in dual enrollment with the goals of
increasing academic preparation for students and reducing disparities in access to,
and completion of, these programs (Holten & Pierson, 2016; Washington Student
Achievement Council, 2016). In 2015, the U.S. Department of Education (2015)
launched an experiment that allows the opportunity for qualified students to take
dual enrollment classes using Federal Pell Grants.

3.3.3

Explanations for Dual Enrollment Participation

Most of the literature on students’ participation in dual enrollment is descriptive in
nature or based on anecdotal reports. While informative to know who is participating in dual enrollment, it is difficult to form interventions or policies with this type
of research alone because we are still unsure why students participate (or not) in
dual enrollment. We found 11 published articles and reports that provide an explanation for why students participate in dual enrollment. In general, these studies
reveal four reasons for students’ participation.
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Financial Considerations For many students, economic motivation is an important
reason to participate in dual enrollment. Participating in dual enrollment lessens the
financial burdens placed on parents. Depending on the state and the funding model,
the price of earning college credit through dual enrollment is sometimes free or
heavily discounted for students, thus making it a more affordable option than earning college credit as a degree-seeking student. (For a summary of dual enrollment
funding, see Zinth, 2015.) For instance, in their study of funding models in Illinois
community colleges, Taylor, Fisher, and Bragg (2014) find students paying full
tuition for dual enrollment courses are rare in Illinois community colleges, and most
of these colleges (64%) do not charge tuition.
Although dual enrollment is a viable financial option for many students, having
to pay tuition and course materials—even if they are heavily discounted—may still
be enough to deter students from participating in dual enrollment. For instance,
O’Connor and Justice (2008), and Mansell and Justice (2014) show many of the
students in their study were unable to afford the costs of the dual enrollment course.
This dynamic occurs in spite of knowing that participation in dual enrollment would
save them money in the long run (Mansell & Justice, 2014). In addition, some students were able to take AP courses at no charge with only having to pay the exam
fee should they decide to take the AP exam (Mansell & Justice, 2014; O’Connor &
Justice, 2008).
Course selection and Availability The types of classes available through dual
enrollment is a second factor for students when deciding to dual enroll. Some students use dual enrollment as an opportunity to sample college courses on a part-time
basis (Johnson & Brophy, 2006). For others, they dual enroll because their high
school does not offer the course (Huntley & Schuh, 2002–2003). Relatedly, some
students in Huntley and Schuh’s (2002–2003) study took dual enrollment courses
because they took all rigorous courses available from their high school.
Challenges and Incentives A third reason for why students dual enroll is to be
exposed to an environment that differs from their high school. Some students view
high school as too easy or the courses being unrelated to their career goals (Dare &
Nowicki, 2015; Huntley & Schuh, 2002–2003). This finding is consistent with the
assertions made in the National Commission on the High School Senior Year (2001)
report, as students often spend their senior year of high school relatively disengaged
with academics (e.g., taking easy courses, skipping class, and being concerned more
about extracurricular activities). High-achieving students especially may seek dual
enrollment because they want to challenge themselves and develop their academic
abilities (Dare & Nowicki, 2015). Typically, these dual enrollees may also take
specific college courses that are more directly tied to their future aspirations than
taking courses simply as electives (Huntley & Schuh, 2002–2003). At some schools,
students receive extra GPA points in their dual enrollment courses (O’Connor &
Justice, 2008). While students may or may not receive extra GPA points, most students receive college credit after successful completion of the dual enrollment
course. Accumulating college credit prior to entering college is an important
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i ncentive for students to enroll in dual enrollment (Dare & Nowicki, 2015; Mansell
& Justice, 2014).
Some students, however, prefer to take AP courses over dual enrollment courses.
Mansell and Justice (2014) find almost a quarter of students in their study believe
that courses in AP are more challenging and rigorous than courses in dual enrollment. Some students also perceive AP courses as more prestigious and more widely
accepted by four-year colleges and universities than dual enrollment courses
(Mansell & Justice, 2014).
College Readiness The final explanation for participating in dual enrollment is to
facilitate their transition to college and make their academic experiences in college
more positive and enjoyable (Dare & Nowicki, 2015; Huntley & Schuh, 2002–2003;
Mansell & Justice, 2014). Students taking dual enrollment often aspire to continue
their formal schooling after high school graduation, and they therefore view dual
enrollment as a way to prepare them for college (Dare & Nowicki, 2015; Huntley &
Schuh, 2002–2003).
Most explanations for dual enrollment participation are developed for the typical
student who participates in these programs. Few explanations consider why systematic differences exist in dual enrollment participation based on sociodemographic
factors, such as race and SES. As one exception, An (2013b) uses literatures in
academic tracking and educational stratification to guide his selection model into
dual enrollment based on family background. It is important for future studies to
continue to develop theoretical frameworks that explain for the uneven participation
rates among students from diverse backgrounds.

3.4

Dual Enrollment and Educational Outcomes

An important set of questions in dual enrollment research pertains to the relation
between dual enrollment and college outcomes such as matriculation, academic
performance, persistence, and degree completion. However, researchers have
addressed these questions using various quantitative approaches. In this section, we
briefly discuss the different methods used in quantitative research that considers the
effects of dual enrollment. For this section, we removed studies that focus solely on
participation in dual enrollment. We also removed studies where the outcome is not
college matriculation, academic performance, college persistence, and degree completion, which left us with 54 empirical studies (17 reports and 37 journal articles).
Perhaps the ideal approach to infer a causal estimate of dual enrollment is
through randomized experiments. In this approach, the researcher assigns students
to participate in dual enrollment or not based on a random generating device. By
randomly denying access to students who would otherwise participate in dual
enrollment, and vice versa, random assignment increases overlap across the covariate distributions between participants and nonparticipants (Heckman & Smith,
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1995; Schafer & Kang, 2008). Although randomized experiments may be the best
approach to infer a causal estimate of dual enrollment, it is extremely difficult to
implement in real-world conditions. Given the potential advantages in college readiness and college-credit accumulation for dual enrollment participants, and concern
about an outcry from parents, education leaders may hesitate to sponsor a study that
denies access to students who seek participation. None of the studies we examined
implemented random assignment to dual enrollment. Research on dual enrollment
therefore relies on observational data to estimate the influence of these programs on
college outcomes.
As shown earlier, student participation in dual enrollment does not occur by
chance; there are a multitude of factors that affect selection into these programs.
Opportunities to dual enroll are often restricted to high-achieving students and those
who have already taken several rigorous and college preparatory courses. These
same characteristics are positively associated with college success (Kim & Bragg,
2008). Without accounting for these baseline differences between dual enrollment
participants and nonparticipants, the relation between dual enrollment and an educational outcome is a function of dual enrollment as well as systematic differences
of the individuals who participate in dual enrollment. Fortunately, most quantitative
studies of the relation between dual enrollment and college outcomes have moved
away from naïve estimates (31.5%) where researchers simply examine the outcome
difference between dual enrollment participants and nonparticipants; instead, they
use analyses based either on regression-based models (46.3%) or quasi-experimental
designs (22.2%), such as propensity score matching, difference-in-difference, and
regression discontinuity.
There has been a surge of dual enrollment research within a relatively brief
period—almost 61% of the empirical studies that we evaluated were published after
2010. The way we organize this literature is as follows. First, we discuss findings of
studies that consider dual enrollment as a dichotomous indicator (i.e., participate in
dual enrollment or not). Second, we discuss studies that conceive of dual enrollment
in a different manner, focusing on the dosage and characteristics of dual enrollment
courses. Dual enrollment dosage represents the number of dual credits earned and
characteristics of dual enrollment courses include course location (e.g., on campus,
online, or at a high school), course subject, or course type (e.g., vocational/professional or academic). Third, we highlight research that looks at interaction effects of
dual enrollment; that is, the interplay of dual enrollment with student characteristics
in predicting outcomes. Finally, we discuss how dual enrollment might help mitigate outcome gaps by SES.

3.4.1

Dual Enrollment as a Dichotomous Indicator

A common way that researchers have studied the relation between dual enrollment
and college outcomes is to conceptualize dual enrollment as a dichotomous indicator. Part of the reason for this conceptualization is due to data limitations. Moreover,
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methodological limitations (e.g., sensitivity analysis) at the time of analysis require
a dichotomous indicator of dual enrollment (An, 2013a, 2013b; Blankenberger,
Lichtenberger, & Witt, 2017; Grubb, Scott, & Good, 2017; Taylor, 2015). However,
there is a substantive reason for using a dichotomous approach. It addresses an
important first-order research question: does dual enrollment influence college outcomes? It is important to address this fundamental question before other types of
research questions.
Early empirical works on dual enrollment addressed this question by comparing
the outcomes between those who dual enrolled and those who did not using simple
descriptive or inferential analysis (Perkings & Windham, 2002; Spurling & Gabriner,
2002), where the benefits of dual enrollment may be attributed more to the students
who participated in the program than to the program itself. An important follow-up
question therefore is the following: does the relation between dual enrollment and
educational outcomes remain after accounting for baseline differences between
those who participated in dual enrollment and those who did not? As we previously
discussed, most recent quantitative studies of dual enrollment attempt to account for
these differences.
Dual Enrollment and High School Graduation Only a few studies have examined
the relation between dual enrollment and high school graduation; this paucity of
research is likely due to data constraints. Most studies use data where students are
already in college, thereby making it unfeasible to examine this outcome. The few
studies that have examined this relation generally show positive results. For instance,
in a study of high school students in Utah, Haskell (2016) estimates the probability
of students graduating from high school increases by 25% for those who participated in dual enrollment. Karp et al. (2007) also find dual enrollment increases the
probability of graduating from high school, albeit a smaller effect (4.3% increase).
However, examining Washington’s dual enrollment program (Running Start),
Cowan and Goldhaber (2015) show the opposite pattern. Participants are 2.3 percentage points less likely to earn a high school degree and 1.1 percentage points
more likely to drop out of high school than similar nonparticipants. They postulate
two possible explanations for this seemingly counterintuitive finding. First, some
Running Start students may plan to enroll in a two-year college without completing
high school. Indeed, 15% of Running Start students who did not graduate high
school on time remain enrolled in the same college in which they participated
Running Start a year after their expected high school graduation. Second, a disproportionate share of low-achieving students may take advantage of Running Start,
given its relatively inclusive requirements for eligibility, but this participation may
result in a higher rate of high school dropouts. Running Start students in the bottom
academic quintile are 4.6 percentage points more likely to drop out than similar
nonparticipants.
Dual Enrollment and College Matriculation as a Degree-Seeking Student Compared
to high school completion, more research exists on the relation between dual enrollment and college matriculation as a degree-seeking student. The majority of studies
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show positive results, but some studies do show negative results. On the one hand,
studies find dual enrollment increases a student’s likelihood to attend college. In
Illinois, Taylor (2015) estimates the odds of enrolling in any college for dual enrollees, on average, is 7.4 times as large as the odds of enrolling in any college for
nondual enrollees. Lichtenberger, Witt, Blankenberger, and Franklin (2014) likewise find a seemingly large advantage in Illinois where, compared to nonparticipation, dual enrollment participation raises the odds of students enrolling at a two-year
college by 8 times and for enrollment at a four-year institution by 6.7 times. Cowan
and Goldhaber (2015) report that, in contrast to their negative finding for high
school completion, Running Start students are more likely to attend college or have
earned a degree shortly after high school graduation.
On the other hand, studies show dual enrollment may not increase—or at the
least, universally increase—college matriculation rates. In Kentucky, for instance,
students who took academic courses in dual enrollment matriculated at higher rates
than the general student population, but those who took technical and occupational
courses in dual enrollment matriculated at lower rates, leading to an overall null
finding (Kentucky Council on Postsecondary Education, 2006). While Running
Start students may be more likely to attend any college, they seem to be less likely
than nonparticipants to attend a four-year university full-time shortly after high
school graduation (Cowan & Goldhaber, 2015). However, Running Start may have
altered the pathway for students rather than merely adjusting their overall educational expectations. Many students who graduated from public universities in
Washington had transferred from two-year colleges (approximately 40%), which
suggests that a notable proportion of Running Start students will also transfer to
four-year colleges (Cowan & Goldhaber, 2015).
Dual Enrollment and Academic Performance The weight of evidence shows students who participated in dual enrollment generally do better in college than nonparticipants. This finding is robust to different student samples and different
statistical models, and it remains even after accounting for baseline differences
between those who participated in dual enrollment and those who do not. Allen and
Dadgar (2012) estimate taking one or more classes from College Now, a dual enrollment program in New York, increases students’ GPA in the first semester by 0.16.
The analyses controlled for a rich set of students’ demographic and academic characteristics. The positive finding holds even after Allen and Dadgar (2012) accounted
for further unobserved differences among program participants and nonparticipants
by taking advantage of idiosyncratic variation in program participation. In a national
sample, An (2013b) examined the relation between dual enrollment participation
and first-year GPA and finds a similar result; even after adjusting for baseline differences, students who participated in dual enrollment experience a 0.11 GPA (or a
0.13 effect size) advantage over similar students who did not participate in dual
enrollment. This effect size of dual enrollment on first-year GPA is similar to the
effect size of other important factors related to academic performance, such as SES,
gender (Allen, Robbins, Casillas, & Oh, 2008), and race (Turley & Wodtke, 2010;
Wolniak & Engberg, 2010).
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Dual Enrollment and College Persistence College persistence is an understudied
area of dual enrollment research. In our search of the literature, we found only a
handful of studies that focus on college persistence, and these studies find that dual
enrollment tends to increase first-year persistence for students both at two-year and
four-year institutions. In Florida, the probability of persisting to the second semester in college is 4.5 percentage points higher for students who dual enrolled than
those who did not (Karp et al., 2007). Similarly, Struhl and Vargas (2012) estimate
the odds of persisting to the second year at either two-year or four-year institutions
are 1.79 times as large as the odds for students who did not complete dual
enrollment.
Dual Enrollment and Degree Completion Perhaps more important than academic
performance for policy makers is whether dual enrollment increases a student’s
likelihood to earn a college degree. Similar to college persistence, few studies have
focused on the relation between dual enrollment and degree completion
(Blankenberger, Lichtenberger, & Witt, 2017; Cowan & Goldhaber, 2015). However,
this research is becoming more common as statewide databases are linking students’ academic records in high school to their postsecondary outcomes.
The nascent literature generally shows dual enrollment increases the likelihood
that a student attains a college degree. In Texas, the odds of completing a degree at
a four-year college within 6 years for students who completed at least one dual
enrollment course is 1.77 times as large as the odds for similar students who did not
participate in dual enrollment (Struhl & Vargas, 2012). Using state data from
Illinois, Blankenberger, Lichtenberger, and Witt (2017) estimate dual enrollment
increases the probability of attaining any postsecondary credential by 7 percentage points and increases the probability of attaining a bachelor’s degree by 8 percentage points. In a national study, An (2013a) finds similar results where the
probability of students who dual enrolled attaining any postsecondary degree is 8
percentage points higher than for nonparticipants, and the probability of students
who dual enrolled attaining a bachelor‘s degree is 7 percentage points higher than
for nonparticipants. Importantly, these results are resilient to large unobserved confounding variables. An (2013a) conducted a sensitivity analysis where he simulated
an unobserved covariate, U, and calibrated this covariate to influence both dual
enrollment and degree attainment in a way similar to three observed confounders:
parental education, academic achievement, and academic rigor in coursework. For
both outcomes, U would need to be stronger in its influence on dual enrollment and
degree attainment than parental education, academic achievement, or coursework to
mitigate the relation between dual enrollment and degree attainment.
Dual Enrollment and Time to Completion To our surprise, an understudied research
question is whether dual enrollment reduces a student’s time to degree. A common
benefit advocates put forth for dual enrollment is these programs reduce the time to
a college degree mainly through the accumulation of college credits prior to entering college (ACT, 2015; Bailey & Karp, 2003; Hoffman et al., 2008). However, few
empirical studies test this assertion.
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The few empirical studies we found suggest dual enrollment reduces a student’s
time to degree. Haskell (2016) estimates the number of days students earn an associate’s degree and bachelor’s degree are, respectively, 262 days and 167 days sooner
for dual enrollment participants than for nonparticipants; however, Haskell’s measure of dual enrollment includes credits earned through Advanced Placement.
Similarly, Radunzel, Noble, and Wheeler (2014) find students who participated in
dual enrollment typically earn a bachelor‘s degree in 57 months, whereas those who
did not participate in dual enrollment typically earn a bachelor’s degree in
72 months—a difference of 15 months. The results from Radunzel et al.’s study may
reflect the sizable proportion of dual enrollment students who brought in more than
12 credits in their sample of four institutions in Texas. An (2009) provides a more
conservative estimate where students earn a bachelor’s degree 4.1 months sooner
for dual enrollment participants than for nonparticipants. These results are promising, but more research is needed that explores this relation.
Studies that consider dual enrollment as a dichotomy have led to important
insights about how these programs affect students’ educational outcomes as well as
to policy changes. However, some researchers have extended the question of
whether dual enrollment matters based on course location, intensity, or course type.
These questions focus on three lines of inquiry that are discussed below.

3.4.2

Location of Dual Enrollment Course

Nationally, the majority of dual enrollment courses are taught at the high school. In
2002–03, 74% of the total enrollment in dual credit courses occurred at a high
school campus, 23% occurred at a postsecondary campus, and 4% occurred through
distance education (these values do not equal 100% due to rounding) (Waits et al.,
2005). By 2010–11, the overall share of total enrollment in dual credit courses went
up for courses taught at high schools—which includes career centers run by the
public-school system (77%)—and through distance education (6%). This means
that the share of total enrollment in dual credit courses taught at postsecondary
campuses went down to 18% (Thomas et al., 2013). Among dual enrollment courses
attempted at postsecondary schools, most are offered at two-year colleges; however,
some evidence suggests a rise of dual enrollment courses being attempted at four-
year colleges. In Kentucky, for example, 3.9 times as many dual enrollment courses
were taken at two-year institutions than at four-year institutions in 2009–10. In just
3 years, only 1.7 times as many dual enrollment courses were taken at two-year
institutions than at four-year institutions (Lochmiller et al., 2016).
Despite the various locations in which students can take dual enrollment courses,
surprisingly little research considers whether the location of the dual enrollment
course affects outcomes. The arguments that center on course location pertains to
the instructional quality and college experiences of students who participate in dual
enrollment through means other than at college campuses. Critics of dual enrollment courses taught on high school campuses argue these courses do not maintain
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the same level of academic rigor had the course been taught on college campuses
(Allen, 2010). High schools have norms and rules that are unique to their environment and are distinct from the norms and rules at college (Zimmermann, 2012).
Students benefit most when they perceive the course as authentic and have available
academic and other support services, both of which occur more on college campuses (Hughes et al., 2012). Therefore, students who participate in dual enrollment
on high school campuses may not receive the full benefits from these courses as if
they had taken the course on college campuses.
There are additional challenges for students when taking online courses than taking courses through face-to-face instruction. For instance, students who traditionally take courses through face-to-face instruction are more likely to struggle with
the online course than students who have experience taking such courses (O’Brien,
Hartshorne, Beattie, & Jordan, 2011). Distance education students may also prefer
face-to-face instruction, since it is easier to get questions answered within a traditional class environment (Houdeshell & Chudde, 2007).
Despite the alleged advantages of taking dual enrollment courses on college
campuses than through other locations, there are reasons to provide dual enrollment
at locales other than on college campuses. Many of these arguments focus on issues
of equity and opportunity. For some programs, there is a tension between maintaining the quality and integrity of the program versus promoting accessibility of the
program (Allen, 2010). A benefit of offering dual enrollment courses on a high
school campus, and for that matter online, is the convenience for students because
they do not have to travel to the college campus. Finding reliable transportation to
the college campus may hinder some students’ opportunities to participate in dual
enrollment. Aside from transportation, some parents do not want their child to travel
to an unfamiliar college campus (Hughes et al., 2012). Dual enrollment courses
taught online are particularly beneficial for schools in rural areas, because they tend
to have fewer course offerings than their counterparts in suburban or urban schools
(Holian, Alberg, Strahl, Burgette, & Cramer, 2014).
The empirical research shows mixed results on the relation between the location
of the dual enrollment course and educational outcomes. On the one hand, some
evidence shows dual enrollment on college campuses yields the best results. Burns
and Lewis (2000) find participants saw benefits from taking dual enrollment at their
high school, but the benefits are even greater when taking dual enrollment at the
college campus. Some students felt more comfortable in their high school because
of the familiarity of the environment; however, it was not until they were exposed to
the college environment that they became less intimidated with college courses
(Burns & Lewis, 2000). They also felt their concentration levels increase when they
took dual enrollment courses on the college campus. Students who took dual enrollment courses on college campuses tend to have higher educational aspirations than
those who took dual enrollment courses on high school campuses (Smith, 2007).
Some evidence suggests course completion rates are highest when courses are
through face-to-face instruction on college campuses and lowest when courses are
through face-to-face instruction on high school campuses (Lochmiller et al., 2016).
Students who dual enrolled in classes on technical college campuses are more likely
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to persist in college than students who dual enrolled in classes on high school campuses (D’Amico, Morgan, Robertson, & Rivers, 2013).
On the other hand, some studies show the benefits of dual enrollment are the
same or even greater when students take these courses in locations other than on
college campuses. For instance, Dixon and Slate (2014) find no difference in grades
earned between dual enrollees on high school campuses and dual enrollees on college campuses for three of the six courses they evaluated. For the remaining three
courses, moreover, dual enrollees on high school campuses earned higher grades
than those on college campuses. Taylor and Yan (2018) examine differences in college enrollment and retention based on dual enrollment location, NACEP accreditation status, and instructor type. They find no difference in college enrollment or
retention between students who participated in courses located on a high school
campus that were NACEP accredited and students who participated in similar
courses that were not NACEP accredited. However, students taught by a college
instructor or taught on a college campus were slightly less likely to enroll in college
than students who participated in courses that were not NACEP accredited. Phelps
and Chan (2016) find taking introductory technical college courses on high school
campuses by college-certified instructors in CTE tend to benefit high school students more in their 3-year college graduation and early labor market outcomes than
taking similar courses on college campuses.
Dual enrollment courses through online delivery occurs less frequently than
delivery through other means, but this type of delivery is trending upward (as discussed earlier). Research on the effectiveness of dual enrollment through online
delivery is scarce, and the research that does exist shows mixed results. Students
who participated in dual enrollment through televised classes felt it was not equivalent to face-to-face instruction, felt less prepared for college, and were generally
less satisfied with the education they received (Judd, Woolstenhulme, Woolstenhulme,
& Lafferty, 2009). However, Arnold, Knight, and Flora (2017) find evidence that
suggests little difference in grades between dual enrollment courses delivered online
and dual enrollment courses delivered face-to-face on high school campuses. They
speculate students today are more familiar with these type of technologies, both
personally and within an educational setting, and know the norms and expectations
for online courses. They may therefore feel less disconnected from this type of
course delivery than in the past.
In summary, it is difficult to assess whether the location of where the dual enrollment course takes place alters the influence of these programs on educational outcomes. Despite some strong assertions of lower quality programs based on course
location, most studies on this topic use purposive sampling designs. It is difficult to
know therefore whether the experiences of students in the sample accurately represent the population of students at their respective schools. As dual enrollment
courses on high school campuses and through online delivery become more popular, research on this topic needs to follow in step.
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Dual Enrollment Intensity or Dosage

The second line of research considers differences in dual enrollment participation
based on intensity or dosage. Studies that acknowledge dosage effects of dual
enrollment implicitly (or explicitly) are concerned that treating dual enrollment as a
dichotomy may mask valuable information about the gradated influence of dual
enrollment. In other words, traditional research approaches to dual enrollment
assume the benefit of dual enrollment is the same regardless of the number of dual
enrollment courses students completed. Most studies that consider dosage effects
either consider the number of courses/credits taken or consider a threshold (e.g., 20
credits).
Research shows the number of dual enrollment courses or credits students take
influences a host of college outcomes (e.g., access, persistence, and completion)
above and beyond simply having taken dual enrollment (Delicath, 1999; Giani
et al., 2014). However, Giani et al. (2014) show that conceptualizing dual enrollment as a dichotomous indicator remains significant in most analyses even after
they include a second indicator that captures the total number of dual enrollment
courses completed. Their study suggests that considering the dosage effects of dual
enrollment does not undermine the contributions made in past studies that use a
dichotomous indicator of dual enrollment.
Other studies test for nonlinearities in the dosage effects. In other words, is there
a point in which the returns to dual enrollment drop off or disappear as students take
additional dual enrollment courses? This question has important implications for
stakeholders because it provides some guidance in how much to invest in dual
enrollment for students to be successful, and not overinvest such that students see
little returns to dual enrollment.
The evidence suggests a moderate dosage of dual enrollment—one or two
courses—might yield the strongest results. Karp et al. (2007) show highly intensive
participation in dual enrollment—such as five or more courses—tends to have little
additional influence on short-term outcomes, such as high school graduation, college enrollment, first-year GPA, and persistence to the second year. An (2013a)
initially finds attaining a bachelor’s degree was the same for students who earned
three college credits (approximately one course) through dual enrollment and those
who did not participate in such programs. However, part of the explanation for the
null finding is that the comparison group included students who participated in AP.
When these students were removed from analysis, the probability of attaining a
bachelor’s degree is 9% points higher for students who earned three college credits
through dual enrollment than students who participated in traditional high school
courses.
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Dual Enrollment Course Type

A third line of research that extends our understanding of the relation between dual
enrollment and educational outcomes explores the differential impact by course
subject. For instance, while dual enrollment in all core academic subjects generally
improves students’ college enrollment and degree completion, dual enrollment in
math seems to exert the largest influence on grades and baccalaureate attainment
(Arnold et al., 2017; Giani et al., 2014). Each additional dual enrollment course in
math raises the odds of attaining a bachelor’s degree within 6 years by 1.60–1.89
(Giani et al., 2014). Taking dual enrollment in math may also increase students’
interest to pursue additional math coursework or math-related majors in college
(Cevallos, Cevallos, & Webster, 2016). Further evidence suggests that dual enrollment in math may benefit students who are at the margins in participation. Speroni
(2011b) finds students on the margins of dual enrollment participation in college
algebra experience large gains in their likelihood in college enrollment and degree
completion.
Researchers also examine how students who dual enroll in a specific subject fare
when taking a subsequent course of the same subject area as compared to college
students who took a similar course as the dual enroll course, but as a matriculated
degree-seeking college student. For instance, Radunzel, Noble, and Wheeler (2014)
find the likelihood of earning a B or higher are the same for students who took a
prior course in the same subject area through dual enrollment as it is for students
who took the prior course in college for 19 of 21 course pairs. Crouse and Allen
(2014) compare the academic performance of traditional college students with those
who took college courses through dual enrollment. Controlling for gender, family
income, college exam scores, and high school GPA, students who participated in
dual enrollment perform better in the subsequent course for 18 of the 49 course
types than traditional degree students in community colleges. Moreover, the null
finding for 31 of the course types suggest courses through dual enrollment were as
good as courses taken at community colleges.
Course Distinctions Based on Academic or Career and Technical Focus The majority of students who dual enroll take courses with an academic focus rather than
courses with a CTE focus. Nationally, approximately 70% of all dual enrollment
courses have an academic focus. Still, almost half of all high schools have students
taking dual enrollment courses with a CTE or vocational focus (Thomas et al.,
2013). Compared to dual enrollment courses with an academic focus, dual enrollment courses with a CTE or vocational focus are less likely to occur on a college
campus (20% academic vs. 12% CTE) or through distance education (7% academic
vs. 3% CTE) (Thomas et al., 2013).
Tech Prep programs are earlier iterations of CTE programs. The Carl D. Perkins
Vocational and Technical Education Act provides federal funds to increase the number of technology-skilled workers (Bishop-Clark et al., 2010). The idea behind
these programs is to offer students a rigorous curriculum with practical, hands-on
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experiences (Kim, 2014). Typically, Tech Prep begins during students’ last 2 years
of high school and continues into their first 2 years of college (Bailey et al., 2002).
Evidence shows students who participated in Tech Prep programs are more likely to
finish high school and enter two-year colleges. However, these programs may
reduce students’ chances of entering four-year colleges immediately after high
school completion (Cellini, 2006).
However, federal funds for Tech Prep were cut in 2011 (Washington Student
Achievement Council, 2016). Given the end of federal funding for Tech Prep, but
the continual need for a more educated workforce, there has been a shift away from
the traditional Tech Prep model and towards dual enrollment as a means to provide
CTE students with academic and technical experiences (Karp et al., 2007; Zinth,
2014a). In Washington State, for example, student enrollments in all dual enrollment programs increased from 2010–11 to 2014–15, with the exception of Tech
Prep (Washington Student Achievement Council, 2016).
A potential concern for CTE students is whether they are pigeonholed toward a
vocational or career-oriented path. At least for CTE dual enrollment, this does not
seem to be case. The evidence generally shows, compared to participating in dual
enrollment, CTE dual enrollment does not hinder the probability of students graduating from high school or attending college (Karp et al., 2007; Rodríguez, Hughes,
& Belfield, 2012). The effects of CTE dual enrollment tend to be stronger once
students enter college, and some evidence shows that the effects increase over time.
Participating in CTE dual enrollment increases the likelihood of enrolling in a four-
year institution by 8.6 percentage points, and it also increases college GPA by 0.26
points (Karp et al., 2007). Rodríguez, Hughes, and Belfield (2012) find CTE dual
enrollees accumulate 1.2 (2009 graduating class) and 1.3 (2010 graduating class)
more credits after one semester than other students from their district. The advantage in credit accumulation for CTE dual enrollees increases after 1 year of college,
resulting in students earning 1.7 (2009 graduating class) and 3.0 (2010 graduating
class) more credits than other students from their district. After 2 years in college,
the advantage in credit accumulation increases to 4.6 credits in favor of CTE dual
enrollees.

3.5

 oes Dual Enrollment Benefit a Wide Audience
D
of Students?

As previously discussed, dual enrollment participation has expanded so that participation is no longer exclusive to a certain segment of the school population (high-
achieving, White, and high-SES students), but dual enrollment participation is far
from equitable. Despite the push towards expansion in participation, only a handful
of studies exist that consider whether underrepresented students benefit from dual
enrollment. Without testing the effects of dual enrollment within each social group,
we assume all students equally benefit from these programs.
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The evidence suggests dual enrollment participation tends to benefit students
regardless of race and SES. For instance, Taylor (2015) estimates racially minoritized students who participated in dual enrollment are 26% more likely to enroll in
college and 14% more likely to attain a college degree than similar students who did
not participate in dual enrollment. Furthermore, based on sensitivity analysis, these
results are relatively robust to hidden bias. One possible exception is dual enrollment may only have a marginal influence for Asian students (Leonard-Foots &
Lumadue, 2014). Similarly, studies tend to show dual enrollment positively influences academic performance for both male and female students (Leonard-Foots &
Lumadue, 2014; Young, Slate, Moore, & Barnes, 2014a). Finally, An (2013a) estimates the probability of first-generation students attaining a bachelor’s degree is 8
percentage points higher if they participated in dual enrollment. Moreover, first-
generation students who dual enrolled tend to have a first-year GPA that is 0.09
points higher than comparable first-generation students who did not dual enroll (An,
2013b).
Our review of the literature shows dual enrollment appears to benefit most students who participate regardless of race, class, or gender. An issue with these studies, however, is they are largely atheoretical. As a notable exception, Lile, Ottusch,
Jones, and Richards (2018) reason that, compared to affluent students, low-income
and first-generation students have not had access to the financial resources, cultural
capital, and social capital necessary for college success. Low-income students in
their study did not have family members and role models who knew the norms,
expectations, and unwritten rules of a college campus. Dual enrollment programs
potentially offer low-income and first-generation students with the knowledge and
skills that will help them succeed in college. Overall, however, more conceptual
work is needed regarding whether racially minoritized and low-income students
would benefit (or not) from current dual enrollment practices.

3.5.1

Differential Effects of Dual Enrollment

So far, we have discussed whether students who traditionally do not participate in
dual enrollment would benefit from such programs. Researchers have further considered whether the influence of dual enrollment benefits some groups more than
others. It may not be enough to show simply that most students benefit from dual
enrollment; it is also important to know whether the benefits of these programs differ across social groups. If the benefits do differ, then certain students may continue
to have advantages over other students. Studies that examine whether the relation
between dual enrollment and college outcomes differ by social groups or achievement levels find mixed results.
On the one hand, some evidence suggests dual enrollment benefit those who are
least likely to participate more than others, which is known as the negative selection
hypothesis (Brand & Xie, 2010). Regarding academic achievement, Cowan and
Goldhaber (2015) find lower-performing students gained the most from dual
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e nrollment participation. The college enrollment rates for dual enrollment students
in the bottom three quintiles of the achievement distribution are 6 percentage points
higher than nonparticipants. Although dual enrollment students in the top two quintiles of the achievement distribution witnessed positive benefits from participation,
the observed advantage in college enrollment was smaller. In Florida, the influence
of dual enrollment on college enrollment and GPA is higher for students at the bottom quartile of academic achievement—as measured by high school GPA—than
those at the top quartile of academic achievement (Karp et al., 2007). Studies also
find dual enrollment may benefit low-SES students more than their high-SES counterparts (Blankenberger, Lichtenberger, Witt, & Franklin, 2017; Karp et al., 2007).
Finally, evidence shows the benefits of dual enrollment—in terms of college enrollment, college GPA, and college persistence to the second term—are stronger for
male students than for female students (Karp et al., 2007).
Other studies show dual enrollment benefits social groups equally. In Kentucky,
for instance, students with high ACT scores did not experience greater gains from
their dual enrollment participation than students with lower ACT scores (Kentucky
Council on Postsecondary Education, 2006). Equality tests in An’s (2013a) study
reveal little evidence that the estimates across levels of parental education are different from one another. Unlike the findings from Karp et al.’s (2007) study, Ganzert
(2012) find no significant difference in the dual enrollment effect between males
and females.
To complicate matters further, some evidence suggests dual enrollment benefits
White and high-income students more than racially minoritized and low-income
students. Although underrepresented students did not benefit from dual enrollment
as much as others, this does not mean that they did not benefit from these programs
at all. However, these findings are counter to Rawls’s (1999) theory of justice in that
policies need to benefit at least equally those who are disadvantaged in society. In
Texas, while dual enrollment participation increased college access for Black students, the influence was smaller than the increase experienced by White students.
Struhl and Vargas (2012) estimate White students who completed dual enrollment
have odds of enrolling in college that are 2.2 times the odds of similar White students who did not complete dual enrollment. For Black students, dual enrollment
raised the odds of enrolling by 1.6 times that of non-completers. Similarly, Taylor
(2015) shows the probability of enrolling in college and completing college in
Illinois is lower for underrepresented students. Low-income students who dual
enrolled completed any college degree or certificate at higher rates than similar low-
income students who did not dual enrollment, but their advantage is a full 6 percentage points lower than the dual enrollment effect for the whole sample.
It is unclear why some studies show certain social groups benefiting from dual
enrollment more than others, while other studies show these same social groups
benefit equally as—or even less than—other groups. The studies do differ in their
population, covariates, and regression techniques. Future research that addresses
these apparent discrepant findings would help readers make sense of these findings.
Regardless of these results from subgroup populations, advocates for increasing
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participation in dual enrollment conjecture that these increases would help reduce
inequality gaps among varying social groups.

3.5.2

 sing Dual Enrollment to Address Gaps in College
U
Outcomes

A final piece to the equity agenda is whether increasing dual enrollment participation reduces gaps in college outcomes across social subgroups. The reasoning is as
follows. Underrepresented students benefit from participation in dual enrollment
programs. However, low-SES and racially minoritized students are less likely to
participate in dual enrollment than high-SES and White students. At the same time,
gaps in college outcomes exist by SES and race where low-SES and racially minoritized students tend to have lower college GPAs and are less likely to attain a college
degree than high-SES and White students. It stands to reason that expanding dual
enrollment participation would help mitigate some of these outcome gaps. Indeed,
researchers and educators have advocated for the expansion of dual enrollment as a
way to reduce inequalities in college outcomes (“Dual enrollment in Texas,”
2010; Hoffman et al., 2008; Karp, 2015; Lerner & Brand, 2006).
One question that remains largely unaddressed is how much should we expect
dual enrollment to close these outcome gaps? Work by An (2013a, 2013b) sheds
some light to this question. Decomposing the gap in degree attainment by parental
education, equalizing dual enrollment participation would do little to reduce this
gap. Less than 4% of parental-education gaps in first-year GPA is due to differences
in dual enrollment participation.
The culprits for the outcome gap between high- and low-SES students mainly lie
in differences in academic achievement and coursework of students from different
family backgrounds. These two factors account for almost half of the gap in B.A.
attainment between first-generation students and students with a college-educated
parent (An, 2013a). These results demonstrate the difficulty in reducing outcome
gaps between high- and low-SES students. Students enter dual enrollment with distinctive characteristics. But dual enrollment does not equalize these distinctive characteristics, and students therefore may leave these programs with most of the
differences intact. The research suggests that equal participation of dual enrollment
would not be enough and instead policies would need to target low-income schools
to reduce these gaps further (An, 2013b).
As previously discussed, a key benefit of dual enrollment is it increases students’
levels of college readiness. However, the majority of dual enrollment studies do not
directly measure college readiness and instead make the assumption that they do so,
thereby keeping the mechanisms unknown. This makes sense because knowing how
dual enrollment raises college readiness is secondary to the primary question of
whether dual enrollment benefits students’ college outcomes. Our examination of
the literature seems to show some stability in the findings to the primary question.
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Although we advocate for continued research on whether dual enrollment affects
college outcomes, we also encourage researchers to focus their attention on how
dual enrollment influences these outcomes. In the upcoming sections, we pay closer
attention to the link between dual enrollment and college readiness.

3.6
3.6.1

 xplanations of How and Why Dual Enrollment Affects
E
Educational Outcomes
Developmental Courses or Remediation

An important motivation behind the popularity of dual enrollment is it tackles two
concerns: students enter college poorly prepared, and they graduate at relatively low
rates (Bound, Lovenheim, & Turner, 2010; Hoffman et al., 2008). One way to measure college readiness, or the lack thereof, is by the number of remedial or developmental courses students take. These are courses that colleges and universities
provide for students when they do not meet the college’s standards for reading,
writing, or math (Attewell, Lavin, Domina, & Levey, 2006). Students requiring
developmental education usually pay tuition and fees for these courses, but oftentimes they do not receive degree-applicable credit upon successful completion of
the course (Melguizo, Bos, Ngo, Mills, & Prather, 2016). A report by Complete
College America (2012) shows 52% of students entering a two-year college enrolled
in a developmental course, and 20% of those entering a four-year college enrolled
in a developmental course.
National reports show students who take developmental courses are far less successful in college than those who do not take these courses (Adelman, 2006;
Complete College America, 2012). We caution readers that these results do not necessarily imply developmental courses led to poor college outcomes. Students who
take developmental courses tend to have weaker academic skills and lower academic motivation (among other things) than those who do not take these courses.
From these reports, it is difficult to untangle the effect of developmental education
on college outcomes from the characteristics that led students to take a developmental course in the first place (Attewell et al., 2006; Jackson & Kurlaender, 2014).
Studies that use more sophisticated approaches further suggest a negative effect of
developmental education on college outcomes. Based on a meta-analysis of 11
reports (21 independent samples) on developmental education that used a regression
discontinuity design, Valentine, Konstantopoulos, and Goldrick-Rab (2017) find
that students in developmental courses earned fewer college credits, were less likely
to pass the course in which they needed the remediation, and were less likely to earn
a certificate or degree than students not in developmental courses.
Some state policy makers have argued participation in dual enrollment would
reduce students requiring remediation (Grubb et al., 2017). Despite its advocacy,
there are few studies that examine the relation between dual enrollment and
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d evelopmental education. Kim and Bragg (2008) find that dual enrollees are less
likely to take a developmental course than nonparticipants. In their study of a single
community college, Grubb, Scott, and Good (2017) estimate the probability of taking a developmental course is 9 percentage points lower for students who participated in dual enrollment than those who did not. Based on sensitivity analysis, they
find their results are somewhat vulnerable to a hidden bias. However, they do not
benchmark their findings to an important but observed covariate, making it difficult
to assess the strength of the hidden bias. Using national data, An (2013b) finds similar, albeit smaller, estimates where dual enrollees experience a 6 percentage points
reduction in their probability to take a developmental course compared to non-dual
enrollees. Moreover, he estimates the unobserved confounder would need to be as
strong as calculus course-taking to undermine the result, although his analysis
includes students who attend both two-year and four-year colleges.

3.6.2

Academic Momentum

In two seminal reports, Adelman (1999, 2006) states the pace of college credit accumulation is an important marker for attaining a college degree. A set of individual
and environmental factors compose and alter this academic momentum. Attewell,
Heil, and Reisel (2012) put forth three explanations for why academic momentum
could influence college completion. First, students who take many college courses
have greater opportunities to interact with other students and their professors, which
augments their integration into the life of being a college student, than students who
take occasional courses or attend part time. Second, students’ experiences of competence and accomplishment early in their college careers enhance their self-efficacy
and academic self-concept. The third explanation relates to life issues—such as
adequate financial aid, family responsibilities, and work—that prevent a student
from studying full time or taking a full course load.
Researchers such as Adelman (2006) argue that expanding dual enrollment programs may serve as an important precollege form of momentum. As intended, students who successfully complete dual enrollment courses enter college with college
credit. Although estimates vary, students earn between 8 and 12 credit hours on
average through dual enrollment (Lochmiller et al., 2016; Pretlow & Wathington,
2014; Radunzel et al., 2014). This “boost” in college credit translates to an advantage for dual enrolled students, because it is difficult for those who did not participate in dual enrollment to make up the difference in credit accumulation. For
instance, Karp et al. (2007) estimate dual enrolled students earned 15.1 more college credits than nonparticipants within 3 years after high school graduation.
Another study shows 71% of dual enrolled students attained at least 96 total credit
hours by the end of year 4, whereas only 55% of nonparticipants had done so
(Radunzel et al., 2014).
It makes intuitive sense to argue that dual enrollment provides students with the
opportunity to accumulate college credits and build momentum as they enter
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c ollege, which in turn, increases their chances to complete a degree completion. As
we just illustrated, there is a positive association between dual enrollment and college credit accumulation. However, few studies directly test whether academic
momentum accounts for the relation between dual enrollment and college outcomes.
An exception is Wang, Chan, Phelps, and Washbon’s (2015) study using data from
the Wisconsin Technical College System to examine the extent to which academic
momentum mediates the influence of dual enrollment on college retention or completion. Operationalizing academic momentum as the total attempted credits during
the first year, delayed entry, summer enrollment, and first-term GPA, they find all
four indicators of academic momentum significantly increase students’ probability
to remain in college or earn their degree by the fourth term, although summer enrollment exerts the strongest influence among the four indicators. Moreover, Wang
et al. (2015) find academic momentum completely mediates the relation between
dual enrollment and student retention or completion. Wang et al.’s (2015) study
provides invaluable insight into an important mechanism of dual enrollment.
However, it is a single study based on research from two-year technical colleges.
Future research that replicates Wang et al.’s (2015) work as well as studies that
expand the population of dual enrollment students would help solidify (or modify)
their conclusions.
Finally, evidence suggests more engagement in dual enrollment is not always
better. Students who accumulated many college credits through dual enrollment
may encounter some difficulties while in college (Tobolowsky & Allen, 2016b).
These students believe they are not as integrated in their college environment as
their peers, and they also feel that they have a small window to decide on their
career path. Some students were also uncomfortable being the youngest in their
upper-division courses. Despite these drawbacks, students who accumulated many
college credits through dual enrollment nevertheless spoke positively about their
head start.

3.6.3

Academic Motivation

Students tend to be less motivated in their academic work during their high school
years, especially during their senior year, than other times in their academic
careers—such as in elementary school or in college (Martin, 2009; National
Commission on the High School Senior Year, 2001; Otis, Grouzet, & Pelletier,
2005). This disengagement from academic work during the senior year is known as
“senioritis” or a senior slump, and it is due in part to the lack of incentives for
seniors to work hard (National Commission on the High School Senior Year, 2001).
College-bound students finish most of their college applications in the first semester
of their senior year, which means their college resume is largely accomplished by
their junior year (National Commission on the High School Senior Year, 2001). As
a result, there is little incentive for some college-bound students to work hard after
submitting their college applications (Kirst, 2001).
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Research on dual enrollment is consistent with educators’ concern that many
college-bound students are disengaged with schoolwork during their senior year of
high school. Some dual enrolled students were unhappy with their experiences at
their high school, and they find college to be a better environment for them (Huntley
& Schuh, 2002–2003; Lile et al., 2018). These students generally agree high school
is boring because their classmates are immature, the pace of the classes are slow,
and the classes are not relevant to their career goals (Huntley & Schuh, 2002–2003;
Smith et al., 2007). Students felt a new sense of autonomy and adulthood when they
dual enrolled on a college campus (Lile et al., 2018). Moreover, they were excited
to take on the academic challenges of college courses, although they needed to
become acclimated with the pace of the course instruction and the time scarcity to
complete their assignments (Johnson & Brophy, 2006; Smith et al., 2007). Students
who participated in dual enrollment tend to remain more academically motivated
than non-accelerators even when they attend college as a degree-seeking student
(An, 2015).

3.6.4

Input–Environment–Outcomes Model

Astin’s input–environment–outcomes (I–E–O) model is a prominent conceptual
framework in higher education that considers both institution and individual characteristics on student development. Inputs refer to characteristics and qualities students bring to the college campus. Environments refer to the experiences students
have while in college. Finally, outcomes are the developmental endpoints that occur
in students as a result from their experiences with the environment (Astin & antonio, 2012). A fundamental purpose of the I–E–O model is to allow higher education
researchers to examine a less biased estimate of the effects of environments on an
outcome after the researcher accounts for differences in characteristics students
bring to college (Astin & antonio, 2012). Kim and Bragg (2008) use the I–E–O
model for their study and frame dual enrollment as a college environment. Dual
enrolled students therefore have prior exposure to curricula, teaching practices,
interactions with instructors and peers, the physical surroundings that occupy the
program, and other environment factors that occur in college.
However, students who dual enrolled in Kim and Bragg’s (2008) study did so at
a community college. It therefore makes sense to conceptualize dual enrollment
courses as an environment. It becomes more difficult to use the I–E–O model if
students participate in dual enrollment on high school campuses. One may argue
dual enrollment on high school campuses can be either an input or an environment.
It is an input because students who dual enroll at their high school do not set foot
onto a college campus. Therefore, they do not physically experience the college
environment. It is an environment because the college instruction comes to the high
school. Students are exposed to the college curriculum and pedagogy, as well as the
norms and expectations from college instructors. Kim and colleagues (Kim, 2014;
Kim & Bragg, 2008) are the only published works of which we are aware that use
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the I–E–O model in dual enrollment research. However, a cursory review of recent
doctoral theses on dual enrollment shows that 12 studies have used Astin’s student
development model to guide their study. Moreover, 28 doctoral theses have also
used Tinto’s integration model to explain for the effects of dual enrollment on college outcomes.1 If doctoral theses are any indication of potential future publications,
then future research needs to clarify exactly how dual enrollment fits into these
higher education frameworks.

3.6.5

Role and Socialization Theory

Role and socialization theory have gained traction in dual enrollment research as an
explanation of how dual enrollment prepares students for college beyond academic
preparation. According to role theory, individuals inhabit roles or positions within a
social structure. These roles reflect patterns of behaviors and attitudes that provide
actors a strategy to deal with recurrent sets of situations (Turner, 1990). Individuals
collect information on the roles of others, such as faculty and peers, with whom they
interact. They use this information to predict the expectations others hold for them
(Lile et al., 2018). These role-based identities become integrated into individuals’
self-concepts, which helps shape their future actions and interactions with others
(Karp, 2007).
Roles are not static, and they may change over time (Turner, 1990). As social
structures change for individuals—such as a transition out of high school—individuals too need to adjust their cultural repertoires and how they behave and understand the world. This process is not immediate and oftentimes there is a trial period
in what individuals know about the new role and its behaviors is nonconforming
with normative expectations (Karp, 2007). Dual enrollment programs may act as a
socializing organization in which students are disabused of their inaccurate perceptions of a college student they developed during the process of anticipatory socialization—an individual’s initial attempt to take on the values, attitudes, and behaviors
of those they aspire to be (Ebaugh, 1988; Karp, 2012; Mortimer & Simmons, 1978).
Dual enrollment provides students with a transitional period where they begin to
learn the normative rules and behaviors of being a college student (Karp, 2012).
Indeed, some students indicate they expect a taste of what college life is like through
their dual enrollment courses (Harnish & Lynch, 2005). This role rehearsal in dual
enrollment allows students to be more comfortable once they enter their new college
environment (Karp, 2012). Individuals who can correctly anticipate the expectations for their upcoming role are less likely to experience role shock and strain
(V. L. Allen & Van de Vliert, 1984). Dual enrollment furthermore allows students to
develop skills and coping strategies—such as critical thinking and help seeking—
that are important for college success (Kanny, 2015; Karp, 2012).
1
These numbers are not mutually exclusive. Some doctoral theses use both frameworks to guide
their studies.
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For instance, drawing from a sample of 26 students from CUNY’s College Now
program, Karp (2012) demonstrates how students who participated in the program
began to shift their role of student. At the start of the semester, students incorrectly
anticipated the expectations of a college student. Given the rigidity of course schedules in high school, some students had misinformation about college students having a lot of free time and doing little work. As the semester was ending, students had
a clearer sense of the college student role, at least in respect to coursework. For
instance, learning strategies students honed while in high school sometimes were
incompatible with strategies required for college courses. Despite spending less
class time in college, students are expected to dedicate more of their time out of
class to their coursework than in high school. Students discover they must take
responsibility for their own learning, and they develop their study skills and behaviors in accordance with this responsibility. Importantly, students who perceived
their dual enrollment courses as authentic—such as providing content and pedagogical structures similar to that offered on a college campus—experienced the
most role change than those who did not see a difference between their dual enrollment courses and other high school courses (Karp, 2012).
Students also report they get an opportunity to learn the hidden curriculum—
implicit skills and practices not formally taught in the classroom but important for
academic success. In a qualitative study of low-income Latina/o students who dual
enrolled, Kanny (2015) reports these students learn how important it is to interact
regularly with faculty. Some students were initially hesitant to seek help from the
college instructor if they have questions about the assignment, because they were
afraid to engage with this type of interaction. This finding is consistent with
Calarco’s (2011) argument that help-seeking behaviors differ between middle and
working class students in elementary school. Working-class children tend to sit quietly and try to work through an assignment even if they do not understand it. By
contrast, middle-class children are more inclined to seek help from their teachers at
the outset. Although irritated at times by the constant help seeking, teachers—a
middle-class profession—condone this type of behavior because it adheres to cultural expectations of the classroom. Dual enrolled students in Kanny’s (2015) study
also express to be more mature and independent, because there is less handholding
in their college courses and they need to initiate conversations with strangers.

3.6.6

Academic Engagement

Academic engagement refers to the amount of effort students put into their studies
and their participation in activities that are related to schooling (Kuh, Kinzie,
Buckley, Bridges, & Hayek, 2007). Students are not passive recipients, but rather
active actors in shaping their college experiences. Important factors that affect students’ academic performance—whether they are cognitive or noncognitive—are
manifested through their academic behaviors (Nagaoka et al., 2013). Students may
engage in academic activities and behaviors either through reactive or proactive
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stimulus. By reactive, we mean students respond to requests from others (e.g., class
requirements). By proactive, we mean students take the initiative to engage and
interact in non-required classroom activities (Grabowski & Sessa, 2014). Academic
engagement includes such behaviors as task-management skills, study habits, class
attendance, participation in class discussions, peer and faculty interactions, and
completion of projects and assignments (Hu & Wolniak, 2013; Kuh et al., 2007;
Nagaoka et al., 2013).
Institutions also play a pivotal role in setting the conditions in which students can
develop and exhibit academic behaviors (Kuh et al., 2007; Nagaoka et al., 2013).
The National Survey of Student Engagement identifies five clusters or benchmarks
of effective educational practices: academic challenge, active and collaborative
learning, student–faculty interactions, enriching educational experiences, and a supportive campus environment (Hu & McCormick, 2012). Saenz et al. (2011) also
emphasize student services, such as academic advising, tutoring, and skill labs, as
important for academic engagement.
Student engagement requires both the contextual space for students to be exposed
to engagement activities and the active role of students to seek out those activities.
Higher education studies of student engagement rightfully focus on the college
itself as the arena in which engagement occurs. However, the extent students are
reactive to the social context and how proactive they are to engagement opportunities is due in part to prior exposure in high school. The premise of dual enrollment
is that students who participated in these programs receive exposure to experiences,
norms, and expectations that prepare them for the expectations of college.
Dual enrolled students learn that teachers and instructors treat them differently in
their college courses than in their high school courses. Students who dual enroll
become acclimated to student–instructor interactions at the college level (Kanny,
2015). When comparing between high school teachers and college professors, dual
enrollees note their high school teachers tend to show greater concern for their overall well-being—which they expected—than their college professors, with concerns
centering more on specific learning areas (Huntley & Schuh, 2002–2003). However,
students said it is usually their responsibility to seek the help of the college professor, whereas high school teachers are more likely to initiate conversation if the student needs help (Kanny, 2015).
Students further note that college courses are more difficult and demanding than
high school classes (Huntley & Schuh, 2002–2003; Tobolowsky & Allen, 2016b). It
was not only the content of the college courses that made them more difficult, but
also the expectations in college courses were less forgiving than the expectations in
high school courses (Huntley & Schuh, 2002–2003). Students learn that engagement with the course materials and active participation in the course is an important
part of being a college student (Lile et al., 2018). There is greater self-induced
accountability in college than in high school, and college professors are less likely
to monitor whether students are keeping up with the material than high school
teachers (Bailey et al., 2002; Huntley & Schuh, 2002–2003; Kanny, 2015). Despite
some dual enrolled students being surprised by the expectations, content, and grading in college courses, these students did not necessarily disengage from the course.
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Instead, they saw the course as a new challenge and began to understand what was
needed for college success (Cevallos et al., 2016; Kanny, 2015).
These changes in course expectations are also reflected in changes in students’
academic behaviors. Research shows dual enrollees tend to have better study habits
and higher levels of academic motivation than nonparticipants (An, 2015; Bishop-
Clark et al., 2010; Lile et al., 2018; Smith, 2007). These new skills required in college pushed students to reflect upon their own skills and abilities and newfound
responsibilities as college students (Lile et al., 2018).
There is disagreement in the literature about how dual enrolled students interact
with their college peers. Lile et al. (2018) report the social interactions and peer
groups of high school students dramatically changed when they took classes on a
community college campus than on a high school campus. Some dual enrolled students express greater acceptance and comfort when they attend courses on college
campuses. They no longer feel they need to impress their peers, worry about repercussions from their friends, and can just be themselves. Others instead felt alone and
lost when attending a course on college campuses (Huntley & Schuh, 2002–2003).
For some students who dual enrolled on college campuses, they did not feel connected or have things in common with their college classmates due, in part, to differences in age between dual enrollees and college students (Huntley & Schuh,
2002–2003). Dual enrollees with negative experiences with others feel their college
peers and professors are judging them, and they note feelings of a chilly classroom
environment (Kanny, 2015).
Research shows students who participate in dual enrollment exhibit changes in
their academic behavior and expectations that better prepare them for college. It
makes sense students will use what they learned and experienced in dual enrollment
once they attend college as degree-seeking students. However, researchers often do
not test this assumption, because most studies stop their analysis while students are
still participating in dual enrollment or shortly after they complete the course. There
are few studies that consider whether dual enrollees continue to engage in academic
behaviors while they are in college (see An, 2015; An & Taylor, 2015). For instance,
An (2015) finds dual enrollees tend to have higher levels of academic motivation
and engagement than non-accelerators. However, academic motivation and engagement mediate a modest portion, at most 22%, of the relation between dual enrollment and academic performance.

3.7

 xamining Outcome Differences Between Dual
E
Enrollment and Advanced Placement

At many high schools, students have several options to take college or college-level
courses. Arguably, the AP program is the best-known alternative to dual enrollment.
In 2010–11, approximately 70% of all public high schools offered courses in AP or
the International Baccalaureate (Thomas et al., 2013). While both AP and dual
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enrollment are intended to accelerate a student’s postsecondary learning and experiences, they operate in different ways. Discussing in depth the similarities and differences between dual enrollment and AP is beyond the scope of this chapter. (For
sources that compare these two programs, see Dutkowsky, Evensky, & Edmonds,
2009; Klopfenstein & Lively, 2012.) We do point out two key distinctions between
these two programs: the curriculum and college credit accumulation. Students who
take AP courses learn a standardized, college-level curriculum based on a survey
from college professors who teach first-year college courses (Klopfenstein & Lively,
2012; Speroni, 2011a). The content of an AP course therefore represents a stylized
first-year course based on the recommendations from a group of college professors.
AP students receive college credits through taking an optional examination and
meeting or exceeding a predetermined threshold (usually a score of 3) set by the
college or university to which they matriculate (Dutkowsky, Evensky, & Edmonds,
2006). By contrast, students in dual enrollment take a course with an authentic college syllabus, and in most cases, they receive college credit upon the successful
completion of the course (Speroni, 2011a).
Instead of seeing dual enrollment and AP as competitors, it may be better to view
these programs as complementary to one another (Klopfenstein & Lively, 2012).
Implementing expected value analysis, Dutkowsky, Evensky, and Edmonds (2009)
recommend that the type of accelerated programs high schools offer should be
based on the school’s clientele. Districts whose students often matriculate to postsecondary institutions with high tuitions (e.g., private and public out-of-state colleges) and those whose AP exam performance is near the average should favor dual
enrollment programs. Districts whose students are likely to perform well on AP
exams or enroll in relatively inexpensive colleges should favor AP programs.
Nevertheless, some educators and researchers disagree over whether both programs are equally effective in college preparation (Dutkowsky et al., 2009; Speroni,
2011a). A difficulty occurs when comparing between dual enrollment and AP in that
students who participate in dual enrollment are markedly different, on average, to
those who participate in AP. Dual enrollment students are more likely to reside in
rural areas and tend to be from lower-income families than AP students (Klopfenstein
& Lively, 2012). However, states such as Florida have a higher proportion of Black
and Hispanic students in AP programs than in dual enrollment programs, reflecting
concerted efforts from AP programs to reach more underrepresented students
(Speroni, 2011a). Other research reports students who received college credit
through examinations (such as through AP exams) are more likely to be White or
Asian than students who received college credit through dual enrollment (An &
Taylor, 2015). Dual enrolled students also tend to have lower academic preparation
entering college than their AP counterparts (An & Taylor, 2015; Klopfenstein &
Lively, 2012; Speroni, 2011a).
Few studies compare students who participated in AP and dual enrollment on
college outcomes, while at the same time, controlling for important baseline differences between AP and dual enrolled students. Research that yields the most positive
results in favor of AP over dual enrollment come from reports commissioned by the
College Board. For instance, Wyatt, Patterson, and Giacomo (2015) show AP
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s tudents who scored at least a 3 on an AP exam have better college outcomes than
students who dual enrolled either at a two-year or four-year institution. It is not clear
why Wyatt, Patterson, and Giacomo (2015) decide to compare AP students based on
their performance on the AP exam to dual enrolled students based on the location of
the dual enrollment course.
Other reports from the College Board compare the performance of dual enrolled
students to the performance of AP students. To measure performance, these reports
use final grades in dual enrollment and scores on the AP exam (Godfrey, Matos-
Elefonte, Ewing, & Patel, 2014; Kaliski & Godfrey, 2014). Students with high AP
exam scores tend to have higher college GPAs than dual enrolled students who
earned a course grade of B or higher. However, dual enrolled students who earned a
course grade of B or higher tend to earn more college credits and attain a college
degree at a faster pace than students with AP exam scores (Godfrey et al., 2014).
Interestingly, the authors in all three College Board reports designate students
who participated in AP but did not take the AP exam as non-AP students. A large
proportion of AP students does not take the AP exam. While the College Board does
not collect this data, studies estimate the percentage of students enrolled in AP
classes who took the corresponding AP exam range from as low as 55% to as high
as 70% (Warne, 2017). Future research should examine whether taking an AP
course but not the exam provides value-added benefits to a student’s college readiness. Even if students do not take the AP exam, their course learning does not disappear. Furthermore, what does it mean for AP to lead to college readiness if a
significant percentage of the AP population neither takes the AP exam nor performs
well if they do take it? Slightly over half of the students who took the AP exam in
English (56%) and the AP exam in math/computer science (52%) scored a 3 or
higher. For science, the percentage of students who scored a 3 or higher on the AP
science exam is even lower at approximately 38% (Godfrey et al., 2014).
Other studies find less pronounced differences in the effects between dual enrollment and AP than the findings from the College Board once researchers adjust for
observable differences between AP and dual enrolled students. Studies initially
show AP students are more college ready and more likely to attain a degree than
dual enrolled students. However, these results reflect baseline differences in student
characteristics between AP students and dual enrolled students (An, 2013a; An &
Taylor, 2015; Speroni, 2011a). Similar to Godfrey et al. (2014), Klopfenstein (2010)
finds students who participated in dual enrollment earned their bachelor’s degree at
a significantly faster rate than similar students who participated in AP. As an exception, Speroni (2011a) finds students who participated in dual enrollment are less
likely to enroll in a four-year institution than similar students who participated in
AP. However, this advantage in college destinations for AP students over dual
enrolled students does not translate into bachelor’s degree attainment, where dual
enrolled students are as likely to attain a bachelor’s degree as AP students. Overall,
these findings show dual enrollment is not inferior to AP as measured and judged by
bachelor’s degree attainment (Klopfenstein & Lively, 2012), and dual enrollment
may be an important option for those interested in building academic momentum as
they enter college. To be fair, these studies do not focus on academic performance,
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where the advantages of AP over dual enrollment may reside. We need more studies
from independent researchers that examine college outcomes beyond degree
attainment.

3.8

Conclusion and Future Directions

This chapter has explored empirical research on dual enrollment participation as
well as the relation between dual enrollment and educational outcomes. In this concluding section, we first summarize the results from our analysis of the relation
between dual enrollment and educational outcomes and identify gaps that remain in
research. Next, we summarize the theories used to understand dual enrollment and
offer suggestions for new theories that are needed to understand dual enrollment.
We then comment on the methods used to measure the influence of dual enrollment
and offer directions for future research. We conclude with a discussion of the need
to understand dual enrollment practices and policies better, and how policies influence dual enrollment outcomes.

3.8.1

Understanding Educational Outcomes

Our analysis of research on the relation between dual enrollment and educational
outcomes leads us to five primary observations. First, the weight of existing evidence on the effects of dual enrollment generally points to the same conclusion: on
average, dual enrollment participation leads to positive and desirable educational
outcomes, and this is particularly true for studies that use more sophisticated statistical analyses. With few exceptions, these results are consistent across multiple
studies, contexts, and outcomes. Second, the literature suggests dual enrollment has
effects not only on proximal outcomes (e.g., high school graduation and college
matriculation), but also on distal outcomes (e.g., college completion) as well. This
finding is critical and suggests that the effects of dual enrollment do not fade once
students enter college; it is also consistent with the What Works Clearinghouse’s
(2017) assessment of three studies that met their evidence standards. Third, research
on the effects of dual enrollment has focused on some outcomes at the expense of
others. For example, college performance is overrepresented in the literature,
whereas high school academic outcomes are underrepresented. Similarly, only a
handful of studies have examined distal outcomes of college completion and time to
degree. A fourth observation is there are some discrepancies in findings on two
educational outcomes: college readiness and college matriculation. At least a couple
studies found either null or negative effects of dual enrollment for these outcomes.
A final observation relates to equity and the distribution of benefits of dual
enrollment. As previously noted, existing research suggests dual enrollment benefits
students regardless of race and SES. However, the research that examines differential
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effects by social groups is less conclusive. Some studies find larger gains for lowerachieving students (Cowan & Goldhaber, 2015; Karp, 2007) and for lower-SES
students (Blankenberger, Lichtenberger, Witt, and Franklin 2017b; Karp et al.,
2007), whereas other studies show no difference in gains across academic and social
differences (An, 2013a, 2013b; Ganzert, 2012; Kentucky Council on Postsecondary
Education, 2006), and still others find larger gains for more advantaged students
(Struhl & Vargas, 2012; Taylor, 2015). Given these inconsistent results, researchers
need to develop further this line of inquiry so that we have greater understanding of
how dual enrollment influences social groups differently.

3.8.2

Using Theoretical and Conceptual Frameworks

Dual enrollment literature draws from relatively diverse theoretical perspectives,
although there is more theoretical space that requires exploration. To summarize,
we found that existing literature tends to focus on the following theoretical and
conceptual frameworks: momentum (e.g., Wang), college readiness (e.g., Conley),
motivation theory, evaluation (e.g, Astin’s I–E–O model), role and socialization
theory, and engagement.
Despite the use of many frameworks in the literature, dual enrollment research
would benefit from an even wider set of theoretical and conceptual lenses. For
example, given the research on dual enrollment and equity, researchers should consider using critical theories to assess how and if racial and social class inequities are
perpetuated through dual enrollment. Researchers might also expand sociological
theories—such as social and cultural capital—to understand how dual enrollment
facilitates critical transition knowledge and skills, particularly for students who are
the first in their family to attend college. These theoretical frameworks are valuable
for understanding how students participate in dual enrollment as well as how dual
enrollment affects educational outcomes. Researchers could also develop and
expand other psychological theoretical frameworks that include self-efficacy,
growth or fixed mindset, identity, or sense of belonging. These frameworks would
help us to understand how dual enrollment might aid or hinder students’ psychological development as they transition from high school.

3.8.3

Methodological Considerations

Research on the influence of dual enrollment on educational outcomes predominantly uses a variety of descriptive, inferential, and quasi-experiential designs. We
found no studies that used experimental design to examine the impact of dual enrollment on educational outcomes.2 Accounting for student selection to dual enrollment
2
Berger, Turk-Bicakci, Garet, and Hoshen (2014) and Edmunds et al. (2017) are somewhat exceptions as they conducted a randomized controlled trial to examine early college high schools.
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is important, because students do not find themselves in dual enrollment courses by
chance. Many states have policies that determine which students are eligible and
which are not eligible for dual enrollment. If studies do not address for factors that
influence selection into dual enrollment, it could be that observed (or unobserved)
differences in educational outcomes are due to differences in student characteristics
or their decisions to participation in dual enrollment.
We found several peer-reviewed and policy reports that used simple descriptive
statistics (e.g., t-tests and ANOVA) or used regression-based approaches but controlled for a small set of factors that might influence both selection into dual enrollment and the outcome. A smaller set of studies used regression-based approaches
that controlled for a fuller array of factors or used quasi-experimental designs.
Conducting randomized controlled trials to examine the influence of dual enrollment on educational outcomes is difficult, because dual enrollment programs are
deeply embedded within high schools and colleges. That is, dual enrollment programs are already standard practice in many educational settings. Perhaps the best
opportunity for leveraging experimental design in dual enrollment research is to test
new ways of delivering dual enrollment, new types of dual enrollment policies, or
test existing strategies by using random assignment. For example, researchers could
work with an existing program to assign randomly students to different instructional
modalities (e.g., online, face-to-face, or hybrid) and examine differences in learning
and other educational outcomes among these modalities. Or researchers might be
interested if dual enrollment paired with college transition support services (e.g.,
FAFSA workshops, college knowledge workshops, and academic tutoring) might
have a better effect on students’ college transition. Furthermore, researchers might
target their intervention where it is most needed: among first-generation, low-
income, or racially minoritized students. These types of studies allow us not just to
say whether dual enrollment is effective, but rather allow us to identify how it is
effective and/or what new policies and programs we can develop and implement to
increase its impact.

3.8.4

Understanding Dual Enrollment Practices and Policies

Analyzing the influence of different dual enrollment practices and policies leads to
our final observation. There are several papers on “best practices” in dual enrollment, but few studies empirically test for the differential effects of dual enrollment
on educational outcomes by policies and practices. For instance, many states and
institutions have adopted new standards for dual enrollment, including standards
established by the NACEP. Despite the proliferation of these standards and
accredited programs, virtually no research assesses the relation between such programs and educational outcomes. Some dual enrollment programs and policies provide students with financial assistance, directed and structured support services, and
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college transition support services. Yet, we know little about how these integrated
services and assistance influence educational outcomes.
Moreover, a nascent research agenda considers differences in educational outcomes by dual enrollment course location, course modality, and course type (e.g.,
Burns & Lewis, 2000; D’Amico et al., 2013; Dixon & Slate, 2014; Giani et al.,
2014; Judd et al., 2009; Karp, 2007; Lochmiller et al., 2016; Phelps & Chan, 2016;
Rodríguez et al., 2012). Collectively, these studies have shown mixed evidence, but
many of them do not use methods that control for baseline differences of students
that might influence educational outcomes. More rigorous research is needed on the
influence of dual enrollment policies, programs, and implementation. Assuming
students are equally eligible for dual enrollment, schools should allow opportunities
for random assignment to different learning environments to examine whether certain policies and practices (e.g., courses taught on a high school campus) are as
effective as other policies and practices.
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Chapter 4

Visual Research Methods for the Study
of Higher Education Organizations
Amy Scott Metcalfe and Gerardo Luu Blanco

4.1

Introduction

Higher education institutions have been analyzed through organizational theories
and research methodologies since the development of higher education as an area of
study, situating organizational perspectives alongside finance, policy, professionalization, and student development as mainstays of the field (Bastedo, 2012; Bess &
Dee, 2008; Manning, 2017). In the field’s emerging stages during the 1960s and
early 1970s, Burton Clark’s case study research led to the establishment of the sociology of organizations as a leading lens through which to view higher education
institutions (Clark, 1973). Following this line of inquiry and over subsequent
decades, higher education scholars continue to draw upon theories and methods
from the sociology of organizations and other disciplinary perspectives (Clark,
2007; Côté and Furlong 2016; Gumport, 2007; Peterson, 2007; Tight, 2012). Given
the field’s history and interdisciplinarity (Macfarlane, 2012; Macfarlane & Burg,
2017), higher education scholars are well-positioned to address many of the most
pressing issues in academia today. Emerging analytical foci for the field may require
new ways of connecting with communities of practice and the general public, a
deeper awareness and recognition of the legacies of oppression that continue to
influence higher education institutions, and a more embodied approach to the effects
of competition and individualization on students, faculty, and staff members who
endeavor within educational organizations (Andreotti, Stein, Pashby, & Nicolson,
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2016; Stein, 2017b). Within organizational studies, visual research methods offer
alternative and complementary strategies to traditional research methods that aim to
understand complex phenomena such as organizational structure, authority and
governance, leadership, professional norms and socialization, organizational
change, and organizational identity (Styhre, 2010). Rose (2014) defined visual
research methods as:
methods which use visual materials of some kind as part of the process of generating evidence in order to explore research questions. These methods are diverse, and their diversity
inheres in both the sorts of visual materials they work with, and in the procedures to which
those materials are subjected. (p. 25)

Visual research methods in organizational studies involve the interpretation of
visual cues within the organizational environment, or the creation of visual materials in response to the organizational setting. Our definition of “visual data” follows
that of organizational researchers Bell and Davidson (2013), who stated that visual
media include:
two-dimensional static pictures, cartoons, photographs, maps, graphs, logos, diagrams;
two-dimensional moving film and video, interactive web pages and other multimedia; and
three-dimensional and lived media such as dress and architecture. (p. 168)

Studies that consider these forms of data, and creative scholarship that challenges
the notion of “data” in qualitative research, are becoming more common in the
social sciences generally, not just in organizational studies, as scholars attempt to
make sense of the increasingly digital and visual world enabled by the rise of multi-
media and telecommunications, globally.
Visual methods are particularly well-positioned to provide a deep understanding
of higher education, as insider/outsider dynamics are often present in scholarly
approaches to the context due to the researchers’ positions within the academy. The
methodological practices and theoretical lenses of the many “epistemic communities” within higher education contexts (Barnett, 2009) are often brought to bear on
the topic of higher education itself, as is the case in the field of higher education
studies, yet this does not necessarily entail a critical reflexivity that might question
the role of the researcher within the researched phenomenon. Mannay (2010)
described visual methods as being useful for defamiliarizing the lived experience of
academic life, stating, “Interpretive research aims to investigate the invisibility of
everyday life but when a researcher is working in familiar territory there is a danger
that their findings will be overshadowed by the enclosed, self-contained world of
common understanding” (p. 94). In this way, visual research methods in higher education place the researcher within a framework of “audience” or “observer” that
provides another opportunity for reflective thinking about the relationship between
scholar and the research context or topic.
While a visual approach to higher education organizations is not novel in the
sense that we do find examples published in our journals and presented at our academic conferences, it is instead somewhat rare. As well, we might say that visual
methods in higher education research are theoretically and methodologically under-
developed in relation to how these methods are utilized in other fields of education,
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and certainly in comparison to their context in the social sciences more broadly
(Fischman, 2000; Margolis & Pauwels, 2011; Metcalfe, 2016c; Moss & Pini,
2016; Schreiber & Fischman, 2017). In this chapter, we describe areas of the social
sciences where the use of visual methods is robust, particularly in fields and disciplines that have close connections to higher education studies. As well, we review
the literature within higher education studies that has utilized visual methodologies,
finding that much of this scholarship has been published in journals that are somewhat out of the mainstream for the field.
For more than a decade, higher education scholars in North America have analyzed the visual data of organizations, such as archival photographs, advertisements
and “college viewbooks” (Blanco Ramírez, 2016; Gasman & Epstein, 2004; Hartley
& Morphew, 2008; Metcalfe, 2012, 2016b; Osei-Kofi, Torres, & Lui, 2013; Wells,
Cuenca, Ramirez, & Aragón, 2017), yet there are few methodological guides and
the use of visual theory is limited (Fischman, 2001; Metcalfe, 2016a, Schreiber &
Fischman, 2017; Tight, 2004, 2012). To better understand the use of visual methods
in higher education, we might begin with the question, “What is visual about visual
research methods?” To this we may find many answers, as we discuss in this chapter, in a review of the disciplinary and interdisciplinary influences on the development of higher education as a field of study. For example, we can trace the
development of visual sociology to the early 1980s, with questions of the role of
“the visual” in society being raised by Henry (1986), Harper (1988, 2005), and
Caulfield (1996). And yet, the sexisms, ethnocentrisms and Eurocentrisms present
within these and other disciplinary approaches lead to a general failure to ask additional questions such as, “Who is doing the looking?” “Who [or what] is not seen?”
and, perhaps from a more philosophical sensibility: “How do we [know what we]
see?” Our questions arise from those posed by visual theorists who consider the role
of visuality and social relations, such as in the theoretical and aesthetic works of bell
hooks, who stated,
Cameras gave to black folks, irrespective of our class, a means by which we could participate fully in the production of images. Hence it is essential that any theoretical discussion
of the relationship of black life to the visual, to art making, make photography central.
(hooks, 1995, p. 57)

In relation to dominant narratives, power and the visual in higher education studies,
Osei-Kofi (2003) asked, “Whose ‘I/Eye’ counts?” We view this as an open question
for our field.
From this vantage point we might think about organizational image-making and
the use of photographic reproductions in higher education quite differently.
Specifically, organizational images are not merely illustrations that might accompany or adorn an institutional history. Image-making and reproduction can be
understood as social practices, imbued with personal meaning, politics, and power.
When incorporated into our research and analysis, visual images and sensibilities
may lead to deeper understandings of organizational phenomena and social contexts. Furthermore, arts-based approaches, such as those that involve researcher-
generated imagery as with photography or drawing, may contribute to faculty and
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student self-awareness, collective action, and resilience during challenging times.
Manathunga, Selkrig, Sadler, and Keamy (2017) noted that, “If academics are to
continue to survive and thrive in the ruins of the university, then we need to create
effective ways in which we might protect any remaining spaces of collegiality, pleasure and democracy from the forces of measurement” (p. 536). Mitchell, De Lange,
and Molestane (2017) argued that participatory visual methodologies are especially
empowering to those scholars and community participants involved in policy advocacy and other efforts to affect social change.
The purpose of this chapter is to consider the range of visual methods that have
been, or could be, applied to the study of higher education organizations. In framing
this discussion, we take a multi-disciplinary approach to draw upon the various
disciplinary and interdisciplinary traditions that have influenced higher education
scholarship to date. We are especially interested in those areas of study that have
contributed to our understanding of higher education organizations, although we
also make connections to the analysis of higher education policy; the study of academics, staff, and students; as well as inter-organizational dynamics as seen within
and between higher education settings. Our aim is to provide higher education
researchers with a comprehensive overview of the literature that surrounds the
visual research methods pertaining to the study of organizations, with suggestions
for expansion beyond the status quo for visual studies in other social science fields
and disciplines.
Higher education scholars who have carried forward intellectual conversations
within the many volumes of Higher Education: Handbook of Theory and Research,
such as the evolving discussion of spatial theory and related methods in higher education research, inspire this endeavor. Specifically, we refer to the decades-long
discussion within this Handbook between Thelin and Yankovich’s chapter in 1987,
titled “Bricks and mortar: Architecture and the study of higher education,” the chapter “Turning from time to space: Conceptualizing faculty work” by Kuntz (2009),
and Hillman’s recent chapter “Geospatial analysis in higher education research”
(2017). This discussion, spanning 30 years, represents a movement from higher
education’s foundational aspects, as seen in campus architecture, to theoretical and
methodological engagements with the latest understandings of spatiality in relation
to the social construction of physical environments in and beyond higher education.
Thelin and Yankovich’s (1987) claim about campus architecture constitutes a worthwhile point of departure for our discussion in the present chapter: “we all like to
look at campus architecture; we just do not want to analyze it” (p. 67). Similarly, a
visual dimension is present in nearly all aspects of higher education and yet its
analysis appears to have been considered off limits in our field for too long. Kuntz
(2009) argued in favor of space as an “embodied metaphor” (p. 379) for analysis in
higher education. In this chapter we engage visuality’s many aspects but this also
requires us to approach the visual as an embodied metaphor for the study of higher
education. Hillman’s (2017) chapter on geospatial research in higher education
foregrounds two important aspects in our own discussion: research paradigms and
the locus of analysis. Visual research methods are not limited to the qualitative
realm as many of the examples we discuss in this chapter can attest. Additionally,
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research involves not only analyzing but also generating visual artifacts. Researcher-
generated visual elements can open new possibilities for research in our field.
The realm of space and place is related to our understanding of representation
and organizational culture, both theoretically and methodologically, finding further
connections with previous Handbook chapters by Cameron and Ettington (1988),
Talburt (2005), Boyles (2007), O’Meara (2007), and Weerts, Freed, and Morphew
(2014). These chapters draw upon themes of organizational culture, values, prestige, marketization, and identity, and while these authors do not explicitly make
connections to visual theory or methods, they carry the common thread of Clark’s
“organizational saga” (Clark, 1972), which describes how higher education institutions craft and maintain an “organizational image,” albeit not explicitly in the sense
of a visual symbol or representation. This theme continues to be central in recent
literature exploring organizational identity in higher education (e.g, Rhoades &
Stensaker, 2017; Saichaie, 2018; Stensaker, 2015).
To this body of scholarship we aim to contribute not only a review of the significant literature on visual research methods for higher education research, but also a
framework for conceptualizing how our “vision” as academic researchers is particular and limited in many ways (Andreotti et al., 2016). In un/mapping the citation
patterns of the previous Handbook chapters mentioned in the above paragraph, for
example, we find exclusions as well as inclusions, as the pertinent scholarship of
senior colleagues and our contemporaries are either mentioned or omitted, raising
questions for us about the borderlands of our field and the ways in which the “traditions” of our scholarship are maintained over time (Ahenakew, 2017; Macfarlane,
2012; Oyarzún, Perales Franco, & McCowan, 2017; Tight, 2014). As we participate
in the privileged space of our field’s Handbook we openly question the authority
and position of publications such as this in relation to a field’s development and
professional socialization. Despite our shared affinities for theory and methods, as
authors we have had individual experiences that have made us hyper-conscious of
the citation practices and politics that often exclude scholars of color, women, and
sexual minorities. As well, as immigrant-academics who share a personal and scholarly interest in examinations of nationalism and academic identity, we question the
“national containers” (Shajahan & Kezar, 2013; Wimmer & Glick Schiller, 2002) of
higher education scholarship within North America, and higher education studies in
general (Calma & Davies, 2017; Kuzhabekova, Hendel, & Chapman, 2015;
Macfarlane, 2012). Furthermore, we recognize the role that visual practices, especially photography but also painting and drawing, have played in the depiction,
categorization, and cartography of Indigenous genocide and dispossession in North
America, where “mapping” and “picturing” the “frontier” are epistemological technologies and instruments of subjugation (Daniels, 2018; Minthorn, Shotton,
Brayboy, & Davidson, 2018; Pinney & Peterson, 2003; Smith, 2013; Stein, 2017a).
As well, the privileging of sight and visuality over other somatic practices and forms
of knowing is conceptually and methodologically ableist, with implications for
knowledge dissemination and equitable outcomes (McKnight & Whitburn, 2017).
In response and in relation to these positionalities, throughout this chapter we have
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constantly pushed ourselves to read and think beyond the higher education literature
“as usual” and to question the boundaries of our own knowledge and worldviews.
Thus, in this chapter we present our own scholarly vision with regard to the
visual study of higher education organizations, in the sense that we desire to “see
beyond” the practices of our field while we also attempt to critically “un/map” what
we see (Razack, 2002). We begin with a review of disciplinary and interdisciplinary
approaches to visual studies. Next, we organize our discussion of visual approaches
to the study of higher education organizations in relation to the categories often
described in research designs: theories, data, methods, and analysis. In shaping
these discussions we draw upon the scholarship of qualitative methodology, such as
the work of Luc Pauwels (2010, 2011) and Dvora Yanow (2014), who have contributed useful typologies for visual research in the fields of sociology and organization
studies, respectively. As well, we are indebted to the analytical breadth of Gillian
Rose, whose Visual Methodologies: An Introduction to Researching with Visual
Materials (2016) is now in its fourth edition. Following this research design-oriented
discussion, we discuss new developments in the visual study of organizations as
seen in fields such as critical management studies and organizational sociology. We
then return to higher education to review some of the visual studies that have been
conducted within our field and share our insights as to ways that scholars might
build upon these and other examples to approach the use of visual data sources,
methods, and analysis in the study of higher education organizations. We conclude
with our general reflections on the topic of visual research methods in higher education and organizational studies.

4.2

Approaches to Visual Research in the Social Sciences

In this section we discuss how visual research methods have emerged within various
social science disciplines and interdisciplinary areas. Certainly visual research and
scholarly interest in visuality predates the developments we describe below, but for
the sake of brevity and clarity we concentrate on a period between the 1980s and the
present day, emphasizing the last two decades, which has been described as encompassing a “visual turn” in the social sciences and qualitative research (Jay, 2002;
Mitchell, 1986, 1994). This visual turn has been associated with the more general
cultural turn (Dikovitskaya, 2005) in the social sciences. Tracing these connections
requires traversing the boundaries of several disciplines and fields. In this section
we have limited our conversation to those areas that (a) have developed robust methodologies and theoretical frameworks for visual research within the social sciences,
and (b) have a strong connection to higher education studies (e.g., sociology). The
set of fields and disciplines included here is by no means exhaustive, but this may
be a necessary state of incompletion given the range of potential influences. For
example, Styhre (2010) described the many disciplines that influence the development of “sociological theories of vision” as “sociology, anthropology, film theory,
art theory, cultural studies, media theory, and so forth,” noting that these fields “all
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share the assumption that human vision is never appearing in isolation but is instead
what is bound up with collectively shared beliefs and assumptions about the social
world” (p. 38). By constraining this view to those fields that have strong connections to higher education studies, we aim to provide a focus that is the most beneficial as a survey of these developments and their implications for the study of higher
education organizations.
Before proceeding, we caution against taking a chronologically linear view of
the research cited in this section. Not only is the “first” study to use visual data or
methods in a given field not necessarily the most significant or influential, the characteristics and depth of visual research vary considerably, making the task of proving a general overview of the method within a field, let alone across fields, both
daunting and somewhat meaningless. In particular, we note that very few studies
that employ visual research methods, regardless of when they were conducted,
explicitly engage with visuality as a cultural or social construct, nor do many
researchers using these methods theorize the nature or politics of seeing and being
seen. Rose (2014) described this mis-reading of the visual world, or missed analytical opportunity, thusly: “Researchers using VRM [visual research methods], as they
are currently constituted, are much more concerned with making meaning by working with what images show, than they are with unpacking the effects of contemporary visualities on the processes of making and interpreting visual materials” (p. 31).
Educational research that does engage with visuality on a conceptual level can serve
as a model for higher education studies that seek to do the same. For example, Peréz
Huber and Solorzano (2015) draw upon the work of Smith (2004) to highlight the
visual theorization of “double consciousness” by W. E. B. Du Bois (1897), forming
a basis of their visual approach to critical race theory (CRT). They state, “we position our understanding of visual racism from the work of Du Bois to explore the
ways visual racism, and specifically visual microaggressions, affect the People of
Color whose identities become distorted and inaccurately portrayed” (Peréz Huber
& Solorzano, 2015, p. 224), citing the following passage from Du Bois:
It is a peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this sense of always looking at one’s
self through the eyes of others, of measuring one’s soul by the tape of the world that looks
on in amused contempt and pity. (Du Bois, 1897, p. 1)

In another example, Morley (1994) theorized the position of women in higher education through the persistence of the male “gaze” and norms, drawing upon feminist
visual studies to consider how women are positioned organizationally in relation to
visual metaphors such as the “glass ceiling” and the “iron cage.” In his study of
masculinities in the primary school setting, O’Donoghue (2007) utilized both visual
and spatial practices to understand the “performances” of boys as they navigated the
playground. In these and other examples, educational researchers have utilized not
only visual methods, but have engaged with visuality at a conceptual level, providing opportunities for greater analytical depth (Metcalfe, 2015, 2016a, b, c).
While not exclusively focused on the visual, we paid attention to frameworks
that, under the banner of multimodality, approach images as a form of social semiotics (Kress, 2010, 2011; Kress & van Leeuwen, 2006; van Leeuwen, 2011). Of
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the many perspectives that influence the research we discuss in this handbook chapter, we focus here on visual anthropology, geographical approaches, visual sociology, visual historical research, cultural studies, and media studies as significant
influences on the visual study of higher education organizations, although there are
also strong connections to other fields of study. Our selection is partially influenced
by the field of organizational studies and their use of visual research methods,
described as an rich set of theories and modalities from various scholarly traditions.
Bell and Davidson (2013) stated that,
most visual organizational research is interdisciplinary, and borrows from arts disciplines
(art theory, architecture, semiotics, rhetoric, philosophy, history) and the social sciences
(social anthropology and sociology, gender studies and psychoanalysis). Therefore the
visual encompasses physics and the science of light and colour, fine art and architecture,
psychology and cognition, geography, mapping and landscaping, and the study of commodities, branding and economic value. (Bell & Davidson, 2013, p. 171)

While we introduce a few of these traditions below, we do so with a critical sideways glance toward the very fields that initiated our understandings of marginalization, power elites, and Otherness. “Critical” research can be, and often is, not very
critical, as pointed out by critical race theorists, poststructural gender theorists, and
some higher education researchers (Baez, 2000, 2007; Bensimon & Bishop, 2012;
Martínez-Alemán, Pusser, & Bensimon, 2015; Mitchell, 2015). We recognize that
in describing a field of study within the social sciences as influential, it may not
disclose the ways that the field has reinforced social boundaries and marginalities
inside and outside of the academy.

4.2.1

Visual Research in Anthropology

Both some of the longest-standing, and the most recent and promising methodological contributions to visual research in the social sciences stem from anthropology.
At times, these contributions are positioned in dialogue with established research
approaches, such as visual ethnography (Pink, 2008, 2013). Some of these developments have taken place in recent movements toward a more engaged, or public,
anthropology. The ideas of participant observation and the observation of participation (Tedlock, 1991) make evident that visual metaphors have long been central to
the construction of knowledge in the anthropological tradition.
It is important to notice that the developments in the anthropological tradition go
beyond adding a visual component to established research approaches; applied
visual anthropology has emerged as a space where the visual is treated not only as a
research method in the traditional sense, but also as an interdisciplinary social practice and intervention (Pink, 2006). Some of these interventions have a concrete
social justice orientation aimed at revealing silenced voices and invisible stories. As
such, Pink (2006) proposed reconceptualizing visual anthropology in a dual fashion
as follows: “the anthropology of the relationship between the visual and other elements of culture, society, practice and experience and the methodological practice
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of combining visual and other media in the production and representation of anthropological knowledge” (p. 144, italics in original). This double understanding of
visual anthropology as a subfield and as research approach inform our historical
analysis of the visual in anthropological research. This theme on the duality of the
visual carries through other disciplinary and interdisciplinary traditions.
Visual anthropology, as subfield, has been discussed by name as early as the
1980s, when Collier and Collier (1986) published Visual Anthropology: Photography
as a Research Method. The first use of the expression visual anthropology is attributed to Margaret Mead (Pink, 2006, p. 131). As research practices, it is evident that
photography and film have been part of the earliest anthropological studies, long
before the recognition of visual anthropology as a subfield. However, visual practices, particularly photography and film, were used by early anthropologists to
“document” social groups and individuals in objectifying ways. Early visual anthropological research (including that of Franz Boas, Bronislaw Malinowski, and
Margaret Mead) is marked by a long tradition of problematic representations
wherein the Western/colonial gaze was imposed on research subjects and the use of
photography and film justified those representations as objective and scientific. The
complex relationship between the colonial gaze, representation and anthropological
fieldwork is also evident in the field’s use of film. Robert Flaherty’s (1922) film
“Nanook of the North” is often cited as an example of anthropological filmmaking
depicting Indigenous people but characterized by a Western gaze, as in Rony’s
(1996) The Third Eye: Race, Cinema, and Ethnographic Spectacle. These examples
illustrate the use of the visual as evidence, rather than as a strategy to create knowledge differently. This tension between traditional and engaged approaches to visual
anthropology further illustrate the multiplicity of meanings associated with visual
research.
In discussing visual ethnography, Pink (2007) highlighted two important and
deeply interrelated concepts that are familiar to anyone who has engaged in ethnographic research: representation and reflexivity. The examples presented in the previous section illustrate the many risks and challenges that can emerge when
researchers employ visual data without problematizing their gaze and the power
differences involved in taking still or motion pictures and presenting them as representative of people’s everyday lives. Tedlock (1991) argued that it is necessary to
move from participant observation, a traditional data collection strategy in ethnography, to the observation of participation, which can be interpreted as an increased
emphasis on reflexivity. Contemporary technological developments, especially the
use of internet spaces and social media, present new challenges and scenarios for
engaging with visuality in anthropological research. For example, netnograhy, also
known as net-ethnography, illustrates the need to engage the visual in the reconceptualization of ethnography in online spaces (Kozinets, 2010). These new spaces
invite researchers to consider the medium’s potential for reproduction of the dominant and oppressive, Western gaze.
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Geographical Approaches

Many important contributions to visual research have their origin in the field of
geography. It is possible to identify two important lines of inquiry that have contributed to visual research methods. The first one is the critical analysis of space. The
second line relates to the use of geospatial visualization. Gillian Rose, whose prolific writing on visual methodologies has guided much of our own work in this
handbook chapter, is a professor of human geography. Rose (2014) offered a
nuanced analytical distinction between methods that surface the visible within a
research setting and those that attempt to understand the visual in those same contexts. She noted, “This focus on visibility rather than visuality sidesteps the understanding of images as meaningful objects central to symbolic and communicative
activity that is core to many theorizations of contemporary visual culture” (2014,
p. 32). Likewise, Massey (1994, 1996, 2005) critically engaged with the gendered
construction of space. Massey, and other human geographers, have explored the
intersections of space and the perpetuation of inequality in urban environments.
Tuck and McKenzie (2015b) have also considered space and place but from the
perspective of Indigenous methodology and decolonizing research. Tuck and
McKenzie (2015a) emphasize the importance of complicating spatial concepts and
metaphors so frequently utilized in research.
In addition to the theoretical contributions from geography already outlined, it is
important to recognize the many tools, such as geospatial analysis and visualization,
that have enriched the repertoire of visual methods. Geospatial analysis tools are of
particular value for higher education research (Hillman, 2017).

4.2.3

Visual Sociology

Visual research methods can be found in the subfield Visual Sociology and as methodological supplements to qualitative sociological research throughout the discipline (Sztompka, 2015). The International Visual Sociology Association and its
corresponding journal, Visual Studies, formerly known as Visual Sociology, serve as
evidence of an established and active community of discourse within the field. After
its early days, when visual sociology was almost synonymous with photography
and heavily influenced by photojournalism, the field developed its own methodological pedagogy:
Visual sociology began with a strong methodological focus, based on black and white photography. We taught students to see in a sociological way as they developed skills as a
photographer...Those of us who became proficient at black and white photography and
printing often had exhibitions of our work in conferences or art galleries. (Harper, 2016,
p. 242)

Through the journal Visual Studies, visual sociology influences developments in
visual research methods throughout the social sciences, extending the visual
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pedagogy of the field across the qualitative terrain. In other venues, it is possible to
observe the emergence of a sociology of the visual sphere. Chaplin (2002) emphasized the connection between critical research approaches and the visual turn in
sociology. Nathansohn and Zuev (2013) argued that “in order to better understand
the social world, we cannot overlook the visual sphere” (p. 2). This sociology of the
visual sphere includes an orientation toward understanding the visual, while also
focusing on issues of representation. Visual sociology provides not only important
methodological strategies, but also significant ways to theorize the visual dimension
of society. From a sociological perspective, contemporary societies are hyper-visual
spaces because participation in the consumer society demands mastering the right
“look” (Baudrillard, 2002, p. 11). While Jean Baudrillard, Roland Barthes (1981)
and Susan Sontag (1977) wrote about and practiced photography, their contributions were often framed along the lines of sociological phenomena, theorizing not
only technique but also the role of visuality in contemporary society. Their analyses
of the visual were frequently focused on representation and self-representation in
connection to consumption and everyday life.

4.2.4

Visual Historical Methods

In this section we discuss how visual methods have been used in history, one of the
more important disciplinary influences on the field of higher education. Archival
methods are central to historical research, and Perlmutter (1994) argued that there is
a “logocentric imbalance” (p. 167) that privileges words over images in collecting
evidence for historical scholarship. Even though it is possible to identify an interest
in the study of a visual dimension within the discipline of history (Smith, 2007),
many of the contributions from this discipline to visual methods focus on the use of
images in archival research (e.g., Kuronen, 2015; Schwartz, 2004). These discussions point out that historians encounter significant challenges when attempting to
use images in their research. There is not a standardized or accepted approach for
using and referencing images as historical evidence, and the the use of images does
not always enjoy the same level of credibility as documents in this discipline
(Layton-Jones, 2008). A lack of emphasis on image analysis in the historical methodology results in a shying away from the use of visual evidence, as Burke (2006)
explains,
Relatively few historians work on photographic archives, compared to the numbers who
work in repositories of written and typewritten documents. Relatively few historical journals carry illustrations, and when they do, relatively few contributors take advantage of this
opportunity. When they do use images, historians tend to treat them as mere illustrations….
(p. 10)

The challenges mentioned above have sparked significant explorations
about the role that photography plays in historical research, especially in more
recent discussions. Tinkler (2013) argued that images are valuable for exploring the
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temporal dimension, influencing our understanding of such concepts as “change
and continuity, process, biography, and autobiography, also the personal and collective memories that shape identity, historical consciousness and perceptions of the
relationship between past and present” (pp. xii–xiii). These themes are central to
historical knowledge. As well, the process of change can be illustrated by using
photographs and photographic composites, or progressions (Burke & Grosvenor,
2007), as well as rephotography (Metcalfe, 2016c).

4.2.5

Visual Cultural Studies

Following the above review of disciplinary traditions, we next discuss two overlapping and deeply interconnected interdisciplinary fields: cultural studies and media
studies. As the previous sections have discussed, visual research has multiple disciplinary points of departure. However, visual research quickly transcends and blurs
disciplinary boundaries, as with cultural studies. According to Stuart Hall (1980a),
a leading figure in cultural studies, the field can be understood as a set of ruptures
with several disciplines and theoretical traditions: sociology, Marxism, and structuralism. Cultural studies focuses on social issues but renounces disciplinary purity
and neutrality, claiming a space of intellectual activism. Cultural studies relies on
the Marxist and neo-Marxist analysis of ideology and ideological apparatuses but
breaks with this theoretical approach by focusing much more closely on meaning
and meaning-making, as well as post-colonial and decolonizing approaches. Finally,
cultural studies overlaps with structuralism and poststructuralism in its interest in
exploring everyday life, consumption, mass media, language, and popular culture.
At the core of this social field, it is possible to identify a keen interest in understanding society by exploring popular culture—which was not a focus of sociology when
cultural studies emerged. If visual sociology promoted such generative research
strategies as photovoice and photo elicitation, and visual anthropology called attention to observation through visual ethnography, visual cultural studies makes an
important contribution to the interpretation of popular media and its relation to
social values. Hall’s (1980b) discussion of encoding and decoding presents powerful tools for the analysis of how dominant ideology is transmitted through visual
and popular culture. In Hall’s view, media producers—for instance the television
industry—are considered institutions and can be analyzed within the larger Marxist
framework of the means of production. However, recipients of these audio-visual
messages are not passive but can instead accept, negotiate or oppose the hegemonic
message being broadcast. Here we identify parallels with critical discourse analysis in linguistics and other understandings of discursive communications, however,
what Hall highlighted was the fact that the negotiation of these messages, and the
acceptance or negation of ideological messages, takes place within the visual
culture.
Yet, questions remain as to what exactly is “visual culture.” Evans and Hall
(1999) argued that “visual metaphors and terminologies of looking and seeing have
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become the staple diet of cultural and media studies: the society of spectacle, and
the simulacrum; the politics of representation; the male gaze…” (p. 1). Consequently,
we can identify two competing notions of visual culture. One of them is represented
by Mirzoeff (1998): “Visual culture is concerned with visual events in which information, meaning, or pleasure is sought by the consumer in an interface with visual
technology” (p. 3). This definition conceptualizes the visual as an aspect or dimension of culture. A second and more all-encompassing definition is captured by
Evans and Hall (1999), who contend that:
A culture which is pervaded at all levels by a host of cultural technologies designed to disseminate viewing and looking practices through primarily visually mediated forms provides a challenge to those seeking...to trace the ways in which ‘the image’ is invariably
articulated within the picturing sensibilities of a wider ‘visual culture.’ (p. 7)

These contentions about the very possibility of defining visual culture convey a
sense of the unsettled debates about the boundaries of the visual. At the same time,
they highlight the blurring of boundaries and the multidisciplinary nature of the
journals and communities concerned with visual culture. As well, postcolonial and
decolonizing research continues to influence many aspects of the social sciences
and humanities, as seen in the scholarship by Walter Mignolo (2003) and Mignolo
and Walsh (2018). The perspectives discussed in this section make clear the overlap
between cultural studies and media studies, which constitutes the focus of the following section.

4.2.6

Media Studies

Visual culture is not only debated within cultural studies. In the inaugural issue of
the Journal of Visual Culture, Mark Poster (2002) argued for the study of visual
studies in the context of media studies. Poster explained that “visual regimes”
(p. 68) and their change should be the object of study in visual studies. The scope of
media studies is broad and includes “print media, movies, broadcast media, and new
media” (Ott & Mack, 2014). In this context, new media include the internet but also
digital print (e-books) and digital photography. What is evident is that most of these
old and new media involve visual interpretation by an audience. While Mitchell
(2005) argued vigorously that the expression visual media is misleading because all
media involve more than just sight, it is clear that nearly all media studies are visual
studies. As well, media studies lend themselves well to popular studies of
media. John Berger’s (1972) Ways of Seeing presents one of the earliest examples of
media analysis in the public realm, with an emphasis on visual interpretation. This
book was based on a television series focused on everyday consumption and advertising. While media constitute the object of analysis in this approach, communications and audience interpretation constitutes the main vehicle for such analysis.
In the context of media studies it is also possible to identify an engagement with
representation, which is also present in the previously discussed disciplinary
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traditions. In the context of media studies and new media, critical analyses have
pointed out the connection between visual culture and neoliberal postmodernity. As
Banet-Weiser and Gray (2009), discussed,
In this neoliberal era of hypersurveillance and hyperspectacle, it seems a necessity to continue to study the visual; there are more images of things and people in more places than
ever before. Yet the new technologies that produce an abundance of images in turn produce
an insecurity about our relationship to these images and what they mean: We no longer have
a confidence that we “know” what we are seeing—the ability to manipulate images and
present alternative realities, the preoccupation with the “fake” and the “real,” leads to a
more general normative value of simulacra. (p. 14)

The role of visual analysis in media studies is significantly different than in other
disciplinary traditions. In history, images are seen as evidence, and classical
approaches in anthropology incorporated film and photography as proof of the
researcher’s observation. As Banet-Weiser and Gray (2009) argued, in postmodernity, the visual is equally important in media studies but the certainty of the visual
is no longer possible. This observation is based on the idea that computer-generated
images, a form of new media, can no longer sustain the impression of veracity
that images once conveyed. Of course, images have always been subject to manipulation and interpretation.
The overview of disciplinary and interdisciplinary traditions we present in this
chapter highlights the importance of concepts like representation and reflexivity,
and points to the idea that a visual culture or visual dimension is a central concern
for many who are interested in exploring social realities. In the following section we
focus on issues of research design.

4.3

Visual Research Design

Somewhat problematically, the development of visual research methods in the disciplinary and interdisciplinary fields mentioned above has been closely aligned with
well-known qualitative research techniques, such as content analysis, even when the
study of the visual lends itself well to more creative approaches. The range of visual
methods that stem from the arts and humanities, which may be closer to what has
been called “post-qualitative” or “new empirical” research (Koro-Ljungberg, 2015;
St. Pierre, Jackson, & Mazzei, 2016), is still not widely accepted in many social
science disciplines or journals. It may be that the visual methods that are the most
translatable to established qualitative practices are more attractive to researchers,
who seek to use techniques that are readily understood by peer reviewers and most
easily communicated to a research audience. What is evident is that visual methods
derived from disciplinary traditions (such as anthropology’s use of ethnography, for
example) combine and overlap with conventional qualitative research methods, as
seen in several texts that describe these methods in detail (Emmison, Smith &
Mayall, 2012; Pink, 2012; Prosser, 2005; Spencer, 2010). In this section, we draw
upon these disciplinary fields, highlighting methodological tools that we have found
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useful, and make recommendations for higher education researchers engaged in
varying degrees of visual analysis.
Stanczak (2007) observed the multi-layered conditions of visual methods, where
the data itself (perhaps a photograph) is a material object with its own social context
and meaning, the subject matter of the image is another site of analysis, the interpretive practices used by the researcher (and perhaps in conjunction with research participants) is yet another layer of visual sense-making, and the dissemination of the
research provides further opportunities for the scholarly “audience” to make their
own observations and inferences about the visual material and analysis presented.
Each of these layers is contained within a larger “visual culture” that does not necessarily adhere to the same boundaries as “society” or a geographic area. Figure 4.1
describes this relationship, with the image used as data at the center, surrounded by
the interpretations of the researcher and research participants, who are in turn
embedded within concentric rings of research culture and visual culture.
It is essential that visual researchers recognize that images and image-making
practices are situated within social and cultural modes of representation, communication, and understanding. While we position the “image” at the center of the diagram in Fig. 4.1, implying that everything revolves around the visual object, we
might also consider that the researcher and research participants share a space that
is imbued with visual cues and literacies, whereby “reading” images is a form of

Fig. 4.1 Visual research culture
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social practice, similar to language or non-verbal communication. Furthermore, in
the research context it is not enough to make meaning of an image object, or to share
an understanding of it with research participants, as this meaning must be also skillfully conveyed to the “research audience,” often within established conventions of
the “research culture.” For this reason, there has been a tight coupling between
established qualitative methods and emerging visual research methods, heavily
influenced by the norms and practices of peer review and publication.
Researchers who intend to use visual methods have many decisions to make
prior to the inception of a project, considering that all of the aspects described above
influence the direction and outcomes. Pauwels (2010, 2011) provided one of the
most useful overviews of visual research in the social sciences as an “integrated
framework for visual social research” (Fig. 4.2).
Pauwels’ integrated framework utilizes arrows that point from left to right, conveying the sense that the first place to start is in the section titled, “Origin and
Nature of Visuals,” moving through “Research Focus and Design” before ending
with “Format and Purpose.” This order is reinforced in Pauwels’ excellent methodological text Reframing Visual Social Science: Towards a More Visual Sociology
and Anthropology (2015, p. 17). Pauwels noted that “These themes correspond
more or less with the interrelated aspects of the input, processing and output phases
of a visual research project” (p. 17). Given the role of funding councils and community groups in the dissemination of research findings and knowledge sharing
practices, and considering the challenges that visual materials often present during
the publication process, we recommend that researchers disregard the left-to-right
stepwise progression implied in Pauwels’ framework and instead begin from the

Fig. 4.2 Adaptation of Pauwels’ “Integrated Framework for Visual Social Research” (Pauwels,
2010)
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center and work out in both directions simultaneously. To this end, we concur with
Pauwels when he stated, “As in most types of research, theory usually guides visual
data production and analysis. So whether looking at existing visual representations
or producing new visual data, both approaches require a solid and fully motivated
theoretical grounding” (p. 28). He further noted that theoretical frameworks might
stem from either “theories related to visual analysis/production” or “theories related
to the applied field and subject matter” (p. 28). In terms of theories related to visual
analysis and production, he mentioned “semiotics, socio-semiotics, rhetoric, several
sociological paradigms, psychoanalysis, cultural studies, post-colonial theory, feminist theory” and “iconology” as possible choices (p. 28).
Likewise, Pauwels suggested that visual thinking should guide the research
design in terms of methodological approaches. A key requirement for visual
researchers is the development of “visual scientific competence” that includes technical knowledge (such as photographic techniques, for example) and a grounding in
theories and practices of visual representation. These visual competencies include:
“appropriate operationalization and visual translation of theory; choice of recording
devices with respect to their epistemological consequences; active knowledge of the
dynamic language and conventions of visual media in their cultural context; and
collaboration/expertise issues/skills: technical, normative, and creative aspects”
(Pauwels, 2015, p. 30). Pauwels further described this skillset and its implications
for visual researchers:
When researchers produce imagery themselves (‘researcher-generated imagery’) or are
using visual elements in one or more stages of their research and scholarly communication,
a more active visual knowledge and skill is required, since all technical or medium-related
decisions have epistemological consequences. Thus not only do competent visual researchers not only have a sufficient degree of technical knowledge, allowing them to produce
images or other types of visual representations with the required amount of visual detail
(data richness), but they are also aware of the cultural conventions regarding the medium
they are using, and consequently of the perceptual cultures of the academic or non-academic
audience they intend to address. (Pauwels, 2015, p. 29)

Starting with image objects at the beginning of a project might have negative consequences for the outcomes of the research if these visual scientific competencies are
not considered at the forefront of the research design process. Considering the
neglect or minimal coverage of visual methods in many qualitative research textbooks used in graduate courses and research training programs, researchers may
need to acquire visual literacy skills before commencing a research study with substantial visual methodological elements. As well, visual scientific competency is
useful for those involved in academic publishing on the editorial side, as Bell and
Davidson (2013) attest that “researchers have noted the difficulties in publishing
visual research in conventional social scientific forums such as journals and books
(Banks, 2007), even though certain types of visual representation such as tables and
graphs are well established in these contexts” (p. 170). As digital publishing transforms academic research dissemination and the leading journals, certain limitations
or distinctions made between images and other research representations, such as
graphs or charts, lack technological credibility. However, both authors and editors
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may need further skill development in handling visual reproductions at the publication stage.
One of the most useful discussions of visual sensibilities in research is Dvora
Yanow’s chapter, “Methodological Ways of Seeing and Knowing” in the Routledge
Companion to Visual Organization (2014). Yanow described three heuristic phases
of a research project:
… fieldwork, in which the researcher is busy with generating data, typically in interaction
with situational members (although this could also include the interactions with texts characteristic of archival research); deskwork, in which the researcher is engaged explicitly in
analysing those data, working from notes, recordings, transcripts, sketches, copies of original documents, etc.; and textwork, in which the researcher is actively transforming the
analysis into a research text and disseminating it. (Yanow, 2014, p. 168; italics added)

The phases of fieldwork, deskwork, and textwork correspond to Pauwels integrated
framework in a larger sense, although Yanow carefully described the ontological
and epistemological implications of each phase of the research process. With attention to meaning, not merely process, Yanow developed a taxonomy of visual understanding (Table 4.1).
Similar to Pauwel’s “integrated framework”, Yanow has utilized a categorization
that separates visual methods into two parts by the object of analysis: found visuals
and generated visuals. The studies that focus on “found” visual objects are concerned with material data that usually predate the inception of the research project.
Studies concerned with “generated” data are those that are initiated by the researcher
Table 4.1 Yanow’s three genres of visual materials, by creator/source and purpose
Found [pre-existing the
research project]
Creator ‘The organization’ or its
‘agents’ [individuals, teams,
departments] acting for the
organization or a unit within it
Purpose Created for organizational
purposes [i.e. independent of
the research project]; [assumed
to have been] created to
express organizational or
sub-unit values, beliefs,
feelings [meanings]; collected
by the researcher as data for
analysis or as evidence in
support of the analytic
argument

Adapted from Yanow (2014, p. 167)

Generated [newly created for the research project]
Member-generated
Researcher-generated
Researcher
Individual members, at
the behest of the
researcher
Research [data
generation, analysis];
intended to show the
member’s own views of
the organization or part
of it; collected by the
researcher as data for
analysis or as evidence
in support of the analytic
argument

Research [analysis]: to
record observed objects,
acts, interactions, etc. for
use as a visual aid in
thinking through persons’
locations, movement
patterns, and other
aspects of organizational
life observed; writing
[research dissemination]:
to present data in
textwork phase—to
communicate to readers,
in condensed fashion,
vast amounts of observed
data
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(“researcher generated”) and those that involve study participants (“member generated”). Yanow further organizes visual studies by considering the effects of the “creator” on the development of these visual data, and the “purpose” of their creation
and use within the organizational setting. Yanow’s simple yet effective framework
for organizational studies can be readily applied to the study of higher education
organizations, and is explored in this context at the end of this chapter.
Another framework that has been used to guide visual studies in the social sciences is geographer Gillian Rose’s (2016) “sites and modalities of visual analysis”
(Table 4.2).
In the fourth edition of her influential Visual Methodologies: An Introduction to
Researching the Visual (2016), Rose expanded the number of “sites” of analysis to
four, adding the “site of circulation” to the “site of the image itself”, the “site of
production” and the “site of audiencing”. These sites are locations from which
researchers can understand particular aspects of visual images and image practices,
drawing upon fields such as art history, media studies and museum studies. Rose
depicts these sites in a wheel-shaped diagram, with concentric circles intersected by
Table 4.2 Sites and Modalities of visual analysis, adapted from Rose (2016)
Site of the
image

Site of
production

Technological modality
Compositional modality
Characteristics and effects Format
of production (e.g.,
brushstrokes, digitization)
Size
Material aspects (e.g.,
photographic paper, digital
image, videotape)
Shape
Color

Production techniques
(drawing, collage,
photography, film, etc.)

Site of the
audience

Curation
Display practices
Archival practices

Site of
circulation

Reproduction techniques

Dissemination practices
Alteration

Compositional techniques
(e.g., design, layout,
cinematography)
Multi-modality
(juxtaposition of images
and text)
Viewpoint
Cropped images
Thumbnails
Storyboards
Effects of circulation on
compositional
elements (e.g.,
cropping, bitmapping)

Social modality
Context

Representation

Meaning

Producer(s)
Collaboration
Professional norms
(e.g., photographers,
artists, filmmakers)
Viewership
Ownership
Availability
Appropriation
Identity
Distributors

Receivers
Public domain
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the three “modalities” of analysis: technological, compositional, and social. Each of
the modalities works across the sites, to create analytic interactions between production and consumption mechanisms and the seen effects of these on the image
within its context. Here, we have arranged the sites and modalities as a table for ease
of reference. For researchers, Rose’s sites and modalities framework serves as a
useful reminder of the complexity of images and how easily the social practices that
create and sustain them can be overlooked without specific analytical tools to draw
them to our attention.
While there are other analytical tools for visual research, the frameworks presented in this section by Pauwels, Yanow, and Rose would serve as sufficient
and useful guides for higher education scholars interested in approaching the analysis of visual materials in their research. For example, Pauwels’ framework can facilitate conversations with a research team regarding the scope of a project from initial
conception to final dissemination, which can be useful when considering the expectations of various educational stakeholders. Yanow’s typology is useful in terms of
thinking about the individual researcher and meaning-making through visual methods, providing opportunities for reflection and analysis. Finally, Rose’s framework
reminds researchers of the depth of visual data in terms of material and social
aspects. In the next section we describe how organizational scholars have approached
visual methods, with implications for further developments within the field of
higher education studies.

4.4

The Visual Study of Organizations

Recent methodological scholarship on the topic of visual studies of organizations
(Acevedo & Warren, 2012; Bell & Davidson, 2013; Meyer, Höllerer, Jancsary, & Van
Leeuwen, 2013; Ray & Smith, 2012; Styhre, 2010; Warren, 2009) joins the many
texts on visual research methods in the social sciences mentioned above. Styhre’s
book, Visual Culture in Organizations: Theory and Cases (2010), provided an introduction to the “visual turn” in organizational studies. Perhaps the strongest indicator
of the status of visual methods in the field of organization studies is the publication
of Bell, Warren, and Schroeder’s edited collection, The Routledge Companion to
Visual Organization (2014), containing Yanow’s useful chapter mentioned above,
and several others. As well, Qualitative Research in Organizations and Management:
An International Journal published a special issue in 2012, titled, “Exploring the
Visual in Organizations and Management” (Davison, McLean, & Warren, 2012).
That same year saw the publication of Imagining Organizations: Performative
Imagery in Business and Beyond (Puyou, Quattrone, Mclean, & Thrift, 2012), as the
14th volume of the Routledge Series in Management, Organizations and Society.
Visual approaches to the study of organizations often follow known lines of
inquiry within organizational theory and research, such as organizational identity,
administration and governance, structure, aesthetics, environments, culture, change,
and technology. Table 4.3 describes some key themes from the organizational
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studies literature that have been examined through the use of visual methods, with
suggestions as to how these studies could inform research on higher education
organizations.
The examples shown in Table 4.3 provide opportunities for higher education
scholars to consider parallel studies that examine higher education organizations.
For example, in an article appearing in Organizational Studies titled, “Becoming a
leader: Leadership as material presence”, Ford et al. (2017) examined the many
ways that organizational leaders must “look the part.” Theorizing leadership as a
material as well as social practice, the authors used a mixed methods approach to
better understand “leaders’ perceptions of the role of physical appearance in leadership, how they judged appearance in others, and the work they do or do not do on
their own appearance as part of their materialization of themselves as leaders”
(p. 1557). Using a photo-elicitation technique during a second-stage interview process, the researchers asked the participants to “read” and interpret the physical
appearance of leaders as seen in a set of images, which they described thusly:
We presented participants with 50 photographs cut from newspapers and magazines, of 25
men and 25 women in suits and in less formal dress, covering all ages, sizes and ethnicities.
We asked interviewees to choose two photographs of people they thought looked like ideal,
mediocre and poor leaders. Again we asked them to work with triads, that is, to compare
and contrast excellent with excellent, average and poor, average with excellent and poor,
and so on. We asked them to explain their choices, and to imagine what would be said in an
encounter with the persons in the photograph, something they did without difficulty. This
conversational element gave insights into how participants interact with people they think
are excellent, average or poor leaders. (Ford et al., 2017, p. 1158)

Their findings showed that the “Participants’ own self- image, consciously or
unconsciously, matches their image of the ideal leader” (p. 1564), as they have
enacted and embodied their own form of leadership. This example could be applied
to professional identity and leadership studies within higher education (Trede,
Macklin, & Bridges, 2012), to better understand how collegiate dress and presidential attire shapes or reflects individual notions of good stewardship, which then has
the potential to influence organizational norms for professional dress (e.g., wearing
suits, bow ties, or a more casual appearance).
In another example from the organizational literature, de Vaujany and Vaast
(2016) discussed legitimation practices in visual terms, examining iconographic
elements within the workplace in their article for the journal Organization, titled
“Matters of visuality in legitimation practices: Dual iconographies in a meeting
room”. The authors stated that “Institutional logics relate to specific symbols, artifacts, and rhetoric” (p. 767), which can be understood through the analysis of organizational iconography. They described two “ideal types” of iconography:
“image-object” and “image screen” (p. 768). Image-object iconography is that
which is rooted in the physical world, and can be found in architecture as well as
organizational artifacts. Image-screen iconography is associated with print and digital communication, which is multi-modal (image and text) and mediated through
organizational actors and observers. Using an auto-ethnographic approach, the
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Table 4.3 Examples of visual research in organizational studies and relationship to higher
education research topics
Example
Topic
Organizational
identity

Authors
de Vaujany and
Vaast (2016)

Self identity

Hassard, Burns,
Hyde, and Burns
(2017)

Subgroup identity Warren and
Parker (2009)

Organizational
administration
and governance
Organizational
structure

Ford, Harding,
Gilmore, and
Richardson
(2017)
Alexandersson
and Kalonaityte
(2018)

Article Title and Journal
Matters of visuality in
legitimation practices: Dual
iconographies in a meeting
room. Organization.
A visual turn for organizational
ethnography: Embodying the
subject in video-based research.
Organization Studies.
Bean counters or bright young
things? Towards the visual study
of identity construction among
professional accountants.
Qualitative Research in
Accounting & Management.
Becoming the leader: Leadership
as material presence.
Organization Studies.
Playing to dissent: The aesthetics
and politics of playful office
design. Organization Studies.

Professional identity
development,
academic identity,
academic
socialization
Leadership studies,
professional identity
development,
administrative culture
Campus
environments,
learning spaces,
academic work
Campus
environments,
academic ceremonies
and traditions
Learning spaces,
corporatization and
privatization,
organizational
change
Organizational
culture, learning
organizations
Organizational
change

Organizational
aesthetics

Beyes (2017)

Organizational
environments

Kerr, Robinson,
Modernism, postmodernism, and
and Elliott (2016) corporate power: Historicizing
the architectural typology of the
corporate campus. Management
& Organizational History.
Thompson (2017) Imagination and creativity in
organizations. Organization
Studies.
Barner (2008)
The dark tower: Using visual
metaphors to facilitate emotional
expression during organizational
change. Journal of
Organizational Change
Management.
Strategic planning
Kaplan (2011)
Strategy and PowerPoint: An
inquiry into the epistemic culture
and machinery of strategy
making. Organization Science.

Organizational
culture
Organizational
change

Organizational
technology

Colour and organization studies.
Organization Studies

Relation to Higher
Education Topics
Institutional identity,
departmental culture,
faculty working
conditions
Professional culture,
academic identity,
student life
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researchers examined the role of visual images and objects within a given space to
better understand the organizational influences:
Here, our auto-ethnographic approach focused on a space in which both legitimation practices and a reliance on visual artifacts were especially visible. The first author participated
in or observed 15 meetings from September 2009 to December 2012 in the executive room
of a French university, which itself was a former NATO command room from 1959 until
1966. During these meetings, we were particularly interested in the use of visual artifacts
(e.g. leaflets, slides, furniture) and their role in the elaboration of legitimacy claims, that is,
statements, postures, physical configurations enacting the obviousness of a situation or the
qualities of a product/service. (de Vaujany & Vaast, 2016, p. 770)

In this example, the organizational setting is a an academic space (University of
Paris-Dauphine) situated within an inherited building formerly housing the headquarters of NATO, showing how organizational studies and higher education studies
often overlap. Utilizing observations and historical photographs, the authors compare and contrast the visual elements of the room as it was used by NATO and then
the university, noting that “The ‘historical’ space was at times enacted in front of
external stakeholders (business partners, new students, sponsors of a new chair, etc.)
in order to lend the University, or the event at hand, legitimacy via the room’s historical prestige” (de Vaujany & Vaast, 2016, p. 773).
Although the use of visual methods in the field of organization studies is growing, Bell and Davidson (2013) contend that the under-representation of visual studies in organizational research is surprising “given the close connections that exist
between the historical development of contemporary visual culture, in the form of
photographic technologies, and rational industrialization, which both date from the
turn of the twentieth century” (Bell & Davidson, 2013, p. 169). They further state
that “organizational visualizing practices are widespread today in the form of technologies of surveillance and identity creation, such as employee webcams and websites” which should provide ample opportunity for organizational researchers to
include visual materials in their studies of employee-employer interaction and
workplace settings (Bell & Davidson, 2013, p. 169). These observations also apply
to higher education research from organizational perspectives. The growing interest
in the study of organizational identity (e.g., Stensaker, 2015; Woodley & Meredith,
2012) and the influence of branding on organizational change (Stensaker, 2007)
opens new opportunities for visual research methods given that so much of branding
and organizational identity relies on visual information, like fonts, colors and signs
(Blanco Ramírez, 2014).

4.5

 isual Methods and the Study of Higher Education
V
Organizations

The use of visual methods in higher education research draws upon the disciplinary
and interdisciplinary fields mentioned in the previous sections. While we are interested mainly in the intersection between the use of visual methods in organizational
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studies and higher education, we find that the overlap is sufficiently narrow to
necessitate a broader coverage of the literature within higher education. To this end,
we scanned the leading journals in higher education (Tight, 2017) and conducted
literature searches using Google Scholar and key terms such as “visual research”,
“visual methods”, “visual”, and “image” along with the search term “higher education”. While this search was not systematic, as might be done for a meta-analysis of
a specific journal, we are confident that we are able to present enough examples of
visual research in higher education to garner a thorough discussion. Table 4.4 presents the articles we located, organized by research method, listing the authors and
general topic of the studies. Our groupings in this section are heuristically organized, given that this is an emergent area of inquiry and the diversity of topics
addressed and methods employed made it difficult to systematize. However, for the
purpose of this chapter we focused on the ways that visual methods were used in the
studies and how these related to higher education research topics.

4.5.1

Research with Generated Images

4.5.1.1

Narrative and Ethnographic Visual Studies

Two common features are evident across the research studies we surveyed in the
preparation of this chapter: (a) the use of visual data in dialogue with traditionally
accepted forms of research, and (b) a critical orientation. This is not to say that
visual methodologies are necessarily critical. Instead, we argue that our observations suggest a pattern between criticality and the use of visual methods. As the
discussion of disciplinary tradition in visual methods illustrated, questions about
gaze, representation and reflexivity are also common among those researchers pursuing research from a critical standpoint. The study by Liu and Pechenkina (2016)
illustrates both characteristics clearly. These authors explore white supremacy in
their workplace, an Australian university, and selected autoethnography as their
research strategy. Their discussion of research design, while incorporating
researcher-generated sketches and photographs, is structured along the lines of ethnographic inquiry. As we have discussed earlier, anthropology, and ethnography in
particular, have long incorporated visual information. The second characteristic, a
critical orientation, is evident by engaging with white supremacy and by utilizing
critical race theory as the theoretical and analytical framework in the study. While
different in orientation, Kortegast and Davis (2017) employ student-generated
images in the construction of digital stories. We contend that digital storytelling can
be seen in the larger context of narrative inquiry, a widely utilized qualitative
research strategy. As well, participatory visual methods, such as co-creating “cellphilms” with research participants using available cell phone cameras and technologies, can provide further opportunities for interaction and engagement with
communities within and external to higher education institutions (MacEntee,
Burkholder, & Schwab-Cartas, 2016; Mitchell et al., 2017).
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Table 4.4 Visual research articles in higher education studies, by method, author, and topic
Method
Authors
Researcher-initiated (generated)
Anthropological approaches
 
Auto-ethnography Liu and Pechenkina (2016)

Topic

 
Digital storytelling

Student learning and identity

Kortegast and Davis (2017)

 
Drawing
Everett (2017a, b)
Geographical approaches
 
Geospatial analysis Dache-Gerbino (2017)
Dache-Gerbino and White
(2016)
Hillman (2016)
Inwood and Martin (2008)
Metcalfe (2009)
Pryor (2018)
Turner and Pusser (2004)
Voela (2014)
Sociological approaches
 
Photo-voice/
Bates, et al. (2017)
photo-elicitation
Bayne et al. (2014)
Birnbaum (2013)
Corcoran (2018)
Cornell and Kessi (2017)
Gonzales and Rincones
(2013)
McGowan (2017)

 
Self-portraits
 
Social network
analysis

Minthorn and Marsh (2016)
Wang and Hannes (2014)
Welkener and Magolda
(2014)
Thomas (2000)

Pusser et al. (2006)
Researcher-identified (found)
Historical
Aiston (2006)
approaches
Gasman and Epstein (2004)
Gorgosz (2014)

Organizational visual white supremacy

Students’ first year experience
Coloniality in urban-suburban college
access
Racialized spaces and community
college
Geography of college opportunity
White privilege and spatial segregation
Geography of access
Queer spaces on campus
Racialized access to flagship campus
Photo narratives of campus spaces
Student satisfaction
Online distance education
Facebook and self-representation
International students’ food choices
Black students in South African PWI
Higher education as emotional work
Peer connection among African-
American students
Indigenous college students
Asian international students in Belgium
Student self authorship
Student social network analysis
Trustee and corporate board analysis
Representation of women in student
journalism, 1944–1979
Publicity materials for the United Negro
College Fund, 1944–1960
Gendered image of the “campus
sweetheart”
(continued)
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Table 4.4 (continued)
Method

Media studies

Authors
Leathwood (2013)
Metcalfe (2012)

Topic
Gendered imagery in higher education
Student activism and the organizational
saga
Panayotidis and Stortz (2004, Images of students and professors in
2008, 2010, 2011)
university yearbooks and pictorial
campus maps
Blanco Ramírez (2016)
University brand construction in
transportation advertisements
Blanco Ramírez and
Online student activism
Metcalfe (2017)
Estera and Shahjahan (2018) White hegemony of student images on
global university ranking systems
websites
Harris (2009)
Televised university advertisements
during football games
Hyland (2011)
Self-presentation on academic
homepages
Kim and Johnson (2017)
“Mini U” brochures and social exclusion
Kimmons, et al. (2017)
Twitter and US higher education
Osei-Kofi and Torres (2015) Race and gender in college viewbooks
Osei-Kofi et al. (2013)
Racialization in college admissions
viewbooks
Papadimitriou and Blanco
Higher education advertising in North
Ramírez (2015)
America, Europe, and Japan
Pippert et al. (2013)
Race and ethnicity in college recruitment
materials
Pizarro Milian (2016, 2017) Website analysis of promotional
practices at various institutions
Pizzaro Milian and Rizk
Marketing of Catholic universities
(2017)
Pizarro Milian and Davidson Higher education marketing practices in
(2018)
Ontario, Canada
Ramasubramanian et al.
University websites and marketing
(2002)
strategy
Reynolds (2014)
Higher education imagery in popular
culture
Rowan-Kenyon et al. (2016) Social media in higher education
Saichaie and Morphew
Websites and purposes of higher
(2014)
education
Simbürger (2013)
Higher education advertisements in
public transportation
Stuart et al. (2017)
Instagram and higher education in the
UK
Taylor et al. (2018)
Community college websites and
LGBTQ+ digital campus climate
Veletsianos et al. (2017)
Twitter usage at Canadian universities
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Everett (2017b) employed drawing as a research strategy for exploring first-year
student experiences. However, in a different article Everett (2017a) discusses drawing in the context of student journals in relation to narrative research. Also working
with student/participant generated images, Welkener and Baxter Magolda (2014),
explored the use of self-portraits as a research strategy. They characterized their
methodological approach as a “new form of narrative” (p. 584). These examples
illustrate that engagements with visual methods in higher education often invoke
commonly utilized inquiry approaches, especially ethnographic and narrative
research.
4.5.1.2

Photovoice and Photo-Elicitation in Higher Education Research

As discussed earlier in this chapter, photo elicitation and photovoice emerged in the
context of visual sociology (Sztompka, 2015) but are now widely utilized in applied
fields, including higher education. We have argued that visual research in higher education often has a critical or emancipatory orientation. The studies we encountered in
this review that utilized photovoice or photo elicitation often explored experiences of
marginalized students. This could be because the use of these research strategies
allows participants to develop visual counter-stories of their everyday experiences.
For example, studies employed these techniques to analyze experiences among
African-American (McGowan, 2017) and Native-American (Minthorn & Marsh,
2016) students in the U.S. context. Other studies, like the one by Cornell and Kessi
(2017) which focused on Black students in a South African university that had previously been open only to white individuals, explored racial discrimination in other
contexts. In similar fashion, Wang and Hannes (2014) studied the experiences of
international students in Belgium, while Corcoran (2018) explored the experiences of
international students in the U.K. These studies often compare and contrast identity
constructions imposed on students in opposition with self-representation. The issue
of self-representation in social media is central to the study by Birnbaum (2013).
Also employing photovoice and photo elicitation, but focused on different topics,
we identified work with a more clearly defined organizational orientation. Bayne,
Gallagher and Lamb (2014) explored distance and online student experiences but
with a focus on the organizational identity of the University of Edinburgh. Their study
has implications for how the campus and university spaces are conceptualized in light
of technological changes. This study engages with the second connotation of visual
research, not only using the visual as method but also research that interrogates the
visual dimension of social experiences. Oftentimes research is conducted with students in order to advance planning and organizational strategy. Such is the case with
research focused on student satisfaction. Bates, Kaye and McCann (2017) explored
the concept of student satisfaction and its implications for organizational policy collecting data from photo-elicitation among students. In a particularly salient study,
given its clear organizational orientation, Gonzales and Rincones (2013) focused on
the experiences of university administrators by focusing on the experiences of one
department chair, combining participatory action research and visual methods.
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Geographic and Social Network Visualizations

In the introduction, we mentioned two previous Handbook chapters that inspire our
contribution to this volume. Our discussion of the work of Kuntz (2009) and Hillman
(2017) make explicit that we understand visual research in dialogue with spatial and
geospatial forms of analysis. These may include visual and sensory engagement
with particular spaces, the use of geospatial analysis, and other forms of visualizations such as social network analysis and mapping. In our review, we encountered
multiple examples of these different strands. From our perspective, all of these studies share the use of visuals generated as part of the research process either by participants or by researchers.
The distribution of access and opportunity has been a long standing concern
among higher education researchers. Turner and Pusser (2004) utilized geospatial
mapping for analyzing higher education access to a selective U.S. flagship university. Hillman (2016) utilized similar tools to explore the “geography of college
opportunity” and the metaphor of “education desserts” to explain unequal distribution along racial lines. These geospatial analyses have not been limited to the United
States; Metcalfe (2009) mapped the higher education system in British Columbia,
Canada with a focus on Indigenous and minoritized populations, identifying significant educational inequalities related to geographical access to postsecondary institutions. These geospatial analyses and visualizations have proven to be very
generative for the study of inequality in higher education, and illustrate our previous
argument of the critical orientation that characterizes much of visual research.
Continuing this emancipatory agenda, postcolonial theorizations of inequality and
subjugation have been implemented through the visual comparisons of White suburban and urban contexts of color (e.g., Dache-Gerbino, 2017; Dache-Gerbino &
White, 2016). These studies demonstrate that visualizations inspired by critical
geography can be effective instruments for revealing inequalities that are often
taken for granted.
Visual and sensory engagements with space have included university and college
campuses. Inwood and Martin (2008), using spatial metaphors reminiscent of the
studies discussed above, explore racialized spaces at the University of Georgia. Also
exploring campus spaces for oppressed groups, but along lines of sexual identity,
Pryor (2018) explored the experiences of LGBT students in a college campus of the
U.S. Midwest, following what he described as a “photovisual narrative approach.”
Also combining photographic materials with interviews, Voela (2014) studied
participant-generated everyday imagery of a campus. The highly visual metaphors
of maps and mapping do not apply exclusively to space. A few examples identified
in our analysis map relationships and connections. For example, Thomas (2000),
mapped relationships in order to study student persistence. Using a different, but
also visual, metaphor of the “board game,” Pusser, Slaughter and Thomas (2006)
mapped connections between boards of trustees and corporate boards using social
network analysis. All these examples suggest that visual methods are not limited to
data collection and analysis but also that visual metaphors open new possibilities to
conceptualize research.
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Research with Found Images

4.5.2.1

Historical Approaches
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Historical approaches to the study of higher education have long employed images
to accompany textual descriptions of higher education institutions and organizational change, however the explicit focus on images as organizational artefacts or
material culture in this body of literature is less common. We reviewed several articles appearing in journals in the field of higher education or the history of education
that showcase visual imagery in their discussion of organizational change and historical development. For example, Aiston (2006) examined the “male gaze” as the
predominant viewpoint through which women were depicted in campus publications at the University of Liverpool during the period between 1944 and 1979. In
contrast to the negative and unwelcoming presentations of women in the images
Aiston discussed, Gorgosz (2014) recounted the development of the “sweetheart”
image in popular culture associated with American campus life in the early to mid
twentieth century, which in its own way limited full expression of gender identity in
academia. Leathwood (2013) also examined gendered representations in higher
education settings. Aiston (2006), Gorgosz (2014) and Leathwood (2013) draw
upon feminist visual theory, considering how the “image” of university women was
shaped in print publications, in accordance with the dominant viewpoint of male
students, faculty, and administrators. These viewpoints shaped and reflected the
construction of the female college student in contemporary media, such as novels,
film, and television.
Gasman and Epstein (2004) also discussed the hegemonic power of images in
their study of the publicity materials for the United Negro College Fund from the
years 1944–1960. Drawing upon bell hooks’ (1995) theoretical framing of the
visual language of racialization and racial identity, Gasman and Epstein analyzed
not only the textual content of these publicity materials, but also the iconographic
aspects reflected in the appearance, layout, and graphic elements. This attention to
the intersection between historical research methods and visual analysis is also seen
in the work of Panayotidis and Stortz (2004, 2008, 2010, 2011), whose several studies of the material culture of Canadian universities provide sustained examinations
of the “image work” contained within yearbooks and pictorial maps. Archival imagery was also utilized by Metcalfe (2012) in her analysis of students’ use of early
photographic and filmmaking practices as a form of media advocacy, and as part of
an institution’s “organizational saga” (Clark, 1972).
4.5.2.2

Media Analysis

By far one of the most popular methodological approaches to the visual study of
higher education is media analysis. We include in our review some of the literature
that we consider to be the most representative and useful in discussing the potential
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for media studies as a framework for higher education scholarship, but we note that
there is an entire subfield of marketing studies in higher education that we only
lightly touch upon here. We elected to focus on studies that appear in mainstream
higher education or educational journals rather than those that are more exclusively
focused on marketing and advertising in the field of business and commerce studies.
We also include in this review studies of social media in higher education, especially when these have appeared in education or higher education journals.
Furthermore, we emphasize here recently published scholarship as a way to limit
the set of articles included in this discussion.
Much of the literature in this category pertains to studies of advertising and
higher education marketing. We note one study focused on university marketing as
seen on television during college football games (Harris, 2009), and others that
consider print advertising in urban settings, such as on subway platforms or buses
(Blanco Ramírez, 2016; Simbürger, 2013). Papadimitriou and Blanco Ramírez
(2015) utilized an international, comparative perspective to analyze university
advertising practices in North America, Europe, and Japan. Estera and Shajahan
(2018) described the white racial hegemony of images of students on websites that
promoted the rankings of world-class universities. These studies examine college
and university “brand” construction, as well as symbols of organizational identity
and prestige that are tailored to the audience (e.g., people watching college football
games on television, prospective students seeking rankings information, or subway
riders), as well as to the physical or spatial elements of the medium (e.g., shape and
location of print advertising, colors and format of video essays).
Marketing studies particular to higher education settings appear in several core
journals in the field. These studies examine visual and textual practices of institutional
promotion and branding, drawing upon media studies but also the general field of
marketing analysis. Such research examines college and university websites (Pizarro
Milian, 2016, 2017) as well as marketing practices more generally (Pizarro Milian &
Davidson, 2018; Pizarro Milian & Rizk, 2017). Viewbooks are one of the more common visual data sources in higher education research (Metcalfe, 2016a, b, c). These
recruitment materials, whether published in print form or on the internet, serve as a
heavily encoded package of visuals that are meant to persuade and impress prospective
students and the general public. However, as several scholars found, college and university viewbooks can present altered realities and displays, particularly when it comes
to presenting images of racialized and gendered students in campus contexts (OseiKofi & Torres, 2015; Osei-Kofi et al., 2013; Pippert, Essenburg, & Matchett, 2013).
As discussed previously, new media involve the use of digital technologies. This
includes websites and social media. One of the early examples in this category
(Ramasubramanian, Gyure, & Mursi, 2002) explored perceptions about institutional reputation based on landscape and architectural details. Saichaie and Morphew
(2014) found that visual content analysis techniques permitted a large scale review
of institutional websites, from which they considered elements that pertained to the
purposes of higher education. Visual studies of the use of social media in higher
education organizations also draw upon media studies frameworks, focusing on
particular social media platforms, such as Instagram (Stuart, Stuart, & Thelwall,
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2017), Twitter (Kimmons, Veletsianos, & Woodward, 2017; Veletsianos, Kimmons,
Shaw, Pasquini, & Woodward, 2017), and, as mentioned above, Facebook
(Birnbaum, 2013). Blanco Ramírez and Metcalfe (2017) examined the use of imagery in Twitter posts associated with student activism in Mexico, emphasizing the
interplay between images and hashtags as a form of student “#hashtivism”. A useful
guide to the larger exploration of social media within higher education can be found
in Rowan-Kenyon et al. (2016).
Banet-Weiser and Gray (2009) noted that media studies tend to take a critical
stance. In a related example, Jancsary, Höllerer, and Meyer (2016), noted that critical discourse analysis (CDA) can be applied explicitly to images and their interaction with text, as a “‘critical’ multimodal discourse analysis” (p. 183). They stated:
Multimodality is linked to power in society by asking who is empowered to ‘speak’, i.e.,
who is granted ‘voice’ by a particular mode. Given that in modern Western cultures verbal
communication is controlled more strongly than, for example, visual text or sound, these
alternative modes are more susceptible to resistance and subversion by marginalized
groups. Multimodality may be part of a larger shift in communication that potentially
includes a systematic redistribution of power. (p. 185, italics in original)

Despite the language about “susceptible” images and “subversion,” we find that few
methodological texts adequately describe the analysis of power within visual data
and related content. Forms of CDA, whether multimodal or not, permit a contextualization of visual materials in a milieu of power relations. For example, Hyland
(2011) examined 100 personal homepages (websites) of academics to better understand how individuals position themselves in terms of appearance and professional
characteristics, in relation to institutional discourses and other organizational
aspects. Kim and Johnson (2017) looked at advertising brochures with an eye
toward recognition of exclusion, noting absences as well as presences in the visual
data. Finally, Taylor, Dockendorff and Inselman (2018) examined the digital environment of the community college to consider the campus climate for prospective
LGBTQ+ students.

4.5.3

J ournals Containing Visual Research in Higher
Education

Our review of the articles above, captured in note form in Table 4.4, does not contextualize these studies within the scope of academic publishing practices, but we
feel this is a rich source of understanding about the ways that visual research methods have or have not been incorporated into the higher education literature. In particular, we are interested in the perceived resistance or reluctance to publish images
in higher education journals, and seek to better understand the current state of this
practice within the field. Table 4.5 includes an alphabetical list of the journals we
examined in the previous section, with the author names of the particular articles
adjacent to the journal names for reference. The 57 articles mentioned above appear
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Table 4.5 Journals reviewed in this chapter containing visual research in higher education (in
alphabetical order)
1. American Educational History Journal (Gorgosz, 2014)
2. American Educational Research Journal (Hillman, 2016)
3. Australian Journal of Career Development (Bennett et al., 2017)
4. College Teaching (Kortegast & Davis, 2017)
5. Community College Journal of Research and Practice (Taylor et al., 2018)
6. Community College Review (Dache-Gerbino & White, 2016)
7. Contemporary Educational Psychology (Minthorn & Marsh, 2016)
8. Cultural Studies of Science Education (Osei-Kofi & Torres, 2015)
9. Discourse: Studies in the Cultural Politics of Education (Estera & Shahjahan, 2018)
10. Educational Foundations (Gasman & Epstein, 2004)
11. Educational Media International (Veletsianos et al., 2017)
12. Educational Research and Evaluation (Blanco Ramírez & Palu-ay, 2015;
13. English for Specific Purposes (Hyland, 2011)
14. Equality, Diversity and Inclusion (Liu & Pechenkina, 2016)
15. Equity & Excellence in Education (Dache-Gerbino, 2017)
16. Ethnic and Racial Studies (Cornell & Kessi, 2017)
17. European Journal of Sustainable Development (Kim & Johnson, 2017)
18. Gender and Education (Leathwood, 2013)
19. Higher Education (Bayne, Gallagher, & Lamb, 2014; Pizzaro Milian, 2017; Pizzaro Milian
& Rizk, 2017; Strier & Shechter, 2016)
20. History of Education (Panayotidis & Stortz, 2010)
21. History of Education Review (Panayotidis & Stortz, 2011)
22. Higher Education Quarterly (Pizarro Milian, 2017)
23. Innovative Higher Education (Harris, 2009; Kimmons et al., 2017)
24. International Journal of Intercultural Relations (Wang & Hannes, 2014)
25. International Journal of Qualitative Studies in Education (Blanco Ramírez, 2016)
26. Journal of College Student Development (Birnbaum, 2013; McGowan, 2017; Welkener &
Magolda, 2014)
27. Journal of College Student Retention (Everett, 2017a, b)
28. Journal of Further and Higher Education (Pizarro Milian & Davidson, 2018)
29. Journal of Higher Education (Pusser et al., 2006; Saichaie & Morphew, 2014; Thomas,
2000)
30. Journal of International Students (Corcoran, 2018)
31. Journal of LGBT Youth (Pryor, 2018)
32. Journal of Marketing for Higher Education (Pippert et al., 2013; Ramasubramanian et al.,
2002)
33. Journal of the Canadian Historical Association (Panayotidis & Stortz, 2004, 2008)
34. Online Information Review (Stuart et al., 2017)
35. Pedagogy, Culture & Society (Voela, 2014)
36. Qualitative Report (Gonzales & Rincones, 2013)
37. Race Ethnicity & Education (Osei-Kofi et al., 2013)
38. Research in Education (Blanco Ramírez & Metcalfe, 2017)
(continued)
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Table 4.5 (continued)
39. Review of Higher Education (Metcalfe, 2012)
40. Social & Cultural Geography (Inwood & Martin, 2008)
41. Teaching in Higher Education (Bayne, 2008)
42. Tertiary Education and Management (Papadimitriou & Blanco Ramírez, 2015; Pizarro
Milian, 2016, 2017)
43. Visual Studies (Simbürger, 2013)
44. Women’s History Review (Aiston, 2006)

in 44 different journals, of which only 14 are exclusively focused on higher education: College Teaching, Community College Journal of Research and Practice,
Community College Review, Higher Education, Higher Education Quarterly,
Innovative Higher Education, Journal of College Student Development, Journal of
College Student Retention, Journal of Further and Higher Education, Journal of
Higher Education, Journal of Marketing for Higher Education, Review of Higher
Education, Teaching in Higher Education, and Tertiary Education and Management.
Not all of the articles appearing in these 14 journals contain “images” per se, as
some of the authors chose to not include examples of their data in the final dissemination of the studies, or the visualizations are maps or social network analysis, as in
the case of the mentioned articles appearing in the Journal of Higher Education. We
found more color images and image frequency in international journals such as
Higher Education, and we noted that student affairs journals such as the Journal of
College Student Development appear to be more amenable to the publication of
visual data, although the mechanisms for this at the levels of editorial practice, peer
review, and technological capabilities are unclear from this vantage point.

4.6

 isual Research and Ethics of Representation
V
and Attribution

Ethical considerations related to research in higher education and in the social sciences are frequently framed in terms of balancing the benefits and risks of research
activities according to principles of justice, respect and beneficence (Hemmings,
2006). Researchers are responsible for securing informed consent and minimizing
the risks of research on participants. Institutional review boards, commonly referred
to as IRBs, are charged with overseeing research activities and ensuring that
researchers comply with applicable regulations. However, as Boser (2007) states,
“the paradigmatic location of the IRB, based on postpositivist principles and operating from the biomedical perspective, assumes a distanced, objectivist research
stance” (p. 1063). This stance offers limited guidance for researchers who do not
adhere to the same onto-epistemological assumptions. From an IRB compliance
perspective, the definition of “human subjects” requires either “interaction with the
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individual” or the use of “identifiable information” (Collaborative Institutional
Training Initiative, 2012). As a result, many of the research projects we discuss in
this handbook chapter might fall outside of this narrow definition. However, ethical
research practice requires more than minimal compliance with mandated IRB regulations. While it is advisable to research specific IRB requirements, especially
those regulating internet-based research, certain practices, such as the use of individual and institutional pseudonyms, are frequently utilized in order to reduce the
risks by extending protections to participants. In visual research, the issues of
beneficence, respect for participants and informed consent remain relevant but
acquire particular meanings and present specific challenges. Additionally, when
conducting research with an organizational orientation, researchers must also be
mindful of institutional reputations (in relation to research participants’ employment security, for example) and other potentially high-stakes considerations (Rallis,
2010; Rossman & Rallis, 2010).
Because visual information in contemporary society is so readily available
(Poster, 2002), one might easily assume that all of this information is public. Some
authors (e.g., Berry, 2004; Eynon, Fry & Schroeder, 2008) would counter that an
equally important trend is a growing concern with privacy, given the explosion of
information available online and in social media, revealing that individuals may
want free access to information while keeping their own data private. This observation may guide researchers’ decision-making. A study conducted in the U.K. identified that users of the social media platform Twitter are much less concerned about
their information being used by university researchers, compared to governments or
private companies (Williams, Burnap, & Sloan, 2017). Visual research and the
emergence of social media as a space for research require researchers to think anew
about the boundaries between public and private spaces, and to rethink the meaning
of informed consent (Buchanan, 2004). Equally important is the question of who
owns which data, and what constitutes appropriate use.
Commonly-employed research practices, such as the use of pseudonyms, may
run counter with the practice of crediting images and copyrighted material. It is not
easy to determine which practice should prevail. For example, Fig. 4.3 is a photograph taken for a research study of university advertisements displayed in a public
transportation system (Blanco Ramírez, 2016). While it was displayed in a public
space and the transportation authority explicitly allows the use of photography as
long as it does not interfere with users, researchers cannot assume that the information is public. From an IRB normative perspective, the researcher did not interact
with any individuals and did not employ identifiable information. As a result, the
use of this image did not fall within the definition of research with “human subjects.” However, promotional materials may constitute copyrighted information. In
this particular instance, permission was requested from the copyright holder and
credit was given. However, this was because giving credit would not lead to revealing identifiable data. Moreover, the institution identified was also the copyright
holder, so attribution and informed consent were not in conflict with each other.
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Fig. 4.3 Photograph of an advertisement for Harvard Extension School displayed on the Boston
subway system. Used with permission of ©President and Trustees of Harvard College

Other situations may not be as straightforward. In making similar determinations,
researchers may want reflect on the imagined audiences that the sources of these
images had in mind when they displayed them. The best way to do so is by asking
participants directly and requesting permission to use materials that may be under
copyright.
In contrast the image above, the image displayed in Fig. 4.4 is part of a well-
known institutional discourse at the University of British Columbia, known as “The
Great Trek” (Metcalfe, 2012). Whereas the image has been reproduced countless
times in institutional publications and on digital materials such as websites and
social media, permission to reproduce the image for research is still required each
time it is used. As the image is now old enough to belong in the public domain
according to Canadian law, research ethics require that permission be obtained prior
to publication, even if this is a nominative process. In this sense, copyright is one of
several considerations when appropriately citing visual sources.
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Fig. 4.4 University of British Columbia students in the framework of the Science Building, 1922.
Reproduced with permission of the UBC Archives, 1.1/1315

Visual research involves well-known ethical questions: representation, voice,
authorship, respect for participants, harm versus burden, and beneficence
(Hemmings, 2006; James & Busher, 2006; Sixsmith & Murray, 2001). Also important is the consideration of an ethic of care when conducting research (Rossman &
Rallis, 2010). The concept of deprivatized selves that Broad and Joos (2004) discussed can be useful for making decisions about the analysis of organizational
identities in higher education visual research. University identities that are built
visually and displayed in public spaces can be seen as deprivatized or public selves,
however, individuals in those organizations should remain private selves from a
researcher’s perspective. Marwick and Boyd’s (2011) introduced an additional concept that can be relevant for visual research: micro-celebrities. This concept is
related to what Hinton and Hjorth (2013) called “intimate publics” (p. 44). These
seemingly contradictory concepts suggest the wide variety of intended audiences
and deprivatized selves that visual researchers encounter. Rather than offering
guidelines that apply across cases, we invite ethical reflection in action and careful
consideration of each context.

4.7

 uture Directions for Visual Organizational Research
F
in Higher Education

Considering the scope of the influences that have ushered visual research methods
into the social sciences, we see great potential for the field of higher education studies. We are especially enthusiastic about the new research we discovered that has
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been published in higher education and related journals in the past two years, such
as Engaging Images for Research, Pedagogy, and Practice: Utilizing Visual Methods
to Understand and Promote College Student Development (Kelly & Kortegast,
2017). In this chapter we are specifically interested in the ways that visual research
methods may inform organizational research in the field. To describe these potential
intersections, we have adapted several of the methodological frameworks discussed
in this chapter to create a matrix for visual organizational studies in higher education (Table 4.6).
The use of visual methods presents significant opportunities for researchers
interested in the study of higher education organizations. Three lines of inquiry
appear to be particularly fruitful for future work in our field: (a) understanding
equity, diversity and inclusion; (b) the construction and re-interpretation of organizational identities; and (c) the study of change in higher education. We have noted
that many of the researchers who employ visual methods in our field share a critical
orientation. Moreover, visual methods grounded in visual sociology, such as photovoice, are well-suited to exploring and comparing perceptions of inclusion and
exclusion within organizations. We have also discussed instances of online student
activism amplified by social media. Recent incidents of visible racial discrimination
in the U.S. campuses have played out in no small extent through social media. All
these examples highlight the potential for incorporating the analysis of visual culture, not just visual strategies of data collection, into higher education research.
These examples illustrate that, in practice, much of the existing research employing
visual methods also employs critical questions and theories. We re-iterate that this
is not to claim that all visual research is automatically critical. Rather, to us it
appears difficult to conduct a study focused on representation or identity without
Table 4.6 Examples of visual organizational data in higher education
Found
Institutional logos, crests and symbols; viewbooks and student recruitment
visual data materials; yearbooks; student journalism and blogs; annual reports; institutional
histories; archival photographs and ephemera; websites; social media (institutional
and individual usage); media representations (e.g., mainstream journalism);
cultural representations (e.g., literature, film, popular culture); online learning
systems; building and/or interior design; campus maps and organizational spaces;
ceremonies and gatherings [e.g., graduations, student protests]; sporting events;
clothing and personal effects [e.g., academic regalia]; graphic displays [e.g.,
organizational charts, posters]; awards and prestige emblems [e.g., sports trophies,
academic awards (such as the Nobel prize)]
Generated Participant-generated
visual data Photographs, digital storytelling, videos/films, drawings, collage, or other
depictions of organizational life; photo elicitation and photo voice (used to
generate narrative evidence related to research questions), social media
Researcher-generated
Social network visualizations; geographic information system (GIS) and
geospatial visualizations; critical cartography, participation in social media
(including scholar-activism); photographs, documentary videos/films;
“cellphilms”; field sketches during observations; arts-based and post-qualitative
creations
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paying attention to how power is distributed and enacted, and whose voices count
and whose do not. As well, while the studies focused on branding and advertising,
including websites and viewbooks, provide important insights into understanding
college and university missions, there is still much work to do in relation to understanding how organizational identity is built and interpreted. The idea of visual and
audio-visual storytelling is extensively utilized in higher education, as a promotional or historical practice, but rarely within the space of research. Finally, visual
history, with its emphasis on change and temporality, presents valuable tools for
exploring change and continuity in higher education organizations.
In this chapter we have suggested that higher education scholars might turn to the
work being conducted in other fields, such as visual anthropology, visual sociology,
geography, history, cultural studies, and media studies to find examples of research
methodologies that would be useful if applied to higher education topics and settings. We imagine what it might be like if, in 10 years time, we might be able to
provide the type of retrospective glance toward visual methods in higher education
and see developments in the field, as Davison, McLean, and Warren (2015) have
done in the field of organizations and management studies. In their reflections, they
noted:
Thus, the last ten years have seen the context for visual research change dramatically—
visual research is no longer just a tool to study organizational processes, or the study of
ancillary elements of management, but an investigation of contemporary organization as it
is visually grounded and infused. (Davidson et al., 2015, p. 356)

They further described how “Semiotics, social semiotics, qualitative content analysis, and critical visual analysis are all fruitfully employed to peel back the layers of
strategic organizational images and reveal their less obvious associations, power
and political effects” (p. 357). Perhaps it will someday also be the case in the field
of higher education studies.
We also expect that in 10 years time, our field will contribute our own innovative
approaches to visual studies, in addition to the type of scholarship that has been
conducted in other areas. New research in organizational studies, such as Alcadipani
and Islam’s (2017) study titled “Modalities of Opposition: Control and Resistance
via Visual Materiality,” in which they argue that “different actors draw on distinct
visual affordances to establish control versus resistance possibilities” (p. 867), point
toward a vibrant future for visual organizational studies. In this sense, visual material culture is not just a reflection of values and positions taken in a social context,
but also an active agent in the material configurations and social exchanges within
that social space, building upon theorizations of images and materiality (Edwards &
Hart, 2004), and actor-network theory (Latour, 2005).
The visual study of higher education organizations can benefit from generative
scholarship as well, as is seen in other areas of qualitative inquiry, as in the “photographic cartography” work of Ulmer (2017), who sees urban spaces as aesthetic and
evocative landscapes. We find an alluring potential to view campus landscapes in a
similar fashion, yet we recognize that this aestheticization may distract from participation in policy debates and advocacy that is so needed in our field and educational
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contexts today. Instead we might see these visual practices, such as Ulmer’s (2018)
examples of “everyday photography”, as a way to gather ourselves in the wake of
political turmoil and campus unrest, to situate our research practice and work with
study participants in another, more personal and affective, form of communication.
We might also see these visual practices as a form of resistance (Blanco Ramírez &
Metcalfe, 2017; Metcalfe, 2018).

4.8

Conclusion

Visual research methods continue to develop a foothold in higher education research,
as seen in the recent literature concerning higher education topics that have appeared
in journals in our field and related fields in recent years. However, we find that visual
methods are under-utilized in organizational research in higher education, despite the
clear connections to aspects of the organizational image, symbolic and emblematic
artefacts, individual and subgroup identity, as well as management practices that may
entail surveillance. The potential fit for visual research methods in higher education
research from a topical standpoint is even greater when we consider the proliferation
of web-based communication and visually rich social media. In addition, while
higher education marketing and promotion (Papadimitriou, 2017) are important areas
of visual analysis, we welcome the examination of visual material in other areas of
higher education organizational life. Like other areas of social science research, it
may be that visual methods have a “data problem,” which Roger (2017) stated plainly:
“academia has been slow to accept visual data as true data” (p. 1). Banks and Zeitlyn
(2015) have described this reluctance as a “failure of perspective” (p. 166).
In addition to avenues of possibility, there are cautions ahead as well for the
development of visual research methods in the field of higher education. Foremost
are challenges to the development of “visual scientific competencies” (Yanow,
2014) as described above. Higher education researchers develop much of their skills
during their graduate programs, wherein we are not certain visual competencies are
likely to be included in the curriculum, even when visual research methods are
introduced. We therefore call upon faculty to consider adding some of the methodological literature cited in this chapter to their reading lists for courses in higher
education graduate programs, particularly courses that introduce organizational
theory and research.
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Chapter 5

From Access to Equity: Community
Colleges and the Social Justice Imperative
Lorenzo DuBois Baber, Eboni M. Zamani-Gallaher, Tamara N. Stevenson,
and Jeff Porter

Like jazz music and baseball, community colleges endure as a uniquely American
innovation and serve as “the great success story of American postsecondary education during the last century” (Brint, 2003, p. 29). The importance of community
colleges has grown as access to higher education serves as a pathway for both individual prosperity and community stability. For many, the community college is an
accessible space to chase opportunity and shape future success – transfer credit for
the refocused adolescent or returning adult, English as second language courses for
the new immigrant, retraining for the displaced worker, and workshop series for the
small business owner. These activities reflect the core purpose of the community
college system – regardless of demographic background, previous education record,
or geographic location, the opportunity to learn, grow, and succeed is a short drive
or click away.
This chapter seeks to challenge this bipartisan trend towards community colleges
and recast these institutions as the center for advancing equitable outcomes in
education across a diverse group of learners. We start with a brief discussion of
the origins of the community college as evolving institutions for the people by the
people. We follow with a summary of key policies that have shaped access and participation as well as note the literature on the diverse populations served and the
institutional diversity within the community college sector. In addition, we explore
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the context of social justice and equity with an examination of neoliberal forces
affecting equity-centered practices and share implications for contemporary theory
and future research.

5.1

Evolution of Community Colleges

The distinctive entity within the American higher education enterprise commonly
known as community colleges are open-admission institutions that offer a variety of
educational options, including academic or general education courses, career and
technical training, developmental/remedial education, continuing education, and
community education (Cohen, Brawer, & Kisker, 2014; Dowd, 2003; Rhoads &
Valadez, 1996). Along with awarding certificates in occupational fields, the associate degree is generally the highest degree conferred by a community college. Cohen
et al. (2014) define the community college as “any not-for-profit institution regionally accredited toward the associate in arts or the associate in science as its highest
degree” (p. 5).
Initially labeled the junior college, the first independent, publicly funded community college in the United States identified is Joliet Junior College. Joliet Junior
College was established in 1901 through the efforts of founding University of
Chicago President William Rainey Harper and Joliet High School principal
J. Stanley Brown. The two respectively, spurred the reorganization of postsecondary
education into junior and senior divisions, introduced the associate’s degree at the
junior college, and offered college-level courses in the high school curriculum
(Beach, 2012; Boggs & Carter, 1994; Cohen & Brawer, 2008; Drummond, 2002;
Drury, 2003; Eells, 1931; Fields, 1962; Koos, 1925; Levinson, 2005; Wattenbarger
& Witt, 1995). Subsequent public junior colleges were organized similarly: as
upward extensions of secondary schools. At the same time, “smaller, weaker” four-
year colleges were urged to reconfigure their institutions by truncating upper-level
courses to become junior colleges (Boggs & Carter, 1994; Cohen & Brawer, 2008;
Fields, 1962; Koos, 1925; Witt, Wattenbarger, Gollattscheck, & Suppiger, 1994). In
addition, private, religious-affiliated institutions contributed to the gradual growth
of junior colleges in the early years of the twentieth century (Cohen et al., 2014;
Drury, 2003).
The term “junior college” sustained as the prevailing reference to those approved
or designated postsecondary entities offering lower-division coursework from its
early twentieth century beginnings until the 1960s. By the next decade, the term
“community college” was applied to such institutions that offered both lower-
division general education courses along with occupational programs (Beach, 2012;
Cohen et al., 2014; Drummond, 2002). To note, the historical and contemporary
nomenclature referring to the community college in an institutional context appears
to align with certain functional categorizations noted by Cohen et al., (2014): “city
college”, “county college”, and “branch campus” denote the sponsoring entity;
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“technical institute” or vocational, technical, and adult education center” indicate
the emphasis of the specific institution (p. 4).
Coupled with the increasing number of students, adjustments in curriculum, and
establishment of extracurricular activities, the influences of the German university
system had a major impact on the American university system. The German university system gave rise to a philosophy of intellectualism during the nineteenth century, which suggests that higher education should be “the workshop of free scientific
research” (Brubacher & Rudy, 2008, p. 174). Combined with the overall philosophy
of intellectual pursuit were two hallmark concepts central to the German academy:
Lernfreiheit (freedom of learning) and Lehrfreiehit (freedom of teaching). As
German-trained American faculty members joined the American higher educational
system, they sought to reform and redefine the roles of faculty and students. Faculty
members wanted to dedicate a considerable amount of time to the pursuit of
research, with spending less time on teaching. This new perspective meant that with
the amount of time faculty wanted to dedicate to research and teaching, they “had
little time or concern for the lives of the students outside the classroom” (Rentz and
Howard-Hamilton, 2004, p. 36). The previous foundation of American higher education, established at Harvard, all but disappeared.
A number of American university leaders, such as founding University of Chicago
President William Rainey Harper, who either were educated in Germany or were
influenced by the German educational model held certain sentiments about the role,
function, and ideal population of the university (Brint & Karabel, 1989; Cohen,
2001; Cohen & Brawer, 2008; Drury, 2003; Griffith & Connor, 1994; Ratcliff, 1994).
Specifically, they sought to replicate the German example where students would
remain in a secondary school, or “the gymnasium,” until about 20 years of age. Most
gymnasium graduates needed no further education beyond a general education and
the few who did matriculate to the university were academically qualified and ready
to specialize” (Witt et al., 1994, p. 7). The roles, functions, funding, and emphases of
junior colleges emanated from the assumptions that universities to facilitate upperlevel institution, focus on research and training for the elite (Boggs & Carter, 1994;
Brint & Karabel, 1989; Cohen & Brawer, 2008; Medsker, 1960; Neufeldt, 1982;
Ratcliff, 1994; Witt et al., 1994). With regard to the ideal university population, the
reasoning was, the university was designed for the “academically minded” student
while the vocational schools were for the “manually minded” student (Snyder, 1930).
The terms “academically minded” and “manually minded” served as indicators of
student ability, college preparedness, and college goal attainment.
Cohen et al. (2014) describe this organizational form as a “two-way stretch,”
particularly in reference to “early college high schools and community colleges
offering the baccalaureate [to] demonstrate colleges reaching for new service areas
and clientele….” (p. 22). Cohen et al. (2014) note Cross’s (1971) descriptions of
three historically-targeted college-going populations--the aristocratic, meritocratic,
and the egalitarian--adding that “[b]y the time the community colleges were developed, most young people from the higher socioeconomic groups and most of the
high-aptitude aspirants were already going to college” (p. 55).
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Today, access to higher learning for those beyond the traditional socioeconomic
and intellectual elite was an unintentional outcome yet it has become the foundational ideology of the junior college movement. The directives of the early twentieth
century American educators who advocated for the division of the university into
upper-and lower-scholastic divisions, combined with local, state, and federal legislation, facilitated the inclusion of populations who would not have otherwise
attended due to competitive or exclusionary admissions practices. Open access to
higher education includes anyone who has earned a high school diploma or equivalency, challenging the premise that college is for only the select few (Levinson,
2005). “Two years of postsecondary education are within the reach – financially,
geographically, practically – of virtually every American” (Cohen et al. 2014, p. 37).

5.1.1

Massification of Higher Education

Arguably, the massification of the U.S. higher education system can be credited to
the American community college given the historical segmentation of opportunity
in postsecondary education (Zamani-Gallaher, 2016). Geography and legislative
efforts precipitated the growth of community colleges and subsequently, access to
postsecondary education. While the first public two-year college was founded in the
state of Illinois, the early proliferation of junior colleges occurred in California,
Florida, Illinois, Michigan, and North Carolina (Brint & Karabel, 1989; Cohen,
2001; Cohen & Brawer, 2008; Drury, 2003; Fields, 1962; Pedersen, 2005;
Wattenbarger & Witt, 1995; Witt et al., 1994). With one fifth of the public junior
colleges founded in the state of California, it led and provided a model of the strategic placement of two-year institutions for other states by considering geography to
determine the initial placements of junior institutions to maximize accessibility to
postsecondary education. Further estimations for the rapid growth in California
included strong advocacy from the state’s university leaders and the appeal of democratic ideals and legislative reforms evidenced in western states (Cohen & Brawer,
2008; Cohen et al., 2014; Drummond, 2002; Medsker, 1960; Witt et al., 1994). As
early as 1907, the state of California passed legislation to authorize high school
boards of education to offer postsecondary courses. Successive laws permitted
junior colleges to organize as districts independent of secondary schools (Cohen &
Brawer, 2008; Cohen et al., 2014; Fields, 1962).
Key Policies in Broadening Participation Given geographic considerations,
authorization of high schools to offer lower-division courses for students that did
not have state universities within close proximity to pursue postsecondary education
upon high school completion (Cohen et al., 2014); federal legislation complemented
the formation of public junior and community colleges at the state and local levels.
Brint and Karabel (1989) designate the passage of the 1944 Serviceman’s
Readjustment Act (commonly known as the GI Bill) as a legislative impetus in the
expansion of access to higher education for people who had been “untouched” by
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postsecondary education (Witt et al., 1994, p. 163). The primary goal of the GI Bill
was to provide financial assistance (tuition, books and related materials, and living
expenses) for returning World War II veterans desiring to attend a college or university (Cohen, 2001; Drury, 2003; Levinson, 2005; Fagan & Dunklin, 2014) and is
still in place today for military service veterans and their families.
Other legislation such as the Vocational Education Act of 1963 contributed to
expanding postsecondary educational access, which provided funding toward the
construction and operation of two-year institutions focused on vocational education
(Cohen, 2001; Witt et al., 1994) with subsequent amendments providing monies for
equipment grants, curriculum development, and programs for economically disadvantaged and physically challenged students (Cohen & Brawer, 2008). Successive
measures benefited additional groups and other infrastructural components. For
example, the Morrill Land-Grant Acts of 1862 and 1890 directed resources to publicly supported institutions, expanding access to higher education to racial and ethnic populations, for example, who had been otherwise excluded (Cohen, 2001;
Cohen & Brawer, 2008; Cohen et al., 2014; Drury, 2003; Witt et al., 1994). The
Smith-Hughes Act of 1917 distributed funds to secondary school districts to hire
teachers and secure equipment for vocational instruction. Junior colleges benefited
inadvertently from this funding due to sharing facilities with high schools and
thereby having access to the equipment to deliver vocational (or “shop”) classes
(Cohen, 2001; Cohen & Brawer, 2008; Levinson, 2005; Wattenbarger & Witt, 1995;
Witt et al., 1994). The 1937 George-Deen Act also advanced junior college vocational education with the appropriation of federal funds to institutions that offered
preparatory courses for employment in industry versus regular liberal arts college
courses (Cohen, 2001; Cohen & Brawer, 2008; Witt et al., 1994).
The 1947 Truman Commission’s six-volume report, Higher Education in American
Democracy, called for the full availability of educational opportunity to Americans
regardless of race, gender, religion, or economic status, with the provision of this
mandate to be fulfilled by the junior college/community college (Gilbert & Heller,
2013; Levinson, 2005; Wattenbarger & Witt, 1995; Witt et al., 1994). The report
resulted from President Harry S. Truman’s request for a review of the nation’s higher
education system due to the perception that postsecondary education “had remained
elitist too long” (Witt et al., 1994, p. 130). This unique American invention contributed to the availability of higher education to the many as opposed to the affluent few
(Beach, 2012; Cohen et al., 2014; Ratcliff, 1994). Per the significant geographical and
legislative developments that contributed to the expansion of postsecondary educational access and participation for those who had been previously excluded, Cohen,
Brawer, and Kisker describe the underserved populations as students
who were not being served by traditional higher education: those who could not afford the
tuition; who could not take the time to attend a college full-time; whose racial or ethnic
background had constrained them for participating; who had inadequate preparation in the
lower schools; whose educational progress had been interrupted by some temporary condition; who had become obsolete in their jobs or had never been trained to work at any job;
who needed a connection to obtain a job; who were confined in prisons, physically disabled,
or otherwise unable to attend classes on a campus; or who were faced with a need to fill
increased leisure time meaningfully (2014, p. 35).
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With the emergence of community colleges, postsecondary education was within
reach of everyone in the community and viewed previously overlooked populations as potential college students (Cohen et al., 2014). The inclusion of racial and
ethnic minority groups, women, financially and/or academically underprepared,
part-time attendees, students with disabilities, international, and undocumented
immigrant students could enroll. In 2009, the Obama administration stimulated
renewed interest in the public community college system, amplifying its vital role
in meeting national college completion goals. Less than a year into his presidency,
at Macomb Community College in Warren, Michigan, Barack Obama announced
the first of many federal initiatives that provided significant funding directed at
community colleges in support of the administration’s goal for the United States to
achieve the highest postsecondary attainment rate among working adults in the
world by 2020. On that day, President Obama stated, “Community colleges are an
essential part of our recovery in the present -- and our prosperity in the future. This
place can make the future better, not just for these individuals but for America”
(The White House, 2009).
President Obama’s administration bolstered community colleges within the
higher education landscape through policies that include the American Recovery
and Reemployment Act (ARRA) using the American Graduation Initiative (AGI)
that sought to provide billions of dollars into community college programs to
increase two-year institution graduation rates by five million by 2020 (Wood &
Harrison, 2014). Additionally, President Obama sought $12 billion to fund the
Trade Adjustment Assistance Community College and Career Training (TAACCCT)
with only $2 billion of the by through AGI was authorized (Bragg, 2014). All told,
the Obama administration has raised the profile of two-year institutions in many of
their postsecondary education reform efforts from the White House Summit on
Community Colleges in 2010 to the 2015 announcement of “America’s College
Promise” calling for at least 2 years of postsecondary education for all citizens free
at community colleges (The White House, 2015).
Federal investments into the public community college system reflect its critical
place in the U.S. postsecondary education system. Forty-one percent of all undergraduates are enrolled at a community college, including 40% of all first-time freshmen and 37% of full-time students (American Association of Community Colleges,
2018). Data from the National Clearinghouse finds that over half of all bachelor
degree recipients from the fall 2011 cohort attended a community college. A third
of community college students are the first in their families to attend college and
over half of community college students are from an underrepresented student population, a key characteristic for a nation experiencing dramatic shifts in racial/ethnic
diversity (American Association of Community Colleges, 2018). The Obama
administration invested billions of dollars through multiple initiatives, most notably
the American Graduation Initiative announced at Macomb and America’s College
Promise Act of 2015. Further, this investment triggered significant attention for
community colleges at the state and national level and among policymaking groups
such as the Lumina Foundation, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, and Ford
Foundation.
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As scholars note, the Obama administration’s policy initiatives towards community college was not void of issues (Lester, 2014; Mullin, 2012; Rhoades, 2012;
Wood & Harrison, 2014). Federal support encouraged community colleges to
emphasize credential completion (certificate or associate’s) with a traditional graduation time measurement, underestimating the variety of goals students have as they
enter the system and the need for flexible pacing towards completion. Further, initiatives prioritized a focus on community college-private industry partnerships for
workforce training, labeling liberal arts programs as poor preparation for the job
market (Jaschik, 2014). Finally, federal policies geared toward community colleges
did little to facilitate alignment between skills-based outcomes and learning to facilitate critical thinking. Lester (2014) suggests that the focus on completion had “a
detrimental, but possibly unintended, consequence on educational access and
opportunity as it relates to gender, race, and socioeconomic status (p. 425).
Specifically, she points out that a focus on completion may have encouraged community college institutions and systems to diminish efforts to increase access for
student populations less likely to complete based on past enrollment trends.
Palmadessa (2017) argues that while the 1965 Higher Education Act may only rival
Obama policy efforts for community colleges, its actions were primarily driven by
desire to increase human capital, relegating issues of equity and social justice to the
background.

5.2

Diverse Students and Institutional Contexts

Community colleges are novel and play a distinctive role in the educational pipeline
in meeting people where they are. There is greater diversity among those attending
community colleges as two-year institutions of higher learning, provide on-ramps to
postsecondary education, further education, and gainful employment for scores of
individuals. Since its’ humble beginnings, community colleges hold an important
place in mass higher education, sitting at an ideal intersection of social justice and
educational change (Zamani-Gallaher, 2016). Community colleges from their birth
advanced a context of social change relative to who can, should, and will have
access to postsecondary education. To provide a brief snapshot of two-year enrollment and completion patterns, as of the 2017–2018 school year (reported Fall 2017),
978 institutions were classified as public two-year colleges, comprising nearly half
(49.6%) of all U.S. postsecondary institutions; close to 33% of all postsecondary
enrollments were in public community colleges with 23.5% attending full-time during the same time frame. (Ginder, Kelly-Reid, & Mann, 2018). In addition, of the
nearly 700,000 associate’s degrees conferred during the 2016–2017 school year,
57.3% by women; across race and ethnicity, 55.1% of associate’s degrees were
awarded to Whites, followed by 19.5% to Hispanic or Latino students, 12.3% to
Black or African American students, 5.0% to Asian students, 0.9% to American
Indian/Alaskan Native students, and 0.2% to Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander
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students. Remaining percentages (2.6%, 2.9%, and 1.5%) pertain to two or more
races, race/ethnicity unknown, and nonresident alien, respectively (Ginder et al.,
2018).
Supplementing the diversity of students across identities, interests, goals, and
aspirations are various types of community colleges. Institutions are defined by
institutional control (public or private); funding sources (non-profit versus for-
profit), geographic area (rural versus urban), and/or distinctive populations served
(e.g., minority-serving). As previously noted, Cohen et al. (2014) include the phrase
“any not-for-profit institution” in their current definition of the community college
(p. 5), a clarification absent from the fifth edition of their leading chronicle on community colleges. Along with public and private technical institutes and public community colleges that offer baccalaureate degrees in conjunction with universities,
Cohen et al. (2014) describe two-year colleges as “comprehensive”, referring to the
wide variety of both credit and non-credit program offerings (Levinson, 2005).
Postsecondary entities beyond this description include independent, proprietary,
and trade schools categorized as two-year institutions according to the specifications stipulated by various educational accrediting agencies. Two-year colleges that
confer baccalaureate degrees on their own are excluded from Cohen et al.’s (2014)
parameter-setting definition.
Institutional control and funding sources are two important aspects in highlighting the organizational diversity of the two-year college context. Institutional control
(publicly or privately supported) is largely determined by the principal sources of
funding. Publicly controlled community colleges are operated by publicly elected
or appointed officials (e.g., governing board, commission, or state educational
entity) and supported by public (federal, state, and local) funding along with student-
paid tuition and fees. Other funding sources for public community colleges include
private gifts, grants, sales, and services); privately controlled (non-profit and proprietary) institutions function with major funding from non-public sources (Cohen
et al., 2014). Many of the early junior colleges were privately controlled via independent institutions (non-affiliated with government-sponsored educational entities) or religious-affiliated institutions. Over time, most independent, non-profit
community colleges joined with other institutions or closed. As of Fall 2017, the
National Center for Education Statistics reported that of the 1932 two-year institutions in the U.S and other U.S. jurisdictions, almost half (49.6%) were publicly
controlled at 978 non-profit institutions and 8.5% were privately controlled at 159
non-profit institutions (Ginder et al., 2018).
As private, for-profit institutions are left out of Cohen et al.’s (2014) definition of
the community college, they dedicate an appendix in the sixth edition of the
American Community College (2014) to acknowledge this “recent ascendant” sector
of American higher education. Reasons for the growth of this sector range from “a
relatively lax regulatory environment, the opening of financial aid to students, a
growing demand for postsecondary credentials, an increased emphasis on job training and workforce development, and especially profit-seeking private investors”
(p. 472). Indicative of the reference, for-profit institutions are expected to generate
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monies (e.g., profits) for their financial investors. As of fall 2017, 28.5% of U.S.
community colleges are private, for-profit institutions (Ginder et al., 2018).
Geographic area is another distinguishing factor that further expands the diversity of the community college context. In general, community colleges were strategically placed to minimize distance to postsecondary institution for individuals
within a bounded region. Historically, location played a significant role in determining where the states, e.g., California, would establish new junior colleges. For
example, in 1910, the city of Fresno, California requested a junior college on the
basis that no other college or university existed within 200 miles of the city (Boggs
& Carter, 1994; Cohen & Brawer, 2008; Cohen et al., 2014; Wattenbarger & Witt,
1995). Cohen et al. (2014) call attention to Pedersen’s (2005) assertion that “community colleges in rural and suburban areas were given a great impetus in the
1920s when federally funded highways were built, allowing students to drive to
campus” (p. 17). Rural community colleges are defined as associate degree-granting institutions “physically located in areas other than the Primary Metropolitan
Statistical Areas (PMSAs) or Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs), respectively,
with populations exceeding 500,000 people according to the 2010 Census.
Institutions in PMSAs or MSAs with a lower total population, or not in a PMSA
or MSA, are classified by the Carnegie Foundation as rural-serving” (Rural
Community College Alliance, 2017–2018). With an estimated nearly 600 rural
(and tribal) community colleges (Sullins & Atwell, 1986; Rural Community
College Alliance, 2017–2018), it appears that the U.S. Department of Education
(USDE) and the American Association of Community Colleges cannot ascertain
an accurate count of ‘rural’ institutions because “data are collected by units of
accreditation not districts or campuses. Further, US[DE]‘s ‘urbanicity’ definition
classifies colleges as either less or more ‘urban.’ It is not a neutral term….” (Rural
Community College Alliance, 2017–2018). To note, the Rural Community College
Alliance includes tribal institutions in its membership count,1 suggesting efforts
to align rural-serving community colleges with institutions that serve specific
populations, such as minority-serving community colleges (MSCCs). The complexity of defining geographic space limits understanding of the unique needs of
community colleges located in areas of sparse population, offering critical opportunities for contemporary and future research.
Increased calls for accountability, accuracy, and authenticity in success outcomes via more stringent performance measures can illuminate policies, practices, and structures that maintain social and educational inequities. However, due
to the “multiple missions” of the community college in which student interests,
goals, and aspirations do not always easily align with certain success indicators
such as academic transfer and degree attainment, “a general conflict between multiple missions lies in the simple fact that community colleges – like all organizations – have limited amounts of money, time, and energy; serving one mission
may thus entail cutting into the resources available for others” (Dougherty &
Townsend, 2006, p. 9).
1
A membership list was not available on the Rural Community College’s web site at the time of
this publication.
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In consideration of the core mission of the community college: to extend access
and participation to those other than “…the sons of the wealthy and educated, who
were on their way to positions in the professions, and for the daughters of the same
groups, who would be marked with the manners of a cultured class” (Cohen, Brawer,
& Kisker, 2014, p. 33), minority-serving community colleges (MSCCs) are a compelling component in the institutional diversity of American higher education.
MSCCs are predominant avenues into postsecondary education for historically
underrepresented and underserved students, particularly underrepresented racially
minoritized students (Aragon & Zamani, 2002; Fox, Thrill, & Zamani-Gallaher,
2017; Nguyen et al., 2015).
MSCCs are designated according to federal legislative authority or the demographic composition of the student populations. The U.S. Department of Education
identifies seven types of minority-serving institutions eligible to receive federal
funding according to specific criteria: historically Black colleges or universities
(HBCUs), Hispanic-serving institutions (HSIs), Tribal Colleges or Universities
(TCUs), Alaska Native-serving institutions or Native Hawaiian-serving institutions
(ANNHSIs), Predominantly Black Institutions (PBIs),2 Asian American and Native
American Pacific Islander-serving institution (AANAPIs), and Native American-
serving nontribal institution (NASNIs). This minority-serving institutional designation is extended to HBCUs and TCUs based on “their historic mission to serve their
communities and the federal government’s commitment to tribal autonomy”, while
HSIs and AANAPISIs must have “at least 25 and 10 percent, respectively, of their
undergraduate enrollment composed of full-time or equivalent (FTE) students from
their target populations, as well as enroll qualified Pell grant recipients” (Nguyen
et al., 2015, p. 2).
In view of the various forms of diversity materialized within the community
college context, ranging from the diversity of students and institutional types to
program/course offerings and geographical considerations, one favorable consequence of the two-year college has been its facilitation of widening postsecondary
educational access and participation to the masses. However, due to social, economic,
and political pressures to substantiate its presence in an intensely competitive
academic marketplace, the twenty-first century community college mission has
multiplied and swelled with demands for increased performance and accountability
while simultaneously being questioned of its role: as an access portal to postsecondary education, or as a vehicle for academic transfer to the baccalaureate, or as a
provider of workforce education and occupational training. These multiple, mission-specific complexities can affect the longstanding operation of the American
community college.

2
Predominantly Black Institutions (PBIs) are institutions that are not historically black, but currently serve a student population that is at least 40 percent African American. Many community
colleges and two-year colleges meet this eligibility. Predominantly Black Institutions Program Formula Grants. (n.d.). In U.S. Department of Education. Retrieved July 7, 2018 from https://
www2.ed.gov/programs/pbihea/eligibility.html
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 hallenges to Serving the Underserved: Contemporary
C
Neoliberal Influences

The Obama administration’s support for community colleges is best described as
complicated; the Trump administration’s initial perspectives towards community
colleges might best be labeled as discouraging. Just over a year into his presidency,
during a speech in Cleveland, Ohio, Donald Trump stated, “I don’t know what that
means, a community college… Call it vocational and technical, perhaps. People
know what that means. We don’t know what a community college means”
(Community College Daily, 2018). At the very least, these statements reflect an
overly simplistic view, rolling back the complex discussions that better aligned with
the multifaceted mission of community colleges (Bumphus, 2018). The Trump
administration’s rhetoric has been matched by federal actions designed to deregulate rules aimed at curtailing predatory practices of many for-profit institutions
(Hornak, Ozaki, Latz, & Rover, 2018). Most notably, the Trump administration suspended applications to the Borrower Defense to Repayment program, which provided a loan forgiveness process for students who were victims of institutional
misrepresentation. The Trump administration has also targeted elimination of penalties under the gainful employment regulations that among other sanctions, denied
low performing career colleges from federal student aid programs. These executive
actions reflect a neoliberal, market-based approach to systems of education with
little regard for institutional oversight or student protections.
At community colleges, attempts to balance the demands from both democratic
principles and elite economic interests have direct influences on institutional practices. Even more than their four-year counterparts, community colleges are directly
shaped by external environments – local, state, and federal, which define mission,
goals, and outcomes (Ayers, 2011; Bragg, 2001; Dowd, 2007; Levin & Montero-
Hernandez, 2009). As Ayers (2015) notes, institutional actions cannot be achieved
merely by focusing on technical measures. Community college leaders must also
consider the perceptions of institutional legitimacy by various constituents, including the local residents, state politicians, regional accreditation bodies, federal agencies, and industry partners. For institutions to maintain consistent levels of support,
leaders must consider the sociopolitical ideologies most consistently supported
across various constituency groups.
As postsecondary education is increasingly perceived as an economic return for
the individual rather than for the collective public good, community colleges are
forced to align institutional practices with organizational efficiency and market-
based student outcomes (Ayers 2009; Cox & Sallee, 2018; Levin, Kater, & Wagoner,
2006). Levin (2007) connects the contemporary framing of community colleges as
serving an individual economic return to the political emergence of neoliberal ideology. Broadly, neoliberalism applies economic rationality to the structure and value
of all social institutions (Harvey, 2007; Kotz, 2015; Schram, 2015). The role of the
government is to support sector privatization and deregulation for maintenance (in
some cases, invention) of free-market systems in which citizens are redefined as
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consumers and public institutions are restructured as corporate enterprises. The
intended result is to increase competition, among consumers and across enterprises,
for maximum economic efficiency and productivity. Among the problematic
assumptions of neoliberalism is the belief that all individuals have equal access to
the same information; sector inputs and outcomes are related and directly measurable; and the power of entrepreneurial competition drives readily available innovation. Further, collective progress is a presumed byproduct of individual economic
prosperity.
For community colleges, neoliberalism encourages decreasing support from
state appropriations and local taxes and increasing reliance on private sources of
revenue – tuition and fees, private industry, and corporate business. As a result,
students “become both commodities and consumers – sources of revenue and products to be sold. As these providers increase their influence within the institution –
often for self-interest – the mission and actions of the institutions alter to reflect and
respond to these influencers (Levin, 2007, p. 5). In the neoliberal era, the influence
of corporate business elites has marginalized the tradition of equity and social justice at community colleges.
The influence of neoliberalism is certainly not isolated to the community college
sector, rather it is part of a growing trend for higher education initially sparked by
the rapid decline of the United States economy during the 1970s (Harvey, 2007;
Loss, 2011; Shumway, 2017). During this period, the United States’ post-World
War II economic advantage began to wane as European states reestablished their
productive capabilities. Coupled with two oil embargoes that substantially increased
energy prices, American corporations began to see a decline in profits through inflation and rising interest rates. As Shumway (2017) notes, “When profits were high
and were expected to remain so, corporate leaders were willing to compromise with
labor and with the welfare state. Once they declined, however, both labor and social
welfare programs were blamed for ‘economic failure’” (p. 4).
Due to an ability to raise alternative sources of funding through tuition and the
perception that postsecondary education was a private benefit rather than a public
good, colleges and universities became a convenient target for politicians looking to
avoid an increase in taxes by reducing financial responsibilities. Brint and Karabel
(1989) refer to this period as the ‘the great transformation’ for community colleges,
from institutions primarily focused on the transfer function to those driven by workforce development and training. They argue that, in addition to the shifting economic landscape in the United States, the transformation of community colleges
was also supported by a desire among state system leaders to divert a growing number of high school graduates away from four-year institutions and towards terminal
credential programs at two-year institutions. Further, at the federal level, increase
funding was directed towards development of vocational programs for employment
in the local community. By the 1990s, as technological innovations expedited
advancement of the globalized economy, the coupling between community colleges
and workforce development further tightened (Levin, 2001). Institutional processes
and administrative behaviors increasingly mirrored a corporate culture – aligning
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educational outcomes to marketplace value; prioritize efficient production over
effective education and reinforcing competitive principles of success.
The historical impact of neoliberal ideology on the contemporary mission of the
community colleges is evident through a series of studies from community college
scholar David Ayers. In his initial critical analysis of institutional mission statements, Ayers (2005) found two common trends among the 144 community colleges
examined, the reduction of students to human capital for the satisfaction of employers through an evaluation of economic performance post-completion; and a restructuring of the curriculum to a market functions that meet the needs of business and
industry. The discursive permeation of positioning students as economic entities
and condensing education to market functions situates material well-being as the
primary goal of postsecondary education. While financial stability is a critical outcome for individual students, its emerging dominant status undermines the historical mission of community colleges as spaces that serve democracy and all forms of
justice.
A second study (Ayers, 2011) of 421 mission statements explored the adaption
of community colleges to neoliberal discourse within the political development of a
global economic system. Like the previous study, Ayers found that mission statements tended to emphasize the community college as a service to business and
industry for the promotion of economic growth. Further, statements highlighted the
community college’s role in leading local adaptation to the emerging global economic scale. Ayers states that the assumption that local communities and learners
will gain sustainable benefits from transnational competitiveness is, at best, optimistic. It is more likely that global corporations find more opportunities to play
localities against each other for negotiation of significant tax breaks, minimal wage
costs, and weakened labor rights. However, in comparison to his previous study,
Ayers did find a larger subset of community colleges with mission statements
focused on the humanistic empowerment of students beyond economic success.
This emerging contradiction suggests a rising resistance against neoliberal discourse as the dominant mission paradigm.
Ayers (2015) confirms an evolving trend. Once again comparing findings from
his initial study (Ayers, 2005) to over 1000 mission statements collected in 2012
and 2013, Ayers found evidence of shifting language in four areas – credentialing
structures, pedagogies, accountability practices, and curriculum goals. For example,
the most current mission statements tended to emphasize the term ‘degree’ over
‘occupational or ‘vocational,’ suggesting a potential influence of the college completion agenda from the Obama administration, an intent to highlight the collegiate
mission of the community college, or a combination of both. Similarly, Ayers found
a trend towards focus on ‘accountability’ and ‘sustainability,’ suggesting increasing
importance on institutional data assessment for planning and advocacy. These series
of studies over the last decade offer an in-depth, longitudinal examination of discourse trends among community college mission statements. Interestingly, terms
related to social justice and forms of equity did not surface as a main key term
across any of the studies even as part of the resistance against neoliberal dominance.
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This suggests a need to address the continuing disconnect between organizational
mission and persistence of social and economic inequalities.

5.3

Towards a Social Justice Imperative

Revisiting the notion of names of the unique American postsecondary institutional
context, from “junior” college to “community” (or “two-year”) college and other
appellations according to geography, curricular emphasis, or minority-serving
designation, community colleges have been nicknamed as “people’s college”,
“democracy’s college”, “contradictory college”, “opportunity college”, and “antiuniversity college” (Cohen & Brawer, 2008; Cohen et al., 2014; Dowd, 2003;
Zamani-Gallaher, 2007). Mostly, these monikers are suggestive as to how these
institutions are viewed by the public and to whom they are designed to serve. For
example, embedded in the term democracy’s college, the notion of community colleges serving as a gateway, “a point of access in a stratified higher education system
appeals to ideological principles across the political spectrum. The gateway function, through its universalism, appeals to principles of democratic education”
(Dowd, 2007, p. 408). However, according to Dowd, from a financial standpoint, “it
makes sense for less academically prepared students to enroll in the lowest-cost
higher education sector (2007, p. 408). However, “an open door does not necessarily
mean open access” (Zamani-Gallaher, 2007, p. 242). Subsequently, when juxtaposed with the foundational aim to provide and expand access to higher learning to
historically underrepresented and underserved populations, critiques of community
colleges broadly call attention to the perpetuation of social stratification. Per Cohen
et al. (2014):
The institution is remarkably effective at controlling mobility between classes because its
students come primarily from the lowest socioeconomic classes of college attendees, its
dropout rate is the highest in the college population, and dropouts and graduates alike enter
lower-level occupations than the equivalent student who attend higher-status colleges
(pp. 375–376).

Community colleges reflect the tensions that abound in American society, compelled by popular demand to serve as ‘the people’s college’ while also obligated to
collaborate with business elites for workforce development as part of institutional
survival. However, the isolated focus on workforce development, which centers the
needs of corporate industry and business elites, is becoming the dominant paradigm
in which community colleges are being viewed and supported. The democratic mission of community colleges is threatened by both the unintended consequences of
human capital perspectives and neoliberal pressures keen on redefining these institutions as monolithic entities of capitalist growth.
Our call for a renewed focus on social justice and equity at community colleges
should not be viewed as a dismissal of the mission for workforce development and
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training. In the spirit of economic justice and equity, the opportunity to enhance
skills and technical knowledge is a critical part of the campus experience for
community college students. Indeed, social justice frames support intentional
activities around workforce development for populations who have not been served
well by previous policies. However, isolating educational outcomes to forms of
material well-being serves to reproduce one-dimensional perspectives towards
populations already oppressed by limited vision of their humanity. Community
colleges are at their best when they operate from a democratic foundation and support the holistic- economic, cultural, and citizenry – development of diverse learners and communities.

5.4

 ontemporary Frames of Diversity and Equity
C
at Community College

As outlined in the previous section, community colleges are designed to provide
access to postsecondary education for a broader range of students who are underserved by four-year institutions. Structural or compositional diversity is a significant feature of many community colleges as open access, low-costs, and flexible
delivery of content fosters the presence of learners from traditionally underrepresented populations – students of color, first-generation students, students from low-
income backgrounds, returning adults, and/or students from immigrant families.
In postsecondary education, compositional diversity refers to symbolic dimension of diversity through the numerical representation of different cultural groups
within a campus environment (Chang, 2005). The dimension of structural diversity
aligns with a pluralistic framing of difference within a public space – the opportunity for engagement with otherness for development of the self (Allport, 1954;
Feinberg, 1996; Moses & Chang, 2006). Pluralistic diversity supports the presence
of a wide range of perspectives, experiences, thoughts, and opinions among the
student population, increasing the possibility that students will be exposed to alternative viewpoints and sociocultural norms. In turn, the environment offers a chance
to reexamine one’s positionality, uninformed judgement, and personal biases. In
education, the rationale for pluralistic diversity stemmed from debates about the use
of race in admissions through affirmative action policies at selective, four-year institutions (Jayakumer & Garces, 2015; Zamani-Gallaher, Green, Brown II, & Stovall,
2009). The controlling opinion of Supreme Court Justice Lewis Powell in Regents
of the University of California v. Bakke (1978) decision established the role of structural diversity as compelling interest for postsecondary institutions:
The atmosphere of ‘speculation, experiment and creation’ – so essential to the quality of
higher education – is widely believed to be promoted by a diverse student body. As the
Court noted in Keyishian, it is not too much to say that the ‘nation’s future depends upon
leaders trained through wide exposure’ to the ideas and mores of students as diverse as this
Nation of many peoples (pp. 312–13).
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Through subsequent challenges to Bakke, including Gratz v. Bollinger (2003) and
Fisher v. University of Texas (2013), the court has endorsed the right of postsecondary institutions to pursue diversity as a compelling educational interest (Garces,
2015; O’Neil Green, Knight, & Green III, 2014). Debate that is more substantial has
centered on narrow tailoring of admissions processes that support holistic evaluation of an “array of qualifications and characteristics in which racial or ethnic origin
is but a single though important element” (Regents of the University of California v.
Bakke, 1978 p. 315). As Zamani-Gallaher et al. (2009) note, while there is contentious debate over the path towards maintaining a diverse student population at selective four-year institutions, open admissions policies at community colleges make
the pursuit of structural diversity among the student body a less contentious issue.
Affirmative action policies at community colleges tend to be centered on faculty/
staff hiring and distribution of institutional scholarships and financial aid.
Much of the research examining the degree to which structural diversity among
students increases the likelihood of interaction with peers from other backgrounds
has focused on four-year institutions (Chang, Astin, & Kim, 2004; Park, Denson, &
Bowman, 2013; Pike & Kuh, 2006). However, there is a dearth of scholarship that
exclusively examines the compositional racial diversity of community colleges. For
example, examining 241 community colleges, Jones (2013) found a positive correlation between the racial composition of the student body and self-reported outcomes related to peer interactions with diverse others. Student body racial diversity
was related to more frequently reported conversations with peers from another
racial background and peers holding different religious beliefs, political opinions,
or personal values. In a follow-up study across 297 community colleges, Jones
(2016) again found that diverse racial composition, along with institutional size,
was a significant predictor of self-reported interactions across difference.
Interestingly, there was no significant difference in reported interactions across difference based on institutional location – rural, suburban, or urban. However, in comparison to white peers, African American and Native American students reported
higher levels of interactions across difference while Asian and Latinx students
reported lower interactions. Comparatively, at a single community college designated as a Hispanic-Serving Institution (HSI), Cuellar and Johnson-Arholu (2016)
found that Asian students self-reported on a survey higher levels of discrimination
and bias than Latinx and White students (African-American students were excluded
from analysis due to low survey responses). Interestingly, in follow-up focus group
interviews, Asian students did not express experiences with racial bias or discrimination as captured through the survey while Latinx students reported a more varied
experience than recorded in the survey. In focus group conversations, Latinx students articulated specific campus spaces – academic and social – as sites for bias
and discrimination. The inconsistencies point to the complex relationship between
individual experiences and compositional diversity, as well as the comfort and discomfort in reporting experiences based on types of data collection strategies (focus
group participation vs. anonymous survey response).
While emerging research supports structural diversity as an important dimension
for fostering student interaction across difference at community colleges, the
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scholarship also highlights its limited function as a final organizational goal. In
contrast to culturally homogenous environment structures that evaporate cultural
difference, compositional diversity is certainly a valuable initial aim. However, as
the research shows, correlation between diverse student population and interactions
across difference does not necessarily guarantee a supportive environment or meaningful engagements (Milem, Chang, & Antonio, 2005; Smith, 2015). At best, compositional diversity as an end-goal reflects a benign neglect approach to diversity; it
illustrates satisfaction with the presence and mere tolerance of culturally diverse
groups as the evaluative outcomes of success. Pluralistic diversity supports a less
complicated assessment of success through aggregate assessment of student experiences and outcomes (Dowd, 2007). This approach is particularly dangerous in an
era when human capital and neoliberal ideologies emphasize uncomplicated efficiency and material productivity for postsecondary institutions. Within this landscape, the only forms of diversity valued are those that avoid disrupting traditional
institutional practices or upset external perceptions of organizational legitimacy
(Ching, 2017; Rhoads & Valadez, 1996; Valadez, 1994). Diversity practices from a
pluralistic frame are often well intended but operate from culturally neutral perspectives and with meritocratic notions as the core principal. As such, academic failure
is often viewed as a simple reflection of student dispositions rather than as a complex pattern of historical developments, sociocultural structures, and pedagogical
practices that persist beyond the access point. Further, any question of fairness is
deemed impolite as the open-access of community colleges extends opportunities
for any student is ‘just willing to work hard.’ Indeed, those who profess the need to
restructure current norms with consideration of difference are accused of practicing
‘reserve discrimination.’ It should be noted that some forms of pluralistic diversity
practices are not completely hostile to addressing systemic barriers. Such actions,
however, are incrementally paced and based on its palatability to the dominant culture rather than the oppressive experiences of systematically marginalized
populations.
The recent college completion agenda exemplifies the tenuous position of pluralistic diversity frames within community college contexts (Bragg & Durham, 2012;
Harbour & Smith, 2016; Lester, 2014; Zamani-Gallaher, 2014) Framed by a human
capital rationale, including the development of an educated workforce to need meet
demands of a competitive global economy, the college completion agenda encouraged community colleges to refine institutional success through completion rather
than access alone. Consequently, to maintain external organizational legitimacy,
community colleges are often positioned to, intentionally or unintentionally, limit
access to credential and degree programs for students with traditionally high attrition rates – students with high developmental education needs, students who spend
less time on campus, and students who are less likely to finish within the ‘normal’
calculated time of completion (Lester, 2014). Academic preparation, campus
engagement, and time to degree are related to student demographic background,
notably race/ethnicity, sex, socioeconomic background, and status as a returning
adult. Thus, against the ideology of human capital, pluralistic frames of diversity
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provided little resistance to the potential of increasing inequalities generated through
the completion era.
The transition from access to completion as the measurement of organizational
legitimacy for community colleges exposes pluralistic diversity as a form of interest-
convergence. Interest-convergence is a legal term that states if two parties establish
a contract with each other with no active consideration of the third party, while the
third party may benefit from the agreement, their rewards are fortuitous and have no
recovery rights should the contract end or benefits cease to continue (Bell, 2004).
Noted legal scholar Derrick Bell used this structure to frame the 1954 Brown case
arguing the African Americans were a third party, fortuitous benefiter of the Supreme
Court opinion striking down separate, but equal as law. The two primary parties for
this decision were the political elite concerned with charges of democratic hypocrisy from World War II allies and post-war desire for social and economic stability
from middle-class whites. While African Americans benefited from desegregation
of schooling, the political elites and middle-class whites negotiated its structure,
tone, and pace with little consideration of holistic changes to racialized power structures. Similarly, while underrepresented students benefit from a compositional presence at community colleges through open access, the degree to which policies,
programs, and practices have centered their needs and experiences is debatable.
What the completion agenda did expose is how quickly community colleges marginalized even pluralistic diversity frames as the ‘contract’ for organizational legitimacy between institutions and policymakers changed.
Much like the term ‘multiculturalism’ in secondary education practice, ‘diversity’ in higher education is now a catchphrase, striped of any nuance and commonly
limited to a compositional definition. To encourage a philosophical and linguistic
shift away from diversity, Stewart (2017) provides a set of questions that compare
(pluralistic) diversity to more liberating forms of equity in postsecondary. Stewart
states:
• Diversity asks, ‘Who’s in the room?’ Equity responds: ‘Who is trying to get in
the room but can’t? Whose presence in the room is under constant threat of
erasure?’
• Diversity asks, ‘How many more of [pick any minoritized identity] group do we
have this year than last?’ Equity responds, ‘What conditions have we created that
maintain certain groups as the perpetual majority here?’
• Diversity asks, ‘Isn’t it separatist to provide funding for safe spaces and separate
student centers?’ Equity answers, ‘What are people experiencing on campus that
they don’t feel safe when isolated and separated from others like themselves?’
• Diversity celebrates increases in numbers that still reflect minoritized status on
campus and incremental growth. Equity celebrates reductions in harm, revisions
to abusive systems and increases in supports for people’s life chances as reported
by those who have been targeted.
In contrast to pluralistic forms of diversity that emphasize community colleges as
culturally neutral, equity frames assume campus spaces as a site of subjective domination through implicit and explicit actions. Further, rather than take a benign
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approach to engagement across difference, equity frames encourage development of
communities through a collaborative, messy, and controversial processes (Feinberg,
1996; Marichal, 2010). In contrast to the view that compositional diversity as the
ultimate outcome for successful practices, equity frames recognize that institutional
presence of diverse populations is a necessary precondition for individual and collective meaning making across differences. Finally, while pluralistic diversity
emphasizes tolerance and appreciation, equity encourages cultural identities to
flourish as part of a praxis towards developing a participatory culture aimed at
reducing oppression and elevating humanistic conditions. Equity frames align with
the call from Rhoads and Valadez (1996) for community colleges to move “from
monolithic centers of power to democratic constellations in which organizational
structures reflect diverse cultures and perspectives…(reaching) into the depths of
what educational institutions are with hope of creating what ought to be” (p. 9).
Moving community college practices away from pluralistic diversity frames and
towards equity-centered frames requires a critical examination of campus culture
and student experiences.

5.4.1

Student Perceptions of Climate at Community Colleges

A review research on institutional climate at community colleges over the last
decade reveals varied perceptions of campus climate across multiple demographic
populations. For example, a set of scholarship examines the relationship between
cultural congruency, perceptions of racial campus climate, and academic experiences (Edman & Brazil, 2009; Gloria, Castellanos, & Herrera, 2016; Hougaard,
2013; James, 2017). For example, in a survey of 240 community college students,
Edman and Brazil (2009) found no significant difference in measures of cultural
congruity or perceptions of welcoming campus climate across demographic backgrounds except for non-native English speakers who reported significantly lower
levels of cultural congruency than native English speakers. However, the study
found that for African American men and women, high levels of cultural congruency and positive campus perceptions did not translate into academic success (as
measured by GPA) or measured forms of academic self-efficacy. Focusing on the
experiences of 110 Latino students attending two Hispanic-serving community colleges at two points in the semester, Gloria, Castellanos, and Herrera (2016) found a
significant positive relationship between cultural congruity and perceptions of campus academic climate across both surveys. Similarly, researchers found significant,
positive relationships between cultural congruity and perceptions of campus racial
climate as well as academic climate and campus racial climate across both data
points. Except for Hougaard (2013), much of the research in this area is quantitative
and utilizes the same scale – cultural congruity scale from Gloria and Kurpius
(1996) – to capture measures of congruity. While these items remain internally consistent, there is limited insight on the construct validity of the survey particularly
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across context, demographic populations, and contemporary sociopolitical activism
(e.g., Black Lives Matter and Dreamers).
A second set of literature has examined perceptions of campus and classroom
climate within the community college (García & Garza, 2016; Garvey, Taylor, &
Rankin, 2015; Jorstad, Starobin, Chen, & Kollasch, 2017; Morris & Daniel, 2008;
Newman, Wood, & Harris III, 2015; Rodriguez, Massey, & Sáenz, 2016; Wood &
Harris III, 2015). For example, in a comprehensive study of LGBTQ individuals
enrolled across multiple community colleges, Garvey et al. (2015), using both qualitative and quantitative methods found classroom climate was the strongest predictor of overall campus climate perceptions. Specifically, students identified faculty as
having the most influence, either positively or negatively, on perceptions of campus
climate. Zamani-Gallaher and Choudhuri (2016) found comparable themes of isolation and mixed perceptions of faculty support in a qualitative examination of experiences among LGBTQ students enrolled at community colleges. In addition, Taylor,
Dockendorff, and Inselman (2018) found that perspective community college students identifying as LGBTQ+ found digital campus climates to be unwelcoming
and eliciting unsafe feelings.
Emerging research examines the use of social media technology (SMT) at community colleges provides an intriguing inquiry into the shifting definition of campus
climate; from physical to a blend of virtual and physical and its potential impact on
student outcomes (Bajt, 2011; Davis III, Deil-Amen, Rios-Aguilar, & González
Canché, 2015; Diaz, 2010; Herndon, 2011; Rios-Aguilar, González Canché, Deil-
Amen, & Davis III, 2012). SMT includes communication within structured platforms (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram) and open modes that allow for user
creation and modification (e.g., Wikipedia, Reddit, and YouTube). Examining SMT
use across a representative sample of community colleges across the United States,
Davis III and associates (2015) found a primarily one-direction pattern of communication on SMT, from institutional agents – faculty, academic advisors, student
programming, and administrators – to students. Student-initiated communication
through SMT to faculty was less likely. With consistent advances in technology and
increasing speed and capability of hardware, it is likely that SMT will become a
nuanced institutional space in need of attention and research with respect to diversity, equity, and inclusion.
Examining student experiences in academic settings, a series of studies have
identified perceptions of faculty, faculty validation, and faculty engagement as significant predictors of campus belonging among Black (Newman, Wood, & Harris
III, 2015; Wood & Harris III, 2015; Wood, 2014) and Latino men (García & Garza,
2016; Sáenz, Mayo, Miller, & Rodriguez, 2015). Focusing on binary gender, Morris
and Daniel (2008) used the Perceived Chilly Climate Scale (PCCS) to examine
academic programs associated with traditional gender roles (e.g., ‘male-dominated’
and ‘female-dominated’ fields). They found that that women overall perceived chillier academic climate than men and found a significant relationship between non-
white identities and higher levels of a perceived chillier academic climate. While
women reported higher levels of perceived different treatment across programs,
women in traditionally male-dominated fields perceived a ‘warmer’ climate than
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those in female-dominated fields. In contrast, Jorstad et al. (2017) found that, among
students enrolled in a community college STEM program women reported
significantly higher perceptions of a chilly climate. However, the perceptions of
chilly climate did not influence their intent to persist.
In summary, a review of research on perceptions of climate among community
college student from underrepresented backgrounds finds inconsistent patterns of
support. While there is some evidence of connection between cultural congruity and
perceptions of climate, there is less confirmation on how these connections consistently translate to academic outcomes and success across various demographic backgrounds. The overt hostility expressed by community college students identifying as
LGBTQ indicates significant need to reduce harm and revise oppressive systems and
individual actions. Research also indicates inconsistent perceptions of campus climate among women attending community colleges, suggesting that, while numerical
representation continues to grow, general perceptions of chilly climate persist, and
success is more aligned with individual resilience than structured support.

5.4.2

Student Identities and Voice

Scholarly consideration of gendered identity constructions within the community
college context extends to a lineage of scholarship challenging the notion that an
increasing participation among women in higher education signifies the evaporation
of gendered discrimination on campus (Drake, 2008; Lester, 2008; Townsend, 1995,
2008; Townsend & Twombly, 2007; Twombly, 1993). Specifically, Townsend and
Twombly (2007), reject the notion that numerical representation of women reflects
intentional institutional action towards equity, summarizing that “[T]he community
college is a gendered institution whose practices have not always served and do not
currently serve women as well as they could and should be served, given the institution’s societal mission and the proportion of women students, faculty, and presidents” (p. 215).
Contemporary research on gendered identity among community college students
has focused on continued examination experiences among women at community
colleges (Eddy, 2017; Lester, 2010; Lester, Struthers, & Yamanaka, 2017), extended
consideration of intersectional development across gendered and racialized identities (Bivens, 2016; Bukoski & Hatch, 2016; Harris, Wood, & Newman, 2015;
Person, Dawson, García, & Jones, 2017; Rodriguez, Massey, & Sáenz, 2016;
Walpole, Chambers, & Goss, 2014), as well as emerging scholarship on gender
fluidity (Zamani-Gallaher, 2017). Examining experiences of women in Career and
Technical Education (CTE) programs, Lester (2010) found that women experienced
lack of support for enrollment, as well as gendered bias and harassment from men
in the classroom. Further, they crafted forms of resiliency by seeking out professional organizations and services that presented visual representation of women in
CTE fields. Further, women in CTE programs reported that faculty were critical for
shaping classroom environment and aspirational feelings towards the CTE program.
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Among a critical examination of four Black women attending community college,
Bivens (2016) found that students were intentional in establishing proactive relationships with advisors and engaging in community activism as a form of self-
learning. Further, women described experiences when they were penalized
academically for incorporating references from Black women in their written
assignment or during classroom discussions. Similarly, Rodriguez, Massey, and
Sáenz (2016) found that, among Latino men, encouraging, consistent interactions
with faculty positively influenced affective feelings and behaviors related to academic success. Specifically, Latino men reported reduced anxiety over seeking help
outside of class from the faculty member.
In contrast to significant literature on perceptions of campus climate and its relationship to cultural congruity among racially minoritized students, there is little
research on the unique examination of racialized identity development among students attending a community college. In considering development of racialized
identity among community college students, the seminal research of Weis (1985)
and Torres (1999) continues to stand out in the literature. Weis’ ethnographic examination of Black students attending an urban community college focuses on congruity attempts between non-dominant forms of cultural production and dominant
institutional norms. Similarly, using Latinx community college students as part of a
longitudinal, qualitative study, Torres situates racialized identity development outcomes across acculturation and Latino-centered spectrums. Contemporary scholarship suffers from the lack of an update on examining unique development of racial
identity among community college. While racial and ethnic identity is presented as
a variable of interest here is an assumed consistency between a racialized categorical definition and contextual salience. There are a few notable exceptions to this
general observation. Specifically, Watson (2009) explored stages of racialized identity development among Native American students attending college. Using a scale
that measured forms of racialized identity measures, Watson found that indication
of racialized dissonance (confusion caused by consciousness of racialized dynamics) was negatively related to academic adjustment, social adjustment, personal-
emotional adjustment, and institutional attachment. In contrast, racialized
internalization (ability to positively embrace one’s own identity and aspects of the
dominant culture’s identity) was positively associated with academic adjustment,
social adjustment, and institutional attachment.
Much like the reconsideration of gendered norms, contemporary social discourse
has shed a spotlight on the heterogeneous experiences of immigrant students with
special consideration of undocumented status (Munoz, 2015; Teranishi, Suarez-
Orozco, & Suarez-Orozco, 2011; Valenzuela, Perez, Perez, Montiel, & Chaparro,
2015). Community colleges’ low-costs, flexible enrollment options, and local accessibility serve as a primary gateway to postsecondary education (Valenzuela et al.,
2015). Unfortunately, due to the callous consequences associated with undocumented status, research on student experiences and voices are limited. However,
scholars have paid considerable attention to recommending policies and practices
based on insights of undocumented students and community allies. Similarly, while
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community colleges have focused on local contexts, frames of global citizenry have
extended institutional efforts to recruit and retain international student populations
(Hagedorn & Zhang, 2013; Lau, Garza, & Garcia, 2018). As Hagedorn and Zhang
(2013) suggest, international student recruitment can be affected by political
changes in the global, national, and local environments. Relatedly, international students may find difficulty in navigating the unique characteristics of community colleges (e.g., lack of campus housing, varied degree program, concentrated geographic
location [rural or urban]). Finally, exploration of the unique experience of rural
students is also limited, perhaps due its lack of sociocultural definition as a personal
identity. Instead, community college research tends to consider rural student experiences in the context of place (Bahr, 2013a, b; Hardy & Katsinas, 2007).
Overall, the scholarship on development of identity among community college
students is strongest in the areas of intersectionality, with specific attention to gender and race/ethnicity. However, research on the expression of gendered identities
has experienced significantly more evolution than reconsideration of racialized
identities as both a demographic characteristic and a subjective construction that
varies in both performance and recognition. The degree to which this scholarship
appears more ingrained within a four-year context may be due to the wide scope of
student experiences, life-points, and availability for participation in longitudinal
qualitative inquiry. Regardless, the lack of consideration to variances of racialized
expression among community college students limits consideration of holistic
equity frames. Similarly, the scholarly momentum around consideration of gender
fluidity, undocumented immigrant status, and international students’ perspectives
are critical for the deconstructing existing power dynamics, oppressive practices,
and damaging structures at community colleges.

5.5

 dvancing Equitable Educational Outcomes
A
Across Diverse Learners

Having briefly traced the evolution of community colleges and offered a general
scan of scholarship centering around forms of diversity and equity, this section presents institutional policies, practices, and theoretical frameworks that encourage
advancement of equitable education outcomes. In raising questions about presence,
conditions, experiences, and systems, the aim is to center equity as the standard for
defining institutional actions (Castro, 2015; Dowd & Bensimon, 2015; Stewart,
2017). Further, by tracing inquires across policy, normed practices, and theoretical
considerations, provides insight on the connected dynamics of macro-level structures. We frame this section around critical questions that align with Stewart’s
(2017) consideration of equity in higher education.
What populations remain underserved by our institution? Among currently enrolled
students, whose campus existence is most vulnerable under current institutional
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policies and practices? Who gets to be fully present across all institutional
spaces?
Recalling her transition to postsecondary education as a student from a low-
income, rural community in Kentucky, bell hooks (2000) reflects on the traumatic
experiences of her peers from similar backgrounds:
More often than not, they dropped out with no trace of their inner anguish recorded, no
institutional record of the myriad ways in which their take on the world was assaulted by an
elite vision of class and privilege. The records merely indicated that even after receiving
financial aid and other support, these students simply could not make it, simply were not
good enough (p. 37)

The transitional experiences to community colleges, whether directly from high
school or as a returning adult, elicits stress, anxiety, and fear across all populations.
For those most unfamiliar from institution norms, however, the process for developing congruity between individual dispositions and socio-academic spaces on campus can be traumatic. Further, there is no guarantee that high levels of congruity
align with healthy self-perceptions of home community and culture. Too often,
assimilation to dominant norms is the price for institutional success among minoritized students. For example, one may consider the signifying power of policy narratives that emphasize student persistence over institutional retention and competition
over collectivism. Even among programs that are designed to facilitate seamless
transition to postsecondary education, there is evidence of disparate outcomes.
Examining a Midwestern state, Taylor (2015) found that, while there was a positive
relationship between dual credit participation and college persistence for all students, there was a smaller effect size for low-income students and students of color.
Another equity-focused policy focus is College and Career Readiness (CCR) which
supports completion of developmental, non-college credit courses for students prior
to postsecondary enrollment. Research suggests CCR approaches tend to be
grounded in ahistorical, acultural delivery practices, limiting its effectiveness for
minoritized student populations (Castro, 2013; Welton & Martinez, 2014).
Conversely, Baber (2018) found that college transition programs that validate both
the academic potential and sociocultural background of students encourage elevated
forms of student engagement and success.
Despite the open-door policies of community colleges, their practices do not
ensure that all who are interested in attending enroll. For example, Ma and Baum
(2016) noted although community colleges continue to offer lower tuition rates,
than four-year institutions, prices have surged over the last decade. The average
annual price increases of community colleges increased at rates comparable to public four-year institutions and higher than rates at private four-year institutions.
Further, tuition and fees constitute a decreasing portion of total educational costs,
about 20% after considering related costs – food, housing, books and supplies, and
transportation. Considering that community college students are least likely to
apply for any type of financial aid and more likely to work full-time while attending
school, regardless of full-time or part-time status, college costs may be increasing
equity gaps both within institutions and across the postsecondary system.
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Course-taking and program enrollment patterns also reflect the degree to which
presence is consistent across academic programs at an institution. For example,
research suggests that students of color are most likely to be referred to developmental education courses and least likely to complete the required course sequence
(Bailey, Jaggars, & Jenkins, 2015; Brathwaite & Edgecombe, 2018). Similarly,
access to and enrollment in transfer programs vary across demographic background
contributing to racial and gendered gaps in successful transfer to four-year institutions (Bahr, 2013a, 2013b; Crisp & Nunez, 2014; Jain, Herrera, Bernal, & Solórzano,
2011). Further evidence suggests that that men of color are disproportionately
enrolled in non-transfer, short-term credential programs with low retention rates
(Baber & Graham III, 2015; Ponjuan, Palomin, & Hernandez, 2018).
Scholars have encouraged community college leaders to embrace critical forms
of assessment to identify equity gaps and improve institutional practices (Dowd,
2007; Dowd & Bensimon, 2015; Malcom-Piqeux & Bensimon, 2017). This process
includes adopting critical perspectives towards institutional performance through
disaggregating outcome data by demographic categories, identifying best practices
towards equity-focused outcomes, and providing resources for equity-centered
practices that scale and sustain equity-centered practices across campus space and
time. It is important that these processes, while initiated by senior-level administrators, are driven by practitioner-scholar collaborations. Further, data-driven improvement around equity should include various data collection strategies – both
quantitative data that identify trends and qualitative inquiry that give voice to the
damaging threat of assimilation as the necessary price for success. The processes of
critical assessment are supported by theoretical frameworks of fairness and transformative justice (Castro, 2015; Dowd & Bensimon, 2015). Drawing from Rawls’
(1999) definition of fairness – an equal distribution of rights and liberties unless
unequal distribution favors groups most marginalized in the society –Witham,
Malcom-Piqueuz, Dowd, and Bensimon (2015), conceptualize five principles of
equity – clarity of language, goals, and measures towards equity; equity as guiding
paradigm for action; equity for accommodation of difference; equity as continual
processes for improvement, and equity as a pervasive institutional value. These
principles are particularly aligned with consideration of policies and practices that
support gatekeeping functions to community college, position particular students
into a tenuous position, or deny opportunities for full participation.
What structural forces and power dynamics support the perpetual cultural domination of academic and sociocultural places on our campus?
Considering the definitive markers of place and its connection to social processed, sociologist Thomas Gieryn (2000) states that:
A sense of place is not only the ability to locate things on a cognitive map, but also the
attribution of meaning to a built-form or natural spot. Places are made as people ascribe
qualities to the material and social stuff gathered there: ours or theirs; safe or dangerous;
public or private; unfamiliar or known… (p. 472).
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To address equity at community college is to (1) interrogate policies and practices
that create physical, material, and cultural dominance of campus place; (2) understand the varied interpretations, meaning-making, and values of campus space
across diverse populations. Through this perspective, campus place is no longer
defined through objective, geometric measurements but viewed as consistently
evolving products of cultural negotiation, significance, or meaning. Policies and
programs that focus on ‘fixing’ individual dispositions rather than organizational
norms that create barriers for certain populations propagate acultural perceptions
and meritocratic myths. This is exemplified in consideration of low enrollment and
completion patterns for women in Career and Technical Education (CTE) programs
as an outcome of individual choice rather than structural characteristics and signals
that sustain CTE programs as hostile places for women (Lester, 2010; Lester et al.,
2017). Similarly, among LGBTQ students, encounters with institutional norms
places their cultural identity in a subordinate position (Garvey et al., 2015; Zamani-
Gallaher, 2017). What outcomes can we expect if students do not feel that they can
bring their full selves into campus places or do not see their culture or community
reflected in the curriculum?
Many practices towards support for minoritized students on community colleges
focus on development of their social and cultural capital – networks, knowledge,
and dispositions with recognized value in institutional settings (Castro, 2013;
Welton & Martinez, 2014). While often these activities are well-intentioned, providing critical information about campus resources and navigational insights, they may
support cultural-deficit perspectives by repositioning students closer to dominant
cultural norms and underestimating the unique strengths, motivations and support
that students already possess. Similarly, pedagogical practices, particularly in developmental education programs, remain grounded in ‘banking-concepts’ of teaching,
viewing students as passive recipients of content knowledge (Freire, 1970). This
form of teaching tends to reinforce learning as a static process that is void of non-
dominant cultural references, individual creativity, or collaborative engagement
between the student and the teacher. As institutional policies align with acultural
frames to create and maintain sociocultural places on campus, there is little consideration of how these practices reproduce functions of inequality by neglecting a
holistic vision for student success. In contrast, research suggests that recreating
sociocultural places that center expression of cultural identity uniquely foster success for minoritized students (Baber, 2018; Castro & Cortez, 2017; Jain et al., 2011).
For example, Sandoval-Lucero, Maes, and Klingsmith (2014) found that, among
African American and Latino students attending urban community college,
culturally-responsive programs fostered collectivist perspectives towards completion and success. Further, students described feeling for the first time in their educational experience, that they had the ability to express their whole selves without fear
of marginalization.
Scholars have utilized various critical theory frameworks to encourage the dismantling of normative constructs around socio-academic campus places and traditional forms of pedagogy. Specifically, Yosso (2005) offers the concept of community
wealth supports a shift away from viewing minoritized students as culturally-deficit
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and towards the recognition of and value for the cultural knowledge, skills, abilities,
and networks students of color hold as they enter the postsecondary context. Yosso
identifies six forms of wealth shaped by community and cultural norms -aspirational,
linguistic, familial, navigational, resistance, and social. In redeveloping socio-academic spaces, community colleges should consider the alignment between these
forms of wealth and institutional practices, including deficit assumptions of aspirations, inclusive pedagogical practices that acknowledge various forms of communication, centrality of (extended) family, acknowledgement of hidden pathways;
student commitment to activism, and collectivist orientations towards success. A
second theoretical framework support reconstruction of socio-academic place is the
use of culturally-relevant pedagogy, the use of cultural knowledge and prior experiences of diverse student learners to make classroom experiences more engaging
(Gay, 2002; Ladson-Billings, 1995). Culturally responsive pedagogy suggests that
“when academic knowledge and skills are situated within the lived experiences and
frames of reference of students, they are personally meaningful, have higher interest
appeal and are learned more easily and thoroughly” (p. 106). Examples include
math lessons that utilize contextual frames of communities – from predictive modeling of farming efficiency to statistical evaluation of Bodega placements across the
city – or writing assignments that prompt narratives around family history.
How can we lead the reimaging of macro-level structures that will support holistic
development across a diverse set of learners?
To this point, we have focused much of our attention on the deconstruction of
institutional indicators that suppress equitable outcomes at community colleges.
However, such processes require a form of transformational or activist forms of
leadership to articulate vision, support processes, and sustain practice. Shields
(2010) suggests that transformative leadership “begins with questions of justice and
democracy; it critiques inequitable practices and offers the promise not only of
greater individual achievement but of a better life lived in common with others
(p. 559). Normore and Brooks (2014) note that senior administrative leaders,
through macro-level observations of organizational functions, are uniquely positioned to assist with navigation through inevitable dilemmas and conflicts while
keeping equity as the core principle for decision-making and action.
One immediate area of focus is the amplification of the central role of faculty and
instructors in fostering equitable outcomes on campus. The majority of the literature
reviewed earlier identifies the classroom environment as a central feature of the
student experience at community colleges (Bivens, 2016; Garvey et al., 2015;
Lester, 2010; Rodriguez, Massey, & Sáenz, 2016; Wood & Harris III, 2015; Zamani-
Gallaher & Choudhuri, 2016). Community college students are more likely than
their four-year counterparts to only engage in academic places on campus and to
make few personal connections with faculty. Community college faculty and
instructors are unlikely to have extensive knowledge about sociocultural development theories or training in culturally-relevant teaching strategies. Further, institutional policies and practices may inhibit opportunities for faculty to act as consistent
sources of support for students.
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Data from the Center for Community College Student Engagement (CCSE,
2014) find that the majority of courses at community colleges are taught by part-
time instructors with three-quarters of the faculty members in developmental
education programs employed part-time. This raises serious concerns about the frequency in which instructors are available to students outside of class and the degree
to which part-time instructors are provided resources and spaces for student mentoring. Academic leaders must consider whether practices and the related reward structures support equity-centered practices at their institution.
In considering the structural forces and power dynamics that shape classrooms,
it should be noted that community colleges are not autonomous actors (Ayers, 2015;
Castro, 2015; Levin 2001). Equity practices are suspect to complex economic and
sociopolitical realties across local, state, and federal contexts. Specifically, community colleges have suffered disproportionately from austerity measures at state and
local levels. Murphy and Katsinas (2014) found that, adjusting for inflation, state
and local appropriations of community colleges fell by 19.5% over a ten-year
period, making up less than 50% of total institution revenue. This decline may have
a significant influence on the trend towards less full-time faculty leading courses at
community colleges. The most notable contemporary sociopolitical reality for community college leaders to consider are the inconsistent policies around financial aid
for undocumented students. Data from Del Pilar (2018) show that policies range
from states that allow access to all forms of aid for undocumented students
(California, Texas, New Mexico, Minnesota, Illinois) to bans on enrollment of
undocumented students (South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama).
Activist or transformation leadership in education aligns with Freire’s (1970)
concept of leadership that encourages reflection and action towards liberation with
the people. While leaders “bear the responsibility for coordination and, at times,
direction…” (p. 124) they should act to support personal, dialogic relationships
with and among faculty, students, and staff. Zamani-Gallaher et al. (2009) offer six
steps toward what they define as “activist” leadership – establishment of a clear
stance followed by deliberative action; articulating a clear message that informed by
both research and reported experiences; service as an educator of audiences external
to the institution; encourage and participate in on-going dialogues, and replace
failed practices and led the reimaging of new practices. The challenges to developing an activist approach to leadership is not difficult to imagine – ingrained traditionalists, many of whom have significant power, are satisfied with the status quo
regardless of informed evidence. As such, the odds of a transformative leader holding a tenure long enough are very long. Similarly, long-term sustainability is not
guaranteed against the changing sociopolitical contexts at local, state, and/or
national levels. However, transformational leaders can find some solace in the
phrase often attributed to French philosopher Albert Camus, “To commit to a righ-
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teous cause in the face of overwhelming odds is absurd. Not to commit to a righteous cause in the face of overwhelming odds is equally absurd. But only one option
offers the possibility of human dignity.”

5.6

Conclusion

In closing, this chapter seeks to address the public policy trend that isolates the role
of community colleges as a vehicle for economic development and capital growth.
Certainly, supporting individual development of technical skills and industry knowledge for productive, long-term employment is a strong part of the community college mission. The evolution of community colleges includes sustained support for
pathways to economic stability and the middle-class. The community college works
best when career training operates in parallel to educational activities that support
long-term development– understanding of self and others, critical thinking skills,
communication across cultural differences, and collaboration towards a common
goal. These outcomes also support community development through engaged participation toward collective understanding, a central feature of democracy. However,
within an unfettered neoliberal context, unless aligned with specific industry standards, educational activities related to these outcomes are often perceived as costly
burdens against institutional efficiency. Driven by pursuit of federal, state, and local
revenue streams that align with workforce training and economic growth, career
training courses and programs receive consistent institutional support. In contrast,
programs that foster academic development and tools are reduced to a cost/benefit
analysis in relation to material production rather than democratic citizenship.
As this chapter presents, the contemporary preference towards neoliberal and
human capital ideology has significant influence on both institutional practices and
student experiences. Community colleges are increasingly dependent on business
and industry as declining public support, notably decreasing state appropriations
and waning local tax contributions, positions institutions towards market-based
behaviors and values. While open access remains for students, the larger question
becomes ‘access to what and for whom?’ Which students have access to programs
that develop holistic skills for long-term employability in a globalized, knowledge
economy? Who pays a developmental and sociocultural price for individual success? If institutional accountability is tightly coupled with efficient material production, where is the value for the messy, complicated underpinnings of human
development and democratic engagement? These are the questions, continuously
revised and revisited with principles of equity and social justice, that have the potential to move community colleges back towards an ideological equilibrium.
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Now, perhaps more than ever, community colleges need to engage in a Janusian
approach to education and the students they serve. Janus, the Roman God of beginnings and endings, is frequently used to symbolize an ability to hold contradictory
ideas simultaneously without significant strife or conflict. Images of Janus often
display multiple faces looking in diametrically opposite directions. For community
colleges, a Janusian perspective offers inspiration for engaging in student outcomes,
community practices, policy development that engages with both the democratic
foundations and economic benefits of postsecondary education. In the era of austerity, this is a significant challenge, one that has already restructured other sectors of
public higher education, notably land-grant colleges and universities (Fabricant &
Brier, 2016). Locally situated and accessible to all, community colleges still represent a foundational American experiment with the promise to support and elevate
the economic, social, and cultural well-being of the individuals and communities
they serve.
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Chapter 6

The Promise and Peril of the Public
Intellectual
Todd C. Ream, Christopher J. Devers, Jerry Pattengale, and Erin Drummy

6.1

Introduction

On February 2, 2001, The Chronicle of Higher Education published Theodore
M. Hesburgh, C.S.C.’s “Where Are College Presidents’ Voices on Important Public
Issues?” While serving as president of the University of Notre Dame for 35 years
(1952–1987), Hesburgh vaulted the institution’s academic reputation into the ranks
of the most highly regarded research universities in the United States.
At the same time, he served on a host of commissions and boards, including the
National Science Board (1954–1966) and as a founding member and eventual chair
of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights (1957–1962). In addition to receiving the
Medal of Freedom from U.S. President Lyndon Baines Johnson on September 14,
1964, and the Congressional Gold Medal from President William Jefferson Clinton
on July 13, 2000, the U.S. Postal Service released a first-class stamp bearing an
image of Hesburgh on September 1, 2017; the only other so honored individual that
year was U.S. President John F. Kennedy.
Hesburgh (2001) opened that editorial in the Chronicle by noting he did not “find
many college presidents commenting on [issues of national concern] on the front
pages of The New York Times or any of the country’s other major news outlets”
(para. 1). Overall, he found college presidents “do seem to be less involved in public
debate than in the past” (para. 5). Part of his concern with such a decline stemmed
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from his belief that “We cannot urge students to have the courage to speak out
unless we are willing to do so ourselves” (para. 13). For presidents willing to follow
his lead, Hesburgh noted “technology now gives us the reach—if we have the imagination—to deliver information to any corner of the world” (para. 17).
Hesburgh (2001) noted that not all university presidents had abandoned the public square. He then referred to William Bowen and Derek Bok’s (1998) The Shape
of the River: Long-Term Consequences of Considering Race in College and
University Admissions as one example of efforts intellectuals made on behalf of the
public. For example, the University of Chicago’s Robert Maynard Hutchins invested
in conversations concerning the shape of the curricular canon (Ashmore, 1989;
Dzuback, 1991; Mayer, 1993). In addition, Harvard University’s James B. Conant
invested in conversations ranging from the military use of nuclear energy to the
shape of K–12 education (Conant, 2017; Hershberg, 1993).
Although the scope of Hesburgh’s (2001) focus in that particular essay was on
college presidents and their service as public intellectuals, such a mantle had and
should once again rest on the shoulders of any number of individuals committed to
the life of the mind. In the American context, columnists for leading periodicals as
well as artists with no institutional affiliation have historically shared in the wearing
of that mantle. However, Marybeth Gasman (2016) also recently claimed that most
observers “see public intellectuals as always having a university home from which
they gain their credibility” (p. 1).
Registering a different iteration of the concern than Hesburgh (2001) raised concerning the demise of the public intellectual, Gasman (2016) went on to note that
“others writing about the topic see only a few academics rising to the level of public
intellectual—viewing the role as only suited for rare intellectuals” (p. 1). As a result,
one is left to wonder whether perceptions concerning the demise or perhaps even
just the shortage of public intellectuals is due to a relative unwillingness or inability
on the part of scholars to pursue such efforts. Regardless of the reason, a society
dependent on an informed citizenry depends on the contributions offered by its
public intellectuals.

6.2

Chapter Overview

Are public intellectuals in peril? Though the question engenders considerable
debate, the contributions of public intellectuals are historically considerable. And
now, with our plethora of potentially promising social media platforms, the cultivation of such individuals is arguably more imperative than ever for the health of the
academy and society. Fortunately, colleges and universities can take practical steps
to cultivate, assess, evaluate, and reward public scholarship. What follows in this
chapter will unpack the details of that argument in ways that capture both the wider
theoretical context and practical ramifications.
To open, the chapter includes an assessment of whether public intellectuals and
the roles they play in society are, in fact, in peril. As echoed in the introduction,
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educational leaders such as Hesburgh (2001) believed the willingness of university
presidents to make their expertise available to the wider public declined in the latter
half of the twentieth century. Some scholars argue that unwillingness applies also to
faculty members and to date shows no indications of reversal. Others, however,
believe that the sense of peril is overstated and that the situation before public intellectuals is qualitatively different in a host of often unacknowledged ways.
Second, after providing a nuanced understanding of the recent past and present
conditions facing public intellectuals, the chapter reaches back to the 1800s and the
rise of the research university; we delve into the emergence of the social role that
came to be filled by the modern public intellectual. The notion now referenced as
the public intellectual stretches at least as far back as the Athens detailed by Plato.
The research university, however, created a context in which intellectuals more formally redefined the frontiers of knowledge. Such opportunities yielded newfound
expertise but did so in arguably narrower constructs than experienced by previous
generations of intellectuals.
Third, in order to come to terms with what defines a public intellectual in tangible terms, at least three biographical examples prove helpful—one from the humanities in Jean Bethke Elshtain (1941–2013), one from the social sciences in Robert D.
Putnam (1941–), and one from the natural sciences in Neil deGrasse Tyson (1958–).
In an overarching sense, these individuals possessed an expertise in their specific
fields but also drew heavily from a wider array of disciplines in order to address
questions of importance to the wider public. While Elshtain and Putnam formally
spent their careers in academe, Tyson formally spent his career at an observatory.
They also represent how a diversity of religious convictions are present in American
intellectual life: Elshtain was a Lutheran most of her life but joined the Catholic
Church 2 years prior to her death; Putnam was raised a Methodist but shortly after
marriage shared in his wife’s Judaism; and Tyson is agnostic.
Fourth, this chapter focuses primarily on public intellectuals and the scholarship
they generate. However, advances in information technology and the social media
platforms it created made the boundaries once geographically separating various
intellectuals more porous. As a result, a discussion of the global array of public
intellectuals is more imperative than ever. In particular, this section focuses on intellectuals who serve in nations such as China and India as well as those in nations
such as Turkey that geographically bridge continents and thus cultures.
Fifth, this chapter then takes a more practical turn in detailing how universities
can cultivate, assess, evaluate, and reward public scholarship. In some contexts,
efforts to cultivate public scholarship and, in turn, empower academic professionals
to serve as public intellectuals prove too structurally improbable. Many universities
still prefer to see their faculty publish in refereed academic journals and/or with
renowned university presses of high regard in their specific academic fields.
Although a growing number of university presses prepare volumes for general audiences, many still do not. Universities often socialize their faculty members to honor
processes that cultivate, assess, and reward such forms of scholarship and do so at
the exclusion of others.
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However, universities could create processes that cultivate, assess, evaluate, and
reward public scholarship, but also do so while viewing public scholarship as an
equally desirable end. As a result, many universities should revise their policies and
programs to cultivate wider expressions of scholarship and help their educators
make their scholarship available to wider sectors of the public.
Sixth, the penultimate set of sections in this chapter then offers batteries of suggestions for both practice and further research. As indicated earlier, the health of a
society in many ways depends upon an informed citizenry. Public intellectuals have
and should continue to play critical roles in that process. The suggestions offered in
those sections offer way scholars can contribute to the resources needed by that citizenry as well as how colleges and universities can cultivate environments in which
such resources are generated.
Finally, this chapter concludes with a cautionary tale. In particular, that tale
focuses on the life and work of Robert Andrews Millikan (1868–1953). Long after
Millikan won the Nobel Prize in Physics, completed his tenure of service as the
chair of the executive council (effectively the president) of the California Institute
of Technology, and was placed on a 37¢ stamp by the U.S. Postal Service, his
research and character were posthumously called into question. While those assertions themselves are debatable, they point to the reality that may befall public intellectuals sooner than later in the age of social media and, as in the case of Millikan,
decades after their passing. Being in the public light may yield benefits for a wider
public than may otherwise be possible. Then again, that public light may also yield
a measure of scrutiny—just or unjust—that may have otherwise have escaped them.

6.3

Definitions

Some measure of diversity exists in definitions of a public intellectual. For example,
Hösle (2016) committed an entire chapter in Desch’s (2016) Public Intellectuals in
the Global Arena: Professors or Pundits? to the construction of a taxonomy of such
definitions. In addition, as Isasi-Díaz, McClintock Fulkerson, and Carbine (2013)
note in Theological Perspectives for Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness:
Public Intellectuals for the Twenty-First Century, both of the words public and intellectuals are fraught with their own challenges. To begin, “Public can be misconstrued to mean those who have garnered both academic influence and broad societal
influence” (p. xiii). And, “Intellectual can also falsely imply a privileged academic
scholar at an institution of higher education, suspected of participating in status quo
power relations and thus perceived to be distanced from the vicissitudes of daily
life” (pp. xiii–xiv).
To come to terms with a definition that can be operationalized in a way that spans
not only a diverse array of perspectives but also these linguistic challenges, what is
offered in this chapter focuses not on who public intellectuals are but on what they
do. For example, in the introduction to Public Intellectuals in the Global Arena,
Desch (2016), a faculty member at the University of Notre Dame, noted public
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intellectuals are “persons who exert a large amount of influence in the contemporary
society of their country through their thought, writing, or speaking” (p. 1). One
additional advantage of Desch’s definition is its applicability in a global array of
contexts. One deficiency, however, is Desch does not overtly note the ability of
public intellectuals to draw upon an expansive array of disciplines to craft messages
capable of exerting such influence.
One other noteworthy definition at the outset of this chapter pertains to public
scholarship. If public intellectuals are “persons who exert a large amount of influence in the contemporary society of their country through their thought, writing, or
speaking” (Desch, 2016, p. 1), public scholarship—risking oversimplification—is
the product of efforts made by public intellectuals. Details that follow in this chapter
will unpack that definition in greater detail and also explore how universities are
working with members of their communities to cultivate, assess, evaluate, and
reward public scholarship.

6.4

The American Intellectual Tradition

In the United States, higher learning has always been a privilege and, with it, an awesome responsibility. A thread throughout American history has been the role of educated men and women speaking into national crises and issues. Oftentimes, speaking
truth to power. Whether from faculty positions or think tank appointments, most
voices in high-volume audiences and substantive public exchanges involve well-educated individuals. A case could be made for many of the leading journalists as well.
In this section, we will look at both the long tradition of educated public intellectuals,
but also the link to academic institutions (and think tanks—generally linked to university professors). A key book on this topic, Public Intellectuals: An Endangered
Species? represents well this university-think tank dynamic. It a is co-edited by
Amitai Etzioni, a Professor of Sociology at George Washington University, and
Alyssa Bowditch, an executive assistant at the Institute for Communitarian Policy
Studies—which is housed at the same university (Etzioni and Bowditch, 2006). Of
the 22 contributors to this book, 18 had or have careers as professors, four held positions at think tanks or centers, and several had or have commitments to both.
Two important developments have occurred and will continue to play out in
decades ahead. First universities effectively engaging in public discourse are no
longer just the elite schools; many non-traditional schools have numerous inroads
into wide media and publishing networks. Broad networks and venues are now
available for professors to share their work with the wider citizenry. Perhaps this is
most noticeably manifest in the media site, The Conversation. The first two bullets
of its charter state: 1, “Inform public debate with knowledge-based journalism that
is responsible, ethical and supported by evidence, and 2, “Unlock the knowledge of
researchers and academics to provide the public with clarity and insight into society’s biggest problems.” It lists more than 50 founding universities and claims to
feature articles from experts at 2039 universities and research institutes—from
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around the world.” The faculty-led effort has gained so much traction that as this
book is going to press, it’s in the final stages of a three-way merger with The
Associated Press and Religion News Service. (One of this chapter’s authors, a
University Professor, is vice chair of the latter.) Its content is freely distributed by
the Associated Press as “AP partner content,” and this model served as the framework for the RNS-AP-Conversation collaboration (a $4.8 million grant from the
Lilly Foundation, activating in late 2018) in which the AP will distribute both an
enhanced joint religion wire and a separate RNS Opinion wire as AP partner content
(RNS, 2018).
Second, today’s universities are expected to address social issues and crises. For
example, Boyer model of scholarship, the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning
(SoTL) is proving a viable approach to this end, demonstrating remarkable adoption
at universities since its founding in the late 1980s, “… counterintuitively, research
and comprehensive universities reported [in a 2001 survey] a higher level of interest
and engagement in SoTL than liberal arts colleges and community colleges” (Boyer,
Moser, Ream, & Braxton, 2016, p. 16). Institutions are more aggressively bridging
the gap between theory and practice, including a “broader vision” of scholarship in
realms that intersect more with public discourse and engagement (Boyer et al.,
2016, p. 4).
Think Tanks in America, one of an exhaustive list of resources that could be heralded in support of Boyer’s model, is written by Thomas Medvetz, associate professor of sociology at University of California, Santa Barbara. He reminds us that
centers leverage university intellectual capital as established sources of public
knowledge for their targeted engagement with societal issues, often through politics
(Medvetz, 2014). We see this connection to a university professor’s seminal research
with the very founding of the Boyer model of scholarship, the Scholarship of
Teaching and Learning (SoTL). Eugene Rice, a professor of sociology and religion
at the University of the Pacific (and later at Antioch College), had expended considerable energies on his work, headed the standard route to publication in The New
American Scholar before he joined with Boyer at the Carnegie Foundation (acting
both as a foundation and a think tank) (Boyer et al., 2016, p. 7).
Medvetz seems to be reflecting the work of public intellectual from his own discipline, Pierre Bourdieu (1930–2002), Chair, of Sociology at the Collège de France
after other professorships, and his key work, Distinction: A Social Critique of the
Judgment of Taste (1979). Bourdieu had established the importance of empirical
research in the field, and argued for sociology and anthropology as sciences instead
of for political activism—but later became heavily involved in bringing his intellectual capital to the public debate. “The point of my work is to show that culture
and education aren’t simply hobbies or minor influences. They are hugely important
in the affirmation of differences between groups and social classes and in the reproduction of those differences” (Riding, 2002). His “cultural capital,” like the work of
think tanks attached to universities, certainly represents that broader vision of
scholars, taking the scholarship of discovery and through personal and collective
efforts to addressing society needs, often in immediate campus communities.
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Millions have toured the extant portion of Thomas Jefferson’s library at the
Library of Congress, catching a glimpse of the tools and context of one of our early
public intellectuals. The founding of the United States has direct connections to his
Monticello shelves—official documents and public exchanges inextricably linked
to historic decisions. He was from the 18th- and early nineteenth-century class of
“intellectual politicians” as distinguished from “intellectuals in politics” in subsequent generations (Draper, 1977). His public role and reliance on libraries, at least
his own, prompts us to ask where this tradition has landed us today. Are educated
voices still speaking into our national issues, or have we transitioned to less informed
outlets? While there are plenty of the latter, higher education remains a fountainhead for thought—though expressed in various formats today. From digital outlets
and e-Books, to centers, think tanks, and slanted news stations, public intellectuals
are still tethered to teaching professions, or in the case of writers like Susan Jacoby,
professors and intellectual communities.
Jacoby (2018) opens her national bestseller, The Age of American Unreason in a
Culture of Lies, with Jeffersonian wisdom—in effect pitting our modern situation
against the giant intellectuals of his era: “If a nation expects to be ignorant and free,
in a state of civilization, it expects what never was and never will be.” —Thomas
Jefferson, 1816 (p. vii). Jefferson himself looked back to great thinkers—his very
library’s arrangement follows Francis Bacon’s categories of Memory (History),
Reason (Philosophy), and Imagination (Fine Arts). Jacoby herself has a long-
standing association with a think tank, the Center for Inquiry, where she still serves
as an honorary board member. Her “return to Michigan” book release in April 2018
reflects the rather public familiarity of her tie to Michigan State University, her alma
mater (CFI Michigan, 2018).
Fast forward to today when a writer for one of our leading thought magazines,
The Atlantic, calls Melissa Harris-Perry “America’s most foremost public intellectual” (para. 12). This former MSNBC host allegedly “makes America smarter”
(para. 18) through communicating “the work of thinking to more people with more
rigor and effect” (para. 13) than any other American (Coates, 2014).
For many, placing Jefferson—the progenitor of our Library of Congress—and
Harris-Perry on the same intellectual teeter-totter would surely send her flying
through the air by sheer intellectual and social impact imbalance—regardless of his
William & Mary and her Duke degrees. This is where we are in today’s assessment
of intellectual weight and societal impact. Whereas Jefferson’s knowledge and intellect led to the founding of institutions, Harris-Perry’s articulation of timely topics
has garnered the attention of more than one modern media institution, including the
Smithsonian (Mitchell, 2017).
The American intellectual tradition has several cultural hues in its historical
background and thus varying qualities among those appearing on lists and charts of
public intellectuals. Also, historian Stefan Collini (2006) reminds us in Absent
Minds: Intellectuals in Britain not to fall victim to the “absence thesis”; that is, that
the only truly great minds have already gone before, and for some reason, the list
includes only those with Continental European roots. Besides the elevated status of
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non-American educational backgrounds among these venerated public intellectuals,
the list predominantly consists of white males.
Jean Bethke Elshtain (2014), the heralded Laura Spelman Rockefeller Professor
of Social and Political Ethics in the University of Chicago Divinity School, reflected
on the absent-in-America claim made by a proud Parisian during adiscussion session at Princeton’s Institute for Advanced Study. Elshtain reminds us that though
France certainly had its glut of brilliant ideologues, only a few of its public intellectuals, those surrounding Albert Camus, didn’t become apologists for what Camus
called “the socialism of the gallows” (Camus, 1961, p. 171). She also contends that
American public intellectuals were “members of a wider public” (Elshtain, 2014,
p. 2). The absence thesis—if meaning the lack of public intellectuals who were
merely predictable idealogues like noted above--in her mind, is an implied virtue of
the American saga. Our “peculiar blend of rough-and-ready pragmatism and a tendency to fret about the moral dimensions of public life” is a good thing. It is “a
better guarantor of constitutionalism and healthy society than were the intellectuals
of the sort my French interlocutor favored” (p. 2).
As a true public intellectual, it is easy for us to find Elshtain living out this philosophy, such as her Speaking of Faith discussion, “Religion in a Time of War”
(Tippett, 2003). Elshtain’s penchant for raising and answering moral questions provides an interesting case study for these very assertions. She notes that many public
issue debates are now solved by those with empirical data, like Putnam offers in
Bowling Alone. It still takes repackaging for public consumption, which is what
brought his work to the front. Beneath this mountain of statistics rests the age-old
primary questions. We used to talk about sin instead of syndrome. About moral
rights and wrongs instead of profits and losses. Projecting this into today’s public
(and political arena), we used to address ideals as the fulcrum of important decisions, not deals. In a discussion of Just War Theory, she directs the discussion to the
role of Christianity, and the underpinning value of human dignity.
There is considerable historic precedent of U.S scholars taking this privilege
seriously, collaborating “with constituencies to make the country more just and
equitable” (Behm, Rankins-Robertson, & Roen, 2014, para. 4). Some prominent
intellectuals such as the late Palestinian literary critic Edward Said, professor of
literature at Columbia University, tend to highlight the sensational thought leaders
over the traditional. They seem to prioritize those who have risked their very lives
and well-being for the pursuit of truth values as noble examples of the public intellectual—those who often find themselves challenging the status quo. Said (1996,
2002) argues that intellectuals are found behind every revolution and counter-
revolution; they “speak the truth to power.”
We also find public intellectuals, contrary to Said’s philosophy, as the articulate
support of institutions that have been the fulcrum of our legendary democracy—
from its founding to the present. Perhaps this fits his counterrevolution scenario, but
it certainly defends the status quo. In line with Fyodor Dostoevsky’s notion of
Russian thinkers such as Aleksandr Pushkin, the great American intellectuals were
not detached from “native soil” and the people, the demos among the great
democratic experiment. “The greatest Russian geniuses were unable to bear the
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lyricism of the mountaintop with its solitude and sought the truth in flat places
among the people” (de Huszar, 1960, p. 100). Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s fireside
chats (1933–1944) come to mind as positive examples of this attachment in recent
American history.
From the founding of the United States, institutions reflected the desire for educated minds to lead, to speak into its current issues and future stability. An institution is a systematic response to a recurring need, and the early colleges reflected this
prioritized need. Perhaps two books among many help capture this development the
best. Harry (Skip) S. Stout, professor at Yale University and founder of the Jonathan
Edwards Center, shows the leading role of Congregational ministers as Puritan New
England’s public speakers. The New England Soul: Preaching and Religious Culture
in Colonial New England, an analysis of over two thousand sermons, presents convincing evidence for the pulpit source of the ideology that fueled the Revolution.
Accenting the notion of the public role of these sermons is that until this particular
book, nearly all of what we knew of these exchanges came for the repository of
printed sermons—those given in public sessions and actually published (Stout,
1986). There were so many that most researchers utilized these instead of the
approximately 15,000 sermons most citizens heard during their lifetimes (that were
not published). A book that gives a diachronic analysis of educated leaders and citizenry, from a much different ideological perspective, is Anthony Kronman’s
Education’s End: Why Our Colleges and Universities Have Given Up on the
Meaning of Life (Kronman, 2008). Kronman, a professor at Yale University Law
School and former dean, outlines the transition from these pulpits to the university
rostrums and then back to the pulpits—and bemoans the latter. Like Elshtain, he
sees the fundamental needs for well-educated voices on life’s ultimate questions.
They differ over the role of religion, and instead he waves the flag of enlightened
humanism. While he seems to misrepresent why the leaders in public discourse on
these questions had returned to church pulpits and podcasts (in reality, the universities made that choice), he provides a provocative look at the need for universities to
reengage in meaningful informed public discourse (Pattengale, 2009a).
Dostoevsky saw education, especially European education, as creating a lazy
class of elite intellectuals. However, American education has been, and at the least
in altruistic ways continues to be, concerned in creating better citizens. Very few
Americans have made their way to lists of public intellectuals without some form of
higher education. Malcolm X, on some lists, is the common exception (Marable,
2011).
As we survey world and American history, we can find gifted thinkers who
assumed traditional roles within their professional field or academic discipline and
those who became connected to societal causes and gained broader platforms—
sometimes both in the same person. In a sense, Ed Whelan combines both. As president of the political think tank, Ethics and Public Policy Center (EPPC, with two of
its five Policy Advisory Board members being university professors), through his
National Review columns, and books such as Scalia Speaks (Scalia, 2017), Whelan
(co-editor) is operationalizing his knowledge to important social questions. With
Harvard University degrees (including Harvard Law School), he easily qualifies
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among the educated elite. He also has the platform of experience; he has served in
roles assisting the U.S. Senate and Supreme Court. Although these aspects of his
profile may be considered noble, it is his broader engagement, along with the years
of leading a national think tank (EPPC), that places him in that special category of
American intellectuals. In an interview, Whelan noted (referring to others, not
assuming he was being placed in this category): “For thinkers to be public intellectuals, their writings must inform and influence the discussions and opinions of educated citizens” (E. Whelan, personal communication, April 17, 2018).
There needs to be a stickiness to their ideas among the broad citenzry. It is not
enough to have millions of listeners—our history is littered with populists.
Pierre Bayard’s (2007) book How to Talk about Books You Haven’t Read is an
engaging reminder of the forests being razed for new books and the daunting task
for anyone to keep track of even the best of books across disciplines, let alone
within them (Pattengale, 2009a, 2009b). Needless to say, it is difficult to stay
informed even for the sake of public discourse of the most important titles for our
community, our “collective library” or the community’s “canonical list.” Bayard’s
opening scene finds General Stumm in his country’s imperial library, wanting to
read widely to impress a woman—only to realize the thousands of years’ of reading
ahead. The old librarian becomes his hero when the librarian acknowledges his
secret, of knowing a section’s overview and being most concerned about knowing
where the key books fit on the shelves. “His love of books—of all books—incites
him to remain prudently on the periphery, for fear that too pronounced an interest in
one of them might cause him to neglect the others” (cited in Pattengale, 2009a,
2009b, para. 8). Bayard also notes that our “inner library,” that of the books we have
read thoroughly and with which we feel the most confident are the ones “around
which every personality is constructed, and which then shapes each person’s individual relationship to books and to other people” (Bayard, 2007, p. 73; cited in
Pattengale, 2009a, 2009b, para. 10). For the public intellectual, it is the ability to
speak from grounded knowledge across vast swaths of books that intersect with and
serve as reference points to what the intellectual knows. We find an increasing number of public intellectuals speaking directly from specific fields, into practical matters—both an extension of tenure demands and the complex nature of today’s
universities.
George Will, a Pulitzer Prize winner and longtime columnist for The Washington
Post (since 1974), covers a mélange of books and publications in his twice-weekly
columns—always grounded in his well-researched ideology. One can find implicitly and explicitly a large inner library under his command, from Locke and Calhoun
to Madison, Jefferson, and more modern writers such as Milton Friedman (d. 2006);
he is a public intellectual with a solid reference point that measures all the new
books on ever-extending shelves. For example, in his pensive piece, “A Showcase of
the Vilest and Noblest Manifestations of Humanity,” Will (2018) charges that the
U.S Holocaust Memorial Museum
… inflicts an assaultive, excruciating knowing: Nothing—nothing—is unthinkable, and
political institutions by themselves provide no permanent safety from barbarism, which
permanently lurks beneath civilization’s thin, brittle crust.
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This is why the Holocaust is the dark sun into which this democracy should peer. (pars. 5–6)

Through Will’s books and especially his newspaper columns, readers can easily
trace his insights into his inner library. But as we expect of true public intellectuals,
he also brings fresh sources to bear on the matter, like a reference in the same 2018
article to Peter Hayes’s “mind-opening 2017 book,” Why? Explaining the Holocaust.
Hayes is professor of History and Northwestern University. Will uses these third-
party references (experts) to remind us the power of “individual agency” (e.g.,
Hitler) and of cautions such as Hayes’s clever use of the German proverb “beware
the beginnings” (para. 9).
Nearly all public intellectuals have such literary recall. We find this in Martin
Luther King Jr.’s ability to recall various sources from memory in his “Letter from
the Birmingham Jail” (April 16, 1968, reprinted more than 50 times and in more
than 300 editions by 1996). More recently, we find this ease of literary recall among
the stream of citations, proper usages of a mélange of thinkers, or years of book
reviews by John Wilson, longtime editor of the former Books & Culture journal,
whom Alan Wolfe calls a “polymath” (Wolfe, 2000). Two authors of this chapter
visited his second-floor office at the Christianity Today parent-company headquarters in Carol Stream, Illinois, which had to be moved due to the sheer weight of the
thousands of books stacked in his office—all categorized in some state of review.
The acumen to exercise with ease a vast knowledge arsenal is not synonymous
with the courage to do so. American sociologist C. Wright Mills, professor at
Columbia University from 1946 to 1962, wrote The Power Elite (1956), coining that
term for those at dominant institutions in the dominant country (U.S.) that have
enormous consequences. He argues that too many gifted thinkers became preoccupied in the mid-twentieth century with “celebrating formal civil liberties in
America,” in contrast to their absence in Soviet Communism, rather than defending
those liberties.
It is much safer to celebrate civil liberties than to defend them, and it is much safer to
defend them as a formal right than to use them in a politically effective way: even those who
would most willingly subvert these liberties, usually do so in their very name. It is easier
still to defend someone else’s right to have used them years ago than to have something
yourself to say now and to say it now forcibly. (Mills, 2006, p. 334)

On the flipside of this common display of such a vast knowledge base and voracious
reading agenda was the demise of Republican politician former Alaska Governor
Sarah Palin. Her interview with CBS’s Katie Couric (September 2008) exposed her
dearth of reading; the segment on her reading habits (September 30) likely caused
the tide to turn in terms of the credible perception of her vice-presidential bid. When
asked which periodicals she read:
PALIN: I’ve read most of them, again with a great appreciation for the press, for the media.
COURIC: Can you name a few?
PALIN: I have a vast variety of sources where we get our news too. Alaska isn't a foreign
country, where, it’s kind of suggested and it seems like, “wow, how could you keep in touch
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with what the rest of Washington, D.C., may be thinking and doing when you live up there
in Alaska?” Believe me, Alaska is like a microcosm of America. (Stein, 2008, para. 4)

This revealed the opposite end of the spectrum from the ilk of public intellectuals
such as George Will, who at that time was also a Republican. It seemed to mark the
exit of other public intellectuals from the Republican camp as well. Prominent writers such as Will and Michael Gerson were not linking cultural positions and politics
like is common today among many media voices. Like the essence of most common
definitions of public intellectuals, their writings remain true to their own barometers
of logic—their own voices speaking truth to power and not merely in support of one
authority or coterie (e.g., the Republican leaders and POTUS).
Michael Gerson (2018) would be one of the other Republican defectors. Gerson
produces a regular column for The Washington Post and moderates a PBS show, “In
Principle.” In 2017, several months before Gerson’s Atlantic article, a symposium at
the Sagamore Institute (Indianapolis) gathered key evangelical voices, most of them
serving as a prequel to The Atlantic lament. The State of the Evangelical Mind
(Ream, Pattengale, & Devers, 2018) captures these challenges according to institutional affiliations and reveals a microcosm of public intellectuals addressing some
the dynamics of this chapter, especially the need for the thinking public to understand what Gerson terms “loyal adherence” (2018, para. 1) at the expense of reasoned arguments.
Whether you hook your nomenclature wagon to Antonio Gramsci’s notion of
traditional intellectuals and organic intellectuals (Gramsci, 1971), Julien Benda’s (a
master of French belles-lettres and four-time nominee for Noble Prize in Literature)
adaptation of Plato’s philosopher kings, but beyond Europeans (Benda, 1969),
Said’s notion of the passionate reflection and representative (every intellectual is
public), or another’s view, at some point in your taxonomy, there are individuals
who surface as kingpins of change—or ardent defenders of traditions. Said (1996)
contends that these “representatives” have likely overcome “all sort of barriers”
(p. 12). However, as we look at a reasonable list of leading voices in the American
intellectual tradition, it appears that in the final analysis it is not as much about what
barriers the thinker overcame as the effect on those facing them.
The seventh edition of the two-volume anthology The American Intellectual
Tradition provides a tested framework and list of American intellectuals, and itself
produced by college professors. David Hollinger is Preston Hotchkis Professor of
History Emeritus at the University of California, Berkeley, and Charles Capper is
Professor of History at Boston University. They qualify writers through their writing and thinking—and arrange them chronologically and thematically (Hollinger &
Capper, 2015a, 2015b). Amid the dizzying list of names in this “intellectual” space,
this approach provides a frame of reference by focusing on “purposeful discourse”—
those “relatively effective at making arguments.” The editors selected “pieces of
argumentation that became prominent points of reference for contemporaries or for
Americans of later generations” (2015a, p. xi). Nearly all of the public intellectuals
listed show a deep love for learning and appetite for education, including the seventeenth through nineteenth centuries before formal education was very accessible. A
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look at the intellectuals listed in the last section of volume 1 reveal this. Volume 1
represents 1630–1865, and the last section is titled “The Quest for Union and
Renewal.” Without exception, each person listed had a voracious appetite for study,
and their intellectual capital in inextricably linked to their public engagement. John
C. Calhoun attended Yale College and his debates with President Dwight are well
documented. Louisa Mccord’s social leverage can be traced to her private education
and French finishing school. George Fitzhugh went to public schools but was
dubbed a recluse and appeared to live in his vast library. Martin Delany maximized
what public education was available, but Harvard Medical School would not let him
attend after acceptance due to race. Frederick Douglass had considerable obstacles
for the same reason, but Martin Delany, public school (accepted to Harvard Med.
School, but rejected). Abraham Lincoln’s “18-month” formal education is well
known, along with his lifetime of learning. And the last public intellectual selected
for this section, Francis Lieber, graduated from the University of Jena—after writing his dissertation in only 4 months. The entire volume represents public intellectuals that meet the authors’ three main criteria above, and all are dependent upon their
marshalling of knowledge.
Hollinger and Capper struggled over how to limit the size of their text, already at
1325 text-rich pages, due to the options for inclusion. Like the seventh edition, subsequent ones will likely have a fluid list based on ongoing scholarship. We also keep
in perspective that intellectual giants much in American discourse include an even
longer list of non-Americans. It’s difficult to discuss public intellectuals in most
contexts without names surfacing such as Desiderius Erasmus, John Locke, Jean-
Jacques Rousseau, Alex de Tocqueville, Percy Bysshe Shelley, Henrik Ibsen, Leo
Tolstoy, Bertrand Russell, Jean-Paul Sartre, Winston Churchill, C. S. Lewis, Russell
Kirk, and a host of others.
Much of the recent debate on public intellectuals highlights academic voices
with large social appeal, usually from prestigious professoriates at elite schools.
Matt Reed (2014), writing for Inside Higher Ed, challenges this notion when it
appeared in The New York Times:
But higher education in America goes well beyond research universities. It incorporates
liberal arts colleges, master’s level universities, religious colleges, for-profits, HBCU’s,
and, of course, community colleges, among others. Engagement with the public looks different at each. (para. 6)

In this context Matthew Reed (2014) points to the merits of the 1990 Boyer Model
of speaking to the greater good. Reed, who formerly served as the anonymous
author of Inside Higher Ed’s most popular blog, Confessions of a Community
College Dean, offers a glimpse of how this engagement looks different from that of
the stereotypical public intellectual, such as excellence in public performance,
teaching, service learning, and the scholarship of teaching and learning. Tomes have
been written on these powerful intersections with community needs. Among the
effective voices from the academy speaking into social issues are many who fall in
Ernest Boyer’s domains of scholarship, often unrecognized in Research 1 settings
(Boyer et al., 2016).
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With the adoption of models of scholarship such as the one offered by Boyer
(1990/2016), colleges and universities are poised to expand the American intellectual tradition in ways that inform the needs of an informed citizenry. As will discussed later, some of the questions that come pertain to how well those models are
implemented and rewarded as faculty members progress through the promotion and
tenure process. If those models are embedded in such ways, faculty members will
prove to be well-poised to make valued contributions. If not, faculty will generate
the scholarship they are socially oriented toward generating.

6.5

Public Intellectuals in Peril

Several key writers have lamented the waning of public intellectuals in the past few
decades—with a key watershed appearing somewhere during or after the 1960s.
Depending on which of the countless books and articles you read, if there is a perilous situation, it occurred due to liberals or to conservatives. Most chroniclers and
sages do agree that the democratization of knowledge has exacerbated the problem,
regardless of the alleged causes. For some, John Dewey’s death (1952) marked the
end of the true public intellectual in America. For others, it ended with William
F. Buckley Jr. (d. 2008). Robert Maynard Hutchins, castigated by some and venerated by others, is a living legend for many—the last of the intellectuals to overhaul
the educational system.
Some of these key thinkers do not make lists of public intellectuals. For example,
regardless of one’s views of either of the thinkers, H. L. Mencken’s lampooning of
Thorstein Veblen is lively reading. He includes an extended paragraph in his essay,
showing the pomposity and droning that he considers incomprehensible for the
most part—then proceeds to use a few words to say what Veblen couldn’t say with
hundreds.
And lists change, even retrospectively like Posner’s—whose list now surpasses
600 (though women comprise only around 10% of his list). Jeffrey MacIntyre
(2002), writing for the National Post, finds Posner a “fierce and fiercely prolific
guy” (para. 2). For this reason, he is surprisingly disappointed with Posner’s “shortsightedness” of his list, especially of Canadian thinkers. “Figures like Mark
Kingwell and Naomi Klein, one an academic and the other an activist/journalist, are
leading lights in today’s most pressing intellectual discussion: globalization.
Although neglected by Posner, in their lifetime they may make the omission look
foolish” (MacIntyre, 2002, para. 9).
We should also keep in mind the alleged list of the top 100 living intellectuals
gleaned from the Foreign Affairs/Prospect survey (The prospect/FP top 100 public
intellectuals, 2005). Several obscure names on the list—gleaned from international
polling—revealed that flash-mobbing had duped their efforts.
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Various discussions of public intellectuals show countering perspectives on
“peril” and perhaps a recent one helps to frame our discussion. It plays out in both
academic and popular arenas, in Inside Higher Ed, read daily by more than 1.2 million academics, and The New York Times.
Matt Reed (2014) gives a convincing challenge to a Nicholas Kristof (2014) New
York Times lament, “Professors, We Need You!” Kristof chastises one aspect of the
academy with helpful candor, that is, the disconnectedness of overspecialization
and a “culture that glorifies arcane unintelligibility” (para. 6). Perhaps his best point
is reference to a common idiom: “The most stinging dismissal of a point is to say:
‘That’s academic.’ In other words, to be a scholar is, often, to be irrelevant” (para.
2). He adds:
A related problem is that academics seeking tenure must encode their insights into turgid
prose. As a double protection against public consumption, this gobbledygook is then sometimes hidden in obscure journals—or published by university presses whose reputations for
soporifics keep readers at a distance. (Kristof, 2014, para. 9)

Kristof is definitely not alone on this score. Lindsay Waters (2004), longtime executive editor for the humanities at Harvard Press, belies the absence of meaningful
essays. Instead, vacuous books and résumé builders have replaced meaningful dialogue. In a delightful extension of his thoughts as presented in Enemies of Promise,
he calls for “slow writing” and dismisses the paper-mill-scenario.
The reason for the persistence of gobbledy-gook is that it’s a lot easier to hide mediocre
thinking under the cloak of gobbledy-gook. If we insist upon clarity, we will miss those
moments of professional “stuplimity” (to use my dear author Sianne Ngai’s word) caused
by the deep unclarity of the sort we get from Zizek. (Waters, 2008, para. 25)

Posner (2006) gives a litany of examples of academics “in over their heads” in the
public space due to “lifelong immersion” in “intellectual specialization.” The tenure
culture attached to this dilemma, according to Posner, “disables them from effective
engagement with novel events occurring in the public world” (p. 156). This is why
journals such as the long-standing Christian Scholar’s Review (CSR) stand out as it
continues to require essays with cross-disciplinary relevance. CSR’s 20% acceptance rate over its first 45 years shows its attentiveness to quality, and its very lifespan hints at its relevance.
John Naughton (2011) titles his Guardian article, “Why Don’t We Love Our
Intellectuals?” and then contends that Britain “is a country in which the word ‘intellectual’ is often preceded by the sneering adjective ‘so-called’ …” (para. 2). He also
reminds us that this isn’t limited to the United Kingdom. Paul Johnson and John
Carey expend considerable energy to show the hypocrisy of many prominent public
thinkers. They allege that their brilliance was actually channeled at keeping separate
from common folk, a cerebral wall of sorts. Public intellectuals spoke in and to the
public, but certainly not for the public, as noted in Intellectuals: From Marx and
Tolstoy to Sartre and Chomsky (Johnson, 2007) and The Intellectuals and the
Masses (Carey, 1992). Both of these books are by highly educated authors, and both
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with strong public voices. The first book is by Paul Johnson, journalist and popular
historian—educated via Sonyhurst College and Magdalen College, Oxford. The
second by John Carey, emeritus professor of Merton College, Oxford. Educated at
East Sheen Boys’ Grammar School and St. John’s College, Oxford. He is one of
many public intellectuals that also spent many years in major media roles, appearing on TV talk shows and serving as book reviewer for the London Sunday Times.
The most-read newspaper in the country, reaching the masses, had as its key book
reviewer an Oxford don.
Reed (2014) agrees with the core part of this type of disconnect, particularly that
which occurs among many professors at America’s Research 1 universities. It is
Kristof’s very focus on this cohort of professors, however, that evokes the challenge—his core understanding of the average professor and the fulcrum of higher
education (Reed, 2014). Reed questions the Ivy League, Ivory Tower–type of public
intellectual as the prototype and, instead, highlights professors carrying out what
may appear mundane contributions to their communities. Reed notes that perhaps
the web is “bringing deep, detailed discussion of specifics to audiences that normally would have missed them. The kind of broad, sweeping pronouncements that
Public Intellectuals offer tend to do violence to facts on the ground, even if unintentionally” (Reed, 2014, para. 11).
The role and future of the modern public intellectual began to preoccupy literary
debates before many readers of this chapter were born. Merle Kling, professor of
political science at Washington University and executive vice chancellor (d. 2008),
argued in 1957 that, like Engels’s view of the state, public intellectuals would not be
abolished but would “wither away.” This legendary professor of political science
(and academic administrator) at Washington University in St. Louis argued that the
intellectual is not leaning into the future with his provocations, He argues, “Can he
be right?” In one of the livelier discussions on what has transpired with our public
intellectuals—particularly in one wide discipline he states:
And what of our social scientists? In a mood of hysteria and panic they cling to their semantic hold on science and thus hope to avoid the fate of colleagues in literature and philosophy.
Confusing form for content, they assume that resort to the forms of the calculating machine,
the questionnaire, the interview, and the quantified formula indeed will enable them to
travel toward the future with the natural scientists and engineers rather than toward oblivion
with their non-scientific colleagues… . [They] harbor the desperate hope against hope that
the cards will spare them the fate of dreary irrelevance prescribed by the imperatives of their
time. (Kling, 1957, p. 15)

Conversely, some of these very specialists make reams of empirical data palatable
for the masses. Consider Robert Putman’s Bowling Alone (2000). The wider public,
many of the very people disconnecting from civic discourse and duty that he chronicles, found an engaging discussion of an American phenomenon.
But the difficulty with any discussion of public intellectuals is that aside from
quoting commonly held thought heroes, it’s difficult to sustain their level of arguments about the intellectuals themselves—and quoting them does not prove one’s
thesis, as in the case of Susan Jacoby’s 2018 book, The Age of American Unreason
in a Culture of Lies. Things don’t seem as bleak to many other reasoned writers.
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Alan Wolfe, professor of political science at Boston College where he also serves
as director of the Boisi Center for Religion and American Public Life, perhaps pulls
back the curtain the furthest in removing the opaque discussion about public intellectuals—himself one. He’s also on the Future for American Democracy Foundation.
For example, his essays on the state of evangelicals remain the fulcrum of much
discussion on the topic nearly two decades later (Wolfe, 2000). He also manages to
help us put the competing religious thoughts in perspective within the onslaught of
secularism (Wolfe, 2008). His view of the public intellectual brings clarity; that is,
regardless of all the criteria we place on them, ultimately “they have the courage to
find their own voice.” They are not merely talking heads being “reflective”; that is,
they are not primarily charged in their word “to strengthen or weaken authority.”
They are not forcing every issue to align with tandem cultural and political views
that also align with ideologically aligned networks (Wolfe, 2001, para. 2).
Against this backdrop of specialists, mountains of research, unyielding “loyal
adherence,” and the complexities of today’s intellectual climate, we need to draw
more than ever from the wisdom of the Boyer model of scholarship (Boyer et al.,
2016). The “seminal” researcher usually needs help making results palatable for the
masses. In a true sense, we need a Bowling Alone exposé for most of today’s largest
questions; a “synthesis” and “application” process inside the academy, let alone for
the true public intellectual wherever he or she resides. However, from the founding
of the United States to the present, the overwhelming majority of voices speaking
with any depth and longevity on national or regional issues do so from a strong
educational base. Whether from the era of Jonathan Edwards and the Puritans when
most public addresses were from educated clergy, or through the next century when
voices like Louisa McCord were either self-taught or privately tutored, education
was the key to speaking truth to power. In past century, as shown in Public
Intellectuals: An Endangered Species?, educated voices still play a role, and most
often the public intellectual is attached to a higher learning institution or think tank
institutes using professors’ intellectual capital as their leverage to the public and
politicians. Though the media venues common millions of viewers, most of them
build their credibility with affiliations and special “experts” taken from universities
and think tanks. Numerous business enterprises and massive online or international
learning centers do the same, building their credibility around a few (sometimes
one) key professor with a solid career at traditional (if not elite) universities.

6.6

Insights from Inter-Disciplinary Contexts

As previously noted, public intellectuals are established experts in their respective
fields who then widen their expertise in an attempt to “exert a large amount of influence in the contemporary society of their country through their thought, writing, or
speaking” (Desch, 2016, p. 1). Almost all of the challenges facing contemporary
society at any given point in time come with a measure of complexity that defies the
strictures of any particular discipline. To be relevant, public intellectuals must at
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least become fluent in a battery of related disciplines that then allow scholars to
address any number of challenges. For example, a theoretical physicist such as
J. Robert Oppenheimer, who became involved in discussions concerning nuclear
proliferation, needed not only to have recognition as a scientist who understood (or,
in his case, led the project to establish the science), but also to possess an understanding of political theory, diplomacy, philosophy, and theology. A knowledge of
theoretical physics, while essential, was still insufficient in relation to the challenge
at hand.
It is impossible to capture all of the ways public intellectuals draw upon the various academic disciplines allowing them to be of service to the public. However,
what follows includes three arguably representative examples: one whose disciplinary origin was found in the humanities; one with origin in the social sciences; and
one with origin in the natural sciences. The first held a university-based appointment and the second one still does. The third example holds an appointment with a
planetarium.

6.6.1

Jean Bethke Elshtain (1941–2013)

First, although Colorado is popularly known as home to the Rocky Mountains, the
eastern one-third is reflective of the topography of its neighbors on the Great Plains
in Kansas and Nebraska. Born on those plains in Windsor, Colorado, in 1941, Jean
Bethke Elshtain would then move with her family to the community of Timnath,
where she spent most of her childhood. After completing her undergraduate work in
history at Colorado State University (1963), Elshtain pursued graduate degrees in
history from the University of Wisconsin–Madison (1964) and the University of
Colorado (1965). She then completed her doctoral work in politics from Brandeis
University (1973). Elshtain taught political thought at the University of
Massachusetts–Amherst and Vanderbilt University before assuming the Laura
Spelman Rockefeller Professor of Social and Political Ethics in the Divinity School
at the University of Chicago in 1995.
As evidenced by her academic background, Elshtain was rooted not only in history and politics, but also in philosophy and theology. As her writing came to be of
greater use to wider portions of the public, it also became more difficult to place in
a specific disciplinary context. However, the way her first book, Public Man, Private
Woman: Women in Social and Political Thought (1981), drew upon those disciplines
pointed to where her methodological inclinations would take her. Shortly after the
events of September 11, 2001, Elshtain would publish what was arguably her most
controversial book, Just War against Terror: The Burden of American Power in a
Violent World (2003). Her final book, Sovereignty: God, State, and Self (2008), was
the product of her Gifford Lectures.
In an article in the winter 2014 issue of The Wilson Quarterly titled “Why Public
Intellectuals?” Elshtain notes the importance of thinking not only in silos but in
ways that transcend distinctions now separating the disciplines from one another.
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When referring to American intellectuals such as William James, George Herbert
Mead, and John Dewey, Elshtain contends, “there was no way to separate intellectual and political issues from larger moral concerns” (p. 5). She pushes her readers
to recognize that today’s “concerns are so complex, and the arguments from all
sides often so compelling, that each side seems to have some part of the truth”
(p. 7). The only way to move forward then is to acknowledge those parts for what
they are, honor their limitations, and see what is possible in relation to working with
resources that more closely approximate the whole of truth.

6.6.2

Robert D. Putnam (1941–)

Second, when compelled to identify one, Robert D. Putnam may also point to politics as his formal academic home. However, the Peter and Isabel Malkin Professor
of Public Policy at the Harvard University’s John F. Kennedy School of Government
methodologically approaches his work in ways different from Jean Bethke Elshtain.
As one whose work trades more on various methods within the social sciences,
Putnam’s work is at its most compelling when he wraps audience members into a
data-informed, be it a qualitatively and/or quantitatively informed, story. Born in
Rochester, New York, in 1941, Putnam spent most of his adolescent years on the
shores of Lake Erie in Port Clinton, Ohio. He then left home to study at Swarthmore
College (1963), Balliol College–Oxford, and then Yale University, where he earned
his master’s (1965) and PhD (1970). After serving on the faculty at the University
of Michigan, Putnam left Ann Arbor for an appointment in the Department of
Government at Harvard University.
At the core of Putnam’s work are questions about why societies and the citizens
who comprise them flourish or fail to do so. As a result, perhaps his best-known
work to date is the previously mentioned Bowling Alone: The Collapse and Revival
of American Community (2000). As the subtitle indicates, the book is not a study of
the rise and fall of recreational bowling leagues. However, Putnam, active in a bowling league as a teenager in Port Clinton, in many ways sees their rise and fall as
sharing parallels with the wider American society in which they operate. Bowling
leagues, like many of the organizations that cultivate the fabric America’s citizenry,
are voluntary associations.
For a variety of reasons, the decline in participation in those organizations, a
decline ultimately rooted in an increasing and perhaps even now excessive individualism, results in declines in social capital. As Putnam noted early in his study, social
capital “calls attention to the fact that civic virtue is most powerful when embedded
in a dense network of reciprocal social relations. A society of many virtuous but
isolated individuals is not necessarily rich in social capital” (2000, p. 19). Even
when giving American society the benefit of having many virtuous individuals, the
long-term health of society was in question unless that trend was somehow reversed.
More recently, while focusing on that underlying theme concerning the health of
America’s social fabric, Putnam formally turned his attention to the well-being of
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children in Our Kids: The American Dream in Crisis (2015). In particular, this study
explores the way childhood is spent in social networks defined by threads, such as
families, schools, and communities. The health of each one of those threads is, in
and of itself, critical. When one thread frays, it runs the risk of putting unsustainable
amounts of pressure on the others. As children are the future of American society,
the health of America’s children, and in many ways the health of American society,
is in question. Returning to his hometown in the opening pages of Our Kids, Putnam
argues:
The changes in Port Clinton that have led to growing numbers of kids, of all races and both
genders, being denied the promise of the American Dream—changes in economic circumstance, in family structure and parenting, in schools, and in neighborhoods—are surprisingly representative of America writ large. (2015, p. 2)

The concerns Putnam raises far outpace in significance the way he weaves various
disciplinary repositories in making such an argument. His work though also points
to the fact that many of the greatest challenges public intellectuals address demand
such dexterity.

6.6.3

Neil deGrasse Tyson (1958–)

On January 23, 2018, Chad Orzel, a physics professor at Union College, posted an
article with Forbes.com in an attempt to make the argument, “We need more scientists as public intellectuals.” According to Orzel, even when efforts made by leaders
in his field are groundbreaking, they “won’t get splashy coverage from mass media,
though, unless it’s the kind of amazingly slow news day that we don’t seem to have
any more” (para. 4). The challenge is twofold. The reductionistic nature of modern
science is difficult for laypeople to comprehend. Compounding the challenge is the
exercise of that reductionistic methodologcial impulse is what allows scientists to
conduct research worthy of attention in their fields, not readily prepare them to talk
with laypeople. As a result, Orzel turns to Neil deGrasse Tyson and Bill Nye (a.k.a.,
the “Science Guy”) as examples of public intellectuals for scientists to consider.
Orzel (2018) concedes such a proposition “probably seems a little crazy at first
glance—Tyson uses his massive social media platform in ways that I find baffling,
and Nye is most famous for hosting a kids’ show.” That said, he “thinks there’s a
non-absurd case to be made that these two deserve to be included in any conversation about important public intellectuals today” (para. 6).
These suggestions are not meant to slight university-based scientists but to help
them rethink their interface with the public. For Tyson, an astrophysicist, that platform has come while serving as the director of the Hayden Planetarium in New York
City. After growing up in the Bronx, Tyson graduated from Harvard College with a
degree in physics in 1980. He then earned a master’s in astronomy from the
University of Texas in 1983 but left Austin without completing his PhD. Back in
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New York City, Tyson enrolled in the astrophysics program at Columbia University,
earning his MPhil in 1989 and his PhD in 1991.
Tyson became the full-time director of the planetarium in 1996 and has since
tried to use his position as one from which he can simultaneously pursue questions
in his field and make the answers to those questions accessible to laypeople. As a
result, he has participated in a wide array of debates, such as whether Pluto is a
planet. In that case, Tyson did not shy away from staking out what became the dissenting opinion in his field, that Pluto is, in fact, still a planet. As Orzel (2018) noted
and has been echoed elsewhere in this chapter in relation to public intellectuals,
Tyson is adept at using social media, hosts an array of television shows, and publishes articles with a wide variety of popular and scholarly periodicals.
Perhaps emblematic of Tyson’s work is his most recent book—Astrophysics for
People in a Hurry. In many ways, this 2017 book serves not only as a guide to the
science in his chosen field but also a manual intent on cultivating the interests of
laypeople. Of note perhaps is his willingness in that book even to wade into one of
the most complex dimensions of his field that has garnered unresolved attention for
almost a century—dark matter. Drawing readers into that discussion, Tyson (2017)
opens by acknowledging “Gravity, the most familiar of nature’s forces, offers us the
best and least understood phenomena in nature” (p. 75). He notes some of the greatest minds in the sciences contemplated the significance of exploring dark matter
with little to no results to show for their efforts. However, he does so while almost
tempting laypeople to take their turn at becoming “next in the genius sequence” to
give dark matter a try (p. 76).
When stepping back from the work these three individuals conducted, at least
three observations become apparent. First, their work may be rooted in a particular
discipline but it also transcends formal disciplinary boundaries. As a result, their
intellectual dexterity allows them to address questions of concern to the wider public, not simply scholars in their particular discipline or sub-discipline. Second, all
three write in ways accessible to wider audiences without compromising the standards of their discipline. In essence, they allow a sensitivity to a respective audience
to drive the manner in which their efforts are communicated. Third and perhaps
most important, they all raise questions and/or address concerns of importance to
the public, not simply scholars in their fields.

6.7

Insights from Global Contexts

Although public intellectuals often draw upon knowledge bases that transcend disciplinary boundaries all too common in academe, globalization and advances in
information technology are also geographically diversifying their ranks. Universities
in North America, of course, are the product of trans-Atlantic influences stemming
from England, Scotland, and Germany. In the twentieth century, those influences
became bidirectional, as the migratory patterns of ideas became eastward as well as
westward. And now public intellectuals in a variety of locales such as China, India,
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and Turkey, to name only three, are drawing on interdisciplinarity and the use of
social media in ways designed to meet the unique needs of their fellow citizens.
Expanding the conversation also demands recognition of the fact that public intellectuals often generate work, and for good reasons, in contexts beyond the
university.

6.7.1

China

For example, Michael Desch’s Public Intellectuals in the Global Arena (2016)
includes a well-detailed chapter by Willy Lam, a faculty member at the Chinese
University of Hong Kong, titled “The Public Intellectual in China.” In ways public
intellectuals in the West often need to consider, Lam notes that “the toughest challenge facing public intellectuals—except the minority group among them known as
establishment intellectuals—is survival” (Lam, 2016, p. 117). Many of those establishment intellectuals benefit from institutional affiliations in locales such as universities. Survival is an issue not only for public intellectuals such as Nobel Prize
winners like Liu Xiaobo who criticized China’s Communist party, but even for
intellectuals whose influence garners a noted following. Regardless, Lam (2016)
still argued “China’s public intellectuals have with the aid of the information superhighway gradually nurtured a nationwide community of citizens who are concerned
about popularizing universal values in their fast-changing nation” (p. 118). By
necessity, many public intellectuals such as Liu may not benefit from the resources
afforded to establishment intellectuals. However, they could likely not address the
questions they do if they held appointments in contexts such as universities.
Efforts of public intellectuals proved significant enough to merit the attention of
nations well beyond the borders of China. For example, on March 10, 2005, the
U.S. Congressional-Executive Commission on China convened a roundtable titled
“Public Intellectuals in China.” In his opening remarks, John Foarde, the staff director and co-chair of the Commission, acknowledged the reason for such a discussion:
“Throughout the history of modern China, scholars and intellectuals have helped to
guide China’s political and social development. They have served as voices of introspection, reform, and in some cases dissent, against the excesses of China’s leaders”
(Public intellectuals in China, 2005, para. 7). As a nation, China’s continual rise
since that time merits even more attention be focused on China’s public
intellectuals.

6.7.2

India

India’s public intellectuals are also garnering attention in circles well beyond their
nation’s own borders. Like China, India’s economy has grown rapidly in recent
decades. Although India’s democratic pattern of government may historically prove
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to be more open to the contributions of public intellectuals than China’s single-party
rule, scholars such as Thapar et al. (2015) argue that forces invested in that economic rise and forces advancing Hindu iterations of fundamentalism pose threats to
India’s public intellectuals. Thapar, in particular, is Emeritus Professor of History at
the Jawaharlal Nehru University in New Delhi and is a Fellow of the British
Academy. She and her colleagues argue that India’s public intellectuals have
defended the rights of India’s poor or otherwise oppressed. As a result, India’s need
for its public intellectuals is commensurate with the speed under which the nation is
undergoing myriad other economic, religious, and social changes.

6.7.3

Turkey

Finally, Turkey rests geographically and ideologically at the crossroads between
Asia and Europe. Samantha Raphelson posted on NPR on January 4, 2018, that
“Intellectuals are leaving Turkey in large numbers amid President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan’s crackdown on dissent after the failed coup attempt against his government in July 2016” (para. 1). One wonders whether Turkey will return to its previous course, becoming open to wider circles of intellectual input and representing
what many in the West saw as a model for Islamic democracy. Or will Turkey ideologically narrow to the point of bringing an end to the public contributions of its
intellectuals?
As recent as 2011, NPR’s All Things Considered host Robert Siegel noted,
“Muslim Turkey is cited so often as a model for how democracy might evolve in
those [Arab] states” (Siegel, 2011, para. 4). At that time, Turkey was the beneficiary
of efforts made by intellectuals such as Niyazi Berkes who dedicated themselves to
the establishment of a democratic pattern of government in a predominantly Muslim
nation (Dincsahin, 2015). In particular, Berkes was a sociologist who served on the
faculty of Ankara University before leaving Turkey for Canada and a faculty
appointment at McGill University. Berkes is best known for his Development of
Secularism in Turkey, published in 1964. Even after he left Turkey for Montreal,
Berkes continued to serve as a model for Turkey’s public intellectuals as he continued to write for various Turkish publications. In an attempt to serve his fellow
intellectuals back in Turkey, Berkes sought not only to unravel the complicated
threads of Turkey’s past, but to do so in ways that could inform its future.

6.8

Public Scholarship in Practice

By looking at both domestic and international examples, at least two key details
emerge. First, colleges and universities are not always apt places for public intellectuals to do their work. Second, colleges and universities do not always socially
orient scholars toward the practice or even valuing the work of public intellectuals.
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Thus, not all academics are public intellectuals either as a result of the social conditions of colleges and universities or because becoming a public intellectual is not
their goal. Likewise, not all public intellectuals are necessarily tethered to a college
or university. An academic who is actively engaged in scholarship may or may not
be a public intellectual. However, society benefits when the best minds are pursuing
scholarship and established platforms allow them to disseminate that information.
What constitutes a “public intellectual” has changed over the past 5–10 years. For
years, public intellectuals were academics or, at times, a select few from other notable professions (artists, journalists, medical professionals, politicians, etc.) with
lengthy and distinguished careers.
However, with the widespread adoption of the Internet, Wikipedia, and various
social media platforms, it seems that many see themselves as experts and public
intellectuals after reading a few articles or blog posts (Nichols, 2014). We live in an
environment where everyone is an expert, and “alternative facts” are just as real (or
as trusted) as the actual (scientific and data supported) facts. For example, one only
needs to Google autism and vaccinations to see all the “experts” arguing that there
is a link between vaccinations and autism, whereas the scientists (i.e., experts) and
data strongly dispute this claim (Taylor, Swerdfeger, & Eslick, 2014). Given the
number of “experts,” it becomes imperative that our culture continues to support
ways for scholarship to inform public opinion. In many ways, Boyer’s Scholarship
Reconsidered (1990/2016) explicitly was an attempt to broaden the definition of
scholarship and, in turn, implicitly create space for scholars such as public intellectuals to do their work. Boyer, while President of the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching, found that “the faculty reward system does not match
the full range of academic functions and that professors are often caught between
competing obligations (2016, p. 33). In particular, he found most faculty members
functioned with an understanding of scholarship as what he then referred to as the
scholarship of discovery.
Boyer then sought to broaden those categories to include the scholarship integration (scholarship generated by drawing out the significance of host of related studies), application (scholarship generated through practice-related efforts and
contexts), and teaching (scholarship generated through assessment of teaching practices). Any one of those additional three categories could then serve as conducive
yet recognized contexts for public intellectuals who serve on college and university
campuses to conduct their work. However, according to the University of Maryland’s
KerryAnn O’Meara, Boyer’s proposal of such categories “could not overcome generations of academic specialization privileging the scholarship of discovery” (2016,
p. 42). As a result, the cultivation, assessment, evaluation, and rewarding of the
scholarship generated by public intellectuals may not exist within structures ideally
suited to do so. At best, what exists is a structure focused on the intrinsic nature of
such efforts.
Public scholarship, rather than isolating Boyer et al.’s (2016) categories of scholarship as distinct forms, often integrates them (Colbeck & Michael, 2006). For
example, Colbeck and Michael (2006) describe the work of Jeffrey Parker, a psychology professor who participates in the scholarship of discovery through experi-
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mental research on loneliness and bullying and involves students in application
research in local middle schools to assess bullying interventions as part of their
course work. The synergy of the scholarship of discovery, application, integration,
and teaching is part of what makes this work most appropriate for the scholarship of
a public intellectual (Colbeck & Michael, 2006). By participating in work that is
both discovery, application, and integration, a scholar is best situated to provide a
reasoned opinion that can be flexibly applied to new situations. In the above example, the researcher might be able to describe situations that increase loneliness in an
experimental setting but would be limited in his discussion of how to reduce those
conditions in everyday life but given that his research also studies the effectiveness
of interventions in public schools, he is now able to give a more reasoned opinion
on both the causes, mechanisms, and possible interventions, thus combining the
scholarship of discovery and application. He may also be able to talk about the
likely effectiveness of other interventions targeting middle school students and thus
engage in the scholarship of integration. Public intellectuals ought to be able to
synthesize if not participate in research that crosses Boyer et al.’s (2016) domains of
scholarship.
Given that public scholarship combines several of Boyer et al.’s (2016) domains
of scholarship, then it is clear that not all faculty are engaging in public scholarship.
These faculty may be focused on their academic discipline, rather than on the larger
integration and application of ideas. The scholarship produced by faculty that
choose to focus on their discipline more exclusively is assessed using rubrics similar to those who engage in public scholarship (e.g. tenure, grants, awards, etc.).
Faculty who engage in public scholarship “do not assume that useful knowledge
simply flows outward from the university to the larger community. It recognizes that
new knowledge is created in its application in the field” (Yapa, 2006, p. 73). Not all
faculty who engage in public scholarship will be recognized as public intellectuals.
Their public scholarship, like the scholarship of those faculty who engage in scholarship that is not public, will be evaluated in terms of number and quality of publications, book contracts, grants, and invited talks. Faculty who are engaged in public
scholarship and hold the dual role of public intellectual have successfully made
their scholarship visible to a large public audience, most often because of the
strength of their work as assessed in both traditional and emerging media formats.
Thus, publications and other forms of dissemination are useful to the public intellectual as a means of establishing visibility.
In each following subsection, we discuss features necessary to promote an intrinsic pursuit of knowledge, not only knowledge that results from the scholarship of
discovery, but knowledge of best practices (application), knowledge of how disciplines connect (integration), and knowledge of how information is best communicated (teaching). In each section, we describe scholarship generally, public
scholarship specifically, and the role of public intellectuals. In the first section, we
discuss ways to cultivate scholarship. For example, we argue that academic freedom, tenure, reduced teaching loads, grants, personal networks, social media, and
open database repositories support intrinsic interest in the cultivation of scholarship.
In the second section, we define and discuss the ways in which we can assess public
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scholarship and how it has changed in our digital world. Specifically, we discuss
peer-reviewed manuscripts, grant monies, invited and keynote presentations at conferences, awards, patents, tenure, op-ed media pieces, data/metrics (i.e., Cabell’s,
impact factors, h-index), social media, and open data repositories. We will discuss
how each of these can be used to assess scholarship generally and public scholarship specifically. In the last section, we explore ways in which public scholarship is
often rewarded: tenure-track positions; tenure; book contracts; recruitment at top
schools; TED talks; and monetary awards. Overall, the pursuit of scholarship occurs
within a social framework, and the following pages explore the current culture in
which scholarship, and specifically public scholarship, is cultivated, evaluated, and
rewarded.

6.8.1

Public Scholarship: Efforts to Cultivate It

Generally, the production of scholarship is internally motivated. There are of course
those who have external (and sometimes internal) motivations, but, overall, academics are driven by intrinsic motivation. The beauty of higher education in its ideal
form is the freedom to explore topics that are interesting without limitation or external influence and pressure (AAUP, 1970). Fortunately, in many ways the traditional
academic structure is well suited to cultivate scholarship, including public scholarship, and drive innovation through academic freedom, tenure, reduced teaching
loads, and grants, while supporting the three components that cultivate motivation:
autonomy; mastery; and purpose (Pink, 2011). These factors help promote scholarship broadly, and thus, are also important to the promotion of public scholarship
more specifically.
Department chairs, deans, provosts, and so forth are set in place to support faculty (research and teaching) and the institution in general. Competing financial concerns have influenced some of the traditional means of cultivating scholarship, such
that non-tenure track hires are becoming more common. This move has made it
more difficult for non-tenure track hires to get the same amount of time and resources
that would be needed to do the kind of long-term work that a developing research
line requires and results in traditional publications (O’Meara, 2011). It may also
have especially strong consequences for engaging in public scholarship because
often public scholarship involves long-term collaborative effort to include research
of discovery, integration, and application. Given the difficulty of using traditional
publishing forms when working with limited resources, emerging forms, such as
academic networks, social media, and open database repositories, have become
more important (Gasman, 2016). These emerging forms are especially useful for
public scholarship because they are able to quickly inform and involve the public.
Traditionally, one could argue scholarship is cultivated through academic freedom, which protects one from external (and internal) pressures. In an effort to protect academics and preserve their freedom, in 1915, the American Association of
University Professors (AAUP) drafted a statement on academic freedom, which was
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modified in 1925 and most recently in 1940. The statement provides an overview of
academic freedom in relation to teaching and research and states that professors
should be free from restraints in research and publications and be free to teach and
discuss controversial topics as related to their subject (American Association of
University Professors, 1970). Supporting and providing faculty with academic freedom cultivates autonomy, mastery, and purpose (Pink, 2011), as faculty are free to
conduct research and teach as needed, without the influence of external pressures—
institutional, political, social, and so forth. Because of academic freedom, faculty
are intrinsically motivated to continually “advance knowledge” content by furthering the discipline and filling the gaps in the literature. Along with internal motivation, the desire to make the world a better place—with support from the university
structure and academic freedom—is the foundation of the pursuit of public scholarship (Glassick, Huber, & Maeroff, 1997).
A second approach to cultivating scholarship is through tenure. Overall, tenure is
a seven-year probationary period where one builds an academic record of research
(scholarship), teaching, and service (AAUP, 1970). Whether one is in favor of tenure or not, one can argue tenure cultivates public scholarship by providing extra
motivation to produce scholarly work that is of value (Bland, Center, Finstad,
Risbey, & Staples, 2006). During that period of time before tenure, scholars build
and develop research lines that fill gaps in the literature and create new basic or
applied knowledge; many would argue that it not about the number of publications
one has, but rather about what one has overall contributed to the literature. Most
institutions offer tenure (Chait & Trower, 1997) and provide guidelines regarding
the tenure requirements (e.g., types of accepted journals, letters of support, external
review process). Tenure track faculty are significantly more productive than non-
tenure-track faculty even when controlling for comparable previous education and
experience before assuming the position (Bland et al., 2006). Tenure ought to reflect
the values of the institution (Diamond, 1993), thus institutions that claim to value
community engagement and application ought to reward public scholarship when
granting tenure.
Tenure, once it has been achieved, promotes public scholarship by protecting
those engaged in it from the fear of job loss. The pursuit of tenure also stifles public
scholarship by encouraging scholars to pursue conventional research topics in order
to make subsequent publications more likely. Clearly, a tension exists between tenure and academic freedom (Brown & Kurland, 1990). Because tenure is a seven-
year probationary period, faculty often have to choose to conduct studies and
publish research that fit within the short timeframe or on topics that are likely to be
published, which is in conflict with academic freedom. If one is operating with full
academic freedom, there is no need to make safe choices in research topics; therefore, that 7 years of probation leading to tenure may be somewhat restrictive of full
academic freedom. A tenured scholar can pursue risky, unconventional, or long-
term avenues of inquiry without the same fear of being unable to publish the results.
It is more difficult to publish null results, results or ideas that challenge conventional thinking, or results or ideas on topics that aren’t popular at the moment
(DeGeorge, 2003). Post-tenure, scholars receive less pressure to meet standards and
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are therefore freer to pursue risky answers to important questions and, thus, give full
weight to intrinsic motivation (Pink, 2011) and possess full academic freedom.
When a scholar has full academic freedom, they are then able to pursue public
scholarship and to speak freely as a public intellectual.
Time is a valuable resource, and scholars often have to give up time in one area
to gain time in another. Within the academic community, research and scholarship
are top priorities (Braxton, Luckey, & Helland, 2002). A third way to cultivate
scholarship is through reduced teaching loads. Academic teaching loads range from
a four-four to a one-one or less, meaning that one teaches four classes in each
semester or one class in each semester. It is not uncommon for faculty at highly
intensive research universities (i.e., Research 1; R1) to teach one class a semester,
while at teaching institutions, faculty often teach four classes a semester and may
even teach an overload (Harris, 2015). Clearly the less one teaches, the more time
one has for research and scholarship. For those engaged in public scholarship, cultivating relationships in the community may be an integral and time-consuming part
of their work, that could get sidelined by teaching responsibilities. Similarly, a public intellectual may need a flexible schedule to accommodate a multitude of speaking engagements. Therefore, if a university goal is to increase public scholarship, it
needs to find ways to reduce teaching loads and protect faculty time.
Grant monies are a fourth resource that cultivate public scholarship. Universities
often provide internal grant opportunities. For example, Penn State provides small
grants to faculty who incorporate public scholarship into their teaching of undergraduate courses and name award recipients “Public Scholarship Associates”
(Colbeck & Michael, 2006). Other institutions in an effort to improve teaching,
might offer an internal grant that supports Boyer’s Scholarship of Teaching and
Learning (SoTL). One benefit of a SoTL grant is that it can both improve teaching
and increase scholarship, as one component of SoTL is publishing the results
(Smith, 2012). The resulting publications could be important in the public sphere in
the crafting of education policy or training of educators. There are of course many
governmental organizations that offer grant monies—the National Science
Foundation (NSF), Department of Education (USDE), National Institutes of Health
(NIH), Department of Agriculture (USDA), and the National Endowment for the
Humanities (NEH). A plethora of private foundations also provide funds to support
research of Boyer et al.’s (2016) domains of application, integration and discovery
through foundations and other organizations like the Carnegie Foundation, the New
England Resource Center for Higher Education, Imagining America, Community-
Campus Partnerships for Health, CIRTL, and the International Association for
Research on Service-Learning and Community Engagement (IARSCLE) (O’Meara,
2016). Like internal grants, external grants can provide a reduced teaching load, as
they “buy out” one’s teaching, and provide monies for research projects. While
clearly not all grants will result in work that would be considered that of a public
intellectual, many grants advertise with clear aims and of public significance to
attract intellectuals to conduct research on particular topics of value.
Academic networks are a fifth way to cultivate scholarship generally and public
scholarship specifically. Arguably, the academic community is close as many know
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and collaborate with other scholars all across the globe. They serve on committees,
review manuscripts, edit journals, work with graduate students, review tenure files,
write support letters, and converse at conferences. Traditionally these networks are
formed in graduate school and are strengthened in contexts such as professional
conferences. During graduate school, the academic socialization process communicates what is of value to academics (Merton, Reader, & Kendall, 1957) and thus
graduate students who attend institutions that value the work of public intellectuals
are more likely to produce public intellectuals. Graduate schools can strategically
influence students towards pursuits of a public intellectual through modeling, conversations, professional seminars, internships, and certificates (Austin & McDaniels,
2006). With the introduction of the Internet, connections and collaborations have
become more frequent for colleagues who may not have gone to graduate school
together. Instead of calling a colleague or waiting until a conference to discuss
research, academics now email manuscripts back and forth and, in a matter of hours,
might receive critical feedback from others in the field. The presence and accessibility of these social networks provide accountability to scholars and also provide
more opportunities for new ideas to take shape and inspire academic progress
(Reddick, 2016). Academics who engage more in social media report that has been
important to their career progression (Donelan, 2015). In addition to aiding in career
progression generally, social media is also integral to creating a platform for a public intellectual.
Academic as well as nonacademic social media platforms are a sixth way to
cultivate public scholarship (Reddick, 2016). For example, sites like Mendeley
(https://www.mendeley.com/) and ResearchGate (https://www.researchgate.net/)
provide places for academics to connect with others as well as discover new research
trends. More specifically, both sites offer the ability to post manuscripts, receive
feedback, connect with others, discover new research, and create online profiles. In
the past, much of one’s research was closed off to the public behind paywall databases or journals. These new sites offer a platform were scholars can create a more
public presence with their work (Gasman, 2016), in essence, allowing the public,
including those who typically would not have access to paywall journals, access to
basic and applied research. Like conferences, social media platforms that encourage
feedback may provide comments that spark ideas that take the research in another
direction or pose questions yet to be asked.
Open database repositories offer a seventh way to cultivate public scholarship.
As science evolves, there is a continued trend toward not only providing early and
open access to manuscripts, but also providing access to the datasets. The Center for
Open Science (https://cos.io/) provides the Open Science Framework (https://osf.
io/) where scholars can develop and post a research project, receive feedback, publish the results and datasets, and generally manage the entire research project and
cycle. Providing public research plans and datasets provides transparency and generally strengthens scientific rigor. This approach to publication could open the playing field to scholars who have struggled in more traditional publication models and
should increase the publication of null or controversial findings.
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Scholarship and ways to cultivate it have evolved over the past few years.
Traditionally academic freedom, tenure, reduced teaching loads, and grants are
components that contributed to promoting scholarship. As we increasingly move
into digital environments, academic networks, social media, and open database
repositories serve as new and emerging factors that impact one’s scholarship.
Gasman’s (2016) book entitled “Academic Going Public” provides suggestions for
academics who want to find ways to harness public forums to promote scholarship.
These new forums could open up publishing to faster and more open feedback,
which may have large benefits in the long term. As scholarship continues to evolve,
so will the ways to support and cultivate it for the public good.

6.8.2

Efforts to Holistically Evaluate Public Scholarship

Traditionally one might assess scholarship by counting peer-reviewed manuscripts—the more publications one has, the better (Lindsey, 1980). Manuscripts
might include books, edited books, journal articles, conference papers, monographs,
and reviews. Depending on one’s discipline, the type of publication is likely
weighted differently. For example, in some fields, books are weighted more than
journal articles; in other disciplines, conferences are weighted more than journal
articles. Weighting systems have been employed to try to address the different levels
of importance placed on different publication types across disciplines (Braxton &
Bayer, 1986). Generally, peer-reviewed manuscripts matter most, but publicly available pieces, such as magazine articles, newspaper columns, and interviews, are
gaining wider acceptance, as there is a push to make scholarship more accessible to
a wide audience (Many would argue that many peer-reviewed pieces are not written
for the general public and are difficult to read and interpret the results.) Braxton
et al. (2002) argue that scholarship should be assessed on a continuum and therefore
weight should be given to work that is public and results from disciplinary knowledge. Under wider definitions of scholarship by Boyer et al. (2016) and others
(Glassic, Huber, & Maeroff, 1997), magazine articles, interviews, newspaper columns or other forms of social media could count as scholarship. Shulman and
Hutchings suggest that scholarship is something that is public, available for peer
review, and can be exchanged and used by a wide audience. This definition opens
the door to a variety of media to fit under the umbrella of scholarship. This shift in
the value placed on nontraditional publishing forms makes it more likely that academics will pursue public outlets for their work that will increase the visibility of
their scholarship; thus, increase a scholar’s stature as a public intellectual.
Scholarship, broadly defined, is often assessed not just by quantity but also by
the quality of publications; whereas, public scholarship may be assessed in terms of
a publication’s visibility rather than quality alone. Traditionally, one might use
Cabell’s to assess the year a journal was launched, the publisher, acting editor,
acceptance rate, type of review, the presence of invited articles, and so forth, all of
which provide insight into the quality of the journal and thus the quality of the
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manuscripts published. Additionally, one could also use Thomson Reuters impact
factor to access the quality of a journal (Pendlebury & Adams, 2012) and, in essence,
an article. With the rise of the Internet, there is a new set of data/metrics that are
commonly used in assessing scholarship. For example, the h-index, which estimates
the importance and significance of one’s research (Hirsch, 2005), can now be commonly used as a measure of one’s scholarship. ResearchGate.net also offers their
RG Score, which is an attempt to assess one’s scholarly impact (Thelwall & Kousha,
2015). These scores are algorithms that also incorporate a citation count as measure
of the utility of an article but consider how the citation count is impacted by the
journal and field of study. It is problematic to assess scholarship on citation count
alone (Braxton & Bayer, 1986). Scores like the h-index and RG Score are frequently
used in tandem with a publication count in assessing one’s contribution in a tenure
file. For a public intellectual, it is not quantity of publication or even the quality of
journals, but the visibility that is gained through having published something important in the public domain. However, publishing large numbers of manuscripts in
high quality journals increases the likelihood that an academic will gain visibility;
therefore, measures to assess the importance of a manuscript are worth considering.
Having published a well-cited article in a well-regarded journal does not guarantee
that a scholar will transition into a public intellectual; it is likely to raise the visibility of a scholar, which makes that transition more likely.
Receiving grants is a second way one could assess the value of one’s scholarship.
Similar to manuscripts, grants are peer reviewed, but unlike the review of manuscripts, often the review committee is not blind to the identity of applicants. For
example, when submitting an NSF grant, one typically submits a biography of each
principal investigator (PI) as well as a shortened curriculum vitae (CV). When monies are concerned, the NSF and other organizations want to be sure that the team and
university have records of successfully managing projects and producing resultant
publications. Arguably, receiving grants is more competitive than publishing manuscripts because the reviewers are not blind to the authors. Grants may also be the
result of organizations soliciting research on topics germane to public intellectuals,
so that reviewers who sit on boards of foundations then determine which applicants
are best prepared to address the problem, thus the visibility of a public intellectual
may make it more likely that he/she will receive funding.
A third way to assess stature of scholarship is by considering the venue caliber
of invited presentations and keynote addresses, say, at state, regional, national, and
international conferences. In psychology, for example, one might first be asked to
provide an invited talk at the Midwestern Psychological Association (a regional
conference) and later in one’s career at the national American Psychological
Association conference. After one becomes established and provides invited conference presentations, one might be asked to give a keynote address. Similar to invited
conference talks, one typically starts at the regional level and progressively moves
toward national and international venues. Generally, keynote addresses are about
one’s contribution to the field, which questions still need to be answered, and sometimes the practical implications of scholarship. Public intellectuals may also be
asked to speak at events that are not discipline specific, but may instead be invited
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to charity fundraisers, graduations, or other venues where reasoned opinions that
draw from several of Boyer et al.’s (2016) domains of scholarship are valued. For
example, Brené Brown’s research on topics like vulnerability, shame, and whole-
heartedness have led to invitations to speak in diverse settings like the National
Council for Behavioral Health, the Mom 2.0 Summit, the Texas Conference for
Women, and the Washington National Cathedral (https://brenebrown.com/events/).
Lifetime achievement awards, early career awards, outstanding book awards,
and other awards and prizes are another way to holistically assess and evaluate one’s
scholarship and promote the visibility of public intellectuals. These awards are typically given to those who devote their careers to creating new knowledge and advancing the theoretical and applied components of their fields. For example, in 2018,
Richard Mayer was honored with the Association for Psychological Sciences (APS)
Cattell Fellow Award for his contribution and impact on applied research in multimedia and computer-supported learning (https://www.psychologicalscience.org/
members/awards-and-honors/cattell-award). The late John Cacioppo received a
lifetime achievement award from APS for his work contributing to basic science in
social neuroscience. These types of discipline-specific awards provide insight into
the impact one’s work has had on the scientific community, and thus increase visibility and credibility in the view of the public.
In the hard sciences and more technical fields (e.g., computer science), a patent
is a measure of scholarship, and the utility of the product is a measure of public
scholarship. Like research, patents are about new and original products or processes
not designed, built, or had a formal process prior to that point in time. For example,
a chemist might develop a new drug to treat the flu or an engineer might develop a
new process for more efficiently painting metal. Although not all academics apply
for and/or receive patents, it is likely that, similar to other academic research contributions, the research and development behind a patent takes years. The utility of
scholarship may be evident in a tangible product, such as the discovery of a new
drug, device, or technology broadly defined. In the case of the discovery of a new
drug, the assessment of the public scholarship can be measured in lives saved.
Devices can be assessed in time or money saved. The public utility of a new invention could be immediately evident but may have far-reaching applications that can
be measured only over lifetimes. Given the broad nature of scholarship, the possible
measures of public utility are countless. Tenure is an internal method to holistically
assess scholarship that often takes into account the traditional measures of scholarship as described above (publications, grants, presentations, awards, and patents),
and it provides lifetime employment. Although nearly all schools use tenure as an
evaluative measure, the requirements can vary from school to school. The AAUP, in
the 1940 statement on tenure, generally argues that: the conditions of tenure should
be stated in writing, the probationary period is no longer than 7 years, full academic
freedom should be granted during the probationary period, non-renewed contracts
are open to full due process (i.e., a hearing), and that financial causes for terminated
contracts need to be justified (AAUP, 1970, pp. 15–16). Good tenure practices do
not merely count the number of publications, but rather look holistically at a scholar’s impact on the field. There is not typically a distinction made for public scholar-
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ship as opposed to scholarship more broadly defined in awarding tenure. In terms of
progress as a public intellectual, achievement in these traditional measures of scholarship can provide the means by which their scholarship receives visibility.
Receiving tenure is both recognition of the work of a public intellectual, but also
increases their credibility, which may result in increased visibility.
Assessing traditional scholarship has changed as the Internet and social media
have evolved. It is possible even to use Twitter to assess scholarship. Some academics have turned to Twitter to promote their scholarship and increase their impact
(Stewart, 2016). Conferences typically publish the latest research in proceedings,
followed by journals, books, and finally the media. Not all conferences publish
papers, and many require only abstracts. However, the proceedings are typically
published within 6–12 months after the conference ended. Journals take 1–2 years
to publish a manuscript; books often take more than 2 years to publish, and media
pieces are often the result of the impact of a book; the public’s reading about the
“latest research results” might be delayed by 6 months to more than 2 years. Twitter
offers scholars a medium to “publish” their preliminary results. The results are not
formally peer reviewed on Twitter, but the author reaches an audience more quickly
and, at times, receives feedback. Boyer et al. (2016) argues that the traditional view
of publications has been too narrow and that other publications that involve
discipline-based expertise, are documented, peer-reviewed, and have an impact
should count as scholarship. This definition opens the door to publishing formats
that did not exist in past decades.
The work of a public intellectual, by nature ought to be more accessible to a wide
audience and be open to critique from that audience. In the past, it could take months
or years to receive feedback on a manuscript that is reviewed by a small number of
experts Again, sites such as the Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/) developed
by the Center for Open Science (https://cos.io/) offer academics and researchers an
accessible way to manage research projects. Specifically, they provide a framework
for research workflow, sharing and controlling files, tracking changes (versioning),
project analytics, data archives, collaboration, and registration. Two features of the
Open Science Framework that contribute to assessing scholarship are the ability to
receive feedback and open datasets. As discussed earlier, one way to assess
scholarship is through conferences. But now, with the Open Science Framework, at
different stages one can receive feedback which can strengthen a project.
For example, one can post a preprint of manuscript to receive feedback before it
is submitted for publication. Additionally, one can use the internal Wiki to receive
feedback. Additionally, one can post clean datasets. Currently in many fields there
appears to be a replication problem; labs are having difficulty reproducing the
results from past studies. In psychology, Amy Cuddy’s research on power posing
has drawn negative criticism, as other researchers have had difficulty reproducing
her initial results (Biello, 2017). By posting the datasets, others can view and
manipulate the data in an effort to strengthen science and reproduce results. The
Open Science Framework also allows one to preregister a project. Preregistration
provides a “frozen” version of a project, which in essence provides a researcher an
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opportunity to outline a research plan, conduct the research, analyze the data, and
post the results, without changing the original project design.
The academic stature of a public intellectual can then also be measured by invitations to provide opinion pieces for the media or publish for a popular audience. For
example, The New York Times and The Washington Post have op-ed sections where
experts provide opinions. Later in a person’s career, the volume of a person’s academic contribution may warrant the publication of a book written with a popular
audience in mind. Daniel Kahneman (2011), after becoming the first psychologist
to win the Nobel Prize in Economics, published a best-selling book on his work; his
professional relationship and friendship with Amos Tversky was the subject of
another best-selling book (Lewis, 2016). Academics whose work has had major
impact beyond their field and have captured the public’s imagination have been
featured in television or movies. The previously mentioned Neil deGrasse Tyson has
made physics and astronomy inspiring and understandable to younger audiences, as
a featured guest on popular TV shows and the subject of children’s books (Mead,
2014). In essence, it is this ability to have one’s work translated and repeated in
public forums that may have the greatest impact on the more holistic evaluation of
one’s contribution as a public intellectual. The increase in one’s visibility as a
scholar is often what marks the beginning of shift towards becoming a public intellectual; thus, a carefully crafted online presence, and cogent writing of press releases
may be some of the most important writing a scholar does to become a public intellectual (Gasman, 2016).
On one hand, this gives the media too much power in vetting ideas. Many ideas
that are not easily translated into a format that laypeople can understand have powerful impacts on our understanding of the world and may have far-reaching practical
applications. Making science and humanities sensational enough to grab the attention of the public should not be the benchmark by which a public intellectual’s
contribution is evaluated. On the other hand, many discoveries that science writers
or think tanks choose to publish in secondary sources are worthy of scholarly and
public attention; science writers and think tanks can be a vital part of the dissemination of knowledge. Knowledge of a scholar’s work in public forums is one, often
less tangible piece, of a global evaluation of value.
Another holistic assessment of a scholar’s contribution as a public intellectual
may be measured through the resulting utility of the scholarship in secondary publication outlets. Those who have the strongest voices as public intellectuals are most
likely to be featured in secondary publications. As discussed in the previous paragraph, scholarship may be featured in popular forums for a variety of reasons, not
least of which is its entertainment value. This use of scholarship for entertainment
in public forums may reduce popular publication as a measure of the value of scholarship, but if a scholar’s work gains notoriety in popular forums because of its utility, it may be argued as a valid assessment of the scholarship’s value. For example,
think tanks, now numbering in the thousands worldwide, are often tasked with collecting and translating scholarship for use in addressing important social problems
(T. W., 2017). The scholarship that is regularly used by think tanks could also be of
high public utility and should therefore might well be assessed more favorably.
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Overall, assessing scholarship is complicated, as the tools used to gather and
interpret data have evolved over the past few years. Traditionally, one might count
peer-reviewed citations, the quality of the publication, the number and size of grants
received, awards, patents, and media pieces. However, given the impact of the
Internet, Google Scholar, and various social media platforms (e.g., ResearchGate),
we have access to data (and new data, such as number of Twitter followers) that can
be used to assess scholarship. Additionally, academic social media sites have created their own data/metrics to help assess one’s scholarly impact, for example,
ResearchGate created its RG Score. Similar to the assessment of scholarship, public
scholarship is assessed by interpreting data such as a publication or citation count,
the quality of publications, grants received, awards, and patents. Beyond those
assessments, public scholarship is assessed based on its utility and visibility, which
can be assessed more easily in non-traditional formats. Many of the traditional measures of scholarship give legitimacy to a person’s work but may not be well-known
to the public. Thus, as social media platforms and online news outlets dominate the
public’s interest, efforts to promote visibility of public scholarship must include
these less traditional forums (Gasman, 2016).

6.8.3

Efforts to Reward Public Scholarship

Obtaining a tenure-track job at a four-year university has become increasingly difficult, but it is one of a few professions that positions one well to produce public
scholarship since scholarship production is part of a faculty member’s job description Even universities that highly value the promotion of scholarship under financial
pressures may have to make difficult decisions that make increasingly rare the traditional hiring of tenure-track faculty (O’Meara, 2011). Administrators have realized that without much harm to their bottom lines, they can fill roles traditionally
held by a tenure-track professor with a nearly identically prepared (from a student’s
view) adjunct professor (Jaschik, 2009). The frequency with which this route is
being chosen by universities has made the few remaining tenure-track positions
even more competitive. As previously mentioned, this shift in hiring is correlated
with a reduction in scholarly productivity (Bland et al., 2006); thus, institutions who
want to encourage public scholarship ought to hire graduate students who have
begun a line of publicly recognized work in tenure track positions; rather than filling
their ranks with adjuncts or teaching professors. One of the challenges to the promotion of public scholarship is the higher value placed on the scholarship of discovery regardless of an institution’s stated mission (O’Meara, 2016). It is possible that
the type of scholarship that is of most benefit to the public includes scholarship that
bridges Boyer et al.’s (2016) four domains, by combining discovery, application,
integration, and/or teaching (O’Meara, 2016). Therefore, institutions should be sensitive to the bias towards discovery and the importance of their mission when considering which graduate students to reward with a tenure-track position.
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For those who achieve a tenure-track position, the next hurdle to maintaining
employment is earning tenure; if academic institutions want to encourage public
scholarship, it must be included in promotion and tenure decisions. As its most
general, tenure is earned and awarded for excellence in three areas—research,
teaching, and service. Universities have written guidelines for tenure. Generally,
most schools expect faculty to publish one journal article a year, have one in the
review process, and one in progress. Using this method ensures that there is stream
of publications resulting from research lines. Of course, the more research-intense
R1 institutions require more publications and place importance on the journal’s
quality. Since the introduction of Boyer et al.’s (2016) four domain of scholarship,
many colleges and universities have included these different domains as part of the
rank and promotion evaluation (O’Meara, 2016). The addition of these categories
should have made it more likely that academics might engage more in the scholarship of integration, application, and teaching because rewards were put in place for
those types of scholarship (O’Meara, 2016). Beyond placing value in each domain,
tenure should also favor those whose work matches the mission of the institution
(Diamond, 1993); thus, institutions who value having a strong public voice ought to
place higher value on work done by faculty that have an impact in the public forum
when awarding tenure.
Book contracts are another way by which public scholarship is rewarded.
Generally, one is offered a book contract after significant contributions to the field
are demonstrated, such that the author is able to discuss the research of discovery,
application, and integration that applies to a topic of broad public interest. In this
way, book contracts are not only rewards for having completed important scholarship, they can be used to assess public scholarship. Publishers want to provide
resources to students and the public, but they also want to make a profit; thus, book
contracts can be viewed as rewards. Many academic books do not sell many copies;
however, undergraduate introduction courses often sell thousands of copies of textbooks. For example, most students in college take an introduction to psychology
course, which might enroll 5000 students at a large public institution. Book contracts for popular books, which potentially sell more copies, may also be offered in
cases where scholarship has a strong translatable public message.
Public intellectuals may be rewarded for their work with jobs at highly ranked
universities. Universities are ranked by a number of different entities. US News and
World Report ranks universities (https://www.usnews.com/best-colleges/rankings/
national-universities) as well as undergraduate and graduate programs. For example, some might consider the top 50 as being tier 1. They also provide subcategories,
such as liberal arts colleges, regional universities/colleges, historically black colleges and universities, and top public schools. While it is certainly true that the
rankings are controversial and do not fully provide a holistic picture of a school, it
is one piece of information used by the public to understand a school. The Carnegie
Classification (http://carnegieclassifications.iu.edu/), established in 1970, provides
a ranking based on research activity, typically referred to as R1, R2, R3 (About
Carnegie classification, n.d.). Rankings often favor scholarship of discovery, and
therefore, may not provide an accurate reflection of the type of work that is syner-
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gistic across Boyer et al.’s (2016) domains, and thus reinforces a narrower (and
perhaps less publicly accessible) form of scholarship (O’Meara, 2016).
Rewarding public intellectuals with jobs at top ranked universities is correlated
with an increase in productivity (Way, Morgan, Clauset, & Larremore, 2017). There
are other rankings, such as the Princeton Review, but within the United States, the
US News and World Report rankings and the Carnegie classification structure are
used extensively. Many academics desire to work at top-ranked schools, as such
institutions that provide strong support for research and are known for receiving
federally funded grants and monies from donors. Top universities often try to recruit
scholars as their research becomes nationally and internationally known. It is common for universities to use salaries, start-up funds, reduced teaching loads, centers/
labs, equipment, and so forth as ways to lure top academics from one school to
another (O’Meara, 2011). On the one hand, university rankings might inhibit public
scholarship by favoring the scholarship of discovery, but on the other hand, when
top scholars are attracted to work as parts of research teams, rather than in isolation,
it becomes more likely that there will be a synergy of types of scholarship (Colbeck
& Michael, 2006).
Public intellectuals are also rewarded with access to important public stages like
a TED talk. The academic world has changed over the past 5–10 years. In the past,
research was disseminated mainly through print to other academics and occasionally radio or television to the lay public Through the Internet influential academics
and public scholars are now provided platforms to share their research. For example, one might be offered a TED talk. Amy Cuddy and Stephen Hawking are two
very accomplished academics that both have TED talks with millions of views
(46+ million and 9+ million respectively). Both have attempted to bridge what we
might consider traditional academics/public intellectuals with a more contemporary
approach to academics/public intellectuals.
As previously mentioned, each discipline honors scholars from among its ranks
with lifetime achievement awards, but only rarely is substantial prize money
included. The Nobel Prize carries with it the marks of highest honor for a scholar in
chemistry, physics, economics, literature, peace, and physiology or medicine and an
accompanying prize of more than 1 million USD. Additionally, the medal that
accompanies the prize is valued at nearly 5 million USD. Recipients of the Nobel
Prize in categories like physics or economics are not always public intellectuals, but
the notoriety that the prize confers gives them the opportunity to pursue a platform
as a public intellectual should they choose. Conversely, the Nobel Peace Prize is
awarded to someone who has already achieved status as a public intellectual. Prizes
other than the Nobel have been used to reward scientific advancement and bring
notoriety to scientists. For example, Yuri Milner and Mark Zuckerberg began giving
annual Breakthrough Prizes with three million-dollar awards—in mathematics,
physics, and life sciences. To add prestige, the donors also hired A-list Hollywood
actors to host the televised award ceremony (Fogelson, 2014).
This section has highlighted tangible rewards, but it is likely that the rewards that
scholars seek when they begin an academic career are the same rewards they continue to seek throughout their careers. Some faculty, who exclusively focus on
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scholarship within their discipline, may be intrinsically motived by the process of
discovery itself. For public intellectuals, the joy that results from the discovery,
application, and dissemination of new knowledge in an effort to solve a real problem is the reward itself. When surveyed, faculty report high levels of satisfaction
with the autonomy and purpose of their work and report much lower levels of satisfaction with the external rewards like tenure systems and pay (O’Meara, 2011).
Although receiving external accolades for one’s work engenders pride, more often
the real rewards are meted out along the way as the scholar engages in the work
itself and when disseminating the information that is meaningful to a large audience, whether the information is disseminated in a journal article or on Twitter
(Gasman, 2016). From this perspective, the efforts to cultivate scholarship are most
successful when they can support and not undermine intrinsic interest. The assessments, evaluations, and rewards are necessary to keep standards high so that the
strongest scholars are addressing the most important questions; thus, striking an
appropriate reward system that includes both the intrinsic and extrinsic rewards.

6.9

Suggestions for Practice

As echoed in previous sections, this discussion concerning public intellectuals, the
scholarship they produce, and the manner in which that scholarship is shared raise
important suggestions for practice. At some level, those suggestions are most critical for would-be public intellectuals who serve in college or university contexts
where research produced is deemed politically acceptable (as is the case in some
contexts such as China) or professionally acceptable (as is quite often the case in the
United States). Below please find three suggestions for scholars serving in college
and university contexts more akin to what is found in the United States.
First, scholars should pay attention to who they read. All too often, scholars read
and cite people who think and write in narrow disciplinary bands. However, the
challenges facing society rarely fall within a singular disciplinary context. As a
result, expanding the disciplinary and methodological circles of authors that s cholars
read will help them to gain the dexterity they need to recognize those challenges and
then address them in ways that draw upon something closer to the needed battery of
resources than they might otherwise be inclined.
Second, scholars need to pay attention to the patterns of communication their
intended audiences are accustomed to encountering. Eliminating or at least greatly
reducing the jargon scholars are often socialized to employ may be acceptable or
even normative within their own discipline or sub-discipline. However, the wider
public often does not have the time to learn that language. Or, perhaps more aptly
stated, the wider public often does not care to learn it. Scholars often push back in
terms of doing so as a compromise of their standards. However, how much of being
sensitive to one’s audience is a compromise of standards versus simply a resistance
to confronting one’s own arrogance, ineptitude, or a combination of the two.
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Finally, scholars need to be sensitive to the promotion and tenure requirements
practiced on their respective campuses and/or the campuses where they may desire
to serve. As echoed in the previous section, the socialization processes in place on
many college and university campuses are insufficient to produce public intellectuals. Scholars may thus need to honor that culture until they are in a position of
changing it. In time, a broader understanding of scholarship may emerge. However,
one must start by playing within the rules in place, mastering them, and then, if
needed, arguing for potential changes.

6.10

Suggestions for Research

First, out of what contexts do public intellectuals emerge? In many ways, the details
found in this chapter are just a start and do not provide, however attempts were
made, a complete understanding of the contexts currently cultivating public intellectuals. In some ways, those contexts could be institutional, disciplinary, or even
related to the identity of individuals. For example, are research universities, masters
granting universities, liberal arts colleges, and/or community colleges most apt to
cultivate public intellectuals? Or, are public institutions better positioned than private institutions to be responsive to such questions? Or, are public intellectuals more
likely to emerge out of certain disciplines in the social science versus others? Or, are
African-American scholars more likely to emerge as public intellectuals than
Latina/o scholars? Those questions are just a small sample of what scholars could
assess.
Second, scholars could also assess the efficacy of programs to help established
scholars orient their work in ways that allow them to contribute as public intellectuals. For example, the specialized nature of Ph.D. programs may not be apt locales
for scholars to learn to communicate as public intellectuals nor perhaps they should.
However, for scholars who have established a niche within their discipline, how
effective are writing workshops, for example, that train scholars to write for wider
audiences without compromising the complexity of the issue at-hand?
Third, in what way(s), if at all, might academic freedom be jeopardized by colleges and universities when they cultivate conditions conducive to the formation of
scholars as public intellectuals. Arguably, not all research needs to be responsive to
the needs of an informed citizenry. In many ways, basic research, as is often referred
to in the natural sciences, proves to be foundational to other breakthroughs. Without
those forms of scholarship, the scholarship generated by public intellectuals may
not prove to be possible.
In addition, public intellectuals should be just as invested in scholarship that
shapes the public as responding to it. The volatile nature of political debate in, for
example, the United States and in many of its state legislatures should not limit the
scope of inquiry pursued by public intellectuals. However, if public intellectuals
only respond to the needs of an informed citizenry versus also shaping perceptions
of those needs, the range of topics pursued will likely decrease.
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Finally, scholars could assess the ways technology is not only changing the communication of more standard forms of scholarship but also forms of scholarship
now disseminated in a widening number of ways. For example, while a blog may
prove to be a perfectly acceptable or unacceptable means of sharing such information, the most apt response is not likely binary. Responses to certain questions may
most aptly be shared via a blog. Or, communication with certain audiences may also
most aptly shared in such a manner. In other cases, a blog may prove detrimental to
the argument one is seeking to make. Research that offers greater clarity to the
would-be public intellectual would likely be quite helpful.

6.11

Conclusions

As echoed in the title and then reinforced by the arc of details offered in this chapter,
would-be public intellectuals need to be attentive to a host of factors that contribute
to both their peril and their promise. In many ways, those factors emerge out of the
particular intellectual tradition from which they are emerging and those factors, try
as one might, cannot be unhinged from history. Examples of individuals who have
sought to make such contributions both in the United States and abroad can prove
helpful and, for some, even inspirational. Regardless, colleges and universities still
need to assess how their efforts to cultivate, assess, evaluate, and reward public
scholarship contribute to the formation (or lack thereof) of public intellectuals.
To open, the chapter included an assessment of whether public intellectuals and
the roles they play in society are, in fact, in peril. A review of the literature leaves
one with the impression that public intellectuals are in peril. However, much of that
literature harbors other agendas than simply indicating whether public intellectuals
are in peril. Looking to those arguments as a whole points to the possibility that
what is in question is the very definition of a public intellectual and the scholarship
they produce. By providing some clarity in relation to those matters, we believe
public intellectuals are in peril but that much can be done to reverse that challenge.
Second, after providing a nuanced understanding of the recent past and present
conditions facing public intellectuals, we reached back to the 1800s and the rise of
the research university and delved into the emergence of the social role that came to
be filled by the modern public intellectual. Part of the challenge emanates from the
reticence scholars in relation to lending their voice to issues that may only relate in
some manner to their academic specialty or even subspecialty. Part of the challenge
has to do with the way those scholars were socialized stretching all the way back to
their years as graduate students. Part of the challenge also stems from the realities
those scholars face in terms of promotion and tenure and that the efforts exhibited
by public intellectuals may not be viewed as scholarship by their peers. History
detailing these realities is important to recognize if, in fact, making matters less
perilous is important.
Third, in order to come to terms with what defines a public intellectual in tangible terms, we believe at least three biographical examples proved helpful—one
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from the humanities in Jean Bethke Elshtain (1941–2013), one from the social sciences in Robert D. Putnam (1941–), and one from the natural sciences in Neil
deGrasse Tyson (1958–). In their own ways, each one of them give hope to scholars
who may want to follow their lead. Public intellectuals and the work they generate
thus can thrive both within and beyond the university. Public intellectuals need not
think their scholarship is any less rigorous than the work generated by the more
standard efforts of their peers. Public intellectuals also need not think that their
efforts are betrayals of their expertise but, in contrast, a different way expressing it.
Fourth, this chapter focused primarily on public intellectuals and the scholarship
they generate. However, advances in information technology and the social media
platforms it created made the boundaries once geographically separating various
intellectuals more porous. While this chapter focused on scholarship as often generated in the United States and, more broadly, North America and Western Europe.
However, important examples from other regions of the globe merit consideration.
Doing so not only adds to the narrative examples from which public intellectuals
can draw inspiration while also helping them recognize what components of their
work transcend the region in which they are working versus what components are
region specific.
Finally, this chapter then took a more practical turn in detailing how universities
can cultivate, assess, evaluate, and reward public scholarship. In some ways, the
recognition public scholarship deserves can find a home within the practices currently in place on many campuses. In other ways, expanding and/or revising those
practices has merit. In the end, individual campuses need to wrestle with those questions and, if needed, revise their practices and cultures accordingly. In essence,
some combination of institutional mission and organizational type make any number of differences in these questions.

6.12

A Cautionary Tale for the Would-Be Public Intellectual

As echoed in this chapter at a number of points, accepting the role of a public intellectual comes with not only the promise but also the possibility of peril. Such a risk
has always been in place, and at times the individual brings such scrutiny upon himor herself via decisions made. At other times, calculating the potential of such a
response is not always clear. Advances in information technology in general and
social media in particular heighten not only public exposure but also the chance for
deserved and undeserved public scrutiny. In addition, such changes bring forward
the realization that the socially perceived limits of academic freedom may not even
be known within one’s lifetime.
For example, Father Hesburgh was not the only university leader the U.S. Postal
Service honored with a first-class stamp. If we remove from consideration college
and university presidents who also served as U.S. presidents, the U.S. Postal Service
placed at least four other educational leaders on stamps: Mark Hopkins, the president of Williams College—1940 stamp; Booker T. Washington, the founder and
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president of Tuskegee Institute (now Tuskegee University)—1940 stamp; Horace
Mann, the president of Antioch College—1940 stamp; and Robert E. Lee, the president of Washington & Lee University—1957 and 1995 stamps (S. Tiffney, personal
communication, April 4, 2018).
On January 26, 1982, the U.S. Bureau of Engraving and Printing released a 37¢
postage stamp in Pasadena, California. The face engraved on the stamp was none
other than the renowned physicist, Robert Andrews Millikan. Millikan’s stamp
became part of the Great Americans Series, designed to honor Americans for their
special contributions to society. Millikan’s engraving signified a larger accomplishment than seen at face value. He was one of only 16 scientists to make it onto a U.S.
stamp, and the only one recognized as a pure scientist. It was Millikan’s famous
oil-drop experiment and investigation of the photoelectric effect that placed him
into a collection alongside names such as Albert Einstein, Benjamin Franklin, and
Thomas Edison (Caswell, 1990, p. 842).
Millikan was born on March 22, 1868, in Morrison, Illinois, to Silas Franklin
Millikan and Mary Jane Andrews. His family moved to Maquoketa, Iowa, when
Robbie, as he referred to himself, was just 7 years old. His father was a
Congregationalist minister who remained somewhat distant from his children.
Young Robbie greatly admired his mother for her judgment and literary taste
(Kargon, 1982). Millikan and his family lived a rural life on the prairie of Jackson
County. In his autobiography, Millikan described his formal education as being better than what he saw in public schools later in life. Yet it was the education that took
place outside of the schoolroom that he claimed was “superb” (Millikan, 1950,
p. 7). His formal education continued at Oberlin College, where he studied subjects
such trigonometry, geometry, and Greek. He was initially asked to teach an introductory course in physics and eventually went on to become the sole graduate student in physics at Columbia University in 1893 (Millikan, 1950). His entire life’s
work helped to shape the path for the future of physics in America.
Millikan began his career at the University of Chicago, overseeing one of his
former professor’s courses for first-year students. He worked with his professor to
publish textbooks such as Elements in Physics (Millikan & Gale, 1927) and A First
Course in Physics for Colleges (Millikan, Gale, & Edwards, 1928) and primarily
taught courses in heat, radiation, and electricity and magnetism (Kargon, 1982). As
his career progressed, he was offered positions at both Virginia and Oberlin, but he
declined because of his desire to stay at Chicago.
Millikan claims to have entered the field around the year 1900 when he began
work on the ionization of gases and the conduction of electricity by ions, both exciting and popular fields during this time. He shifted his research to the study of electric discharges after attending the International Congress of Physics at Paris, but
remained discontent with his progress as a researcher at the end of his first decade
at University of Chicago (Kargon, 1982).
However, in 1909 he performed his famous Oil Drop Experiment. This experiment determined the size of the charge of an electron by measuring how strong an
electric charge had to be to stop an oil drop from falling (McAllister, n.d.). Millikan
poured all of his time into this new research venture and received a large amount of
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attention at the conclusion of the experiment in 1912 (Millikan, 1950). He was
eventually awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1923 for his contributions to the
field.
Millikan left the University of Chicago in 1917, to contribute to the war effort as
head of the National Research Council. He then returned to Chicago with great
excitement for his new research project but didn’t have access to sufficient resources
through the university to continue his career as a physicist. He spent the winter
quarters of 1920 and 1921 with two physicists at the California Institute of
Technology or Caltech (Millikan, 1950).
He had assumed that the University of Chicago would have been a central location for funding from the National Research Fellowships, designed to promote
research in chemistry and physics within the United States. But Millikan was soon
confronted with the reality that this was not the case as the chemistry and physics
departments at the University of Chicago had nearly ceased to exist (Millikan,
1950). Simultaneously some of his colleagues with whom he had spent the winter
quarters, including George Hale and Arthur Noyes, urged Millikan to join them full
time at Caltech. Overcoming initial hesitancy, in 1921 Millikan transferred his
efforts on a permanent basis to the California Institute of Technology (Goodstein,
1991). Millikan’s appointment to the faculty of the Pasadena institution further
accelerated Caltech’s rise to prominence; he even served as chair of its executive
council, the equivalent at that time to serving as president (Wyllie, 2000).
Due to their recognition, public intellectuals are exposed to the criticisms of
wider society and sometimes from scholars within their respective fields. On one
level, criticism of Millikan came in the form of accusations that he had used fraudulent data. For example, Millikan was accused of different classifications of scientific
fraud, largely surrounding the data collected from his oil drop experiment. Some
within the science community accused Millikan of claiming to have used all of his
data, when in fact he had used only a selection that confirmed his initial hypothesis
(Jennings, 2004). Some scholars took the initiative to examine Millikan’s journals
and interpret what that record of data shows compared to the numbers he released
to the public. When something would happen with the droplets that contradicted
what he expected, he would claim that something was wrong (Goodstein, 1991).
Although some scholars assert the reporting of details in such a manner was something every good scientist would do, others are wary of the idea that data would be
omitted to ensure certain results. Felix Ehrenhaft had conducted a similar experiment to Millikan but remained in conflict with the findings of Millikan’s research
regarding the value of the charge of an electron (Jennings, 2004).
On another level, Millikan was accused of discrimination at least against women
and perhaps also against members of other groups. His concerns regarding women
largely stemmed from his apprehension over incorporating women into the field of
physics. Gender-based discrimination after the 1870s took a new form; although
women could be admitted into universities, they were prevented from advancing to
positions of authority within the workplace. Their degrees did not provide them
with enough prestige to be classified as competent individuals among their colleagues. Particularly in the sciences, they were often viewed by men as deficient.
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One such example is Hertha Sponer, a female physicist who applied for a faculty
position at Duke University. When William Preston Few of Duke consulted Millikan
about his opinion on the appointment, Millikan was opposed to the idea (Rolin,
2002). He claimed the nature of young men is more apt than women to draw recognition to the department. As a result, he expressed concern that including women in
physics could diminish the prestige of the department in the long-run (Rolin, 2002).
In the case of Robert Andrews Millikan, the details of those two charges continue
to engender debate. In On Fact and Fraud: Cautionary Tales from the Front Lines
of Science, Goodstein (2010) argued in relation to charges of fraud leveled against
Millikan:
I don’t think that any scientist, having studied Millikan’s techniques and procedures for
conducting this most demanding and difficult experiment, would fault him in any way (and
in fact none has) for picking out what he considered to be the most dependable measurements in order to arrive at the most accurate possible results. (p. 42–43)

In relation to the charges launched against Millikan in relation to discrimination
against women, Goodstein (2010) then claimed Millikan’s concern had more to do
with the climate in the field than the abilities of women. Citing the previously noted
correspondence between Few and Millikan, Goodstein is quick to argue that
Millikan recognized the contributions of women in general and of “Fraulein
Meitner” and “Madame Curie” but that the cultures in their respective nations of
Germany and France were more welcoming than ones found at that time in the
United States. All said, Goodstein’s point is that Millikan’s response was more of a
concern over the larger climate a woman might encounter than a question of her
abilities.
Regardless of the veracity of the accusations against and defenses made in support of Millikan, his life bears witness to what can befall public intellectuals even
decades after their deaths. Millikan’s work within physics and science in general
moved the field ahead while it also reoriented expectations concerning its public
value. His volume of research and textbooks revolutionized physics in ways that
made the field more accessible within and beyond academe. Nevertheless, the career
of a public intellectual carries with it exposure to the critical eye of the public,
something that has befallen Millikan even decades after his death. The criticisms
leveled against him serve to remind us that the reputation of a public intellectual
rests on a fragile platform—balancing one’s passion in a particular field of study
with a commitment to a life of transparency on an array of fronts.

6.13

Concluding Thoughts

As the challenges facing the wider public have not only grown more complex, but
also come with greater speed, the importance of the efforts made by public intellectuals have undoubtedly grown. Whether public intellectuals are an endangered
species or are qualitatively different than in previous generations remains a matter
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of important discussion and debate. Regardless of where the final verdict may land,
information technology, in general, and social media, in particular, afford public
intellectuals with an array of opportunities to share their work.
Colleges and universities can take various steps to help cultivate, assess, evaluate, and reward public scholarship. At the same time, scholars willing to take on
such efforts must recognize that their exposure to the possibility of criticism
increases not only during their lifetimes but even years beyond their deaths. When
they do take on a public role, the personal risk may be great. If they don’t, the risk
to society may be greater.
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Chapter 7

Places of Belonging: Person- and Place-
Focused Interventions to Support
Belonging in College
Lisel Alice Murdock-Perriera, Kathryn L. Boucher, Evelyn R. Carter,
and Mary C. Murphy

Feeling a sense of belonging in college is important. But what is belonging? College
students experience and report a sense of belonging as a feeling of fit, inclusion, and
relationship with others in their academic and social contexts (e.g., Walton & Brady,
2017; Walton & Cohen, 2007). Feeling a sense of belonging helps students turn
toward important tasks and feel secure that others care for them (Zirkel, 2004). A
sense of belonging has implications for many academic outcomes including motivation, GPA, and retention (e.g., Hausmann, Schofield, & Woods, 2007; Juvonen,
2006; Patrick, Ryan, & Kaplan, 2007; Walton & Cohen, 2011; Yeager et al., 2016);
moreover, feeling as if one belongs in college enhances other key dimensions of
students’ experiences such as their physical and mental health, psychological well-
being, relationships, and career intentions (e.g., Hurtado & Carter, 1997; Jones,
Peddie, Gilrane, King, & Gray, 2016; Walton & Cohen, 2011).
Yet, at one time or another, almost all students question their sense of belonging
in college. College students may wonder whether they belong with the academic
and intellectual community broadly (e.g., “Do I belong in college at all?”), whether
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they belong at their specific institution (e.g., “Do I belong, here, at this college?”),
whether they belong in their classes (e.g., “Am I smart enough to cut it? Does my
professor think I’m smart enough to be here?”), and whether they belong and feel
included in the social communities of the campus (e.g., “Do others want to hang out
with me? Will they be my friends?”).
While many students struggle with feeling a sense of belonging in college early
on, belonging concerns and belonging uncertainty can take on a more threatening,
negative, and even global meaning among underrepresented and stigmatized students, compared to their majority and non-stigmatized peers (e.g., Hurtado &
Carter, 1997; Steele, Spencer, & Aronson, 2002; Walton & Brady, 2017). Why
might this be?
First, unlike their majority-group peers who can attribute their feelings of non-
belonging to the situation (e.g., “This is just how it is when you start college.”) or to
something about themselves personally (e.g., “Maybe the professor doesn’t like
me.”), stigmatized students’ feelings of non-belonging may also be attributed to
their stigmatized group membership (e.g., “The staff member said that because I’m
Latino.” or “They didn’t invite me out because I don’t have a lot of money.”). These
identity and group-based attributions for feelings of non-belonging make belonging
uncertainty particularly challenging for students from stigmatized and underrepresented backgrounds.
Second, the socio-cultural and historical contexts of higher education may also
cause stigmatized students to draw more negative meaning from feelings of non-
belonging. That is, stigmatized students’ feelings of non-belonging occur in the
context of institutions of higher education—a context that has historically marginalized, underrepresented, and, at times, even excluded their social groups. Is it not
surprising then, that this historical legacy has consequences for students from stigmatized backgrounds—shaping whether students feel like they can belong, be
included and respected, and succeed in American college and university settings?
Finally, due to negative societal stereotypes about ability and intelligence, there
are more academic and social situations that can cause students from stigmatized
groups to question their sense of belonging on campus than there are for their
majority-group peers. For example, being one of few students from your group in
class, in your major, or on your chosen career path can prompt belonging concerns,
as can instances of subtle or overt bias communicated through stereotypic expectations, derogatory language, or discriminatory behavior.
To understand the experience of stigmatized students in college, let’s consider the
experience of a Mexican-American student, Vanessa, who is attending a private, predominantly White college. Vanessa grew up in a working-class household with two
high-school educated parents, speaking only Spanish at home. Her college is comprised of mostly White and wealthy students—a markedly different community than
her family and network at home. At college, only English is spoken, and most readings are by White, male authors, even in her “contemporary literature” course.
Vanessa might ask whether she belongs at this college; whether her peers and instructors will see her through a stereotypical lens and question her intelligence and abilities; and whether her new friends will understand or want to learn about her home
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traditions and ideas. Vanessa might question herself, wondering if she has what it
takes to succeed in this college environment. Taken together, these concerns, if unresolved for students like Vanessa, can contribute to a lack of belonging that makes it
difficult to thrive and engage in the social and academic fabric of college life.
Vanessa’s experience highlights one way that belonging concerns could develop
in relation to one’s social identities. Students’ social identities shape how they
gather information about whether they are valued and welcomed by their peers,
interpret critical feedback, and contend with minimal numerical diversity on campus. These questions—and the ways in which they are answered—can create barriers to belonging. For instance, when Vanessa receives grammatical corrections on
her first term paper, she may wonder whether her professor is offering genuine
feedback to help improve her writing, or whether her professor views her through a
stereotypical lens as just “another” under-educated Mexican-American who struggles with English as her second language.
As research reveals and deepens our understanding of barriers to belonging,
social psychologists have developed several successful strategies to address these
barriers by changing how students construe them. These strategies aim to change
how students view and understand such barriers to belonging and their relationship
to them. Known as interventions, these strategies are generally short reading and
writing exercises in which students consider barriers to belonging at critical
moments during the transition to and through college. For example, Vanessa might
complete an intervention prior to matriculating at her university in which she might
read about students’ early experiences transitioning to college. The intervention
might include stories that describe different kinds of academic and social challenges
that many students experience, which caused them, at first, to question their belonging in college. She would learn about different strategies that students found helpful
in dealing with questions of belonging. Because these stories reflect a diverse array
of current students’ experiences at her school, Vanessa would likely see herself in at
least a few of them. After reading about students’ experiences, she would then be
asked to reflect on these stories from her own perspective—imagining the obstacles
she might encounter, considering these obstacles as normal and temporary, and
brainstorming ways she might deal with these obstacles in order to move beyond
them and have a successful college experience.
There is consistent evidence that interventions that address these barriers to
belonging, such as the one described above, help change the ways that students view
potential roadblocks and improve students’ academic and psychological outcomes,
particularly among stigmatized students. For example, research shows that students
from stigmatized groups who participate in these interventions are more likely to
attribute struggles in college to situational or universal causes and will learn to construe situations that could threaten their sense of belonging as typical of college—
and not unique to their experiences (Walton & Cohen, 2007). However, we argue
that these interventions are just the beginning of how psychological science may be
leveraged to address belonging concerns for stigmatized students in college.
This chapter details the barriers to belonging that many students can face in college. We review successful social psychological interventions, such as the one
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described previously, in terms of how they address belonging concerns (see
Kenthirarajah & Walton, 2015 and Yeager & Walton, 2011 for additional, extensive
reviews) and the psychological and performance outcomes that they impact.
However, we note that most (if not all) social psychological belonging interventions
to date have been person-focused. That is, these interventions help individual students understand themselves and their environments in ways that are beneficial. For
example, as a function of the intervention’s messages, Vanessa may develop the
expectation that it is normal to initially question one’s feelings of belonging in a
new place and that these thoughts and feelings are likely to improve over time.
However, the college environment surrounding Vanessa may not always be conducive to sustaining this construal. That is, if Vanessa’s college context actually contains extensive bias, stereotyping, and prejudice, her reality would consistently fail
to match the expectations and perceptions put forward by the intervention.
Recognizing such potential discrepancies, we help university administrators,
faculty, and staff—who have power to shape the college environment—think about
how to support their students’ sense of belonging in ways that are both person- and
place-focused. That is, we offer strategies to help administrators, faculty, and staff
change both the mindsets of students and the campus environments in which students live and learn to be places that support their sense of belonging in college.
We describe why research should examine the environment that surrounds students to find points of intervention that might enhance their sense of belonging in
college. We argue that if universities and colleges wish to construct an inclusive
environment, they should bring together both person-focused interventions and
changes to environmental cues and messages that impede students’ belonging in
college. Such inclusive environments promote students’ sense of belonging and
may support and enhance person-focused belonging interventions. What would
belonging-supportive environments look like at colleges and universities? In the
final pages of this chapter, we explore features of inclusive college environments
and provide concrete strategies for developing such environments.

7.1

How Concerns About Belonging and Fit Emerge

Belonging Is Complex Students’ sense of belonging in college is dependent upon
many factors (e.g., Murphy & Zirkel, 2015; Wilcox, Winn, & Fyvie-Gauld, 2005).
Belonging becomes especially important in evaluative environments where college
students need to perform and achieve academically. Belonging is similarly important when students leave behind former social networks and support systems for an
environment in which they must develop these networks anew. Educational research
suggests that a sense of fit in college and a feeling of connection to the campus community are extremely important in terms of students’ well-being and performance
(e.g., Strayhorn, 2008a; Tinto, 1975, 1993), especially during the first few weeks of
the transition to college (Tinto, 1988). Incoming college students who leave their
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homes and families for the first time and face new demands on their academic performance are thus especially vulnerable to concerns about belonging.
Belonging Uncertainty When transitioning to new contexts, it is not always true
that students feel that they do not belong. Instead, in moments of transition, students
can simply experience more uncertainty about whether they will fit in and belong in
their new environments. This is especially the case when students encounter academic or interpersonal difficulties early in their transitions, such as poor scores on
placement exams or challenges with roommates. Indeed, students look to their environment to ascertain whether they could belong within it (Murphy, Steele & Gross,
2007). They search for cues as to whether they can be authentically themselves and
whether they will be respected and included by faculty, staff, advisors, and their
peers (Murphy & Taylor, 2012). When environmental cues and interpersonal interactions signal that students’ goals for connection, affiliation, and respect can be met,
students feel a sense of fit and belonging. The opposite is true when environmental
cues signal that students’ academic and social goals cannot be met or when such
cues are ambiguous (Walton & Brady, 2017).
Subtle and ambiguous cues can be interpreted in many ways—some of which are
more identity-threatening and some of which are more identity-safe (Purdie-
Vaughns, Steele, Davies, Ditlmann, & Crosby, 2008). For example, a professor may
respond to a student’s question by speaking very quickly. If the student’s native
language is English, the student might think little of the interaction, but for a student
whose native language is not English, the interaction could be interpreted as potentially signaling bias or exclusion on the part of the professor. Ambiguous interpersonal interactions with faculty, staff, administrators, and peers can include conflicting
cues to belonging—some that suggest that students’ social identities are being
viewed negatively and some that suggest that students’ social identities are being
viewed positively. Things like receiving critical feedback on an assignment, being
left behind when the dorm floor is going to dinner, being invited to join a campus
group for underrepresented students (or not being invited to join); all of these situations can cause students to be uncertain about their belonging in college. Students
try to answer questions like: why did I receive this criticism? Why didn’t anyone
invite me to dinner? Why am I being asked to join this campus group or why was I
not included? When interactions and cues in the environment prompt these questions, students may become more uncertain about their belonging in college.
Vigilance and Uncertainty Among Stigmatized Students When threatening situational cues and interactions trigger belonging uncertainty, this uncertainty sets off a
process that makes students even more vigilant to their local environment. In other
words, heightened uncertainty about one’s belonging in college means that students
are relatively vigilant for more evidence that could help them resolve this uncertainty. Thus, stigmatized and underrepresented students are vigilant to aspects of the
environment that signal whether they belong within it (e.g., Murphy et al., 2007;
Murphy & Taylor, 2012). When situational cues are unclear in terms of their meaning for one’s belonging, students engage in the cognitively and emotionally taxing
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work of determining the meaning behind these cues (Murphy, Richeson, Shelton,
Rheinschmidt, & Bergsieker, 2013). When students identify with multiple social
groups that are stigmatized or numerically underrepresented in college settings, concerns about whether they will be accepted and respected can be amplified (e.g.,
Gonzales, Blanton, & Williams, 2002; Strayhorn, 2012). These concerns about
belonging serve as an additional psychological burden that college students from
stigmatized groups contend with, relative to their peers from non-stigmatized groups.
Students who experience belonging uncertainty and vigilance can often feel like they
are the only ones who experience college this way and thus they may be less likely
to reach out and share those experiences with faculty or friends. Indeed, the extent to
which students experience belonging uncertainty predicts the degree to which they
have strong connections to faculty and peers as well as their academic performance
on campus (e.g., Walton & Cohen 2007, 2011).
Consequences of Vigilance Any student can worry about their belonging in college, however the extent to which these worries trigger a vigilance process may
depend on the social groups with which students identify. That is, a vigilance process
is more likely to be invoked when a student is in a situation that makes salient a stereotyped or stigmatized social group membership that is important to that student
(e.g., Murphy et al., 2007; Murphy & Taylor, 2012). For example, when a woman
finds that she is one of very few women in her advanced math class, her gender identity is likely to come to the fore and trigger a vigilance process in which she examines the setting and her interactions for signals about whether her peers and professor
feel that she belongs in the class. Thus, social identity is a lens through which students answer important questions of belonging. Cues in the campus environment can
have different meaning among stigmatized students who contend with societal stereotypes than they do for non-stigmatized students who are presumed to belong in
higher education settings (e.g., Boucher & Murphy, 2017; Walton & Brady, 2017).
Behaviors, comments, and chains of events that may be viewed as minor or relatively insignificant to majority group members may have great implications for stigmatized and numerically underrepresented students’ sense of belonging. For
example, a conflict with a roommate may upset any student, but it might especially
call into question feelings of belonging for a Black student. A Black student might
wonder why their roommate did not respond to a question they asked. They might
wonder: “Did my roommate not hear me? Are they angry with me? Or, are they
ignoring me because they are racist?” This experience—one that occurred in what
should be a place of home and comfort—may make the Black student wonder
whether many of their interactions at this new school might be similarly influenced
by their racial/ethnic identity. Thus, this student may be vigilant during many of
their interactions with new peers to determine whether they can belong and whether
they will be valued and respected by others at their college.
Similarly, failing a midterm may be deflating to both male and female students
in science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) courses, but it might be
viewed by female students as potentially stereotype-confirming evidence that they
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and their group cannot perform well or belong in STEM. For women, who are stereotyped as less capable than men in STEM, poor performance may confirm these
stereotypes—in the eyes of women students and in the eyes of their peers and professors—in a way that men’s poor performance does not. Thus, female students may
worry that they must represent their gender every time they sit down to take a math
exam. In this way, stereotypes raise the stakes as performance settings represent
instances where one might confirm societal stereotypes. Such worries consume
valuable cognitive resources that students who face stereotypes in a given environment—in this case, women—might otherwise devote to the task at hand (Schmader,
Johns, & Forbes, 2008).
Finally, as a last example, the first months of college may prompt homesickness
for both first-generation and continuing-generation college students. However, this
homesickness may undermine first-generation college students’ certainty about
their abilities to successfully navigate and complete college. Whereas continuing-
generation students may find assurance and confirmation about their belonging in
college among parents, siblings, family friends, and acquaintances who help them
understand homesickness as a natural part of the process of transitioning to college,
first-generation college students are less likely to have access to social networks that
can provide this helpful interpretative lens. These students and their families may
interpret these feelings as a sign that maybe college isn’t meant for them and families may urge their children to come home. Taken together, these examples highlight
how some social or academic situations can threaten the sense of belonging of students who are stigmatized and stereotyped in higher education settings in ways the
same situations would not threaten the belonging of non-stigmatized or non-
stereotyped peers.

7.2

Belonging Across Multiple Identity Groups

Research on students’ sense of belonging has largely focused on the experiences of
students from social groups that are historically stigmatized, negatively stereotyped,
or numerically underrepresented in college settings. In particular, much of the extant
research in this area has examined the experiences of students from underrepresented, stigmatized, or negatively stereotyped racial and ethnic groups (e.g.,
Cheryan & Monin, 2005; Covarrubias & Fryberg, 2015; Hurtado & Carter, 1997;
Johnson, Soldner, et al., 2007; Lee, 2005, 2011; Murphy & Zirkel, 2015; Shimpi &
Zirkel, 2012; Steele, 1997; Strayhorn, 2012; Walton & Cohen, 2007, 2011), female
students in STEM classes and majors (e.g., Cheryan, Plaut, Davies, & Steele, 2009;
Dasgupta, Scircle, & Hunsinger, 2015; Good, Aronson, & Inzlicht, 2003; Inzlicht &
Ben-Zeev, 2000), and students from lower socioeconomic backgrounds or whose
parents did not attend college (i.e., first-generation college students; e.g., Covarrubias
& Fryberg, 2015; Lynch & O’Riordan, 1998; Ostrove & Long, 2007; Stephens,
Fryberg, Markus, Johnson, & Covarrubias, 2012).
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Although less research has examined the experiences of students from other
social groups, sense of belonging is emerging as a key factor in the college experience of international students (e.g., Slaten, Elison, Lee, Yough, & Scalise, 2016),
immigrants (e.g., Mallet, Calvo, & Waters, 2017; Stebleton, Soria, & Huesman,
2014; Wignall, 2013), and students whose first or preferred language is not English
or who may speak stigmatized dialects of English (Murdock-Perriera, Boucher,
Fisher, & Logel, 2018). Students’ sense of belonging in college may also be shaped
by their gender identity, sexual orientation, and religious affiliation—causing these
students to be more uncertain about their belonging, especially when the local college community differs from their home community (Strayhorn, 2012). Moreover,
feeling a sense of fit, acceptance, and welcome may be critical for students who
have different needs and expectations for college, such as those who have visible or
invisible disabilities (e.g., Fleming, Oertle, Plotner, & Hakun, 2017; Graham-Smith
& Lafayette, 2004; Jones, Brown, Keys, & Salzer, 2015; Mahar, Cobigo, & Stuart,
2013; Quinn, Kahng, & Crocker, 2004; Vaccaro, Daly-Cano, & Newman, 2015),
veterans, and older college students who may have families of their own (e.g.,
Magolda, 2000; Read, Archer, & Leathwood, 2003).
It is evident that feeling a sense of belonging in college is meaningful to students
from a diverse range of social groups. Even though there may be some commonalities in the extent and form of belonging concerns among groups, environmental and
interpersonal cues that signal one’s belonging are likely to differ between groups
and among individuals based on the local academic and social context, the stereotypes that are relevant to their group, and their group’s historical and continuing
disadvantage. For example, college students from different stigmatized backgrounds
who enter a brand new, high-tech classroom may all feel increased belonging uncertainty, but for different reasons. A student in a wheelchair may worry about physically navigating this new space and whether the technology is accessible for their
needs. A student from a lower income background may worry that the class will
require supplementary software that is expensive, and wonder whether they will be
viewed negatively for not knowing how to access and use a technology that was not
available in their high school or home. A woman might worry that as she asks questions and learns how to use the new technology in this classroom alongside her male
peers, she will confirm stereotypes about women’s lack of technological abilities.
As research continues to explore the countless ways in which students from different social groups contend with belonging uncertainty, college administrators,
faculty, and staff should consider the intersectionalities of student backgrounds and
how students with intersectional identities experience belonging concerns and
belonging uncertainty. For example, whereas women make fewer cents on the dollar
compared to men, the pay gap is even larger for women of color. Thus, an
International Women’s Day panel comprised of White women speakers who discuss
gender pay disparities may cause White women students to experience a greater
sense of community and belonging; however the same event may ironically serve as
a cue to non-belonging for Black, Latina, and Native American women students.
This, and many other examples, highlight the ways in which race, gender, sexual
orientation, and other social identities can interact to powerfully shape the stereo-
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types, biases, and experiences that members of intersectional social groups face
(e.g., Crenshaw, 1991; Livingston, Rosette, & Washington, 2012; Purdie-Vaughns
& Eibach, 2008). Negative stereotypes, underrepresentation, and bias can have
additive or interactive effects as they accrue across different group memberships
(e.g., Covarrubias & Fryberg, 2015; Strayhorn, 2008b, 2014; Strayhorn & Tillman-
Kelly, 2013) and such experiences need to be further examined in order to reduce
barriers to belonging for all students.

7.3

Barriers to Belonging in College

As noted previously, students’ social group memberships guide their understanding
of their environment. Researchers have explored the types of cues that signal to
students whether they may or may not belong on campus and/or in their classrooms.
Building on the framework developed by Walton and Brady (2017), we discuss
three barriers to belonging that influence students’ psychological, emotional, and
academic experiences in college. These barriers include (a) negative societal stereotypes about one’s group, (b) numerical underrepresentation in academic and social
campus settings, and (c) uncertainty about how the institution—and the people
within it—value one’s group and the aims of diversity and inclusion overall. We
discuss the belonging concerns that emanate from each of these barriers in turn.
Societal Stereotypes One barrier to students’ sense of belonging is the potential to
be viewed or evaluated in line with negative stereotypes about one’s social group
(i.e., stereotype threat; e.g., Steele, 1997; Steele & Aronson, 1995; Steele et al.,
2002). Widely known societal stereotypes about intelligence and ability raise concerns for members of stereotyped groups about whether others will reduce them to
these stereotypes. For instance, when a female student is called out for an incorrect
answer in a challenging math class, she may worry that her peers and the instructor
will think about her as an example that women are not as capable in mathematics as
men—confirming gender stereotypes. As a result, she may disengage from the
course and may possibly even switch majors to a field in which her belonging is not
called into question by these societal stereotypes.
Expectations for which groups belong in academic settings can also be conveyed
through the language that instructors use to describe the qualities required for success in class. For example, when STEM professors describe success as requiring
fixed, natural ability (vs. hard work and dedication), it can bring to mind ability
stereotypes that favor men (vs. women) (e.g., Emerson & Murphy, 2015; Good,
Rattan, & Dweck, 2012; Murphy & Dweck, 2010; Rattan, Good, & Dweck, 2012).
Moreover, when instructors describe careers as requiring or valuing masculine (vs.
feminine) traits and agentic (vs. communal) goals, they are more likely to encourage
male (vs. female) students to enter these career fields (e.g., Diekman, Clark,
Johnston, Brown, & Steinberg, 2011; Gaucher, Friesen, & Kay, 2011; Stout &
Dasgupta, 2011; Vervecken, Hannover, & Wolter, 2013).
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As noted above, receiving critical feedback from authority figures is a primary
context in which negative group stereotypes can serve as a barrier to belonging
(Juvonen, Yeshina, & Grand, 2006). For students who constitute the numerical
majority in college—like White students at a predominantly White institution, or
students whose parents graduated from college in any college setting—evaluative
concerns may arise after receiving critical feedback but these concerns are generally
manageable and attributable to the instructor’s goal of helping students improve.
However, in the context of receiving critical feedback, stigmatized students can be
uncertain about the goal of the instructor. For instance, a Black student may feel
unsure about whether critical feedback from a White professor is genuinely aimed
at improving their work or whether the professor is intentionally or unintentionally
evaluating them in line with negative stereotypes about Black students.
In such situations, students must make sense of unclear intentions and determine
whether to take the feedback seriously and work toward improving their performance; or whether to dismiss the feedback as potentially biased (e.g., Cohen, Steele,
& Ross, 1999; Crocker, Voelkl, Testa, & Major, 1991). Students from stigmatized
groups are more likely to experience attributional ambiguity—or uncertainty about
the motives behind their treatment—because the intentions of others can be attributed to negative stereotypes about their social group. Repeated attributionally-
ambiguous experiences can reduce trust in faculty and other authority figures, which
can in turn lead to a lower sense of belonging in college and worse academic outcomes (e.g., Cohen et al., 1999; Yeager, Henderson, et al., 2014). Critical feedback
on assignments, tests, and in the forms of academic probation or scholarship/extracurricular ineligibility can increase students’ feelings of belonging uncertainty by
inspiring shame and stigma despite institutional goals of conveying concern and
offering students resources and support (Brady et al., 2018).
Numerical Representation Societal stereotypes about ability and performance
are not the only barriers to belonging in college. The identity groups that students
see inside and outside of the classroom shape students’ sense of belonging as well.
Perceptions of diversity on campus—among peers as well as within prestigious
academic positions—impact students’ feelings of identity safety and social satisfaction (e.g., Juvonen, 2006; Read, Archer, & Leathwood, 2003). Numerical underrepresentation—that is, when there are few people from one’s social identity group
on campus or within one’s field or major—prompts belonging concerns because it
makes students worry about being spotlighted. When there are few members of
one’s group in an academic or social setting, students feel they are expected to speak
for, and be a good representative of, their group (e.g., Crosby, King, & Savitsky,
2014; London, Downey, Romero-Canyas, Rattan, & Tyson, 2012; Steele et al.,
2002). These belonging concerns—that stem from numerical underrepresentation—have a dampening effect on students’ academic outcomes and career interests. For example, being one of few women in STEM learning environments can
impair performance (Inzlicht & Ben-Zeev, 2000), negatively influence STEM attitudes and self-concepts (Dasgupta et al., 2015), increase physiological stress reac-
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tions and reduce interest in pursuing STEM majors and fields (Murphy et al., 2007).
On the other hand, having a role model from the same underrepresented group can
sustain belonging and mitigate these detrimental outcomes (e.g., Dasgupta, 2011;
McIntyre, Paulson, & Lord, 2003; Stout, Dasgupta, Hunsinger, & McManus, 2011).
Numerical underrepresentation can be a barrier to belonging in more nuanced
ways than simply the physical representations of who students see around them.
Before students get to the institution, recruitment materials and comments made on
campus tours can reinforce the expectation that the normative college student is
White, middle-class, and young (e.g., Archer & Hutchings, 2000; Magolda, 2000;
Reay, Davies, David, & Ball, 2001). These messages continue when students
matriculate to the institution. Seeing few representations of people from one’s group
in key places within the learning environment—including as administrators, faculty,
and fellow students—can further trigger students’ concerns about belonging at their
particular college, as well as within higher education contexts more broadly.
The cue of underrepresentation can also be present in media representations,
posters on the walls of the hallway, and in textbooks (e.g., Cheryan et al., 2009;
Cheryan, Plaut, Handron, & Hudson, 2013; Good, Woodzicka, & Wingfield, 2010).
For instance, these media can depict leaders in STEM fields as White and male—
and as people who, stereotypically, love Star Trek and video games. Even when
members of one’s group are highlighted as exemplars, if their success seems rare
and unattainable, these role models can be demotivating for students (Betz &
Sekaquaptewa, 2012). Moreover, while including perspectives from underrepresented groups in ethnic studies courses can enhance students’ sense of belonging
and their academic outcomes (Dee & Penner, 2017), the incorporation of these perspectives into mainstream courses is rare; instead, these perspectives are often
siloed into specialty programs or included to fulfill diversity requirements.
Value of Diversity and Inclusion Another major barrier to belonging is the uncertainty that stigmatized students face about the value that their institution places on
their group and their group’s inclusion in the social and academic life of college.
This is a challenge both because institutional biases (i.e., racism, sexism, classism,
ableism, heteronormativity) exist on college campuses and because students often
question their institution’s commitment to diversity and inclusion. These concerns
can stem from the ways in which colleges or universities handle microaggressions
that are frequently experienced by students. Microaggressions—defined by Sue
et al. (2007) as brief, everyday exchanges that send denigrating messages to people
because they belong to a particular stigmatized group—can undermine students’
sense of belonging in college. If these everyday experiences are unaddressed by
colleges and universities, they can undermine students’ identification with the
school and with higher education more broadly. Stigmatized students are likely to
wonder about the institutional processes that have been put in place to address these
experiences and the mechanisms of accountability for students, faculty, administrators, and staff who engage in these behaviors on campus. Moreover, students can
perceive that their institution lacks a commitment to diversity and inclusion when
there is backlash against diversity events; sanitizing of stigmatized students’ per-
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spectives; and limiting discussions of diversity to special days, weeks, or months of
the year or to particular courses and venues (Brannon, Carter, Murdock-Perriera, &
Higginbotham, 2018). Generic efforts to promote community that do not address
the strengths and contributions of different social groups can ring hollow if students question whether they are seen or valued (e.g., Covarrubias & Fryberg, 2015;
Hausmann, Ye, Schofield, & Woods, 2009). Lastly, students look at how resources
are allocated, and the ease with which those resources can be accessed, to determine
the value and meaning of their social groups in college.

7.4

Strategies for Addressing Barriers to Belonging

Social psychological interventions speak to students’ belonging concerns by mitigating the impact of some of the barriers described above. Most of these interventions are intended to help students shift the ways they construe situations—like
disagreements with roommates or challenging introductory courses—that may be
especially likely to threaten students’ sense of belonging in college. These person-
focused interventions help students make meaning of their interactions and experiences in ways that affirm and support their sense of belonging in college. In this
section, we describe belonging attribution and social belonging interventions. These
interventions directly address students’ sense of belonging in college by leveraging
construal and attribution processes to reduce the threat of negative and attributionally ambiguous social and academic situations.
The Belonging Attribution Intervention A rich social psychological tradition
undergirds belonging interventions. Extensive literature on causal attributions dates
back to Heider (1958), Seligman (1978), and Weiner (1985). Causal attributions in
educational contexts refer to students’ explanations or reasons for their success or
failure. As discussed in a recent review (Weiner, 2018), this meaning-making seems
to occur along three important dimensions: internal versus external causes, stable
versus unstable causes, and controllable versus uncontrollable causes. For example,
a struggling student who makes attributions that are internal, stable, and uncontrollable might believe that they are struggling with a topic because they are incapable
of mastering it, that they will always struggle at the topic, and that their struggle is
due to poor aptitude in the topic. Conversely, a student who makes attributions that
are external, unstable, and controllable might believe that, in spite of struggling with
a skill, they can improve if they learn more about it, that they are capable of improving, and ultimately that they can work to improve their skill. Although all three
dimensions influence causal attributions, Perry and colleagues (Perry, Hladkyj,
Pekrun, Clifton, & Chipperfield, 2005; Perry, Hladkyj, Pekrun, & Pelletier, 2001)
find that students’ sense of control or lack thereof is critical to college students’ success. Specifically, they show that college students’ feelings of lack of control over
academic performance when transitioning to college was linked to negative emotions, such as anxiety and boredom, as well as poorer academic performance in
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terms of grades and retention. Richardson, Abraham, and Bond (2012) similarly
argue that such perceived control is a strong predictor of GPA for college students.
Experiences of belonging, and the interventions developed to address it, are
closely related to attributional retraining work—an approach that stems from the
causal attribution literature and is designed to address the attributional challenges
described above. Specifically, attributional retraining promotes more adaptive attributions or meaning-making surrounding the challenges that many students face. For
example, in an attributional retraining paradigm, students may be encouraged to
view the causes of a low test grade as controllable—that they put forward insufficient effort or used an ineffective study strategy, and that a repeated poor performance can be mitigated in the future (Haynes, Perry, Stupnisky, & Daniels, 2009).
Moreover, these interventions sometimes involve sharing personal stories where the
message of struggling initially but succeeding in the long run is conveyed (Perry &
Penner, 1990). This intervention message structure is similar to that of the social
belonging intervention described below.
Attributional retraining has been used in many settings (e.g., career and employment decisions, parenting, and social skills training), but it has been most frequently
implemented in the academic achievement domain, from elementary school years
through higher education (e.g., Haynes et al., 2009; Perry, Chipperfield, Hladkyj,
Pekrun, & Hamm, 2014; Perry & Hamm, 2017). Attribution-based interventions
routinely produce motivation and performance benefits for the stigmatized or stereotyped student groups mentioned in this chapter and provide a theoretical basis
for facilitating students’ sense of belonging. Without reframing attributions for
challenges and setbacks, a recursive process of maladaptive attributions could
undermine motivation, emotional and psychological functioning, and
performance.
In the context of social belonging, Wilson, Damiani, and Shelton (2002) first
called attention to the importance of attributions as a potential mechanism to
improve the psychological and academic experiences of college students. Moreover,
these researchers argued that stereotyped students may be more likely to make
global and stable attributions for negative feedback—expecting that these experiences will persist throughout their time in college rather than understanding these
struggles as challenges that often decrease over time. Through “attribution therapy,”
students learned to see these challenges as stemming from causes that were
both unstable and external, rather than stable and internal. Thus, their work offered
an important insight: that by changing a student’s construal of their environment
and the challenges they encountered, researchers could dramatically change students’ psychological and academic experiences and potentially increase student
belonging in college.
The Social Belonging Intervention Building on this idea, Walton and Cohen
(2007, 2011) explored ways to deliver these attributional messages and improve
students’ sense of belonging in college. Drawing on stereotype threat theory (Steele
et al., 2002), they proposed that African American students may experience more
uncertainty about their belonging in college due to cultural stereotypes that impugn
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their intellectual abilities and likelihood of success. In particular, they argued that
these students may experience a lessened sense of belonging in college and are
more likely to question the quality of their social bonds than are their majority-
group peers. Indeed, in their studies, Walton and Cohen (2007, 2011) found that
stigmatized students experienced more belonging uncertainty and felt that they
were largely alone in these experiences.
Walton and Cohen (2007) also revealed an important effect of belonging uncertainty. They found that when African American students were more uncertain of
their belonging, their feelings of belonging in college fluctuated with their daily
experiences of adversity. For example, on days when students experienced positive
moments—such as earning a top grade on an important exam or having a friendly
interaction with a classmate during a group study session—they felt that they
belonged in college. However, this sense of belonging in college was tenuous. On
days when students encountered negative experiences—such as when a professor
brushed off their question in class or when their roommates did not invite them to a
party—students felt that they did not belong in college. Thus, when students had a
good day, they would feel as though they belonged; but when students had a bad
day—filled with social and academic hardships—their feelings of belonging plummeted. A crucial question for these researchers became not just how to increase
feelings of belonging among stigmatized students, but how to reduce this contingency between belonging and the negative social and academic events that students
experienced.
In two different studies, Walton and Cohen (2007) examined how belonging
uncertainty undermines the achievement of students who face negative stereotypes
in academic settings. In one study, they asked Black and White college students to
list either a large (or small) number of friends in their major—a task they thought
would make students feel that they had a lot (or a little) of social support. Black
students—who already face stigma in academic domains due to intellectual stereotypes about their group—experienced a drop in their feelings of belonging in their
major and in their academic potential when they were asked to list a large number
of friends in their major (that is, a relatively difficult task that might ironically suggest the student has fewer friends than is expected). In contrast, this perceived social
support manipulation did not impact White students’ sense of belonging in their
major or beliefs about their academic potential. Thus, the cue of available social
support (or the lack thereof) was consequential for Black students’ sense of belonging, while White students were unaffected by this cue.
A second study examined the efficacy of an intervention aimed specifically at
addressing belonging concerns with incoming first-year college students. In particular, the goal of the intervention was to communicate two key messages: (1) that
concerns about belonging are normal during the transition to college and are experienced by everyone and (2) that these concerns get better over time. Incoming
students read anecdotal stories from current juniors and seniors at their university—
successful older peers with wisdom to share about how to succeed in college. These
stories described moments of academic and social struggle and came from students
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from gender- and racially-diverse backgrounds. The stories underscored common
challenges that students from all backgrounds encounter during their transition to
college and described how students initially attributed those challenges to problems
within themselves but learned that such experiences were typical of students and
improved over time. The stories included proactive and productive strategies that
mitigated students’ academic and social belonging concerns, like going to office
hours, seeking out campus resources such as academic counseling, and joining
social clubs.
Importantly, students in the treatment condition did not just read these stories.
They also wrote a brief essay that they later delivered as a videotaped speech about
the challenges they anticipated in college and the ways that they could imagine
overcoming them. This procedure, adopted from the self-persuasion literature, is
referred to as “saying is believing” (Higgins & Rholes, 1978). While people might
be swayed by a message that comes from a trusted peer or colleague, the persuasive
impact of a message is likely to be further accepted and internalized when it comes
from the self. Thus, the essay and speech served as opportunities to take the central
messages of the intervention and make them relevant to students’ own experiences.
In addition to writing and delivering the essay, some students were asked to keep
daily diaries about their social and academic experiences during the two weeks that
followed. In these daily reports, students wrote about the positive and negative
experiences they had throughout the day and also kept track of the severity of these
events. The results of these daily diaries were especially striking. As described
above, daily adversities influenced Black students’ sense of belonging in college—
but they did not have the same effect among White students whose feelings of
belonging in college remained steady and did not rise and fall with the daily adversities they experienced. There was a statistically significant impact on the academic
and relational outcomes of Black students who received the intervention. Specifically,
compared to Black students who were in the control group, Black students who
received the intervention were more likely to have a faculty mentor, enroll in more
challenging courses, and earn higher grades over time. Importantly, Black students
who received the intervention still experienced daily adversity, but this adversity
was no longer linked to these students’ sense of belonging. However, White students’ academic motivation and performance was unaffected by the intervention.
What happened to these students in the long-term? In their 2011 paper, Walton
and Cohen followed up with the students from the 2007 study to determine the long-
term effects of the intervention. They found that Black students who participated in
the intervention maintained the significant and positive academic trajectory that
started to emerge in the 2007 paper. Specifically, the belonging intervention significantly narrowed the racial achievement gap over students’ four years in college.
While Black students in the control group earned lower GPAs than did their White
peers, Black students in the intervention treatment group earned significantly higher
GPAs over time, such that at the end of their senior year in college, these students’
GPAs were statistically indistinguishable from that of their White peers.
Beyond these measures of academic performance, there were striking results on
students’ motivational and psychological outcomes at the three-year follow up.
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Specifically, the intervention had a positive impact on Black students’ psychological and physical health. Relative to their control-group peers, Black students in the
intervention condition reported lower levels of belonging uncertainty, had fewer
doctor visits, and reported greater levels of happiness and wellbeing. Indeed, these
effects might have been obtained through a virtuous cycle whereby the belonging
intervention facilitated more positive interactions with faculty and peers, which
might decrease stress, reduce vigilance to negative stereotypes, and boost academic
and health outcomes—all outcomes observed at the three-year follow-up (Walton &
Cohen, 2011).
Social belonging interventions aim to directly address belonging concerns that
are experienced by all students but that may hold a more threatening meaning for
stigmatized students. These interventions help people feel as though they belong
through a form of attributional retraining—preparing students to think in adaptive
ways about common negative events and situations. Such attributional interventions
target students’ psychological processes and the barriers that impact belonging and
shape students’ academic persistence, performance, and their connections with
others.
Wise Feedback Interventions Another intervention that addresses students’
belonging uncertainty is known as the wise feedback intervention. Students’ sense
of belonging academically is often challenged when they receive negative feedback
from their professors. When they receive such critical feedback, students may come
to believe that they are poor students, that their professors do not believe in them, or
that they cannot improve; this hopelessness can lead to lack of belonging in college
(Yeager, Henderson, et al. 2014). Instructors, thus, can exert significant influence on
students’ belonging through the ways they communicate with and provide feedback
to students.
Wise feedback interventions by Cohen et al. (1999), Yeager, Henderson, et al.
(2014), and Yeager, Purdie-Vaughns, Hooper, and Cohen (2017), shift the way
instructors provide criticism and communicate the meaning of critical feedback
explicitly to students so that the likelihood of misconstrual and/or negative attributions to stereotypes or students’ group memberships are reduced. In these interventions, critical feedback is framed as an opportunity for teachers to communicate
high standards to students along with their beliefs that students are capable of meeting those standards.
This reconstrual of what might otherwise be identity-threatening information
benefits all students—and particularly benefits students from stigmatized and negatively stereotyped groups. Specifically, Yeager et al. (2017) found that when teachers provide feedback to their students in these ways, it dramatically increases
students’ academic achievement and motivation—increasing the likelihood that
students will take advantage of opportunities to revise and improve their work.
When underrepresented students (in this case, Black students) were provided with
this “wise feedback,” they were more likely not only to revise and improve their
work, but also to trust their teachers more, an outcome linked to belonging in school.
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Cultural Mismatch Another type of intervention that helps students feel that they
are valued in and belong to the larger campus community are interventions that
address the cultural mismatch often experienced by students from underrepresented
racial/ethnic backgrounds and lower social class backgrounds. Colleges and universities often cultivate and reinforce cultures that prize independence over interdependence (Stephens, Fryberg, Markus, Johnson, & Covarrubias, 2012). For example,
colleges and universities are often focused on individual accomplishment and personal growth (i.e., an independent focus). This focus can be seen in communications
that highlight star students for their academic honors and in campus programs that
teach students skills to “be on their own.” This focus on independence can run counter to a more interdependent or collectivist perspective.
Many students from low-income and racially minoritized backgrounds come
from communities that value interdependence and shared accomplishments that
benefit the community as a whole. Indeed, students from more interdependent cultures are motivated to succeed in school in order to bring honor and pride to their
family and community—and they often hope to give back to these communities
upon graduation. In fact, interdependent students value contributions to their communities as much as, or even more than, contributions that simply elevate the self.
When they come to college, interdependent students can experience a cultural mismatch between the values of independence (emphasized and valued by their university context) and interdependence (emphasized and valued by their home
communities and culture). This cultural mismatch can affect students’ academic
success. For example, Stephens et al. (2012) found that the cultural focus on independence in American colleges and universities—in comparison to an interdependent or collectivist approach—undermined the academic performance of
first-generation college students. Although belonging was not assessed, feeling a
mismatch between the expectations and values of college and students’ goals could
prompt feelings of belonging uncertainty in college.
Interventions that seek to improve academic outcomes are theorized to be more
efficacious when they are sensitive to students’ cultural backgrounds. That is, when
interventions acknowledge cultural diversity and validate multiple cultures within a
given academic context, they are more likely to support students’ success (Brady,
Germano, & Fryberg, 2017). To this point, researchers have found that working-
class students, first-generation students, and students of color who experience academic and social obstacles in college often underperform relative to their wealthier
and White peers. However, an intervention that described how students from these
identity and social class backgrounds experience unique obstacles in college and
discussed the identity-based strengths of these backgrounds significantly mitigated
the achievement gap between socially disadvantaged students and their more advantaged peers (e.g., Stephens, Hamedani, & Destin, 2014; Stephens, Townsend,
Hamedani, Destin, & Manzo, 2015). As this work demonstrates, sharing common
difficulties that are not experienced by more privileged peers can be helpful to
stigmatized students; however, like many student-focused interventions, these

efforts do not currently focus on altering or eliminating the obstacles within the
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environment with which students contend. Nevertheless, this research underscores
the need for sensitivity to students’ diverse backgrounds and demonstrates that by
acknowledging these unique identity-based challenges and strengths, institutions
can help students both psychologically and academically.
Utility Value Interventions and Purpose Interventions To the extent that students do not see the relevance of college for their future goals, they may wonder
what good it will do them to persist in college. These questions about relevance may
lead some students to disengage and feel unconnected to school and academic work.
Utility value and purpose interventions use different messages to stoke students’
feelings of connection to their institution and academic work—and these messages
can ultimately narrow achievement gaps. Utility value interventions help students
see how the information they learn might be useful to them in the future (e.g.,
Harackiewicz et al., 2014; Hulleman & Harackiewicz, 2009). Utility value interventions are often delivered by teachers and instructors who describe the value of learning a particular topic or concept. For example, teachers might talk about why
multiplication is useful for future behavior, like tipping at restaurants.
Hulleman and Harackiewicz (2009) argue that shedding light on how college
work can be relevant to students enhances their interest in academic subjects and
helps them develop deeper connections between themselves and school, thereby
increasing academic performance. They found that when instructors offer class
activities that encourage students to connect course material to their own lives, student motivation and learning improves. By highlighting the value of academic
information that is communicated by peers or professors, and helping students connect this value to themselves and their goals, these utility value interventions can
help students feel connected to the course material and to school.
Harackiewicz and Hulleman (2010) reviewed the role of goals and interest in
promoting academic achievement, course choices, and career decisions and found
that students’ goals could prompt subsequent interest and academic performance.
Purpose interventions draw on this theoretical approach by leveraging students’ personal goals to increase academic motivation and performance. In these interventions, students are asked to reflect on their reasons for learning and how that learning
will help them become the future selves they hope to be. For example, a student
might want to become an engineer because they want to help develop robotic limbs
for amputees. By harnessing their reasons for learning, the intervention helps stoke
students’ academic motivation and engagement. In support of this idea, Yeager,
Purdie-Vaughns, et al. (2014) found that many important learning tasks feel uninteresting and tedious to students; however, by asking students to reflect on their purpose for learning, students were able to sustain interest and engaged in deeper
learning and better performance.
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 ome Limitations of the Person-Focused Approach
S
to College Belonging

One limitation of many of the interventions described above is that the interventions’ main target of change is the individual student—students’ construal of themselves, their psychological experience, or their fit and relationship to their local
environment. While these person-focused interventions have successfully addressed
the psychological concerns of students, and thereby buffered students’ motivation,
engagement, and performance, the full potential of these interventions is likely
unrealized (Murphy, Kroeper, & Ozier, 2018). What gains might be possible if we
also intervened directly on the environments that students experience? What if we
created and restructured academic environments so that they minimized threats to
belonging and potential? What if we reduced institutional signs that some students
don’t belong? How would changing academic environments to be places of belonging actually support and sustain the benefits of some of the person-focused interventions reviewed above?

7.6

Places of Belonging

Places of belonging in the context of higher education are social and learning environments that include intentional and systematic practices that reduce threats to
students’ sense of belonging and support students’ feelings that they are valued and
respected members of the campus community. Indeed, when colleges and universities help their faculty, staff, and administrators engage in evidence-based practices
that establish their institution, classrooms, and offices as places of belonging, it
means that interpersonal interactions, disagreements, and critical feedback provided in such environments are less likely to be experienced as threatening to students’ sense of belonging because the college environment affirms students’
identities and value.
What kinds of place-based interventions might support students’ sense of belonging? Establishing college and classroom cultures that explicitly value discussion
and critical thinking within a context of interpersonal respect is a start. Creating
learning environments that prize growth, development, and improvement—instead
of competitive cultures that reward only a few “smart” students—is likely to provide
opportunities for students to collaborate, learn, and develop together, thereby
increasing social connections, academic communities, and feelings of belonging in
college (e.g., Dweck, 2012; Good, Aronson, & Inzlicht, 2003).
In addition to promoting a beneficial learning ethos in the classroom, place-
based interventions can help equip all community members with the skills, opportunities, and efficacy to engage with those who differ from them. While it is an
empirical question to test in the future, it is likely that the most effective place-based
interventions to support students’ sense of belonging will be those that shape
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s tudents’ intergroup interactions with their peers, as well as interactions with people
in authority such as faculty, staff, and administrators. While cultural centers and
other programs (such as residential colleges or living-learning communities comprised of students pursuing a particular academic focus) aim to provide pockets of
belonging on campus, these efforts should be supplemented with whole-campus and
whole-classroom endeavors with students, faculty, administrators, and staff that
focus on imbuing students’ day-to-day interactions with a sense that they belong
and are respected and valued on campus. Indeed, when college and university campuses operate as places of belonging, the psychological interventions described
above are likely to be even more effective than the current evidence suggests. For
example, when students are provided with more adaptive construals regarding difficult interpersonal interactions through person-focused interventions (such as the
social belonging or wise feedback interventions described above), these interventions are likely to be more beneficial to students when there is evidence on-theground that supports these reappraisals.

7.7

 onstrual-Focused Interventions Delivered in Places
C
of Belonging

One critique of some of the belonging interventions is that they may make students
more vulnerable and unprepared when things do not get better over time or when the
college environment is actually biased or prejudiced against them. That is, these
interventions could teach students to falsely attribute potentially discriminatory
realities to the ubiquitous idiosyncrasies of college life. Moreover, if the problem
that the intervention targets is students’ “maladaptive” perceptions, students from
marginalized groups may experience greater blame when they do not succeed after
participating in the intervention (Ikizer & Blanton, 2016). While there are certainly
benefits of belonging interventions and other person-based interventions (reviewed
above; also, see Lazowski & Hulleman, 2016), changing students’ construal of their
academic and social challenges might not be effective in college contexts that are
actually biased or discriminatory. Thus, it seems important to combine person-
focused interventions, like the social belonging intervention, with intentional
belonging-supportive changes to the college environment. Together, these personand place-based interventions have the potential to create settings where all students
can belong and thrive. We spend the final pages of this chapter envisioning what
such an environment would look like. That is, what would a college or university
that was a place of belonging include?
At a basic level, places of belonging would anticipate and proactively address the
barriers to belonging described above. These colleges and universities would carefully consider how institutional messages reinforce or assuage students’ concerns
about being viewed through the lens of negative group stereotypes. They would
work toward creating a campus community that reflects the diversity of the city,
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state, nation, and international communities the institution inhabits, and they would
communicate, both implicitly and explicitly, that students’ diverse backgrounds and
experiences are welcomed, celebrated, and fundamental to the existence and success of the institution.
Institutions that strive to be places of belonging would do so because their leaders recognize that contexts that are places of non-belonging unfairly burden stigmatized students, who must contend with social and psychological barriers while being
held to the same academic and social standards as their peers from non-stigmatized
groups. Thus, creating colleges and universities that support belonging for all students becomes a radical act of inclusion, ensuring that all students who inhabit the
college or university will be supported with the adequate resources needed to help
them achieve success. In these settings there would be consistent accountability
checks that evaluate whether efforts are leading to desired outcomes (e.g., feelings
of belonging, respect, and inclusion among underrepresented students; equitable
use of resources; narrowing achievement gaps), and stakeholders would look for
early indicators of success or failure and act nimbly when there is evidence that they
need to change course.
Places of belonging would likely include person-focused interventions that target
students’ particular needs at a particular institution (e.g., problems with belonging
directly; cultural mismatch; wise feedback; utility value). The reality of college is
that it is challenging, it is a transition, and students do learn through the process of
reattribution how to persist through those challenges, particularly when the challenges are ones that many of their peers also encounter. It is therefore important to
help students anticipate and attribute these challenges in ways that help create and
sustain a sense of belonging in college. But these interventions are only likely to be
as effective as the environments they inhabit. Thus, places of belonging must
encompass a constellation of efforts, including context-based changes to address
barriers to belonging that align with the core messages of construal-based
interventions.
Addressing the Belonging Barrier of Stereotype Concerns We know that students’ concerns about being stereotyped are a major threat to belonging—particularly among stigmatized students. Messages that suggest the possibility for
stereotyping can come from interactions with peers, statements made by professors
during class or office hours, university-wide communications (both pre- and post-
matriculation) by staff and administrators, and by posters and photos in school
materials that depict students from particular social backgrounds (e.g., White, male,
higher SES) as excelling and those from other social backgrounds (e.g., people of
color, women, lower SES) as struggling. Institutional change can begin with considering the unintentional consequences and construals of messages that are sent to
students from the university. For example, universities might consider their welcome messages. Are these messages (that communicate the culture of the university) framed as valuing and prioritizing individual success? Could this framing
unintentionally generate belonging uncertainty among students who come from and
value a more interdependent cultural orientation—where students’ motivation to
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succeed is rooted in being successful for, and contributing to, their family or community? While leaders at every institution want to motivate and inspire pride in their
students about their acceptance, messages that over-emphasize exceptional intelligence or brilliance (e.g., “this incoming class is the best and brightest we’ve ever
had; three of you have written books, four of you have founded startups or non-
profits…”) may unintentionally make salient group-based inequalities and stereotypes about which groups have what it takes to be successful. These messages of
praise can sometimes prompt underrepresented students to feel as if they are imposters on campus even before they enter the classroom.
A careful examination of messaging is particularly necessary when communications address academic preparedness. It is important to recognize that students enter
institutions with a variety of prior experiences and preparation levels. Thus, although
remediation classes and programs may be necessary, creating stigma by suggesting
that students are deficient can unintentionally make students feel that they must
prove their worth and value to the university, in addition to proving their academic
skills and abilities. Practices such as offering no credit for remedial courses—
required by just some students, often those from disadvantaged backgrounds—often
serve to threaten students’ sense of belonging. These students (by nature of their
disadvantaged or underrepresented group membership) are already likely to wonder
about their belonging on campus, and practices like these serve to undermine students’ sense of belonging in college further. Instead, places of belonging will explicitly welcome students with a range of perspectives and experiences—describing
how the class’s diversity will strengthen the university community. Places of belonging will train their faculty, staff, and administrators to understand and be responsive
to the various cultural orientations and backgrounds of their students. Such institutions will explicitly highlight the developmental trajectory of college—emphasizing
how the qualities that students possess will guide them on their journey of growth,
learning, and development, and will help them excel in this next phase of life.
Finally, places of belonging will avoid suggesting a student’s self-worth and value
is contingent on prior or current academic performance. Together, these messages
will support students’ motivation and persistence, and will contribute to a greater
sense of belonging in college.
Addressing the Belonging Barrier of Numerical Representation In addition to
considering the explicit and implicit messages that are communicated to students,
places of belonging also must consider whether they are fully representing the
diversity of people at the institution. Given the importance of numerical representation for sense of belonging, trust, and persistence in college, it is imperative that
students see themselves represented in every element of the institution. This includes
being mindful of whose pictures are on the walls in the student union and throughout campus, which groups are celebrated with prestigious awards, which groups are
represented in the curricula, and ensuring that those in positions of power and
authority—staff, faculty, and senior administration—are similarly diverse.
Moreover, efforts to increase the diversity of the student body are imperative to
creating a climate of belonging for underrepresented students. These efforts take
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time and require an explicit commitment from all those involved. While institutions
actively work toward increasing numerical diversity, explicitly celebrating the
diversity that is present—including the diversity of perspectives, experiences, and
social backgrounds—and the value that this diversity contributes to the very core of
the institution, can go a long way to signaling belonging, respect, and value to all
students, especially those from marginalized backgrounds (i.e., see all-inclusive
multiculturalism; Plaut, Garnett, Buffardi, & Sanchez-Burks, 2011).
Addressing the Institutional Value of Diversity and Inclusion Finally, places of
belonging must work to mitigate and remove questions that students may have
about whether the institution and the academic community values their social group.
Arguably, many institutions are becoming aware that they need to present messages
that foster a sense of belonging among their students; similarly, many institutions
have devoted financial resources to strategic diversity and inclusion plans that promise to improve the representation of students from stigmatized and underrepresented
backgrounds (e.g., Friedersdorf, 2015; Yale News, 2015). These efforts constitute
an important first step and should be unambiguously supported at all levels of the
institution. However, addressing a student’s sense of perceived value and respect on
campus is a much more complex task; this sense of value, respect, and inclusion is
experienced through each interaction the student has with their peers, professors,
staff, and administrators. Places of belonging must address these perceptions and
experiences of value and respect as a root cause of students’ feelings of belonging
in college. The institution must think carefully about the various needs that students
have—and the interactions that may cause students to question their belonging on
campus. Students from underrepresented and stigmatized backgrounds may have
needs that are not met by common resources that were historically created to serve
the “typical” (i.e., majority-group) student. Institutions should work to remove any
stigma surrounding access to resources that are likely to address students’ belonging concerns. Finally, institutions should seek to educate all students, faculty, and
staff about the historical and current stigma that different social groups face and the
ways in which the community can support and include these groups. These kinds of
ongoing trainings and conversations help the campus community become more
knowledgeable, intentional, and skillful about creating social justice and a climate
of respect, value, and belonging.
One way that colleges and universities can address students’ uncertainty about
the institution’s value of diverse social groups on campus is to create and maintain
spaces that reduce or eliminate these questions. Ideally, a sense of belonging would
permeate the university at large. While pursuing this ideal, there is also value in
creating identity-focused spaces, like cultural centers or ethnic-themed housing,
which foster a central hub of belonging. In these spaces, underrepresented students
can be themselves (without having to prove their worth or represent their group),
share their experiences with their peers, and find communities that lend social and
academic support. These identity-focused spaces ultimately help students persist
(e.g., Patton, 2010). Indeed, this kind of place-focused belonging intervention
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relates to numerical underrepresentation as students can connect with peers who are
from similar backgrounds, reducing feelings of isolation and nonbelonging.
Institutions that strive to be places of belonging openly celebrate their diversity-
themed spaces and events. For example, in places of belonging, widely-celebrated
campus events related to underrepresented groups or identities are well-attended
and well-funded; this social and financial support signals to members of those communities, and to majority-group students alike, that underrepresented groups’ contributions, milestones, and celebrations are inextricably linked to the core identity
and values of the institution.
Beyond these spaces, places of belonging will anticipate barriers to student success that may arise for certain stigmatized students and will proactively help students manage these barriers. For example, students from lower income families
must navigate the (often complex) financial aid system, an additional burden not
shouldered by their wealthy peers. Places of belonging recognize that this struggle
to navigate a complex bureaucratic system has the potential to undermine students’
sense of belonging; thus, places of belonging help reduce this burden. They do so by
providing clear information about the application process, designating support staff
who are adequately compensated to help and advocate for students, and by widely
advertising that these campus services are available instead of leaving it to students
to find these services independently or only making such resources available to
struggling students (Reeves, Murphy, D’Mello, & Yeager, 2018).
Creating and maintaining spaces where people feel valued also means that students have a place to go to cope with and manage their experiences when they have
been in situations that cause them to question their value. In general, college is a
time of transition where many students first encounter struggles with their mental
health (e.g., Hunt & Eisenberg, 2010; Soet & Sevig, 2006). Moreover, stigmatized
college students are especially likely to experience mental health challenges as a
result of persistent discrimination and structural bias that they encounter, and these
challenges can often undermine their sense of belonging in college (e.g., Clark,
Anderson, Clark, & Williams, 1999; Jones, Peddie, Gilrane, King & Gray, 2016;
Kessler, Mickelson, & Williams, 1999; Levy, Heissel, Richeson, & Adam, 2016;
Meyer, 2013; Oswalt & Wyatt, 2011). Thus, places of belonging must be equipped
with counseling and psychological services that are a central, mainstream, non-
stigmatized feature of college life, ideally with free access (O’Keefe, 2013). These
centers should include counselors who are culturally competent and trained to adequately provide support to students who come from a variety of diverse social
backgrounds.
Finally, addressing students’ perceptions of an institution’s diversity and inclusion values means signaling and holding all campus community members and interactions to respectful and egalitarian standards. This begins with the institution
educating students, faculty, and staff about historical and current contexts that contribute to the stigmatization and social inequities that persist in society. Too often,
this information is proffered in specialty courses (e.g., within ethnic or gender studies departments) instead of seamlessly integrated into mainstream courses.
Moreover, campus events and experiences discussing diversity often occur early on
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in the transition to college and are not spread across the college trajectory (e.g.,
Kuh, Kinzie, Schuh, & Whitt, 2011; Kuh & Umbach, 2005). As a result, all students
are led to believe that the histories and perspectives of minoritized groups are not as
valuable as those of majority groups. These perceptions can become reflected in
norms and beliefs about other diversity initiatives on campus—leading students, for
example, to view requirements to engage with diverse curricula and perspectives as
an imposition. Though this backlash is predictable (Brannon et al., 2018), it creates
challenges for intergroup relations, and it threatens stigmatized group members’
sense of value and belonging on campus. Thus, places of belonging are ones in
which faculty, staff, and students frequently engage in conversations about identity
and how it shapes our knowledge, interactions, and experiences in the world around
us. Places of belonging challenge colorblind ideologies that suggest that we are all
the same and that group differences don’t matter; they uphold the expectation that
all members of the campus community are expected to engage in a way that champions the values of respect and inclusion.

7.8

Conclusion

Places of belonging are positive intellectual environments that openly acknowledge
and proactively address the barriers to belonging that are created through stereotypes, numerical underrepresentation, and institutional culture and values. These
belonging efforts are likely to create a campus climate and environment that
enhances the positive effects that can be realized through person-focused belonging
interventions.
Finally, it is important to acknowledge that for institutions that strive to become
places of belonging, the work of securing and supporting students’ sense of belonging in college is never truly or perfectly done. For places of belonging to be successful, they must take a learning orientation toward adopting, implementing, and
evaluating practices that support their students’ sense of belonging. Environments
and society change; as a consequence, some messages and contexts that did not
undermine belonging might begin to have this effect in light of larger societal and
political trends and events. A learning orientation requires that everyone involved,
at every level of the institution, make a commitment to interrogating the changes
they can make to signal to all students that they belong. These efforts do not require
perfection—in fact, mistakes are likely inevitable as institutional actors learn which
efforts are effective at their institution and among their student body. However,
places of belonging will embrace dedication toward greater understanding, growth,
and reflection combined with data-driven, good faith efforts toward improvement.
When these pervasive and ongoing commitments to enhancing and supporting students’ sense of belonging are messages that students receive before they set foot on
campus, and when such commitments are echoed through each interaction they
have during their time at college, institutions of higher education will become places
where the barriers to belonging are eliminated and where all students can be
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a cademically and socially integrated into the fabric of college life. In these places of
belonging, students will feel a sense of fit, inclusion, and value which will support
their success as they pursue higher education.
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Chapter 8

Assessing a Moving Target: Research
on For-Profit Higher Education
in the United States
Kevin Kinser and Sarah T. Zipf

For-profits been a part of higher education in the United States throughout its
history. But never have they been as significant to the student experience, the policy
portfolio, or the academic mission of the system as a whole as they are today. This
chapter reflects the scholarship on for-profit higher education covering roughly the
last decade. It concentrates on peer-reviewed literature related to for-profit education,
as well as scholarly books and other publications that provided data-driven findings
regarding the sector. Some government reports, news media and web-based publications are also included for background information or details otherwise unavailable
in published works. After introducing the changing nature of the for-profit higher
education and the recent development of scholarly interest in the sector, the chapter
covers major categories of scholarship on for-profit higher education, including
accreditation and quality, business models, employment, attendance, financial aid
and the regulatory environment. It concludes with a review of the findings and
where gaps exist. A final section suggests several perspectives on the study of forprofit higher education that should influence future scholarship.
One caveat about the purpose of the chapter should be noted: the literature on
for-profit higher education includes much that is critical of the sector and its practices. One could conclude that is because the sector and its practices are, in fact,
deficient. Alternatively, it could be that researchers are drawing conclusions based
on incomplete or misunderstood data and invalid underlying assumptions.
Conclusive statements in the authors’ voice should be understood as reflections of
the literature, not certain and sure statements reflecting the value of the industry as
a whole. In sum, the chapter is not designed to pass summative judgment on the
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for-profit sector. It is rather to identify the key ideas in the scholarship on for-profit
higher education, noting where conclusions are more or less robust—or missing
entirely—and suggesting a path forward for future productive research on for-profit
higher education.

8.1

Rise and Fall

Between 2001 and 2010, for-profit higher education was a juggernaut on the higher
education landscape. In that decade, enrollment increased 217%, going from
766,000 students at the beginning of the decade to 2.4 million students at the end
(US Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics (US ED,
NCES), 2017). The industry saw double-digit enrollment growth nearly every year,
highlighted by a 21% advance between 2007 and 2008. This expansive growth,
however, had consequences as it caught the attention of regulators and the media. A
large part of this attention has been negative.
An early example of the critical focus on the for-profit sector was a major investigative piece by the PBS show Frontline that aired in May 2010 (Durrance, Maggio,
& Smith, 2010). The show took a hard look at the investors flowing into the sector,
the debt students were left with, the business strategies used by owners and managers to make more money, and the emerging interest regulators were taking in the
confluence of these circumstances. The accusations were serious and the for-profit
sector’s defenders were treated skeptically. Other stories followed. Even the cartoon
Doonesbury took note of the sketchy reputation that for-profits had developed. For
2 weeks in 2012, the comic strip skewered for-profit higher education for high costs,
low graduation rates, and reliance on federal student loans to make their profits.
Politicians and regulators turned their attention to for-profit higher education
around the same time. The United States Senate Health, Education, Labor and
Pensions (HELP) Committee, chaired by Senator Tom Harkin, began a series of
hearings about for-profits starting in June 2010. The first hearing included testimony from a money manager, Steven Eisman, who compared for-profit higher education to the subprime mortgage disaster the country was still recovering from.
Another hearing focused on a secret shopper report from the Government
Accountability Office that seemed to show fraudulent recruitment practices at
nearly every institution visited. A third hearing investigated student outcomes and
how many students are graduating with debt but no degree. The fourth hearing
looked at one company, Bridgepoint Education, a for-profit company that purchased
a nonprofit college and expanded enrollments very quickly. It had become known as
the posterchild for for-profit expansion and the challenges of oversight in such a
fast-moving industry. The fifth hearing focused on debt and default rates among
students who attend for-profit institutions. The sixth and final hearing, held in July
2011, looked at possible policy solutions to the problems identified. When the final
report was published in summer of 2012, it was seen by critics as the definitive
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report on the problems with for-profit higher education (US Senate, 2012). A series
of state-led lawsuits caused further difficulties (Lederman, 2011).
Significantly, the first declines in for-profit enrollment since the mid-1990s hit
between 2010 and 2011 (US ED, NCES, 2017). This was just the beginning of 6
straight years of declines in the sector, a period during which for-profits lost nearly
a million students, or over 40% of their peak enrollment. Enrollments in 2016 were
essentially the same as those in 2006, still double what they were in 2001, but far
from what seemed possible during the “go-go” years of the previous decade. The
numbers for tuition follow a similar path. For-profits saw their revenue peak to over
$25 billion in 2010–11. They then saw a $10 billion drop in tuition over the next 5
years, coming in at $15.3 billion in 2015–16. (US ED, NCES, 2017). Nonprofit and
public higher education had their own enrollment and revenue difficulties during
this period, but overall, fall enrollment in those sectors increased by about two million students, and revenue showed a steady increase. The for-profit sector, on the
other hand, stands out in both its fast rise and quick fall.
Stock prices of publicly-traded for-profits declined as the combination of bad
publicity, legal issues, and lower enrollments made investors hesitant to bet on a
turn-around (Troop, 2013). These publicly-traded institutions, which once looked
like the future of for-profit education in the U.S. (Bennett, Lucchesi, & Vedder,
2010), saw a drastic change. Of the 13 corporations profiled by Kinser in 2007, only
three hold the same status now: Career Education Corporation, Lincoln Educational
Services and Universal Technical Institute. These companies hold a combined market capitalization of about $1.2 billion, but nearly all of that is with Career Ed. This
is compared to $34 billion in market value for the 13 corporations in the original
article (Kinser, 2007). The era of the public corporation for higher education may
not have come to an end, but it looks a lot different 10 years later.

8.1.1

Academic Interest in the For-Profit Sector

Even as the footprint and scale of for-profit institutions have diminished in recent
years, scholarship surrounding or-profit higher education is expanding. References
to the sector were formerly rare in empirical, peer-reviewed journals. Now they
appear regularly in analyses, and it is no longer uncommon to find for-profit higher
education as the focus of a study. The accelerating pace is notable. Thirty articles
were published in three decades between 1970 and 1999. The next decade, from
2000 to 2009, saw the publication of another 41 articles, and almost 100 articles
were published between 2010 and 2017. This means that the last 8 years, more
articles were published than the previous 40 years combined. The research is quantitative and qualitative, from disciplines such as sociology, economics, and the law.
Many are looking at comparisons to nonprofit and public higher education with
respect to student outcomes, finances, or organizational differences, while others
take a descriptive case study approach to understanding key dimensions of the for-
profit institution itself. New datasets have come on line and old data sets have been
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creatively mined for relevant information. Although it still is a minor topic of study
in the field of higher education research, for-profits are no longer an oddity in the
literature.
A similar increase in attention to for-profits is also seen in other forms of scholarship. Books have proliferated. They include broad overviews that attempt to introduce readers to a changing higher education dynamic by focusing on the unique
place of for-profits in the current system. Books like Hentschke, Lechuga, and
Tierney’s (2010) For-Profit Colleges and Universities: Their Markets, Regulation,
Performance, and Place in Higher Education, for example, center on for-profit
institutions as new entrants into the higher education marketplace that need to be
taken seriously. There are also broadsides against the sector that make their displeasure known from the title page on. In this category falls Angulo’s (2016) Diploma
Mill$: How For-Profit Colleges Stiffed Students, Taxpayers, and the American
Dream, with a view of for-profits as congenitally unable to act for the public good.
A third category includes broad critiques of the impact of for-profit higher education on the rest of higher education such as Fabricant and Brier’s (2016) book,
Austerity Blues: Fighting for the Soul of Public Higher Education, that examines
the rise and predicts the fall of American higher education with the help of for-profit
higher education.
Another indication of the expansion of academic interest in for-profit higher education comes from graduate students’ choices for thesis topics. There are more dissertations focused on the sector than ever before. The Pro-Quest database lists
around 50 dissertations with for-profit higher education or related terms in the title
between 1966 and 2006, with almost half of these published between 2000 and
2006. In the last decade, however, there have been at least 120 dissertations focused
on for-profits, more than double the number in the previous four decades. Some of
the dissertations focus on students (Purdie, 2016; Schroder, 2015; Young, 2015)
while others offer insight into the regulatory landscape (Barron, 2013) or the
employment experience (Adams, 2014; Bonomi, 2015). Understandably, as these
scholars continue with their work and investigations in for-profits, more literature is
expected.
Think tanks and university affiliated centers have also jumped into the analysis
of for-profit higher education. They can take a decidedly opinionated perspective on
the sector, often with good data to back up their claims, pro and con. On another
angle, the public awareness and interest in for-profit higher education has expanded
as well. At least two television specials have aired, and segments on network news
as well as late-night comedy shows, have been common. The author of a prominent
book on for-profit higher education, Lower Ed: The Troubling Rise of For-Profit
Colleges in the New Economy (Cottom, 2017), even went on a media and speaking
tour, with appearances at college campuses and TV and radio interviews with major
media outlets and late-night talk shows. Notably, the book followed Cottom’s dissertation on for-profit higher education, demonstrating the public relevance of academic work in this field.
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All of this outpouring of new information and attention on the for-profit sector is
invigorating for its ability to finally bring knowledge of for-profits into the mainstream of higher education scholarship. But the scholarship also shows how much
for-profit higher education has changed and how challenging it is to produce an
accurate summary of all of its nuances. For-profits are a moving target, a sector that
just will not sit still for analysis. The recent churn in the sector is remarkable, especially so in the context of higher education which boasts a long tradition of stability
and slow but steady growth. As Clark Kerr (2001) once famously observed, of the
85 Western institutions still in existence since the Protestant reformation, 70 are
universities. Scholars of higher education implicitly assume this stability continues.
Those writing about the research university or the community college can be reasonably assured that the organizations and structures they focus on have some permanence and continuity. With few exceptions, students in traditional higher
education do not just suddenly abandon an institution, let alone an entire class of
institutions, in just a few years. Nonprofit and public universities with large enrollments do not simply close up shop or get reorganized under new management.
Public policy changes certainly influence traditional campuses and the student who
attend them. But fortunes have not been whipsawed like with the for-profits. Only
the most pessimistic scholar focusing on nonprofit and public institutions would
predict widespread campus closures, program retrenchments, and accreditation forfeitures in response to a challenging higher education environment (Alexander,
2014b; Carey, 2011). Yet these circumstances all occurred over the last 10 years in
the for-profit sector.
Perhaps one would point to the 25 years at the end of the nineteenth century that
saw the emergence of the modern American research university, or the period of
community college development in the in the post-World-War II era, as periods of
great change in higher education. But there is no comparable instance of the for-
profit’s pattern of quick rise and sudden decline. The scholarly literature struggles
to keep up with this changing target.
Changing circumstances and current events are where the higher education
media, however, show their strength. Searches of The Chronicle of Higher Education
and Inside Higher Ed, for example, reveal thousands of articles related to for-profit
education that highlight the growing significance—and consequentially, its newsworthiness—of the sector. Even a cursory look at the news from the sector shows
how for-profit higher education is connected to major policy debates and emerging
issues facing higher education. From the role of technology, big data, and online
education; to changes in federal financial aid, the cost of college, quality and accreditation standards, for-profits seem to be at the fulcrum of what matters in higher
education today. Quite apart from the headlines of the day, however, is the scholar’s
ability to understand the broader significance of the sector. It is worth taking a step
back and seeing what the literature shows about the sector and what gaps in our
knowledge remain.
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Accreditation and Quality

One of the criticisms of for-profit higher education is that they are low-quality institutions (e.g., Connell, 2016). A regular counter to that critique is that, as participating institutions in federal student aid programs or Title IV of the Higher Education
Act of 1965, they must be approved by the same quality assurance agencies and
meet the same accreditation criteria as nonprofit and public institutions (e.g.,
Bennett et al., 2010). Analysis of quality via accreditation is not simple, data are not
easy to come by, and other measures of quality do not paint a consistent picture of
the sector.

8.2.1

Accreditation

There are two main databases of accreditation status. One is managed by the US
Department of Education (ED) and the other is by the Council for Higher Education
Accreditation. Unfortunately, these databases do not have a variable for institutional
control. The Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS), which does
include control as a variable, stopped collecting accreditation data in 2006–07, after
the ED database of accredited institutions was launched (Broughman, Peterson, &
Parmer, 2017, p. 15). Researchers now need to merge the IPEDS data with the ED
database to include the accreditation agency as a variable for analysis. Few do this.
Hillman (2015) is a rare exception. His work demonstrates that approval by particular accreditation agencies increased the possibility of future Title IV sanctions based
on the cohort default rate threshold.
National accreditation agencies are the most prominent recognizers of for-profit
institutions, especially those that are non-degree granting. These include the
Accrediting Commission of Career Schools and Colleges, Council on Occupational
Education, Accrediting Bureau of Health Education Schools, Accrediting Council
for Continuing Education and Training, Accrediting Council for Independent
Colleges and Schools, and the National Accrediting Commission of Career Arts and
Sciences. With the exception of the Council on Occupational Education, the vast
majority of the institutions accredited by these agencies are for-profit institutions.
Since the 1970s, regional accreditation agencies have also accredited for-profit
institutions, a trend that accelerated in the 1990s and 2000s as more for-profits
began offering degrees (Kinser, 2006a). Currently all regional agencies accredit for-
profit institutions, with the Higher Learning Commission of the North Central
Association, the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association, and the
Senior College and University Commission of the Western Association recognizing
the most in the sector. All regional agencies accredit far more public and nonprofit
higher education institutions compared to those in the for-profit sector.
There is limited evidence that accreditation serves as an equal guarantor of quality across sectors. One limitation is that research on higher education quality has not
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empirically tested the impact of accreditation status on various outcome measures
for higher education. A second limitation is that the literature rarely reflects the
impact of standards used by the agencies that are focused on accrediting for-profit
institutions. These two factors make it difficult to assess the validity of argument
that accreditation is poorly suited to hold-for-profit institutions accountable
(Lindgrensavage, 2016; McCarthy, 2014; Nassirian, 2018; Shireman, 2017b).
An example of how accreditation of for-profit higher education has come under
scrutiny is reflected in the closure of Corinthian Colleges and ITT Technical
Institutes, two national for-profit corporations that faced legal and regulatory
challenges for their recruitment and financial aid practices. Both held accreditation
from the Accrediting Council for Independent Colleges and Schools (ACICS). In
the late 2000s, ACICS was the largest accreditation agency in the country that
focused primarily on for-profit institutions. In order for institutions to remain eligible for federal student aid programs, they need to be accredited by agencies recognized by ED, a process that involves review by the National Advisory Committee on
Institutional Quality and Integrity, or NACIQI. Corinthian and ITT maintained their
accredited status despite lawsuits and other public challenges to their legitimate
operation. Their closures spurred NACIQI to question whether ACICS should maintain its recognition. Ultimately, NACIQI recommended that ED no longer recognize
ACICS because it was not in compliance with regulatory requirements and had
failed to maintain an appropriate standard of review of its member institutions
(U.S. Department of Education, Recommendation Page, 2016).
For some, the criticism of ACICS and its oversight role for for-profit higher
education represented a broader indictment of how accreditation agencies in general
were unable to hold for-profit higher education accountable (Bergeron, 2018;
Nasssirian, 2018). Others saw the de-recognition of ACICS as an attack on all of its
member institutions—and for-profit institutions in general—most of which had no
connection to the failures of ITT and Corinthian and had not themselves had significant legal or regulatory complaints that ACICS failed to address (Leef, 2016). In any
case, the current critique of accreditation as an arbiter of quality in higher education
has been substantially connected to the rise of the for-profit sector and debates about
for-profit quality (Phillips & Kinser, 2018).

8.2.2

Quality and Outcomes

Although research on for-profit quality and accreditation is limited (e.g.,
Lindgrensavage, 2016), the examination of for-profit student outcomes as an indicator of quality is more substantial. The literature focuses on economic indicators,
such as student debt and default, earnings, and job placement. The literature tends
to suggest that for-profit students in general are more likely to have poor labor market outcomes, and more likely to default. But particularly in the earlier literature
(e.g., Apling, 1993; Ruch, 2001), it is unclear whether different student characteristics of those choosing for-profits could account for this difference. Additionally, the
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impact of technology and different economic conditions was not considered. Finally,
trends toward larger, corporate institutional types and new financial models made
earlier research findings in an era of lower-level credentials and family-owned local
institutions questionable.
Some of those considerations have been addressed with more recent research
that uses more detailed datasets and methodologies to control for various student
and institutional characteristics and economic conditions. Cellini and Chaudhary
(2014) found positive outcomes for students completing a for-profit credential.
Graduates have earnings higher than those students who drop out. They also find
that there is no difference in earnings between those students who earn their credential from community colleges compared to for-profit graduates. However, they note
that the for-profit credential often has a higher price than that of the community
college which reduces students’ return on investment even when labor market outcomes between the two sectors are similar. Specifically, their analysis shows that the
return on investment for a 2-year for-profit credential appears to be too low to justify
attendance based on labor market outcomes. They conclude the community college
seems to be a better choice for students. Cellini and Turner (2016) pursue these findings further and find that a for-profit education does not have “meaningful return”
(p. 32) for students seeking associate or bachelor degrees in any of the top ten fields
of study, and in nine of the ten the return is lower than for similar public-sector
students. Further, their study shows that weak returns are widespread throughout the
sector, and not a feature of just a few low-quality institutions. However, for graduates of these programs (as opposed to dropouts) and for master’s students the returns
are positive, and there are graduates from a set of for-profit institutions that do
markedly better than graduates from other for-profits. Cellini and Turner’s (2016)
study, however, is not designed to identify why these institutions do better.
In a study that also controls for local economic conditions, Armona, Chakrabarti,
and Lovenheim (2017) find that students in 4-year for-profits end up with more
loans with higher loan amounts, are more likely to default, and have worse labor
market outcomes than those in the public sector. Students attending two or four-year
programs maintain similar student loan borrowing habits; however, those with the
two-year experiences are more likely to graduate and see an income benefit from
their education. This study does not address return on investment in the same way
as Cellini and her colleagues. Nevertheless, findings are consistent with the conclusion that the cost of for-profit attendance diminishes or eliminates economic benefits from labor market enhancements, but with different results depending on
whether a two- or four- year programs are the focus. As an indicator of quality, then,
the economic benefit of a for-profit education has limited support.
Other indicators of quality have not received much attention from scholars of
for-profit higher education. In particular, quality of life as an outcome of for-profit
attendance is largely missing from the literature. Variables such as civic engagement, health, happiness and well-being of for-profit graduates have not attracted the
interest of researchers (see Avakian, 2014). Some attention has been paid to student
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satisfaction with for-profit education (Edens, 2012; Hertzman & Maas, 2012). For-
profit students are less likely to say that their education is worth the cost compared
to students in other sectors (Deming, Goldin & Katz, 2013), though they do report
satisfaction with the quality of teaching and the way their programs are structured
(Hagelskamp, Schleifer & DiStasi, 2014). Students at for-profits also report that
their colleges provide relevant courses and employer contacts (Rosenbaum, Becker,
Cepa, & Zapata-Gietl, 2016), and military students report satisfaction with credit
transfer and academic advising (Steele, 2012). This research on quality of life is
based on self-reports, and some evidence suggests different results come from how
satisfaction is measured (Liu & Belfield, 2014).
Lastly, quality has often been implied via innovative teaching and learning models, in particular in arguing that the sector’s focus is on improving student outcomes
(Pearce & Offerman, 2010). Others suggest the for-profit’s value in education
remains in the fact they are more likely to try new things, optimize efficiencies, and
respond to student needs quickly (Hess, Horn, & Deane, 2013; Tierney & Hentschke,
2007), or because of their embrace of technology and disruptive innovation
(Christensen & Eyring, 2011). These arguments have not been empirically tested
and can be seen as inconsistent with other observations. For example, comparatively
weaker student outcomes in the for-profit sector seem to contradict assertions that
institutional leaders pay close attention to student needs. Technology and disruption
may be more of a business process used to increase profit rather than integral to the
quality impact of the institution (e.g. Castiglia & Smith-Knopik, 2013). The peer-
reviewed literature does little to examine the quality of the teaching and learning
models in for-profit institutions in comparison to similar models in the nonprofit
sector.

8.3

Business Models

There is no universal for-profit higher education business model. Rather there is a
constellation of practices that typify the for-profit sector. These models come from
various sources, such as the desire of large institutions to develop curricula scalable
to multiple campuses or online programs; the focus of smaller, local institutions in
having a skill-based emphasis on training students for labor market needs in the
community; or the demands of investors and incentives for owners to have positive
year-over-year returns. Critics of the for-profit sector tend to present a generalized
business model that is predatory, manipulative, and unethical, if not outright fraudulent (e.g., Angulo, 2016; Connell 2016). Supporters tend to emphasize innovation in
the for-profit business model that serves to disrupt a hidebound system (e.g., Bennett
et al., 2010). Both perspectives have evidence to support them, but empirical
research has done little to identify generalizable indicators of a for-profit higher
education business model and their distribution throughout a diverse sector.
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Significance of Profit

Because of the diversity of for-profit higher education, it is difficult to point to any
feature that is distinctive to the sector other than it is organized under the tax code
as a profit-making entity. This tax status provides certain opportunities and constraints on for-profit institutions (Shireman, 2017b). But the key distinction is not
that for-profits make a profit. Rather it is what they can do with the profit they earn.
According to the tax code, nonprofit institutions can earn profits—or excess revenue—but they must reinvest that revenue in the original charitable activity that
earned them nonprofit status in the first place. In contrast, the for-profit institution
can use the excess earnings without constraint, including payments back to the
shareholders, owners, or managers of the school (Kinser, 2006a).
This difference is key to understanding much of the criticism of the for-profit
business model. Because of their tax status, owners and managers of for-profit institutions can legally behave differently and make different decisions than their nonprofit peers. Critics state that these decisions must be influenced by the profit motive
(Shireman, 2017b). When in conflict with education, profit will win because for-
profit status necessarily means that the loyalty and duty of management lies with the
shareholder and not the educational mission (Kim, 2012). Further, profit is driven
almost exclusively by enrollment, most of which is financed by the federal student
aid system (Deming et al., 2013). Therefore, leaders of for-profit institutions of
higher education are focused on increasing enrollment and ensuring the continuing
flow of money through federal aid programs. Critics conclude this logic by claiming
profit motivates a business model that fundamentally harms students and abuses the
financial aid system (e.g., Angulo, 2016).
Although such a business model is evident within corrupt and fraudulent institutions and the proven legal cases against them, there are several challenges to this as
an indictment of the entire for-profit sector (Hess et al., 2013). First, it is not obligatory that profit is the only motivation and driving force for the owners of for-profit
institutions of higher education. The motivation, rather, is to the integrity and legacy
of an institution that often represents generations of investment from the founders to
the current management. In many for-profits, excess revenue is invested back into
the business, creating no different incentives than a nonprofit institution might have.
Second, critics assume that the profit motive is corrupting rather than vitalizing. An
oft-cited aphorism to counter this is that for-profit higher education can “do well by
doing good” (Hess et al., 2013). Finally, the case is made that growing enrollment
represents evidence that the institution meets the needs of students and serves society as an instrument for educational attainment. An educational institution that fails
its students and has no public value would soon be exposed by the market and would
not stay in business for very long.
One additional thread of this argument over profit motive comes via those institutions that convert their tax status from for-profit to nonprofit (Fain & Lederman,
2015; Fox Garrity & Fiedler, 2016). They make the argument that they do not operate from a profit model and should therefore enjoy the tax-exempt status and
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r egulatory relief of the nonprofit sector. Shireman (2017a), on the other hand, calls
them “fake nonprofits” and argues that the formerly for-profit owners still effectively maintain the control and the profits that flow from the operations. The debate
is still mostly rhetorical, however, as empirical research on for-profit to nonprofit
conversions has not yet appeared in the literature.
Hess et al. (2013) describe the divide between for-profit and nonprofits in education and highlight that only in higher education does the for-profit nomenclature
seem to matter more than in other areas, especially in the way it carries a large,
negative connotation. This is especially the case in international contexts (Kinser,
2010). The suggestion that opposition to the for-profit form is not rational has been
a staple of the for-profit industry throughout its history (e.g., Miller & Hamilton,
1964). Nevertheless, though still lacking much empirical evidence, the argument for
how profit status impacts the business model continues unabated.

8.3.2

Ownership

Separate from the business model are the various forms of ownership evident in for-
profit higher education. There are three primary models: Family, public corporation,
and private corporation/venture capital (Kinser, 2006a). Family owned for-profits
are controlled by the founder, with later generations continuing to run the institution
as an inheritable business. They are essentially family businesses, often designated
as “Mom and Pop” schools (e.g., Heller, 2011; Tierney, 2011), though they may also
be organized as private corporations with outside investors holding minority stakes
in the institution. Typically, family-owned for-profits are small and connected to one
or more communities in a region. They may be quite well-respected within these
communities, but their broader reputation is limited because they are largely
unknown outside of the area in which they operate. Even though they are the most
numerous type of for-profit ownership, there is limited research that focuses on
them.
A second type of ownership is the public corporation. These are for-profit institutions controlled by corporations that have shares that can be bought and sold on a
stock exchange. They have included the largest and most well-known for-profit universities, including some big on-line only institutions. But they also include smaller
institutions acquired and added to an education portfolio by publicly traded corporations. Mostly they are now owned by “pure-play” (Kinser, 2007) corporations that
only have business in the for-profit education industry, though various conglomerates owned for-profit institutions in the past as one aspect of a multifaceted business.
Because these corporations are publicly traded, the Securities and Exchange
Commission requires extensive disclosures about their finances and business plans,
including disclosure of any legal cases pending against them. This makes the available information about this type much more extensive than other for-profits. This
wealth of information, plus their relatively larger size and well-known image, leads
most research on for-profit higher education to be about publicly-traded for-profits.
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This can distort the view of for-profit higher education in general by emphasizing
their particular business model as representative of the sector as a whole (Kinser,
2006b, 2007).
The last model is the for-profit owned by a private corporation controlled by
venture capital firms. Unlike the other two categories, for-profits are rarely established under this ownership type. Some are formerly family-owned institutions
where the founder’s family has sold their controlling interest. Others were owned by
public corporations that were taken private by equity investors. Because these are
private corporations, their operations and finances are a black box, and often even
who actually owns and controls them is not clear from publicly available information. Consequently, venture capital controlled for-profits are not singled out in the
literature.
Public corporations are easily identifiable through their required SEC filings. It
can be difficult to distinguish between family-owned and venture-capital controlled
institutions, however. Ownership information is not collected by IPEDS and is not
accessible via any other national dataset. The Postsecondary Education Participants
System from the Office of Federal Student Aid, for example, tracks ownership
change, but it does not specify who the owners are in a way that allows classification. This makes analysis of the impact of ownership on for-profit higher education
difficult, and likely explains why so few researchers (e.g., Cottom, 2017) distinguish among ownership types in their research.

8.3.3

Governance

One place where ownership has entered the literature, however, is in exploration of
for-profit higher education governance. Like any corporate entity, a for-profit institution has a governing board that sets the mission and has ultimate fiduciary responsibility for the institution. There are many superficial similarities between the
governing boards of for-profit higher education institutions and those in the nonprofit and public sectors (Fox Garrity, 2015). Accreditation standards also state
requirements that all boards must follow. These include standards such as independence and competence of board members, authority to represent the institution, and
maintaining academic quality (e.g., Accrediting Commission of Career Schools and
Colleges, 2017; Middle States Commission on Higher Education, 2010).
One key difference between nonprofit and for-profit governance is that for-profit
board members tend to have financial interests in the operation of the institution.
In particular, boards at for-profit institutions seem to reflect the specific circumstance of their ownership and the financial and organizational model under which
the institution operates (Fox Garrity, 2015). This means that a family-owned for
profit have members of the founder’s family on the board, venture capital firms
have representation relative to their ownership stake, and shareholders can elect
members to the board.
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A second difference is the frequency in which for-profit higher education
corporate boards have oversight over institutional boards. Publicly-traded
corporations, for example, have a board constituted to follow SEC guidelines. The
institutions they own have separate campus boards that reflect the requirements of
their accreditation agency. This dual structure is accounted for in accreditation
guidelines which stipulate how the corporate board is supposed to interact with the
campus board, usually within the guidelines that discuss system boards’ relationship to campuses in public higher education. The difference between system boards
and the corporate boards is the financial relationship the corporate board has to the
institution, and its primary responsibility to the corporation and shareholders, rather
than the public good or the mission of an educational institution. In the research on
for-profit education governance, however, scholars do not tend to highlight the distinction between the corporate board and the campus or institutional board (Fox
Garrity, 2015; Shireman, 2017b; Tierney & Hentschke, 2007).

8.3.4

Focus on Enrollment

Another aspect of the business model of for-profits is in the significance of enrollments to their operations. This is in the context of a competitive market for education in the U.S., such that many institutions offer similar degrees and credentials and
students can choose among the available options. Across all institutions of higher
education, some will have selective admissions processes designed to only admit
the very best students, but most institutions have essentially open admissions where
all qualified students are admitted up to the capacity of the institution (Bennett
et al., 2010). For-profit institutions fit this latter category.
Within this competitive market context and open admissions, two characteristics
of for-profit higher education stand out. First, for-profits are enrollment driven
(Deming et al., 2013). For-profits gain revenue almost exclusively in connection to
how many students are currently enrolled. Second, for-profits also tend to value
growth as a metric for success (Archibald & Feldman, 2016; Kinser, 2010).
Increasing enrollment can become an institutional imperative because it defines
both revenue received and serves as a measure of how well the institution is doing.
Thus, the capacity of the for-profit institution is not typically a limiting factor in
seeking additional enrollments, especially for multi-campus institutions and those
that focus on growth through online programs (Tierney, 2011).
Growth through enrollments is impacted by the relatively large number of students who leave their for-profit program before earning a degree (US Senate, 2012).
Enrollment can only increase if the number of new students coming into the institution is greater than the number of drop-outs plus graduates. In other words, if an
institution has 100 students and 20 graduates in a given year while ten drop out, at
least 31 students need to be recruited in order for the school to grow. Therefore, in
institutions that have this growth imperative, the business model is not simply
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enrollment driven. It is new enrollment driven. Institutions must constantly recruit
more and more new students to replace the students who leave (Connell, 2016).
This leads to an emphasis on marketing the for-profit programs to potential student populations in order to get them to enroll (Cottom, 2017). Marketing is tied to
recruitment and it has two purposes. For students who are considering attending
college, marketing is a way to convince them to enroll in the for-profit institution
rather than in a similar program in a public or nonprofit institution. Students have a
choice about where to attend; marketing is intended to influence that choice. The
second purpose is to persuade students who were not thinking about attending college that they should indeed enroll. In this case it is necessary to inform students of
the programs and convince them that higher education is accessible to them. In any
case, even though many of the people doing this work may be called admission
counsellors, the goal is to recruit a new student to the institution, rather than to provide advice to the student regarding their options (Cottom, 2017).
The institutional investment in marketing and recruitment can be higher than the
resources devoted to the actual teaching and learning program that students are
being recruited into. A Senate investigation (US Senate, 2012) into the thirty leading for-profit companies showed that on average they spent 23% of their revenues
on marketing and about 20% on profit, compared to 17% on instruction. In this
sense, the business model with regard to for-profits is not about education. Rather it
is about getting students into an educational program. Whether they graduate or
drop out is not relevant to this business model, so as long as the institution can
recruit enough new students to replace them.
The disconnect between the business model and the academic model can lead to
conflicting measures of success for an institution of higher education. On the one
hand, the institution might be seeing consistent growth in enrollment, and use this
as evidence of a successful business. On the other hand, the institution could be
graduating relatively few of the students who enroll, suggesting poor evidence for
success in the academic goal of educating students. Alternatively, the institution
might be able to point to good employment outcomes for students who do graduate,
demonstrating the success of the academic program. At the same time, the institution’s financial success relies on enrolling many students, many of whom may never
complete the program or gain any benefit from attending. This tension is built into
an enrollment driven for-profit higher education business model. Published literature, however, generally either ignores the tension or identifies it as a fatal flaw (e.g.,
Bennett et al., 2010; Connell, 2016).

8.3.5

Sources of Revenue

Another way of approaching the business model of for-profit higher education is by
looking at where revenue comes from and how this is distinctive in comparison to
nonprofit and public higher education. There are three main sources of revenue in
higher education: Government grants or appropriations, revenue from investments, and
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tuition (Kena et al., 2016). Other sources of revenue include money earned from auxiliary enterprises such as residence halls, athletics, and bookstores, and revenue from
hospitals or research initiatives. Each sector has a different mix of revenue sources.
Public institutions get about 20% of their revenue from tuition, and about 42% from
government grants and appropriations. Revenue from investments is a relatively small
component of their revenue, around six percent. Nonprofit institutions receive around
30% of their revenue from tuition, with 25% from investments, and about 11% coming
from government. For-profit institutions earn approximately 90% of their revenue from
tuition. They receive only four percent of their revenue directly from the government
and investment income is essentially nonexistent. For-profits stand out in this respect,
given how significant tuition is in their revenue model and the absence of most other
forms of revenue that are common in the publics and nonprofits.
The emphasis on tuition as a form of funding, however, does not mean that students and their families are solely responsible for paying the bill. The vast majority
take advantage of financial aid through government backed grants and loans to offset their out-of-pocket costs (Kena et al., 2016). In addition to federal grants and
loans, a third opportunity involves the award of institutional grants—essentially a
form of tuition discounting where the full cost of the program is reduced for an
individual student. Finally, there are private loans used for expenses not covered by
other sources of aid.
Complete data is lacking to fully assess how students in each sector pay for their
education. However, Department of Education surveys of undergraduate students
show that about 84% of those who attend full time receive some form of financial
aid (US ED, NCES, 2014). The distribution of aid varies by institutional sector,
however. At public institutions, 68% of the students receive federal aid, and 47%
take out federal loans. In nonprofit institutions, 76% of students have federal aid,
and 66% take out government-backed loans. In the for-profit sector, 93% of the
students have federal aid, and 83% take out federal loans. Institutional grants are
heavily used by nonprofit institutions, followed by public institutions and the for-
profits. About 15% of the students in nonprofit and for-profit higher education rely
on nonfederal student loans, while only about six percent of public institutions students have these types of loans (US ED, NCES, 2014).
The fact that for-profit institutions rely almost exclusively on tuition, coupled
with the high proportions of students receiving federal financial aid, means that the
government is subsidizing the sector through its Title IV grant and loan programs.
Grants and loans are designed to be pre-payments to the institution as a consequence of a student’s enrollment, not as a payment for student completion. If a student fails to repay their loan or complete their studies, the government—not the
institution—is responsible for the remaining balance. This has two implications.
First, because it is a dominant funder of the for-profit sector through the federal aid
programs, the government has a strong interest in for-profit program integrity to
make sure the public purpose of funding education is maintained. Second, because
students are taking on the risk of government and nongovernment student loans to
attend for-profit institutions, consumer protection has become an important component of the regulatory environment.
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Executive Compensation

Revenue from federal aid programs in combination with the ability to distribute
profits, allow institutions to compensate their executives in ways unlike that found
in nonprofit and public schools. Data on executives at publicly-traded for-profit
higher education companies show they usually make significantly more money than
similarly placed executives in nonprofit and public institutions. According to surveys conducted by the Chronicle of Higher Education, the median base pay for
nonprofit college presidents in 2013 was almost $300,000. The median base pay for
public college presidents in 2014 was $374,000. There is no similar aggregation of
executive compensation at for-profit institutions. The compensation for the largest
publicly-traded for-profits are reported to the SEC. Based on this sample, top compensation for for-profit CEOs can reach heights far exceeding what any nonprofit or
public university president has made. A report of CEO compensation at for-profit
institutions published by the Chronicle in 2012 looked at SEC filings for the 2010
fiscal year (Fuller, 2012). That year the CEO of the Apollo group made over $25
million, followed by the CEO of Education Management Corporation, who made
over $13 million, and the CEO of ITT Education Services, who earned close to $7
million. The highest paid CEO in US nonprofit higher education that year made
$2.9 million and the highest paid public higher education CEO made $1.3 million.
These data also show the variability in executive compensation in the for-profit
sector. Million and multi-million-dollar annual changes in compensation are evident in the SEC data. There are no comparable annual changes in the data on CEO
compensation in nonprofit and public higher education. Much of the explanation is
in differences between how executive compensation is determined in each sector.
For public higher education, compensation is often determined by a state formula,
with limits on how much a president can be paid as a state employee. Changes in
compensation, therefore, tend to be gradual as they are governed by political considerations. In nonprofit higher education, salaries are expected to be consistent
with the nonprofit mission—excessive salaries can put the nonprofit status of the
institution at risk. Among for-profit institutions, however, compensation is directed
towards rewarding executives for meeting financial goals and improving market
position. According to the Chronicle reporting, the majority of executive compensation in the publicly-traded for-profit sector comes from stock options and incentive
awards.
This connection between the financial success of the institution and the compensation of its executives focuses attention on financial results in a way that has no
parallel in nonprofit and public higher education. The personal financial stake that
most executives have in the publicly traded for-profit institutions they run provides
incentives for actions that will improve the financial performance of the institution.
Nonprofit and public institutional leaders do not have such a personal stake in the
outcomes of their decisions. And the rewards that they may receive for meeting
benchmark goals are substantially less. On average, according to the Chronicle surveys, the typical nonprofit college president earned 73% of his or her income as base
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pay, and the typical public college president earned 89% of his or her income as
base pay. In 2010, by comparison, nearly all for-profit executives in the Chronicle
analysis earned the majority of their income from bonuses, stocks, options and other
incentives. Typically, base pay was less than a third of total compensation.
The opportunity to profit financially from the decisions one makes as leader in
nonprofit and public higher education is less than that in for-profit higher education
(Shireman, 2017a). In the case of publicly-traded for profits, the data show how the
ability to redistribute profits rewards senior executives for the financial performance
of the institution. However, data are not available to draw a broad conclusion about
executive compensation across the sector, nor is there good information on whether
financial incentives outweigh academic performance in family-owned or venture
capital controlled for-profits. Even given the HELP Committee’s (US Senate, 2012)
focus on this issue, scholars have not conducted research that connects executive
compensation to the outcomes of a for-profit education.

8.4

For-Profit Staff

The business and revenue models in the for-profit higher education sector support a
staffing pattern that shows both similarities and differences to the non-profit and
public sector. In general, though, staffing patterns in for-profit institutions reflect
their organizational structure and culture (Lechuga, 2008). They tend to focus their
human resources more on marketing and recruitment and refer to leaders as “Chief
Executive Officers” (Cohen, Brawer, & Kisker, 2014). Their profit-oriented business model influences the people chosen to lead for-profit institutions, with most
leadership drawn from those with business and finance backgrounds rather than
from an academic path (e.g., Cottom, 2017). Although nonprofit and public institutions are usually lead by former faculty with terminal degrees in an academic field,
the trends seem to be moving away from this traditional path (Gagliardi, Espinosa,
Turk, & Taylor, 2017). It is therefore difficult to make a strong case that for-profits
are distinctive as opposed to being on the leading edge of a broader trend.

8.4.1

Faculty

The distinctive nature of for-profit faculty seems better established, though it varies
throughout the sector. Some institutions rely on full-time faculty for much of their
instruction. Larger institutions in particular often hire adjunct faculty to serve as
instructors or facilitators of courses designed by subject matter experts in the field.
This is typically the model that most of the literature focuses on. Dubbed the
“University of Phoenix model” (Zemsky, 2008) after its most publicized adherent,
the part-time instructor model reflects the interest in centralized control over the
curriculum for both quality control and standardization, i.e., quality is assured
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through standardization in that there is no variation in the approved curriculum no
matter who teaches it. This model also allows the institution to quickly hire many
faculty to expand offerings as demand warrants. Speed in hiring is facilitated by a
process where faculty are hired by administration, not by peers as is typically the
case in nonprofit and public higher education. Hiring part-time instructors on short-
term contracts by the course keeps instructional costs low and diminishes the effort
at unionization or tenure protections (Fain & Lederman, 2015). Studies of satisfaction with teaching in for-profit higher education generally reflect a positive experience with the standardized curriculum; many like having “limited responsibility”
for curriculum development, assessment, and the details of academic management
of the programs (Cohen et al., 2014). Unsurprisingly, given the narrow job description and short-term contracts, salaries generally are lower for faculty in the for-
profit sector.
Similar trends toward lower paid contingent faculty, however, are seen across
higher education. Nevertheless, the scale of part-time faculty use in the for-profit
sector is significant. In 2011, 93% of the faculty at for-profit institutions were part-
time adjuncts (Magness, 2016). Even though this finding is affected by the large
numbers of faculty teaching the University of Phoenix, it still represents an important feature of the for-profit academic enterprise that influences how curricula are
developed and institutions managed. Contingent hiring practices create no power of
academic authority and reduces shared governance, both of which challenge the
traditional faculty-centric model of higher education. Contingent faculty also can
represent a large cost-saving practice for the college and university that is already
financially stretched (Scott, 2015, p. 31). Some authors suggest that the for-profit
higher education effect on the faculty labor market has impacted nonprofit and public institutions as they too move toward more contingent and/or adjunct faculty
(Clausen & Swidler, 2013; Magness, 2016).
Lechuga (2008) conducted an in-depth case study of faculty culture at four for-
profits institutions and contrasted the faculty at for-profits with those in “traditional”
institutions of higher education. He makes several comparisons. First, Lechuga
(2008) argues that in nonprofit higher education, academic policies are based on
norms of shared governance. In for-profits, norms relate to corporate hierarchies
and centralized governance. Second, he suggests that expertise in for-profits is
defined by the profession and knowledge of the labor markets students are being
prepared for. Nonprofit faculty expertise is focused on the academic discipline or
field of study. Third, for-profit faculty responsibility is focused on serving the student, without the additional nonprofit focus on research and service. Fifth, for-profit
employment gives no expectation of job security through tenure and sets limits on
academic freedom. Finally, Lechuga (2008) contrasts the overarching belief in education as a private good in the for-profits with the rhetoric of education as a public
good in nonprofit education. Although his work is notable in its examination of the
for-profit academic mission, it does not evaluate academic culture in terms of its
educational effectiveness in fulfilling the mission.
Hiring adjunct and contingent faculty reflects the lack of autonomy many for-
profit faculty experience in the classroom. For example, in an adjunct-defined cen-
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tralized curriculum model, there is no expectation that individual courses will reflect
differences based on the ability and preference of the instructor. Rather, for-profit
schools hire adjunct or contingent faculty to teach standardized material, reducing
variability and exerting more control over the student experiences in their courses.
The for-profit sector also is more likely to “unbundle” certain educational practices,
such as course creation, instruction, and assessment, without worrying about faculty
preferences (Featherman, 2014). The adjunct faculty at for-profits are likely to have
full-time jobs outside of the institution and treat their part-time teaching as a side
effort rather than a vocation (Tierney, 2013). Their interest in exercising professional expertise in the classroom may therefore not be as strong as a faculty member
in a nonprofit of public institution. These assertions do not have robust empirical
data to support them, however. Comprehensive surveys of for-profit faculty motivation and interests do not exist, and this population has not been included in faculty
surveys conducted by the National Center for Education Statistics.

8.4.2

Staff

Compared to the faculty role, there are few studies conducted about the employment
requirements for staff at for-profits. Of those that exist, most are case studies or
based on personal experience, which does not allow for generalizability across the
for-profit sector and often have small sample sizes. However, some of this writing
reveals important details of the hiring practices of for-profits. For example, Cottom
(2017) detailed her experience working at different for-profit institutions. She was
hired based on her previous work experience in sales or “client management” (p. 52)
and not her educational credentials. In another study (Davidson, 2016), an employee
indicated that his team leader, responsible for recruiting doctoral students, had only
a high school diploma, but had skills for this position that could not be learned in the
classroom. For-profits also outsource services like career counseling (Featherman,
2014) so they do not have to hire and support qualified professionals as internal
personnel. Gender may play a role here as well. Cottom (2017) describes the hiring
of women in positions of front-line and support staff, like admissions, which allows
for a mentor-like or a more empathetic recruiter to identify and bond with the prospective student, and more men in the upper levels of business and finance.
Working at for-profits can be financially lucrative for those at the top (Davidson,
2016; Hess et al., 2013) with comparatively high salaries and compensation (Pierre,
2013). Assessments of compensation and experiences of lower level positions, like
student support service personnel, are very limited in the literature. One study conducted by the National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators (Jones,
2012), found the median salary of for-profit employees working in financial aid earn
more than those working in the non-profit sector and for-profit institutions often hire
more staff to work with students. Data from the US Senate HELP committee (2012)
investigation shows the lowest student to staff ratio was that of a recruiter and the
highest was career services, with one counselor to 455 students. More information
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is needed to compare the differences in support staff credentials, salaries, and
employment terms to fully understand this aspect of for-profit institutions. But as
seen in the Jones (2012) study, few for-profit schools will volunteer information for
such a study. In general, Davidson (2016) notes that data in the for-profit sector is
difficult to come by either because of a desire to protect its business practices or
because businesses do not want to expose negative information. As such, much of
the current literature about the experience of working in for-profit institutions have
small sample sizes or are styled as insider whistle-blower accounts. Large scale
studies investigating credentials, salary and benefits, and job satisfaction are needed
to provide additional insight into those people charged with organizing and running
a for-profit institution.

8.4.3

Incentive Compensation

For-profit institutions focus substantial attention on the all-important admissions
staff, including financial incentives for enrolling students and developing high pressure sales techniques to encourage students to enroll. As Deming et al. (2013)
explain, the institutional role in awarding federal student aid to students “… creates
potential conflicts of interest for the institution and incentives for aggressive and
deceptive recruiting practices, especially if employee compensation is based on success in attracting students and getting the federal student aid that comes with them”
(p. 148). It was open practice, in fact, for admissions staff to have been paid and
incentivized for the number of students matriculated (Cottom, 2017; Yeoman,
2011). The academic qualification of students seemed secondary in many of these
accounts. This created circumstances at some institutions where anything necessary
was encouraged to get the most students enrolled, including fabricating stories, and
providing international trips and celebrations for the highest recruiters (Yeoman,
2011).
The negative potential of paying staff based on the number of students they
enrolled was recognized over 25 years ago in the 1992 reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act. That legislation instituted a ban on incentive compensation such that
higher education institutions cannot pay admissions representatives based on how
many students enroll at the institution (Kantrowitz, 2010). Even though the incentive compensation ban applies to all institutions, for-profit higher education has
struggled to adapt to this rule since it was instituted in 1992. Beginning in 2002,
however, a series of “safe harbors” (Yeoman, 2011) or “loopholes” (Tierney 2013)
were established which had the effect of bypassing the regulation for most staff
raises. They allowed recruiter salaries to be adjusted so long as other factors of
employee performance were considered. Until these safe harbors were eliminated in
2011, incentivizing enrollment through employee benefits was widespread. Some
schools went so far as to help students cheat on their entrance exams (Tierney, 2013)
to meet financial aid eligibility requirements. Additionally, the overall lack of financial
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literacy of students from lower socio-economic backgrounds makes the claim of
intentionally predatory practices stronger (Deming et al., 2013).
Based on comments in a session on Federal policy during the 2011 annual meeting of the Association of Private Sector Colleges and Universities, for profit higher
education leaders believed that eliminating the safe harbors would make recruiting
new students more difficult for their institutions. They saw providing raises or
bonuses to staff involved in admission or financial aid decisions based on how many
students were enrolled as essential to meeting their enrollment goals. In fact, the
re-establishment of the incentive compensation rules in 2011 is correlated with the
decline in for-profit enrollments. Scholars have yet to pursue this correlation. It is
not clear, therefore, whether the incentive compensation rule was directly responsible for enrollment increases after 2002, or the post-2010 enrollment declines in
the for-profit sector.

8.5

Attending a For-Profit

Even granting an effective recruiting program, the choice to attend a for-profit institution demands greater attention from scholars. In addition, the marketing and
recruitments efforts of for-profit institutions are significant. Further research on the
actual experience of students in the for-profit institution is necessary to understand
the for-profit sector.

8.5.1

Student Choice

Several rational arguments have been made to explain student choice of a for-profit
program. As a general theme, the literature notes for-profit higher education fills a
gap in higher education access. For-profits serve students often overlooked by the
private and public sectors by offering shorter academic programs and high levels of
student support service (Hentschek, 2010). The non-traditional student now represents the majority of enrollments in American higher education. In particular, the
primary focus and population of for-profit’s enrollment are those students not typically serviced in traditional colleges and universities. The average student is often
from an underrepresented population, an adult female with either a spouse or
children, or both (Chung, 2008, 2012). For profits also cater to adult students
looking for an educational experience that includes multiple starting dates and
delivery methods (Fain & Lederman, 2015) expectations of high levels of “customer service” (Abelman, Dalessandro, Janstova, & Snyder-Suhy, 2007) and is
most likely directed towards a college credential for employment (Kamenetz, 2015).
Research suggests that students’ choice of a for-profit college is connected to their
socio-economic status, parental college obtainment, and local community college
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costs (Chung, 2012). The for-profit focus on this student market, then, provides a
rational explanation for why students in this demographic choose to attend.
Less rational explanations have also been offered. For example, Cottom (2017)
claims that recruiting conversations with students used urgency of time and high-
pressure sales techniques to limit rational decision making from the prospective
student. Other marketing techniques sold the idea of the school as an emotional
need rather than for its financial or educational benefit. As Connell (2016) details
from the HELP report (US Senate, 2012), employees were told to “find the pain”
associated with the lives of the prospective students to manipulate the belief an
education from the school would solve problems (p. 15). Critics (e.g., O’Sullivan,
2014) used these revelations to push for increased regulation at minimum, and
removal of federal financial aid eligibility at maximum, to hold institutions accountable for their misleading and unethical recruitment methods. Iloh and Tierney
(2013, 2014), however, argue students may see the sales pitch as an indication of
interest by the for-profit, while the more hands-off approach of community colleges
indicates the public sector’s indifference to their needs. Their 2013 study used
deception in a unique methodology to compare secret shoppers’ experiences as prospective students at community colleges and for-profit schools. Their 2014 study
examined the decision-making process of students when selecting a school. From
the student point of view, for-profit higher education recruiters paid closer attention
to their needs and provided more personalized information about the school and its
programs.
The choice of which college to attend carries with it deep consideration of risks
and benefits with short and long-term considerations, many of which are beyond the
capacity of students themselves to judge (Dowd, 2008). For students interested in
entering into the labor market quickly, for-profit systems can offer specific help to
address their needs and promise a quick reentry with shorter programs. However,
unlike the prevalence of guidebooks and rankings in the nonprofit and public higher
education sectors, students have access to limited information provided by independent third parties. They rely on the institution itself for most of the information
related to outcomes, and there are few objective ways for students to identify more
or less effective for-profit institutions before making their selection. Still, the significance of student choice in selecting a for-profit institution is clear, as is the
importance of looking at for-profit choice from the perspective of the student. The
scholarship in this area is lacking in that it looks predominantly at the strategies
institutions employ and only rarely at the decision-making process of the student.

8.5.2

Marketing and Recruitment

Student choice is connected to the marketing and recruitment strategies of for-profit
institutions. The tactics used by for-profit institutions influence the selection process
by the targeted population. For example, older students search for convenient
opportunities for college, and online education is marketed to adults with other
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responsibilities outside of being a student, such as children, caring for older parents,
working fulltime (Mandernach, Radda, Greenberger, & Forrest, 2015; Stavredes &
Herder, 2015). The recruiting pitch of for-profit schools also emphasizes the necessity of higher education to students at the same time institutions promote a customer
service orientation that makes the daunting and confusing process of college
enrollment easier (Arcand, 2015). In addition, for-profits promote their holistic and
concierge style student services as streamlined processes designed to make complex
and confusing processes like financial aid application and transfer credits acceptance,
as simple as possible. The contrast with traditional colleges and universities is often
made explicit (Arcand, 2015; Kinser, 2006a; Mandernach et al., 2015).
Emphasis on marketing is evident in the for-profit sector. Marketing budgets of
larger for-profits are often higher than the allocations for teaching (Schade, 2014).
The literature, however, includes limited analysis of the content of for-profit marketing messages. In a study about marketing material, Iloh (2014) compares websites of ten community colleges and ten for-profit schools in one California city.
Taking a critical race theory approach to analyzing web site content, Iloh finds distinct differences in the presented material that may have an impact on the attractiveness of the institution to particular student demographics. For profits, she finds,
show students of color in occupational or vocational uniforms, with language indicating the length of time it will take to complete the degree. Community colleges,
on the other hand, show students in a continuing education and campus and community involvement. For busy adult students who want credentials to enter into a
workplace in the fastest time possible, the messaging of the for-profits suggests a
similar focus and support for student goals (Iloh, 2014). Even though the study was
exploratory and not designed to evaluate effectiveness of the web site messaging, it
does suggest how marketing may be more explicitly targeted to underrepresented
population in the for-profit sector.
In contrast to the attractive messages conveyed to prospective students through
institutional web sites, some recruitment practices in for-profits have been described
as aggressive (Fox Garrity, 2012). Other descriptions use stronger words, such as
the “predatory” and “misleading” experiences of two homeless students highlighted
in the “Subprime Education” documentary by PBS (Gaviria, 2016). People of lower
socio-economic status (SES) and underrepresented populations have also been
targeted with aggressive tactics by for-profit recruiters (Guida & Figuli, 2012).
Other illegitimate tactics have been directed toward veteran students, where forprofit recruiters used emotional blackmail, like suggesting the solider must prepare
for their future, or going to homeless shelters and wounded solider hospitals and
making unrealistic promises of future earnings (Patton, 2012). These are not new
accusations. Angulo (2016) details federal investigations dating back more than
30 years that looked into for-profit recruitment practices toward vulnerable populations. He points to a history of fraudulent financial aid applications, with “ghost”
students and recruiter targeting poor neighborhoods, children, and people otherwise
unaware of what was happening or lacking a level of college literacy. Angulo (2016)
uses this evidence to argue that for-profits will always descend into unethical and
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fraudulent recruiting techniques because the profit incentive is too strong and the
regulatory apparatus too slow to respond to the sector’s changing tactics.
It is important to recognize the frequency with which reports on the recruiting
practices point to fraudulent and misrepresentative behavior of many for-profits.
The literature and news coverage of the marketing materials and practices from the
for-profit sector are often critical and unflattering. At the same time, researchers
have been less likely to focus on circumstances and institutions where students
would be well-served by the sector, and where for-profits appropriately promote the
strengths of their model. Unfortunately, there is limited research that considers the
question of for-profit success in recruiting nontraditional students and draws comparisons to the strategies of nonprofit and public institutions of higher education
(Iloh, 2014). This skew in the research may lead to an unwarranted interpretation of
the limited value of for-profit marketing and recruitment strategies for institutions
legitimately seeking to enroll nontraditional students.

8.5.3

Student Experience and Academic Programs

Ultimately, marketing and recruiting is designed to get students into for-profit academic programs. For-profit schools “are built on the efficient delivery of course
content, not on the development of healthy and well-adjusted citizens” (Featherman,
2014, p. 160). In contrast to the extensive co-curricular and student engagement
activities promoted by traditional colleges and universities, most for-profits do not
offer much beyond course instruction and academic support services. There are two
explanations for this. First, co-curricular activities can be expensive and difficult to
justify in terms of the revenue potential (Featherman, 2014). For example, the cost
of athletics is high, including the salaries and infrastructure, required for various
sports teams, so most for-profits choose not to devote revenue to supporting these
activities (Featherman, 2014). Second, an adult student population will likely have
other obligations. Campus involvement with student clubs or organizations is not an
effective use of time when work, child care, or other adult responsibilities poses
conflicts of time management (Jacoby, 2015). To the extent these students want to
participate in other activities, there are plenty of community options available.
There is no need for the for-profit college to offer additional campus activities.
Instead, students are presented with streamlined processes and academic offerings
as the fastest way to graduation and promised employment opportunities.
As enrollment driven institutions, many for-profits focus on growing academic
programs and establish new programs following labor market trends and student
demands (Hess et al., 2013). Expenditures are not focused on the physical campus;
for-profits often rent physical spaces and avoid programs with inflexible infrastructure demands (Featherman, 2014). Additionally, for-profits are able to quickly create and offer new programs without the delays of multiple levels of approval and
oversight that are common in traditional institutions (Featherman, 2014). This fast
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turn-around can address new labor market needs by introducing new academic
choices that respond to immediate needs of students and employers.
Not all high demand programs, however, will be offered by for-profits. Institutions
focus on low overhead academic programs that do not require expensive facilities.
Degrees are most frequently offered in professional programs, such as business and
health care, as well as niche programs like graphic design, culinary arts, and fashion
design. Few offer programs in the humanities and the liberal arts (Tierney, 2013).
The for-profit sector makes up just 18% of the total associate degree offerings in
higher education, but makes up a disproportionate number of business, marketing,
and management (33%), computer science (51%), and health care services (23%)
graduates from their programs (Deming et al., 2013, p. 144). Unlike community
colleges which are often used as a pipeline for 4-year colleges and universities,
2-year for-profits tend to focus on academic programs in which an associate degree
is the terminal degree (Deming, Goldin, & Katz, 2012). For-profit business programs, in particular, became particularly significant during the 2000s enrollment
boom (Fox Garrity, 2012). There has been a long-term trend of for-profit schools
moving from short nondegree certificates to two and four-year programs (Connell,
2016), while expanding their offerings to meet the market demands for certain jobs
(Deming et al., 2013). Some claim that for-profits are more likely to eliminate academic programs when they show declining enrollments, something not done as
quickly in nonprofit and public institutions (Moore, 2015). Research in this area,
however, is limited in its ability to quantify the speed of change and extent to which
labor market analyses drive program development.
In addition to what the labor market demands, for-profit providers look to what
students prefer as well. They tend to build their academic programs and class structure around the needs of working adults. For example, courses are offered outside of
normal work hours, starting very early in the morning or going late into the evening
to accommodate student work schedules (Tierney, 2013). For-profit education providers deliver their academic programs in accelerated formats, in a standardized
format, and online (Arcand, 2015). The for-profit sector frequently uses rolling start
dates rather than a semester schedule and fall start dates to better accommodate
adult students (Fain & Lederman, 2015). Larger for-profits gain economies of scale
through standardization of curriculum and the design of academic programs.
Courses are designed centrally by a team of subject matter experts, and then given
for package delivery by another team of adjunct instructors. Fain and Lederman
(2015) suggest that this is an effective approach to ensure low costs for the institution and a replicable model for consistent student experience, especially in online
formats. Cottom (2017), however, argues that the standardized format, coupled with
lower numbers of full-time faculty, creates an environment ripe for sharing course
material and increases cheating. Schejbal (2012), too, is critical of standardization
in the online for-profit model because it devalues traditional faculty expertise and
therefore has questionable legitimacy, with traditional in-classroom experiences as
the basis for comparison (Schejbal, 2012).
The delivery and structure of academic programs in for-profit higher education
remain the subject of debate. Questions of for-profit educational legitimacy, coupled
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with negative stereotypes of online education and the for-profit sector, are frequent
critiques from traditional academics, while others flip the script and say the problematic practices are in the archaic residential lecture model that predominates in traditional higher education (e.g. Selingo, 2013). Scholars have not focused, however, on
the actual content of academic programs in the for-profit sector. Nor have they paid
much attention to the experience of students who have enrolled. The literature is
heavy in the front end of admissions and recruitment and on the back end with the
economic outcomes, but what happens in between has not been rigorously examined.
Research on the curriculum content, alignment to learning objectives, and assessments would help explain the entire academic life of the student and may help explain
certain outcomes for graduates when employment opportunities are low.

8.6

Financial Aid

Financial aid plays a significant role in student decision making and is a major feature of the financial model for most for-profits. Because almost all financial aid is
provided by the government, it has enormous public policy significance and drives
much of the research into the for-profit sector. Moreover, the media narrative frequently portrays student loan debt and defaults associated with students attending
for-profit institutions as a significant public concern. The research is more nuanced
than the national media portrays. For example, Cellini (2012) finds that, on average,
for-profit higher education costs taxpayers around $7600 per student per year, which
is less than the taxpayer bill for public sector community colleges. Other research
confirms that for-profits represent a net positive financial investment, primarily
because they educate a lot of students, take few subsidies and pay taxes on their
profits (e.g., Klor de Alva & Schneider, 2014). From the perspective of society, then,
one could argue for-profits are a fiscally responsible option and their existence has
real value to the system of higher education.
Looking at the benefits from the student perspective, however, the for-profit sector presents a more challenging story. Attending a for-profit institution can represent
a life-changing event for students, opening doors to new careers and better economic prospects. But it can also present financial choices for individual students
that have damaging consequences. Much of the literature is devoted to understanding the financial aid choices that students make and institutions encourage, and the
role of policy to guard against bad behavior by for-profit institutions and bad decisions by students. Three key themes of the scholarship surrounding financial and in
the for-profit sector are addressed here. First, the scale of aid flowing into the
for-profit sector is important to grasp, especially considering how important this aid
is to the financial model of most for-profits. The amount of debt incurred by students while attending for-profits is a second theme, along with students’ subsequent
failure to repay their debt. The policy environment surrounding financial aid and the
for-profit sector is a third theme, especially those policies that have a direct impact
on the aid strategies that for-profits employ.
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Amount of Aid

Most scholarship on financial aid and the for-profit sector starts with the fact that
for-profit institutions receive a disproportionate amount of federal student aid (e.g.,
Belfield, 2013; Darolia, 2015; Kelchen, 2017; Ullrich & Pratt, 2014). At the peak of
their enrollment in 2010, for-profits enrolled about 11% of all students. They
received 23% of grant and loan volume (Digest of Education Statistics, 2016;
Federal Student Aid, Grant and Loan Volume by School Type, n.d). As enrollment
declined in ensuing years, the proportion of aid declined as well, but still remained
substantially higher than the for-profit sector’s relative position in overall enrollment. The most recent data show that for-profits have about seven percent of the
enrollment but still garner almost 14% of grant and loan volume (Digest of Education
Statistics, 2016; Federal Student Aid, Grant and Loan Volume by School Type, n.d.).
The amount of federal aid is also significant in terms of total revenue for the sector.
Kelchen (2017) reports that most for-profits get over 70% of their revenue from
Title IV programs.
Federal aid from Title IV is not the only aid that for-profit institutions have access
to. Institutions also are eligible for aid through the Post-9/11 GI Bill (PGB), administered through the US Department of Veterans Affairs (VA). For-profit institutions
benefited greatly from the resources devoted to education in the PGB (Nelson,
2014; Patton, 2012). Between 2007–08, before the PGB, and 2011–12, after its
implementation, the percentage of undergraduates attending 2-year or higher for-
profit institutions increased from 14% to 24%. This came at the expense of community colleges, which saw their share decline from 42% to 37%, and nonprofits
which saw a decline from 21% to 19% (Radford, Bentz, Dekker & Paslov, 2016).
The Senate HELP report (US Senate, 2012) also identified the increase in activity of
for-profit institutions in recruiting veterans and accessing their benefits and noted
that for-profits tended to receive a disproportionate amount of PGB benefits for the
number of students trained.
Two other forms of financial aid are important in analyses of the assistance students get to attend for-profit institutions: private loans and institutional grants.
Cellini and Darolia (2015) find that for-profit students are more likely to borrow
from private sources in addition to accessing federal loans and the dollar amount of
the loans has increased faster compared to private loans taken out by students in
nonprofit and public higher education. Institutional grants, however, have been historically resisted by for-profits (Cellini & Darolia, 2015). Unlike in nonprofit higher
education where institutional aid is used to offset increases in tuition, Cellini and
Darolia (2015) do not see a similar trend in the for-profit sector. Rather, borrowing
has increased as tuition prices rose. More recently, however, the use of institutional
grants has increased, with several for-profit universities offering completion scholarships or discounted credits. This increase in institutional aid has not yet been
examined for its impact on the financial obligation of students attending for-profit
institutions.
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Most research implies or concludes that this outsized use of financial aid is a
problem. For example, the authors of the HELP report (US Senate, 2012) suggest
that for-profits are inappropriately targeting veterans to access GI Bill money. Other
authors agree (e.g., Angulo 2016; Nelson, 2014; Patton, 2012), and add accusations
that for-profit institutions are exploiting veterans and the military is failing to protect students. Cellini and her colleagues (Cellini, 2012; Cellini & Chaudhary, 2014;
Cellini & Darolia, 2016; Cellini & Turner, 2016) examine various ways of measuring the return on investment from attending a for-profit institution and find scant
evidence to justify a higher level of aid going to the for-profit sector. Darolia (2015)
focuses on the high use of aid by for-profits and the policy implications of trying to
reduce the level of support they receive. Other authors portray the volume of aid in
itself as damning (Eaton et al. 2014; James, 2011; McGuire, 2012), especially
against the lack of a public service mission and lower graduation rates in the for-
profit sector. The most frequently cited problem with the level of student aid to for-
profits, however, is that the financial position of for-profit students is worsened is
through their loan debt and difficulties with repayment (e.g., Belfield, 2013; Looney
& Yannelis, 2015; Cellini & Darolia, 2016; Shireman, 2017b).

8.6.2

Loan Debt and Defaults

For-profits students tend to leave college in a more precarious financial position that
students who attend nonprofit and public institutions. Average loan debt of for-profit
students is higher than that of students who attended nonprofit or public institutions
(Eaton et al., 2014) and students attending for-profits borrow more than other similar students attending non-profit schools (Ullrich & Pratt, 2014). The role of the
for-profit sector in the growing problem of student debt has been pointed out by
several authors (e.g., Belfield, 2013; Cellini & Darolia, 2016; Cottom, 2017;
Goodell, 2016; McGuire, 2012; Shireman, 2017b). Some place nearly the entire
blame on for-profits. Looney and Yannelis (2015), for example, argue that “data
show that to the extent there is a [student loan debt] crisis, it is concentrated among
borrowers from for-profit schools” (p. 2). Official student loan default rate statistics
(Federal Student Aid, Official Cohort Default Rates, 2017b) would seem to counter
this argument. Over half of all students who default on their loans within 3 years
come from the public sector. The 3-year default rate at community colleges is higher
than the for-profits. But data from ED that track students for longer periods show
substantially different levels of default connected to the institution students first
attend (Woo, Bentz, Lew, Smith, & Velez, 2017). Over half of for-profit borrowers
who began college in 2003–04 defaulted on their loans within 12 years. The 12-year
default rate for community colleges was 26%; for 4-year publics and nonprofits, it
was 17% and 18% respectively.
Researchers have tested whether the difference in student population at for-
profits explains the difference in default rates. In other words, are higher default
rates because of the student, or the institution? Early studies conducted before the
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boom in for-profit enrollment generally concluded, according to Goodell’s (2016)
summary, “student characteristics matter and institutional characteristics do not”
(p. 175). More recently, multiple studies have reversed that understanding, confirming that attending a for-profit institution does in fact matter, even after controlling
for student and institutional characteristics. Deming et al. (2012) test the proposition that “simple comparisons of student outcomes between the for-profits and other
institutions may be misleading; after all, the for-profits disproportionately attract
minority, older, independent and disadvantaged students” (Deming et al., 2012,
p. 153). Their research finds a for-profit institutional effect, when controlling for
demographics, academic preparation, and access to family resources. Goodell
(2016) also finds that for-profits still had five to six percentage point higher rates for
student loan defaults. He argues that for-profits are therefore responsible for “systematically encouraging ill-advised loans” (Goodell, 2016, p. 182). Looney and
Yannelis (2015) add in earnings data from tax records to demographic and institutional data and find that institutional type alone explains between one-quarter and
one-half of the increase in defaults between 2000 and 2011. Loony and Yannelis
(2015) also find that even a small amount of loan debt can be defaulted if the person
comes from a low socioeconomic status and has no access to other forms of capital.
In other words, the significance of student loan debt is relative to the level of financial opportunity the student has after graduation (Belfield, 2013; Cottom, 2017).
These consistent findings regarding debt and default among for-profit students
make it clear that something about attending a for-profit influences a student’s likelihood of default. Why this is the case is not as certain. Most scholars in this area are
careful to note that they lack an explanation for this effect, hypothesizing some
combination of academic quality, institutional practices, student experience, and
unknown financial or economic circumstances encountered by the student is at play
(e.g., Looney & Yannelis, 2015). Even while being careful, researchers attempting
to explain these statistics regarding debt and default often reference the presumably
better alternative options available to students. For example, after an empirically
rigorous investigation into the differences in aid for students in for-profit institutions
compared to those in the public and nonprofit sectors, Cellini and Darolia (2015) are
at a loss. They want to know how to respond to the following observation:
What is striking is that students at for-profit institutions are most similar to public community college students in the degrees they seek, their demographics, and their financial
resources, yet their costs and their debt burdens are on par with students in private nonprofit
institutions who typically seek bachelor’s degrees from institutions with long-standing
reputations and higher expected post-college incomes. (p. 3)

The point suggests that students have choices, so why would they make choices that
seem so clearly not in their interests?
Research on student choice and for-profit attendance is not robust. However,
more researchers have looked at institutional behavior to explain why for-profits
show such a distinctive use of aid compared to nonprofits and publics. Intentionally
nefarious behavior by for-profits is one explanation that critics immediately jump
to—or as one analyst of the for-profit sector was quoted as saying: “Terrible outcomes
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are very profitable” (Simon, 2018). One does not need to be so crass, however.
There are other explanations that lie in the incentives that govern for-profit operations. Cottom (2017) makes this point quite clearly. She asserts that for-profits seek
to maximize the amount of student aid they receive. They do this by focusing
recruiting efforts on students who have eligibility to receive the most money, pricing
their programs to ensure students take out as much aid as possible, and ensuring that
the financial consequences of student choices are pushed into the future. Although
one could also add delivery of low-quality programs to this strategy, it is neither
necessary nor proven that is a key strategic choice of the for-profits. There are,
instead, public policies that influence for-profit institutional behavior in ways that
seem to make it more likely that high debt and defaults will occur.

8.6.3

Impact of Public Policy

Because of their heavy reliance on Title IV funding that students use to pay tuition,
for-profits pay close attention to the way the HEA describes and authorizes what
institutions are eligible to do and what rules they need to follow to access to this aid.
Failing to meet even one requirement is enough to restrict or deny the institution
access to the loans and/or grants students need to pay tuition. If for-profits lost
access to the aid supported through Title IV, then most would not be able to survive.
The SEC 10-K filings of publicly-traded for-profits, for example, specifically mention Title IV regulation as a risk factor that could materially affect their business
operations and that failing to meet the Title IV regulations would force them to
curtail or close the affected institutions. There are a few key regulations that have
been referenced in the literature for their impact on the for-profit sector. These
include the 90/10 rule, the cohort default rate rule, and the gainful employment rule.

8.6.4

90/10 Rule

The 90/10 rule is one of the few regulations in the Higher Education Act that applies
only toward the actions of for-profit institutions. It requires for-profits to earn at
least ten percent of their revenue from sources other than Title IV programs. This
rule ensures that there is a market for the education programs offered by the for-
profit institution independent from the subsidies provided through Title IV programs (Patton, 2012). Revenue that counts toward the 90% side of the ratio includes
all money disbursed to the student under Title IV programs in the Higher Education
Act that can be used to pay for institutional expenses. Revenue on the 10% side of
the ratio includes revenue from non-Title IV loan programs, state financial aid programs, military benefits, scholarships and students’ personal and family resources.
For-profits are required to meet 90/10 requirements in the aggregate, not with each
individual student. An institution can enroll 89% of its students fully funded by Title
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IV money, as long as it also enrolls 11% who only used non-title IV sources. This is
one explanation for why veterans are such a heavily recruited population. Because
GI Bill benefits are not distributed under Title IV, they count toward the 10% side of
the ledger.
Some scrutiny has been given to the role of GI benefits and for-profit higher
education, particularly as the emphasis of military recruiters has centered on the
education benefits that come from enlisting (Martorell & Bergman, 2014; Patton,
2012; Steele, 2012). Changes to military education benefits, such as increases in the
amounts of eligible educational benefits, were connected to increased military
recruiting among for-profits (Patton, 2012). Critics point out that recruitment of
military students is incentivized by the guarantee of GI Bill benefits and, unlike
other financial aid programs, there is no penalty for misusing these monies. In addition, high default rates for Title IV loans do not impact GI Bill benefits (Alexander,
2014a). Compared to Title IV money, there are fewer incentives for schools to
change support or recruitment practices for GI Bill students, and fewer checks on
institutions to ensure they are properly serving students.
To be clear, there are several legitimate reasons why for-profit institutions are
attractive to military populations. Active duty students in the military move frequently and knowing their school has other locations or online sessions they can
attend is considered a benefit (Steele, 2012). Additionally, the “flexible schedules
and openness to military credits that for-profit students described could potentially
allow veterans to earn degrees more quickly than they would at other institutions”
which may allow for a quicker return to employment and offsetting the economic
differences between a for-profit and a more prestigious school (Steele, 2012).
Although the attractiveness of for-profit institutions to military personal is evident
and veterans have high levels of student satisfaction and shortened time to degree
(Steele, 2012), the regulatory-driven attractiveness of these students for the for-
profit sector is undeniable because of their significance for the 90/10 rule.
Institutions also look to individual students to pay a portion of their tuition using
private funds in order to meet the 90/10 standard. In other words, a student can fund
89% of his or her tuition with Title IV funds, as long as 11% of their resources come
from non-Title IV moneys. This can explain why private loans are so much more
significant among for-profit students. The 90/10 rule encourages for-profits to
increase tuition so that the maximum federal financial aid limits are used, but do not
cover the entire tuition bill (Eaton et al., 2014). Increasing the total cost of attendance so that it is above the total federal financial aid limits will create a gap between
eligibility and financial obligation. Institutions can then recommend private loans to
students to cover the extra tuition, counting the private loans revenue as part of the
10%. Guida and Figuli (2012) suggest the 90/10 unintentionally hits low-income
students the hardest because of tuition inflation and an expectation that students
cover the remaining 10%. Students pay out of their own pocket or through high
interest rate private loans for the remaining costs which places additional financial
burden on the typical low-income student (Shinoda, 2013).
Research on 90/10 and its impact on for-profit higher education largely follows
a descriptive and critical line. Some commentators (e.g., Guida & Figuli, 2012;
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Kantrowitz, 2013) suggest that 90/10 inappropriately restricts for-profits from legitimately serving low-income high need students. They argue that 90/10 encourages
for-profits to recruit students who can self-fund their education, leading to a warped
incentive to reject students who do not have resources other than Title IV. Other
scholars accuse for-profits of cynically using 90/10 rules to raise tuition, target non-
Title IV resources like the GI Bill, and put students in debt (e.g., Connell, 2016;
Cottom, 2017; Sridharam, 2012). There is little doubt though that the 90/10 rule is
a significant factor in the for-profit focus on military students and the greater use of
private loans in the for-profit sector.

8.6.5

Cohort Default Rates

Another rule that impacts for-profit higher education financial aid is the Cohort
Default Rate (CDR). CDR refers to the official government statistic that represents
the ratio of student borrowers in default to the total number of borrowers who separated from the institution in the same year (or cohort). Students can separate—or
leave—as drop-outs or graduates, but their outcomes are connected to the institution
last attended. The CDR is intended as a way to determine whether the institution is
an appropriate recipient of student aid, based on whether student can repay the loans
they are given to attend. It is one of the few measures in the Higher Education Act
that directly holds institutions accountable for what happens to students after they
leave the institution. When a school reaches 30% of their cohort in default, then
sanctions and penalties, including loss of federal financial aid, are expected
(“Official Cohort Default Rates for Schools Definitions,” 2017). Should a school
reach 40% CDR, then access to federal loan programs is rescinded (Federal Student
Aid, 2017a–18).
The Senate HELP investigation (US Senate, 2012) showed that institutions have
been able to manipulate this statistic to ensure that students do not default during the
3-year window where the CDR is calculated. For-profits use several strategies
including consolidation, deferment and modified repayment plans. These are
options that are available to help any student manage his or her debt. Consolidation
is particular is helpful in avoiding CDR accountability because it results in the original loan being paid off. There may still be a default on the consolidated loan if nothing changes about the student’s financial circumstances to facilitate repayment but
it will be invisible to the CDR statistic. Deferments can be used to postpone payments for a period of time, keeping the loan in good standing until the CDR window
has expired. And modified repayment plans can result in low initial payments that
increase over time, or payments that cover very little of the principle. In either case,
the student may be able to make payments for a while, but ultimately can find the
debt too much to handle.
The Institute for College Access & Success (TICAS, 2012) identified two additional methods that for-profits may use to evade CDR accountability. One strategy
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is to claim that defaults are due to improper servicing by the U.S. Department of
Education. Improperly serviced loans are excluded from the CDR statistic. The second strategy is to change how multiple campuses report statistics to the government.
Since CDR is calculated based on assigned six-digit Office of Postsecondary
Education ID numbers (OPEID), a single owner can merge high and low performing campuses into a single OPEID to maintain an average CDR below the threshold.
ITT Technical Institutes, for example, merged 29 separate OPEID numbers into
three, even acknowledging to investors that it was doing so to address CDR regulatory issues (TICAS, 2012).
A significant reason why students continue to struggle with paying their loans
and are susceptible to strategies that delay rather than solve their debt problems is
that student loans are very difficult to discharge in bankruptcy proceedings (Deming,
Goldin & Katz, 2015). Under most circumstances, students are obligated to continue to pay their loans even if they are under otherwise dire financial circumstances.
This make them susceptible to offers to delay or temporarily suspend payments,
even if the stay does little to alleviate the debt burden.
On the surface, the CDR regulation looks like it should encourage for-profit
institutions to reduce the debt burden on their students and ensure that the education
they receive is sufficient to repay loans. Research into the level of defaults shows
little evidence that the CDR serves as a significant deterrent to for-profit institutional behaviors regarding student debt (e.g., Cloud & Fossey, 2014). Most for-
profit institutions are comfortably under the CDR thresholds. Nonetheless, nearly
half of for-profit students end up defaulting over time (Woo et al., 2017). This is
double the rate for community colleges and three times the rate for 4-year public
and private non-profits. The CDR, then, is a flawed statistic in the effort to improve
student outcomes and address debt and default issues in higher education.

8.6.6

Gainful Employment

With CDR having noted deficiencies, regulators have looked to other strategies to
hold for-profit higher education accountable for their student’s debt and default
rates. The term “Gainful Employment” has become regulatory shorthand for ED’s
attempts to define the qualification in the HEA that allows for-profits and non-
degree granting institutions to participate in aid programs. Specifically, in addition
to the general provisions that all institutions must meet, proprietary (i.e., for-profit)
institutions and any non-degree programs no matter the sector must “prepare students for gainful employment in a recognized occupation” (HEA, n.d. sec 102).
This is what is known as the dual definition of higher education in the Higher
Education Act. In 2009, ED initiated a Gainful Employment policy that emphasized
this regulatory obligation of for-profits as the basis for eligibility to participate in
Title IV programs. Although the policy was litigated over multiple years and has
never been fully implemented, the merits of the policy and its potential impacts have
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been the frequent subjects of published analyses (e.g., Braucher, 2012; Guida &
Figuli, 2012; Heller, 2011; Hentschke & Parry, 2015; Hiler & Whistle, 2017;
MacQueen, 2012; Serna, 2014).
The regulations sought to measure gainful employment by how well institutions
prepare students for a job by using the ability of students to repay their loans as the
key marker of success. The rationale is that students who are gainfully employed
should make enough money to justify what they spent on their degrees. Loan payments could not exceed a percentage of earnings in order for the student to be considered gainfully employed (Federal Student Aid, Gainful Employment Information,
n.d.). These regulations also used a set of disclosures about programs and the jobs
they were intended to prepare students for as a basis for consumer information
about the labor market prospects for graduates.
The rule was intended to apply to all institutions subject to the gainful employment definition—essentially all for-profits and any non-degree granting institution
no matter public or private. However, most saw this as specifically targeted at the
for-profit sector (e.g. Heller, 2011; Hentschke & Parry, 2015). The regulations were
controversial from the start, and were strongly resisted by the for-profit higher education industry. Even so, the public release of data that ED generated to calculate the
ratios are an important new source of information on the for-profit sector. Several
research studies (e.g., Cellini & Turner, 2016; Heller, 2011; Hiler & Whistle, 2017)
used this information to analyze the for-profit sector and its impact on students.
Generally, the literature confirms that the Gainful Employment measures proposed
by ED would have a dramatic impact on for-profit higher education. Heller (2011)
found that one-third of all cosmetology programs and almost one-half of all alternative medicine programs could not pass the Gainful Employment test. One-third of
culinary arts and vehicle maintenace programs also would not meet the thresholds
established in the regulation as proposed. Cellini and Turner (2016) find essentially
no earning benefit from attending a for-profit institution in most fields of study,
concluding that for-profit claims of providing gainful employment for students are
not credible. Hiler & Whistle (2017) show how prevalent the failure to provide gainful employment is across the for-profit sector, finding that ten percent of all graduates came from schools that would have failed the proposed gainful employment
metric in 2015.
Although many authors use Gainful Employment findings to criticize the for-
profit sector, others critique Gainful Employment as a flawed metric that either measures the wrong outcome or misses its mark. Serna (2014) criticizes the economic
frame for Gainful Employment and the lack of recognition of its social consequences to students. Guida and Figuli (2012) critique the efforts of Gainful
Employment policies as restricting the ability of for-profit institutions to serve a
socioeconomically diverse student population. They argue that Gainful Employment
actually “creates a perverse incentive for proprietary institutions to avoid enrolling
low-income and minority students altogether” (p. 147). Heller (2011) suggests the
actual impact of the rules will be dramatic for some institutions in the for-profit sector but other institutions would step up to take their place.
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Some authors saw the goal of Gainful Employment as providing underperforming schools information necessary to change their practices and to provide a quality
education that leads to economic gains through employment. A few tried to anticipate what would happen once the rules were fully in place. For example, Deming
and his colleagues (2013) argue that institutions would adjust to the metric by offering degree programs with higher earning potential that would provide better financial outcomes to students. In addition to motivating institutional change, Gainful
Employment was intended also to have a role in consumer choice by allowing students to know the outcomes of for-profit programs they were considering. However,
even though institutions were required to make consumer disclosures under Gainful
Employment and post them to their web sites, research on how students used this
information is not available.
Because the full implementation of Gainful Employment rules never occurred,
data are unavailable to judge its impact on the for-profit sector, how students would
have reacted to the information provided, and how institutional leaders would have
changed their practices. This is a good reminder of the challenges with research on
for-profit higher education. For over 7 years, Gainful Employment was one of the
most significant policy initiatives of the federal government directed toward for-
profit higher education. It was the subject of hundreds of news articles, op-ed essays,
and think tank reports. Congress debated its implementation and the courts ruled on
its legality. Extensive data on outcomes were produced, using various iterations of
the gainful Employment metric. But the policy kept changing as it was challenged.
When Heller (2011) evaluated the impact of Gainful Employment, he was looking
at the 2010 version of the rule. Hiler and Whistle (2017) looked at the 2014 version.
Neither version is now active or applicable policy. If ED decides to revisit the regulation in the future, then it is almost certain that an entirely new definition of Gainful
Employment will emerge. Hence the conclusions regarding this initiative remain
incomplete.

8.7

Conclusions and Future Perspectives

The same sense of incompleteness also reflects any general assessment about the
research on for-profits. So much of how the for-profit sector interacts with the
broader higher education system is dependent on the particular policies and economic conditions in place at the time. These policies and underlying conditions
change fast; the for-profit sector moves quickly in response as the next generation
of policy initiatives creates a new research agenda. A wealth of information certainly now exists about for-profit higher education. But this is a moving target, hard
to pin down in any analysis. Research on for-profit practices or outcomes can be
invalidated by a new regulation or a resolved lawsuit. The diversity of the sector
creates difficulty in generalizing, and the churning organizations at its heart make
for quickly outdated conclusions. To revisit a point from this chapter, just three of
the thirteen publicly traded corporations analyzed a decade ago (Kinser, 2007) still
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exist in the same form. Two have closed, three have delisted, one has merged, one
was reorganized and renamed, one was taken private, one was taken private and then
re-emerged as a public benefit corporation, and one is now affiliated with a public
university system. What can be said now about publicly traded higher education
given such turmoil in such a short period of time?
Scholars certainly have a role to play. They provide fact-based analysis of data,
have experience with the subtle differences and language of the educational enterprise, and can write without self-interest or agenda. But they are also embedded in
a system that looks askance at profit and ascribes value to status within an academic
hierarchy. They are writing about another world. Perhaps this is the source of the
palpable distrust of for-profit higher education evident in the literature. Or perhaps,
it is simply that facts have a nonprofit bias. Based on the review of literature in this
chapter, here are some of those facts, and the questions that remain.

8.7.1

Accreditation and Quality

Quality assurance is different for for-profit higher education, in that most for-profits
are accredited by agencies that accredit few nonprofits. Even though there is evidence that some accreditation agencies are linked to poor performance by their
member institutions, research cannot confirm or refute the hypothesis that stronger
accreditation policies improve for-profit outcomes or regulatory compliance. Nor is
there a solid understanding of the extent to which for-profits approach the accreditation process differently than nonprofits, even when they are seeking accreditation
from the same agency. If one looks at student outcomes as an indicator of quality,
the results depend on whether the focus is on 2-year or 4-year institutions or whether
one considers outcomes only for graduates or for all those who attend a school in
the sector irrespective of their completer status. Still, most research concludes that
there is often limited economic benefit to students who attend for-profit institution.
There is limited research on other indicators used in traditional higher education,
such as quality of life measures. Investigations into whether for-profits excel at
innovative teaching and provide a student focused education have also not been a
feature of the research. Finally, little has been done to tease out the reasons for different outcomes or to identify institutional practices that create better results.

8.7.2

Business Models

Despite frequent assertions in the literature that there is a business model common
to the sector, there is not much evidence that one exists. The fact that all for-profits
are organized as profit-making entities is definitional, but research has not shown
this to have a universal effect on institutional practices. For-profit to nonprofit conversions would seem to be a good test for this, but the empirical literature has not
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yet focused on this. Ownership type and size may be more influential on how for-
profits conduct their business, especially in board composition and function. Yet
outside of the publicly-traded for-profits, data on ownership are murky for the for-
profit sector and there is limited literature that explores for-profits from the perspective of ownership. One generalization about business models that does seem to hold
is that for-profits are mostly open admission institutions and they are financially
dependent on student tuition and federal student aid. Some, but not all, also have a
growth imperative that encourages an emphasis on marketing to recruit new
students.

8.7.3

Revenue

For-profits have a distinctive revenue source in comparison to nonprofit and public
institutions, in that they rely almost exclusively on tuition as their primary source of
income. For their part, students rely heavily on federal aid programs giving for-
profits a disproportionate amount of the total aid distributed. Because for-profits can
distribute profit, revenue from tuition can result in rather large compensation packages for executives with much year-to-year variability possible connected to the
profitability of the school. Data are only available, however, for executives in publicly traded institutions. Empirical research has not been conducted on how financial incentives impact academic decisions in family-owned and venture capital
institutions.

8.7.4

Staffing

Staffing shows much variation in the for-profit sector, and it is difficult to generalize
across institutions. Part-time faculty are common, though much of this is driven by
the dominance of the University of Phoenix in the sheer number of faculty. It is
unclear how much the increase in part-time faculty across academia has been
directly or indirectly influenced by the for-profit sector. There are few instances of
tenure; most faculty work under term contracts. Details of faculty autonomy, academic freedom, and other aspects of the traditional faculty role lack sufficient data
to assess. Though some studies of faculty culture in for-profits exist, there is no
comprehensive survey of faculty nor have they been included in existing national
surveys of faculty. There is even less information about nonacademic staff.
Admission counselors and recruiting staff are proportionately more numerous in the
for-profit sector, with a high emphasis on marketing programs. Basic data on staff
functions, training, and experience is mostly available only through personal narratives. These narratives tend to show high pressure sales tactics and an emphasis on
getting enrollments any way necessary. Incentive compensation for recruiters was
widespread in the 2000s, and its restriction beginning in 2011 may have affected
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institutions’ ability to recruit more new students. This is conjecture however, as
there is no direct evidence of the impact of incentive compensation on enrollment
levels.

8.7.5

Attending a For-Profit

There are few firm conclusions about why a student decides to attend a for-profit
institution. The rational explanation is that for-profits target a certain population of
students with programs that are designed to meet their needs. Choice is also connected to student demographics, as for-profits tend to focus on adult students and
females and enroll high proportions of students of color. This could be the result of
target marketing or the relative attractiveness of the programs they offer. Some narratives suggest the marketing pitch is designed to create a sense of urgency in the
student so they do not consider alternatives, but other research suggests that the
recruiting process is seen more positively by students. There are frequent reports of
fraudulent or unethical recruitment practices, but it is not clear how representative
this is. There is little research that looks at for-profit success at recruiting underrepresented students to identify lessons for nonprofit and public institutions with similar goals. The image of fraud and abuse in for-profit recruiting could create a
distortion. With for-profits boasting such large marketing budgets, the lack of scholarship in the area is notable.
In other aspects of the student experience, campus activities tend to be minimal,
in terms of both the availability of and participation in school-sponsored extracurricular organizations. The focus of the institution is on the academic experience,
with the literature generally arguing that for-profits are focused on labor market
trends when identifying new programs, while focusing on professional credentials
in areas such as business and health, and other niche programs that can be offered
inexpensively. The research does not quantify the speed of program development or
how well it matches the needs of the labor market in terms of curriculum. For-profits
often have nontraditional academic calendars and are more frequent users of accelerated and online formats. Larger for-profits use standardized curriculum, but its
effectiveness is debated in the literature without much solid data to support an analysis into it efficacy. In general, the literature focuses more on recruitment and outcomes, while not addressing the actual experience of the student in the for-profit.

8.7.6

Financial Aid

A large amount of the research and reporting around for-profit higher education is
devoted to understanding the impact of federal aid on the institutions and the students they serve. For-profits are disproportionate recipients of Title IV aid, and this
represents the majority of revenue for most for-profits. Aid from the GI Bill is also
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significant, with the increased assistance from the Post-9/11 GI Bill connected to
greater numbers of students attending for-profits and a disproportionate amount of
funding from the VA. For-profits also are disproportionate recipients of revenue
from private loans that students take out in addition to their federal aid. For-profits
historically have not used institutional grants, but trends in this are shifting in recent
years toward more tuition discounting by for-profits. This recent shift toward financial sponsorship of students by the institution, however, is not reflected in the literature, which still largely focuses on federal grants, loans, and student debt. Much of
this literature focuses on understanding the precarious financial position many students find themselves in after leaving a for-profit institution. In terms of cost, for-
profit programs usually cost more for students than similar programs in the public
sector. In terms of their cost to society, however, for-profits are actually less expensive when taking into consideration public sector institutions’ subsidies and other
support.
For-profits are responsible for disproportionate amount of debt and defaults.
Several studies have rejected the conclusion that for-profit student demographics
are the primary factor. Higher default rates seem to be an institutional effect, even
taking into account the different student demographics in for-profit institutions.
Explanations for this effect have been hypothesized but not conclusively tested.
Incentives posed by the profit motive are frequently cited. While logical, there is
limited research that can show profit-seeking alone holds significant explanatory
value. This chapter’s analysis of three policies—90/10, cohort default rates, and
Gainful Employment—suggest incentives driven by the regulatory environment
could offer a partial explanation of the higher debt burdens and default rates among
for-profit students.

8.7.7

Next Steps for Research in For-Profit Higher Education

In reviewing the findings identified in this chapter, there is much that is known about
the for-profit sector. But many gaps still remain. Research on for-profit higher education still needs to continue answering basic questions about what for-profit higher
education is, what it does, and how it does it. In this respect, at least, the questions
are no different than what motivates researchers to study other aspects of the higher
education enterprise. Scholars always ask questions about who goes to college and
how they get there. They want to know about academic culture and impact of teaching and learning models. They want to predict student outcomes and identify promising strategies for student success. They focus on how public policy can support or
hold back institutions of higher education, and how leadership matters. There are
questions of quality assurance and concerns about diversity, equity, and access.
And, scholars want to know about the economic impact of education, its financial
circumstances, and how various institutional types serve a range of public and private purposes.
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These questions are not unknown to for-profit scholars. All of these topics can
find some response in the current for-profit literature. Even though the topics are not
new, however, the study of for-profits is. A decade ago, there were few people who
had devoted more than a passing interest to the study of for-profit higher education.
The production of research since that time shows that is no longer the case. Yet the
research is still incomplete, and the findings preliminary. The full complexity of the
for-profit sector remains unexamined.
To approach that complexity, a better understanding of the diversity and distinctiveness of the for-profit sector is needed. In particular, three areas need further
attention. First, there is the urgency of identifying categorizations that are important
to the for-profit sector rather than repeating those that make sense for traditional
institutions. This is not a new request. The Institute for Higher Education Policy
proposed a classification system in 2012 (Institute for Higher Education Policy,
2012) but there seems to be no scholarship or further data collection that has followed its lead. IPEDS and Federal Student Aid data are almost universally used in
the research, with their identification numbers representing individual institutions.
Assertions of CDR manipulations, however, show that for-profits tend to be much
more fluid with how they categorize themselves for data reporting. For-profits with
common ownership or multiple campuses are accounted for in different ways in
these data sets, yet researchers rarely try to disentangle or recombine institutions to
better reflect that actual organization under investigation. A better way to reflect the
reality of the for-profit sector in data collection and analysis needs to be developed
and used.
Next, research is needed to examine the impact of different ownership types on
for-profit organization and staffing, how students experience their education, and
the outcomes of the education provided. There is no for-profit business model that
applies across the board. But, there may be a model that generally applies to publicly traded higher education, in contrast to family owned institutions. Data on ownership now are currently lacking. An emphasis on ownership, however, is necessary
to resolve questions of impact and identify areas of risk for policies to focus on.
Finally, scholars should reconsider assumptions about the distinctiveness of for-
profit higher education compared to the public and nonprofit sectors. Research has
focused on areas where for-profits seem to look different from nonprofits, but less
attention is paid to areas of convergence. There have been several examples of nonprofits and publics using market-driven models and recruitment strategies that on
the surface seem quite similar to what some for-profits have done. For example, are
online programs at nonprofit Western Governors, Liberty, or Southern New
Hampshire universities substantively different from their for-profit peers? To be
clear, this is not to suggest that differences between the sectors should be ignored.
Data clearly show important areas of divergence. Rather this is a call for scholars to
recognize that the most important difference is not always tax status and that similarities between sectors need attention, too.
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Conclusion

In 1967, after being fired by the Regents from his position as President of the
University of California, Clark Kerr was tapped to establish and direct the Carnegie
Commission on Higher Education (Douglass, 2005). It was a time of great change
in higher education in the United States, with new institutions, new students, and
new policies converging with unprecedented public attention and political scrutiny.
Kerr and his sponsors at Carnegie Corporation understood that addressing the most
pressing issues in higher education required a deep understanding of the system
itself and how it was changing. With the advent of mass higher education and
emerging federal regulatory role, there needed to be a top-to-bottom review with a
clear-eyed analysis of the system’s strengths and weaknesses. Across 37 policy
reports and 137 research and technical reports (Douglass, 2005), Kerr’s Commission
did its job. It not only provided an analysis of higher education in its time and made
influential policy proposals that still resonate today, it also spurred the development
of a scholarly community that to this day remains dedicated to the creation and dissemination of higher education research.
There may not be a similarly far sighted funder ready to step in and support such
an ambitious agenda. But the challenges of today’s higher education are no less
worthy of the effort. More to the point of this chapter, no better model exists for the
kind of concentrated focus on for-profit higher education that is now required. As
was the case in 1967, higher education today has new institutions and academic
models with an unsettled relationship to past practices and customs. Public and
political attention is at its height. Scholars then provided clear descriptions of the
issues and forward-looking options for policy-makers. The same agenda should be
set today for scholars examining for-profit higher education.
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Chapter 9

The Labor Market Value of Higher
Education: Now and in the Future
Clive R. Belfield and Thomas R. Bailey

9.1

Introduction

The relationship between college and employment is one of the most intensively
researched across the social sciences. In economics, the theoretical foundation of
this research remains the human capital model (Becker, 1964). The human capital
model depicts college as a way to invest in skills that increase an individual’s productivity and are thus valued in the labor market. This value is measured as a gain
in earnings, employment, and occupational status. Thus, most of the research
attempts to precisely calculate the labor market gain from attending or completing
college and to examine how this gain varies across different colleges, subjects, and
awards obtained. Higher education is appraised as an investment, with research
inquiries motivated to estimate the rate of return.
Going to college is one of the most important economic decisions an individual
can make: the student pays tuition and fees to the institution and spends years of
time in study when she could otherwise be working and gaining experience, and
there is no certainty that the student will complete her program of study. So the decision about whether to attend college is not always an easy one, particularly for disadvantaged students. Even as the average student may benefit from higher education,
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there is a persistent controversy about the value of a college education. The cost of
college has attracted alarm in recent years, with many wondering whether college is
being priced out of reach of even middle-class families and whether the gross earnings gains from college are worth it (Goldrick-Rab, 2016). The confluence of rising
tuition and fees for college, stagnating family incomes, and declining state subsidies
for college bears most heavily on students who are on the margins of college enrollment. This has led to widespread concern about the growth of presumably unmanageable college debt, particularly for students who are on the margin of attending
college or who may not be “college-ready” in terms of their academic preparation
(Baum, 2016). Compounding these challenges, Cappelli (2015) documents how
complex the college enrollment decision has become and how students are often
making investments of time and money with limited or incomplete information.
With higher costs of college, evidence on growing student debt is typically cited as
the consequence of these developments. Other changes to higher education – such
as the growth of certificate programs and for-profit colleges – as well as possible
changes to the labor market – with robots displacing workers – raise the stakes even
further.
Increasing prices and the growing complexity of choices across the postsecondary sector make it even more important that college is appraised as an investment.
In this review, we will provide an overall summary of the research into the labor
market returns to college. We begin with an overview of the methods and data used
to establish an empirical link between college education and the labor market.
Although the methods applied are predominantly correlational, the results from
these applications are consistent with studies using more rigorous identification
strategies. The main contribution of our review is a summary of estimates of the
“returns to college.” We report estimates of the returns to earning college awards:
we begin with bachelor’s degrees (hereafter we sometimes abbreviate these as BA
degrees to include both bachelor of arts and bachelor of science degrees), where the
evidence is most conclusive; we then report estimates for two-year associate degrees
(or AA degrees to include associate of arts and other two year associate degrees
such associate of applied science degrees) and certificates, which typically require
less than two-years of full-time study to complete. We then report estimates for different types of college investment, sometimes described as the “returns to college
quality.” There are many dimensions of quality: we focus on those that appear to
matter most for students. Broadly, the evidence shows high returns for cohorts who
attended college over prior decades. But, as investments can go up or down, we
explore the possibility that college is no longer a good investment for current and
future cohorts. Potentially, there are a lot of reasons why the rate of return to college
may fall: we focus on changes in the labor market and the nature of work. We conclude our review with a discussion of unresolved questions and research areas where
more information would help students make better investment decisions.
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Methods and Data Issues
Methods

Following Mincer (1974), a large volume of studies has estimated the labor market
returns to college. These studies applied Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression
models of earnings against highest level of attainment, controlling for work experience and other covariates:
Yt = a + qEDUCt - k + dEXPt + jEXPt 2 + bX t - j + gZ t - k + e

(9.1)

In Eq. (9.1), earnings Y (or log earnings) at quarter t are a function of: college
education, EDUC, represented as, for example, awards or credits; work experience
and its square, EXP and EXP2; a vector of attributes of college (e.g., sector), X; and
a vector of pre-college personal and ability-related characteristics, Z. The coefficient θ represents an estimate of the earnings premium from education obtained in
college (or the percentage increase if the variables are expressed in log form) compared to students who have not attended college. Often referred to as the returns
from college, this coefficient captures the gross returns, i.e., it does not take into
account the cost of college.
The Mincerian OLS approach has several strengths. OLS results are easy to
report and interpret. The dependent variable (earnings) is easily expressed (e.g., at
age t, in a particular calendar year, r years after first-time enrollment, or s years after
completion). Also, this expression is separate from inference as to how these average treatment effects apply to alternative populations or alternative measures of the
dependent variable (Carneiro, Heckman, & Vytlacil, 2011). It is easy to check
model specifications as well: preferably, the distribution of covariates in treatment
and control groups should be similar, and this can be tested straightforwardly; and
goodness-of-fit can be clearly evaluated from R-squared statistics.
However, two criticisms have been levelled at this Mincerian approach. First, it
only yields an unbiased estimate of the gains from college if all other variables that
are correlated with education and that determine earnings are included in the vectors
X and Z. But most OLS models cannot control for all determinants and so are subject to omitted variable bias. If these omitted variables vary positively with education, the coefficient θ will be an inflated estimate of the gains to education (Barrow
& Malamud, 2015).1
The main omitted variable bias concern is that those who attend and complete
college have higher ability; omission of ability will therefore bias the labor market
gains upward. In most empirical studies where ability measures are available, θ
1
Early analyses justified the use of Mincerian OLS estimation on the grounds that positive and
negative biases offset each other (Griliches, 1977). Gelbach (2016) demonstrates how the specific
influence of each additional covariate may be misinterpreted. Here we are interested in the most
valid estimate of the returns to education, not the measured influence of each covariate.
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coefficients are lower but are typically still positive and statistically significant.
Using data from the 2000 follow-up of the National Education Longitudinal Survey
(NELS), Marcotte (2010) finds that controlling for school quality and academic
ability reduces returns to associate degrees by 19% for men, but that it increases
them by 10% for women. Using the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth 1997
(NLSY97), Scott-Clayton and Wen (2017) estimate the returns to associate degrees
versus returns to non-completion, which are 14% lower with full controls. Using
NLSY79, Agan (2014) estimates OLS returns for associate degrees that are 30%
lower with a full array of cognitive, non-cognitive, and family background characteristics. Using Texas data, Andrews, Li, and Lovenheim (2014) find that ability bias
reduces the returns by approximately one half and that college intentions reduces
the returns for men (by 33%) but has no effect for women. Using Virginia data,
controlling for demographic and personal characteristics increases the returns (Xu,
Jaggars, & Fletcher, 2016). For bachelor’s degrees in North Carolina, Liu, Belfield,
and Trimble (2015) find the reverse: the controls increase returns for men but
decrease them for women. In all cases, the coefficients on education are statistically
significant. Hence, even as ability does affect earnings, it does not fully or straightforwardly explain the gains to postsecondary education.2
The other criticism of the Mincerian approach is that investments in college are
endogenous: only students who think they will obtain high earnings do in fact enroll
in college. As well, students who value higher earnings correspondingly self-select
into fields of study that yield higher earnings, or students enroll in education until
the returns reach a threshold (Griliches, 1977; Melguizo & Wolniak, 2012). This
endogeneity problem is usually addressed by exploiting quasi-experimental variations in access to college (Altonji, Elder, & Taber, 2005; Rouse, 2007). It is difficult
to summarize the empirical literature using these alternatives, but the literature does
not clearly establish that OLS estimates are strongly biased. For example, Carneiro
et al. (2011, Table 5) estimate the returns to one year of college at 0.0836 using OLS
and 0.0951 applying a linear instrumental variables approach. Thus, despite these
two challenges, it is not certain that OLS approaches are substantially biased in
ways that make the coefficient estimates irrelevant for policy decisions.3
As a response to the possible biases associated with OLS approaches, a range of
econometric techniques have been developed. Here, we focus on a particular alternative technique that is increasingly being applied: fixed effects (FE) estimation.
The FE model specification for individual i in quarter of time t is given as:

2
Other biases may be significant. For example, Webber (2016) identifies a sizeable influence of
non-cognitive characteristics such as an individual’s locus of control and self-esteem. However,
these characteristics may themselves be endogenous to either earnings (persons with high earnings
may then report higher self-esteem) or education (those with degrees may report higher selfesteem; see de Araujo & Lagos, 2013).
3
For example, in their detailed analysis, Carneiro et al. (2011, p. 2779) conclude that “[s]ome
marginal expansions of schooling produce marginal gains that are well below average returns. For
other policies associated with other marginal expansions, the marginal gains are substantial.”
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Yit = a + q AWARDit + b ENROLLEDit + g TIMEit
+d TIMEit ´ DEMOG + j Qit + mi + ht + eit
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(9.2)

In Eq. (9.2), Yit is quarterly earnings from Unemployment Insurance (UI) records;
AWARD is a binary indicator for possession of a degree, certificate, or diploma in
that quarter; ENROLLED refers to quarters in which the student is enrolled in college; TIME captures the effect of time on earnings; the interaction TIME×DEMOG
captures variations in the effect of time with respect to individual characteristics;
and Q is a vector of other terms included in some specifications (e.g., whether a
student transfers to another college). The three remaining terms are: μi, which represents individual fixed effects (a dummy variable for each individual in the sample)
and so controls for all individual fixed-over-time characteristics; ηt, which represents quarter (e.g., the first quarter of 2011) fixed effects and so controls for quarter-
specific macroeconomic circumstances; and εit, which is the error term.
This specification estimates earnings Y for individual i in quarter q, where the
quarters cover the period before, during, and after college. The equation specification is intended to identify the impacts β of the vector of AWARDiq, which includes
diplomas, certificates, and associate and bachelor’s degrees, which take the value
1 in the quarter in which they were earned and all subsequent quarters. Students
may accumulate more than one award, and each award has the value 1 across the
entire time period after receipt.
The specification includes a variable ENROLL for quarters when the student is
enrolled in college and quarterly time trends TIME to account for earnings growth
and quarter-specific shocks to the labor market. In addition, each study includes a
set of interactions between the time trends and a vector Z of individual personal,
demographic, and/or financial aid attributes. Finally, the specifications include student fixed effects (ρi), time fixed effects (ηq), and an error term (εiq).
The intent of each study is to estimate the effects of award receipt compared to
enrolling but not receiving the award, on quarterly earnings. However, the studies in
this review use slightly different specifications in terms of control variables and how
these covariates are interacted with time trends. Therefore, we interpret the covariates—particularly those with complicated, multiple TIME interactions—with some
caution. In a separate paper, Belfield (2017) investigates the robustness of these
fixed effects specifications.
It is important to note that these estimates are the independent, separable returns
to associate degrees and certificates; these are not estimates of “sheepskin” effects
but rather of returns to the credits and award simultaneously. That is, if an individual
accumulates two awards, her returns from college would be the sum of the two figures. Although obvious, this is noteworthy because some awards can be stacked
without restarting the entire education sequence. So, a student who completes an
associate degree may then transfer to a four-year college and complete a bachelor’s
degree after 60 credits—not 120 credits; similarly, credits from certificates can be
transferred toward the completion of an associate degree. The proportion of students
who have multiple awards is substantial: approximately half of all associate degree
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holders complete a bachelor’s degree, and one third of certificate holders complete
a two-year or four-year degree (Bailey & Belfield, 2012).
The advantage of the FE model of Eq. (9.2) is that it eliminates bias from time-
invariant unobservable characteristics by differencing out person-specific mean
earnings from observed quarterly earnings.
However, there are several concerns with FE specifications. One concern is that
results from FE specifications—and how these are interpreted—may be sensitive to
model specification. Key temporal variables as represented by TIME can be modeled in various ways, to capture an individual’s age, economic conditions in each
quarter, time enrolled, time since completion or exit, and economic events such as
the Great Recession. Given that awards take different durations to complete (and
that dropouts spend less time in college than award holders), these TIME variables
and ηt may affect how the coefficients on AWARD should be interpreted (see Couch
& Placzek, 2010). For example, dropouts will have had a longer time in the labor
market than award recipients; their mean value for time since completion will therefore be greater. Interpretation of FE results becomes even more challenging when
TIME is interacted with demographic characteristics. Also, models vary with respect
to the variables included in DEMOG and Q: specifications include gender, race/
ethnicity, and socioeconomic status; they also include some quasi-fixed attributes
(such as intent when entering college and first-semester GPA), and some time-
varying attributes (e.g., credits per semester or cumulative credits per semester).
Similarly, these variables are not independent of degree completion (students with
only 10 cumulative credits cannot obtain an associate degree, for example). Finally,
education credentials may be modeled in various ways: for an individual who first
obtains a certificate and subsequently an associate degree, the dummy variable for
certificate may be toggled off (to zero) when the degree is awarded or it may remain
as a binary indicator. Thus far, no consistent baseline functional form has been
established; this makes comparisons across studies difficult.
Another concern is that these FE models—because they are more data intensive—impose more restrictions on the composition of the estimation sample. FE
models typically impose data and sampling constraints so that the earnings gains
can be accurately identified. One constraint is that individuals should have work
experience prior to enrolling in college (so that within-person latent labor market
productivity can be controlled for). But many students progress straight from high
school to college without relevant work experience, and some others may have
worked in jobs that do not correspond to their future human capital and career aspirations. Also, FE models may be less valid for persons who enroll in college later in
their career as a reaction to their otherwise low expected future earnings; selection
into college is different for younger versus older workers. A related constraint is that
the dataset must cover a long period of time, including the period before college,
during college, and at least 5 years after exit from college. The influence of missing
data (before, during, or after college) may therefore be uncertain.
Moreover, FE specifications do not address all omitted variable bias. They do
reduce omitted variable bias from fixed unobservable characteristics (e.g., latent
ability). Also, they reduce endogeneity bias, that is, bias because relatively low
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expected wages at yt induce college enrollment at yt + 1 (for all enrollments in college). Specifically, FE models require that there are no time-varying unobservable
shocks correlated with educational attainment and labor market outcomes that differentially affect college completion. One particular shock—the student’s realized
performance in college and its implications for future earnings—is likely to be
highly salient. Indeed, given low completion rates across the two-year sector, it
seems likely that many students do change their effort and motivations after they
first enroll in college.
In fact, the advantages of using transcript data may be overstated. More detailed
datasets do allow for estimation of returns to college for more subgroups of students. However, Belfield and Bailey (2017) find that the end results are similar
across methods. They examine both sampling restrictions and specification issues.
They find results to be sensitive to assumptions about missing earnings data and to
how time trend specifications are modeled. However, they find no substantively
meaningful differences between estimates using fixed effects models and ordinary
least squares methods. The advantages of fixed effects models—controlling for
unobservable student characteristics—should be weighed against the difficulty in
interpreting coefficients and the more intensive data requirements.
An alternative representation of the returns to college is to calculate the Net
Present Value (NPV) of benefits minus costs. Formally, the Net Present Value is
given as:
n

NPV = å
t =1

(Y

t

Coll

- Yt Non - Ct

(1 + i )

)

t -1

Here Yt is earnings at time t across college (Coll) and non-college (Non) groups;
the cost of college Ct is subtracted from the difference in earnings, where this difference is identified using causal methods as discussed above. Earnings paths and college costs over time periods n are discounted at rate i so they can be expressed in
present values at the start of college enrollment.
This benefit-cost method has several advantages over reporting coefficients from
earnings functions. One significant advantage is that the NPV explicitly subtracts
the costs of college from the benefits (earnings gains). As discussed above, these
costs are significant, with students bearing an increasingly large share. The second
big advantage is that the total amount of gain from college is determined and this
determination is shown at the point before college enrollment. Thus, the student can
look at the Net Present Value from attending college and make an efficient enrollment decision. Thus, the NPV is the preferred way to express the gains from
college.
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Data

Researchers have used a wide range of datasets to estimate the returns to college.
National datasets include the Current Population Surveys (CPS) of the Bureau of
Labor Statistics and the American Community Survey (ACS) of the U.S. Census.
The ACS and CPS are similar in terms of national coverage of the U.S. population.
CPS data comes from interviews; the ACS data is from postal questionnaires (that
are required by law to be completed by recipients). However, the income questions
in the CPS are more detailed than those in the ACS, covering all potential income
sources. Both surveys allow for analyses of returns for multiple cohorts of students.
However, these surveys lack detailed information that might be mitigate against
omitted variable bias or endogeneity. Thus, researchers have tended to more often
use small sample datasets such as the National Longitudinal Study of Youth (1979
and 1997). These studies have detailed information on ability, high school achievement, and family background.
More recently, researchers have gained access to large-scale administrative datasets across multiple cohorts of college students across entire college systems, which
are then merged with other data for analysis. While they vary slightly, the combined
datasets are similarly constructed by conjoining information from three different
types of datasets. The first type is composed of information on all first-time-in-
college, credit-seeking students within a state community or four-year college system across some years in the early to mid-2000s. These datasets include transcript
information, including credits accumulated, award receipt, and field of study, as
well as basic personal information (e.g., age, gender, race/ethnicity), and financial
aid received (loans and grants per semester), but typically do not include information on high school performance.
The second type of dataset is composed of student-level data from the National
Student Clearinghouse (NSC). The NSC allows researchers to track students as they
transfer to other Title-IV eligible colleges, as more than one third of all community
college students do (Hossler et al., 2012). The NSC dataset includes information on
institutions attended, enrollment durations, awards obtained, and field of study at
each institution subsequent to enrollment within the initial system. Notably, the
NSC data allow for the identification of community college students who eventually
obtained a bachelor’s degree or higher and those who obtained any other degree,
certificate, or diploma at a transfer college.
The third type of dataset is composed of individual quarterly earnings data
obtained from Unemployment Insurance (UI) records. (Some studies have access to
IRS earnings data). These data are typically available for the period before, during,
and after enrollment in college.4
4
UI earnings data have low imputation, self-reporting, and nonresponse bias. However, UI data
exclude independent contractors, military personnel, some federal personnel, and those working in
the informal sector. Workers who migrate out of state are also excluded. Overall, UI coverage is
reasonably high, with more than 90% of college enrollees having at least one wage record. For
more information on the quality of these datasets, see Liu et al. (2015).
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These new administrative datasets allow for more comprehensive analysis of the
returns to college. For each study, the combined dataset—from transcripts, transfer,
and earnings—is large and includes longitudinal college and labor market behavior
over multiple years, including years prior to college entry. Although these state
datasets include only the college-going population, they allow for detailed comparisons within college-educated groups. Using these data researchers can estimate the
returns (compared to students who enroll in college but do not complete an award):
to different awards; by field of study; as well as for students who do not complete
an award or who transfer across institutions.

9.3
9.3.1

Evidence on the Labor Market Gains from College
Returns to Bachelor’s Degrees

Much of the research focus on college is on students in four-year colleges who are
seeking a bachelor’s degree. These studies predominantly use the regression-based
method where individual earnings are regressed against a set of individual characteristics and highest level of education. Coefficients on the education variables conventionally estimate a return per year of college over high school of around 15%
(Carneiro et al., 2011). Thus, a person with a bachelor’s degree is predicted to earn
approximately 60% more each year than a person who completed high school but
did not complete a college-level award. As noted above, studies vary in the comparison group; in this summary, we report “bachelor’s degree completer” versus “highest educational award is a high school diploma.” So, this latter group may include
students who went to college but did not complete college. (This earnings gain has
usually been adjusted for the probability of being employed but not for non-wage
compensation such as health benefits and pension contributions). To calculate how
substantial a gap this college premium is in total, a series of studies have used the
present value method to calculate the total lifetime return to completing a bachelor’s
degree.
Table 9.1 summarizes the present value earnings gains from completing a bachelor’s degree compared to someone whose highest level of education is a high
school diploma. The summary is based on nine independent studies completed since
2005. The amounts are expressed as present values at age 18 (and expressed in 2015
dollars). They represent the difference in lifetime income between a student who
goes to college and completes college versus one who does not, measured at the
point at which the college enrollment decision is being made.
Taking a simple average across the nine studies, the expected lifetime earnings
gain from completing a bachelor’s degree is $423,800 versus a person whose highest education level is a high school diploma. (This does not include fringe benefits
or job quality adjustments.) The range is quite wide: the present value gain varies
from $243,700 up to $629,400. Of the nine studies reported in Table 9.1, five adjust
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Table 9.1 Lifetime present value earnings gain from college for bachelor’s degree holders

Study
Present value gain:
Tamborini, Kim, and Sakamoto (2015)
Kim, Tamborini, and Sakamoto (2015)
Mitchell (2014)
Hershbein and Kearney (2014)

Earnings gains for BA degrees over
HS graduation
PV at age 18
$243,700
$266,100
$321,100
$354,300
$610,000

Net present value gain: (Adjusting for the
Cost of College)*
Agan (2014)
Barrow and Malamud (2015)
Avery and Turner (2012)
Webber (2014)

$243,700
$434,900
$462,000
$492,400

Barrow and Rouse (2005)
Average (N = 9)
Average net present value (N = 5)

$629,400
$423,800
$452,480

Source
NLSY79
SIPP, IRS
SIPP, IRS
SIPP 2008
ACS
2009–12

NLSY79
CPS 2013
CPS2009
NLSY79,
ACS
CPS 2004

Notes: SIPP Survey of Income and Program Participation, IRS Internal Revenue Service tax files,
CPS Current Population Survey, ACS American Community Survey. Discount rate of 3% (except
Webber at 3.5%). Men only in Mitchell (2014). Median earnings (except Barrow and Rouse,
Barrow and Malamud). * Indicates costs of college subtracted from present value. 2015 dollars

for the cost of college and are thus reporting the Net Present Value of college.
Interestingly, the studies that do include the cost of college do not provide the lowest
estimates: the average across those five studies is $452,480. Very approximately,
therefore, we can estimate the net gains from completing a bachelor’s degree as
worth almost half a million dollars as a lump sum at age 18. Given the magnitude of
this gain, it seems unlikely that it is entirely driven by omitted variable bias or
endogenous selection into college.

9.3.2

Returns to Associate Degrees

The returns to associate degrees across the state-level studies are summarized in
Table 9.2 (sources for each result are given in the table notes). These results are for
all persons, including those with zero earnings in a given quarter (assuming at least
one quarter of earnings over the entire period), and compare completers versus
attendees (not versus non-attendees). The figures show the expected quarterly earnings gain in 2014 dollars from having an associate degree (independent of receipt of
other awards) versus going to college and not completing an award. As percent
gains, these figures can be compared to average earnings of non-completers (shown
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Table 9.2 Summary results from fixed effects specifications—quarterly earnings gain for
associate degree holders
Quarterly earnings gain for associate
degree over no college award
5–9 years after entry
Men
Women
Kentucky
$1740
$2770
Michigan
$1560
$2540
North Carolina $1260
$2120
California*
$1650
$1650
Ohio
$1420
$1810
Virginia
$910
$1350
Washington
$480
$1000
Arkansas
$290
$1040
$1160
$1790
State-Level
Average

Study details: mean earnings of
non-completers; earnings years; cohort
years [Data Source]
$5190; 2000–08; 2002–03 [KCTCS]
N/A; 1998–2011; 2003 [5 colleges]
$6440; 1996–11; 2002–04 [NCCCS]
$4700; 2000–12; 2002–05; [CCCCO]
$6570; 2001–2013; 2001–04 [OBR]
N/A; 2001–2013; 2006–08 [VCCS]
N/A; 2001–09; 2001 [WSBCTC]
$6905; 1996–2011; 2001–04; [ARC]

Note. Sources: Jepsen et al. (2014) (Kentucky); Bahr et al. (2015) (Michigan); Liu et al. (2015)
(North Carolina); Bahr (2016) (California); Bettinger and Soliz (2016) (Ohio); Xu, Jaggars, and
Fletcher (2016) (Virginia); Dadgar and Trimble (2015) (Washington); Belfield (2015) (Arkansas).
Data sources: KCTCS (Kentucky Community & Technical College System), NCCCS (North
Carolina Community College System, CCCCO (California Community Colleges Chancellor’s
Office), OBR (Ohio Board of Regents) VCCS (Virginia Community College System), WSBCTC
(Washington State Board for Community and Technical Colleges), ARC (Arkansas Research
Center). *Indicates pooled by gender. Standard errors range between 25 and 163; all results are
statistically significant, p < .01. 2014 dollars

in the right column of Table 9.1). As a comparison, non-completers earn 20 credits
(the equivalent of 1.67 semesters of full-time study) on average.
The returns to associate degrees are strongly positive and statistically significant
across each state. Given the slight differences in specifications, time periods, and
cohorts, the results across the states exhibit a consensus. For each quarter after college, individual earnings are approximately $1160 ($1790) higher for male (female)
associate degree holders. These associate degree holders completed their degrees
between 2002 and 2008, and so these earnings gains are for those in the workforce
during and after the Great Recession. With average quarterly earnings over this
post-college working period of approximately $7200, the gains from associate
degree completion are 18 (26)%. Per annum, the earnings gain from having an associate degree is $4640 ($7160 for females); as context, this one-year amount is below
the average debt per community college student. The studies also establish that the
returns to associate degrees persist over the time after college exit. (Studies vary in
how they model the persistence of returns, so it is not possible to provide a summary
value for persistence of earnings gains.) Unsurprisingly, gains from associate
degrees are lower than the gains from bachelor’s degrees: expressed as present values, the gains from completing an associate degree over enrollment are between
$60,000–$130,000. (Even adjusting for differences in comparison groups, the
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p resent value income stream from completing an associate degree is significantly
below that from completing a bachelor’s degree).
Other studies find similar conclusions on the positive returns to sub-baccalaureate
degrees. Backes, Holzer, and Velez (2015) estimate fixed effects specifications of
the returns to college in Florida. Their specifications differ from those in Table 9.2
because they include all education groups (high school dropouts and graduates) and,
for 2000–04 cohorts, they track earnings from 1998 to 2011. Nevertheless, the coefficients are very similar to those in Tables 9.1 and 9.2: compared to students who
graduated from high school and either did not attend college or did not complete a
college award, the earnings gain per associate degree is $1820 per quarter, and the
earnings gain per certificate is $1640 per quarter. These coefficients are similar to
those reported in Table 9.2 (accounting for the comparison group, including those
who never attended college). Survey evidence on workers’ early careers also corroborates these findings.5
Overall, the earnings gain for associate degrees over non-completion of community college appears to be high, durable, consistent, and robust. Again, omitted variable bias and endogeneity may explain some of this gain, but these specification
issues are unlikely to eliminate the gain.

9.3.3

Returns to Sub-degree Awards

The returns to certificates across the statewide analyses are summarized in Table 9.3.
These estimates show positive but modest returns to the completion of a certificate.
On average, the returns to male (female) certificate holders are $530 ($740) per
quarter; this equates to $2120 ($2960) per annum. However, some studies find
returns that are negative, others find returns that are not statistically significant, and
the estimates vary widely across states. In further analyses, some studies find that
these returns attenuate over time after receipt. Using Ohio data, Minaya and Scott-
Clayton (2017, Table 2) estimate returns for certificates that are flat across the length
of time after completion for women, although the returns do grow modestly for
men. Bahr (2016, Table 7) finds mixed evidence for attenuation in returns from
certificates in California.
Different types of certificates have different returns. Given this variation, the
returns to certificates must be interpreted carefully. First, certificates are vocational,
and the returns to them are thus more sensitive to economic fluctuations across
5
Vuolo, Mortimer, and Staff (2016) estimated the returns to college using the longitudinal Youth
Development Survey. Although a small sample, the survey includes measures of biweekly earnings
from 2005 to 2011, and earnings gains can be calculated relative to non-completers at either a twoyear or four-year college. These estimates are very close to the consensus values for associate
degrees. Adjusted to 2014 dollars, the returns over non-completers for associate degree holders are
$2250 per quarter. Using fixed effects specifications for female welfare recipients in Colorado,
Turner (2016) finds near-equivalent results. Adjusting for the types of associate degrees, the estimated earnings gain from completing an associate degree is $1840.
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Table 9.3 Summary results from fixed effects specifications—quarterly earnings gain for
certificate holders
Quarterly earnings gain for
certificate over no college award
5–9 years after entry
Men
Women
Kentucky
$360
$350
Michigan
$990
$670
North Carolina $530
$170
California*
$1440
$1440
Ohio
$1250
$1040
Virginia
−$180 NS
$450 NS
Washington
$210
$1680
Arkansas
−$380
$80 NS
State-Level
$530
$740
Average

Study details: mean earnings of
non-completers; earnings years; cohort
years [Data Source]
$5190; 2000–08; 2002–03 [KCTCS]
N/A; 1998–2011; 2003 [5 colleges]
$6440; 1996–11; 2002–04 [NCCCS]
$4700; 2000–12; 2002–05; [CCCCO]
$6570; 2001–2013; 2001–2004 [OBR]
N/A; 2001–2013; 2006–2008 [VCCS]
N/A; 2001–09; 2001 [SBCTC]
$6905; 1996–2011; 2001–04; [ARC]

Note. Sources: Jepsen et al. (2014) (Kentucky); Bahr et al. (2015) (Michigan); Liu et al. (2015)
(North Carolina); Bahr (2016) (California); Bettinger and Soliz (2016) (Ohio); Xu et al. (2016)
(Virginia); Dadgar and Trimble (2015) (Washington); Belfield (2015) Arkansas. Data sources:
KCTCS (Kentucky Community & Technical College System), NCCCS (North Carolina
Community College System, CCCCO (California Community Colleges Chancellor’s Office),
OBR (Ohio Board of Regents), VCCS (Virginia Community College System), WSBCTC
(Washington State Board for Community and Technical Colleges), ARC (Arkansas Research
Center).*Indicates pooled by gender. All results are statistically significant, p < .01, unless indicated by “NS.” 2014 dollars

industries and occupations. Second, some certificates are classed as “diplomas”
across some states and in some fields: using data from Kentucky, Jepsen, Troske,
and Coomes (2014) find gains from earning a certificate of only 2% but find gains
from a diploma that are as high as 5–14%. Third, certificate programs can vary in
length. In North Carolina, a certificate requires 29–38 credits; in Ohio, a certificate
requires 58–59 credits. In California, Bahr (2016) and Stevens, Kurlaender, and
Grosz (2015) identify different certificates with fewer than 10 and more than 30
credits. Typically, certificates require fewer credits than associate degrees, but even
this is not always the case as some certificates may require more credits than
degrees. For Colorado, Turner (2016) reports that certificate holders have 85 credits.
Finally, some certificate holders may have fewer credits than non-completers (who
on average have 20 college credits). If so, these results are identifying the effect of
being in the group with the lower amount of postsecondary human capital.
Broadly, certificates that require more credits have higher earnings gains. For
Virginia, Jaggars and Xu (2016, Table 4) report earnings gains per quarter of $110
for short-term certificates (defined as requiring less than one year of full-time study)
and $180 for long-term certificates (defined as requiring one or more years of full-
time study). In their comparison of certificates in North Carolina and Virginia, Xu
and Trimble (2016) estimate returns that are increasing with the length of the
certificate. For Washington State, Dadgar and Trimble (2015) identify positive
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returns for one-year certificates but negative returns for certificates of less than one
year in duration. However, for California, Bahr (2016) finds sizeable differences in
returns across certificates of different lengths—but with no clear evidence that longer certificates yield higher earnings. For welfare recipients, Turner (2016) finds
returns to certificates are especially strong, with gains of $720 per quarter.
Overall, returns to certificates are positive, but temporary and not robust across
economic conditions and postsecondary contexts (Carnevale, Rose, & Hanson,
2012b). Alternative econometric specifications may yield estimates of the returns to
certificates that are not statistically significantly different from zero.

9.3.4

Returns to Credits and Non-completion

Almost all the above evidence is on students who complete their programs. Yet,
most students in two-year colleges and many in four-year institutions do not complete a degree or certificate program. For students who first begin in community
college, only one third earn a credential from any institution within 6 years (Bound,
Lovenheim, & Turner, 2010). Critically, information on the returns to successfully
completing a degree are not what most students need. Instead, the most useful information for decision-making takes account of the probability of non-completion.
One way to do this is to look at the returns per credit. The other way is to calculate
the ex ante return to a college program, or the return an enrolling student can expect.
By combining evidence for non-completers and completers of a particular program
it is possible to estimate the ex ante return.6
The studies described in Tables 9.2 and 9.3 also find that there are positive returns
for human capital accumulation in college even when a student does not complete
an award. Earlier studies also found earnings gains from credits or years of study at
community college that do not lead to a completed degree; gains are identifiable for
as little as a semester’s worth of credits (Jacobson, LaLonde, & Sullivan, 2005).
There is limited recent evidence on the returns to credits at four-year colleges.
The association between credits and earnings is broadly linear for community
college students. For North Carolina, Liu et al. (2015) estimate that each credit
accumulated by male (female) community college students is associated with gains
of $17 ($29) per quarter (0.4 [0.7]% higher earnings). For Kentucky, Jepsen et al.
(2014, Table 7) estimate returns per credit of $9 ($18). Turner (2016, Table 4) also
finds positive returns to credits. However, for California, Bahr (2016, Table 3,
Model 3) identifies mixed returns per credit and finds that these returns to credits
vary by field of study.
6
Using the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (NLSY79), Agan (2014) separates out decision
nodes based on college sector choices to yield eight different pathways. However, this method does
not allow for non-completers to be linked to particular groups of completers such that ex ante
returns could be calculated for programs. In most studies, dropouts are identified ex post and, as a
combined group, are separated from all completers.
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Evidence on the returns to awards and on the returns to credits can be combined
to approximate the returns to award receipt per se, that is, to the sheepskin effect. If
the returns to the award are simply the same as the returns to an equivalent number
of credits, then the returns to award receipt are zero. However, if the returns to the
award are higher than the returns to equivalent credits, this indicates that the award
itself has value. This value may be a sheepskin effect—employers may use the
receipt of an award as a proxy for latent productivity.7
The evidence indicates that accumulating 60 credits is not as valuable as completing an associate degree. But the results are not conclusive. For states where there
is only weak evidence of returns per credit (e.g., California and Michigan), the
accumulation of credits with no award is not as valuable as the award. For Kentucky,
the expected gains from an associate degree far exceed the returns to an equivalent
number of credits (for men [women] the award receipt effect is $1320 [$1760]).
However, for North Carolina and Virginia, the difference between credits and the
degree is negligible. Also, the small gap in returns between certificate holders and
persons with equivalent numbers of credits suggests that award receipt effects are
not large. Although we cannot rule out either a sheepskin effect or synergy effect,
the magnitude of the effect appears likely to be modest but imprecisely estimated.
The most accurate way to estimate the expected return to college is to combine
evidence on non-completion with evidence on completers. Identifying which programs non-completers are actually in is a challenge. Students fail to complete a
college award for many reasons, and many non-completers make very little progress
toward completion. Broadly, there are two methods for categorization: stated preference, i.e., what the student proposes as their program of study; and revealed preference, i.e., the courses the student is actually enrolled in. Unfortunately, many
students never propose a program of study; or if they do, they change it or fail to
follow it before dropping out. Stated preferences are therefore often unreliable.
Similarly, the courses students take may not be a clear guide as to their intended
major: first-year courses are often the same across most majors. To address this
challenge with respect to revealed preference, Zeidenberg, Scott, and Belfield
(2015) use a Naïve Bayes algorithm to classify students according to their intended
major. They then estimate returns to different college awards (associate degrees,
diplomas, and certificates) and combine the coefficients on completers and non-
completers to estimate the ex ante returns. (Diplomas differ from certificates in that
they typically longer and available across different subjects). Specifically, they estimate the ex ante returns R as the weighted sum of the returns to completers C and
non-completers N where φ is the completion rate:
R ExAnte = jR C + (1 - j ) R N

(9.3)

7
Alternatively, there may be a synergy effect: the combination and accumulation of credits within
the award may represent a more valuable accumulation of skills than credits alone. For example,
60 random credits that do not correspond to an award are unlikely to be as valuable as 60 engineering credits that correspond to an associate degree in engineering.
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For female students, those with associate degrees have higher returns than those
with diplomas (RC), and those who intended to complete an associate degree also
have higher returns (RN). The associate degree track also has a higher completion
probability φ. The net result is that the returns to associate degrees over diplomas
are even greater after adjusting for non-completion. For certificates, the converse is
true: relative to diplomas, the returns are lower for non-completers (as well as completers) and the completion rate is lower. Hence, the returns are even lower after
adjusting for non-completion. For male students, the results for associate degrees
are equivalent to those for female students: returns are even greater after adjusting
for non-completion. However, the results for certificates are distinctive, with relative returns and completion rates offsetting each other. Men who completed a certificate earn less than men who completed a diploma. But men who did not complete
a certificate earn more than those who did not complete a diploma. Yet, the completion rate for certificates is higher than for diplomas. Overall, differences in completion rates and returns to non-completers versus completers do affect the returns to
college across different awards. In general, they reduce the gaps across different
awards.

9.3.5

Features of the Returns to College

In addition to establishing a consensus on returns to awards and incremental investments in college, the statewide studies reveal some new patterns of labor market
outcomes for sub-baccalaureate college goers. First, students accumulate more
credits than they need. Transcript data show the gap in terms of credits earned by
community college students who complete and those who do not. Students who
drop out of community college typically do so after completing on average 20 credits. Hence, we might expect the extra credits obtained by completers to be 40 (to
bring them to the 60 required for an associate degree). However, transcript data
show non-trivial extra credit accumulation by award holders from community colleges. In fact, the average number of credits accumulated by associate degree completers is 75–80. These credit totals are much higher than the 60 credits generally
required for an associate degree. Thus, non-completers may be as far as 60 credits
behind the degree holders—i.e., the non-completers may be a full degree-length
away from completion—because while they have earned credits, they may not have
earned credits that are required for a particular associate degree program. Extra or
unnecessary credits raise the cost of college and so reduce the net returns.
Second, students significantly reduce their labor market activity prior to entering
community college. The earnings profiles for community college students show a
clear Ashenfelter dip, a drop in mean earnings before enrollment in college. The
Ashenfelter dip is associated with the phenomenon of persons entering college after
losing jobs or experiencing other negative shocks to employment. As a result, individual earnings profiles tend to show a decline in earnings just before the student
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enrolls in college.8 This dip may be because the student is getting ready for college,
or it may be the reverse: a worker who loses his job, or sees few job opportunities,
becomes motivated to enroll in college. However, the overall pre-college decline in
earnings is much greater for students who complete their programs (Jepsen et al.,
2014). Clearly, students who are more committed to college are sacrificing more
work time on entry.
Third, many community college students work intensively while in college. For
the studies reported in Tables 9.2 and 9.3, the earnings fall is approximately $200–
$500 per quarter enrolled in college. That is, workers are only reducing their work
commitments by a modest amount. They are not giving up work completely in order
to focus on their studies. This in-college work suggests two countervailing factors.
On the one hand, some of the returns to college may actually be returns to work
experience while in college (Henderson, Polachek, & Wang, 2011). On the other
hand, income earned in college reduces the opportunity cost of attending college. If
students are still working while they are enrolled, they are not losing much income
during their college years. This suggests that the returns to college are understated
by current methods.
Fourth, earnings growth appears to be quite rapid after exiting college. There is
evidence for rapid earnings growth in the years following exit from community college in North Carolina (Liu et al., 2015). For Virginia, Jaggars and Xu (2016,
Table 4) identify sharp increases in earnings post-college. Before college, earnings
are growing at $70–$80 per quarter for all students; in college, earnings are growing
more slowly, at $40–$60 per quarter. However, after exiting college, the earnings of
non-completers are growing at $100 per quarter, and the earnings of certificate holders and associate degree holders are growing at $180 and $240 per quarter respectively. Minaya and Scott-Clayton (2017, Table 2) estimate quarterly returns for male
(female) Ohio associate degree holders as $1363 ($2014) with a five-year follow-up
and $1741 ($2627) with a nine-year follow-up period (see also Bahr et al., 2015, for
Michigan results). Hence, lifetime returns to college may be even greater than indicated from the results in Table 9.2 (where the follow-up period is less than 9 years).
A final issue to consider is how valid these estimates are for students on the margin of enrolling in college. The estimates reported above refer to students whose
decision was endogenous: they decided to enroll because they expected they would
get high earnings. Students on the margin of enrollment may not get these returns.
Marginal students may have lower interest or aptitude for college or may have
higher opportunity costs; therefore, their expected returns might be lower. However,
there may be a significant number of students who face exogenous constraints or
8
Overall, the Ashenfelter dip is $200 to $500 in each of the 2–4 quarters before enrollment. For
Virginia, the estimated dip is $480 per quarter in the 2 years before college enrollment (Jaggars &
Xu, 2016, Table 2); for North Carolina, it is $370 for men ($210 for women) in the four quarters
prior to enrollment (Liu, Belfield, & Trimble, 2015, Table 6). Finally, for Colorado welfare recipients, Turner (2016) estimates a decline in quarterly earnings by $900–$1400 (from $1700–$2200
down to $800) over one year prior to entry (with most of the decline in the quarter prior to enrollment). For California and Michigan, Bahr et al. (2015) and Bahr (2016) report an unspecified but
significant Ashenfelter dip.
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information constraints that hinder enrollment. These students may be expected to
have returns close to the average: the reason they do not enroll has little to do with
their ability to benefit.
In focusing on students at community college, the above evidence does relate to
students on the margin of enrollment. Many community college programs are open
access, and students often register for courses immediately before classes start
(rather than preparing for college in the last year of high school). Also, studies do
adjust for differences in ability. Although these differences do reduce the earnings
gains, a significant premium remains. For completers, at least, there is no difference
between the earnings gains by high school GPA: students with low GPAs have earnings gains comparable to those of students with high GPAs; there are also comparable returns for completers with a GED and those with a high school diploma.
Similarly, there is no clear difference in gains for completers who start college-
ready versus students who start in developmental education (for details see Belfield
& Bailey, 2017). In a direct study of marginal students in Florida, Zimmerman
(2014) finds that returns are equivalent above and below the test-score cut-off for
enrollment. Finally, it is not clear how influential latent ability is in biasing upward
the returns to college. In the most extensive treatment, Carneiro et al. (2011) find
results to be sensitive to the instruments applied and to the expression of the returns
in terms of local, average, or marginal treatment effects. In most—but not all—
cases, the marginal returns are expected to be lower than the average returns.
Overall, it is unlikely that the returns to new enrollees or to students who extend
their time in college are significantly below those accruing to award completers (as
per Tables 9.1 and 9.2).

9.3.6

What Skills Do College Students Learn?

Although the evidence on the returns to college is compelling, the evidence is less
clear on what college-level skills are valuable. We define skills as the competencies
workers have, where these skills were learned in college. In contrast, we define tasks
as the activities that employers expect their workers to perform. A college-educated
worker may have a set of newly acquired skills (e.g., knowing calculus) but may not
apply those skills in their work tasks. If we knew what skills were most valuable and
ascertained that these skills were acquired through a college education, we would
have a more confident explanation for the high returns to college and we would be
able to recommend where colleges might alter their programs so as to maximize the
returns.
Unfortunately, identifying general college skills that employers need is a challenge. Typically, employers claim there are scarcities of workers with a given set of
skills; but as they do not react to these scarcities by increasing wage offers, it is
unclear whether the claim is not simply for workers who can be paid less (Osterman
& Weaver, 2016). From a review of thousands of job postings, Deming and Kahn
(2017) identify ten job skills that employers claim to want. Of these ten skills, two
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appear to be quite general (social skills, character skills); college may help with
these, but indirectly. Three appear to be technical (financial, computer, and software
skills) and may be learned in college. Three appear to involve managerial tasks
(customer service, and project and people management); again, college may assist
with these skills, but probably indirectly. The two remaining skills – cognitive and
writing skills– are more likely candidates for the skills colleges attempt to impart to
students. So, there is support for a general college degree with a substantial academic/cognitive – as opposed to vocational – focus. In fact, many job postings
require both cognitive and social skills, so there may be over-emphasis on vocational skills and under-emphasis on academic skills.
There is likewise surprisingly little inquiry into the tasks that workers actually
perform in the workplace (see the discussion in Autor & Handel, 2013). A recent
survey by Handel (2016) provides some evidence. Looking simply at what workers
do, there is strong evidence that college graduates perform significantly more complex tasks than high school graduates. College graduates spend less time on repetitive/physical tasks, spend more time on management and problem-solving, do math
more frequently, and perform more complex tasks. (Similarly, earlier analyses distinguished between abstract, manual, and routine tasks, with college-educated
workers performing mostly abstract tasks). However, this task-based information is
very general. It is difficult to design a college program around “complex tasks” or
“problem-solving” or “abstract tasks.”
Finally, tasks and skills are dynamic. Workers have a range of skills that they can
apply as the returns to each task change; firms can change the allocation of tasks or
task composition of jobs in response to workers’ skills. Overall, much more detailed
knowledge is needed to establish the returns to specific skills acquired in college
and how employers allocate tasks to workers who have an array of skills. At present,
the economic evidence only allows us to confidently propose to students that “the
returns to completing a degree, preferably in a subject with a vocational focus, are
high.” Beyond this, the evidence offers less clear guidance.

9.4

Labor Market Returns to College Quality

We now review the evidence on the returns to the quality of the college experience.
The term “quality” is often defined tautologically to cover any feature of higher
education that is associated with better outcomes. Also, higher education “quality”
and “quantity” are not always separated. Fundamentally, the above evidence provides compelling support for the “completion agenda”: students who complete their
degree programs will have much greater labor market success than students who do
not complete their programs (and those students who do not enroll in college); these
completers are gaining through three effects: simply having more credits; a sheepskin effect; and the opportunity to progress onto another award. Students who complete a certificate also obtain an earnings boost although it appears to be short-lived.
In itself, this is evidence of the returns to the quantity of postsecondary human
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capital acquired. But higher quality institutions presumably have higher graduation
rates, so this evidence might also support the claim that there are returns to college
quality. To avoid confusion over quantity and quality, we focus on evidence that
relates college quality directly to earnings. We do not discuss in detail the literature
on which features of college quality increase graduation rates, even though one
might reasonably infer that those features will thereby be associated with higher
earnings.
There are many dimensions of college quality. In this section, we focus on the
main characteristics of higher education that have been found to influence labor
market outcomes. These college quality attributes are: field of study, college sector,
and college ranking. Finally, in this section we discuss variations in the returns to
college across groups.

9.4.1

The Returns to Field of Study

There is now a significant body of literature on the differences in returns according
to a student’s field of study. This research has become increasingly specific in regard
to the subjects that college students take and how course-taking patterns influence
earnings.
Initially, the research distinguished between awards in academic disciplines versus vocational disciplines. Most of these studies found that community college students who took vocational programs or more quantitative disciplines had superior
labor market outcomes (Bailey & Belfield, 2011; Hamermesh & Donald, 2008).
From community college transcripts of displaced workers, Jacobson et al. (2005)
calculate that a year of “more technically oriented vocational and academic math
and science courses” raises earnings by 14% (29%) for men (women). In contrast,
less technically oriented courses yielded no pay-off. However, students who take
academic programs are more likely to progress on to subsequent vocational programs or graduate education; this accumulation of higher education may yield a
higher labor market return.
Increasingly, studies have looked at differences in earnings across degrees in different subjects (Altonji, Blom, & Meghir, 2012; Barrow & Malamud, 2015). Studies
have typically focused on the returns to STEM majors. Using a propensity score
matching approach, Olitsky (2012) finds high returns (of 5–28%) for students who
majored in STEM compared to other subjects (see also Melguizo & Wolniak, 2012).
Compounded over lifetime earnings, these differences can be very large, especially
for graduates of four-year colleges. Table 9.4 shows estimated lifetime earnings
using ACS data, as calculated by Webber (2014). The average present value lifetime
earnings for a person with a college degree is approximately $1.2 million. This
amount is 50–80% greater than the lifetime earnings of a person whose highest level
of education is high school. However, lifetime earnings by major also show large
gaps. Persons with bachelor’s degrees are predicted to have lifetime earnings of:
$1.26 million if their degree is in STEM; $1.21 million in business; and $1.07 mil-
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Table 9.4 Present value lifetime earnings
BA Degree
High School Graduate
BA Degree by Major:
 STEM
 Business
 Social Sciences
 Arts & Humanities

Full sample
$1,185,875
$662,709

Males full-time full year
$1,203,391
$788,618

$1,255,488
$1,208,829
$1,072,396
$916,452

$1,266,712
$1,219,199
$1,111,654
$967,410

Note. Source: Webber (2014) Table 4 row 3 and Table 5 row 3 respectively, adjusted to 2014 dollars

lion in social sciences. For graduates with bachelor’s degrees in arts and humanities,
lifetime earnings are $916,000. Although these graduates earn approximately one
quarter million dollars more than high school graduates, they earn approximately
one quarter million dollars less than persons with degrees in STEM fields. At the
community college level, the highest returns are in health sciences (see Backes
et al., 2015; Belfield, 2017).
There are some caveats to these findings. First, we should distinguish between
the students’ degree major and the coursework studied in college. Even an engineering student may take a large proportion of coursework outside the engineering
department, in, for example, satisfying humanities requirements or in related business, math, and computing coursework. Only limited attention has been paid to
these coursework differences. One significant course sequence in college is remedial education (also known as developmental education). Using a regression discontinuity design for remedial math course-taking, Martorell and McFarlin (2011) find
no effect on earnings. Hodara and Xu (2014) also find a null effect of remedial math
on earnings. But this failure may be because of either adverse selection into remediation, or incorrect assignment to remediation, or the delay to enrollment in
college-level courses (Scott-Clayton, Crosta, & Belfield, 2014). At the four-year
college level, Thomas and Zhang (2005) find that college math credits – bundled
with engineering credits – have a significant impact on earnings relative to other
subjects taken by college graduates.
A second caveat is that subjects vary in how much they cost to provide to students. For college students in Florida, Altonji and Zimmerman (2017) identify labor
market returns by field; they then adjust those returns to account for the differences
in costs to provide college programs in each field. So, although labor market returns
to graduates of engineering, health sciences, and business programs are relatively
high, these programs are also relatively more expensive to provide. In fact, the cost
per graduate in English language programs is 40% lower than in health sciences and
80% lower than in engineering; yet, the cost per graduate in business programs is
5% lower than for graduates of English language. These cost differences have a
demonstrable effect on the net present values of the social returns to college by field.
High-earning fields (such as engineering) cost more to deliver than low-earning
fields (such as general studies). Broadly, the rankings are preserved with compari-
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sons across fields based on earnings versus comparisons based on net returns. But
the gaps across fields are narrower using the latter comparison. From the social
perspective, this narrowing of the gap matters. But if all students pay the same
tuition, they should choose the highest-earning fields.
A third caveat is that subjects vary in their completion rates. As discussed above,
high earnings from completing a degree only accrue to students who complete their
degrees; it also matters what the probability of completion is. This logic applies for
the returns across subjects. If awards in health sciences have low completion rates,
then the ex ante return to this field should be adjusted downward. For community
college students, Zeidenberg et al. (2015) look at these completion rates by field
(see above for evidence by award). For female students who received awards,
Zeidenberg et al. (2015) identify few earnings differences by subject; the clear
exception is nursing, where earnings gains for nursing credentials are extremely
large. However, after adjusting for the probability of completion, the returns to nursing and health programs are substantially reduced. So, although nursing programs
are highly lucrative, they are less so when one accounts for the lower probability of
completion. Moreover, new gaps emerge for the lowest earning subjects: programs
in mechanics, education/child care, transportation, and cosmetology are now relatively less lucrative after adjusting for the probability of completion. For male students, the patterns are different because subject-specific enrollment patterns are
very different by gender within community colleges. There are high returns to engineering mechanics and protective services, as well as to the health subjects. Again,
though, the returns by field are closer together after adjusting for completion rates.
Overall, the rankings of subjects are broadly preserved after adjusting for courses,
costs, and completion. That is, at broad classifications, college work in sciences and
social sciences yield higher earnings than in the liberal arts and humanities.
Nevertheless, the gaps by field appear to be smaller after accounting for these
factors.

9.4.2

The Returns to College Sector

A number of studies have looked at differences in the returns across the different
types of colleges in the U.S. postsecondary system. These studies have grown in
response to the rapid growth in the 2000s in the number of for-profit colleges across
the U.S. In theory, labor market returns net of tuition should not differ systematically between for-profit, public, and nonprofit colleges. Market pressures should
force colleges to match the quality of their competitors (Turner, 2016).
However, several important market imperfections might lead to differences in
returns across sectors (Cellini, 2010, 2012). First, competitive pressures are muted
by barriers to entry into and exit from the higher education market (e.g., via accreditation systems and state regulations). Second, there are differences in program
offerings across sectors, and students may not be perfectly informed as to which
types of provision are optimal. Third, different sectors use different inputs and face
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different financing constraints. Notably, for-profit colleges typically use a very different input mix compared to public and non-profit colleges; they are also managed
rather than governed (Deming, Goldin, & Katz, 2012).
Overall, it is unclear whether these differences in input usage, technology, management, and financing should lead us to expect lower or higher net returns to
enrollment at a for-profit college. Cellini and Chaudhary (2012) argue that because
for-profit colleges charge higher fees than public colleges, their students should
experience higher gross labor market returns in compensation. However, for-profit
colleges may allow students more flexible enrollment options—for example, by
providing more evening classes that students can attend after work. Scheduling flexibility may reduce the opportunity cost of study in terms of foregone earnings. If so,
assuming tuition is equal across sectors, for-profit college enrollees might be willing to accept a lower gross labor market return after college. Therefore, it is important to examine not only the returns to for-profit college after graduation but also the
labor market effects while students are enrolled.
Recently, several studies have evaluated the returns to for-profit postsecondary
education using sample surveys. Researchers have found mixed to negative returns
from attending a for-profit college. Three studies use the Beginning Postsecondary
Students Longitudinal Study (BPS). Deming et al. (2012) find that for-profit students had higher unemployment rates and lower earnings 6 years after initial enrollment. Lang and Weinstein (2013) find that students who earned associate degrees
from for-profit colleges experienced no wage gains (whereas students who earned
associate degrees at other institutions experienced positive gains) and that returns to
certificates were nil across all sectors. (In revised estimates, Lang and Weinstein
(2013) find no difference in returns to certificates and associate degrees across students in for-profits and nonprofits; this suggests the results are not robust). Using the
National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88), Chung (2012) also
finds no wage gains for associate degrees at for-profit colleges but found positive
returns to certificates earned at for-profit colleges. Finally, using the National
Longitudinal Survey of Youth 1997 (NLSY97), Cellini and Chaudhary (2012) identify comparable returns to completed awards across for-profit and public colleges
and find that for-profit students were more likely to be employed after graduation.
However, for-profit students who did not complete an award had lower returns than
non-completers at public colleges.9 Finally, in a recent study using earnings reported
on tax returns, Cellini and Turner (2018) find much lower returns to certificates
earned from for-profit colleges. Coupled with the much higher tuition paid by stu-

9
The differences in the results of these studies may be explained by empirical and methodological
differences. The studies use different ways of identifying for-profit students. The studies also use
different approaches to address the challenges of selection bias. Deming et al. (2012) use propensity score matching. Lang and Weinstein (2013) use a maximum likelihood sample selection model
as well as propensity score matching. Chung (2012) directly addresses selection bias by estimating
a multinomial logit of for-profit college choice, including variables for tuition prices, relative earnings, and distance to college. Cellini and Chaudhary (2012) use an individual fixed-effects estimation strategy.
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dents at for-profit colleges, Cellini and Turner (2018) conclude that on average certificate programs at for-profit colleges have a negative return.
Overall, the labor market returns from for-profit colleges are generally below
those of public and non-profit colleges.

9.4.3

The Returns to College Characteristics

Recent studies also show incremental returns to investments in higher quality college programs. Several studies show higher returns for attendance at more selective
colleges (Avery & Turner, 2012; Eide, Hilmer, & Showalter, 2016). Andrews, Li,
and Lovenheim (2016) consider the returns to college quality across the distribution
of earnings for students in Texas. They find strongly positive returns to college quality, with students at flagship universities having higher earnings than students at
four-year colleges, who in turn have higher earnings than graduates of community
colleges. College quality effects appear to be greater for disadvantaged students. For
minority students, returns are 7% higher if a student graduates from a more selective
versus non-selective four-year college (Dale & Krueger, 2014).
Evidence for transfer students in Texas also shows the incremental aspect of
returns.10 Andrews et al. (2014) find that students who transfer from a community
college or four-year college to a flagship university in Texas do not have the same
labor market outcomes as students who have attended the flagship university for
their entire period in college. The longer a student has attended a flagship university,
the higher her earnings. Similarly, Reynolds (2012) finds that students who intend
to complete a bachelor’s degree would be much better off starting at a four-year college than starting at a two-year college and then transferring up: he finds large and
pervasive negative impacts on labor market outcomes for men and women. Agan
(2014) finds that students who complete a two-year degree, transfer, and then complete a four-year degree earn more than students who complete a two-year degree,
transfer, but do not complete a four-year degree, who in turn earn more than students who complete a two-year degree but do not transfer.
Overall, attending a higher quality college (as measured either by selectivity or
degree program offerings) leads to higher earnings. However, few studies have
accounted for the fact that more selective institutions cost more. The net returns may
therefore be closer across different dimensions of college quality.

Liu et al. (2015) also find evidence that longer periods at a transfer college are associated with
higher earnings. Male (female) dropouts from four-year colleges have lifetime earnings gains of
$52,000 ($73,000) over high school graduates. Dropouts from two-year colleges have earnings
gains of $77,000 ($38,000).

10
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Of course, just because the returns to college have been high for the past half-
century, there is no guarantee that the returns will be high over the next half-century.
Here, we consider whether the human capital now being accumulated in college will
be valuable in the labor market in the future and whether there is a possibility that
average returns to a broad class of workers will become low or negative.

9.5.1

The Robocalypse

In general discussions, the biggest threat to workers are supposedly technological
changes: the replacement of workers by robots. These changes have already decimated the need for manual labor, prompting speculation that jobs that require
college-level skills will be next. These new technology advances will be in artificial
intelligence (AI), robots, and advanced computing (Executive Office of the
President, 2016). Workers with degrees might be concerned that they will be
replaced by these technologies and will thus no longer have jobs. This fear is sometimes described as the coming “Robocalypse.”
In this simplistic form, this fear is exaggerated as an economic phenomenon
(although there would likely be significant social consequences from a Robocalypse).
Capital accumulation has grown and technology advanced since the start of the
Industrial Revolution; and economic well-being has increased consistently over the
last two centuries. Acting on this kind of fear of technology in the past would have
meant retarding the growth of: the automobile (to save jobs in the horse-carriage
sector); the telephone (to protect jobs for telegraphers); and the tractor (to preserve
ploughman’s jobs).
Fundamentally, increased capital increases labor productivity, which is the primary determinant of earnings and economic growth. In prior decades, this capital
used to be physical (machines, automobiles); since the 1980s, this capital is increasingly mechanical/robotic, computerized, or AI. These types of more complex capital could replace college-educated workers. However, this replacement will not be
economy-wide. Instead, it will apply in only one sector, that in which robots are
heavily used. So, where robots are used more intensively, Acemoglu and Restrepo
(2017) do find that, over the period from the 1990s to 2007, “1 more robot per 1000
workers reduces the employment to population ratio by 0.18–0.34% points.” This
effect seems quite small, but it may expand to cover more college-educated workers.
However, there are two other economic sectors to consider. One is the sector that
invented the robot – this sector must by definition have increased (e.g., Silicon
Valley). The other sector is the one that uses the cheaper or better robot-made product as an input in its production process: increased productivity in this robot-led
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sector therefore generates positive economic spillovers in the non-robot-led sector.11
The first sector is salient but it receives all the attention: the other two sectors offset
labor market changes driven by the robot-intensive sector.
Looking over a longer time frame, it is debatable how large a concern the
Robocalypse is, at least in terms of its influence on labor productivity. Although the
computer is an incredible invention, so far, it does not seem that its productivity
effects are comparable to inventions such as electricity, the telephone, indoor
plumbing, the internal combustion engine, or antibiotics (Gordon, 2015). Moreover,
at present there is not that much “robot capital” in the economy: in the study of
robots by Acemoglu and Restrepo (2017), the baseline number of robots is only one
per 1000 workers in 2015; the amount of IT capital investment in the U.S. economy
is also quite small, amounting to only a few percent of GDP annually (Beaudry,
Green, & Sand, 2016).
Important new studies have looked at how IT investments have affected the
workplace and in particular how skilled (college-educated) workers have responded
to these changes. The most prominent analysis is by Beaudry et al. (2016). They
report substantial new IT investments in the 1990s only; as a result, returns to higher
skills have been declining since 2000 (even as the application of IT cut returns to all
routine tasks). Strikingly, Beaudry et al. (2016) find that the task mixture of jobs
(percent cognitive, manual, and routine tasks) is same in the 2000s as in the 1980s.
If tasks are similar after the IT revolution, it is unlikely that the returns to education
will have changed much.
However, these findings are disputed. For example, Altonji, Kahn, and Speer
(2014) perform a similar exercise to Beaudry et al. (2016). They find that the returns
to abstract skills rose throughout the period from 1993 to 2011 and that the returns
to routine tasks performed by the college-educated also rose. Castex and Dechter
(2014, p. 686) find that the returns to cognitive skills did decline substantially
between the NLSY79 and NLSY97 cohorts, yet the overall returns to schooling
increased.
Another factor offsetting the Robocalypse is the nature of work itself. Work is
not a “robotic” activity: a lot of time is spent on social tasks that cannot easily be
routinized or on problems that have newly developed. As referenced above, Deming
and Kahn (2017) itemize a set of soft skills that employers frequently request (see
also investigations such as Google’s Re:Work). These skills, including social and
character skills, as well as customer service and project/people management, are not
easily replaced by robots or machines.

As explained by Autor (2015): “Tasks that cannot be substituted by automation are complemented by it,” and “Productivity improvements in one set of tasks almost necessarily increase the
economic value of the remaining tasks.” In other words, the worker and the robot are helping each
other. As the robots become more sophisticated and the workers become more educated, firms
adjust their task requirements in response to more skilled labor (Sasser Modestino, Shoag, &
Balance, 2015). Importantly, skilled workers are now providing the social skills the machine cannot. So, Weinberger (2014) finds that demand for cognitive skills has only increased for persons
with high endowments of social skills.

11
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By itself, the Robocalypse is unlikely to significantly reduce the demand for
college-educated workers. Nevertheless, there are still important questions to
research regarding: first, which industries and occupations are in the sectors that are
robot-intensive, robot-inventing, and robot-complementary; and second, how the
demand for college-level skills will be affected in each sector.

9.5.2

The Impact of the Great Recession

One possibility about the Great Recession is that it permanently altered the relationship between college and economic outcomes (Larrimore, Burkhauser, & Armour,
2013). The Great Recession was the “deepest downturn in the postwar era,” with
sharp declines in labor force participation, employment, and hours of work between
2007 and 2009 (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2012). Certainly, there was a sharp
decline in labor force participation of persons with an associate degree (from 69%
in 2000 to 55% in 2012) and a fall in absolute real earnings (Carnevale, Hanson, &
Gulish, 2013a). However, the impact of the Great Recession was probably not significant in breaking the relationship between postsecondary education and work.
The labor market proved to be very resilient to the Great Recession, at least for
college-educated workers. Within a decade, the job market had bounced back:
although 1.8 million jobs for college-educated workers without bachelor’s degrees
were lost during the Great Recession, by 2016 there was a gain back of 3.1 million
jobs (Carnevale, Jayasundera, & Gulish, 2016). Also, although overall earnings fell
(reducing the net return to college), worker productivity during the Great Recession
actually increased. The effect on wages was therefore muted (Elsby, Shin, & Solon,
2016). Typically, workers entering the labor market during a recession have lower
earnings than persons entering during a boom. However, even for those college
graduates entering the labor market during the Great Recession, Abel, Dietz, and Su
(2014) find that they were working in more skilled jobs than high school graduates
and that their “over-education” was temporary as they switched into more skilled
occupations over time.
Potentially, the Great Recession may have compressed earnings across education
levels. In fact, the distinctive features of the Great Recession were such that it polarized the labor market. First, it was a job-killing recession, and job losses are typically concentrated among the low-skilled (Carnevale, Jayasundera, & Cheah, 2012a,
Table 3). Second, it significantly impacted the long-term unemployed, few of whom
are college graduates. Third, it was a concentrated rather than a general recession: it
was concentrated by industry, hitting hardest in construction which typically
employs low-skilled workers (Davis, Faberman, & Haltiwanger, 2012); and it was
concentrated by region, leaving low-skilled, less mobile workers hardest hit (Yagan,
2016). These features suggest that in fact the Great Recession polarized earnings by
education level, leaving those with some college relatively better off in some
respects.
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Finally, we note that the evidence presented above in Sects. 9.3 and 9.4 covers
periods before, during, and after the Great Recession. There is no clear evidence of
a structural break in the returns to education across these various analyses.

9.5.3

Productivity and Earnings over Time

We do not wish to present an entirely rosy picture of the labor market for college-
educated workers. There are lots of important changes that have affected the U.S.
labor market: international trade, offshoring, demographic changes from the baby-
boomer generation, the tax code, the rise of the gig economy, and employer dereliction of training. A potentially significant change is the increase in monopsony power
of firms as market concentration increases; this power allows firms to hold down
wages. It is hard to predict how – taken together – these changes will affect the
demand for college skills over the next few decades. Here we draw attention to several features of the labor market that appear most troubling for college-educated
workers.
Critically, labor productivity growth is low relative to the recent past. As described
by Sprague (2017), “With regard to labor productivity itself, it has become clear that
the United States is in one of its slowest-growth periods since the end of WWII”
(Sprague, 2017). The decline in the growth of labor productivity is substantial. From
2007 to 2016, the growth in labor productivity was less than half as fast as the average postwar economic cycle. This finding of declining productivity growth is widely
supported (e.g., Autor, 2015; Gordon, 2016; Syverson, 2017). It is not an artifact of
how productivity is measured: the decline is too large to be explained by a shift from
manufacturing (where productivity is easier to measure) to services (where it is
harder to measure); and measurement error would have to have grown substantially
over time to account for the decline (Byrne, Fernald, & Reinsdorf, 2016; Syverson,
2017). If productivity growth is low, earnings growth is likely to be low.
The link between productivity and wages appears to be weakening – at least on
recent past evidence (Sprague, 2017). This decoupling is a problem because productivity should drive wages: if workers are working more efficiently but not being
fully compensated, they will eventually reduce their human capital. However, this
decoupling appears to be because average wages are not growing; it is not because
the correlation between sector-specific wages and sector-specific productivity is
weakening. That is, workers in high-productive sectors are experiencing faster wage
growth than workers in low-productive sectors, but overall wage growth is lagging
productivity growth.
For college-educated workers, the key issue is the correlation between the returns
to education and productivity growth. Some studies conclude that more education is
valuable in the context of rapid and unpredictable technological change. Even as
some technically challenging jobs may be eliminated, workers are more likely to
find alternative related work if they have a college education (Executive Office of
the President, 2016). By contrast, Castex and Dechter (2014) argue that in a period
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of technological change, a college degree is a relatively weak signal of productivity;
as the task requirements for jobs are in flux, skills learned in college may not be
valuable. However, as technology stabilizes (and colleges provide more vocationally relevant skills), a college degree becomes a better signal of productivity and the
returns to a college degree might actually increase during a technology slowdown.
Although low productivity should mean low earnings, productivity changes may
have muted effects for college workers.
There are three other trends that may be of concern. One is that labor market
participation of college-educated workers has been declining since the 1990s. In
1998, the labor force participation rate for persons with bachelor’s degrees was
81%; by 2018, the participation rate had fallen to 73%. Similarly, over the same
time period the labor force participation rate for persons with some college or an
associate degree, fell from 74% to 65% (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2018).
These changes are historical downward trends and are not driven by demographic
changes in the U.S. population. Clearly, if college-educated workers are not participating in the labor market, they cannot be obtaining high monetary rewards from the
postsecondary human capital. A second, related trend is the declining share of
income that is going to workers (as opposed to capital). In 1998, 64% of non-farm
business output was labor; by 2018, the share had fallen to 58%. If workers are not
receiving the benefits of their labor, this reduces their incentive to work hard.
Together, these trends suggest a dislocation of many working age persons – including the highly skilled – from the labor market.
The most worrying trend is the decline in earnings over time. This change is an
important development and affects all workers. In their comprehensive analysis,
Guvenen, Kaplan, Song, and Weidner (2017) map lifetime incomes for cohorts of
workers. For those entering the labor market in 1983, median lifetime income for
men was one fifth lower than for the cohort entering the labor market in 1967. The
corresponding change for women was an increase of one third. But the aggregate
trend is a decline in lifetime earnings over time. This decline has been well documented for low-skill workers, but this new evidence establishes that it has spread
across the entire workforce; and this workforce is, as shown in Fig. 9.1, increasingly
well educated. Importantly, Guvenen et al. (2017) attribute the decline to big differences in early lifetimes: workers are earning less because they are earning less in
their 20s; not because they are earning less in their 50s. However, it may be that
young cohorts (persons now in 20s) will earn less in their 50s; we do not know yet.
Overall, if the average worker does not expect earnings growth over the lifecycle,
the motive to invest in college is significantly diminished.

9.5.4

Occupational Mapping for the Future

Certainly, the returns to postsecondary education will be higher in the future if college students enroll in programs that lead in the future to high-paying occupations.
So, if colleges can predict what occupations will be needed in the future, then they
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should be able to train workers for those future occupations. There are two problems
with this approach.
First, occupational mapping is not a precise science. Specifically, occupational
mapping suggests that the U.S. workforce is already grossly overqualified. Based on
job requirements, Handel (2016) estimates that the U.S. economy has about the right
number of workers with bachelor’s degrees. But almost half of the persons with
some college do not need any college to do their jobs; similarly, almost half of the
persons with more than a bachelor’s degree do not need that extra qualification.
Overall, Handel estimates that 32% of the U.S. workforce is over-educated. Estimates
of educational requirements using occupational mapping indicate an even greater
mismatch between education and occupations (Gittleman, Monaco, & Nestoriak,
2016). Possibly, college-educated workers can perform better in jobs with a wide
range of skill levels, so occupational mapping is too narrow. In the context of positive
returns to college (either trending upward or flat over time), the conclusion that one
third of the U.S. workforce is over-educated seems implausible.
Second, college workers are able to do jobs across almost every industry and
occupation. This is especially the case for community college students, who are
spread in the middle of every industry and occupation. Some studies do project that
the share of occupations requiring some college or an associate degree will grow in
the near future (Carnevale, Smith, & Strohl, 2013b). However, this projection might
be applied to almost all industries and occupations. Based on CPS data, Figs. 9.2
and 9.3 illustrate this spread by industry, and Figs. 9.4 and 9.5 illustrate this spread
by occupation. Each figure shows the proportion of workers by education level in
each industry/occupation in 2004 and 2016. There are over 60 industries and over
100 occupations (only selected industries are reported in the figures). So, as shown
in Fig. 9.2, as of 2004 in the construction industry, 15% of workers had a bachelor’s
degree (or above), 30% had an associate degree, and 55% had a high school degree
(or below); by contrast, almost 70% of workers in the education sector/industry had
at least a bachelor’s degree.
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For the industries, there are two clear, related patterns. There are some industries
where workers predominantly have bachelor’s degrees (e.g., computers, finance,
education), and there are some industries where high school graduates predominate
(e.g., construction and food services). But there are no industries where associate
degree holders predominate: these workers are spread across every industry. For
almost all of the 60 industries across the U.S. economy, between 30 and 40% of all
workers have associate degrees. Moreover, this proportion has remained stable over
the period 2004–2016. The pattern in Figs. 9.2 and 9.3 shows that associate degrees
are useful in all industries.
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For occupations, a similar pattern emerges. There are some occupations where
most workers are high school graduates (e.g., cleaners), and there are a moderate
number of occupations where almost all the workers have bachelor’s degrees (e.g.,
judiciary). There are some occupations where associate degree holders predominate, but again, with a few exceptions, these workers are 30–50% of workers in
almost every occupation. Also, these patterns are flat over the period 2004–2016.
Looking at specific occupations, there are some that are closed off to associate
degree holders: lawyers/judges, physicians/surgeons, and teachers (these are occupations where fewer than 10% of workers have associate degrees). One group of
occupations where associate degree holders predominate includes: licensed voca-
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tional nurses, licensed practical nurses, medical assistants, other healthcare support
occupations; registered nurses; nursing, psychiatric, and home health aides; health
diagnosing and treating practitioner support technicians; personal and home care
aides; bailiffs, correctional officers, jailers; policy/sheriff patrol officers; and teaching assistants. Hence, associate degree holders cannot be judges, but they can clearly
work in occupations that complement judges; and, similarly, for surgeons and teachers. Another group of occupations where associate degree holders predominate
includes: hairdressers, stylists, cosmetologists; electricians, engineering technicians
(except drafters), pipe-layers, plumbers; clerks (office, information, audit, billing);
secretaries; bookkeepers; receptionists; customer services reps; and office support
workers, bus drivers, inspectors. All these occupations have maintained the same
proportion of associate degree holders over the period 2004–2016.
Generally, occupations and skills do not readily correspond. Many occupations
include workers with varying amounts of skill and education. Carnevale et al. (2016,
p.17) define a high-skill occupation as one in which 50% or more of workers have a
bachelor’s degree, allowing for many high school graduates in high-skill occupations). Also, Deming and Kahn (2017) find that occupations do not map well to
skills: less than 10% of variance in skill requirements is explained by occupation,
and within each occupation skill differences matter in explaining wages. A significant amount of wage inequality is within occupations rather than between occupations; choosing a specific occupation matters, but so does the worker’s position in
that occupation.
Overall, this evidence suggests that precise occupational mapping is difficult,
especially for associate degree holders. Occupational mapping does not seem to
match with skills, tasks, or returns to college. Much of the wage polarization is
within occupations rather than across them. Moreover, because they are represented
broadly, industry-specific and occupation-specific changes in employment and
earnings are less of a concern for associate degree holders.

9.5.5

Returns to College in the Future

Notwithstanding the large and persistent gaps in earnings in favor of college-
educated workers, some writers question whether an investment in college is worth
it (Cappelli, 2015). Indeed, at least for current cohorts, some seem to believe that the
net returns to college are going to fall such that college is no longer a good investment. This belief seems to stem from the expectation of low earnings in the future
and from the trend in increased costs for college.
It is important to put these beliefs in context. One feature is the cost of college:
this has not risen dramatically over the last two decades; what has increased is the
price students pay for college. College is still socially beneficial, even as the private
returns to individual students may have fallen.
Another feature of the current context is that the gains from college were exceptionally high over recent decades. Calculations by Avery and Turner (2012) show
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the present discounted value of a four-year college degree over high school net of
tuition expressed in 2009 constant dollars. In 1965, this difference was for men
(women) $215,000 ($120,000). By 1985, the difference was $365,000 ($265,000),
and by 2009 it was $580,000 ($375,000). Thus, the relative gain over high school
graduation approximately tripled over the last five decades (see also Oreopoulos &
Petronijevic, 2013). Gains from college may not accelerate as they did in the 1990s.
Yet these earnings gains may still remain very large. This is the conclusion of
Valletta (2016), who uses CPS data to estimate the returns to college graduates over
the period 1980–2015. In 1980, a college graduate earned 34% more than a high
school graduate. By 1990, this premium had increased to 57%, and by 2000 it had
increased to 71%. After 2000, the premium slowed, and it hit a plateau of roughly
78% from 2010 through 2015. So, although stable, this plateau means that returns
to college are high, they are just not growing higher.
Other survey evidence indicates that the returns to college may even be rising in
the most recent decades. Castex and Dechter (2014) use two NLSY datasets to
examine changes in outcomes for young adults over the last two decades. (The
NLSY79 sample have earnings profiles starting in the mid-1980s; the NLSY97
sample have earnings profiles starting in the mid-2000s). In a comparison with high
school graduates, and controlling for an array of individual characteristics, including test scores and ability metrics, Castex and Dechter (2014, Table 4) estimate
higher earnings gains for the later college cohort. For example, the quarterly earnings gains per male (female) associate degree holders over a high school graduates
were $2270 ($1960) for the NLSY79 cohort but $4050 ($1930) for the NLSY97
cohort (2014 dollars). Gains for persons with bachelor’s degrees also grew over
time.
Finally, an important feature of the labor market is the skill composition of its
workers. As shown in Fig. 9.1, the U.S. workforce has become increasingly more
educated. This compositional shift might lead us to expect declines in the returns to
college. Instead, the economy seems to have absorbed significant demographic
changes without significantly impairing the returns to college (for a discussion of
this trend over a longer cycle, see Goldin & Katz, 2008).

9.6

Conclusion

Evidence from the above review suggests a consensus. The labor market returns to
completing a bachelor’s degree are large, robust, and consistent; over the lifetime,
they add up to almost half a million dollars. The returns to completing an associate
degree are also positive and consistent. The returns to degrees are demonstrably
incremental in amounts and quality and have held up over several decades. For
associate degrees, there is strong evidence that these yield higher returns than certificates; the growth in completion of certificates is therefore unlikely to have the
same economic effect as would promoting degree completion. There is some heterogeneity in returns, which is demonstrably evident for occupational versus
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transfer-oriented degrees and for programs in health fields versus other fields.
Finally, these returns appear to be responsive to broader macroeconomic trends in
the form of labor market polarization, the Great Recession, and skills downgrading.
The consensus indicates that further investments in sub-baccalaureate college are
valuable for students.
There are some areas of concern that may undermine the implications of this
consensus. The price or cost of attending college may be increasing (Ma, Baum,
Pender, & Welch, 2016). Relatedly, as students accumulate excess credits or take
longer to complete their degrees, the realized cost of college goes up. Another concern is that – despite the high returns – completion rates at two-year colleges are
low. The final important concern is the extent to which there is growing heterogeneity in the returns to college. In a period in which students are bearing more of the
costs of college, and in which firms are sorting their employees more precisely, this
heterogeneity marks a greater risk for students who are now deciding on the optimal
level of investment in college. But the overall conclusion is that completing a postsecondary degree conveys significant labor market benefits.
There are still many elements of the returns to college that merit further investigation. Ideally, we would like to better align the skills of workers with the tasks they
are going to be asked to perform. Our concern is that it is difficult to improve this
alignment because we do not know what skills workers will need. Employers may
say that they want workers with “more problem-solving” skills and want colleges to
“teach supervisory skills” to students, but those categories of skills are very broad
and curriculum to address them is not easy to implement. With more detailed
research, it should be possible to offer more detailed suggestions.
Another area of focus for research is the multifaceted college experiences and
early careers of recent cohorts of students. (On this multifaceted progression through
college and into the labor market see Cotner, Alamprese, & Limardo, 2017). The
basic human capital model assumes students enroll in college and do not work; after
college they enter the workforce and do not engage in further postsecondary
programs. This basic model is becoming less relevant. Students combine college
enrollment and work; and after their first college program, many return to stack
credentials, obtain graduate degrees, or acquire vocational skills. More research is
needed on the economic returns to mixing college and work over a protracted
period. A related issue is the importance of occupational licenses and how these
affect the returns to college. Over one third of college-educated workers have
licenses, and these may be complements or substitutes to having a college degree.
So far, there is limited evidence on this relationship.
Finally, the high returns to college prompt a fundamental research question: Why
do some prospective students not enroll in college, and why do so few enrollees
complete their programs? A series of possible answers have been put forward. One
obvious response is that some prospective students do not know or believe the evidence. With some regularity, there appear studies or stories in the press that question
the value of the postsecondary education sector in building a career in many occupational areas. Perhaps some prospective students are risk-averse given the high
cost of college, and they fear declining earnings that might be associated with the
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Robocalypse. Another response is that prospective students simply do not have the
social capital or information to navigate the application process, including understanding their potential eligibility for financial aid. And even if they enroll, students
may face a daunting environment. Community colleges in particular are often
poorly organized: they ask students to pick courses and programs from a complicated array of choices with little guidance. Students earn unnecessary credits and
must deal with inconvenient course schedules (Bailey, Jaggars, & Jenkins, 2015).
Overwhelmed and confused, many students drop out. Finally, most students have to
borrow and forgo income in order to make their investment in college: they may not
be able to access capital markets to make such an investment to an optimal level but
instead face significant personal and family challenges. This last explanation will,
as public funding for colleges decreases, almost certainly become more salient in
affecting future enrollments.
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Chapter 10

The Dual Commodification of College-
Going: Individual and Institutional
Influences on Access and Choice
Rodney P. Hughes, Ezekiel W. Kimball, and Andrew Koricich

The college-choice process has long been understood to be complex, and this complexity has become more apparent as increasingly diverse student populations seek
to access a postsecondary education. The process is necessarily complicated in that
it involves a host of intertangled factors that must align with a match wherein a
student chooses the same institution that chooses them. Explaining college choice is
made even more challenging by the different priorities and influences that shape
student decision-making. Over time, a series of theoretical models have been developed and tested to make sense of this process, and a robust body of empirical literature focusing on how students select institutions has also been produced. There is
also a smaller body of work about how institutions select students. However, few
models and studies have explored how students and institutions go through the
choice process in tandem. This represents a limitation in the ability of traditional
models to fully and accurately explain how students end up enrolling in the institutions that they do. To that end, this chapter presents the Dual Commodification
Model of College-Going that integrates both student and institutional actions and
factors that create and alter choice sets, lead to a specific choice, and account for
changes in the process and system over time. This chapter also explains how this
model can be applied to diverse student populations and institutional types, allowing for the greatest utility for scholarly and practical purposes.
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Organization of the Chapter

The chapter begins with a discussion of college-going as a complex phenomenon
influenced by overlapping internal and external forces. Then, a review of past
empirical and theoretical literature on college choice is presented in order to identify and frame limitations that currently exist in our conceptualization of college
choice. This is followed by a corresponding review of the quantitative, qualitative,
and mixed methods data and analytical techniques that have been used to study
college-going in the past. Next, we detail a Dual Commodification Model of
College-Going that incorporates activities and influences from both student and
institutional perspectives into one cohesive model. This is followed by examples of
how this new model can be used to better understand college-choice processes and
decisions among four unique student populations—students from rural communities, first-generation college students, students with disabilities, and student athletes—as well as the institutions they choose. The chapter concludes with a
presentation of data sources and analytical techniques that can be used to operationalize the Dual Commodification Model, as well as an agenda for future research
activities.

10.2

College-Going as a Complex Phenomenon

While most prior treatments of the process of application to, admission to, and
initial enrollment within postsecondary institutions have addressed the process
through the lenses of access and choice, we have made the deliberate choice to utilize the term college-going throughout the remainder of this chapter save for when
we describe the work of other authors. We do so in the belief that college-going
better captures the complexity of the process. Additionally, we refer to our specific
interest in the college-going process as “dual commodification” in order to represent
our understanding of college-going as inextricably linked to the consumer behavior
of both individual students and individual colleges or universities.
The term “access” conveys the strong influence of structural forces on patterns of
college-going. That is, it suggests that variations in the availability of, and student
participation in, educational opportunities predict variations in outcomes.
Conversely, the term “choice” focuses on the individual determinants of college-
going outcomes. Using a choice framing, it is possible to understand how students
with functionally the same educational opportunities arrive at disparate outcomes as
a result of their own preferences as well as messages communicated by significant
others of influence (e.g., parents, siblings, friends, teachers, guidance counselors,
and coaches). Studies of choice do not typically focus on how these patterns of disparate outcomes may reflect broader structural inequities. Moreover, neither studies
of college access nor college choice have typically treated institutions as full participants in the underlying process or outcomes being studied—instead regarding them
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as a static part of the environment for college-going despite the fact that studies of
the behavior of individual colleges and universities have revealed them to be
dynamic actors in areas related to postsecondary admissions.
To be perfectly clear: Both studies of access and choice result in meaningful
empirical data that provides critical insight into the college-going experience.
However, they are also limited in the perspectives they offer. While scholars doing
access and choice work have taken care to note the limitations of their findings and
to acknowledge the broader context within which they are embedded (Bergerson,
2009), the ontological and epistemological assumptions that undergird contemporary social science produce several important observational biases that minimize the
impact of these warnings. First, higher education researchers face important limitations in the data that are readily available to them and also are subject to powerful
incentives to utilize data requiring the least possible time to collect, analyze, interpret, and publish (e.g., Kimball & Friedensen, Forthcoming; Saunders, Kolek,
Williams, & Wells, 2016; Wells, Kolek, Williams, & Saunders, 2015). These pressures result in a form of the spotlight effect that encourages narrowly defined problems that can fit within extant data (c.f., Farris, 1969; McKenna, Singh, &
Richardson, 2008). Second, the process of peer review in both publication and promotion processes rewards conformity to established orthodoxies, which can function as a form of confirmation bias (c.f., Agger, 2007; Jussim, Crawford, Anglin,
Stevens, & Duarte, 2016). Third, anchoring biases result in a tendency for those
with less-than-expert knowledge of a topic to recall only select pieces of information from complex narratives and to be more likely to remember concretely stated
observations than abstract discussions of limitations (e.g., Chapman & Johnson,
1994; Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). The tendency for cognitive models to cohere
around available information may be particularly problematic in the social sciences,
where recent struggles around replication have demonstrated a need to treat findings
as provisional (e.g., Freese, 2007; Ioannidis, 2005; Makel & Plucker, 2014;
Maxwell, Lau, & Howard, 2015). Finally, even content area experts experience the
McNamara fallacy, which refers to the human tendency to make decisions based on
measured phenomena to a much greater extent than known unobservables (e.g.,
O’Mahony, 2017; Rosenzweig, 2010). As a result of these biases, while we may
know intellectually that both access and choice provide only a partial representation
of the college-going process, it can be easy to behave in practice as though that were
not the case.
We have therefore framed this chapter around the idea of dual commodification
to suggest a key influence on the process of college-going that has been ignored due
to these biases: although we might talk about “the admissions marketplace,” two
overlapping markets shape the college-going process. In one, individual students
behave as consumers who attempt to “purchase” the best college education possible
while institutions function as suppliers who attempt to advertise their programs and
facilities as product to be purchased by students as consumers. Notably, within this
marketplace, students have diverse motivations and remarkably varied definitions of
“best” and institutions face countervailing pressures from the second market that
complicate their role as suppliers. Within this second admissions market, i nstitutions
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function as consumers and seek to “purchase” the best students that they can while
students engage in a variety of signaling strategies to attract the attention of institutions-as-consumers. Here again, different institutions define the “best” students in
remarkably varied ways. While this dual marketplace may resemble markets for
some prestige consumer items (e.g., luxury cars, private jets, and country club memberships), we believe that the iterative nature of the college-going process means
that the paradoxical behaviors of individual students and institutions as both consumers and suppliers will result in powerful reciprocal effects that must be explored
in order to understand college-going in its entirety. To show how these effects operate in the college-going process, we next summarize the history of the college-going
marketplace and existing models of college-going.

10.2.1

Historical Evolution of the College-Going Marketplace

Since the advent of a horizontally and vertically differentiated higher education
marketplace early in the twentieth century (c.f., Douglass, 2000; Trow, 2002), the
landscape of college admissions in the United States has shifted dramatically (e.g.,
Gelber, 2016; Kimball, 2011; Wechsler, 2014). Admissions practices have shifted
from the largely-haphazard regional recruitment of students to the development of a
national marketplace wherein institutions compete to attract students whose academic achievement, athletic prowess, and other contributions to the university community make them desirable candidates for admission (e.g., Avery & Hoxby, 2004;
Geiger, 2002; Nixon, 2014). However, not all students or institutions participate in
this admissions marketplace in the same way—with some institutions remaining
largely open-access institutions and some students operating within relatively
constrained choice sets (c.f., Brint & Karabel, 1991; Douglass, 2000).
This shift has been facilitated by the development of discrete, often radically different institutional missions intended to address the needs of often radically different student bodies (e.g., Bastedo & Gumport, 2003; Douglass, 2000; Trow, 2002),
which has resulted in a complex college-going marketplace predicated on a poorly
understood socio-historical context. Although the massification of higher education
only began in earnest following the passage of the Servicemen’s Readjustment Act
of 1944 (GI Bill; c.f., Altschuler & Blumin, 2009; Mettler, 2005; Trow, 2002), two
earlier shifts in the ways that both prospective students and higher education institutions understood their roles as consumers conditioned the way that the college-
going market would respond to the post-World War Two enrollment influx.
First, the normalization of consumer credit in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries as a mechanism by which consumers could immediately acquire
durable goods (e.g., farm implements, tools) that could be paid off a short time later
introduced an investment logic to the idea of debt, which would eventually be
employed to justify the costs of college-going (c.f., Cross, 2002; Kimball, 2011).
Although historians of consumerism have noted that efforts to normalize the use of
credit began much earlier (e.g., Cohen, 2003; Lears; 1994; Strasser, 1989), the
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excesses of the 1920s brought consumerism into the mainstream (Calder, 2001;
Olney, 1991). During this time period, indebtedness ceased to be seen as a weakness
and instead became a prudent way to ensure a bright future by providing immediate
access to future financial windfalls (Cross, 2002; Mandell, 1990). Notably, however, these purchases displayed an altogether different time scale and logic of investment than the large purchases (e.g., college educations, homes) made by credit
today: until the post-World War Two era, credit typically supported only modest
extensions of financial means—allowing the acquisition of a tool at the beginning
of a building project that would be paid off at its end or a farm implement early in
the growing season that would enable the sort of improved harvest that would allow
any associated debt to be retired (c.f., Calder, 2001; Geisst, 2009). The massive
increase in home ownership allowed by loans secured by the GI Bill (Altschuler &
Blumin, 2009; Mettler, 2005), the rapid construction of suburban communities
(Fishman, 1987; Nicolaides, 2002), and the resultant need to purchase automobiles
on time (Mandell, 1990; McShane, 1994) caused Americans to think of credit as a
mechanism for acquiring goods with a much longer and more nebulous path toward
repayment. That logic would eventually be applied to support the belief that college-
as-a-private-good represented an investment in the future (Kimball, 2011).
Second, the growth of selective admissions practices enabled the creation of a
differentiated college-going marketplace (c.f., Douglass, 2000; Geiger, 2015). For
most of the history of higher education, colleges and universities operated in such
penurious states that they simply admitted all those who were qualified for admission and many who were not (e.g., Allmendinger, 1975; Foster, 1962; Wechsler,
2014). With selective admission, the most desirable colleges and universities began
to choose from a surplus of available applications for both academic and non-
academic reasons (e.g., Karabel, 2006; Lemann, 2000; Wechsler, 2014). They were
aided in this task by the development of quantitative mechanisms intended to differentiate between high- and low-achieving students (c.f., Igo, 2007; Kett, 2013;
Lemann, 2000) and the formal admissions infrastructure structured on holistic
admissions practices (c.f., Karabel, 2006; Wechsler, 2014). The ability to selectively
differentiate among applicants gave institutions the ability to shape the composition
of the incoming student body around factors such as social prestige, academic ability, and athletic talent. In turn, the accumulation of student talent within selective
institutions made them more desirable destinations for faculty, prospective students,
and philanthropic giving (c.f., Duffy & Goldberg, 1998; Hoxby, 2009; Geiger,
2000). The advantages of perceived prestige in the college-going marketplace were
further heightened when codified by laws or policies that directed additional
resources to the “best” institutions (e.g., Axtell, 2016; Geiger, 2004; Nemec, 2006).
By the time that World War Two ended and the GI Bill sought to prevent the collapse of the labor market by sending returning veterans to college (Altschuler &
Blumin, 2009; Mettler, 2005), both credit and selective admissions functioned as
powerful logical frameworks in the lives of both prospective students and higher
education institutions. Although not yet requiring that student recipients eventually
bear the direct costs of their education, the GI Bill served to massify college-going
for the first time in human history (Trow, 2002). It also normalized the use of credit
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by depicting it not as a pernicious form of debt but rather as “an investment in future
prosperity” (Kimball, 2011, p. 23). Furthermore, the GI Bill served to represent
both college-going and the use of credit as part and parcel of a broader logic of
consumerism, modernity, and progress and connected this effort to college-going
via active federal government efforts intended to massify higher education as part of
a broader program of “balanced abundance” (Donohue, 2006, p. 247). Moreover,
the national obsession with returning veterans and a sweeping public relations campaign served to reinforce these messages (Clark, 1998; Kimball, 2011). As Cohen
(2003) has noted, these forces coalesced to make the GI Bill perhaps the best example in the history of consumerism of a fundamental shift in the way that consumers
viewed themselves, the marketplace, or the government’s role therein.
Federal investments intended to spur college-going intensified in the post-World
War Two era. The investment logic for university science first articulated by
Vannevar Bush (1945) in Science, The Endless Frontier became the dominant policy
framing for massive federal investments in research via new federal agencies (e.g.,
the National Institutes for Health, the National Science Foundation) and the military
(Geiger, 1992a, 1992b; 1993; 2004). These investments created aptitude-resource
correlations wherein the institutions with the most resources attracted the best faculty, who attracted the most desirable students and most research dollars (Hoxby,
2009). This feedback loop served to intensify the advantages of leading institutions
while federal financial aid policies created an even more competitive college-going
marketplace (c.f., Duffy & Goldberg, 1998; Geiger, 2000). These financial aid policies originated with the 1958 passage of the National Defense Education Act
(NDEA). A reaction to Soviet domination of the nascent Space Race, the NDEA
provided financial incentives for high-achieving high school students to enroll in
college and pursue a degree in a field deemed relevant to national defense (e.g., science, engineering, mathematics, foreign languages). Notably, the logic for the
NDEA differed markedly from the GI Bill (Kimball, 2011): whereas the GI Bill had
offered returning veterans a reward for their meritorious service, the NDEA provided financial incentives based on projected future outcomes. This investment
logic marked the first time that federal financial aid policy sought to redistribute
college-going in order to achieve some desirable future outcome.
The federal government adopted similar logic with the passage of the 1965
Higher Education Act (HEA; Geiger, 2015). The HEA created several new aid programs—including a grants program and a guaranteed loan program—intended to
encourage low-income students to enroll in higher education. Part of the broader
spate of Great Society Programs (Patterson, 1996), the HEA represented a formal
intervention in the college-going marketplace intended to shape the behaviors of a
subset of college-going students. During this time period, colleges and universities
also began to seek to do the same. As Duffy and Goldberg (1998) have noted, higher
education institutions began to make systematic use of high school visits, strategic
marketing, and centralized financial aid during the 1960s and 1970s. These efforts
were part of a broader effort to professionalize admissions and to attract prospective
students contemplating college enrollment in a competitive higher education landscape (Geiger, 2000; Trow, 2002). During this time period, the majority of colleges
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and universities adopted open enrollment practices wherein they admitted nearly all
those who applied; however, the most selective institutions became even more so
(Kimball, 2011).
These trends only intensified following the passage of the Higher Education Act
of 1972 (HEA:72) and the Middle Income Student Assistance Act in 1978 (MISAA).
The HEA:72 offered additional financial support to low-income students via additional support for existing programs and the creation of the Pell Grant program.
Meanwhile, the MISAA sought to address a purported “middle income squeeze”
that ostensibly prevented students who were not destitute enough to receive support
under existing policies but who were not affluent enough to pay the full cost of
attendance from attending costly, highly selective institutions (Geiger, 2004). As
Kimball (2011) has noted:
While this claim may or may not have been true, [the Middle Income Student Assistance
Act] reflects the victory of the view that credit should be available to all. The government
was called upon to solve the inequity of access—the same logic that had earlier led to aid
for poor students—through active intervention. [.. .] Effectively, this legislation allowed all
institutions to compete for all students due to a guaranteed funding base. Predictably, given
free student choice, it also favored the best institutions and lessened the price sensitivity of
high income students by adding a subsidy to their family’s ability to contribute. Given that
a program of universal access lacks an explicit equity argument, the Middle Income Student
Assistance Act became the cornerstone of a growing pattern of stratification in college
choice.

The credit-for-all ethos referenced in this quote reflects the increasing normalization of credit to purchase all forms of goods—including experiences that do not
result in tangible, long-lasting material goods (Cohen, 2003; Mandell, 1990).
Feeding into the long-running mythos of “balanced abundance” (Donohue, 2006,
p. 247), the idea that the lack of availability of credit should not prevent a strategic
investment in the future reflected a shift away from higher education as a civic good
and toward higher education as an individual one (Kirp, 2003; Marginson, 2011).
As the pool of available students shrunk and the supply of funding available to
support college-going grew (Geiger, 1992a, 1992b), colleges and universities developed increasingly sophisticated strategies intended to reshape student demand for
higher education generally and preference for individual institutions specifically
(Wechsler, 2014). Sophisticated enrollment management strategies began to treat
prospective students as part of a segmented market wherein highly desirable students might be offered differential incentives to enroll while less desirable students
would be offered no such inducement (Duffy & Goldberg, 1998; Kimball, 2011).
Moreover, using sophisticated mathematical models (Hossler, 1984, 1990), these
same institutions could seek to use only the minimum incentives necessary to induce
enrollment and no more. This shift marked the beginning of an increasingly asymmetrical relationship between students and institutions wherein the average student
possessed far less sophisticated analytic resources than the average institution.
Notably, however, those students who possessed the most desirable applicant
profiles found themselves better able to manipulate the college-going marketplace
to their own ends as well-resourced colleges and universities competed with one
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another to have the most academically and athletically talented students (e.g.,
Geiger, 2000, 2004; Nixon, 2014; Thelin, 1996). Recognizing that this discrepancy
represented a potentially lucrative opportunity to commercialize college admissions, resources intended to demystify the college-going marketplace began to
appear in abundance during the 1980s (Duffy & Goldberg, 1998). Resources such
as US News and World Report’s rankings first appeared at around this point, and
college guidebooks, which began concurrently with the massification of higher education, became more sophisticated and were published far more frequently (Kimball,
2011). Subsequently, as these resources gained wide usage and were rendered
accessible to most via their low cost, test preparation and college counseling services appeared as a mechanism for well-resourced students to gain access to potentially valuable information and thereby differentiate themselves relative to their less
well-to-do peers (c.f., Geiger, 2002; McDonough & Calderone, 2006). The net
effect of these shifts produced a college-going marketplace wherein students and
institutions possess widely asymmetrical information and resources not only from
one another but also from their peers.

10.2.2

Models of College-Going

Based on this historical overview provided above, it is clear that the college-going
marketplace is both dynamic and complex. Features of the admissions marketplace
empower students to function as both consumers of a college education and suppliers of academic talent (Nurnberg, Schapiro, & Zimmerman, 2012). Institutions likewise function within the admissions marketplace as both consumer goods to be
purchased by students and as the purchasers of academic talent (Geiger, 2000;
Hoxby, 2009). Furthermore, underlying social inequities, inconsistent access to
information, and personal preferences reshape the admissions marketplace in
subtle-yet-important ways (e.g., Bowen, Chingos, & McPherson, 2009; Goldrick-
Rab, 2016). However, while existing college-going models may acknowledge the
underlying complexity of the process, they typically represent it in static ways. As a
result, they may miss the multidirectional effects produced by the dual roles occupied by both students and institutions. The inability to consider the ongoing effects
of institutional actions on individual students (and vice versa) leads to difficulty in
conceptualizing complex problems in college-going, ranging from undermatching
to the college choices of rural students.
Nonetheless, existing models provide useful insight into the college-going process as a whole and have structured empirical research useful to understanding the
overall college-going process. In this section, we first review models of individual
behavior related to college-going—including discussions of Hossler and Gallagher
(1987), Paulsen (1990), and Perna’s (2006) work. We next describe attempts to represent the ecology of college-going using the work of Oakes (2003) and Arnold, Lu,
and Armstrong (2012). Finally, although we were unable to locate any models that
directly purport to capture institutional behavior related to college-going in a
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c omprehensive framework, we describe work related to enrollment management and
marketing (e.g., Bergerson, 2009; Kroc & Hanson, 2003), and we review studies that
include institutions as actors in two-sided models that also include students.
Models of Individual Behavior Related to College-Going Within studies of
college-
going behaviors, the dominant framing has long focused on choice
(Bergerson, 2009), and among theoretical treatments of choice, the most popular
one by a large margin is Hossler and Gallagher’s (1987) three-stage model.
According to this representation of college-going, the first stage of the process
begins well in advance of students’ active engagement in admissions-related activities. Instead, interactions with family and friends, experience in school, and exposure to information about college via various media resources all serve to predispose
students to pursue or to not pursue higher education (e.g., Griffin, Del Pilar,
McIntosh, & Griffin, 2012; Kiyama, 2010). These same sorts of experiences also
help to shape students’ initial preferences for certain colleges and universities (e.g.,
Hagy & Staniec, 2002; Okun, Goegan, & Mitric, 2009). The second stage begins
when students begin to actively seek more information intended to inform their
college-going process. According to Hossler and Gallagher (1987), the most important component of this stage is an active search process that helps students to distinguish among institutions and to categorize them in useful ways (e.g., desirability,
likelihood of admission). Notably, this search process focuses on students as consumers of information and institutions as providers of information (e.g., Magolda,
2000; Saichaie & Morphew, 2014). Finally, in the third stage of Hossler and
Gallagher’s (1987) model, students select a preferred college-going option. Although
the primary goal of this model is explaining the choices of those students who attend
college, it is important to note that the model works equally well in explaining the
decision not to enroll (c.f., Deil-Amen & Tevis, 2010; Kim, 2012). Hossler and
Gallagher’s model (1987), along with subsequent revisions (e.g., Hossler, Braxton,
& Coopersmith, 1989; Hossler, Schmit, and Vesper, 1999), markedly improved
prior attempts to understand college-going behaviors, which had often focused
either on economic calculations (Jackson, 1978, 1982) or more nebulous concepts
like “fit” (Astin, 1965).
Paulsen (1990) departs from Hossler and Gallagher’s (1987) singular focus on
college-choice patterns by noting that researchers are well-served by understanding
both micro- (choice) and macro- (access) processes of student enrollment. For the
micro-process of student choice, Paulsen (1990) provided a similar functional definition to that of Hossler and Gallagher (1987). Paulsen’s (1990) summary of prior work
on choice results in a three-stage model that includes: (1) the formation of college
aspirations; (2) search for and application to colleges; and (3) selection of a college
and attendance. In a notable departure from prior work, however, Paulsen (1990) also
states that understanding the college-going process in this way greatly benefits colleges and universities and should therefore shape institutional behavior as well:
Essentially, colleges … have had two basic market-oriented desires. They have wanted to
more effectively plan and forecast their enrollment, and to more effectively influence the
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enrollment decision-making processes of prospective students. This is where the study of
college choice behavior is of great practical importance to administrators. (p. 6)

Based on this argument, Paulsen (1990) connects the study of college choice to the
emergent practice of strategic enrollment management (Hossler, 1984) and suggests
that institutional efforts such as branding, advertising, and market segmentation represent meaningful attempts to reshape student behaviors. Framed from a macro-
process standpoint, Paulsen’s (1990) argument suggests that higher education
institutions attempt to reshape demand curves for the educations they offer, which
can be seen as a form of product differentiation, through strategy-driven interventions in the admissions marketplace. These interventions result in patterns of enrollment or non-enrollment often described as access. Interpreted in this way, Paulsen’s
(1990) argument clearly anticipates and informs our thinking about dual commodification. However, the three-stage model at the core of Paulsen’s (1990) argument
limited the ability to apply this thinking in studies of college-going attempting to
capture multidirectional effects by providing only a limited representation of institutional behaviors.
Perna’s (2006) proposed conceptual model continued these efforts to systematically represent both micro- and macro-process of college-going by incorporating
both access and choice logic. Perna (2006) does so by bridging the two primary
disciplinary traditions—economics and sociology—that have dominated studies of
college-going. Using a human capital investment framework (Becker, 1962; Paulsen
2001), the proposed conceptual model suggests that differences in long-term outcomes of the college-going process arise from decisions made early in the process.
This perspective also notes that human beings have unequal access to the sorts of
opportunities and information that allow them to make these decisions freely and
equally (e.g., Baum and Payea, 2004; DesJardins & Toutkoushian, 2005; Ellwood
& Kane, 2000; Terenzini, Cabrera, & Bernal, 2001). While the human capital investment framework is useful for understanding how students evaluate the costs and
benefits of college-going, it does not fully explain the affective dimensions of student enrollment decisions. To understand this missing piece of the college-going
process, Perna (2006) utilizes sociological models related to cultural and social
capital (Bourdieu, 1986). Empirical literature from within this tradition helps to
explain the key role of family in providing anticipatory socialization to the college-
going process (George Mwangi, 2015) and of familial income in providing access
to well-resourced schools (e.g., Titus, 2006; Walpole, 2003). It also demonstrates
how the divergent cultural and social capital levels of families within communities
and students within schools form an organizational habitus that independently influences college-going (McDonough, 1997; Perna and Titus, 2005).
The human capital investment theory is placed at the core of Perna’s (2006) proposed conceptual model and is depicted as being encapsulated by the habitus formed
by differential access to social and cultural capital. These forces represent the first
layer of a four tiered environmental model of college choice. The second layer,
within which the first is positioned, includes school and community contexts that
account for varied school resources and within-school experiences. The third layer,
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which is depicted as influencing both the first and second layers, consists of the
higher education context for college-going. Within this third layer, institutional
behaviors such as marketing and recruitment seek to influence student decision-
making. Additionally, persistent characteristics such as location and institutional
characteristics (e.g., mission, control, curriculum) shape college-going decisions.
Finally, in the fourth layer, social, economic, and policy contexts influence all preceding model elements. Within this layer, Perna (2006) accounts for changing societal demographics, economic conditions, and policy landscapes. The resultant
model captures far more of the individual, institutional, and broader environmental
factors that contribute to college-going than the three-stage choice models that preceded it; however, in comprehensively addressing these multivalent factors, it also
becomes nearly impossible to operationalize in total. As a result, most empirical
pieces citing this model have reasonably sought only to examine a subset of its theorized relationships (e.g., Alhaddab & Aquino, 2017; Means, Clayton, Conzelmann,
Baynes, & Umbach, 2016; Perna et al., 2008) or have flattened the dynamic connections between layers implied by the model in order to operationalize it with existing
datasets or typical methods (e.g., Salisbury, Umbach, Paulsen, & Pascarella, 2009;
Wolniak, Wells, Engberg, & Manly, 2016).
Models of the Ecology of College-Going Although the models of Hossler and
Gallagher (1987) and Perna (2006) continue to dominate discussions of college
choice, ecological approaches that seek to describe structural influences on college-
going also have relevance to the study of college-going (Arnold et al., 2012; Oakes,
2003). In fact, these models may be uniquely well-suited to understanding how
student behaviors related to college-going respond to institutional behaviors or even
arise from environmental forces beyond their control.
Although their work technically describes academic and developmental readiness for college, Arnold et al. (2012) position it as responding to what they call
“quasi-ecological approaches to college readiness” (p. 6). Within this discussion,
they compare their work to Perna’s (2006) proposed conceptual model of college
choice as well as to Tierney and Venegas’s (2007, 2009) work on financial aid.
Given this framing, it seems reasonable to conclude that the college-going and college readiness processes overlap in meaningful ways. That is made even clearer by
the model itself. Consistent with Bronfenbrenner’s (1979) ecological systems theory, Arnold et al. (2012) organized the factors shaping college readiness into six
categories: individual (e.g., demographic characteristics, aspirations, college knowledge), microsystem (e.g., family, teachers, schools), mesosystem (e.g., social and
cultural capital, prep programs, colleges), exosystem (e.g., financial aid structures,
the economy, community), macrosystem (e.g., debates over college as a public or
private good, oppressive ideological systems, social stratification), and chronosystem (e.g., historical context, school reform movements, pipelines and pathways to
college).
Notably, virtually all of these factors have previously been identified in college-
going models (e.g., Hossler & Gallagher, 1987; Perna, 2006) or in recent literature
on college-going (e.g., Bergerson, 2009; George Mwangi, 2015). They also appear
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at starkly different points in the ecological model of college readiness than they do
in the proposed conceptual model of college choice (c.f., Arnold et al., 2012; Perna,
2006). These differences reflect the dynamic nature of college-going: while it is
clear that many forces influence the process, they often possess the capacity to do so
in different ways. To provide one concrete example, Perna (2006) depicts habitus as
the core layer of the proposed conceptual model of college choice whereas Arnold
et al. (2012) place habitus as part of the mesosystem, or third layer, in the ecological
model of college readiness. Both placements are reasonable in that organizational
habitus shapes individual habitus (and vice versa), which students use to make
college-going and college readiness decisions. However, the decision where to
place habitus influences the way that a model can be used for analysis and what it
will show.
Like the ecological model of college readiness, Oakes’s (2003) critical conditions for equity and diversity in college access advanced theoretical claims about
college-going that have since been supported by empirical findings (e.g., Bergerson,
2009; George Mwangi, 2015) and other theoretical models (e.g., Arnold et al., 2012;
Perna, 2006). The noteworthy contribution of the critical conditions is to highlight
the controlling influence that structural forces can play in shaping college-going
processes. That is to say, while prior work had acknowledged the importance of
school and community influences on college-going, Oakes (2003) sought to convey
precisely how and why students with postsecondary education ambitions who
worked hard to realize their aspirations sometimes were not able to do so. According
to Oakes (2003), the structural forces that most directly shape college-going arise
from the way that broader social, political, and economic decisions shape school
environments, which results in wide disparities in the quality of educational systems
(Oakes, 2005). Consequently, exploring whether the following critical conditions
have been met in a students’ school experiences can help to understand their college-
going trajectory: (1) safe and adequate school facilities; (2) a college-going school
culture; (3) rigorous academic curriculum; (4) qualified teachers; (5) intensive academic and social supports; (6) opportunities to develop a multicultural college-
going identity; and (7) family-neighborhood-school connections. Once again, the
importance of school environments and student experiences therein has been
acknowledged in other college-going models (e.g., Paulsen, 1990; Perna, 2006) and
well-documented in empirical literature (e.g., Bergerson, 2009; George Mwangi,
2015), but in recognizing these environmental influences as among the most critical
influences on college-going, Oakes (2003) provided a noteworthy view of the
college-going process.
Models of Institutional Behavior Related to College-Going Although we
attempted to locate models of college-going that focused on institutional behavior,
we were unable to locate theoretical perspectives that provided the sorts of comprehensive overviews represented by the models described above. Nonetheless, it is
clear from models of student behavior that institutional behavior shapes the college-
going process in profound ways (Bergerson, 2009; Paulsen, 1990; Perna, 2006). In
an attempt to understand more fully a theoretical space with limited available litera-
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ture, we utilized Bergerson’s (2009) summary of institutional recommendations
related to college-going as well as Kroc and Hanson’s (2003) overview of contemporary enrollment management practices.
According to Bergerson (2009), colleges and universities can and should actively
intervene in the college-going process in order to produce more equitable outcomes
for students. Institutional efforts to create college preparation programs (e.g.,
Alhaddab & Aquino, 2017; Perez & McDonough, 2008) and provide college-going
information to prospective students (e.g., Mullen, 2009; Smith, 2007) can help to
ensure that students with limited anticipatory socialization suffer less of a disadvantage in the admissions process. For institutions, the incentive for doing so is the
racial and economic diversification of their student body (e.g., Astin & Oseguera,
2004; Bowman & Bastedo, 2017; Hearn & Rosinger, 2014; Saunders, 2014).
Likewise, attempts to reformulate educational policy (e.g., Perna & Titus, 2004;
Perna, Steele, Woda, & Hibbert, 2005) or to develop community-school-university
partnerships (e.g., Glennie, Dalton, & Knapp, 2015; Kimball, Rose, Ruiz, & Wells,
Forthcoming; Sablan, 2014) to promote enhanced linkages between K-12 and
higher education systems represent a promising way of redistributing responsibility
for the outcomes of the college-going process from students to educational organizations. Higher education institutions could also devote scarce financial aid dollars
to meeting financial need rather than rewarding more nebulously defined merit (e.g.,
Doyle, 2010; Singell, 2002; Singell, Waddell, & Curs, 2006). Notably, there are
profound disincentives to do any of these things (e.g., Bastedo & Bowman, 2010;
Bowman & Bastedo, 2009; Jaquette, 2013; McDonough, Lising, Walpole, & Perez,
1998), but they are choices within institutional control.
Likewise, institutions utilize enrollment management practices to make decisions about institutional values on a regular basis (Hossler, 1984). As described by
Kroc and Hanson (2003), enrollment management consists of a series of linked
decisions and behaviors that shape student experience from the predisposition stage
of college-choice models all the way through alumni engagement. Early in the process, higher education institutions focus on questions of visibility and brand in order
to maximize the pool of potential applicants (e.g., Bowman & Bastedo, 2009;
Joseph, Mullen, & Spake, 2012). From this pool of potential applicants, colleges
and universities seek to induce applications from desirable candidates using a variety of recruitment strategies (e.g., Armstrong & Lumsden, 2000; Magolda, 2000;
Saichaie & Morphew, 2014). They then seek to maximize enrollment while minimizing institutional costs through the targeted allocation of financial aid (e.g., Baum
& Ma, 2010; Hillman, 2012; Martin, 2002). In so doing, institutions also seek to
forecast incoming enrollments (Keller, 1999) and project future persistence rates
(Hossler, 1990). These behaviors continue through attempts to predict major enrollment, student support needs, and graduation rates (Bergerson, 2009). As noted by
Terenzini (1993, 2013), the ability to do this work requires ongoing efforts to balance data analysis, pressing issues, and contextual interpretation. This depiction of
enrollment management as a fundamental form of organizational intelligence makes
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it clear that colleges and universities also experience college-going as a process—
even if it is rarely acknowledged as such.
Models of Sequential Individual and Institutional Behavior Despite what we
observed to be a relative lack of comprehensive theoretical accounts of colleges and
universities’ involvement in college-going, some econometric models have advanced
accounts of bidirectional influences that students and institutions can have on each
other as members of each other’s environments. Arcidiacono (2005) aimed to understand the impact of affirmative action on students’ college choices and future earnings, and modeled college choice as dependent on the college’s impact on future
earnings, affordability, and consumption value of attendance, with institutions seeking to maximize average student ability and revenue from students’ tuition.
DesJardins, Ahlburg, & McCall (2006) estimated empirical models of several steps
of the college-going process, students’ application decisions, colleges’ admission
thresholds and financial aid awards, and students’ enrollment decisions. In particular, students accounted for institutions’ admission thresholds in deciding where to
apply, and financial aid offers could affect their enrollment decisions (DesJardins,
Ahlburg, & McCall, 2006). Epple, Romano, and Sieg (2006) modeled admissions at
private institutions, with institutions seeking high average student ability and preferring students with diverse economic backgrounds and students seeking to maximize
institutional quality and minimize tuition net of financial aid. Fu (2014) shared
Arcidiacono’s (2005) institutional objectives and captured student preferences by
the average student-specific value of each institution for students with the same
ability level and household income. All four of these models acknowledged students’ preferences for institutions and institutions’ preferences for students, giving
room to both actors to make choices that affect the other’s perceptions.
More recently, Toutkoushian and Paulsen (2016) advanced a five-stage model of
college choice, moving from predisposition to initial search to application in the
first three stages, then to colleges and universities to make admissions decisions in
the fourth stage, then back to students to make enrollment decisions in the fifth and
final stage. In line with DesJardins, Ahlburg, and McCall (2006), Toutkoushian and
Paulsen left room for institutional actions to influence student search and application, because “the supply of spaces may also affect a student’s decision to either
include [an] institution in his or her choice set or apply to the institution because the
student may limit his or her choices based on estimates of where they may be
accepted” (Toutkoushian & Paulsen, 2016, p. 63). Importantly, Toutkoushian and
Paulsen (2016) acknowledge that, in the fourth stage, institutions introduce different
goals for revenue generation and admissions selectivity, set their own admissions
thresholds, and may lead to different admissions outcomes for the same student
across different institutions.
Elsewhere, Epple, Romano, Sarpca, and Sieg (2017) developed and estimated a
model of public and private college admissions in which students have varying
income, ability, and preferences for colleges; the quality of a given college depends
on its expenditures and the ability of enrolled students; colleges take other colleges’
prices and qualities as given when making decisions; and public and private c olleges
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have different objectives: private colleges attempt to maximize their quality, and
public colleges attempt to maximize the achievement of in-state students. Student
characteristics including state residency, income level, and signaled ability influence colleges’ pricing, admission, and financial aid decisions, and “[private colleges
with higher endowments] can spend more on educational inputs to increase quality
and offer steeper discounts to poorer very desirable (very high ability) students to
attract them” (Epple et al., 2017, p. 172). At the same time, colleges’ prices, qualities, and student body characteristics influence students’ utility and enrollment
decisions.

10.3

Data & Techniques in the Study of College-Going

In order to develop, refine, and explain the theory of dual commodification, we
reviewed hundreds of studies related to college-going. In this section, we briefly
summarize the major methodological trends we observed through this research.
Consistent with Perna’s (2006) prior findings related to the student-focused nature
of work related to college-going, our review identified primarily studies utilizing
student-level data and therein seeking to identify aggregate patterns of experience.

10.3.1

Quantitative Approaches

One methodological tradition in quantitative research on college choice goes back
at least to Fuller, Manski, and Wise (1982). This entails assuming that each student
receives some utility U from attending each college (often represented Uij for student i and college j) and that this utility cannot be observed, but students’ choices of
institutions can be observed. Assuming again that students choose the available
institution that brings them the greatest utility, researchers can estimate a regression
model (usually a logit regression model or some variation of logit) with data on
student characteristics and institutional characteristics and identify weights (corresponding with students’ preferences) most likely to lead to the pattern of student
choices observed in the data. DesJardins and Toutkoushian (2005) identified this
utility model in the context of evaluating assumptions of rationality in student
choice, and DesJardins, Ahlburg, and McCall (2006) embedded it in their model of
students’ and institutions’ decisions. Toutkoushian and Paulsen (2016) also had this
concept of student utility-maximizing behavior in their five-stage model of college
choice.
More recently, behavioral economics interventions (or “nudges”) have illuminated the importance of a number of features of the college-going process (Thaler
& Sunstein, 2009). In these studies, researchers randomly assign some intervention
or mode of outreach to a treatment group and compare their outcomes to a control
group that received a different intervention or no intervention at all. Interventions
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under study include mailing information packets to high school students’ homes,
providing students with waivers of college application fees, providing assistance in
FAFSA completion, assigning peer mentors, and sending text messages with
reminders about deadlines (Hoxby & Turner, 2013; Bettinger, Long, Oreopoulos, &
Sanbonmotsu, 2012; Castleman & Page, 2015). These interventions have had
impacts on outcomes including college application, financial aid application, financial aid receipt, and college enrollment.

10.3.2

Qualitative Approaches

As have prior researchers (e.g., Bergerson, 2009; Paulsen, 1990; Perna, 2006), we
identified qualitative research on college-going that utilized virtually every major
qualitative technique—including one-on-one interviews (e.g., Ceja, 2006; Griffin
et al., 2012), focus groups (e.g., Armstrong & Lumsden, 2000; Perez & McDonough,
2008), life histories (e.g., Tierney, 2013, 2014), case studies (e.g., Bastedo &
Gumport, 2003; Daun-Barnett & Das, 2013; Kiyama, 2010), participant-observation
(e.g., Magolda, 2000; Posecznick, 2017), and artifact analysis (e.g., Hartley &
Morphew, 2008; Saichaie & Morphew, 2014). Moreover, less common methodological techniques such as participatory action research (Tuck, 2012), photo-voice
(Sahay, Thatcher, Núñez, & Lightfoot, 2016), and autoethnography (Fischer et al.,
2004) have also been utilized to understand the college-going process. While most
of the qualitative studies that we reviewed focus on student experience, studies that
examined the decision-making process of college admissions officers (e.g., Karen,
1990; Stevens, 2009) or sought to understand the way that parents (e.g., Holcomb-
McCoy, 2010; Smith, 2009), educators (e.g., Krei & Rosenbaum, 2001; Grubb,
Lara, & Valdez, 2002), or other significant others of influence (e.g., Ceja, 2006;
Perez & McDonough, 2008) understood the college-going process also provide
important context for understanding college-going. Although Perna (2006) identified qualitative approaches that spanned multiple levels of analysis (e.g., students,
schools, colleges) as a particularly promising practice, we located few of these studies
(e.g., Knight, Norton, Bentley, & Dixon, 2004; Posecznick, 2017).

10.3.3

Mixed Methods Approaches

Consistent with Perna’s (2006) earlier findings, we identified only a limited number
of mixed methods or multi-modal studies of college-going (e.g., Persky & Oliver,
2010; Person & Rosenbaum, 2006; Zimdars, 2010). These studies were notable for
their capacity to systematically address both outcomes and potential explanations
for these outcomes. For example, Person and Rosenbaum (2006) utilized their
mixed methods study of community college attendance to link the college-going
advice of friends and family members to student preferences for specific
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institutions. Like Perna (2006), we would suggest that the time consuming nature
and inherent complexity of these mixed method studies precludes them from regularly being deployed. Moreover, given that some systematic studies of college-going
have incorporated both qualitative and quantitative evidence (for example, the
University of California’s All Campus Consortium on Research for Diversity), we
do also wonder whether the mechanics of publishing in higher education (e.g., limited page counts, highly structured article formats) make it difficult to produce work
wherein more pages must be devoted to the discussion of research design (c.f.,
Agger, 2007; Kimball & Friedensen, Forthcoming; Saunders et al., 2016; Wells
et al., 2015).

10.3.4

The Dual Commodification Model of College-Going

Building on this theoretical and empirical background, we offer a model of college-
going with room for both students and institutions as actors. The model includes six
stages:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.

Available postsecondary options shape students’ preferences
Individual, family, and community circumstances moderate students’ responses
Students signal ability and interest to their preferred institutions
Institutions use incentives to alter specific students’ available choices
Students choose from their available options
The system changes over time

Institutions can actively participate in the first, fourth, and sixth stages, and institutional characteristics and institutions’ past actions are relevant in the other stages.
The model also has a sequential and idiosyncratic character in that institutions can
offer enticements to some students but not others in the fourth stage, and students
can respond by deciding where to enroll (Fig. 10.1).
I. Available Postsecondary Options Shape Students’ Preferences
The higher education marketplace is characterized by both its horizontal and
vertical differentiation (Trow, 1999). As a result, students receive college-going
messaging not only from their family, friends, and school but also from a wide variety of different institutions as well as the labor market (Perna, 2006). Human capital
theory suggests schooling may serve as an investment in future productivity and
earnings, with costs of attendance, foregone earnings from time spent working, and
effort invested in learning offered in the present in exchange for some return in the
future (Becker, 1975). Studies suggest institutional characteristics such as selectivity and public or private control are associated with differences in students’ later
outcomes (Brewer, Eide, & Ehrenberg, 1999). Analysis of students’ college match
quality (Bowen, Chingos, & McPherson, 2009; Roderick et al., 2008) adopts this
view with a perspective that students who are capable of gaining admission to highly
selective institutions should attend them in order to secure the highest likelihood of
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Fig. 10.1 Dual commodification model of college-going

progress to degree completion and other desirable outcomes (Ma, Pender, & Welch,
2016). However, not all institutions are equally attractive or welcoming to all students. As Hurtado et al. (2012) have demonstrated, institutions have differential
climates for students based on their social identities and past experiences. In recognition of these forces, a sophisticated array of college guidance products—including counseling, guidebooks, and websites—have been created to help students make
sense of the wide range of options available to them (Kimball, 2011).
There are a number of channels through which students in middle and high
school receive information about specific colleges and universities. Hoxby and
Avery (2013) acknowledged recruitment efforts from college admissions officers,
sponsored visits to college campuses, and mentoring programs as typical outreach
strategies from institutions to prospective students, and Hoxby and Turner (2013)
illustrated the sensitivity of students’ college application behavior to targeted mailings. Colleges also conduct their own mailings and email outreach using prospect
lists generated by ACT and the College Board and may use these as substitutes or
complements to visits to students’ high schools (Jaquette & Salazar, 2018). Recent
evidence suggests students’ attention to institutions at the time of admissions test-
taking is important, with students who send out more score reports more likely to
enroll in college (Pallais, 2015; Hurwitz, Mbekeani, Nipson, & Page, 2017).
Students not only develop awareness of where they might like to attend, but also
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where they might be admitted and what they can afford (Toutkoushian & Paulsen,
2016).
Media and popular culture also carry messages about specific colleges and universities. Chung (2013) found a positive relationship between the number of wins
for an institution’s football team and the subsequent number of applications for
admission, with a greater number of wins in a season associated with an increase in
applications as well as a modest increase in selectivity. Bowman and Bastedo (2009)
found an important role for the US News and World Report college rankings, with
appearance on the first page of the rankings (in the top 50 institutions) associated
with an increase in applications, an increase in the share of incoming first-year students in the top 10% of their high school classes, and a decrease in acceptance rate.
Luca, Rooney, and Smith (2017) found that scandals affecting undergraduate students at US News and World Report’s top 100 universities—including cheating,
hazing, sexual assault, and murder—were associated with reductions in applications in the year following their occurrence, and that scandals with heavier media
coverage (a larger number of citations or coverage in a long-form article) were
associated with larger changes in applications. Institutions’ efforts to manage their
reputations, and reputational changes that are beyond institutions’ control, appear to
influence students’ perceptions in ways that matter for students’ application and
enrollment decisions.
II. Individual, Family, and Community Circumstances Moderate Students’
Responses
Institutional messaging has the potential to reach all students—not just those
who will eventually enroll in a postsecondary institution. Students’ individual characteristics and circumstances related to family and environment influence the development of their college-going aspirations, especially for students from low-income
and underrepresented groups. Individual students may differ in their academic and
non-academic ability, ability to pay for college, and evaluation of where they may
make a good candidate for admission (Toutkoushian & Paulsen, 2016). Evidence
also suggests that different students have different preferences for institutional characteristics like academic quality, availability of non-academic amenities, and athletic success (Jacob, McCall, & Stange, 2018; Chung, 2013).
Perna’s (2006) model of college choice acknowledged the importance of family
in the development of students’ cultural capital and their motivation and preparedness to transition into college. Bettinger, Long, Oreopoulos, and Sanbonmotsu
(2012) used differences in students’ families’ ability to pay for college and understanding of federal financial aid requirements to demonstrate the usefulness of
assistance from tax professionals in helping students to apply for and receive federal
aid. LoGerfo, Christopher, and Flanagan (2011) illustrated that parents with higher
educational attainment and socioeconomic status started saving money earlier for
their children’s college education. Other recent evidence suggests that students’
older siblings’ college-going outcomes influence their own, especially in households with low likelihood of enrollment in four-year colleges (Goodman, Hurwitz,
Smith, & Fox, 2015; Goodman, Hurwitz, Mulhern, & Smith, 2017). Finally, family
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influence may differ across regions or demographic groups; Desmond and Turley
(2009) found that Hispanic high school seniors were more likely to want to stay
close to home for college, even with college-educated parents, and that conditional
on other characteristics, students who wanted to stay close to home were less likely
to apply to college, especially selective institutions.
Beyond the abilities of individual students and characteristics of their families,
some high schools attract more attention from colleges and universities than other
high schools do. In a review of data on college visits and recruiting events for 150
postsecondary institutions in 2017, Jaquette and Salazar (2018) found that public
high schools in neighborhoods with higher median family income and a higher
share of White students received more college recruiting visits than high schools in
neighborhoods with lower median income and higher shares of minority students.
Private colleges and universities disproportionately visited private high schools over
public high schools, and public institutions visited more high schools out of state
than in their own state (Jaquette & Salazar, 2018). Institutions tended to recruit at
high schools that traditionally yielded applications (reinforcing existing attendance
patterns) and assumed that students from lower-income high schools would stay
closer to home for college, while seeking affluent students who could afford full
tuition at a private university or out-of-state tuition at a public university (Jaquette
& Salazar, 2018). In other work, Andrews, Imberman, and Lovenheim (2016) studied the effects of two college recruitment interventions in Texas that provided high
schools serving low-income, high-achieving students with recruitment visits from
university staff and returning students as well as financial aid and advising supports.
As may be recognized by college admissions officers, an established history of
college-going in a student’s high school is a helpful support for the student’s own
college-going outcomes (Roderick et al., 2008), and schools that employ more
counselors tend to have higher college-going rates for their students (Hurwitz &
Howell, 2014). LoGerfo, Christopher, and Flanagan (2011) found that high school
students at the lowest levels of socioeconomic status were least likely to have high
school counselors with postsecondary preparation and transition as their primary
responsibility.
Beyond the high school, other community characteristics or factors may influence students’ perceptions of available postsecondary options. Geography matters;
some students may reside in areas without many nearby postsecondary institutions
(Hillman, 2016), or some highly-qualified students may live some distance away
from other highly-qualified students and have a lower likelihood of being recruited
(Hoxby & Avery, 2013). Students may live in states with relatively high or low
tuition for public colleges and universities or in states with idiosyncratic financial
aid programs (Cheslock & Hughes, 2011; Cohodes & Goodman, 2014; Scott-
Clayton, 2011). Students may also respond to changes in local, rather than national,
economic conditions when formulating college plans (Weinstein, 2017). Underlying
structural racism, sexism, and classism intersect with college-going in profound
ways and make it more likely that some students will attend a postsecondary institution
than others. These structural barriers are not based on innate characteristics of the
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student but instead a set of circumstances that arise from ecological influences.
While these forces are not determinative, they are aligned with cultural definitions
of social, cultural and economic capital that mean that students whose attendance is
not supported by prevailing social narratives must work harder than their peers to
realize the same college-going outcomes (Rios-Aguilar & Kiyama, 2012; Rios-
Aguilar, Kiyama, Gravitt, & Moll, 2011).
III. Students Signal Ability and Interest to Their Preferred Institutions
Geiger (2002) demonstrated that there are a limited number of high school students who distinguish themselves academically and that these students are likely to
enroll at elite private liberal arts colleges and leading research universities (both
public and private). Labelled by Geiger (2002) “super students,” they are distributed
roughly evenly across these institutional types. Elsewhere, Geiger (2000) indicated
that competition for these students led to the emergence of enrollment management
practices and aggressive financial aid policies in the 1970s and 1980s as institutions
sought to balance full-paying students with “super students.” This competition
embedded a recursive loop between the selectivity, resources, and admissions profiles of students (Hoxby, 1997) wherein those institutions with the most resources
were able to attract more full-paying students who were drawn by the academic
prestige of the institution and more “super students” who were drawn to that specific institution by offers of financial aid and access to high quality facilities (Hoxby,
2009). Though this phenomenon is easiest to understand from the institutional perspective, it translates directly to student behavior as they seek to maximize the benefits accrued by attending a specific institution in terms of the curricular,
co-curricular, and quality-of-life experiences associated with college attendance
(Kimball, 2011).
Consequently, Hoxby (2004) argued that highly aware students now recognize
that the marginal benefit of college comes not from attendance but from choice.
Colleges and universities have limited capacities to enroll and educate students, and
students who want to enroll in capacity-constrained institutions must convey something to the admissions officers at these institutions suggesting they will perform
well as students (Spence, 1973). Academic and extracurricular “signals” available
to students include course-taking and grades, standardized test scores (with support
for test preparation that might be unknown to institutions), athletic and artistic
achievements, and service and leadership activities. Rubin (2014) found that about
75% of admissions officers at highly selective institutions first grouped potential
applicants by academic achievement, and the others first evaluated applicants based
on a measure of fit (which might include underrepresented status, a distinctive talent
or ability, or status as a recruited athlete). Avery, Gurantz, Hurwitz, and Smith
(2016) found that students pay attention to signals from Advanced Placement exam
scores and that, among students with similar exam performance, students who score
just well enough to receive a higher integer score (e.g. 5 vs. 4) on an exam are 5%
more likely to major in that exam’s subject. (Students may be signaling to institutions or taking the exam as a personal signal of their own ability.) Shifrer, Pearson,
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Muller, and Wilkinson (2015) found that high school sports participation was
positively associated with college enrollment for tenth grade cohorts in 1980, 1990,
and 2002, conditional on academic achievement and socioeconomic status, and
Aries, McCarthy, Salovey, and Banaji (2004) found that students participating in
college athletics at two highly selective institutions had lower entering academic
achievement than non-athletes had. Finally, Rubin (2014) identified ability to pay
full tuition as another positive signal for students at selective institutions and that
full-paying students were evaluated separately from students with financial need at
some institutions.
Students must share these signals of qualification and fit with institutions by
applying to those institutions and can provide an indication of their interests or priorities by participating in college visits or submitting early applications. Many students receive skilled advice regarding how best to engage the college admissions
process from counselors provided by their high schools, community-based not-for-
profits, or as the clients of private for-profit providers (McDonough, 1997).
Interestingly, the same pressures that lead to these adaptive behaviors seem connected to the perverse incentives that lead school districts to pursue universal grade
inflation and students to seek an unfair competitive advantage by cheating on placement exams or having someone else draft their application essay (Astin et al., 2002).
Of course, “super students” are a small subset of prospective college applicants
nationwide, with only about a quarter of students nationwide having access to selective or very selective institutions (Smith, Pender, & Howell, 2013). We may think of
these students as students with the ability, interest, and opportunity to present competitive signals in the admissions process. Students from households with lower
income and lower parental education may perform less well with respect to high
school GPA and standardized test scores and may be disadvantaged in competing
for access to selective institutions (Astin & Oseguera, 2004). On the other hand,
students with ability and interest may face bounded opportunities to signal through
their high schools or other features of their environment, if access to Advanced
Placement courses, extracurricular activities, counselors, and other resources is
costly or unavailable (Oakes, 2003). Recent research suggests there are disadvantages for students in rural high schools in access to math and other rigorous courses
(Provasnik et al., 2007; Irvin et al., 2017; Byun, Irvin, and Meece, 2015), for students in high schools with a large share of minority students in access to music
instruction (Salvador & Allegood, 2014), and for female students and especially
students from lower-income households in youth team sports participation (Aspen
Institute, 2017).
After engaging in these activities that help students to develop and to demonstrate their capabilities, they need to submit formal applications to their intended
colleges and universities. Hoxby and Turner (2013) describe the practice of submitting at least eight applications, most to institutions that typically admit students
within a few percentage points of a student’s own admissions test scores, and some
slightly above and some slightly below. Beyond evidence suggesting that many
qualified students do not enroll in colleges and universities appropriate for their
academic qualifications (Smith, Pender, & Howell, 2013), other research suggests
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that many students do not even apply to any academically appropriate institutions
(Roderick et al., 2008; Hoxby & Avery, 2013). Toutkoushian and Paulsen (2016)
point out that, beyond the factors in the preceding stages that would create interest
for a student in a specific institution, applying adds a direct cost of an application
fee and indirect costs of the time needed to prepare an application (which may have
unique components like essay questions specific to a particular campus) and to learn
about or visit each institution, with a benefit that only comes if the student manages
to be admitted.
IV. Institutions Use Incentives to Alter Students’ Available Choices
Once prospective students engage in activities to signal their desirable characteristics to institutions and submit applications to demonstrate their interest in enrolling, institutions take the next actions in the model. Institutions’ actions are informed
by interest in several characteristics or resources that matriculating students may
offer: academic ability and potential benefits for peers and institutional reputation
(Rothschild & White, 1995; Epple, Romano, Sarpca, & Sieg, 2017), athletic or
extracurricular talent (Aries, McCarthy, Salovey, & Banaji, 2004), underrepresented
minority status (Arcidiacono, 2005; Epple, Romano, & Sieg, 2006), in-state residency (Epple, Romano, Sarpca, & Sieg, 2017), legacy status, or the ability to pay
full tuition (Rubin, 2014; Jaquette & Curs, 2015). In pursuit of their interests, institutions take two actions in this stage of the model: making offers of admission to
students, and designing and offering individual or general enticements to encourage
students to accept their offers and matriculate.
Decision rules undergirding admissions decisions vary across colleges and universities. Community colleges and some four-year colleges and universities practice
something resembling open access or open admissions, in which a large majority of
applicants receive offers of admission. Some institutions, especially large public
institutions, turn away a share of students who apply and use hard decision rules like
minimum test-score or GPA cutoffs to filter large numbers of applicants efficiently
(Goodman, Hurwitz, & Smith, 2017). Still other institutions use holistic review,
considering factors including students’ essays, letters of recommendations, extracurricular activities, high school curriculum, and family and personal circumstances
(Dale & Krueger, 2002; Rubin, 2014; Bastedo & Flaster, 2014). Finally, highly
selective or elite institutions use holistic review to apply selection criteria across
many well-qualified applicants and turn many well-qualified applicants away.
Across institutions that are at least somewhat selective, admissions officers may
apply different criteria within separate pools of applicants, including students with
and without financial need, students from underrepresented minority groups and
others, state residents and students from other states, student-athletes and other students, and students with family legacy status and others (Arcidiacono, 2005; Rubin,
2014; Epple, Romano, Sarpca, & Sieg, 2017).
Once institutions make admissions officers, they can expect that some students
(especially students who have desirable characteristics or resources) have additional
offers from competing institutions. In order to improve the likelihood of securing
matriculation for the most desirable applicants, institutions employ a number of
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enrollment management tools and other campus investments. Institutions use a
range of need-based and non-need-based financial aid offers (including tuition discounts) to practice price discrimination and optimize revenue while changing the
value propositions presented to specific students (Cheslock, Hughes, Frick Cardelle,
& Heller, 2018; Hurwitz, 2012). Institutions can invest in faculty salaries, low
student-to-faculty ratios, honors programs, or other instructional resources or rely
on existing reputations for academic quality (Epple, Romano, Sarpca, & Sieg,
2017), or they can invest in non-academic amenities like residence halls and fitness
centers or invest in intercollegiate athletic teams that contribute to the campus social
environment (Jacob, McCall, & Stange, 2018; Cheslock & Knight, 2015; Chung,
2013). These incentives may complicate students’ choice sets if institutions with
lower academic reputation or spending on instruction offer students higher financial
aid offers or invest more in non-academic amenities; eventual decisions will depend
on deciding students’ relative values for academic quality, amenities, net price, and
other institutional characteristics.
The high-performing “super students” that institutions aim to entice to enroll via
financial or programmatic incentives typically have high admissions test scores and
high school GPAs and are more likely to have high parental education and income
(Astin & Oseguera, 2004), so institutional enticements and incentives are likely to
reinforce existing inequalities (Heller, 2008). Some such students may receive competing offers from multiple institutions, while trends suggest more middle-income
and first-generation students who do not gain admission at elite institutions instead
go to less- or non-selective institutions or community colleges (Astin & Oseguera,
2004). These institutions have the same incentive to attract competitive students,
although if a large number of these students cannot gain admission at selective institutions or choose not to attend, less selective institutions may serve large numbers
of “undermatched” students as well as students with different goals and aspirations.
Both the recruitment of talented students and service of students with diverse academic backgrounds may explain such trends as the rise of honors programs at less
selective institutions and community colleges (Dougherty & Townsend, 2006).
V. Students Choose from Their Available Options
Once students have completed their applications and institutions have made
offers, including their additional individual enticements, students choose from
options available to them, including selective institutions where they have gained
offers of admission, open-access institutions including local community colleges,
and other options including military service and employment. In order to reach a
decision, students may consider factors including location, advice from parents and
trusted others, academic interest areas, price and financial aid, contemporary decisions of peers, perceptions of fit, and anticipated future economic returns. DesJardins,
Ahlburg, and McCall (2006) accounted for student academic achievement, parents’
education, family income, the size of a student’s high school graduating cohort (as
a measure of competition for places), institutions’ tuition charges, unemployment
(as a measure of opportunity cost), expected financial aid, and “positive surprises”
and “negative surprises” as factors influencing students’ enrollment decisions
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(p. 395). Holland (2014) found that first-generation students and students from less
affluent backgrounds are sensitive to colleges’ efforts to recruit them and more
likely to attend institutions that visited their high schools. Andrews, Imberman, and
Lovenheim (2016) found that the Longhorn Opportunity Scholarship and associated
recruiting efforts had a positive effect on enrollment at the University of Texas at
Austin among students at high-achieving, low-income high schools.
In the Chicago Public Schools, Roderick et al. (2008) found that about 51% of
students with aspirations to complete at least a bachelor’s degree were accepted into
four-year colleges, but about 10% (about one-in-five of those accepted) did not
enroll. They also found that students who completed the FAFSA were much more
likely to enroll after being accepted (Roderick et al., 2008). Overall, students who
apply and even enroll need to complete applications for federal financial aid and for
any state, local, or private sources of financial aid for which they may be eligible in
order to have the most favorable conditions for attendance. Other recent research
suggests that the summer after graduating high school seniors enroll is a particularly
challenging time, when neither high schools nor enrolling colleges are fully responsible for students’ pathways, and students need to complete paperwork for financial
aid, housing assignments, health screenings, orientation, and course scheduling
(Castleman & Page, 2014).
VI. The System Changes Over Time
As both students and institutions learn what leads to success, through securing
offers of admissions and decisions to enroll, the conditions of the first five steps may
change over time. Jacob, McCall, and Stange (2018) found evidence that colleges
and universities recruiting students with the highest preferences for campus amenities spend the most, as a relative share of their expenditures, on these amenities,
including residence halls, athletics, and campus activities. Cheslock and Knight
(2015) illustrated a cascade effect over time through which highly successful (and
financially self-sustaining) intercollegiate athletics programs lead the way on spending, for purposes including coaching staff salaries and facilities, and less-successful
(and often subsidized) athletics programs feel pressure to keep up with that spending in order to maintain the interest of students and donors. Epple, Romano, Sarpca,
and Sieg (2017) illustrated that elite private colleges and universities redirect financial resources toward instructional expenditures and investments in academic quality (and creating standards for faculty labor markets) in order to attract highly
academically competitive students.
High school principals, counselors, and teachers also learn what leads to success
in college admissions. Hurwitz and Lee (2018)‘s finding that high school GPA continues to rise over time, especially in higher-income and mostly-White high schools,
is consistent with grade inflation’s role as a competitive advantage in college admissions. Perhaps more encouraging, this model of change over time is consistent with
expansion of the number of Advanced Placement, International Baccalaureate, and
other rigorous course opportunities in high school, as well as growth in the number
of students participating (Hallett & Venegas, 2011; Handwerk, Tognatta, Coley, &
Ditomer, 2008). For their part, parents and families (especially among affluent
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households) have created a boom in provision of admissions test preparation,
specialized and individual college counseling, and highly organized youth competitive sports, and introduced the practice known as helicopter parenting, and institutions have responded by establishing parents’ programs to engage parents as early
as campus visits and formalize parents’ relationships with their children’s institutions (Savage & Petree, 2015).

10.4

Application to Specific Populations

The model described above has important implications for understanding the
college-going patterns of many diverse student populations. There are a number of
groups for whom the college attendance and choice decisions are not fully understood because, by and large, prevailing choice models only examine the decision
from the perspective of the student or the institution, but not both simultaneously.
This may not be as significant when talking about traditional college students, as the
factors influencing their college-going patterns have been well documented over
time. However, a multi-directional model can help better explain the experiences of
populations that are underrepresented, underserved, and understudied in higher
education, as the inclusion of both individual and institutional perspectives can cast
a brighter light on the ways in which power, privilege, opportunity, and culture
shape student pathways. To that end, the following sections examine how the Dual
Commodification Model of College-Going functions for specific populations. The
authors concede that not every population has a unique experience at each of the six
steps in the model; rather, the focus is on the steps that are unique to, and impactful
on, the college-going decisions for members of the population in question.

10.4.1

Students from Rural Communities

Students from rural communities are a population whose educational and economic
challenges have been gaining greater attention in recent years. With regard to postsecondary education, specifically, individuals living in these communities are less
likely to attend postsecondary education relative to their non-rural peers (Byun,
Irvin, & Meece, 2015; Hu, 2003; Koricich, Chen, & Hughes, 2017; Smith, Beaulieu,
& Seraphine, 1995), and this is especially true regarding attendance at four-year
colleges (Byun et al., 2015). Conversely, rural youth are more likely to first attend a
two-year college (Bowen, Chingos, & McPherson, 2009; Byun, Meece, & Agger,
2017; Koricich et al., 2017). When considering matching of students to institutions
based on selectivity, Bowen et al. (2009) found that students at the least-selective,
but not open access, institutions had a greater likelihood of being from a small town
or rural area. Research seeking to better understand the college-going patterns of
rural students has highlighted the influence of individual, school, family, and
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community factors over this decision (e.g., Byun et al., 2015; Koricich, 2014;
Koricich et al., 2017). Because of these influences, the first, second, and third steps
of the Dual Commodification Model are most salient for students from rural
communities.
The first step, available postsecondary options shape students’ preferences, may
be the most impactful factor shaping rural students’ choices because ‘place’ is an
inherent part of rurality, and place dictates what institutions even constitute a viable
option for college. In rural places, there are simply fewer, if any, postsecondary
institutions to choose from. Gibbs (1998) found that only 11% of urban students live
in a county lacking a college or university, whereas nearly half of rural students live
in a county where no postsecondary option existed. In more than one-third of
Pennsylvania’s rural counties, the most common institution type was a two-year,
for-profit college, with only 14% of counties having a public, two-year college as
the most available type (Prins & Kassab, 2017). In fact, 14 rural counties (29%) in
Pennsylvania don’t have even one postsecondary option, and this necessarily shapes
college-going in rural communities.
The term “education deserts” is gaining popularity for describing geographic
areas that have extremely limited college options, though different scholars use
slightly different definitions. Hillman and Weichman (2016) define education deserts as places with either zero colleges or universities nearby or one community
college as the only public, broad-access institution in the area. Their definition also
uses core-based statistical areas (CBSAs) to define non-rural areas while excluding
rural ones, whereas commuting zones are used to define the local area of more rural
places. Nearly 300 commuting zones were found to be education deserts, with a
greater concentration in the Midwest and Great Plains states, and, overall, education
deserts tend to occur in more rural locales (Hillman & Weichman, 2016). It appears
that there are also correlates to race, with commuting zones home to a larger white
population tending to have a greater number of public community colleges and private four-year institutions nearby (Hillman, 2016). This work also found that areas
with lower educational attainment levels among adults have fewer four-year colleges nearby.
Online education is commonly advanced as a solution for providing postsecondary education in rural communities and other places where few or no options are
present. However, there remain factors to consider. There is still no preponderance
of evidence indicating that distance learning results in equal or greater quality than
traditional, place-based instruction (Jaggars, Edgecombe, & Stacey, 2013), so care
must be taken to build institutional capacity to improve distance education so as to
not “reinforce existing inequalities” (Hillman & Weichman, 2016, p. 2). Furthermore,
if high-speed internet is not available or affordable in these communities, access to
high-quality online postsecondary options can still be limited (Chen & Koricich,
2014). Rosenboom and Blagg (2018) examined this very issue in another study of
education deserts. Physical education deserts were defined similar to Hillman and
Weichman (2016) except for the use of a 25-mile proximity threshold instead of
CBSAs and commuting zones. However, this study also sought to identify online
education deserts, defining them as areas where internet download speeds are below
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25 megabits per second (Mbps) and upload speeds are below 3 Mbps, which
corresponds to FCC benchmarks. This allowed the authors to identify physical and
online education deserts, as well as “complete education deserts” which lack access
to physical postsecondary institutions, as well as to internet speeds fast enough to
participate in robust online education (Rosenboom & Blagg, 2018, p. 2). Their analysis uncovered that more than 3 million adults in the United States live in these
complete education deserts, which represents 1.3% of the population, but the
authors believe that this is a conservative estimate, with the numbers possibly being
closer to 6 or 7%, or more than 14 million people. A deeper look shows that the
share of adults living in complete education deserts jumps to nearly 12% among
Native Americans and Alaska Natives, and that complete education deserts have
median family incomes 27.4% lower than in places that are not complete education
deserts. People living in complete education deserts also lag in college enrollment
by 16 percentage points and in college completion by 18 points (Rosenboom &
Blagg, 2018). When coupled with the finding that rural areas are home to 82% of all
adults living in complete education deserts, it is easy to see that there are broader
equity concerns to address when advancing online offerings as a monolithic solution to rural college-going issues.
Past research that included proximity to institutions as a variable has found that
proximity influences college application (Griffith & Rothstein, 2009; Turley, 2009)
and enrollment (Turley, 2009) patterns, as well as institutional choice (Byun et al.,
2017). Nearly 60% of incoming first-year students at public four-year colleges
enroll at an institution within 50 miles of their permanent home, and students attending community colleges traveled the shortest distance (Eagan et al., 2014). So, it
appears that distance is a factor throughout the college-going process. Distance to
institutions shapes college access and choice through a “convenience mechanism”
and a “predisposition mechanism” (Turley, 2009, p. 129–130), whereby the very
presence of colleges and universities increases the college-going predisposition of
individuals in the region, while also not requiring the same degree of sacrifice and
separation as those who must travel long distances to college.
Taken in total, it is not hard to see how the presence, or absence, of postsecondary institutions in rural areas greatly influences rural students’ postsecondary preferences. Essentially, rural residents who wish to have choices for postsecondary
education must be able to relocate (Corbett, 2007; McDonough, Gildersleeve, &
Jarsky, 2010); therefore, equal choice for rural students is predicated upon equal
mobility, which cannot be rightly assumed. In rural places, the connections to family and to a tight-knit, nurturing community are strong (Hlinka, Mobelini, & Giltner,
2015). So strong, in fact, that aspiring students may lower their educational aspirations in order to preserve these connections (Elder, King, & Conger, 1996).
Ultimately, economic and cultural factors make the assumption of bona fide choices
for postsecondary education nothing but a “cruel fiction” (Corbett, 2007, p. 30).
This leads into the second step of the Dual Commodification Model, individual,
family, and community circumstances moderate students’ responses, which is particularly relevant for rural populations. In Corbett’s (2007) study of a rural fishing
community in Nova Scotia, gender plays an important role in determining who stays
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in the community, who leaves, and who pursues postsecondary education. Fishing
equipment, knowledge, and property are passed down patrilineally, and men still
hold most fishery-related jobs. Thus, females can either choose clerical or retail
work in the community or leave the community to start their education or career.
Over more than three decades, males in the community were only about half as
likely as females to graduate from high school. Similar patterns emerge when looking at farming communities in the United States, where core farming operations and
knowledge are generally passed from father to son (Elder & Conger, 2000). As a
result, daughters can be left without the social, cultural, and economic capital to
participate in agriculture if they wanted to do so. Interestingly, this study found that
rural males from non-farming families did not have as strong of a patrilineal
connection.
Beyond gender, socioeconomic status has a strong, detrimental impact on postsecondary outcomes for rural students (Adelman, 2002; Gibbs, 1998). Even among
those who do attend postsecondary education, the benefits of higher socioeconomic
status to not appear to accrue equally to rural students during the college-going
process (Koricich et al., 2017). First-generation student status also influences the
postsecondary pathways of rural students (Casazza & Bauer, 2006; Corbett, 2007).
Lower degree-holding rates among adults in rural communities result in many rural
students being unable to benefit from their parents’ college experiences and required
to untangle the complex web of college admissions on their own. Rural students
whose parents held a four-year degree were the least likely to attend a two-year college. These students were more likely to attend four-year institutions, whether by
direct admission or by transferring from a two-year college (Byun et al., 2017).
Even those who successfully enroll in college can still have difficulty adjusting to
collegiate culture and academic standards, which ultimately impacts persistence
and completion (Corbett, 2007). A lack of confidence in one’s ability to directly
enter, and be successful at, a four-year institution also appears to motivate rural high
school students to first attend the nearby community college (Hlinka et al., 2015).
Beyond individual and family influences, community factors also shape the
college-going decisions of rural residents. First and foremost, research has demonstrated that simply living in a community that is rural affects attendance rates (Irvin
et al., 2017; Koricich et al., 2017; Smith et al., 1995), two-year college enrollment
(Byun et al., 2017; Irvin et al., 2017; Koricich et al., 2017), and selectivity of the
first institution attended (Bowen et al., 2009; Byun et al., 2015; Koricich et al.,
2017). In addition to the nature of rurality, local industry structure and employment
opportunities come into play. Rural youth can be lured away from education, even
prior to completing high school, when employment options are available in the
community and do not require the completion of formal education (Carr & Kefalas,
2009; Corbett, 2007; McGranahan & Ghelfi, 1998). To students living in disadvantaged communities, the wages associated with full-time, low-skill employment can
be attractive, particularly when the costs of postsecondary education—even vocational training—can be seen as too great a burden for many families and individuals
(Corbett, 2007). The absence of robust employment opportunities requiring a higher
education means students are unable to see the economic returns to advancing their
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education (Bollman, 1999; McDonough et al., 2010), and so a disconnect manifests
between the content of a postsecondary education and the skills required to work
existing jobs in local industries. Eventually, a recursive loop can develop in which
residents of rural communities are not adequately skilled for higher-skill industries,
yet these industries are less likely to locate in regions that cannot readily supply the
necessary high-skilled labor force. As lower-skill employment opportunities persist,
there is less incentive for completing postsecondary education, and the most-
talented residents must relocate to pursue education and employment opportunities
(Flora & Flora, 2008).
One of the strongest community influences may be the level of attachment rural
residents can feel to their community. This lies at the heart of a painful irony for
rural communities: their close-knit, nurturing qualities are remarkably effective at
supporting and promoting the most-talented youth, only to have them leave the
community to attend college or start careers, taking with them the very skills needed
to revitalize rural economies (Carr & Kefalas, 2009). Some research has demonstrated that, when controlling for family and community social resources, the rural-
urban disparity in college attendance is eliminated (Byun, Meece, & Irvin, 2012),
making these powerful support systems that are difficult to consider leaving behind.
Ultimately, rural students can find themselves held captive in a “golden cage”
(McDonough et al., 2010, p. 204). The supportive structures, networks, and culture
that fostered the development and achievement of the most-talented rural youth in
the first place can be the very things that can ultimately discourage them from leaving their community to pursue their dreams. When viewed as a whole, it is clear how
individual, familial, and community factors can have a profound effect on the postsecondary choices of rural students.
The third stage of the Dual Commodification Model, students signal ability and
interest to their preferred institutions, has some unique implications for rural students, but perhaps less so than the two stages described above. In the case of rural
students, the issue is more about the factors that inhibit the degree to which they can
signal their ability along traditional lines. Rural schools are often less able to offer
the resources to prepare students for postsecondary education, including limitations
regarding the breadth of academic offerings that can make students more attractive
and competitive when seeking admission to college (Byun et al., 2012; Byun et al.,
2015). The remaining steps of the model apply to rural students but are not as
uniquely shaped by the rural context, specifically.

10.4.2

First-Generation College Students

Another population whose college-going process can be further understood through
the Dual Commodification Model is first-generation students, or those who would be
the first in their family to go to college. These individuals are not as likely as their
non-first-generation peers to apply to or attend college, and they are more likely to
apply to less-prestigious institutions (Massey, Charles, Lundy, & Fischer, 2003;
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Pascarella, Pierson, Wolniak, & Terenzini, 2004; Phinney, Dennis, & Osorio, 2006).
First-generation students have overrepresentation in the less-than-two-year and twoyear institutional sectors, while being underrepresented at four-year colleges and
universities (Choy, 2001). These students also tend to choose institutions with lower
academic selectivity when compared to non-first-generation peers whose parents
have a high level of postsecondary education (Pascarella et al., 2004). Past research
has demonstrated a number of important differences between first-generation and
non-first-generation students with regard to postsecondary education. Students who
would be first in their family to attend college are more likely to be a racial minority
and to come from a family with fewer household resources (Bui, 2002; Choy, 2001;
Lee, Sax, Kim & Hagedorn, 2004; McCarron & Inkelas, 2006; Terenzini, Springer,
Yaeger, Pascarella, & Nora, 1996; Warburton, Bugarin, & Nuñez, 2001). These
students also tend to serve as the family’s primary wage earner (Lee et al., 2004). In
the context of the Dual Commodification Model, the second and third steps have
particularly important implications for first-generation students.
At the heart of being a first-generation college student is that you are the first in
your family to attend college. Therefore, individual, family, and community circumstances moderate students’ responses in very meaningful ways. An individual’s own
level of self-confidence impacts college choices, and first-generation students report
having lesser confidence in their academic and motivational ability (Cushman,
2007; Mitchell, 1997; Rendon, 1995; Robinson, 1996). Despite the importance of
one’s education expectations to one’s subsequent educational choices, individuals
who would not be first-generation college students reported expectations of bachelor’s degree completion at a rate twice as high as that of first-generation students
(The Education Resource Institute [TERI] & Institute for Higher Education Policy
[IHEP], 1997). However, for students whose parents did not attend college, there is
a greater benefit to extracurricular activity participation and other social interaction
when looking at motivation, degree plans, and personal growth (Pascarella et al.,
2004). In a study of first-generation students at a community college in northern
Nevada, personal responsibility was repeatedly mentioned as an important factor,
with 40% of respondents attributing their personal progress to personal responsibility rather than to parental or institutional relationships (Moschetti & Hudley, 2015).
There are also some relevant individual demographic factors. First-generation
students are more likely to be women, as well as to have responsibilities for dependent children (Terenzini et al., 1996). Female first-generation students reported
placing greater value on psychosocial characteristics of a college, such as perceived
safety and a positive social climate (Cho, Lee, Hudley, Barry, & Kelly, 2008). Many
Latina/o students are the first in their family to attend college, and they may find the
requisite information about college-going to be largely unavailable at home. This is
due in large part to the parents being limited in what relevant information they have
to share, given limited exposure to postsecondary educational processes (Gandara,
1995; Gonzalez, Stoner, & Jovel, 2003). In particular, Mexican-American parents
place a high value on getting a good education, but their own experiences may limit
the information they can provide to their children (Gonzalez et al., 2003). For first-
generation students who are African American females, there is a greater weight
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placed on academic factors when choosing a college compared to other groups (Cho
et al., 2008). Cho et al. (2008) also note that different racial groups place different
value on campus climate toward racial and ethnic minorities. Even immigration
status presents unique college-going challenges for first-generation college students. Undocumented Latina/o first-generation students report that information
availability is crucial. This was especially true for financial information in the context of California’s A.B. 540 which contains provisions enabling these students to
become eligible for in-state tuition (Perez, 2010). Students remarked that they chose
to attend the institution that provided them with the information about A.B. 540 and
its rules. Perez (2010) found that, because undocumented immigrants are ineligible
for a state driver’s license, distance and location factors are impactful, whereby
undocumented first-generation college students choose institutions most accessible
by public transportation. Choices are further limited for those living in education
deserts, as racial demographics appear to influence the types of institutions available in these places (Hillman, 2016).
Beyond these individual factors, there are several important parent and family
circumstances that shape the postsecondary choices of first-generation students.
Parental experience with postsecondary education represents an important form of
social and cultural capital (Cushman, 2007; Pascarella et al., 2004), as they can
provide valuable insight to their children regarding the college-choice process
(Ceja, 2006), course requirements (Choy, Horn, Nunez, & Chen, 2000; McDonough,
1997) and ways to finance their education (McDonough, 1997). One study of first-
generation community college students uncovered that that parents of these students
were not able to provide information about transitioning to college but were still
able to provide financial and moral support (Moschetti & Hudley, 2015). Similar
findings emerged among a sample of Latina/o first-generation students (Ceja, 2006).
These points connect to parental involvement and encouragement, which have
also been found to influence the college choices of first-generation students.
Analysis of a nationally representative sample found that parental involvement has
a positive relationship with students’ educational aspirations, and the relationship
was greater for first-generation students (McCarron & Inkelas, 2006). However, the
ability of parents to be involved can be limited in different ways. First-generation
students reported lower frequency of conversations with parents regarding SAT or
ACT preparation or their educational plans. Among college-qualified students,
higher parental education increases the likelihood of parents attending programs
about postsecondary education and financial aid and visiting campuses with their
child (Choy et al., 2000). Language barriers can also limit parents’ ability to guide
their children through these activities. A participant in a study of Latina/o first-
generation students revealed that the primary reason her parents did not attend
school-sponsored informational sessions was because the sessions are conducted
primarily in English, and her parents had limited English proficiency (Ceja, 2006).
Sometimes, parental involvement comes in unexpected forms. An ethnographic
study of Black single mothers who had not attended college uncovered that their
parents had actually placed a high value on education (Smith, 2008). In fact, they
framed their experiences as negative educational examples when speaking to their
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children (study participants) in the hopes that their children not take the same path.
In turn, this actually becomes a positive example of parental involvement in the
college-choice process. Regarding parental encouragement, first-generation students report receiving less support for their college plans (Terenzini et al., 1996;
TERI & IHEP, 1997). One study reports of a student’s experience with her father
who had been largely supportive and encouraging of her aspirations, even though it
might mean she would have to leave home to pursue them. However, once she had
accepted her admission to an elite women’s college and prepared to move away, his
attitude toward this decision changed. Although the student continued on to her
chosen institution, eventually with her father’s support, this presented a difficult
decision for the student to make (London, 1989). Latina/o parents express significant preference for students to remain close to home for college, with “close to
home” again meaning within a short car ride or accessible via public transit (Perez
& McDonough, 2008), and this preference can severely limit the choices of
students.
In the absence of parental experience with higher education, first-generation students can sometimes tap into the knowledge of older siblings or other members of
their peer network for necessary information. First-generation college students
whose older siblings had already attended postsecondary education would discuss
the experiences and challenges the older sibling faced while navigating the college-
choice process (Ceja, 2006; Perez, 2010). Furthermore, these older siblings also had
the added effect of acclimating their parents to these activities (Ceja, 2006). Beyond
siblings, Perez and McDonough (2008) note that peer networks have significant
impacts on first-generation students’ college-choice decisions. In particular, these
students either attended the same institution where older friends matriculated or
attended a college in tandem with a friend. In either case, the underlying commonality is that the first-generation student is choosing an institution based on the familiarity with that institution within their peer network.
Once all of these individual, family, and peer circumstances have further shaped
the preferences and responses of first-generation students, the students signal ability
and interest to their preferred institutions. However, the factors detailed above can
influence the degree to which first-generation students can signal their ability. When
considering academic indicators, a study of a nationally representative sample
revealed that nearly half of first-generation students were either not qualified or
were only marginally qualified for admission at a four-year college or university
(Choy, 2001), but Cabrera and La Nasa (2000) found that increased parental involvement positively affects the likelihood a first-generation student will meet minimal
college entrance requirements. These students have a greater likelihood of lower
GPAs (Atherton, 2014; Lee et al., 2004) and lower scores on standardized tests
(Atherton, 2014; Bui, 2002; Choy, 2001; Warburton et al., 2001). Vargas (2004)
posits that the lack of social capital transmission from family prevents first-
generation students from fully understanding the degree to which lower test scores
and GPA can impact their educational options. Completing a more rigorous set of
courses in high school, especially with regard to advanced mathematics (beyond
Algebra 2), has a positive influence on the likelihood that first-generation students
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will attend college (Horn & Nuñez, 2000). This requires an understanding of the
connection between curricular rigor and postsecondary education on the part of
parents (Choy et al., 2000) and, again, students (Vargas, 2004), which may be why
first-generation students appear to take advanced mathematics in high school at a
lower rate than their non-first-generation peers. The ability to take these advanced
courses also hinges on the availability of certain courses in earlier grades. Eighth
grade algebra is often viewed as a “gateway course” to more advanced math studies
in high school, and even among qualified individuals, first-generation students are
less likely to complete this course (Horn & Nuñez, 2000). One-fifth of first-
generation students indicated that their school did not even offer this course in the
eighth grade, which suggests a broader equity issue is at play, and is having long-
term impacts on the college-going patterns of these students.

10.4.3

Students with Disabilities

Students with disabilities have come to represent a growing share of students on
college campuses in recent years (Eckes & Ochoa, 2005). Recent estimates place
the proportion of students in higher education with identified disabilities around 11
and 12% (National Center for Education Statistics, 2014; Snyder & Dillow, 2013),
with one estimate placing this number at almost 15% (Higher Education Research
Institute, 2011). Among students with disabilities, approximately two-fifths have
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) or another learning disability
(DuPaul, Weyandt, O’Dell, & Varejao, 2009), which is the most common category
of disability among the college-age population (Eliason, 1992) and on community
college campuses (Barnett, 1992). All of these figures could be underestimates,
though, because they do not account for students who do not disclose their status for
one reason or another (Cawthon & Cole, 2010; Collins & Mowbray, 2008; Marshak,
Van Wieren, Ferrell, Swiss, & Dugan, 2010), and one study found that two-thirds of
college students with disabilities interviewed were not receiving accommodations
because they had not self-disclosed their disability to the institution (Wagner,
Newman, Cameto, Garza, & Levine, 2005). Even talking about disability is complicated by the radically divergent experiences of students based on category of disability (e.g., learning, mobility, psychological, etc.), how obvious the disability is to
others, and the level of support required to enable full participation in routine activities (Baldridge & Swift, 2013; Fleischer & Zames, 2001). Therefore, students with
disabilities represent another population whose college-going decisions can be better explained with the Dual Commodification Model. The following paragraphs
explain how steps two through four of the model are particularly influential for these
students.
There are several important ways in which individual, family, and community
circumstances moderate students’ responses, and with regard to students with disabilities, school circumstances also appear to be relevant. Looking first at individual
circumstances, the specifics of one’s disability (or disabilities) can be a strong
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d eterminant of college choices. Youth with disabilities who identified as having
higher cognitive functioning are more likely to enroll in postsecondary institutions
than those identified as having lower cognitive functioning (Griffin, McMillan, &
Hodapp, 2010; Newman et al., 2011), and African American students are identified
as having intellectual disabilities at a disproportionate rate (Cartledge & Dukes,
2009). As a result, African Americans with an identified disability may be less likely
to attend college. Although there have been improvements in providing age-
appropriate, inclusive educational opportunities for students with intellectual disabilities (Neubert, Moon, Grigal, & Redd, 2001), many of these students experience
segregation and social isolation after high school due to limited options (Chambers,
Hughes, & Carter, 2004). These individuals are least likely to participate in job
training, postsecondary education, or employment after high school (Wagner et al.,
2005). An increasing share of students with learning disabilities, specifically, are
successfully transitioning to postsecondary education, but they are still less likely to
enroll in postsecondary vocational or academic programs compared to their peers
who do not have a learning disability (Blackorby & Wagner, 1997).
Beyond the specifics of one’s disability, there are individual affective and attitudinal circumstances that come into play. For students with learning and developmental disabilities, self-determination appears to be a significant influence over
participation in postsecondary education (Chambers et al., 2007; Wehmeyer &
Palmer, 2003). The connection of self-determination to the development of self-
advocacy, or the student’s ability to recognize and pursue their own needs through
interactions with others (Test, Fowler, Wood, Brewer, & Eddy, 2005), may be the
source of this influence. Garrison-Wade and Lehmann (2009) note that self-
advocacy is an important factor in successful postsecondary transitions for students
with disabilities. Unfortunately, disability service coordinators in higher education
express dissatisfaction with the ineffective development of self-advocacy skills
among students with disabilities before they reach college (Janiga & Costenbader,
2002).
Family circumstances also influence the college-going choices of students with
disabilities. Parents of these students can have educational expectations that are at
least as high as parents of students without disabilities, but this appears to vary by
the type of disability and race (Masino & Hodapp, 1996). Levinson (1998) notes
that students with disabilities may feel pressured to enroll in postsecondary education by parents who are seeking the prestige that comes with a college degree.
Similar to the student population as a whole, greater family income and wealth
increases the college enrollment rates of students with disabilities (Cheatham &
Elliott, 2013; Fleming & Fairweather, 2012); however, family income and wealth
can be negatively impacted by the added costs of caring for a child with certain
types of disabilities (Cheatham & Elliott, 2013). Interestingly, among students with
disabilities, higher parental education accounted for more variation in two- and
four-year college enrollment patterns than did income (Wagner et al., 2005). With
regard to postsecondary educational programs that place students with intellectual
disabilities among the general student body, parents were most concerned about
their child’s safety (Griffin et al., 2010). Parents also had concerns regarding
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p ost-college employment options (Cheatham & Elliott, 2013; Griffin et al., 2010),
as well as with regard to paying for college and repaying student debt (Cheatham &
Elliott, 2013).
In lieu of community circumstances, it is useful to briefly examine school circumstances that may alter the college-going of students with disabilities. The availability of high school transition groups for students with disabilities can enable
students to examine the many factors to consider when making postsecondary educational decisions (McEachern & Kenny, 2007). Students stated that transition planning and orientation programs were most helpful in preparing for college (Camarena
& Sarigiani, 2009). However, service coordinators for students with disabilities at
postsecondary institutions across New York state were only neutral in their satisfaction with high school transition programming (Janiga & Costenbader, 2002). The
degree to which students with disabilities are integrated and included with the rest
of their high school peers, or inclusive placement (Rojewski, Lee & Gregg, 2013),
is believed to influence postsecondary success (Blackorby, Hancock, & Siegel,
1993; Rojewski et al., 2013). But, as with other matters, inclusive instruction differs
by category of disability. Students with speech and language impairments spend the
most time (80%) in these classrooms, whereas only 18% of students with intellectual disabilities and 13% of students with multiple disabilities spend this much time
in general education classrooms (Snyder & Dillow, 2013). Students with autism,
emotional support needs, orthopedic impairments, and learning disabilities landed
between these two extremes.
When considering the ways in which students signal ability and interest to their
preferred institutions, students with disabilities can face challenges in sending traditional signals of ability to postsecondary institutions. Milsom and Dietz (2009)
articulated 12 primary areas that constitute college readiness for students with disabilities, but they note that the only area that is truly unique to students with disabilities in the need to know whether their specific needs can be met by the available
accommodations at a given institution. However, students with disabilities may see
fairly high levels of postsecondary educational aspirations diminished, at least in
part, by limited participation in a college preparatory curriculum in high school
(Hitchings, Retish, & Horvath, 2005). Negative stereotypes can lead to lowered
expectations of what students with disabilities can accomplish (Carvin, Alper,
Sinclair, & Sitlington, 2001), and, consequently, students are not advised to take
college preparatory courses or may not receive the necessary supports they need to
be successful (Garrison-Wade & Lehmann, 2009). Of course, this not only impacts
the student’s preparation to succeed at college-level work; completing advanced
placement and honors courses also enhances the likelihood of being admitted to
more-selective colleges and universities (Horn & Berktold, 1999). Test anxiety also
appears to be a potential barrier for sending traditional signals of ability, particularly
when considering the various standardized tests that are taken as part of the college
admissions process. Students with disabilities have a higher rate of test anxiety
compared to peers without disabilities (Lufi, Okasha, & Cohen, 2004; Woods,
Parkinson, & Lewis, 2010), and this appears to be especially true among students
with reading disabilities, such as dyslexia (Nelson, Lindstrom, & Foels, 2015).
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When all of these conditions are viewed holistically, it becomes apparent that signaling interest and ability during the college search may be complicated and obfuscated for students with disabilities. As a result, students with disabilities may tailor
their college-choice set accordingly.
The other step with unique applications to students with disabilities relates to the
ways in which institutions use incentives to alter specific students’ available choices.
In this instance, these incentives are thought of in terms of the services and accommodations that are available to this population. It should also be made clear that this
stage does not just include accommodations as required by Section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the Americans with Disabilities Act Amendments Act
of 2008; if institutions wish to attract more students with disabilities, non-mandatory
supports and services can be impactful. This begins by institutions having a general
understanding of what supports are required by students with various disabilities, and
this should also consider the physical design of campus facilities to maximize their
accessibility (Kimball, Wells, Ostiguy, Manly, & Lauterbach, 2016). The physical
accessibility of a campus serves as a symbol of how welcoming the institution is to
students with disabilities, and this applies to access to information, as well. However,
institutions have still remained slow to become fully accessible, especially for those
students with orthopedic disabilities (Singh, 2003). This can contribute to student
concerns regarding housing options (Camarena & Sarigiani, 2009; Lancaster,
Mellard, & Hoffman, 2001) and parking availability (Lancaster et al., 2001). Singh
(2003) notes that physical accessibility is the minimum level of inclusion, especially
as the growth in online providers requires attention to web accessibility (Bradbard,
Peters, & Caneva, 2010). This is especially true as students with disabilities may be
more likely to pursue online courses and resources and may even feel more comfortable asking for necessary accommodations in this environment (Barnard-Brak &
Sulak, 2010). However, some students may still see their disability as having a negative influence on their ability to be successful in online classes (Roberts, Crittenden,
& Crittenden, 2011). Given the populations community colleges regularly serve, it is
not surprising that these institutions may be more accessible and welcoming to students with disabilities with regard to academic supports and curriculum (Collins &
Mowbray, 2008). Irrespective of institutional sector, supports and services for students with disabilities vary widely (Tagayuna, Stodden, Chang, Zeleznik, & Whelly,
2005), which hinders students’ ability to develop standard expectations during
their search process. This is unfortunate as these services and their visibility can be
the determining factor when students with disabilities make their choice of which
college or university to attend (Cocchi, 1997).

10.4.4

Student-Athletes

The final student population used to highlight the utility of the Dual Commodification
Model is comprised of student-athletes. College athletics can represent big money
for colleges and universities, especially in the revenue-generating sports of football
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and men’s basketball, but this varies based on the level of competition at which an
institution competes. Institutions promote their athletic programs on various brochures and publications because, “The uniformed hero in his or her mud-splashed
splendor is a much more arresting image than a photo of a history major with writer’s block or an economist hunched over a problem set” (Schulman & Bowen, 2001,
p. 10). The recruiting process for collegiate sports involves a two-sided matching
problem wherein recruits select schools, institutions decide which athletes to recruit,
and a successful match is dependent upon the athlete and the institution having
mutual interest in each other (DuMond, Lynch, & Platania, 2008). However, as will
be detailed in the paragraphs to come, there are numerous articles examining the
factors that shape the college-going decisions of student-athletes; yet, no study posits ways to incorporate the actions and responses of both the student-athlete and the
institution within the same model, as is done through the model presented in this
chapter. Research has highlighted a few relevant family circumstances that influence student-athletes’ college choices, such as family finances (Huffman & Cooper,
2012) and the distance family members would need to travel to watch the student
play their respective sport (Viera, 2009), as well as noting that student-athletes can
signal interest in a specific institution through the use of official visits, which are
limited in number by the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) (Judson,
James, & Aurand, 2004). However, the fourth and fifth stages of the Dual
Commodification Model have special relevance to this population.
Because varsity collegiate athletics programs are expected to win in their respective competitions, it is imperative to recruit the best possible players. Covell, Pelosi,
and Lemoi (2013) note, “student-athletes are one of the basic resources necessary
for the maintenance of winning programs, and recruiting is the process through
which programs obtain these vital resources” (p. 32). To that end, institutions use
incentives to alter specific students’ available choices in order to secure top recruits.
The most obvious incentive institutions can offer comes in the form of athletic
scholarships. Divisions I and II of the NCAA permit the awarding of scholarships to
a specified number of students per team. Scholarships must either be given to an
individual athlete (headcount sports) or can be divided into partial scholarships for
multiple athletes (equivalency sports), which is dependent upon division of play
(Pauline, 2010). Beyond scholarships, the NCAA prohibits colleges and universities
from offering any other form of direct incentive to students. Division III institutions
are not permitted to offer scholarships as incentives to student-athletes, but investments in enhanced athletic facilities are used by some of these schools to attract
more and better players (Covell et al., 2013). Thus, from the outset, the ways in
which institutional incentives can influence college-going decisions of student-
athletes are not the same across all types of institutions. Top athletes will receive a
large amount of recruiting material from a wide array of sources and schools, and
aspiring athletic programs invest heavily in facilities and coaches, and these underscore institutions’ needs to offer attractive incentives that do not run afoul of NCAA
regulations (Judson et al., 2004; Cheslock & Knight, 2015).
Once these various offers and recruiting pitches are made, students choose from
their available options. A variety of research has been done to identify the most-
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important factors that come into play during student-athletes’ college-choice processes. Magnusen, Kim, Perrewé, and Ferris (2014) conducted a synthesis of
research on student-athlete college choice and identified three main categories of
influences: academic factors (majors offered, academic reputation, post-graduation
career prospects), athletic program factors (coaches, facilities, team’s past performance), and external factors (economic conditions, school location, climate). These
three categories appear to be similar across sport, institutional type, and level of
competition. A study examining lacrosse players in all three NCAA divisions identified the university’s academic reputation and reputation of the student’s intended
major among the most influential factors; however, players in Divisions II and III
rated academics higher than did Division I players. Division II lacrosse players
listed non-scholarship financial aid as most important (Pauline, 2010), and these
divisional differences may be explained by the different rules that govern each
NCAA division. Various academic features were also rated as top decision factors
for student-athletes at a large, public, research university (Letawsky, Schneider,
Pedersen, & Palmer, 2003), at a group of small, private colleges that compete in the
National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics (Johnson, Jubenville, & Goss,
2009), and when looking at a pair of public, four-year universities (Judson et al.,
2004). Additionally, post-graduation career opportunities were noted as being
important in several studies (Huffman & Cooper, 2012; Kankey & Quarterman,
2007; Pauline, 2010).
Athletic factors were also found to be influential in several studies, but notably
less so that the non-athletic factors highlighted above. Some studies note the importance of the general opportunity to play (Forseth, 1987; Goss et al., 2006; Johnson
et al., 2009). In other studies, specific outcomes are more important. DuMond et al.
(2008) found that football players were more likely to select schools whose team
has a higher five-year winning percentage and was recently ranked highly in polls
conducted by the Associated Press. Recruits also appeared to value the opportunity
to play in large on-campus stadiums, so long as the facility is not too old. In this
study, rankings in U.S. News & World Report only mattered if the school was already
in their choice set and graduation rates were not significant, but, then, neither was
the number of past players who had been drafted to play professionally. A study of
football players at a prominent Division I program in the Southeast identified the
opportunity to win a conference championship as a top influence alongside academic and career factors, although the opportunity to win a national championship
ranked as one of the least-important factors (Huffman & Cooper, 2012).
When looking at external factors, one of the more interesting specifics contained
in the literature pertains to faith-based institutions. In a study of student-athletes at
four small, evangelical, church-supported colleges, Forseth (1987) found that
quality of faculty and the advice of parents were also identified as important factors
among this population. Interestingly, the honesty of the head coach was the second-
most influential factor among athletes receiving a scholarship. Forseth also notes
that several faith-related factors were meaningful to student-athletes who identified
as members of the school’s sponsoring denomination, but these were among the least
influential for those who did not identify as such. Another study of student-athletes
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at small, church-affiliated colleges found that spiritual guidance was among the key
influences in the decision to attend a specific institution (Goss, Jubenville, & Orejan,
2006). School location appeared in a few studies, but Viera (2009) tells the story of
a top football prospect who chose to forgo playing at some of the nation’s mostprestigious football programs, and he remarked that it would have been more difficult for his family to attend the games. In their study of NCAA Division I college
football recruits, DuMond et al. (2008) found school location to be the most important choice factor. Geographic influences were also identified as meaningful among
college basketball players (Ryan, Groves, & Schneider, 2007).
The range of influential factors varies slightly based on the specifics of a given
research study. Because of the wide variety of varsity sports, varying levels of competition, and the diversity among student-athletes, there are many vectors along
which the college-going decision can differ. Kankey and Quarterman (2007) remark
that there is a shortage of research on the choice processes of female athletes, and
there is a greater need for research that uncovers key choice factors for student-
athletes of color. The Dual Commodification Model can be used to help elucidate
the college-choice process for all student-athletes, but it also holds potential value
in examining the intersectionality between student-athlete identity and the other
meaningful characteristics and identities that influence college choice.

10.5

Future Research

As can be seen from the discussion of dual commodification relative to specific
populations and research problems in higher education, the model represents a useful way of generating a nuanced understanding of the phenomenon of college-going.
As noted at the outset of this chapter, however, others have previously called for a
more complex representation of the admissions and enrollment process but have
lamented the inadequacy of available data and methods (e.g., Bergerson, 2009;
Perna, 2006). In this section, we propose specific quantitative, qualitative, and
mixed methods research strategies that would allow the operationalization of the
dual commodification model in higher education research.

10.5.1

Quantitative Approaches

Many dimensions of the model highlighted here have received comparatively little
attention from researchers as a result of availability of data. Data on students’ first-
choice postsecondary institutions at multiple points in time in high school; the number of colleges’ visits of students’ high schools and the identities of the visiting
colleges; the identities of colleges where students applied, were accepted and
attended; and the amounts and types of financial aid offered to students by each
institution where students were accepted are valuable but typically hard to come by.
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There is little evidence using longitudinal data of the formation and evolution of
students’ preferences for specific colleges and universities during high school;
some early studies analyzing institutions receiving students’ SAT and ACT score
reports utilized restricted data from these testing agencies (Pallais, 2015; Hurwitz,
Mbekeani, Nipson, & Page, 2017), and the National Center for Education Statistics
(NCES)’ High School Longitudinal Study of 2009 (HSLS:09) includes students’
first-choice colleges as of the first follow-up in 12th grade but does not ask students
about college preferences during the initial survey in ninth grade. Jaquette and
Salazar (2018) illustrated the utility of data on colleges and universities’ visits to
specific high schools in illustrating differential patterns of recruiting efforts by high
schools’ income levels and minority compositions, and their primary data collection
for 1 year highlights the absence of such data for a larger number of years, states,
institutions, and high schools.
Data on students’ applications to postsecondary institutions (where they applied,
where they were accepted, and where they decided to attend) and financial aid offers
received are available from NCES data in limited ways. The Education Longitudinal
Study of 2002 (ELS:02) and HSLS:09 include detailed application information, but
only for nationally representative samples of the surveyed cohorts (tenth graders in
2002 for ELS:02, and ninth graders in 2009 for HSLS:09) and only self-reported
data. Regular releases of the National Postsecondary Student Aid Study (NPSAS)
include detailed information about student financial aid packages, including institutional aid, but only for the institutions students end up attending. The Bureau of
Labor Statistics’ 1997 National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (NLSY97) includes
both self-reported application information and self-reported financial aid offers
from all institutions that offered aid to each student, but this is again only available
for the surveyed cohort of 16-year-olds in 1997. Additional data that might be elicited from students in surveys or collected by institutions could include potential
enrollment enticements offered by the institutions outside of financial aid, including
lab membership or research opportunities, honors program membership, or access
to selective living-learning communities or residence halls.
The Dual Commodification Model of College-Going brings to mind a number of
research questions that might shed new light on college-going experiences, especially if paired with data collection strategies to address these elements. Studying
development and change over time in students’ top-choice colleges (while measuring students’ educational aspirations and institutional choices annually or even
more frequently) could be useful for structuring college search and college preparedness conversations in high school and for informing colleges’ outreach efforts.
This can also elucidate the role colleges and universities play in the first stage of the
model, such as students’ responses to college visits to their high schools or reaction
to institutional scandals (Jaquette & Salazar, 2018; Andrews, Imberman, &
Lovenheim, 2016; Luca, Rooney, & Smith, 2017). Better data on student predisposition early in high school could also shed light on the importance of college-going
aspirations for students’ willingness to participate in signaling activities, such as
advanced coursetaking and extracurricular activities, from which they might benefit
independently of the signaling value. This focus would clarify the relationship
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between stage one and stage three in the model. Data on institutional enticements
(such as institutional financial aid offers) from institutions sending students offers
of admission could open room for investigation of the importance of student
achievement or other characteristics in receiving these enticements (between stage
three and stage four in the model), shed light on equity in the distribution of these
institutional resources, and enable investigation of the effect of these enticements on
enrollment decisions across students’ whole choice sets (between stage four and
stage five). Finally, institutional data on honors program adoption over time or high
school-level measures of grade inflation over time could be linked to longitudinal
data on characteristics of college-going populations and their outcomes to examine
factors underlying colleges’ and high schools’ learning and adaptation over time (as
in stage six of the model).

10.5.2

Qualitative Approaches

Existing qualitative studies of college-going have typically focused on student
experiences of the admissions process (Perna, 2006). When attempting to understand student decisions in an ecological fashion, these studies have typically
expanded to include the influence of parents (e.g., Holcomb-McCoy, 2010; Smith,
2009), siblings (e.g., Ceja, 2006; Perez & McDonough, 2008), teachers (e.g., Krei
& Rosenbaum, 2001; Grubb, Lara, & Valdez, 2002), or school cultures (e.g., Knight-
Diop, 2010; Welton & Williams, 2015), but they have only described the behavior
of students and the institutions in the context of the same study and typically do so
through the lens of student reports (Perna, 2006). In fact, qualitative studies of institutional behavior in the admissions process (e.g., Bastedo & Gumport, 2003;
Posecznick, 2017) are scarce overall and rarely address the broader financial, organizational, or philosophical forces influencing that behavior. However, despite the
way that they have been used to date, qualitative methods offer a uniquely well-
suited approach to understand the way that individual human beings interact with
social organizations in the context of a well-defined process (Jones, Torres, &
Arminio, 2013), which is certainly the case for problems related to how students
experience the behaviors of colleges and universities as part of the admissions
process.
Utilizing qualitative methods to address the influence of dual commodification in
college-going involves a redefinition of the case(s) of interest. As others have argued
(e.g., Flyvbjerg, 2006; Ragin, 1992), case logic is one of the fundamental building
blocks for good qualitative work. As part of the development of case logic, researchers establish their research problem(s) and the units of analysis that will provide the
requisite data to produce relevant findings. To date, most cases have been defined in
terms of participants in the college-going process (e.g., students, colleges, universities), but the case of interest could just as easily be set as the admissions process
itself. Therein, qualitative researchers could define the roles of students and institutions in the admissions process as relevant sub-cases and each individual participant
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in the process as units of analysis. That subtle shift in design would integrate into a
single study design what has to-date typically been two entire separate discourses
about the college-going process. Additionally, while this sort of case logic is intrinsic
to all good qualitative research, it is also the core methodological driver for case
study research (e.g., Stake, 2013; Yin, 2017). Therein, qualitative researchers use
eclectic research strategies (e.g., interviews, document analysis, history) to construct
descriptions of individual cases. Within a case-within-case or cross-case comparative
design, these descriptions can be compared to one another to generate explanations
for key similarities or divergences between the cases (Stake, 2013). In particularly
rigorous case study research, process tracing may also allow qualitative researchers
to identify causal mechanisms at play in the admissions process (Bennett & Checkel,
2015). For example, in the case of college-going, a case study approach utilizing
process tracing could seek to identify why students receive and respond to messages
of interest from institutions differently from one another. It could also help to understand how institutions make particular decisions about market segmentation and
institutional branding in an attempt to attract particular prospective students. In other
words, process tracing would function as a way of rendering the otherwise invisible
decision-making processes of individual students and institutions transparent by
showing how different approaches result in different outcomes.
Utilizing logical structures similar to case studies, ethnographic approaches to
college-going would also be particularly well-suited to understanding the dual commodification process. By convention, ethnographers study culture by focusing on
how individuals interact with social organizations, processes, and artifacts of social
significance (Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007). More recently, however, institutional
ethnographers have demonstrated the methodology’s utility for understanding how
the lives of individuals and broader cultural phenomena interact with specific organizational environments like schools, factories, and retail stores (Campbell &
Gregor, 2002). Qualitative researchers utilizing this approach to understand dual
commodification could position themselves as observers of either high schools or
postsecondary institutions. They would then utilize a variety of research strategies
(typically field observation, interviews, and document analysis) to understand how
individuals interact with, and how other social influences intrude upon, these spaces.
For example, an ethnographic approach to dual commodification could explore how
the behaviors (e.g., marketing, award of scholarship, recruiting visits) of colleges
and universities manifest themselves in high school environments. This ethnographic work would be particularly well-suited to demonstrate differential patterns
in college-going experience for segments of the high school population—for example, showing how students such as athletes, musicians, and academic high achievers
receive both more and different forms of attention from colleges and universities.
Ethnography would also be uniquely positioned to explore how students respond
to the various elements of a given institution during a campus visit. It could also
be used to link those responses to earlier observed decisions by institutional
administrators—for example, potentially linking students’ enrollment decisions to
their reactions to elements of the campus such as sports teams, recreation facilities,
and landscaping.
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Finally, grounded theory provides a key way by which the empirical grounding
for dual commodification can be tested. Three features of grounded theory are particularly noteworthy in this regard: the constant comparative method, theoretic sampling, and saturation (Charmaz, 2014; Gibson & Hartman, 2013; Strauss & Corbin,
1990). The utilization of the constant comparative method as an analytic strategy in
grounded theory means it is well-suited to developing an understanding of a social
process that has inadequate empirical documentation. Using the constant comparative method, grounded theorists begin analysis while data collection is ongoing.
Through a structured approach to coding, this process results in theoretical propositions that can be tested and refined in subsequent iterations of data collection. To
enable this theory development to occur, grounded theorists make use of theoretic
sampling strategies, which requires that they select new participants on the basis of
their ability to illuminate key features of the theoretical propositions being developed. In other words, utilizing a theoretic sampling strategy would allow qualitative
researchers interested in dual commodification to shift the types (e.g., underprepared students, high achieving students, university administrators) and social locations (e.g., high schools, colleges, universities) in order to understand better an
emergent grounded theory and model. The final noteworthy features of grounded
theory, saturation, enables theoretic sampling to occur by imposing a flexible yet
rigorous criterion of ending a grounded theory study: simply put, grounded theorists
must continue collecting and analyzing data until doing so no longer yields new
information about the theoretical propositions being developed. To date, grounded
theory studies of college-going have focused principally on small pieces of the overall process, but there is no intrinsic reason that qualitative researchers could not
adopt broader research questions and seek to understand dual commodification
itself. Even within the context of more narrowly tailored research questions, qualitative researchers could think holistically to develop, test, and refine a series of theoretical propositions that, taken as a whole, would serve to elaborate the college-going
process and the role of dual commodification therein.

10.5.3

Mixed Methods Approaches

In addition to the quantitative and qualitative approaches detailed above, mixed
methods or multimodal approaches to the study of college-going hold particular
promise for the production of findings related to dual commodification (Creswell &
Clark, 2017). Since it is a complex, interactive process, even rigorously designed
studies that rely on single methodologies have the potential to miss key elements of
the dual commodification process. By utilizing two or more methodological strategies in tandem, researchers can reduce this risk. Unfortunately, however, the complexity and time-consuming nature of mixed methods and multimodal approaches
means that they are rarely used in the study of college-going.
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For example, mixed methodologists have long acknowledged the importance of
timing in study design. A mixed methods study that seeks to use qualitative evidence to understand a key element of the dual commodification process—for example, how institutional behavior helps to establish a student’s initial choice set—could
then use a survey administration to collect quantifiable and generalizable data about
how widespread the phenomenon is. Likewise, a study that begins as an attempt to
model choice patterns quantitatively will likely identify several places where inadequate data precludes a full interpretation of the phenomenon being studied; in this
case, the use of qualitative data to shed light on critical variables that cannot be
conceptualized utilizing extant data would result in an improved understanding of
dual commodification. Still other mixed methodologists might opt to make a different decision about timing and run two distinct studies simultaneously: the tacit
assumption in a concurrent mixed methods study is that having two separate studies
result in similar findings would provide a compelling form of analytic triangulation
whereas having divergent findings would help to reveal a key feature of the phenomenon being studied based on which constructs can and cannot be observed using
each methodological approach.
More broadly, however, mixed methods represent an invitation to choose methodologies eclectically, allow each methodology to contribute the sort of data and
insight to which they are uniquely well-suited, and combine methodologies in order
to produce the required insight (Creswell & Clark, 2017). In short, mixed methods
approaches emerge out of the research problem rather than allowing the methodology to drive the inquiry. While most of the discussion of mixed methods makes the
assumption that they involve a combination of quantitative and qualitative data, it is
not intrinsically the case. At their most basic level, mixed methods designs are simply multimodal ones. That is, they seek multiple forms of relevant data. To that end,
in addition to using a mixture of quantitative and qualitative data, studies of dual
commodification would be well-served to adopt multiple forms of quantitative or
qualitative data in the context of a single study. For example, a secondary analysis
of a national dataset such as the National Postsecondary Student Aid Study (NPSAS)
that utilizes regression methods might be conducted in tandem with an analysis of
data from a single postsecondary institution. The regression analysis of NPSAS
would be useful to highlight an overall pattern whereas the analysis of institutional
data would allow the modelling of local institutional inputs on individual student
behaviors. Likewise, institutional ethnographies would be well-suited to understanding the behaviors of a single or very limited number of colleges and universities. However, they could be deployed in tandem with a cross-case comparative
design that would embed these highly detailed observations in data about a much
wider range of similar cases drawn from diverse sources. Not only would this design
result in robust analytic triangulation, it would also allow for nuanced arguments
about the transferability of findings from institutional ethnographies.
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Conclusion

This chapter presented a Dual Commodification Model of College-Going that
brings together student and institutional factors into a combined model, which was
situated in the context of past college-choice models and theories. Additionally, this
model was applied to four student populations who have traditionally been underrepresented, underserved, and understudied in higher education as a means to demonstrate the broad utility of this framework. Its application allows for a deeper and
more complete understanding of the full college-choice process for these and many
other student groups, as well as for a variety of postsecondary institutions and settings. Recommendations for data sources, methodological approaches, and future
research directions serve as a starting point for robust studies that seamlessly incorporate student, family, institutional, and community data in a manner that can be
used to inform better institutional programming and state and federal policymaking.
As American higher education enters a period of transformation brought about by
technological advancement, globalization, shrinking public resources, and an uncertain policy environment, it will be increasingly imperative for academics and practitioners to use research to tell compelling, and complete, stories about the
college-going experiences of many different populations. This model serves as a
new tool to help to accomplish this goal.
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Chapter 11

The History of Philanthropy in Higher
Education: A Distinctively Discontinuous
Literature
Andrea Walton

No single force is more responsible for the emergence of the modern university in America
than giving by individuals and foundations. For that reason, it is curious that philanthropy
has been of so little interest to scholars. This lack of interest has been due in part to the fact
that organized philanthropy before the mid-1950s did not welcome scholarly inquiry.
Scholars themselves, moreover, have tended to shy away from studying philanthropy, not
only because it tended to lead them toward the kinds of essentially political concerns with
wealth and power that were unlikely to enhance their career prospects, but also because
studying the relation of philanthropy to higher education tended to raise uncomfortable
questions about their own power, status, and legitimacy.
Peter Dobkin Hall (1992b, pp. 404–405).

In this extended quotation, the late Peter Dobkin Hall succinctly identifies two
glaring and defining characteristics that continue to shape the state of the literature
on the history of philanthropy in higher education. First, philanthropy was the most
powerful force in the formative years of the university in the U.S. (and, I would add,
continues to wield very strong influence); and, second, despite this ever-present and
powerful influence, research on philanthropy’s role in higher education remains
understudied for the intrinsic reasons Hall stated. Indeed, a quick survey of the published works in the field finds only one major historical research undertaking every
four to five decades—namely, Jesse Brundage Sears, Philanthropy in the History
of American Higher Education (1990/1922); Merle Curti and Roderick Nash,
Philanthropy in the Shaping of American Higher Education (1965); and John Thelin
and Richard Trollinger, Philanthropy and American Higher Education (2014).
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The decades between the Sears and the Curti and Nash works marked a period
of overall growth and expansion in U.S. higher education, especially after World
War II, that saw continued private support even as the federal government’s role
ascended dramatically. It was also a period when there was an efflorescence of
research on colleges and universities. Yet, the promising works of Sears and Curti
and Nash did not generate much sustained research on philanthropy by historians.
The notable exception is interest in foundation history that, inevitably, speaks to
developments in higher education—especially, Ellen Condliffe Lagemann’s Private
Power for the Public Good: A History of the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching (1983) and The Politics of Knowledge: The Carnegie
Corporation, Philanthropy, and Public Policy (1989). Otherwise, the literature
remained uncomprehensive and scattered. This is the case despite the fact that early
in the twentieth century, scholars of education did in fact recognize the importance
of philanthropic action in education.
For example, in his groundbreaking Cyclopedia of Education (1911, 1912, 1913,
1918), Teachers College professor Paul Monroe included entries on “charitable
trusts,” “endowments,” and “Philanthropy, Education,” pointing to these as integral
to understanding the development of higher education, historically and in his times.
Notably, in 1919, Monroe’s student Jesse Brundage Sears contributed a landmark
study, Philanthropy in the History of American Higher Education. But in the
decades after Monroe’s and Sears’s publications, this awareness of or interest in
studying philanthropy’s role in shaping institutions of higher learning in the U.S.
receded from the curriculum for higher education professionals and the scholarly
enterprise—and particularly from the interest of historians of education (Walton,
2006).
Case in point, the historical surveys about colleges and universities that appeared
in the 1950s and 1960s to serve as curriculum for higher education programs were
generally more focused on campus and curricular affairs. And, when historians
looked outward to consider external forces that shaped higher education, they were
mostly preoccupied with government policy and actions, such as land grant legislation as a democratizing force. Thus, for example, biographies of Harvard president
Charles W. Eliot, an important figure in the transformation of Harvard from a college to a university, focus on his innovation in developing the elective system, while
his idea of “free money,” a strategy to build Harvard’s financial preeminence through
philanthropy, remained overlooked until recently (Kimball & Johnson, 2012a).
The major classics on the history of higher education, though often celebrating
the crucial generosity of major bequests and founding donors and asserting higher
education’s civic mission and its service to society—aspects that can be called philanthropic—nevertheless have not offered an extensive conceptualization of the
range of ways institutions of higher education were shaped by and contributed to
traditions of American philanthropy. Many educational historians have cited Merle
Curti and Roderick Nash’s 1965 Philanthropy in the Shaping of American Higher
Education, but the field has neither probed its insights nor extended its timeline sufficiently to produce an alternative narrative.
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Neither has the literature specific to philanthropy—be it within philanthropic
studies, American studies, or studies on American culture in general—added much
perspective to our understanding of the role of philanthropy in higher education.
While the last forty years have produced new histories or historically-informed
accounts of philanthropy, including global views and insights into the traditions and
experiences of women and diverse social groups, and while recent historians of U.S.
philanthropy have produced major new overviews, the literature in philanthropic
studies that explicitly speaks to education tends to cohere around contemporary
issues of foundation involvement in school reform and historically-informed views
of foundations and universities, the context being the nonprofit sector (Frumkin &
Kaplan, 2010; Walters & Bowman, 2010; Wheatley, 2010).
So, on one hand, one could say that the literature in the history of education as a
field has dealt with philanthropic issues but not in a sustained way; and, on the other
hand, that philanthropic studies generally do not focus on higher education and
generally speak to a different audience. The path to a comprehensive, up-to-date
history of philanthropy in higher education, one that is informed by recent philanthropic studies scholarship and that captures the various forms and ways philanthropy has shaped U.S. higher education—the power of money and the power of
volunteerism—and, further, that makes this history meaningful to the higher education community, is a formidable task and an effort still in progress. Indeed, for all
these reasons, the literature on the history of philanthropy in higher education can
only be described as distinctively discontinuous.
Both philanthropic studies and the history of education literatures find a common
preoccupation with the question of how to define philanthropy: What is philanthropy and who is a philanthropist (Shaker, 2015, pp. 6–8; Thelin & Trollinger,
2014, pp. 37–39; Walton, 2005, pp. 1–16)? For example, Sears (1990/1922) defined
philanthropy as “all gifts except those from State” (p. 10). Robert Bremner (1960),
in his major survey American Philanthropy, stated, “The aim of philanthropy in its
broadest sense is improvement in the quality of human life” (p. 3). After tracing the
first literary appearance of the English word “philanthropy” back to 1628 and its
common use to the mid-1800s, Merle Curti (1958) states that the word philanthropy
means “love of man, charity, benevolence, humanitarianism, social reform” (p. 420).
Robert Payton (1988), an early champion of building the new field of philanthropic
studies, defined philanthropy as encompassing all types of “voluntary action for the
public good” (1988; see also Payton & Moody, 2008, p.27). Lawrence Friedman
and Mark McGarvie (2002) focus on the question of whose story should be studied
in writing about the history of philanthropy, asserting that “the giver’s intent
becomes an acid test to distinguish who is and who is not a philanthropist” (p. 2).
They also contend that philanthropists seek to “impose their vision of the good
society” (p. 2). More recently, Oliver Zunz (2012) saw the unique “convergence of
big-money philanthropy and mass giving” in the U.S. as having “sustained civil
society initiatives over a long twentieth century” (p. 3).
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Consequently, this debate about what philanthropy is and who is a philanthropist
has, in turn, shaped most works about the history of philanthropy, and, at times,
excluded from consideration philanthropic activity by various groups. For example,
if we only conceptualize philanthropy in higher education in terms of financial
donations to the university, then we see grants, alumni/ae giving, and bequests as
forms of philanthropy but would not see as philanthropic activities the volunteerism
of black sororities or service groups (Gasman, 2005; Hutcheson, Gasman &
Sanders-McMurtry, 2011; Sanders-McMurtry & Haydel, 2008; Scott, 1990a), or
the work of college-educated women missionaries (Wollons, 2005).
This essay adopts Payton’s definition (1988; see also Payton & Moody, 2008,
p. 27) of philanthropy as encompassing all forms of “voluntary action for the public
good.” This broad definition captures what in the vernacular of practice is often
referred to as the giving of time, talent, and treasure; it is particularly useful to capture a range of philanthropic actions and activities that have shaped colleges and
universities, notably financial support, service, and volunteerism.
Unlike other areas of historical interest in the study of higher education, where
there is an extensive, mature literature punctuated by historiographical debates, the
historical treatments of educational philanthropy are mainly found in pockets of
specialized studies, threaded in areas to be mined or perceived in works that might
not self-consciously identify as writing about philanthropy but which nevertheless
inform our understanding. There is, of course, a rather voluminous scholarship on
all modes of philanthropic action that in the broadest sense are educative—museums, libraries, the arts, to name a few. The aim of this essay is not to attempt to
cover this vast terrain or to survey the burgeoning literature in philanthropic studies,
American studies, and other area studies in total. Rather, this essay offers a more
purposeful view, even if exploratory, to shed light on what educational historians,
philanthropic studies scholars, and works in various area studies and genres have
contributed to our understanding of the important intersection of philanthropy and
higher learning in U.S. society.
As such, to make sense of such widely dispersed literature, this essay is organized
chronologically and thematically. The chronological segment of this essay—the
first two parts, Beginnings and Advocacy, and Early Academic Writings—considers
writing on philanthropy in higher education up to the publication of the Curti and
Nash text in 1965. The thematic section of the essay then considers five areas of
writings: Insider Accounts; Foundations and Disciplinary Patronage; Biographies;
Black Education; and General Histories of Higher Education. The essay concludes
by considering possibilities for future research. Admittedly, discussing some works
in a particular category is a rather artificial choice, since some relate to overlapping
themes; but, the organization is useful to identify and discuss areas of interest, and
to point to the contributions and limitations of what has been written. It is my hope
that the discussion of the contours and state of historical writing on philanthropic
action in higher education presented here could serve as a preliminary resource to
help guide teaching and research in higher education studies.
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Chronological Approaches
Beginnings and Advocacy

For some authors, the nexus between philanthropy and education in the U.S. goes
back to the transplantation of British traditions in colonial times. Hall (1992a, 2006),
Hammack (1998), Zunz (2012), and others have looked at how philanthropy is
interwoven in the development of U.S. religious, political, and economic history.
Hammack’s Making the Nonprofit Sector in the United States: A Reader (1998), for
example, begins with John Winthrop’s sermon “A Model of Christian Charity,”
delivered in 1630, in which the Puritan leader envisions building “a city upon a hill”
(p. 26). Education was integral to that endeavor, and Hammack notes, “in almost all
instances, the colleges in the United States have been founded by religious men”
(p. 167).
If scholars of nonprofits usefully trace ties between philanthropy and education
to the country’s beginnings, and, as Hammack (1998) explores, then to developing
ideas of limited government, disestablishment, and “voluntarism under the
Constitution” (pp. 115–153), historians of social welfare and reform in the U.S.
have explored the broad meaning of “philanthropy” in nineteenth century America.
It was applied to gifts and donations but also to ameliorative efforts and reforms
(often related to education), benevolent activities, and humanitarian causes, from
abolition, suffrage, prison reform, care for the aged, and asylums for mental health,
to name a few. And in the more recent past, it has often been associated with the
giving of large financial gifts or the work of foundations (Curti, 1958). This is the
case even as the small gifts of individuals and non-institutional philanthropic action
remain salient expressions of giving to support institutions and causes in contemporary life.
As a term, then, the word “philanthropy” has evolved over time with “classic”
and “modern” meanings (Curti, 1958; Gross, 2002; Sulek, 2010a, 2010b). Although
described by historian Arthur Schlesinger as a “streak” and part of the “American
way” (cited in Curti, 1958, p. 422) and later touted by Merle Curti, in the Cold War
1950s, as integral to America’s “national character,” philanthropy is not unique to
the U.S.; however, the scope of its profound influence in American history has been
distinctive (Lagemann, 2008, p. xvii-xvii). With respect to higher education, philanthropy has been pivotal in fostering the diversity of institutions, and it has been
through private and public means that an American system of higher education has
taken form (Walton & Gasman, 2008).
To help account for educational scholars’ early twentieth century interest in philanthropy, I will first briefly explore some late nineteenth century developments. It
was during this period that a number of older colleges received substantial donations to strengthen their finances and introduce new subjects, particularly science, to
the curriculum and large gifts and bequests underwrote new colleges with a distinct
social purpose—to open education to groups that had been excluded, notably
women and blacks. The later part of the century saw a number of large-scale gifts
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by individual donors who underwrote the bold and enormously expensive enterprise
of university-building, at Cornell, Johns Hopkins, Stanford, and Chicago (Curti &
Nash, 1965).
“Between 1870 and 1920, business wealth poured into Harvard and other private
universities,” Hall notes (2006, p. 45). This consequential infusion of financial support was an outcome of the economic boon that saw vast fortunes amassed rapidly.
According to Zunz (2012), whereas in the 1870s the U.S. had 100 millionaires, by
1892 the count was more than 4000, and by 1916, on the eve of America’s entry into
the First World War, there were more than 40,000 (p. 8).
Not surprisingly, then, scholars of American foundations have directed most
interest to what Hammack and Anheier (2013) have called the “classic institution-
building period” of 1900 to 1950, which saw “fortunes of unprecedented size…
[and] a dramatic shift from religious faith to science as the dominant basis for higher
education” (p. 43). It was during this period that the Russell Sage, Carnegie,
Rockefeller, and a number of other foundations were established, and their endowments towered over “all the nation’s college endowments put together” (Hammack
& Anheier, 2013, p. 47).
As we look back to this pivotal moment in the history of philanthropic action in
higher education, then, we see that the university’s rise and the wealth that supported it were intertwined and that both were shaped by capitalism. As Hall (2006)
describes:
The private research university was a capitalist institution in every sense of the word: it
sought to amass intellectual capital, by hiring faculty…and making huge investments in…
libraries, museums, and laboratories…[;] financial capital, through aggressive fund-raising,
adroit financial management, and the systematic cultivation of relationships with the
nation’s wealthiest men; and human capital, by issuing degrees…and nurturing continuing
relationships among alumni….Perhaps most important of all, the private university sought
to create institutional capital, by placing itself in the center of a network of powerful entities essential to national economic, political, social, and cultural integration (p. 45).

Andrew Carnegie’s “Gospel of Wealth” (1889a, 1889b), published in two essays, is
perhaps the best known and most definitive statement about this moment in
American philanthropy; it provides a detailed account of Carnegie’s philanthropic
values and the power he saw in supporting education. The philanthropist’s goal was
to provide “ladders upon which the aspiring can rise” (1889b, p. 663). His statement
also advocates a more scientific vehicle for dispersing charitable funds known as the
foundation.
As an organizational innovation, the foundation was meant to move beyond the
balm of charitable aid or a personal reply to the steady stream of begging letters
(whose merits were uncertain), to bring scale to what had been a personal, empathetic endeavor, and to move from sentimentality or temporary relief to identifying
and attacking the root causes of problems. The general purpose foundation was
heralded by its instigators as bringing scientific approaches to community betterment and social amelioration. The wording of foundation charters themselves captured the distinction in terms of aspirations between older philanthropic forms and
the foundation. For example, the Russell Sage Foundation was devoted to “the
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improvement of social and living conditions in the United States… [by] any means
which from time to time shall seem expedient to its members or trustees, including
research, publication, education, the establishment and maintenance of charitable
and benevolent activities, agencies, and institutions, and the aid of any such benevolent activities, agencies, and institutions already established” (cited in Hammack,
2007, para 10). Carnegie Corporation was founded to “promote the advancement
and diffusion of knowledge and understanding among the people of the United
States” (Lagemann, 1989, p. 3).
Foundations have been the subject of praise, debate, and criticism, as well as the
subject of Congressional investigations at various junctures, notably the Walsh
Commission of 1915–1916, the Cox and the Reese hearings between 1952 and
1954, and the debates leading to the Tax Reform Act of 1969 (Brilliant, 2000;
Frumkin, 1999; Lankford, 1964). In explaining the merits of their tax-exempt status,
foundations have often pointed to their contributions to colleges and universities
and, in turn, emphasized higher education’s service to society and the advancement
of ideas. And higher education officials, for their part, have staunchly defended the
sector’s tax-privileges and interests under charitable laws—underscoring the benefits to both private and public institutions and historic synergy between the philanthropic ethos and higher education’s mission. In a 1976 report to the National
Academy of Education, Havinghurst, Holsinger, and Lunde (1976) noted poignantly: “Education was the principal field of foundation activity because it[was]
viewed as an instrument for directly promoting human well-being” (p. 8).
Well before any scholarship on educational philanthropy or required reporting on
the part of foundations, the phenomenon of giving was a topic for social observers.
Some like muckraker journalist Ida Tarbell or Washington Gladden were critics of
“Tainted Money,” but there was also keen interest in the social benefits from gifts of
the wealthy to support intellectual and cultural life (Gladden, 1895/2008; Tarbell,
1904). The earliest widely available printed discussions of large-scale giving and
efforts of American foundations at the turn of the century—often appearing in
books, pamphlets, or widely read popular magazines and periodicals—were largely
descriptive and enthusiastic, and thus can be characterized as “advocacy” (Hammack
& Anheier, 2013, p. 165). For example, Albert Shaw (1893), editor of the Review of
Reviews, provided a survey, “American Millionaires and Their Public Gifts,” that
pointed to the gifts, areas of particular interest, and level of philanthropic activity of
millionaires in various cities, with Baltimore being the most active city and
New York City the least.
The history of foundations has a corresponding literature penned by insiders—
donors or staff, commonly referred to as “philanthropoids” (MacDonald, 1956
p. 95)—which served as advocacy for their goals and efforts.
One of the earliest and most influential pieces of this advocacy came from
Leonard P. Ayres, a nationally-recognized expert in measurement, who led the
Department of Education and Statistics of the Russell Sage Foundation from 1908
to 1920. Ayres was one of several prominent Progressive Era experts in education
that major foundations recruited to run and oversee their programs. The material for
what would become Ayres’s Seven Great Foundations (1911/2007) first appeared as
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a series of articles in the Journal of Education and was republished in book form in
1911 to meet growing interest. The book was reprinted in 2007, with a new introduction written by historian and nonprofit scholar David Hammack, as part of a
classic book series designed to encourage and aid philanthropic research.
Seven Great Foundations remains an essential document in the history of U.S.
philanthropy for its insight into the aspirations of the modern foundations as newer
conceptions of organized philanthropy were ascending. As Hammack (2007) notes,
“Probably thousands of foundations already existed in the United States, holding
modest resources under state laws and court decisions that generally kept them to
narrowly specified, local, religious and charitable activities or institutions. By celebrating seven foundations that had broader, more flexible charters…Ayres sought
to advance a new approach” (para 12).
Ayres covered foundations that directed their resources to compelling national
needs: the Peabody Education Fund, the John F. Slater Fund for the Education of
Freedmen, and the Anna T. Jeanes Foundation specifically addressed the post-Civil
War educational needs of the newly liberated black population of the South. The
remainder of his list includes other foundations that would become important in
educational history, but which had broader missions—the Carnegie Institution of
Washington, the General Education Board (GEB), the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching, and the Russell Sage Foundation. Ayres commends the
public worth of these new foundation for their direct responses to the exigencies of
the historical moment.
Ayres outlines the defining characteristics of new foundations, heralding them as
a welcome departure from less-organized or ad-hoc efforts. The new “great” foundations had sizable wealth, were free of “religious or ecclesiastical conditions”
(Ayres, 1911/2007, p. 11), were “national or world-wide rather than sectional or
local” (p. 12), and were broad in purpose, with room to adjust to changing circumstances (p. 11). Their board members were drawn from financial and professional
circles of men whose financial circumstances enabled them to serve without remuneration, “governed by altruistic motives”; thereby, he added, “there can be no
charge that they are swayed by personal, political, sectional or denominational prejudices” (p. 12).
In advocating this new type of foundation, Ayres nevertheless “implicitly
acknowledged the reality that the financial resources of even the largest foundations
fell far short of the funds required to make large impacts in the fields of health,
education, or welfare” (Hammack, 2007, para 13). Moreover, he understood, that,
in Hammack’s words, “to be effective, foundations had to adopt strategic methods
that might be subject to criticism.” Ayres explains that foundation method “has
sometimes been characterized as the use of the ‘masked hand’” (cited in Hammack,
2007, para 13). That is, the “board originates the idea, studies the field, formulates
a working plan, puts up the money for carrying on the enterprise, and accomplished the desired end without itself figuring in the work” (cited in Hammack,
2007, para 14; see also Ayres, 1911/2007, p. 49).
From today’s vantage point, one can see in Ayres’s 1911 enthusiastic commentary on foundations and their operations some of the very same elements of the
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nature, aims, and actions that later day historians would interrogate: notably, philanthropic involvement in black education in the South, the uses of concentrated
wealth in a democracy, philanthropy as an expression or imposition of the donor’s
values, philanthropy as a lever for social melioration, and philanthropy’s role in the
advancement of ideas and higher learning. But Ayres’s volume is an example of an
insider’s view on philanthropy. Where, then, do we locate the roots of the academic
study of educational philanthropy?

11.1.2

Early Academic Writings

The type of advocacy literature that Ayres produced has been a constant thread in
the literature on philanthropy. By contrast, scholarly literature on philanthropy grew
more slowly—and only in fits and starts—related to interest in the growth of higher
education on one hand, and the uses of wealth in a democracy, on the other. This
section provides an overview of the types of writing in the four decades before the
publication of Merle Curti and Roderick Nash’s Philanthropy in the Shaping of
American Higher (1965).
Questions of where and when any field of study starts are open to debate. In his
search for the roots of the broad field of philanthropic studies, Hall (1999) locates
the earliest American writings on “charity and philanthropy” in the 1890s, pointing
to dissertations on history (on charity among the Romans and fresh air charities in
the United States) and sociology (on indiscriminate charity) (p. 522). By contrast,
scholars interested in the scope and impact of private support for colleges and universities find the earliest effort to study educational philanthropy as an academic
subject in the 1919 dissertation by Sears, “Philanthropy in the History of American
Higher Education,” later published in abbreviated form as Bulletin 26 of the United
States Bureau of Education in 1922.
A farmer’s son and school teacher who did not attend college until his late 20s,
Sears first studied the history of education with noted educator Ellwood Cubberly at
Stanford and then pursued his doctorate with Monroe, Cubberly’s own mentor, at
Teachers College (Geiger, 1990). He had contributed an entry on “Philanthropy,
Education” to Monroe’s Cyclopedia before beginning his dissertation. Sears did not
pursue research on philanthropy after graduation, choosing instead to focus on
school surveys, but he remains an important figure in the historiography of educational philanthropy. Given the dearth of more recent historical studies on educational philanthropy, and the quality and scope of its detailed charts, Sears’s
book—now nearly a century old—still holds great utility, is still widely cited, and
remains the starting point for most scholars looking at the influence of educational
philanthropy in higher education.
In five chapters, organized chronologically, Sears (1990/1922) meticulously documents a great range of forms and tried to capture the impact of philanthropy in both
brick and mortar and student aid. Whereas Ayres’s goal, as a foundation insider, was
to educate the public and assert the value of foundations, Sears was an education
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scholar who wanted to analyze philanthropic influences on colleges and universities
in the spirit of the Progressive Era’s concern with avoiding “waste” (p. v). He looked
for theory to help him understand philanthropy’s role in the developments of
finances and the structure of colleges and universities. He traces European debates
about endowments, turning first to the concept of “utility” by the French theorist
Turgot; but, as Geiger (1990) notes, Sears found little in these intellectual debates
that were so intimately connected to European circumstances to inform his study of
the American context.
Sears did extraordinary digging into original sources and developed a quantitative approach to capture the modes of philanthropy and the extent to which it had
contributed to higher education. He is attentive to a diversity of institutions that
some later historians of higher education were not, including in his study denominational colleges and theological seminaries, along with women’s colleges and
manual labor colleges. In some 40 charts, presenting data culled from archives,
charters, and financial records, Sears provides a detailed view of the contributions
of churches and religious groups; the uncertain, fragile finances of colleges; the
importance of “gifts in kind;” the mix of private and colonial government resources;
and a shift over time from present needs to the building up of endowment. He underscored that tuition and student fees did not cover the costs of education and that
private capital was integral to the establishment, expansion, and range of
institutions.
Overall, Sears concluded that philanthropy had been vital to the founding and
survival of higher education institutions in the U.S. and held an optimistic view of
endowments. He saw endowments providing academic institutions a measure of
stability and the ability to resist certain pressures. He opined, “With such large initial funds available, it is obvious that these institutions are in a position to reject any
subsequent gift that does not meet the essential purposes for which the schools were
founded” (p. 70). Geiger (1990) agrees that “the strong financial underpinnings of
these endowed universities have permitted them to chart their own courses,” but also
notes that alumni philanthropy came to “exert an influence over the courses institutions chose to chart” (xii).
While lauding educational philanthropy for enhancing progress in the development of higher education, Sears is well aware of criticism that accompanied the
growth and greater prominence of foundation involvement in many spheres, especially higher education. He wrote:
Some doubts and fears and many sharp criticisms have been voiced lest these powerful
corporations might seek to bias education and public opinion in favor of wrong social,
political, or business ideals. This should be looked upon as a sign of health. Democratic
society must not be expected to take such gifts on faith…. In seeking for such dangers,
however, we must not close our eyes to the obvious benefits which have and must continue
to accrue to higher education... (p. 108).

Sears’s optimistic belief in the academy’s ability to capitalize on the benefits of
philanthropy without danger was not, as he noted, unanimously shared by his contemporaries. Indeed, in the eyes of some critics, the challenges to the university
from men with wealth and power during this period were considerable. Thorstein
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Veblen’s The Higher Learning: A Memorandum on the Conduct of Universities by
Business Men (1918) and James McKeen Cattell’s University Control (1913) and
Carnegie Pensions (1919) offered a critique of the influence of business and money
on the university. Harold Laski’s “Foundations, Universities, and Research,” first
published in Harper’s Magazine in 1928, and then reprinted in The Dangers of
Obedience (1930), pointed to the unpredictable and often constraining effects of
funding priorities on intellectual life.
The havoc and turmoil of the Great Depression brought closer scrutiny of the
influence of businessmen in American institutions and as shapers of social and cultural ideas and norms. Eduard Lindeman, a pioneer in social work and adult education, contributed an important study on philanthropy in his Wealth and Culture: A
Study of One Hundred Foundations and Community Trusts and Their Operations
During the Decade 1921–1930 (1936/1988). Pointing to foundations as a “new cultural phenomenon” (Magat, 1988, p. 9), Lindeman used what limited data were
available to provide a snapshot of the homogeneity of boards: that is, their background (Protestant), gender (male), and education (Ivy League). As Anheier and
Hammack (2010) note, these data already point to education as the largest recipient
of foundation funds, “averaging 43 percent of the total grants made to all fields”
(p. 163).
Two years after Lindeman’s Wealth and Culture, Horace Coon’s Money to Burn:
Great American Foundations and Their Money (1938) added a more journalistic
criticism of foundations. Coon raises political and moral concerns about the concentration of money and the pervasive but unchecked role of foundations, funded by
capitalists, when the economic system had failed so many workers and families
(Reagan, 1990).
The year 1938 also saw the publication of a major scholarly overview, Ernest
Victor Hollis’s Philanthropic Foundations and Higher Education. Reviewers,
among them Laski, Lindeman, and foundation men, praised the report for its detail
and balance and uniformly commented on the need for such an in-depth study of the
origins, policies, and allocation of funds on the part of foundations. The study established Hollis, then a professor at City College of New York, as a leading commentator on how private resources influenced research and institutional life, setting him
on the path to positions at the American Council on Education and the federal
government.
Focusing on the twentieth century, Hollis (1938) draws on three decades of data
(though heavy on Rockefeller and Carnegie, the largest foundations at the time with
more available data) to consider four questions: “To what extent and in what direction has higher education in the United States been influenced by (1) the educational
and social philosophy of the foundations, (2) their administrative organization and
procedure, (3) their research and diffusion activities, and (4) their financial
resources?” (p. 5.) Appearing almost twenty years after Sears, Hollis’s overview underscored philanthropy’s role as a force that “helped ‘define’ the college,”
that underwrote new types of institutions, like the Brookings Institute, and that supported Progressive experimentation, such as curriculum initiatives at Bennington
and Sarah Lawrence colleges (Walton, 2005, p. 10). It is worth noting that Hollis’s
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study coincided with the General Education Board making its last disbursements.
As he looked to the future, Hollis anticipated that, “If university costs continue
upward, foundation funds may continue, as they have since the World War, to
become a progressively smaller part of university expenditures.” He continued, “But
the aggregate wealth funded for philanthropic purposes is substantially increasing”
(p. 299).
In his 1940 review of Hollis, Lindeman raises a concern about how foundations
functioned in relation to democracy. He wrote, “If a foundation is a public trust
dedicated to the public interest, why should there not be an extension of public participation in policy-making? If the purpose of a foundation is not to accumulate
more money but rather to expend accumulated wealth for social ends, why are there
so few educators, scientists, and artists on the various control boards?” (p. 179).
The period in which foundations had the funds and power to dramatically shape
entire fields in higher education “disappeared after the 1940s” (Hammack &
Anheier, 2013, p. 48). The war years and the post-World War II decades provided a
fundamentally different context for foundation activities in higher education, as the
federal government’s support of scientific research bolstered university budgets and
policies such as the G.I. Bill and the National Defense Education Act provided aid
to new generations of students. The landscape of foundations changed, too, as the
Ford Foundation, established in 1936, reorganized as an international philanthropy
along the lines suggested by a panel led by H. Rowan Gaither in 1949.
A sustained effort to document the nature, inspiration, and scope of philanthropy
was spearheaded by F. Emerson Andrews, director of Research at the Russell Sage
Foundation. On the heels of his American Foundations for Social Welfare (1946),
Andrews published Philanthropic Giving (1950), Corporation Giving (1952), and
Attitudes toward Giving (1953) and a number of other volumes. These works are
still cited and, as Hall (1992a, 1999) notes, Andrews’s autobiography, Foundation
Watcher (1973), remains one of the most useful insider perspectives on the field.
The data and testimony from Ernest Hollis, by then Chief of College
Administration in the Office of Education, and Russell Sage’s F. Emerson Andrews
were useful resources for foundation leaders when Congress launched hearings into
the activities of tax-exempt institutions, with a particular eye on foundations, in the
early 1950s (Hall, 1992b, 1999; Walton, 2015). Much of that political concern centered on whether foundations might have ties to Communist-leaning groups or had
funded subversive projects. The foundations emerged relatively unscathed, but the
experience of needing to explain and defend the merits of their work for public
benefit to government officials prompted foundations to take stock of their situation.
In response, they turned to the idea of encouraging historical study–and to university scholars (Hall, 1992a, b; Sealander, 1997; Walton, 2015).
In 1956, the Ford Foundation tapped Wisconsin’s Merle Curti, one of the country’s foremost intellectual and social historians, to convene an interdisciplinary
group of scholars at the Nassau Inn at Princeton to develop an agenda for studying
philanthropy in order to address a “sad shortage of historical research on philanthropy” (cited in Hall, 1992b, p. 405; 1999, p. 524).
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The outcome of that meeting, the Report of the Princeton Conference on the
History of Philanthropy in the United States (1956), called for research in “wide-
spread voluntary giving,” (Russell Sage Foundation, 1956, p. 5; Hall, 1999, p. 524)
and hoped to stimulate scholarly interest by providing an annotated bibliography
and a list of suggested topics for research. It is an extraordinarily informative document in part because it encapsulated what was known and of interest about philanthropy, and in part because many of the suitable topics mentioned still merit further
exploration. The Report also captures the period’s ethnocentric spirit of American
exceptionalism, describing philanthropy as “an almost unique characteristic of the
United States, or of at least the Anglo-Saxon people” that has “greatly influenced
our institutions” (Russell Sage Foundation, 1956, pp. 5–6, cited in “Review of the
Report of the Princeton Conference,” p. 243).
With support from the Ford Foundation, Curti quickly organized a group of
scholars and graduate students at Wisconsin to conduct research on various aspects
of the history of philanthropy in America. Just two years after the Princeton
Conference, he had produced two pioneering articles, “The History of American
Philanthropy as a Field of Research” (1957) and “American Philanthropy and
National Character” (1958), which offered a rationale and a roadmap for scholars to
develop philanthropy as a university field of study.
Curti was less concerned with producing historical scholarship that would
directly confront the political challenges foundations and their leadership faced than
with sparking a scholarly exploration of philanthropy as a part of U.S. history.
Writing in the 1950s, from the vantage point of the Cold War, he described philanthropy as akin to a “middle way” between old-world capitalism and socialism
(Curti, 1958, p. 436). Pointing to historian Schlesinger’s earlier description of “the
philanthropic streak in the national character” as one of the “distinguishing marks
of the American way” (Schlesinger cited in Curti, 1958, p. 422), Curti conceptualized philanthropy as the “index” and “agent” (Curti, 1958, p. 424) of American
culture and “one of the major aspects of and keys to American social and cultural
development” (Curti, 1957, p. 352).
The Wisconsin project produced, as Hall (1999) describes, a number of now
classic studies—notably, Scott Cutlip’s Fundraising in the United States (1965),
which remains the only narrative history on the subject; Irvin G. Wyllie’s “The
Search for An American Law of Charity, 1776–1844” (1959); Howard S. Miller’s
The Legal Foundations of American Philanthropy, 1776–1844 (1961); Curti’s
American Philanthropy Abroad (1963); John Lankford’s Congress and Foundations
in the Twentieth Century (1964); and, most relevant here, Curti and Nash’s
Philanthropy in the Shaping of American Higher Education (1965).
The Curti and Nash text was a logical extension of Curti’s earlier studies on university history—he had already co-authored an acclaimed two-volume study on the
University of Wisconsin in 1949—but the topic also reflected Curti’s belief that the
best insight into the nature and scope of American philanthropy was embedded in
the history of institutions of higher education. He and Nash asked a simple question:
“What difference did the giving of billions of dollars to American colleges and universities make?” (pp. v-vi).
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Now over fifty years old, Curti and Nash’s book remains well-cited and useful.
In fact, former Ford Foundation officer Alison Bernstein (2013) commends the volume as an important complement to Sears’s earlier quantitative emphasis. Like
Sears, Curti and Nash point to gifts that provided necessary brick and mortar and
that brought innovation in higher education. They cite two notable examples: first,
the Hollis chair given to Harvard that reserved the donor’s right of approval but had
no religious requirement for its holder; and, second, gifts by industrialists like
Abbott Lawrence that brought science into the classical college. But the text is
attentive to the human, ethical dimensions of philanthropy, both the imperative of
honoring donor intent and upholding ethics in solicitation (e.g. pointing critically
to Eleazar Wheelock’s redirection of funds to educate American Indians), as well as
“creative” and “coercive” forces that could impact collegiate directions.
One major limitation of the volume is, of course, that the authors inevitably had
scant sense of the profound effect of foundations on higher education in the post-
World War II era or how private activities would shift in the years after the Higher
Education Act of 1965. Like Sears, Curti and Nash were writing on the “cusp of
major changes in higher education and in society at large” (Walton, 2006,
Philanthropy in the Shaping, para 19). Moreover, their enthusiasm to admire benefactors (often white men) to women and African Americans led them to overlook the
agency of such recipients (Walton, 2006). Curti and Nash’s interpretation of philanthropic work in the South as a “humanitarian victory” in fact inspired a young doctoral student named James D. Anderson to offer a serious revision and critical
interpretation of the motivations and impact of philanthropic involvement in black
education, resulting in a 1980 chapter and later in Education of Blacks in the South
(Mattingly, Anderson, Church, Curran & Tobias, 2004, p. 578; also Anderson, 1980,
1988).
By the end of this first period of academic writing on philanthropy, then, scholars
had produced a major sociological overview of philanthropic foundations and two
major, complementary overviews of the history of philanthropy in higher education,
covering the founding of colonial colleges up until 1965. In addition, scholars had
raised critiques of educational philanthropy. Unfortunately, although the Wisconsin
project produced an array of still-cited dissertations and books (Hall, 1992a, 1992b;
1999), neither the Wisconsin Project nor the Curti and Nash volume ignited the
academic study of philanthropy, as funders had hoped.

11.2
11.2.1

Thematic Approaches
Insider Accounts

Even in recent years, nearly thirty years after Hall’s 1992 analysis, scholars still
comment on the outdated nature of the literature on philanthropy and the limited
interest historians have shown in its study (Sealander, 1997). Notably, both Lawrence
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Friedman, co-editor (with Mark McGarvie) of Charity, Philanthropy, and Civility in
American History (2002, pp. 1–28) and Oliver Zunz, author of Philanthropy in
America: A History (2012, 2015), have expressed disappointment over the lagging
interest, or even resistance, among U.S. historians to studying philanthropy. Yet,
researchers who do want to study philanthropy still encounter difficulties in gaining
access to relevant archival materials. The Rockefeller Archive Center, opened in
1974, has been a significant step in the right direction to remedy this constraint, but
the continued lack of broad-based access to records across the wide range of foundations remains a challenge.
Faced with the difficulty of locating and accessing relevant archival materials,
scholars have had to rely on the literature produced by foundations and philanthropists themselves, which reflects their perspectives and priorities: in-house histories
of foundations and donor biographies, autobiographies, and statements of donor
intent. Indeed, the expression of the donor’s perspective has dominated writing on
philanthropy since the days of Andrew Carnegie (1889a, 1889b), John D. Rockefeller
(1909), and Julius Rosenwald (1929), whose essays about giving were “successfully designed to be widely read and imitated” (Hammack & Anheier, 2013, p. 163).
One critic comments, “Any outsider wishing to learn more about foundations had
only this Manichean body of literature until the mid-1950s” (Sealander, 1997, p. 5).
I am using the common term “insider account” to describe this vast body of
foundation-related literature, written by donors, staff, or individuals inside foundation circles (Ayres’s Seven Great Foundations is an early example). In categorizing
this literature, Hammack and Anheier (2013) identify one group that reflects “a
desire to claim originality and distinctiveness” (p. 163). They cite The Foundation,
published in 1930 by Carnegie’s Frederick P. Keppel (President, 1923–1941) as one
example. A slender book with a straightforward title, Keppel’s The Foundation,
much like Ayres’s 1911 Seven Great Foundations, elevates the work of foundations.
He gives a short historical account of foundations and then discusses their procedures and purpose, underscoring the value that tax-exempt foundations make to the
larger society. He writes, “In general, private funds are most appropriately used for
work of a novel or experimental character, or for activities which are not generally
accepted as a public responsibility” (1930, p. 43). Further, Keppel explains that
foundation work was still evolving and, therefore, the influence of their actions
could only be evaluated by future historians: “[I]t may be that a full generation must
elapse before the policies of any modern American foundation may be profitably
discussed, …decisions must tend to reflect the wishes of the donor if still living, or
during the years immediately following his death, the influence of his personality as
his friends and trustees remember it” (pp. 38–39).
In the years since Keppel’s The Foundation, writers connected to foundations or
advocates of philanthropy have produced a vast array of books, compilations,
reports, and commissioned histories, which vary in scope and perspective but
remain useful. Of these, Hammack and Anheier (2013) note, “A spate of works
published between World War II and the 1960s consisted, in effect, of self-
advertisements for the great general-purpose foundations even as the era of their
greatest prominence came to a close” (p. 163). They identified Keppel’s Philanthropy
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and Learning (1936); Edwin R. Embree and Julia Waxman’s Investment in People:
The Story of the Julius Rosenwald Fund (1949); and Warren Weaver and George
Wells Beadle, U.S. Philanthropic Foundations (1967). A useful Appendix of
“Documents, First-Hand Accounts, Advocacy” is included in Hammack and Anheier
(2013, pp. 163–165) as good examples of this genre.
Not all insider accounts were celebratory. There has also been another strand of
writing providing an insider’s critique. For example, in 1949 Rockefeller’s Edwin
Embree was critical of the status quo in philanthropy and challenged colleagues to
be bolder when he asked, “Timid Billions—Are the Foundations Doing Their Job?”
Citing earlier major achievements such as building the University of Chicago, the
Carnegie pension system, the Rosenwald schools, and the Guggenheim fellowships,
Embree concludes that “comparable creative attacks on basic problems are lacking
today” (p. 30).
Waldemar Nielsen, generally regarded as a perceptive, friendly critic of foundations, produced three books that have sparked some degree of self-awareness and
reflection in the field. In the first, The Big Foundations (1972), he offered “some
plain honest talk about foundations and their problems” (p. ix), then went on to
discuss major foundations within the framework of less than flattering categories:
“Fine but Flawed,” “Underachievers and Delinquents,” “Birds in Gilded Cages,”
and “Philanthropy Family Style” (p. 11). To Nielsen’s mind, much of the discussions of philanthropy were far too polarized and politicized to be productive: “the
ill-informed screeds of the Old Right on the one extreme, the New Left on the other,
and the neo-Know-Nothings like George Wallace in between” (1972, p. ix). In The
Golden Donors: A New Anatomy of the Great Foundations (1985), Nielsen looks
beyond the old East Coast foundations to discuss Kresge and Lilly in the Midwest
and Hewlett Packard on the west coast.
In a third book, Inside American Philanthropy: The Dramas of Donorship (1996),
Nielsen covers both the “saints and scoundrels” and the “wise and foolish.” He
declares: “[T]he income and the accumulated wealth of Americans at the most affluent levels have increased very much faster than that of the average American; and
second, wealthy Americans are very much less charitable in proportion to their
wealth and income than are average and poorer Americans” (p. 270).
More recently, the growing power and prominence of mega-rich donors and their
philanthropy has been the subject of extensive writing, both by the popular press
and philanthropic insiders. A good recent example is The Givers by David Callahan
(2017), a co-founder of the public policy think tank Demos, a former fellow at the
Century Foundation, and a founding editor of Inside Philanthropy. Callahan examines large-scale giving by Bill Gates, Mark Zuckerberg, Warren Buffet, Michael
Bloomberg, George Soros, and the Koch brothers, and worries “that their rising
power will further push ordinary Americans to the margins of civic life in an unequal
era when so many people already feel shoved aside by elites and the wealthy” (p. 9).
In addition to the insider accounts discussed above, it is important to underscore
the other type of insider materials put online by philanthropic organizations, major
national foundations, local family foundations, and foundations across the political
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spectrum to present their history. For example, two notable examples among liberal
foundations are the Rockefeller Foundation’s digital history, and the Carnegie
Corporation website, which includes ample historical information and various
reports and essays. Particularly useful is Carnegie President Vartan Gregorian (2003)
perspective on the work of his predecessors in “Transparency and Accomplishment:
A Legacy of Glass Pockets”. There, he points to other presidential commentaries,
especially John Gardner’s 1961 “Fifty Years in Review”; Alan Pifer’s “Carnegie
Corporation in a Changing Society 1961–81” and “Speaking Out: Reflections on 30
Years of Foundation Work”; and David Hamburg’s A Perspective on Carnegie
Corporation’s Program 1983–1997.”
Similarly, conservative foundations have promoted their views about the history
of philanthropy and issues through efforts such as the Philanthropy Roundtable,
“America’s largest network of donors committed to protecting freedom, upholding
donor intent, and strengthening our free society through charitable giving.” The
Philanthropy Roundtable website includes a brief history of the organization (with
its roots in the 1970s), a timeline, and its publication The Almanac. The webpages
of individual conservative funders such as the Lynde and Harry Bradley Foundation
and the John William Pope Foundation, as well as think tanks like the Heritage
Foundation, document the interests and perspectives of conservative philanthropy.
Such materials, though donor-centric, can be read critically as resources for
understanding foundations’ views of their responsibility and mandate, and how they
see their work connecting to social advancement. If read with careful, skeptical
eyes, as primary sources, these insider materials provide a useful perspective—the
donor’s viewpoint, or how a particular foundation wanted to project its own grantmaking, or its early and wide reach into matters related to schooling and higher
education (Hammack & Anheier, 2013).
Most of the insider literature on foundations related to higher education considers earlier periods, during the decades of institution- and discipline-building. Of
particular note, two volumes, appearing in 2007 and 2013, respectively, have added
important insights about how foundations and higher education have viewed each
other, their interconnected histories, past achievements, and the state of foundations-
university ties.
The first is Ray Bacchetti and Thomas Ehrlich’s 2007 edited volume Reconnecting
Education and Foundations: Turning Good Intentions into Educational Capital.
Looking to mark the centennial of Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching, Bacchetti and Ehrlich, then scholars at CFAT, opted not to produce a history of Carnegie grantmaking. They chose instead to use the milestone to reflect on
then-current foundation-university ties. They brought together a group of foundation leaders, scholars, and practitioners, at what to many seemed a less than sanguine time in foundation-higher education relations. “A number of foundations
appeared to grow weary of support for education and more hesitant about the
assumption that educational institutions can deliver on their promise of leveraging
philanthropic funding into individual and societal progress,” the editors wrote by
way of explanation (p. 4). “Our concerns were brought center stage by the shift
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away from support for education by a number of major foundations such as
The Pew Charitable Trusts and The Atlantic Philanthropies” (Bacchetti & Erhlich,
2007, p. 4).
The volume begins with a historical perspective offered by Ellen Condliffe
Lagemann and Jennifer de Forest (2007) in “What Might Andrew Carnegie Want to
Tell Bill Gates?” This essay offers a concise periodization of foundations, drawing
on Lagemann’s early studies of the Carnegie philanthropies—scientific philanthropy,
scatteration, strategic philanthropy, and more recently, movement philanthropy—
and challenges the claims by venture philanthropists of introducing a paradigm
shift. They write, “Of course, there are differences one hundred years later, but, in
fact, the intentions and even the methods of earlier philanthropists were more like
those of current philanthropists than meets the eye. Some current claims of innovation are exaggerated” (p. 50).
In turn, Lagemann and de Forest point to the value of historical perspective: “A
general lack of knowledge about the history of foundations is a significant problem
for both scholarship and philanthropic practice. It is a problem for the discipline of
history, where writing about the history of U.S. culture, science, and education is
foreshortened, owing to a failure to take account of the actions of foundations.”
Lagemann and de Forest suggest that foundations’ “reluctance” to open their files to
“outside scrutiny” and a lack of good writing to inspire additional writing might be
explanations that have led to “a serious knowledge gap.” In the end, they argue that,
“As an alternative to full critical histories, encouraging more program evaluation
may be a sensible move” (p. 52; also Lagemann, 1999).
The second volume, Alison Bernstein’s Funding the Future (2013; see also
Bernstein, 2003), is usefully read in tandem with Bacchetti and Ehrlich because it
challenges the premise that there was a disconnect between foundations and higher
education. A historian who had headed Ford Foundation’s Education and Culture
program, Bernstein suggests that significant progress, perhaps not central in the
thinking of current university faculty and foundation leaders, has been made through
a partnership between foundations and higher education in the pursuit of equity.
Looking at the rise of conservative foundations and their critique of “liberal” campuses, Bernstein calls for greater openness on the part of foundations and ways to
collaborate in addressing the challenges of access to and affordability of higher
education. She writes:
Private philanthropy has been the primary source of funding for the humanities and social
sciences, despite the creation in 1965 of the twin federal endowments for the arts and
humanities, which not surprisingly emerged as recommendations from national commission reports funded by the Ford and Carnegie Foundations.
Given philanthropy’s long-standing interest in supporting the reform of higher education, if
not general support for the sector, it is troubling that donors today do not seem inclined to
support new policies, ideas, and approaches… (p. 80).

Bernstein concludes with a call for a national commission, like those of the past, to
examine the evolving role of twenty-first century education.
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Foundations and Disciplinary Patronage

The 1980s saw the establishment of university centers to support philanthropic studies and significant new interest in the writing of foundation history. In retrospect,
the last two decades of the twentieth century can be considered an important, productive period in the study of educational philanthropy, particularly on ties between
foundations and research universities or certain disciplines (Kastan, 1999). But
unlike earlier writing, this new wave, focusing on intellectual life and connections
between foundations and research universities, brought closer scrutiny of the
motives of donors and the impact of foundation activity.
In broad terms, the questions hearkened back to the concerns of social critics,
such as C. Wright Mills (1959), who had focused on the growing power of a national
ruling class. Have foundations been a benevolent force? Have they taken risks,
experimented, and been the venture capitalists of the modern United States, as their
rhetoric often suggests, or have they merely preserved the status quo? What motivates foundations and what has been their influence and impact on U.S. institutions,
intellectual life, and democracy?
These questions have been vigorously debated, in both public discussions of
philanthropy and in the academic literature. Appearing in 1980, Robert F. Arnove’s
pioneering edited volume, Philanthropy and Cultural Imperialism: The Foundations
at Home and Abroad, interpreted various episodes in foundation history generally,
though not exclusively, through the lens of Gramsci’s theory of hegemony. As
Arnove notes, “Cultural hegemony mitigated the necessity for the State to use its
coercive apparatus to control groups which might otherwise be disaffected. This
concept serves as a useful tool for examining the centrality, for foundations, of educational investments” (p. 3). Contributors Sheila Slaughter and Edward Silva (1980)
underscored the point: “[F]oundations—through professors and other professionals
who claimed objectivity and value neutrality in their practice and publications—
marketed ideology that justified industrial capital. Professionals were sought out to
mediate the idea flow from corporate capital to public in their role as experts representing no constituency other than science….” (p. 78).
A critical assessment, highlighting tensions between capitalism and democracy
and seeing the influence of foundations as detrimental, is a discernible strand in the
literature on foundations. This stance has been developed, for example, in Joan
Roelofs’s (2003) Foundations and Public Policy: The Mask of Pluralism; Edward
H. Berman’s (1983) The Ideology of Philanthropy: The Influence of the Carnegie,
Ford, and Rockefeller Foundations on American Foreign Policy; Mary Anna
Culleton Colwell’s (1993) Private Foundations and Public Policy: The Political
Role of Foundations; and Inderjeet Parmar’s (2012) The Foundations of the
American Century: The Ford, Carnegie, and Rockefeller Foundations in the Rise of
American Power.
A larger body of scholarship has argued that more ambiguity and complexity is
embedded in the historical record and in motivations of philanthropists; it explores
the evolving interconnections foundations forged with universities and intellectuals
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to build areas of preeminence—such as science, medicine, and social science. In an
influential article, “The American Private Philanthropic Foundation and the Public
Sphere, 1890–1930,” political scientist Barry Karl and historian Stanley Katz (1981)
provide an interpretive framework for understanding why, given the dynamics of the
U.S. political and economic context, foundations arose and the role they played in
efforts to frame and address societal problems at the national level. “Foundations
came into existence because American society was unable to maintain a social order
which corresponded to its passionately held localist ideals,” they concluded (as
cited in Jacobs, 1999, p. 101).
In their essay “Foundations and Ruling Class Elites,” Karl and Katz (1987) give
a nod to critiques in the Arnove volume, but question this interpretation of donor
intention:
The critics of philanthropy have thus placed the debate where it belongs, analyzing the
relationships of the big foundations to the social roles of their managerial elites. To identify
a relationship between foundation managers and social elites is not necessarily, however, to
specify the content of their relationship…. Let us return, then, to the issue of motivation.
Were the creators of foundations using their immense resources to create a “hegemonic
class” of intellectuals who would support their commitment to industrial capitalism, or
were they intending to do something very different? (pp. 4–5)

Karl and Katz’s interest in political questions and the history of social policy meant
delving into foundation history. Their research leads them to the study of elites,
expertise, and the power and politics of wealth, especially foundations, and how
philanthropy functioned in a “weak state,” rather than tracing the roots of a distinctive sector, a counterpoint to government and market (Katz, 1999).
Under the leadership of Carnegie’s Alan Pifer, a much needed receptivity to
opening Carnegie’s archives for critical study occurred. Pifer invited Ellen Condliffe
Lagemann, then at Teachers College, Columbia University, to write a history of
CFAT, providing “full and free access” to records still housed in foundation offices,
and, crucially, scholarly autonomy (Lagemann, 1989, p. xii; pp. xi-xii). Lagemann’s
Private Power for the Public Good (1983) was the first major interpretive book-
length study of the CFAT. Conceptualized as foundation history, by virtue of its
subject the book actually addresses education at all levels. Indeed, one can hardly
understand the development of standards and structures—from schooling to professional education—without seeing the imprint of Carnegie’s grantmaking..
Moving beyond chronology, a tabulation of grants, or a focus on internal organization of the foundation, Lagemann situates CFAT in broader currents of U.S. history and historiography, and frames her analysis of leaders and paradigms in a larger
framework of visions of community. “During the early years of the century, economic growth and reorganization, technological advances, population expansion,
increasing social diversity, and new ideas derived from and associated with science
began to transform a nation of ‘island communities’ into what Graham Wallas first
called ‘The Great Society,’” she writes. “Foundation philanthropy was a response to
this transformation,” continuing, “It was rooted in a long tradition of philanthropic
efforts to establish the values, shape the beliefs, and define the behaviors that would
join people to one another” (Lagemann, 1983, p. 1).
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As Lagemann (1983) describes, Andrew Carnegie and Henry Pritchett, who
served as the first president of CFAT, held different views about philanthropy.
Known for his donations for libraries and pipe organs, Andrew Carnegie “saw philanthropy as a rather simple distributive mechanism that should be used to promote
individual enlightenment,” Lagemann writes. By contrast, Pritchett “saw it as a
means for promoting ‘social efficiency’ through institutional reform” (p. 3). Under
Pritchett’s leadership, CFAT helped shape a system of standardization in U.S. education, pursuing its vision of reform through the introduction of the Carnegie unit,
financial support for the College Board and Educational Testing Service, and the
faculty pension system with its stringent participation requirements. CFAT’s impact
on education, not without its critics, came through the advocacy of testing and the
funding of surveys and studies—what Lagemann has called “technologies of influence.” The political concerns related to foundation involvement in policy were
developed further in a second volume, The Politics of Knowledge, which covers the
history of the Carnegie Corporation from 1911 to 1982 (Lagemann, 1989).
With respect to Carnegie’s contribution to policy-related higher education
research, Lagemann’s work provides an early scholarly view into Pifer’s presidency
(1965–1979), during which he directed resources to a large-scale inquiry into higher
education. Pifer tapped Clark Kerr, former president of the University of California,
to chair the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education and, later, the Carnegie
Council on Policy Studies in Higher Education. Out of this foundation grantmaking
came a voluminous body of literature on colleges and universities and on students
and policy-relevant ideas—for example, the Carnegie Classification system and the
research to substantiate the need for the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant (later
known as Pell Grants). Two valuable works on these Carnegie efforts in higher education are the Carnegie Council’s Three Thousand Futures: The Next Twenty Years
for Higher Education (1980), and John Aubrey Douglass’s (2005) “Higher
Education as a National Resource: A Retrospective on the Influence of the Carnegie
Commission and Council on Higher Education” (2005). Though these two works
are valuable, a comprehensive history needs to be written on this subject.
Steven Wheatley’s The Politics of Philanthropy: Abraham Flexner and Medical
Education (1988) sheds light on the influence of Rockefeller philanthropy in the
development of medicine as a field of study in the university, adding to the larger
historical literature on medicine. Wheatley details how Abraham Flexner’s 1910
report for Carnegie on medical education in the U.S. and Canada, which documented laboratory facilities, curriculum, and training, attracted the attention of
Rockefeller’s General Education Board. In turn, Flexner’s leadership over medical
programs at the GEB gave him a platform for challenging “a disjointed collection of
institutionally weak medical schools, universities, and hospitals,” under the old system, and developing “a functionally related national system” (p. ix).
These scholarly efforts to study philanthropy’s role in shaping the politics and
cultivation of expertise, reform, and innovation benefited from wider access to
archives and oral histories, notably the Rockefeller Archive Center and the Carnegie
collections at Columbia University. As a whole, this literature addresses the
concerns of particular fields, but also speaks to the social context of education and
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intellectual life in the United States more generally, shedding light on the role
of patronage in shaping paradigms, scholarly careers, and scientific communities
(Coben, 1976; Kevles, 1978, 1992; Kohler, 1985, 1987, 1991; Rossiter, 1992). The
literature also explores the instrumental role of foundations in moving research
from free-standing institutes into the university and influencing the relationship
between research and teaching, research and policy, the role of funded intermediary
organizations or think-tanks, and the structure or direction of an academic enterprise (Alchon, 1985; Critchlow, 1985; Geiger, 1986; McCarthy, 1985; McCaughey,
1984; Schlossman, Sedlak & Wechsler, 1987; Smith, 1991).
By following the location and interests of foundations, these works are Northeast-
centric and generally look at how the foundations’ focus on better-known institutions helped elevate their preeminence and prestige. It often shows how different
foundations became prominent in certain fields. For example, the Rockefeller
Foundation was instrumental in advancing the sciences, medicine, and the social
sciences (Kohler, 1991; Richardson & Fisher, 1999); the Laura Spelman Rockefeller
Memorial was key in child study (Bulmer & Bulmer 1981; Bulmer, 1982; Cravens,
1993; Schlossman, 1981); and the Russell Sage Foundation was deeply engaged in
the professionalization of social work and developments in the social sciences
(Hammack & Wheeler, 1994).
In exploring the relationship of philanthropy to capitalism and democracy, the
literature is bookended by two divergent stances on whether developments were
driven largely by personalities and by what some have referred to as the internal
logic of disciplines, or whether the underlying aim of grantmaking was social control. A well-known example of this heated debate can be seen between Donald
Fisher of the University of British Columbia and Martin Bulmer of the London
School of Economics. At issue were the motivations behind foundation development and action: did foundations, as Fisher argued, conspire to curb the development of revolutionary ideology in social science research, or were they objective, as
Bulmer posited (Ahmad, 1991; Bulmer, 1984; Fisher, 1983, 1984)?
Scholars have also pointed to the dynamics of gender and race at play, both
explicitly and subtly, as foundations supported male-dominated research universities and, in turn, shaped fields of inquiry and careers. For example, Mary Ann
Dzuback (1993, 2003, 2005) considers the “gender politics of knowledge” in her
studies of women social scientists who often worked at women’s colleges with less
access to foundation grants but who were, nonetheless, able to draw on support
from college alumnae, attract the interest of local wealthy women, or benefit from
bequests to help develop their careers.
Kenneth R. Manning (1993) looks at the plight of Ernest Everett Just and other
African American scientists at black colleges whose intellectual work was limited
by campus budgets and facilities and who encountered bias in securing external
research funds. Darlene Clark Hine (1986) looks at Carter G. Woodson in “White
Philanthropy and Negro Historiography.” Wayne Urban (1989) examines Horace
Mann Bond’s connections to a foundation-funded network and argues that “Black
consciousness of the post-World War I period would be channeled into directions
that would not seek to alter a society in which racial segregation was solidly
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entrenched” (p. 484). John H. Stanfield (1985) looks at race and funding through his
study of the ties between Rosenwald’s president Embree and Fisk’s president
Charles S. Johnson and sees “produced knowledge as a means of social control”
(p. 7). Importantly, James D. Anderson’s “Race, Meritocracy, and the American
Academy during the Immediate Post-World War II Era” (1993) adds to this portrait
of the power foundations exerted and some of the resistance they encountered from
campus administrators. Anderson tells the story of Fred G. Wale, the Rosenwald
Fund’s director of education, who tried to place a group of African American scholars into northern white universities, but encountered resistance from campus
leaders.
Another line of research focuses on higher education as the site of knowledge
production, asking what happens when political and social movements come into
the academy through grantmaking. Have foundations enabled and fueled, or constrained and co-opted political movements? For example, Craig Jenkins’s work on
patronage and black movements asserts the notion of “channeling.” He and Abigail
Halcli, in studying social movements funded by foundations between 1953 and
1990, conclude that funding increased over the years, but that most support was
reactive, with a “growing emphasis on ‘middle-class’ movements’ professionalized
projects, and avoiding unruly projects” (Jenkins 1998; Jenkins & Eckert, 1986;
Jenkins & Halci, 1999, pp. 229–230). David J. Garrow’s (1987) “Philanthropy and
the Civil Rights Movement” provides an overview of sociological research, suggesting that external funding was “bad” for the civil rights movement. Fabio Rojas’s
2007 book, From Black Power to Black Studies, similarly notes that the Ford
Foundation was more apt to support “racial integration than separatism” (p. 141).
Yet some case studies point to the agency of recipients. Victoria-María
MacDonald and Benjamin Polk Harrison’s 2012 article “‘Compromising La
Causa?’: The Ford Foundation and Chicano Intellectual Nationalism in the Creation
of Chicano History, 1963—1977” argues that young Chicano scholars prevailed
over Ford’s efforts to shape the field, through its choice of scholars and support for
those who would be the ““cultural brokers’ between the Foundation and tenets of
Chicano ideology” (p. 252).
Susan Hartmann’s The Other Feminists (1998) examines the Ford Foundation as
a major funder of women’s studies, pointing to how female staff and leaders at Ford
questioned gender dynamics within the male-dominated foundations and directed
crucial financial support to the development of women’s studies. A similar perspective is offered by foundation program officers Mariam K. Chamberlain and Alison
Bernstein (1992) in their essay “Philanthropy and the Emergence of Women’s
Studies.” By contrast, in her study of Ford funding for women’s studies, sociologist
Rosa Proietto (1999) concludes that “the effect of Ford’s faculty and dissertation
fellowships was to atomize the movement as opposed to developing collective
action” (p. 276).
In the last decade, scholars have begun to consider the nature and impact of foundation patronage of women’s groups and communities of color in the more recent
past. Kristin A. Goss (2007) shows how the 6500 foundation grants made to women
and women’s groups from 1970 to 1990 supported identity subgroup activists
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(e.g., civic stewards, battered women, lesbians, etc.), “in the process diminishing
the capacity of gender to unite women in common cause” (p. 1174). Jennifer
Mittelstadt (2008) has studied the Field Foundation and its support for civil rights
and anti-poverty feminism. Unlike Ford, which focused on women’s studies, Field
generally did not make grants to universities or research, but instead focused on
funding social movement programs for poor and non-white women before the
Second Wave of feminism. Historians have yet to study sufficiently the contributions of social change-oriented funders like Field Foundation, Taconic Foundation,
New World Foundation, and the Stern Foundation.
Scholars have also contributed perspectives on the role of foundations in shaping
the history of race in post-World War II America. Karen Ferguson’s (2013) Top-
Down: The Ford Foundation, Black Power, and the Reinvention of Racial Liberalism
provides an in-depth view of the outcome of McGeorge Bundy’s policy decision for
Ford’s engagement with Black Power activists. More recently, Leah Gordon’s
(2015) From Power to Prejudice: The Rise of Racial Individualism in Midcentury
America considers philanthropy as one factor influencing the developing ideas of
race, noting that “between the 1920s and the early 1960s Rockefeller philanthropy
struggled to delineate ‘data’ from ‘trouble’ by supporting social science and reform
on the race issue while avoiding involvement in racial politics” (p. 53).
And, some work on foundations provides perspective on the twentieth century by
exploring shifts in the orientation of older established philanthropies and the rise of
conservative philanthropic activism. The very title of Alice O’Connor’s 2007 book,
Social Science for What? Philanthropy and the Social Question in a World Turned
Rightside Up, evokes sociologist Robert Lynd’s 1939 call for social science research
in the public interest. In providing an overview of the history of social science
research, O’Connor describes a move away from this philanthropic tradition in
social science and provides an assessment of “the growing power and influence of
an entirely alternative, explicitly conservative, philanthropic tradition” (p. 3). John
J. Miller’s (2006) A Gift of Freedom: How the John M. Olin Foundation Changed
America, provides a view of the moorings of conservative movement philanthropy.

11.2.3

The Lens of Biography

Some of the writing on foundations already discussed uses biographical details to
contextualize the work and ideas of individual researchers and scholarly communities. This section further considers the use of biography as a lens for studying philanthropy. Whereas financial records can document monetary gifts, the study of
lives can illuminate the human element in the act of giving and the relationship
between donor and recipient, or what Susan Ostrander and Paul Schervish (1990)
have described as the “giving and getting.” Biography can look beyond the public
gift to explore, for example, the religious beliefs or political convictions that inspired
philanthropy, both the rational aims as well as the emotional dimensions of giving
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and service, the choices and assumptions made by donors, and even the contradictions
in a donor’s thinking.
Mindful of the diversity of gender, race, class, and religious tradition, biography
can point not only to the educative institutions that influenced donors, like the family, church, or campus, but also to experiences that enculturated individuals to value
and embrace giving; it also can illuminate what influenced their priorities or style of
giving (Schervish, 2006; Schervish, Hodgkinson & Gates, 1995). The study of who
gave, what motivated their actions, and why they directed their energies and
resources to the support and advancement of higher education can tell us more
about traditions of philanthropy that have profoundly shaped our colleges and universities and their stature in society (Burlingame, 2004; Cascione, 2003; Drezner,
2011; Grimm, 2002). As such, biographical studies, examining a range of philanthropists who have supported higher education, are helpful additions to the historical literature on higher education, and have also been used with great effect by
campus development professionals to both demonstrate the importance of past philanthropic giving and to develop ties with prospective donors.
A large measure of the biographical literature on philanthropists tells the story of
well-known figures. For example, there are biographical studies of founding donors
to institutions of education—Peter Cooper (Nevins, 1935), Sophia Smith (Quesnell,
1999), and Stephen Girard (Herrick, 1923; Wilson, 1995)—as well as figures whose
service and fundraising were central to institutions of education, such as Mary
McLeod Bethune (Daniel, 1931; Holt, 1964; McCluskey & Smith, 1999) and
Charlotte Hawkins Brown (Wadelington & Knapp, 1999). And, we have portraits of
industrialists who endowed foundations and made personal donations to support
education—George Peabody (Parker, 1995), Andrew Carnegie (Nasaw, 2006; Wall,
1970), J.D. Rockefeller (Chernow, 1998; Segall, 2001), and Andrew W. Mellon
(Cannadine, 2006).
Biographers have also looked beyond a central focus on donors themselves to
examine the background and social thought of advisers who served as brokers
between support seekers and a donor’s purse strings. A useful essay pointing to the
different interpretations and emphases historians have brought to the study of one
such figure is James A. Hijiya’s (1980) “Four Ways of Looking at a Philanthropist:
A Study of Robert de Forest.”
Attention has also turned to philanthropoids, mainly men, and the nature of their
leadership in a range of foundations. Ferrytale (Ward, 2001) tells the story of
W.H. Ping Ferry and his work with Robert M. Hutchins in the Fund for the Republic,
a Ford Foundation spin-off that provided small grants to support civil liberties and
academic freedom (Walton, 2015). Thomas Neville Bonner’s Iconoclast: Abraham
Flexner and a Life in Learning (2002) provides a full portrait of Flexner, born in
1866 to German-Jewish immigrant parents in Louisville, Kentucky, who rose to
extraordinary prominence as an educational reformer, critic of higher education,
and foundation consultant and staffer. After completing his studies in only two years
at Johns Hopkins, Flexner returned to Louisville and developed and tested his progressive ideas about education as owner of a private school. After additional periods
of study at Harvard and Berlin, Flexner published a critique of U.S. higher education,
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The American College: A Criticism (1908). The book attracted the attention of
Carnegie’s Henry Pritchett, who recruited Flexner to undertake a comprehensive
survey of medical schools (Flexner, 1910). The resulting report shaped new scientific standards in medical education, but Flexner’s contributions to education also
included his involvement in Teachers College’s Lincoln School (an experiment in
progressive education), later writings on standards in U.S. universities (1930), and
his contributions to an innovative institution devoted entirely to scholarship as
founding Director of the Institute for Advanced Study, itself the product of
philanthropy.
In addition to the range of progressive and conservative ideas that have driven
foundation work, scholars have also considered the gendered dimension of foundation history. In particular, women project officers of the Russell Sage Foundation,
which was a leader in professionalizing social work as a university field, have
received attention. Elizabeth N. Agnew (2004), in her full-length biography From
Charity to Social Work: Mary E. Richmond and the Creation of an American
Profession, considers the Social Gospel as an important inspiration in Richmond’s
work. Orphaned at a young age, Richmond supported herself as a worker in the
charity organization movement in Baltimore and Philadelphia and eventually
became Director of the Charity Organization Department at the Russell Sage
Foundation. Less well-known than her contemporary Jane Addams, Richmond
advocated the casework method in Social Diagnosis (1917). Guy Alchon (1991,
1999) considers Mary Van Kleeck, a 1904 graduate of Smith College who was
Russell Sage’s director of Industrial Studies.
A major preoccupation in the philanthropic studies literature is the effort to document the different traditions of giving and build a historical awareness of the philanthropic contributions of diverse social groups and communities. These emphases
mirror the concerns of the larger field of historical writing. As such, in recent years,
biographers have looked outside the geography of the Northeast—its foundations,
Protestant elites, and institutions. Peter Ascioli’s (2006) biography of his grandfather Julius Rosenwald, the president and major stockholder of Sears, Roebuck,
and Company, considers Rosenwald’s identity as a Jewish business leader and
philanthropist in Chicago and his approach to funding a school building program in
the South.
James Madison’s Eli Lilly: A Life, 1885–1977 (1989) describes the Midwestern
pharmaceutical giant as an ardent admirer of Taylorism whose giving was driven by
commitment to a “trinity of free markets, anticommunism and fundamental
Christianity” (p. 217). “Provincial in his attachments” to his home state and his
home city of Indianapolis, Lilly gave to the state university (funding archaeological
studies ), but he tended to give anonymously and actually contributed more to the
denominational colleges in the state (ix). It was not during Lilly’s lifetime, but
rather later, beginning in the 1970s, that the Lilly Endowment, founded in 1937,
focused on social equality and religion.
Biography can point to the value-laden dimension of what Robert Payton and
Michael Moody (2008) describe as the “moral imagination.” They elaborate:
“Participating in philanthropy provides a way into the messy but enlightening
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p rocess of figuring out and putting to the test our moral commitments. Those who
would reduce philanthropy to narrowly rational processes fail to grasp this fundamental aspect” (cited in Howe, 2017, p. 2).
Philanthropic studies scholar Tryone McKinley Freeman’s (2014) study of self-
made millionaire Madam C.J. Walker uses Payton’s concept of “moral imagination,” combined with the growing literature on black philanthropy and self-help, to
discuss Walker as philanthropist. Walker knew first-hand the enabling power of
timely gifts, having herself once benefited from aid, and embraced the role of philanthropist, including giving to the Indianapolis YMCA in 1913 as well as to southern black colleges (Bundles, 2001; Freeman, 2014).

11.2.4

 omen as Philanthropic Actors and Institution-
W
Builders in Higher Education

Hammack (2015) identifies two divergent interpretative strands in the historical literature on philanthropy and social change. One sees philanthropy as serving the
interests of elites and a challenge to democracy (Arnove, 1980), while the other sees
it as a source of agency for social groups that have been marginalized (McCarthy,
1990, 2005; Rabinowitz, 1990).
Growing interest in the study of women’s philanthropy has benefitted from the
insights of the past thirty years of scholarship on women’s history, female voluntary
and associational life, and women’s political culture (Ginzberg, 1990; Muncy, 1991;
Sklar, 1995). Kathyrn Sklar (1998), in discussing the experience of white, middle-
class women, notes the convergence of three major factors—disestablishment, the
tradition of limited government, and women’s growing participation in higher education—as having provided the inspiration and opportunity for women to be active
in the public sphere through voluntary means. To Sklar, Smith alumna Vida
Scudder’s words in 1890 encapsulate the spirit that female college graduates would
bring to their public work, much of which was philanthropic: “We stand here as a
new Fact—new to all intents and purposes, within the last quarter of a century: Our
lives are in our hands” (p. 28). Sklar’s (1998) conceptualization of the ties between
women’s education and voluntarism and her 1995 model biography of Chicago
reformer Florence Kelley have been useful guides to historians seeking to better
understand the range and impact of women’s philanthropic activities, including
those connected to education.
Kathleen McCarthy’s (1990) pathbreaking volume Lady Bountiful Revisited sees
philanthropy as a source of agency, and her book represents a synergy between
scholarship in women’s history and philanthropic studies. This widely influential
volume—whose contributors included Kathryn Sklar (1990), Anne Firor Scott
(1990b; see also 1984, 1990a, 1991), well-known for her studies in voluntarism and
Southern women’s history, and Darlene Clark Hine (1990, 1997, see also Hine,
King & Reed, 1995), a leading scholar of black women’s history—explored how
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women used “parallel power structures” in the years before the franchise to create
institutions and influence the public sphere (McCarthy, 1990, pp. 2–5; see also
McCarthy, 1998).
In turn, this scholarly interest in using the lens of philanthropy to discern the
varied, meaningful but perhaps historically overlooked contributions of money or
time by women in educational history was the inspiration for a 2005 edited volume
Women and Philanthropy in Education (Walton, 2005). The introduction to this
volume argues that because of a “problem of conceptions” about what constituted
philanthropy, women were not seen as philanthropists. This collection brings historical perspective to counter the prevalent view that women are “new” to philanthropy. The book informs the higher education literature by highlighting women’s
contributions to education through philanthropic means—as funders, innovators,
and institution-builders. The volume includes essays on Martha Berry’s fundraising
to support the work college she founded for Southern poor whites (MacDonald,
2005), the “brokering” of women’s fundraising with Carnegie grantmaking to
support women’s continuing education (Eisenmann, 2005), and Rockefeller project
officer Sydnor Walker’s support for social work and universities in the South
(Wells, 2005).
Whereas historians have worked to recover the often-hidden stories of women’s
small gifts or voluntary contributions, the past fifteen years have also seen a number
of well-crafted biographies on women who made significant financial contributions
to various causes and institutions or even endowed a new college or foundation.
These studies, largely focusing on white women’s use of wealth, have complicated
the history of philanthropy by considering the interplay of gender, race, and class.
Though they had access to wealth, these women nevertheless had to negotiate and
were not untouched by the biases and norms of their times as they sought to expand
opportunities for women in higher education.
Ruth Crocker has written widely about Margaret Olivia Slocum Sage (Crocker,
1996, 1999, 2002, 2006). Until fairly recently, Sage was referred to, if at all, as Mrs.
Russell Sage, the heiress who gave away her miserly husband’s money, rather than
as the benefactor of the Russell Sage Foundation, which employed a number of
women, including Mary Van Kleeck and pioneered the professionalization of social
work (Alchon, 1991). Crocker gives Sage her rightful place among well-known
male donors like Carnegie and Rockefeller, but is sensitive to the gendered politics
that shaped both Sage’s inspiration and her interactions with Robert Weeks de
Forest, her lawyer, whom Crocker describes as a “gatekeeper” of her philanthropy
(Crocker, 2006, p. 241).
Crocker (2005) highlights the ambivalence in Sage’s giving. After initially funding institutions named after male relatives that excluded women, she eventually
declared there would be “nothing more for men’s colleges” (p. 272). In Crocker’s
view, Sage’s work as a teacher and a governess before marriage and her experiences
as a self-supporting woman and volunteer made her aware of the need to expand
women’s educational and economic opportunities; she eventually became a patron
of the New York Exchange for Women’s Work and president of the Emma Willard
School Alumnae Association Council. But in the end, Sage’s philanthropy was,
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Crocker asserts, “a scattershot affair that divided her splendid inheritance into many
small donations. It reflected not so much any one philanthropic vision as it did the
competing pressures of a number of determined fundraisers on an elderly donor
made vulnerable by age and isolation” (2005, pp. 272–273).
Kathleen Waters Sander’s (2008) biography of Mary Garrett points to the power
of an individual donor to leverage institutional change, and in particular the power
of women’s “coercive philanthropy” to open up institutions that had excluded
women (p. 134). Mary Garrett’s father made his wealth in the railroad business and
bequeathed his fortune to his daughter. Unlike many women of her generation and
class, Garrett had control over her inherited wealth (McCarthy, 2009, p. 775). She
drew on her father’s vast experience as a donor and Johns Hopkins University
trustee to pursue her own goals in interactions with university officials. Her gift to
help women gain admission to the Johns Hopkins Medical School is well-known.
Sander also describes Garrett’s philanthropy to support Bryn Mawr College and the
Bryn Mawr School for Girls, and her adroit promise of a donation which helped
M. Carey Thomas gain the presidency of Bryn Mawr College.
Molly McClain’s (2017) biography of Ellen Browning Scripps tells the story of
a working-class female journalist whose investments in the newspaper business created a fortune that she used to become the benefactor of a California women’s college at Claremont. Alexandra Nickliss’s (2018; see also 2002) Phoebe Apperson
Hearst: A Life of Power and Politics highlights Hearst’s funding of Progressive Era
reform efforts and her contribution as the first female regent of the University of
California.
Joan Marie Johnson’s (2017) Funding Feminism: Monied Women, Philanthropy,
and the Women’s Movement, 1870–1967 includes within its larger discussion of the
movement for equal rights the story of women who directed gifts to broaden access
to women’s educational opportunities, either at all-female colleges or by opening
access to male-dominated universities. Influenced by McCarthy’s earlier work,
Johnson provides many more examples of women’s philanthropy across a longer
span and, as she notes, points to the limitations of the dominant “wave” paradigm
for interpreting American women’s history. She argues for a “long view” of
American women’s history, pointing to the “longer struggle for suffrage that began
before Seneca Falls” and the “continuity of women’s activism” between the suffrage movement (considered the first wave) and the women’s liberation movement
of the late 1960s and 1970s (considered the second wave) (Johnson, 2017, p. 12).

11.2.5

Black Education

If a core issue in understanding the history of philanthropic action in education is to
consider the aspiration of donors, the relationship between philanthropists and
recipients, and, ultimately, the impact of philanthropy, then one could argue that the
most scholarly analysis of educational philanthropy, whether viewed as an imposition or as a source of agency, occurs in the historical writing on African American
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education. And therefore, it is very valuable here to explore the literature on
philanthropy’s influence on black colleges and universities.
In particular, much scholarship has explored the character and consequences of
philanthropic action in education for the recently freed black population in the
period of Reconstruction to the Great Depression. Historians have addressed an
array of issues—how racial and religious ideology, the power of white supremacy,
and the pressing need for financial resources all helped to shape institution-building
(Peeps, 1981); the work of missionaries and teachers (Butchart, 1988, 2002, 2010;
Jones, 1980, 1985); curricular debates (between liberal arts and industrial education); and teacher training (Fultz, 1995). A consideration of educational philanthropy is thus an integral part of any larger historical analysis of race, segregation,
and inequality throughout U.S. history (Finkenbine, 2003; King, 1971; Simpson &
Hull, 2007).
James D. Anderson’s (1988) The Education of Blacks in the South: 1860–1935,
now thirty years old, remains the foundational text for understanding the ideological
and funding politics that shaped schooling for freed blacks, as well as the founding
mission and trajectory of black colleges. Anderson’s book provides a bold revisionist challenge to the old argument that northern philanthropy’s involvement in the
South was a benevolent movement (Mattingly et al, 2004, p. 580). Even though
Louis R. Harlan had already offered a well-documented critical account in Separate
and Unequal: Public School Campaigns and Racism in the Southern Seaboard
States, 1901–1915 (1958), the interpretation of benevolence was widely offered in
histories written in the 1960s—notably, Raymond B. Fosdick’s Adventure in Giving
(1962) and Curti and Nash’s Philanthropy in the Shaping of American Higher
Education (1965).
Anderson found in the historical record evidence of a sustained and determined
effort to use schooling to disempower African Americans. Providing a broader context for understanding the famous debates between Booker T. Washington and
W.E.B. Du Bois, Anderson’s work drew distinctions among the motivations and
interests of white missionaries, black religious groups and philanthropies, and white
Northern industrialists. In addition, his book powerfully underscores the zealous
embrace of education on the part of freed blacks and their drive for self-determination,
including their willingness to in essence double-tax themselves to fund schools for
their children and raise needed contributions for the Rosenwald school program.
With respect to higher education, Anderson argued that the northern mission
societies were “largely responsible for sustaining the leading black colleges”
(p. 239), and the African Methodist Episcopal Church (AME)’s philanthropic work
“paved the way for black religious denominations to establish and maintain colleges
for black students” (p. 240). Eventually financial burdens and the pressures of
accreditation became “threats to the survival” of these black colleges (p. 251), causing their leaders to work with the industrial philanthropists who had “appropriated
virtually no money for black higher education before 1920” (p. 254) and realized
the “Hampton-Tuskegee Idea had run its course” (p. 258). The industrial philanthropists came to realize “the pressing need” to have a hand in developing black colleges
and professional schools “if they were to be successful in redirecting the scope and
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function of black higher education” (p. 258). A 1907 General Education Board
report set forth the rationale to “develop a small number of strong black colleges in
the South” (p. 255). Anderson explains that the GEB believed funding for these
institutions would “produce college-bred leaders to acculturate black Americans
into the values and mores of southern society,” and that black leaders should “be
trained in the South by institutions ‘in touch with the conditions to be faced by the
young people in later life rather than in the North by institutions… out of touch with
southern life.’” He concludes, “most important, the development of a few strong
institutions was viewed as a strategic means to reduce the number of existing black
colleges” (p. 255).
Within a decade of Anderson’s publication, Dangerous Donations: Northern
Philanthropy and Southern Black Education, 1902–1930, by Eric Anderson (no
relation) and Alfred A. Moss, Jr. (1999) provided a less harsh portrait of Northern
philanthropic action in the South, arguing that there were “mixed motives and unintended consequences” at play (p. 12). But, other scholars returned to more critical
assessments of the motives and impact of white philanthropy. For example, William
Watkins’s White Architects of Black Education (2001), using critical theory and
drawing on the history of scientific racism and eugenics, argues that the curriculum
for black students was designed to miseducate.
More recently, historians have directed attention to philanthropy’s role in the
expansion of schooling. Notably, Mary S. Hoffschwelle (2006) has looked at the
Rosenwald school-building program from 1912 to 1932, tracing its development
from Booker T. Washington’s Tuskegee-based project to eventual control by white
managers, while still recognizing the power of the self-help impulses of African
American communities. Recent interest in school policy as part of American political development has pointed to the efforts of voluntary groups and foundations in
advancing reform in various rural settings. Steffes (2012) includes the funding and
rural schooling of blacks in the South as part of her larger study of state-building.
While acknowledging ongoing debates about the “values and beliefs” of various
philanthropic actors in her study of schooling in the South, Malczewski (2009) studies philanthropy as part of the “process by which that infrastructure was created
beginning early in the century” (p. 966; also see Malczewski, 2016).
Since the late 1980s, the growing literature on black higher education and philanthropy has offered wider views of black colleges and their diversity—looking
beyond the best-known Fisk, Hampton, and Tuskegee, and to focus on Talledega,
Wilberforce, Dillard, Clark Atlanta University, and others (Avery, 2013). But, more
important, the literature has taken the study of philanthropic involvement in black
education to later periods of history, putting front and center the fundraising
needs and challenges of black colleges, including their efforts to meet the needs of
lower-income students (Drewry & Doermann, 2001; Lovett, 2011; Roebuck &
Murty, 1993).
Marybeth Gasman’s extensive research on black colleges has broadened the discussion of philanthropic action in African American higher education in significant
ways. Her biography, co-authored with Patrick J. Gilpin, of Fisk’s first black president, Charles S. Johnson: Leadership beyond the Veil in the Age of Jim Crow (2003),
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probes how black leaders and intellectuals viewed or engaged with white philanthropic involvement in black education. Gasman (2002) had earlier contrasted
Johnson’s ambivalent but pragmatic approach to working with white philanthropists
to W.E.B. Du Bois’s vocal criticism of philanthropy. “Education is not and should
not be a private philanthropy: it is a public service and whenever it becomes a gift
of the rich it is in danger,” Du Bois asserted (Gasman, 2002, p. 495). Gasman (2002)
also brings to light the question of whether philanthropy is an attempt to counter
radical thinking within black communities, again citing Du Bois: “Philanthropy is
being guided by Big Business to ward off Socialism and Communism” (p. 512).
In Uplifting a People (2005), editors Gasman and Kate Sedgwick adopt a broad
lens of who counts as a philanthropist, finding black traditions of philanthropy in
efforts to build black institutions and communities and to “overcome oppression”
(p. 1). Building on earlier work on black philanthropy by Emmett Carson (1993),
contributor Jayne Beilke writes, “Although the self-help philosophy has drawn
much attention… self-help is only one aspect of African-American philanthropy,”
which is “a complex blend of charitable impulse and political, social, and economic
activism’ … [that is] distinguished by a persistent emphasis on education” (Beilke,
2005, pp. 9–10).
Thus, it is only by using such broader definitions of philanthropy, drawn from
history (Fairfax, 1995), that one can see as part of the story of philanthropy in higher
education the contributions of students and graduates of black colleges, such as
Fisk’s Jubilee Singers (Ward, 2000), or the work of black sororities (Gasman, 2005;
Giddings, 1988), fraternities (Kimbrough, 2003; Ross, 2000), and social service
groups, such as the Links (Hutcheson, Gasman & Sanders-McMurtry, 2011;
Sanders-McMurtry & Haydel, 2008). Furthermore, when shifting the focus away
from philanthropy in the South, it is noteworthy to point to the story of three HBCUs
that were founded in the North before the Civil War—Cheyney University (1837)
and Lincoln University (1854), both in Pennsylvania, and Wilberforce University in
Ohio (1856). Freeman (2010) uses agency theory to look at the history of black
philanthropy on behalf of black education at Wilberforce, including college president Bishop Daniel A. Payne’s College Aid Society that aimed to engage female
students with women in the surrounding community in mutual aid and community
projects.
Appearing in 2007, Gasman’s Envisioning Black Colleges, a history of the United
Negro College Fund (UNCF), further reflects the growing interest in considering
the sources of agency in black education, even while accurately depicting the constraints of racism. The book explores how black leaders negotiated changing relationships with white donors, analyzing promotional literature and fundraising. It
begins with a challenging period for black colleges during the Depression when
white northern philanthropists decreased their giving to such institutions. Organized
in 1944 by Frederick Patterson and the leaders of twenty-seven private black colleges, UNCF sought to “promote better public understanding and appreciation of
the needs and problems of Negroes through fundraising,” and to “set an example of
interracial cooperation in [the Fund’s] national campaign” (p. 23). Envisioning
Black Colleges explores the efforts of black college presidents, in the period from
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the 1940s to the 1970s, “to break free of ties to white industrial philanthropy and to
forge identities as promoters of black culture and educational opportunity” (Gasman,
2007, p. 3).
In telling UNCF’s history, Gasman illuminates the substantial challenges posed
to black colleges by the 1954 Supreme Court decision in Brown v. Board of
Education, ruling segregation illegal. Born of a segregated world, these schools’
historic mission and continued need was called into question by potential donors.
Set against the background of the rising civil rights movement, white society
women—such as “The New York Women’s Division”—made it fashionable to raise
funds for black colleges, but the black consciousness movement of the 1970s
brought an emphasis on black fundraisers (pp. 119–137). Under the short early-
1970s tenure of Vernon Jordan, the UNCF became “a more active agent of social
progress” (p. 135). “No longer willing to submit to the agenda of white corporations,” Gasman writes, “the Fund challenged the status quo, held donors responsible, and brought to the fore the social ills of the United States” (p.137). The final
two chapters trace the Fund’s “shift toward greater agency” and later campaigns,
notably the success of the slogan “A Mind is a Terrible Thing to Waste” (p. 139).
Envisioning Black Colleges (2007) became the springboard for a number of articles in which Gasman focuses on various aspects of educational philanthropy, with
an eye toward finding lessons in the history of black colleges for modern day fundraising. For example, what crucial partnerships or strategies did or might have black
college leaders embraced to connect with alumni/ae and donors and successfully
attract the resources needed for student aid, institutional stability, expansion, and
development?
Consider just two examples. In a case study of Hampton University in the 1960s
and 1970s, Gasman and Drezner (2010) point to “the fundraising struggles” of all
black colleges as the political push for integration undercut support for their historic
mission: they faced lower enrollments and enrolled more underprepared students,
and foundations redirected their funds (p. 326). They note, “foundations were contributing only 0.7% of their yearly distribution to higher education to Black colleges,” while their “giving to historically White institutions rose by nearly 170%.”
Moreover, by supporting “stronger rather than weaker institutions,” foundation giving resulted in widening disparities among the colleges, with 62 percent of the total
endowment for all UNCF private black colleges ($72,250,000) being held by only
five institutions (p. 326). In response to this situation, Hampton worked successfully
with fundraising consultants to solicit donations from corporations and alumni/ae
and recruit new board members with stronger ties to wealthy networks; ultimately,
it decided to withdraw from the UNCF.
In a second article, Gasman and Drezner (2009) consider the collaborations
between the progressive-minded Oram Group, which they describe as a “maverick”
in the fundraising field, and black colleges in the 1970s. Noting the “uneven and
generally out-of-date literature on the history of philanthropy and fundraising,” they
also note that there has been “virtually no exploration of for-profit fundraising firms
and their efforts to raise money on behalf of black colleges” (pp. 468–469). In highlighting Oram’s work, which stood in contrast to the traditional approach of the
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better-known Marts and Lundy, the authors provide an overlooked example of a
firm that placed social justice concerns at the forefront and that worked directly with
black colleges instead of intermediaries to help them build their capacity to raise
funds. As the authors explain, Oram worked with colleges to educate prospective
donors, to improve the composition of board leaders, to rethink connections to
alumni/ae, to move away from reliance on white wealth, and to seek federal Title III
funding.

11.2.6

General Histories of Higher Education

The ties between philanthropy and higher education go back to colonial times.
Studies of the colonial colleges, for example, reflect the support of religious groups
as well as missionary aspirations to Christianize the Indian population (Axtell,
1981; Curti & Nash, 1965). Woven into the field’s voluminous institutional histories
are patterns and traditions of philanthropy—private money and service—that led to
the founding of theological seminaries and denominational colleges (Cherry, 1995;
Miller, 2007; Potts, 1971, 1977; Rudolph, 1962), and to entirely new categories of
institutions—for example, women’s colleges and black colleges—as well as transformative gifts that defined the period of university-building.
Unfortunately, we have few detailed accounts of the early finances of individual
colleges; studies of Harvard and Amherst are distinctive in this regard (Foster, 1962;
Harris, 1970; King, 1950). Much of the literature focuses on elite institutions,
Harvard or the University of Chicago, for instance, and the benefactors and city
elites who supported them (Goodspeed, 1916; Hall, 1982; Story, 1980). Embedded
in various narratives are stories about changing trustee demography (Potts, 1997),
the values donors brought to campus architecture (Horowitz, 1985), the role of supporters of women’s education (Green, 1979) or groups like the Association of
Collegiate Alumnae (later AAUW) in fundraising to provide women scholarships
and research fellowships (Levine, 1995; Tryon, 1957), the spirit of service and volunteerism fostered in colleges (Gordon, 1990; Palmieri, 1995), and the leadership of
religious groups, such as the campus YWCA or YMCA (Finnegan, 2005; Finnegan
& Alleman, 2013; Finnegan & Cullaty, 2001; Setran, 2001, 2007). In addition, studies document the contributions of college students to a wide range of benevolent
activities, missionary work (Porterfield, 1997), humanitarian causes, the abolition
and suffrage movements (Maas, 2010; Morris, 2014; Nidiffer, 2008; Ware, 2009),
social service and settlement work (Mieras, 1998, 2017), and, in the more recent
period, the civil rights movement (Biondi, 2012) and conservative student networks
(de Forest, 2006, 2007).
The hybrid system of private and public institutions that eventually arose in the
U.S. has been shaped by tensions arising, at least in part, from philanthropic
involvement in higher education. For example, Richard Freeland’s (1992) study of
universities in Massachusetts points to a pivotal moment in the 1950s when foundation-funded studies on the future of higher education finance drove competing
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visions of access, and thereby pitted state institutions and elite private institutions
against one another. Clyde Barrow, in his study of corporate liberalism’s effect on
academic life during the Progressive Era, underscores the concentrated nature of
foundation funding in higher education. He notes, “The five largest foundations
gave approximately 86 percent of their disbursements to only thirty-six institutions
from 1923 to 1929 among a total of over a thousand higher education institutions in
the United States” (Barrow, 1990, pp. 86–87, cited in Thelin, 2004, p. 239). And,
Michael Rothschild (1999) questioned whether philanthropy had in fact been a
powerful agent in promoting access. He noted that private institutions enrolled “less
than a quarter of the students” but received “more than half the gifts,” and that “five
institutions held 20 percent of the higher education endowment” (p. 413). “The failure of private contributions to education to increase access to education is significant,” he concluded (Rothschild, 1999, p. 414).
While many books and articles might include a passing reference to Harvard’s
corn scholarships, its fundraising tract “First Fruits,” or Lady Mowlson’s decision to
endow a scholarship for a deserving Harvard student, the significant provision of
student aid, long before federal student aid, merits far greater attention.
One powerful example of the consequences of student aid philanthropy is found
in David Allmendinger’s Paupers and Scholars (1975). Allmendinger studies New
England colleges in the early nineteenth century and documents how organized
charity’s tuition assistance for the deserving sons of poor rural farmers brought a
greater proportion of older students to campus. Access was enhanced but came
along with unintended changes in student life.
Early provision for charity students at New England colleges had been undertaken by local patrons, churches, or town charity funds, but, as Allmendinger discusses, in the early nineteenth century the scale of need required new forms. The
1815 founding and growth of the American Education Society (Naylor, 1984),
which aided Evangelical Protestants of all denominations, reflected and precipitated
changes in student life:
As individual communities lost their role in supporting scholars, patronage of the poor
ceased to be an act of individual charity, rendered in personal, paternal fashion. Patronage
became a matter of organized regional and national benevolence, controlled by bureaucratic
institutions. As college funds were overwhelmed, the locus of power began to shift in higher
education. The colleges found themselves weaker, less able to control the composition or
behavior of the student population (Allmendinger, 1975, p. 45)

In their recent book, Philanthropy and American Higher Education, John Thelin
and Richard Trollinger (2014) remind us that colleges and universities have a tax-
exempt status because they are meant to serve the public good. The provision of
campus-based financial aid is one way in which higher education institutions act
philanthropically. It is quite surprising, then, that we have only one major history of
financial aid written by a historian. Rupert Wilkinson’s Aiding Students, Buying
Students (2005) traces the beginning of financial aid to Lady Mowlson’s 1643
scholarship gift to Harvard, and finds antecedents of contemporary debates and
approaches to student aid in the U.S. in earlier European patterns and colonial practices. His study underscores that “explicit ideas of democratic opportunity… did not
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develop till the nineteenth century” (p. 4). Changing aid practices—the back and
forth between need-based and merit-based aid—were driven by the competing
needs colleges must always reconcile and the persistent tensions between their institutional missions and markets.
As new archival materials, especially related to the post-World War II decades,
become available, a number of historians of education have considered access-
related questions through studying the work of the College Board (Johanek, 2001)
and privately-funded talent identification programs. In the context of desegregation,
the civil rights movement, and a growing emphasis on equality of opportunity, a
strategy of recruiting and funding diverse students to attend predominantly white
colleges and universities was adopted. For example, Victoria-María MacDonald,
John Botti, and Lisa Hoffman Clark (2007) note Ford Foundation efforts in encouraging the recruitment of diverse students from 1965 to 2005; Andrea Walton (2009)
looks at the A Better Chance program, which Rockefeller funded in the 1960s to
provide private boarding school scholarships to prepare students for admission to
Ivy League schools; and Linda M. Perkins (2012) examined a black talent identification program, the National Scholarship and Service Fund for Negro Students.
The history of American higher education, much like the history of foundations,
must be viewed within the larger context of political, economic, and social developments of the United States. Hugh Hawkins’s Banding Together: The Rise of National
Associations in American Higher Education, 1887–1950 (1992) examines the concerted effort of five major higher education associations to organize and centralize
higher education among themselves, preferring voluntary means so that the government would not control and regulate them. He thereby sees “a shift away from local
autonomy and isolated institutional decision making toward national coordination
and the common pursuit of shared interests” (p. xi). Like philanthropy in a capitalist
society, these “voluntary groups seen as forming an important middle way between
Thoreauvian solitude and domination by too powerful a government have long been
admired in the United States” (p. 29). In his chapter “The Philanthropic Aegis,”
Hawkins explores points of friction between the associations and the foundations—
first, over their lack of accountability and, later, over Carnegie pensions—but in
general how “the establishment of foundations stirred lively anticipations of funding for association members” (p. 104). He points to instances of various higher
education associations receiving funding for projects from foundations, notably the
General Education Board or Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching.
Hawkins’s account of the interplay between national associations and foundations provides ample support for Thelin’s (2010) call for greater attention to methods in writing about higher education. Thelin urges historians to move from the
tendency to be preoccupied with the “vertical”—i.e., the richly detailed inner workings and lore of a particular college or university—and to look instead at “horizontal” history—to see the institution in the context of an array of external forces and
influences. This perspective can highlight the role of philanthropic foundations, but
also, Thelin underscores, point to the competition for voluntary support and benefaction and the “strength or weakness of higher education’s stature at any time”
(p. 72).
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The University

In his extensive writings on factors shaping the research capacity and preeminence
of the American university, Roger Geiger has considered the role of voluntary funding in shaping higher education. Taking as his starting point Lawrence Veysey’s
(1965) assessment that the American university had reached a standard form by
1910, and adding MIT and CalTech to the AAU institutions to be considered, Geiger
extends the story over the next four decades. In To Advance Knowledge: The Growth
of American Research Universities, 1900–1940, Geiger (1986) argues that private
money was key to bringing scientific research from free-standing institutes into the
university, and, in his subsequent Research and Relevant Knowledge (1993), Geiger
describes how foundations and the federal government fostered research in the post-
WWII era.
In his recent volume, simply titled The History of American Higher Education,
which traces “knowledge, careers, and culture” through 1945, Geiger (2014) devotes
a section in Chapter 11 to a discussion of the influence of foundations on higher
education. Drawing on the scholarship in foundation history, Geiger ascribes the
prominent role foundations played in developing and moving scientific research
into the academy to conditions “prevailing in the American polity and society,”
(p. 479) when “neither the national government nor any one of the states has
accepted the responsibility of providing adequately for higher education” (Karl &
Katz, 1981, p. 103, cited in Geiger, p. 479).
Geiger describes a dovetailing of Rockefeller and Carnegie interests and influences: “Rockefeller charged the General Education Board with promoting ‘a comprehensive system of higher education in the United States,’ and the Carnegie
Foundation was dedicated to ‘standardizing American education’” (p. 480). Geiger
draws particular attention to patterns of foundation giving, whereby foundations
awarded grants to “stronger” institutions, with the expectation of locally raised
funds, and requiring institutions to launch fundraising campaigns and build endowment. In addition, he underscores the intertwined histories of foundation and university development: “Foundation leadership had evolved from the trusted associates
of the founders with essentially industrial mindsets to professional philanthropoids
who came from university backgrounds and viewed universities as key institutions
for social progress” (p. 490). And, finally, Geiger characterizes the tensions between
the ideals guiding foundation efforts and democratizing forces in higher education
during the twentieth century: “The CFAT and foundations generally were on the
side of progress—universities teaching more subjects at higher levels, scientific
research, rationalization of administration and financial management, and integration with the economy; but they disdained other contemporary trends, such as the
wider access achieved by mass higher education” (p. 483).
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 Turn Toward Current Issues: The History
A
of Endowments

Bruce Kimball’s several articles on various episodes in the history of fundraising
and endowments address an area of study that has not attracted much attention from
historians of higher education, but which has extraordinary relevance to contemporary discussions about the financial model of higher education and Congressional
interest in university endowments (Kimball, 2014, 2015; Kimball & Johnson,
2012a, b).
Kimball and Johnson (2012a) analyze the “free money” ideology that Harvard
President Charles Eliot articulated, promoted, and applied in his efforts to build
Harvard’s endowment during his lengthy 1869–1901 presidential tenure. To underscore the surprising historical neglect of this aspect of Eliot’s career, they wrote:
“The foremost historical study of philanthropy in higher education [Curti & Nash,
1965] discusses Eliot briefly but does not attend to his central writings on the subject. The leading study of the history of fundraising in higher education [Cutlip,
1965] neglects Eliot altogether, as does more recent historiography, including the
entries of the three-volume Philanthropy in America: A Comprehensive Historical
Encyclopedia” (p. 226).
“Free money” was the phrase Eliot used to describe funds that could be solicited
with no expense or strings attached and that could be directed to endowment building. To his mind, the strategy was key to an institution’s stature. In his 1906 annual
report, Eliot wrote, “in the competition between American universities, and between
American and foreign universities, those universities will inevitably win which have
the largest amounts of free money” (Kimball & Johnson, 224). As Kimball and
Johnson note, Eliot’s “free money” ideology in building Harvard’s finances later
became accepted wisdom in higher education. It included five elements: first,
emphasizing wealth as the basis of reputation; second, defining wealth as “permanent invested funds”; third, funds should be “unrestricted”; fourth, a university
should be “managed like a business” and be transparent about its finances but never
have a surplus; and fifth, recognize the president as responsible for building the
institution’s wealth (p. 225).
In “The Inception of the Meaning and Significance of Endowment in American
Higher Education, 1890–1930,” Kimball and Johnson (2012b) describe a pivotal
“development” in the history of higher education finance as “permanent invested
funds…grew at an unprecedented rate…particularly those funds belonging to the
wealthiest universities” (p. 4). They point to a new recognition in this period among
higher education leaders of the importance of building financial capital so as to
ensure continued institutional competitiveness. They argue, “It was during this
period that certain universities significantly increased their financial capital and
thereby established an upper tier of endowed universities whose elite status has
largely persevered for a century” (p. 2).
A more comprehensive study of endowments is offered by Thelin and Trollinger
in three interrelated works—a research report for the Aspen Institute Program on
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Philanthropy and Social Innovation (2009), an article on perpetuity (2010/11), and
their 2014 book Philanthropy and American Higher Education. Their approach in
presenting the history of endowments seeks to connect history to present concerns
about pay-out and spend-down, believing history can help inform current policy
discussions. Whereas Kimball focuses on finding the roots of conventional wisdom
about higher education finance, which, in retrospect, led to zealous endowment
building, increased competition, and a hierarchy among institutions, Thelin and
Trollinger focus on the history of perpetual endowments as a legal concept and
consider its meaning in the history of U.S. higher education. They consider the history of eleemosynary institutions and higher education’s inclusion in that category,
and look at historical case studies of limited-lifetime foundations, notably the Julius
Rosenwald Fund (1917–1948), to challenge the assertion that perpetual endowments are “both universally desirable and obligatory” (2010/11, 2014).
The meaning of the Dartmouth College Case of 1819 (a significant Supreme
Court decision on the issue of private charters) in relation to rates of college-building
in the nineteenth century has been the subject of debate (Herbst & Whitehead,
1986), but Thelin and Trollinger emphasize that the case clarified the role of eleemosynary institutions in nineteenth century America. They see in this designation
for higher education institutions privileges but also responsibilities as stewards of
resources. They describe colleges as “recipients of philanthropy; and at the same
time, they often were expected as part of their charter to act as dispensers of philanthropy—primarily through the requirement that they provide financial aid for needy
students” (2014, p. 109).
Thelin and Trollinger (2014) in fact reach back to Sears’s 1922 prediction that
the growth of collegiate endowments would provide sufficiently as to eliminate the
need for additional sources of income. Even with strong endowment growth, Thelin
and Trollinger point to an unwillingness of well-endowed institutions over time to
use their wealth to lower tuition charges. They also point to the restricted scholarship endowments and foundations and associations that might augment an institution’s ranking in terms of endowment but in fact, much as Turgot warned, inflict the
“dead hand of permanent endowments” (p. 106).
In the end, these authors see the competitive pursuit of wealth as having diverted
institutions from serving the public good, and they argue that higher education institutions should work voluntarily with donors to set appropriate time limits on gifts.
More extensive discussion of such historical insights will be useful as higher education negotiates the current challenges of declining state appropriations on one hand
and increased scrutiny by Congress on the other.

11.4

Concluding Thoughts

This essay, broadly chronological and thematic, has attempted to provide an introduction to the literature on the history of philanthropy in higher education, with an
eye on pivotal moments and areas of particular interest. The essay opened by
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considering early writings on philanthropy—what can be called advocacy literature—and then discussed the pioneering academic writings that directly addressed
the history of philanthropy in higher education and remain the only two book-length
comprehensive treatments: Sears (1922) and Curti and Nash (1965). The relevant
literature on philanthropic action in higher education is dispersed across many
genres, area studies, and institutional histories. For that reason, in the thematic sections of this essay, I have chosen to focus on certain areas: insider accounts, foundations, biographies, black education, and histories of higher education.
Quite strikingly, despite its salient role in shaping structures, research, policies,
and practices in higher education, the history of philanthropy in higher education
remains relatively underdeveloped. There is a great need for sustained and systematic study of philanthropy and its influence in higher education in all of the areas of
writing covered in this essay. In addition, to build a more inclusive and, therefore,
more accurate history of philanthropic action in higher education, critical research
not only needs to broaden beyond studies of large donations and the research university, elites, and the narrow focus on the Northeast, but also to define philanthropy
widely as all giving of time, talent, and treasure. Expanding research to cover different types of educational institutions, donors, and regions, as well as the philanthropic contributions of various social groups to higher education will further enrich
the field. Much work remains to incorporate the story of Native American giving,
Asian American philanthropy, Latinx giving, and the many affinity groups that support programs and institutions of higher education. And, there is much to be learned
from religious-inspired giving—the philanthropy of Jewish communities, the wide-
ranging Catholic philanthropy, and the more recent philanthropy of Muslim, Hindu,
Buddhist, and many other communities in the United States.
Given the increased reliance of all institutions of higher learning on private funding, especially in this era of declining state appropriations and rising costs, it is
exceedingly timely to gain deeper historical perspective on the influence of philanthropic action on higher education’s core values of academic freedom and autonomy. Equally important is the need to understand the impact of philanthropy on the
ongoing concern about access and equity. And, finally, further exploration is needed
to examine the university not only as a recipient but also as an agent of philanthropy—through its historic civic mission and through the contributions of its students and faculty (Shaker, 2015).
The other important concern raised throughout the literature as early as Sears
(1919/1922) is the proper place of philanthropy in a democratic society. This concern was most pointedly raised by Lindeman (1940) when, under the shadow of the
Great Depression and the gathering clouds of war, with a deep sense of pessimism,
he asked, “If a foundation is a public trust dedicated to the public interest, why
should there not be an extension of public participation in policy-making? If the
purpose of a foundation is not to accumulate more money but rather to expend accumulated wealth for social ends, why are there so few educators, scientists, and artists on the various control boards? Why, in other words, is policy-making left so
largely in the hands of financiers, bankers, industrialists, and lawyers?” (p. 179).
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Indeed, outside the celebratory and advocacy literature on philanthropy, the most
constant thread in a rather distinctively discontinuous literature is the question of
how philanthropy can best serve the public good in a democratic society.
Despite this ever-present concern about philanthropic activity in a democracy,
Karl and Katz (1981) have best captured the uniquely American historical circumstance under which the private foundations occupied their place in the public sphere.
They explain that foundations—which I consider the most influential of philanthropies in the early development of universities—were born at the contentious intersection of two powerful forces in the history of the country’s political, social, and
economic development. The first is expressed in the tendency of Americans to fend
off federal efforts to address social welfare needs and to insist on local autonomy.
The second is found in the ever-increasing social welfare needs beyond the limited
capacity of the old local charity and political structures to respond, as the process of
industrialization progressed along with rising urbanization. With a sense of the inescapable optimism of the Progressive Era they studied, Karl and Katz conclude that
foundations, and I would add all philanthropy, “had been bridging the hitherto
unbridged gap which Americans had created between public and private, between
state and nation, and between social and political, between traditional American
ideas and urgent problems of the time” (p. 269).
In our time, whether one is pessimistic or optimistic about philanthropy and its
proper place in our democracy, there is growing anxiety about the capacity of various institutions—schools, universities, and the healthcare system, to name a few—
to serve the public. Thus, greater understanding of the history of philanthropy in
serving the public good could be beneficial not only to philanthropy and the institutions it supports but, and more important, to the public. But, as Hall (1992b) highlighted in the extended quotation at the start of this essay, that foundations “did not
welcome scholarly inquiry,” one is left to ask, How could history of philanthropic
activity in higher education develop or advance without access to the records of
foundations and, I would add, serious funding to support critical study of those
archives? Indeed, the impasse facing the literature on the history of philanthropy in
higher education will remain insurmountable if donors, be they individuals, foundations, or groups, do not adopt reasonable transparency and embrace democratic values, in spirit and in deeds.
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Chapter 12

Geographical, Statistical, and Qualitative
Network Analysis: A Multifaceted
Method-Bridging Tool to Reveal
and Model Meaningful Structures
in Education Research
Manuel S. González Canché

12.1

Introduction and Purpose

A network consists of a group of units where a set of connections or links may be
observed. When these groups and units are recorded in small social settings, such as
classrooms, reading clubs, law firms, research teams, a network is depicted as a
social network. More generally, a network is realized whenever researchers offer a
feasible definition and delimitation of rules and boundaries about when there are
connections among units. This property enables networks not to be constrained to
small social settings, but rather to take form in a practically infinite set of contexts.
Examples of these contexts include network neuroscience, focused on understanding brain structure given the connections taking place in different regions of our
brains (Bassett & Sporns, 2017). Biological networks, where researchers are interested in measuring interactions taking place at molecular levels with the goal of
unveiling structural mechanisms to treat and prevent expansion of mutations leading
to cancer (Mall, Cerulo, Bensmail, Iavarone, & Ceccarelli, 2017). Transportation
networks, which seek to find routes that more efficiently move and connect people
and freight across space (Bell & Iida, 1997). Crime networks, where the goal is to
identify actors conducting crime-related activities, who, if removed, may weaken
these criminal organizations (Curtis & Karacan, 2002; Mastrobuoni & Patacchini,
2012). These examples imply that the application of network principles and analysis
is not limited to the study of small groups, social settings, or even human participants only, which makes it a multifaceted method-bridging tool designed to reveal
and model meaningful structures in education research. This chapter demonstrates
how moving beyond the social component from our understanding of network
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analysis, while still applying its theory, principles, and analytic strategies, enables
the expansion of its applications to education research in general and higher education in particular to test innovative, timely, and relevant hypotheses.
There are two common characteristics among the examples depicted above. The
first is that researchers aim to better understand a problem through the analysis of
the structure that emerges from connections among “units” configuring a given network. This analysis constitutes the fundamental purpose of network science
(González Canché, 2018a; Kolaczyk & Csárdi, 2014), in which information conveyed by units’ relationships configure the main focus of study. The use of the term
“units” implies that the elements that form a network are not limited to human
actors. Indeed, a given network may or may not contain human elements. The second characteristic is that location1 (e.g., regions of the brain, trafficking routes) play
an important role in understanding dynamics, behaviors, connections formation,
and potential unit interdependence. This emphasis on place and space is relevant
because it helps depict the strategies and the steps required to build networks based
on rules that consider spatial and physical notions to identify connections. In this
framework, physical distance or proximity is used to capture relationships among
units that not only can then be analyzed using network and statistical principles and
methods (González Canché, 2018a) but that can also incorporate machine-learning
and quasi-experimental analyses (González Canché, 2018b). This is the defining
characteristic of geographical network analysis (GNA), an analytic framework that
merges geographical information systems, network principles, and spatial econometrics (González Canché, 2018a) based on their common format to store connections/relationships/links (i.e., matrix of influence depicted later in the chapter) and
similar goals of analyzing the information and structure that emerges from units’
connections, which may lead to outcome dependence.
The conceptualization of network formation given distance rules is both conceptually and methodologically relevant. This analytic and conceptual framework
offers the possibility of using network lenses as an identification strategy, wherein
researchers can capture connections among units given their shared spaces and/or
places. For example, one can conceptualize and identify higher education institutions located in close physical proximity as being part of a local network that influences participating neighboring institutions’ behaviors and outcomes (González
Canché, 2014, 2017c). This framework can also be applied to measure issues of
concentrated advantages or disadvantages or geography of opportunities (González
Canché, 2018d; Jargowsky & Tursi, 2015; Pastor, 2001) at an individual level. In
this case, analysts can establish connections among students who live in close proximity to one another to assess whether, for example, their standardized test scores
are more related than what one could expect by chance (González Canché, 2018d).
This identification of links given students’ proximity can capture participants’
1
This is also true for time. All the social and spatial analyses can incorporate spatio-temporal
analyses, but these analyses are beyond the scope of the chapter due to space limitations. However,
readers may see González Canché (2019c) for an example of this methodology applied to a difference and differences framework.
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o utcome dependence given their common exposure to spatially contextualized situations such as schools, crime, and unemployment rates (González Canché, 2018d).
These distance-based identification strategies are methodologically relevant because
once individuals’ or institutions’ connections have been detected, researchers are
well-positioned to use statistical tools that assess units’ potential lack of independence, a problem that often leads to biased estimates (Cliff & Ord, 1969, 1972;
discussed in subsequent sections).
Although there exist other techniques to account for units’ lack of independence,
such as multilevel and fixed effects models with clustered standard errors (González
Canché, 2014), an advantage of the network science framework is that it enables
one to pose hypotheses that cannot be tested using other techniques. For example,
the use of predictor variables derived from participants’ connections allow researchers to estimate peer effects to address questions such as what is the effect of neighboring institutions’ tuition prices on another institution’s tuition price? (González
Canché, 2014, 2017c) or, are states located next to states that are net exporters of
nonresident students more likely to receive more nonresident students (González
Canché, 2018a)? Thus, network science allows for the dynamic analysis of how
units’ neighboring structures influence their outcome variation and/or outcome
dependence (González Canché, 2014, 2019b; González Canché & Rios-Aguilar,
2015).
The neighboring structures utilized in network science can also be identified in
non-distance-based contexts. For example, connections among units can be detected
given students’ participation in common academic events, such as taking the same
classes (González Canché & Rios-Aguilar, 2015) or majors (González Canché,
2019b). Accordingly, the multifaceted and flexible nature of network principles is
relevant for institutional and education research given the inherent social and interdependent nature of higher education actors. For example, faculty collaboration
affects academic productivity, such as coauthoring journal articles or co-writing
grant proposals, and the level of success of such endeavors affect salary variation
and promotion and tenure. Thus, the tenets of outcome dependence (Bivand,
Pebesma, Gomez-Rubio, & Pebesma, 2013; Cliff & Ord, 1969, 1972) indicate that
failing to account for individuals’ systematic exposure to colleagues or peers, may
yield conclusions that are over- or under-reporting estimates of interest (González
Canché, 2019b). Thus, this chapter will delineate the methods that researchers can
employ to assess units’ outcome dependence and model such dependence. This goal
is to reach conclusions based on less biased estimates. The chapter offers practical
recommendations about how to use network analyses and spatial econometrics to
test for and considerably reduce any bias due to units’ social- and/or distance-based
connections.
In addition to the quantitative aspects of such methods, the structure-revealing
nature of network analysis principles can also be used for qualitative methods of
inquiry. Herein I showcase the ways in which qualitative researchers can employ
network analysis principles and methods to highlight structures emerging from
interview transcripts, qualitative codes, and focus groups observations. One example provided highlights the rationale and steps one needs to analyze interviews
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coded using qualitative techniques (in the form of a code and participant network).
Another example uses information gathered from a focus group to capture meaningful interactions among the participants. The examples demonstrate the ways a temporal dimension can be uncovered in qualitative data that helps to identify central
contributors in this knowledge-building process. This process is capable of revealing how, when, and by whom knowledge is generated. It should be noted that such
tools complement the experience and knowledge gained though data collection and
overall expertise of qualitative researchers.
For the geographical, quantitative, and qualitative applications presented, an
accompanying set of programs and coding schemes that can be used to replicate
these procedures are provided (in the R programming language). The goal of offering the code is twofold. First, to make it easy for researchers to conduct such analyses and second, to demonstrate how to remedy violations of independence
assumptions. Other techniques (e.g., multilevel modeling/fixed effects with clustered standard errors) emphasize units’ lack of independence given nested structures, but such techniques do not enable the identification of predictor and or
outcome variables that can be retrieved from units’ connections. Another advantage
of incorporating statistical network principles is the opportunity to use our sociological imagination (Mills, 2000) to discover ways in which units’ connections can
be uncovered to continue to strengthen education research. In sum, this chapter
provides the concepts and tools needed to begin using network science and analysis
to address original and inventive research questions with timely and relevant policyand decision-making implications.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: In the “Social Data Structures”
and “Spatial Data Structures” sections I depict the types of data formats and data
transformations required to conduct network science and analysis. These sections
describe the matrix of influence used in spatial analysis and its similarities with
network data. Particular emphasis is placed on the types of transformations required
to move from network analysis to spatial analyses and vice versa. In the “Statistical
Social and Geographical Network Analysis” section I present two case studies to
explore units’ outcome dependence. The first uses social network data from a highly
influential study (Lazega, 2001) that have never been analyzed with the procedures
proposed in this chapter. These data enable testing (a) the extent to which salary
outcomes vary as a function of who one asks advice from and who one befriends in
a law firm and (b) whether the analytic process followed correctly addressed this
social dependence. The second case study uses two different sources of data; the
National Center for Education Statistics’ Educational Longitudinal Study (ELS:
2002) and administrative records from a flagship university. These data enable testing whether the standardized tests of high school graduates covary given students’
location. This analysis is important because standardized tests have been employed
widely to predict college acceptance, enrollment and success, but they may be spatially dependent and therefore subject to bias when such dependence is not adequately addressed. For example, if these tests are also affected by students’ localized
contexts, such as poverty and unemployment rates, model estimates will be subjected to omitted variable bias. Additionally, if these tests are affected by localized
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factors outside students’ control, their use in admissions decisions may continue to
fuel social inequality.
The section titled “Static and Dynamic Network Analysis of Qualitative Data”
offers two sets of analyses. The first uses interview data collected at Minority
Serving Institutions to highlight challenges related to teacher training and formation
in these institutions. Using participants’ interview data, the network analysis identifies the structure of actors’ connections to their respective qualitatively generated
codes. Using focus group data, I also analyze interactions taking place among participants holding influential education policy and decision-making roles across the
nation. The analyses presented depict the dynamic nature of information exchange
taking place in focus groups and also the evolution of such interactions over time,
allowing one to determine when “knowledge” was created and by whom.
In the “Geographical Network Analysis [GNA] as an Identification Framework”
section I describe the use of GNA to detect mutually exclusive and exhaustive
groups whose outcomes may then be analyzed using quasi-experimental techniques.
Three examples are provided. One using participants’ decisions to attend college at
differing levels of distance from home. The second example uses the presence of
four-year institutions surrounding community colleges as the identifying mechanism of interest and discusses the notion of spillovers effects, which suggests that
students attending community colleges located in close proximity to four-year colleges and universities may realize better academic outcomes than their counterparts
who attend community colleges without these neighboring four-year options
(González Canché, 2017d). The last example analyzes two- and four-year colleges
transfer agreements and showcases how geographical network analysis can be used
to highlight key features of such agreements like number of programs and distance
between institutions participating in in-state and out-of-state agreements. Finally,
the chapter concludes with practical recommendations and implications.

12.1.1

How to Read the Chapter?

I offer a variety of tables and figures to illustrate the explanations introduced
throughout the manuscript. Reading of the chapter will be enhanced by studying the
tables and figures referred to in the text when discussing the analytic
approaches because some of the concepts explained are quite abstract.

12.2

Social Network Data Structures

One important hurdle behind the expansion of network analysis into mainstream
education research is the assumed lack of network data. While this statement is
more accurate for social network data, it is not entirely true with network or relational data. That is, although network data in matrix form may not necessarily be
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readily available, relational data that can be translated into matrix form are more
common than researchers might think. Accordingly, the next sections highlight
sources of relational data that can be analyzed using network principles.

12.2.1

Social Network Data Generating Process

The fundamental characteristic of social network data consists of the identification
of units within a defined group and their observed connections or relations (hence
its relational nature). From a sociometric perspective (Moreno, 1934), these groups
are typically observed in settings with a relatively small number of actors or units.
The connections among these actors may be gathered through what is referred to as
name generators by asking questions such as:
• Who do you collaborate with? How frequently does this occur (e.g., daily,
weekly, …)?
• Who do you ask advice from? How frequently does this occur (e.g., daily,
weekly, …)?
• Who do you give advice to? How frequently does this occur (e.g., daily,
weekly, …)?
• Name up to five colleagues who have been the most conflictive with you and
other colleagues during the past 6 months.
Although ethical concerns are not the central focus of this section, it is worth
noting that the generation of names may raise privacy concerns. For example, the
information gathered may lead to job security issues because managers could make
job changes based on the network analysis of this information (Borgatti & Molina,
2005; Kadushin, 2005). Subjects may resist participation or bias their answers to
negatively affect another actor or non-participants may be identified by other members of the network (Borgatti & Molina, 2005; Kadushin, 2005).
Returning to the focal points of the chapter, below I depict the structure of data
collected using such questions. Focusing on the first question as an example (Who
do you collaborate with? How frequently does this occur?). These network data
generating questions (NDGQs) produce two elements: names and frequencies.
Names indicate the people with whom a given actor collaborates. Frequencies measure the strength of the relationship or connection among those actors who indicated
a collaboration, with the analyst choosing the scale used to measure this strength. To
implement these NDGQs, participants are often provided a list of names from which
to choose or are asked to remember and list the names of their colleagues. Providing
the list to respondents may lead to over-reporting, whereas not providing such as list
may lead to under-reporting. Alternatively, researchers may observe firsthand such
interactions and record their frequency (see Zachary, 1977, for an example of this
approach).
Another important characteristic of the data generating information that these
questions produce is that the answers provide information about the direction and
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strength in the connections among units. For example, directed networks are produced when the connections between two actors are depicted as Actor1→Actor2,
indicating that Actor2 did not reciprocate the connection to Actor1. Had Actor2
reciprocated the relationship, this would be represented as Actor1↔Actor2. The
previous representations are, however, incomplete because the recorded strength of
the relationship is missing. The inclusion of the frequency attribute produces a
weightedx network in which the connection between the actors is represented as
Actor1 ↔ Actor2 where x represents a valued and reciprocated attribute of the link
(e.g., collaborating on a daily, monthly, or yearly basis). Adding frequency goes
beyond the simple presence (=1) or absence (=0) of a connection (see González
Canché, 2018a, for more details). This last point means that when there is no indication of strength but only an indication of collaboration (that is, one only asked “Who
do you collaborate with?”), a network is referred to as unweighted or binary, with
connections merely indicating presence or absence of relationships.
The weight based on the frequency of collaboration is an attribute of the connection linking two actors in the network. This connection is referred to as an edge and
the actors are referred to as vertices or nodes. Following graph theory principles
(Csárdi & Nepusz, 2006), nodes are usually represented as circles (but not always)
and edges are lines connecting those circles. Given that a line may have attributes,
these attributes may be used to highlight the structure of the data by adding width
and/or color. Vertices (i.e., actors or units) also have attributes that can help highlight the structure of the network data. These attributes may represent a characteristic of the people or units belonging to the network (e.g., name, ethnicity, age,
academic competency) or may reflect units’ network relevance or influence given
their connections within the network. This last aspect is what is referred to as the
centrality level representing how some individuals are more influential than others
because of the number of connections they have in the network. It may also represent the relevance of the actors to whom some actors are connected (e.g. being
nominated as the adviser of the president and vice-president of a college may have
more weight than being the adviser of entry-level employees in that college).
Centrality attributes are often represented by the size and color of the circles (discussed in more detail in the “Network Visualization” section below).
Another relevant concept is ascription. Links among participants in a given network may be the result of them belonging to a community. In education this may
take the form of an event, field of study, department, organization, or dissertation
committee. This type of connection can be represented as Actor1→Community1,
where the arrow indicates that Actor1 is part of or is ascribed to Community1. If the
Actor2→Community1 connection is also observed, then Actor1 and Actor2 are
indirectly connected through their mutual ascription to Community1. Breiger (1974)
was among the first social network analysts to refer to these types of networks as
two-mode or affiliation networks. The two-mode nature is accounted for by the fact
that human actors are usually affiliated to non-human communities (Breiger, 1974;
González Canché, 2018a).
A useful and straightforward transformation typically conducted in social network analysis and one that is particularly relevant for the analyses presented in this
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chapter is the transformation from a two-mode network to a one-mode network. In
this transformation a one-mode network can be created by removing the non-human
actors from its two-mode network form or by removing the human actors from these
connections. If the latter is the case, the resulting network reflects human actors
connected through their common membership in a community or set of communities. If the human actors are removed the resulting network accounts for communities being connected to one another given their common sharing of human actors.
Specific examples of these transformations are depicted below.
Before providing more data structure descriptions, let us bring all these points
together. As shown in the general typology provided below, a network is configured
by vertices (actors) linked through edges (connections). These edges may or may
not be reciprocated (directed networks) and may or may not have a value that is
something other than zero or one (weighted networks). Also, networks may include
units of the same type (one mode) or different types (two-mode). Two-mode networks can be transformed to one-mode relationships and in this transformation, the
analyst should decide what elements (e.g., humans or non-humans) to retain.

12.2.2

Basic Network Typology

• Undirected, unweighted, one-mode network: Actor1—Actor2. Here a connection exists (undirected line) regardless of which actor did the nominating (or if
both did so).
• Directed, unweighted, one-mode network: Actor1↔Actor2. Here a directed and
doubled-arrow connection exists only if both reciprocated their nomination.
x

• Directed, weighted, one-mode network: Actor1 → Actor2. Here a directed and
reciprocated connection exists indicating that Actor1 nominated Actor2 with a x
frequency or strength.
y
• Directed, weighted, one-mode network: Actor2 → Actor1. Here a directed and
reciprocated connection exists indicating that Actor2 nominated Actor1 with a
frequency or strength of y, this is an important differentiation given that the
strength may differ even if both actors reciprocated the nomination.
• Directed, unweighted, two-mode network: Actor1→Community1←Actor2.
Here a directed connection exists indicating that Actors1 and 2 are ascribed to
Community1. Note, however, that communities are not selecting back actors,
which makes this a special case of directed networks.
x

y

• Directed, weighted, two-mode network: Actor1 → Community1 ← Actor2. Here
a directed and weighted connection exists indicating that Actor1 is ascribed to
Community1 with a strength of x. Actor2 is also connected to that community
but with a frequency of y.
• One-mode transformed network from a two-mode network retaining human
actors: Actor1→Community1←Actor2, Actor1→Community2←Actor3 =
Actor1—Actor2, Actor1—Actor3, this rationale also applies to two-mode
weighted matrices.
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• One-mode transformed network from a two-mode network retaining non-human
units: Actor1→Community1←Actor2, Actor1→Community2←Actor3 = Com
munity1—Community2, this rationale also applies to two-mode weighted
matrices.2

12.2.3

A Simulated Example of Academic Collaboration

The main goal of this section is to showcase the application of the concepts discussed so far using faculty collaborations taking place in an academic department as
an example. The number of actors used is kept small in order to make the example
as simple as possible. Nonetheless, the rationale and the analysis presented applies
to networks or groups of any size. Another goal of this section is to depict the two
basic data formats required to conduct network analysis: edgelist (or a list of relationships) and matrix data structures for one- and two-mode networks. Also highlighted are the steps required to move from edgelists to matrices without modifying
the underlying structural relationships of the networks. This is an important skill to
develop because most education data used in network analysis are stored in edgelist
form, but spatial analyses to assess dependence issues require a matrix format.
These transformations are easy to implement using the methods and tools depicted
below.
In this example assume there are 11 faculty members who were asked the following questions: Who do you collaborate with? and How frequently does this occur?
(with frequency ranging from 1 to 5, with a lack of nomination indicating the
absence of collaboration). These questions imply a directionality of collaboration
nominations represented by “From” and “To” in Table 12.1, where “From” is the
person responding to the question and “To” refers to the person(s) that the respondent to the question named as collaborator(s). In edgelist form, the data set includes
an indicator of each respondents’ main methodological ascription using the following categories: quantitative (Quant), qualitative (Qual), and mixed methods (Mixed).
Also included is a gender attribute under the column named “Female,” with values
1 if true and 0 otherwise.
Edgelist Data Format The information generated from these questions can be
stored in a database with dimensions (i x j), where i accounts for the rows with a
length equating the total number of connections realized and j the number of
columns. Table 12.1 displays the structure of this simulated data, reproduced
with the code provided in the appendix3—under the section called “Code for
simulated example.” That there are only 11 faculty members, but 15 connections
2
In certain cases, like when dealing with the interconnection between social and spatial network
analysis as detailed below, the weights of two-mode matrices are ignored, and such weights are
treated as presence (cells with values greater that zero) or absence (cells with zero) of relationships
before these transformations take place.
3
Located here: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zLtnmuCXeaXeJa5QRC1BlPy8V3NdmRuX/
view?usp=sharing
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Table 12.1 Edgelist representation of a network data generated question
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

From
Actor1
Actor1
Actor1
Actor2
Actor3
Actor4
Actor5
Actor6
Actor7
Actor8
Actor8
Actor9
Actor10
Actor11
Actor7

To
Actor2
Actor3
Actor10
Actor3
Actor1
Actor7
Actor6
Actor5
Actor10
Actor4
Actor9
Actor8
Actor1
Actor11
Actor1

Weight
1
3
5
5
5
2
5
4
5
3
5
2
3
0
4

Method
Quant
Quant
Quant
Quant
Quant
Qual
Qual
Qual
Qual
Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
Quant
Qual
Qual

Female
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0

(connections > actors) indicates that some faculty members nominated more than
one colleague. For example, Table 12.1 shows that Actor1 selected Actors 2, 3 and
10, with a weight of 1, 3, and 5, respectively. This provides evidence of multiple
nominations by some actors, but it also conveys other important information. For
instance, Actors 1 and 10 nominated each other as collaborators (see rows 3 and 13).
However, for Actor1, Actor10 had the highest level of collaboration (=5), but
Actor10 only provided a frequency of 3 for Actor1. This difference in frequencies
may indicate a hierarchical or asymmetric relationship (discussed in the social
dependence section). From this discussion note that the column “Weight” is an
attribute of the relationship as its value indicates some form of strength of the
collaboration.
In this simulated example, there are cases where actors neither nominated a colleague nor were nominated by anyone. These cases are called isolates and their
inclusion in an edgelist format as displayed in Table 12.1 requires a slight conceptual modification. For example, Actor11 is an isolate, accordingly, the only way to
include this actor in the network is to have the person self-select her/himself.
However, this is typically not allowed in network data. In order to accommodate
such cases, the frequency weight of this self-selected case would have to be zero.
This implies two things: (a) a frequency of zero indicates the absence of collaboration and (b) in an edgelist data format this frequency is added when there are isolates in the network that want to be included in the analysis and visualization. More
to the point, this isolate example is included here simply to demonstrate how to
manage actors without connections when dealing with edgelist formats. In reality,
isolates are typically removed from analyses as they do not affect the outcomes
measured nor are affected by actors’ comprising the network, precisely given their
characteristic absence of connections.
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The fourth column in Table 12.1, labeled “Method” is particularly relevant from
both a conceptual and applied perspective. Conceptually, data in this column provides an indication of the ascriptive characteristics for the “From” column.
Combined, these two columns indicate that Actor1 is ascribed to the quantitative
methodology attribute. Note that these ascriptions remain constant across all the
instances where a given actor appears under the “From” column. As displayed in the
two-mode analyses conducted below, the “From” and “Method” columns constitute
the inputs to represent these relationships in a two-mode or affiliation network. To
complete this example, the column labeled “Female” indicates an attribute of
“From.” This attribute is similar to an ascription in the sense that it remains constant
over all the appearances of “From.”4 In some instances, the attributes of actors (and
communities) are contained in a different dataset that serves as a bank of characteristics. The code presented in the appendix (also under the section called “Code for
simulated example”), and briefly discussed below, feeds these attributes to the
graphs in order to graphically display the relationships represented in
Table 12.1. Before moving to the matrix data format, note that the edgelist
format can contain attributes at the connection/link level (such as the “Weight”
column), attributes a the actor level (such as “Female”), and even information to
which actors can be ascribed to, forming a two-mode network (such as the “Method”
column).
Matrix Data Format As described above, an edgelist can be transformed to a
matrix form. This transformation is important given that matrices of influence are
the common denominator linking network and spatial analyses. This section depicts
the main characteristics of a network using a matrix data storing format. Specifically,
Table 12.2 contains the result of transforming the edgelist content contained in
Table 12.1 under columns “From” and “To,” to a matrix-based format. In R language, a matrix may have names of rows. In Table 12.1 these row names are numbers indicating the total number of connections. In Table 12.2 these row names
account for the names or identifiers of the actors contained in the network. Given
that these actors were retrieved from the information contained in columns “From”
and “To” of Table 12.1, this matrix is configured by (n x n) dimensions, which in
this case is 11 × 11, the number of actors contained in our example. Another similarity of the matrix and edgelist formats is the non-binary and directional nature of the
connections. For example, the intersection between Actor1 and Actors 2, 3, and 10
mirror exactly the weights observed in Table 12.1. In matrix form these connections
mean that actors in the rows send nominations to actors located in the columns,
hence respecting the “From” and “To” logic from the edgelist format. The directionality is observed, for instance, in the case of Actor10 who only sent one connection
and selected Actor1 with a weight of 3. This also mirrors the information contained
in the edgelist form. The emphasis placed on ensuring that the information contained in the edgelist perfectly matches the information contained in the matrix is
4
This example is not implying that gender is binary or constant but is simply used as an example
of a possible characteristic of actors configuring the network.

Actor1
Actor2
Actor3
Actor4
Actor5
Actor6
Actor7
Actor8
Actor9
Actor10
Actor11

Actor1
0
0
5
0
0
0
4
0
0
3
0

Actor2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Actor3
3
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Actor4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0

Actor5
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0

Actor6
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0

Table 12.2 Matrix representation of the edgelist data contained shown in Table 12.1
Actor7
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Actor8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0

Actor9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0

Actor10
5
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
0

Actor11
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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based on the relevance of conducting transformations that do not modify the structure of the original network data. If these cases did not mirror the original input data,
it would mean that the transformation steps contain noise and that the data structure
will be compromised making problematic any attempts to meaningfully model it.
Transforming Edgelist to Matrix Data Format and Vice Versa Edgelist data formats are particularly relevant because this format is more prevalent in institutional
and education research than the matrix formats required to model outcome dependence. For analysts to be able to merge network analysis principles with spatial
econometrics, the edgelists of interest need to first be transformed into matrices of
influence. This transformation, however, cannot be achieved directly, but rather
requires an intermediate step, which is the graphical (i.e., sociogram or graph) representation of a given network (Csárdi & Nepusz, 2006), a process depicted below:
edgelist ↔ graph ↔ matrix → spatial /social dependece analysis framework, (12.1)

where the doubled arrows indicate a virtuous loop given that if one has access to an
edgelist (e.g., Table 12.1), this information can be translated into a graph object
[e.g., Fig. 12.1a, b] used in network analysis and then to a matrix format (Table 12.2),
and this matrix version can then be fed to spatial analysis tools to measure the
potential dependence of outcomes from both social and spatial dependence perspectives. The use of a graph as a data transformation mechanism is possible given that
a graph or sociogram comprises the set of connections among the units configuring
a given network, which is exactly the same type of information contained in a given
matrix, or edgelist as depicted in Tables 12.1 and 12.2.
Implementing Equation (12.1) To exemplify the virtuous process in Eq. (12.1),
refer to the matrix in Table 12.2 as v and read this matrix as a graph or sociogram
that will subsequently be transformed back to its matrix form. We can begin this
transformation using:
g1 < −graph.adjacency ( v,weighted = TRUE ) ,

(12.2)

where v is the matrix as show in the code in the appendix section and represented in
Table 12.2. In this command the main input is the matrix v, and the option
weighted = TRUE maintains the frequency of the interactions contained in the
matrix shown in Table 12.2. Note that in the R language the operator “<−” represents an arrow that means “assign to,” this implies that the procedure represented in
Eq. (12.2) renders a graph called g1 whose elements were assigned from matrix v
and retrieved with the command graph. adjacency – all names for R objects are
subjective as long as they are alphanumeric not numeric. To showcase the process
to transform this graph object to its original edgelist form shown in Table 12.1, one
can apply the following commands:
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Fig. 12.1 Sociogram representation of one- and two-mode networks of simulated data
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a1 < −get.data.frame ( g1)

(12.3)

(

a1$method < −as.numeric actors$method match ( a1$from,actors$from ) 

(

)

(12.4)

)

a1$female < −as.numeric actors$female match ( a1$from,actors$from )  , (12.5)
where Eq. (12.3) recovers the edgelist representation of the graph and stores it in an
object called a1. Eqs. (12.4) and (12.5) add the method and female columns contained in our original edgelist data shown in Table 12.1 and contained in the data
frame called actors, retrieved from Eq. (12.8) below, as shown in the appendix
under the section called “Code for simulated example.” In R, the “$” refers to column names contained in, or created [like in Eqs. (12.4) and (12.5)] in, the data
frame of interest.
To complete the process represented in Eq. (12.1), the following equation recovers the graph format from the edgelist contained in the element (object in R language) a1 created with Eq. (12.8) and utilized in Eqs. (12.4) and (12.5).

(

(

)

)

g < −graph.data.frame a1 ,c " from" ," to" ," weight "  ,

(12.6)

the new graph called g reads information from the edgelist a1, but only from the
columns “from”, “to”, and “weight”. Finally, to get this graph in matrix form one
needs to apply the following command

(

(

))

v < −as.matrix get.adjacency g,attr =" weight " ,

(12.7)

with the weight argument being used in the same way as in Eq. (12.2).
In sum, the cyclic process represented in Eq. (12.1) can be accomplished iteratively with the execution of Eqs. (12.2) through (12.8) as shown in the code in the
appendix. Once more, these data transformations make the merger between spatial
and network analysis possible. Moreover, once edgelists are transformed into matrices and these matrices become part of the spatial analyses framework, analysts can
also create predictor variables extracted from units’ connections, which are typically referred to as spatially or socially lagged variables. For example, one can
assess whether participants’ course taking patterns influence their outcomes
(González Canché & Rios-Aguilar, 2015), while simultaneously creating new predictor variables, such as the mean number of credits attained by peers—this mean
value represent a socially lagged variable as explained below. Hence, this analytic
framework, enables the testing of innovative hypothesis that cannot be tested with
other statistical techniques, which constitutes one of the most important contributions of this chapter, as further discussed below.
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 dvantages of Using Edgelists Versus Matrix
A
Representations

There are two notable advantages of learning how to manage edgelist data formats
as input for network and spatial analysis. The first is the prevalence of this data
format in institutional and education research compared to their matrix data versions. An example of this dataset format is the Integrated Postsecondary Education
Data System (IPEDS), which since 2000 has been publishing yearly the places of
origin of all recent and non-recent high school graduates enrolling in colleges and
universities across the United States.5 Two more examples of edgelist data that are
typically recorded in institutional/administrative records are students’ major of
ascription (González Canché, 2019b) and courses taken (González Canché & Rios-
Aguilar, 2015). The understanding of this simple data structure and its transformation to matrices is relevant as it enables the application of network analysis principles
to settings where no social network data per se are gathered. For example, using the
IPEDS migration data one can measure states serving as senders and receivers of
nonresident students (see González Canché, 2018a). Using administrative data students can be conceptualized as being connected to one another via: (a) their major
of ascription or (b) their course taking patterns and assess whether their outcomes
are dependent given these ascriptions. In all these cases the edgelists are required to
be transformed to matrices before research questions that measure dependence or
peer influence can be addressed. Also, as depicted in the qualitative analysis section,
the use of edgelists is not limited to quantitative approaches; qualitatively coded
data can also be analyzed using network methods.
The second advantage of using edgelists to store connections is that this way of
storing connections can easily be manipulated to create disaggregated analyses. For
example, given that edgelists have columns of actors’ attributes such as gender
under the column “Female’” in Table 12.1, analysts can use these attributes to subset the edgelists before doing the edgelist to matrix transformations. Once doing so
the subsetted edgelist only contains the relationships that meet the criterion the
analyst is interested in modeling. This implies that one could analyze the collaborations among only women in the simulated academic department mentioned above.
This sub-setting process is also relevant when dealing with big data sources. For
instance, González Canché (2019b) accessed all administrative records in a state
that contained students final major (reported from 2009 to 2012). The non-duplicated
edgelist dimensions for the system, had a dimension of 382,926 rows by two columns. However, González Canché was only interested in analyzing an institution
that was located in a specific city, thus, he delimited the analytic sample to one
technical college, which resulted in an edgelist with 16,952 rows by two columns.
In this way the edgelist format can help reduce dimensionality by excluding rows
that are not of interest before making the transformation from edgelist to graph to
matrix. Considering that matrix manipulation is more difficult that edgelist
5

Visit https://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/datacenter/data/EF2016C.zip to directly access these data.
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subsetting, pre-processing the data in edgelist form is recommended before the
application of network analysis.
Aside from the fact that matrix manipulation may be more complex than edgelist
data processing, it is worth noting that some transformations are only possible using
matrix manipulation and multiplication (discussed in the next section). The most
important advantage, however, is that the matrix representation of connections is the
same as the matrix of influence used in spatial analysis, which makes possible
addressing social dependence using spatial analysis. Simply note that the transitions
using equation (1) are relevant for qualitative, statistical, and geographical analysis
and are at the heart of the discussion presented below.

12.2.5

Two-Mode or Ascription Networks

As noted above, Table 12.1 contains information that can be used to form an ascription network. Specifically, the “To” and “Method” columns can be used to identify
the main methodological ascription of a given actor in this simulated network. This
section focuses on the process to map this network and obtain a two-mode matrix
that can then be transformed to a one-mode network. Recall that one-mode networks (depicted in the network typology above) may contain human actors or non-
human units, but not both.
The first step in this process is to remove duplicate observations for each human
actor. Failing to do so will lead to actors having a weight greater than 1 within an
ascribed community, which does not accurately represent the strength of the relationship, but merely captures the number of times a given actor nominated other
actors as collaborators. In our example, Actor1 nominated actors 2, 3, and 10 and
accordingly, the intersection between Actor1 and the Quant category will have a
three if no duplicate observations are removed. This removal process is achieved
using the following equation

(

)

actors < −a ! duplicated ( a$from ) ,c " from" ," method" ," female" 

(12.8)

where a is our previously simulated edgelist data (stored in Table 12.1) for which
the command !duplicated will remove all duplicated units contained in the column
a$from. The edgelist resulting from this process, called “actors,” will contain all
three elements observed in the expression c(“from”, “method”, “female”). This
expression can be expanded to include all columns of interests—in this case we
only retained the links (from and method,) and an attribute of the actors (female).
This resulting “actors” edgelist will be used as the input to create a two-mode graph
reading the columns “from” and “method” as the input (g2m < − graph. data.
frame(actors[, c(“from”, “method”)]))—as shown in Eq. (12.6).
The R package igraph (Csárdi & Nepusz, 2006), which is the suite of commands
and programs used to conduct these analyses, does not know that the graph called
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“g2m” is a two-mode network, accordingly, one needs to add this information as an
attribute at the actor level, referred to as “type.” This step is achieved using the following code
V ( g2m ) $type < −V ( g2m ) $name%in%actors ," from" 

(12.9)

where “%in%” will render a 1 if there is a match between the column called “from”
and an actor’s name in the graph object g2m is realized, or a 0 otherwise. This indicates that the attribute V(g2m)$type will have 11 actors with a value of 1 and three
with a value of 0, where 1 indicates human actors and 0 non-human actors in the
network. In igraph a vertix or actor is called using “V” followed by the name of the
graph in parentheses and an attribute of the vertix is added or referred to after the
“$” symbol.
The process to extract the matrix form that will eventually enable the transformation to a one-mode matrix is the same as that shown in Eq. (12.7) with an important
difference. The matrix resulting from executing Eq. (12.7) that uses as the input
g2m (see code in the appendix) will contain both human and non-human actors in
both the rows and the columns (see Table 12.3). Given that no connections exist in
this matrix among human actors (as the connections were established between
actors and their methodological ascription), the intersection of the first 11 rows and
11 columns (i.e., actors selecting other actors) is completely populated with zeros.
A similar situation is noted with methods “selecting” actors as this nomination was
not part of the input; that is since directionality matters and only actors selected
methods, the relationship between methods selecting actors is null in this example.
Accordingly, the intersections between methods and actors are all zeroes. The same
situation is present in the intersection of methods “selecting” methods. Indeed, as
reflected in Table 12.3, only the intersections in bold font (actors selecting methods)
are valid ones and should be retained.
The removal of extra-information from our two-mode matrix is a straightforward
process that builds from the identification of the type of actor as conducted in
Eq. (12.9). To achieve this, one can retrieve the dimensions of the matrix that belong
to humans and those that belong to communities as follows.
i < −table ( V ( g2m ) $type ) [ 2 ]; j < −table ( V ( g2m ) $type ) [1]

(12.10)

Building from Eq. 12.9, this equation uses the type attribute at the vertix or actor
level. Here the object i will register the number of human actors and j will save the
number of communities (Eq. 12.10 in reality includes two commands but can be
written in a single line given the use of the semicolon). Accordingly, i+j will yield
the total number of rows and total number of columns in this square matrix. Taking
this information into account, one can remove the extra columns and rows with the
following equation

Actor1
Actor2
Actor3
Actor4
Actor5
Actor6
Actor7
Actor8
Actor9
Actor10
Actor11
Quant
Qual
Mixed

Actor1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Actor2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Actor3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Actor4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Actor5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Actor6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Actor7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Table 12.3 Two-mode matrix obtained from columns “From” and “Method” in Table
Actor8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Actor9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Actor10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Actor11
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Quant
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

Qual
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

Mixed
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
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v2m < −v2m 1 : i, ( i + 1) : ( i + j) 

(12.11)

this is an automatized procedure prepared for this chapter that will work regardless
of the original dimension of the two-mode matrix of interest, which in this case is
called v2m—shown in Table 12.3. This command subsets the matrix v2m by only
retaining rows 1 to the number of human actors (11 in our example) and columns
number of human actors plus 1 (where this renders 12, or the first column for communities) to the total dimension of the columns (11 + 3 = 14 in this case, as we only
have three communities of interest).
The resulting matrix has n number of actors by m number of communities (11 by
3). Following network principles, a two-mode network can be transformed to a one
mode-matrix by multiplying the former by its transpose (Breiger, 1974; González
Canché, D’Amico, Rios-Aguilar, & Salas, 2014; Wasserman & Faust, 1994). Matrix
multiplication rules indicate that this transformation is always possible as the two-
mode form will always have the same inner dimensions, hence enabling this multiplication. Specifically, our v2m matrix has dimensions (11 by 3), accordingly, its
transposed version is (3 by 11), this translated into [11, 3] % ∗ % [3, 11] allowing
this process to take place.
The multiplication order with respect to the transposition of the matrix matters in
network analysis and follows these rules:
v 2 m% ∗ % t ( v 2 m )

(12.12)

will retain the rows information with dimensions human actors by human actors (11
by 11 in our example), whereas
t ( v2m ) % ∗ %v2m

(12.13)

will retain the columns information with dimensions non-human actors by non-
human actors (3 by 3 in our example). The percentage symbol in Eqs. (12.12) and
(12.13) indicates matrix multiplication in R language.
The resulting transformations are presented in Tables 12.4 and 12.5. These one-
mode-transformed matrices represent an important difference compared to the one-
mode example in Table 12.2. In the transformed one-mode matrices, the diagonals
do not represent self-selection but convey actual meaning as explained next. For
example, in the actor by actor transformed matrix, the diagonal indicates the total
number of communities to which a given actor is affiliated. In this example this
diagonal is populated with 1 s because the actors were constrained to select only one
methodological ascription. If an actor was ascribed to two methodologies, then the
intersection of this actor with her/himself would have a value of two. The off-
diagonal of this matrix indicates actors being connected to other actors given their
belonging to the same communities, as visualized in the next section. In the case of
the communities by communities matrix, the diagonal counts the total number of
actors ascribed to a given community. For example, the number five in Table 12.5

Actor1
Actor2
Actor3
Actor4
Actor5
Actor6
Actor7
Actor8
Actor9
Actor10
Actor11

Actor1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

Actor2
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

Actor3
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

Actor4
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1

Actor5
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1

Actor6
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1

Table 12.4 Human one-mode transformation of the two-mode matrix shown in Table 12.3
Actor7
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1

Actor8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0

Actor9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0

Actor10
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

Actor11
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
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Table 12.5 Community one-mode transformation of the two-mode matrix shown in Table 12.3
Quant
Qual
Mixed

Quant
4
0
0

Qual
0
5
0

Mixed
0
0
2

shows that five actors were ascribed to the qualitative method approach. The off-
diagonal indicates the number of shared actors by two communities. Once again,
since no actors belong to more than one community, the off-diagonal is populated
with zeroes.6

12.2.6

Network Visualization

Network visualization serves a descriptive function which makes this analysis the
most utilized aspect of network modeling. Indeed, when a research paper does not
visualize the network data, such a study seems incomplete. Network analysis is also
useful to highlight the mathematical structure of the data. This section introduces
fundamentals of network visualization and includes advanced approaches such as
the identification of relevant actors in the networks. As detailed below, the actors’
level of centrality (i.e., influence) is highlighted given their location in the network,
a notion that is denoted as centrality measures.
The visual representation of a network follows graph theory principles
(Pavlopoulos et al., 2011). The essential elements are circles representing actors
(also called nodes or vertices), which can be of the same type (e.g., humans connected to other humans) or of different types (e.g., humans linked to communities)
and lines (also called edges), indicating connections. An important feature of network visualization is that the elements of the graph accommodate attributes at the
node and edge levels that can be added to highlight the mathematical structure contained in these relationships. Accordingly, one can think of a graph in its default
version as a canvas that only hold the bones of the network and the role of the analyst consists of adding muscles and flesh to this simplest version. From this perspective then, the default version to visualize a given network (also called a sociogram,
owing to Moreno, 1934), is limited in its ability to highlight the inherent structure
of the network. This section discusses the steps that analysts can use to add attributes to a network to better reveal its structure.
The underlying structure of a given network is highlighted by adding attributes
to the sociogram. These attributes may be assigned to both vertices and edges. At
the vertex or actor level one can add participants’ attributes such as age, ethnicity,
6
For visualization purposes, when reading this edgelist as a network, analysts should execute an
extra line of code g <− simplify(g), where g is the graph retrieved from Eq. (12.6) to remove selfloops or self-selections while keeping all isolated actors in the network.
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gender and these attributes may be represented via color and/or size variation. At the
edge level the lines can also have color and width variation. Width variation in the
graph is retrieved from the strength of a connection and line color can reflect an
individual serving as a bridge among sections of the network that are more densely
connected (Fortunato, 2010). To exemplify the use of line colors or types to identify
densely connected regions of the network, examine Fig. 12.1e. Note that Actor 4
was identified as belonging to a subset of the graph configured by actors 4, 8, and 9.
However, Actor 4 was the only individual in that sub-network that also nominated
Actor 7. Note further that the link connecting Actors 4 and 7 is the only dotted line,7
which highlights the role of Actor 4 as linking these two regions. From this perspective then, a community (not to be confused with a two-mode network as explained
below) is defined as a set of connections that detect densely connected regions of the
matrix or graph (Csárdi & Nepusz, 2006; Fortunato, 2010) forming individuals that
are clustered together given this connection density. In igraph, there are several
community detection algorithms that rely on partitioning and classification procedures. The code in the appendix shows the procedures followed to replicate Fig. 12.1.
Before moving to the next topic, it is worth clarifying that communities detected
using partitioning and classification procedures are conceptually and empirically
different from two-mode or affiliation networks. Note, however, that since these
community detection algorithms were developed to classify actors given the density
of their connections, when a community detection algorithm is applied to two-mode
network data, the results will be highlighting participants’ common affiliation, such
as belonging to the same major field of study or their shared affiliation to a methodological approach. For example, Fig. 12.1f relied on the same algorithm used with
the one-mode simulated network. The communities detected perfectly matched the
affiliation of the actors in the network as a function of their methodological ascription and in this case, there were no bridges, as no individuals were allowed to select
more than one affiliation. From this perspective, the use of community detection
algorithms is relevant when analyzing one-mode networks or when analyzing two-
mode networks in which participants can belong to more than one community at the
same time.
Another approach to analyze the structure of the network consists of highlighting
actors’ relevance in the network given their connections and position. This relevance is referred to as centrality, wherein some individuals will be located at the
center or periphery of the network to highlight their level of influence in the network. These centrality level attributes can also be represented by the size and color
of the vertices or actors. The following subsection discusses the most used measures
of centrality and the manners in which they are employed in sociograms.
Centrality Measures Centrality is one of the most important concepts in network
analysis as it is a tool that enables understanding of the overall network structure
7
Vectorized figures in color can be accessed in the following link as those figures do
not lose resolution and can be zoomed in: https://drive.google.com/file/d/
11BBOhUdULZN4Kp-oiXh8gSU1yyV8n_6f/view?usp=sharing
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through each actor’s individual relevance/influence in the network as a function of
her/his connections. This means that each actor is assigned a level of influence or
centrality in a network. Specifically, centrality measures such as degree, closeness,
betweenness, and eigenvector (Freeman, 1978), enable the identification of movement and structure in the network through actors’ position and their paths or connections (Borgatti, 2005, 2006; González Canché, 2018a). Although the input
information comes from the same mathematical matrix, different centrality measures highlight different structures of the network as depicted next. These structural
differences imply that the algorithms employed by centrality measures are both
theoretically and mathematically different, leading these centrality indices to convey divergent meanings (González Canché, 2018a).
The complexity of these algorithms varies, with the simplest being called degree
centrality (Borgatti, 2005). This measure simply counts the number of connections
that a given actor has in the network. This counting process may take three forms:
out-degree, in-degree, and total-degree. Out-degree counts the number of nominations each actor sent. In our running example, Actor 1 nominated or named three
people in her/his department as collaborators (Actors 2, 3 and 10). Accordingly, this
actor has an out-degree centrality of three. In matrix form, this measure simply
counts the non-zero cells per row, which is referred to as sum of rows. In-degree
centrality counts the number of nominations each actor received, this is captured by
the non-zero sum of columns. Once more, taking Actor 1 as an example in Table 12.2,
note that this actor was selected by Actors 3, 7, and 10. This means there were three
non-zero instances for the column corresponding to Actor 1, or an in-degree of 3.
Logically, the total degree is the sum of in- and out-degree centralities, which in the
case of Actor 1 is 6 (3 in-degree +3 out-degree).
In our previous example, in-degree and out-degree centralities happened to have
the same value, note, however, that the actors involved in each degree type are different. This difference is based on the directed nature of the network analyzed.
When the analyses involve an undirected one-mode network, both in-degree and
out-degree centralities will always be the same. The reason for this equality is that
a one-mode undirected matrix always have the same upper and lower off-diagonal
triangles—which is referred to as a symmetric and square matrix. Thus, applying
these row and column sums will translate into double counting the number of connections a given actor has. Specifically, if a connection is established between two
actors i and j regardless of who nominated whom or who selected whom, and these
actors did not interact with anyone else, then they will have at least one person sending a connection to them and they will be receiving at least one connection. In this
scenario, actors i and j will have a total degree of two, which will double count the
single event. In undirected networks, then total degree should equal in-degree or
out-degree, not their sum as in directed settings.
Betweenness centrality (BC) is another useful centrality measure. This measure
detects actors in the network who serve as gatekeepers or bridges to other actors.
For example, consider the academic publication process of double-blind review.
The journal editor of a submission is the most central betweenness centrality player
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as she/he falls in between the authors of the paper and the reviewers. Although communication exchange may take place between authors and the editor and the editor
and reviewers, the communication between reviewers and authors only takes place
in written form. Thus, an actor will be central from a BC perspective to the extent
this actor frequently falls in between two actors in the network (Wasserman &
Faust, 1994). Mathematically this definition is operationalized with the following
equation
BC = ∑ σ i − j∈V ( v )

gi − v − j
gi − j

, ∀i ≠ j, i ≠ v, j ≠ v,

(12.14)

where we have three different actors i, j, and v and we obtained the proportion of the
total number of times when the shortest possible connections or paths between
actors i, and j pass through v. In short, a given actor will be influential to the extent
this actor is serving as a bridge among many actors in the network. This implies that
if we expand the single article submission to a network that accounts for the total
number of submission in a given year, the most central actors from a BC perspective
will be the editors who managed each submission. From this viewpoint, if one
removes these editors this publication network will practically be dismantled.
Closeness centrality (CC) measures the extent to which a given actor is directly
connected to any other actor in the network or requires the least number of intermediate actors to reach other network participants. From this perspective, an actor is
central from the CC perspective if this actor can communicate directly with other
actors (Borgatti, 2005; Pavlopoulos et al., 2011). Different from the degree and
betweenness centrality, the measure of closeness centrality is more important as this
index approximates zero (smaller numbers are better). If a given actor has a direct
connection to any other actor in the network (e.g., collaborates with all the faculty
members in her/his academic department) then this actor will have the lowest CC
value, which means she/he is the most important CC actor. Given that all the other
centrality measures discussed herein are “better” as the value of the measure
increases, one can take the inverse of CC to convey increases in the same metric.
This process is mathematically represented by:
CC _ inverse =

1
, ∀i ≠ i,
∑ h ( v,j)

(12.15)

where h refers to distance (number of direct connections) between two different
actors v and i. If an actor i is directly connected to actor v, h = 1, if they are connected through other actor, x, h = 2 as actor x falls in between actors v and i.
Moreover, the distance between i and x and j an x will be 1 in both cases. This process is repeated for all actors in the network.
The last centrality measure discussed herein is referred to as eigenvector centrality. This centrality measure is arguably the most comprehensive because it considers
the importance of a given actors’ connections over and above the number of
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c onnections this actor has in the network (or its total degree centrality). In our running example, collaborating with a successful grant recipient or prolific academic
may qualitatively increase one’s status in the network, over and above the quantity
of connections made. Mathematically speaking, centrality of a unit i is proportional
to the sum of centralities of the units j to whom unit i is connected (Borgatti, Mehra,
Brass, & Labianca, 2009; Csárdi & Nepusz, 2006; Liu, 2011; Page, Brin, Motwani,
& Winograd, 1999) and is represented as follows.
EC =

λ% ∗ %w ij

max ( λ% ∗ %w ij )

(12.16)

where wij is a matrix of relationships, and the initial value of λ is a row vector of 1 s
with length equal to the number of actors. The expression % ∗ % represents matrix
multiplication between λ and the wij matrix that enables the initial counting of the
number of non-zero connections per row. The vector value of λ is updated each time
this matrix multiplication is conducted. At some point, one more iteration of this
multiplication process will result in no further update of the elements of the vector
λ. This indicates that the eigenvector centrality has converged, and that the highest
eigenvalue of the vector lambda was successfully identified. The division by the
maximum value of λ simply constrain the maximum eigenvalue to be 1.
As González Canché (2018a) noted, this centrality measure is preferred over
degree, closeness, and betweenness centralities given that EC goes beyond mere
summaries of numbers or flows of exchanges. González Canché used EC to identify
states and institutions that were receiving students from states that were both
actively sending and receiving students from other states. González Canché referred
to this exchange as a virtuous cycle given that EC states tend to exchange students
with other states with similar EC levels. Another example of the usefulness of this
centrality measure is Google’s PageRank Citation Index which uses eigenvector
centrality to condense every page on the World Wide Web into a single number so
that “more important and central web pages are given preference” (Page et al., 1999,
p. 15) in a search.
Centrality Comparison: Key Actor Analysis Table 12.6 contains the results of
the calculation of these centrality measures for the one- and two mode simulated
examples discussed above.8 The comparison of actors’ relevance in a given network
across different measures of centrality is typically referred to as key actor or key
player analysis (Borgatti, 2006; Miller & Page, 2007). This analysis enables a better
understanding of the different roles a given actor has across several centrality measures. For example, assume we observe a classroom of high school juniors and we
asked them the question: Which of your classroom peers have provided you with
advice about what college to attend? Assume also that a given student (actor) named
John has the highest out-degree centrality because he nominated the largest number
of classmates (the network) as college advice providers. Assume also that no
8

Once more, these procedures can be replicated using the code provided in the appendix.
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Table 12.6 Centrality Measures for the one- and two-mode networks shown in Tables 12.1 and
12.2, and Table 12.3, respectively
Total degree In-degree Out-degree Betweenness
One-Mode, Tables 12.1 and 12.2
Actor1
6
3
3
0.222
Actor2
2
1
1
0
Actor3
3
2
1
0
Actor4
2
1
1
0.222
Actor5
2
1
1
0
Actor6
2
1
1
0
Actor7
3
1
2
0.267
Actor8
3
1
2
0.133
Actor9
2
1
1
0
Actor10 3
2
1
0
Actor11 0
0
0
0
Two-Mode Trimmed or Fixed version of Table 12.3
Actor1
1
1
1
0
Actor2
1
1
1
0
Actor3
1
1
1
0
Actor4
1
1
1
0
Actor5
1
1
1
0
Actor6
1
1
1
0
Actor7
1
1
1
0
Actor8
1
1
1
0
Actor9
1
1
1
0
Actor10 1
1
1
0
Actor11 1
1
1
0
Quant
4
4
4
0.077
Qual
5
5
5
0.128
Mixed
2
2
2
0.013

Eigenvector

Closeness

1
0.456
0.67
0.153
0
0
0.501
0.06
0.032
0.683
0

1
0.804
0.878
1
0.827
0.835
0.989
0.989
0.896
0.956
0.782

0
0
0
0.447
0.447
0.447
0.447
0
0
0
0.447
0
1
0

0.88
0.88
0.88
0.967
0.967
0.967
0.967
0.745
0.745
0.88
0.967
0.9
1
0.750

c lassmate nominated John in return. This scenario makes John the lowest in terms
of in-degree centrality. Using only these two measures of centrality, we infer that
John want college choice advice, but is not considered by his network peers as an
advice provider analysts could then ask, what is driving this variation?
In the key actor analysis framework, centrality measures are also used as attributes in the sociograms to highlight two or more centrality measures at the actor- or
unit-level. Typically, each actor or unit has two or more centrality measures as attributes. For example, Fig. 12.1b, d display the size of each actor or unit conditional
on the eigenvector centrality and their color intensity is based on their betweenness
centrality (magnitudes taken from Table 12.6.) Note that Actor1 is the most central
participant based on all but the betweenness centrality (BC) measure. Actor7 had a
slightly higher BC value than Actor1, which indicates this actor was in between
other actors more frequently than Actor1, despite only having a total degree
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c entrality of 3. The sociogram representation of this network, as seen in Fig. 12.1b,
helps to better understand the reason why Actor7 held the most central betweenness
position. Specifically, if Actor7 is removed, actors 9, 8, and 4 will be removed from
the largest sub-group. If Actor1 is removed, then only actors 2 and 3 will be disconnected from this largest sub-group. That is, as explained in the betweenness section
above, when an important segment of the network becomes disconnected given the
removal of one actor, then this actor holds an important actor-bridging role, which
is the reason why Actor7 has a larger BC than Actor1. The size of the circles indicate eigenvector centrality and, in this case, Actor1 is the most important in the
network given that she is connected with highly influential actors, such as actors
7 and 10.
In short, Fig. 12.1a, c show the default graph versions (in terms of size) and I
added gender as an attribute. The modified versions based on centrality measures
(Fig. 12.1b, d) emphasize the structural features of any connections, based on the
mathematical algorithms discussed above. As expected, Actor11 is the least central
with zero total, in-, and out-degree centralities. The measure of closeness centrality
in this table is using the inverse form from Eq. (12.15) typically employed in igraph
and was normalized by dividing each actor’s measure by the maximum value
observed in the network, which renders a maximum value of 1. Actor11 has the lowest value, indicating the longest social distance from any other faculty in the academic department – this is important conceptually and practically given that Actor11
is an isolate in this collaboration network. Actors 1 and 4, on the other hand have a
closeness value of 1, which indicates their closest social distance from any other
actor in the network. The code provided in the appendix shows procedures required
to handle isolates in the computation of these centrality measures.
Figure 12.1c, d provide similar analyses as above but use the two-mode version
of actors with the ascription being their choice of methodological (e.g., quantitative,
qualitative, mixed) approach as the input. Due to the two-mode structure of the data,
the degree centrality measures are all the same and simply count the number of
communities to which a given actor belongs. This information is displayed in the
diagonal of Table 12.4 and does not contain duplicative counts (as noted in the discussion of degree centrality above). In the case of communities, the degree centrality indices reflect the number of participants ascribed to each community, with
qualitative methods having the highest value (see the diagonal in Table 12.5).
The betweenness centrality measure values are zero for all human actors. As
depicted in Fig. 12.1d, this indicates that no human actor served as a bridge. This
implies that if a given human actor is removed, the only connection that would be
lost would be this actor’s link to her/his community. Note that the highest central
betweenness unit was the qualitative approach, which happens because of the number of actors ascribed to this methodological perspective. Regarding eigenvector
centrality, the only non-zero community is qualitative methods because all actors
ascribed to this method were ascribed to the most influential community in terms of
membership numbers in the network and its corresponding highest betweenness
centrality value. This relevance translated into a positive feedback, making this
community and its members the most central players. All remaining actors and
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communities had a value of zero on this measure. Actors 8 and 9 were the farthest
away from other actors in the network given that they belong to the community with
the smallest number of participants.
In comparing Fig. 12.1a, b with Fig. 12.1c, d, note that although the representations retrieved information from the same set of human actors, the two-mode form
captured different information. Specifically, Actor11, who did not interact with anyone in Fig. 12.1a, belongs to the most influential community and therefore has the
second highest eigenvalue centrality measure and the second highest closeness centrality measure. These findings are not contradictory, rather they are the result of
capturing different relationships, indicating that a network or set of connections are
likely to behave differently based on the type of connections one is interested in
capturing.
Application to Higher Education Research From applied and statistical perspectives, once centrality measures are created they can be used as outcomes or predictor variables in regression analyses (along with other unit-level attributes, other
predictors/controls of interest). A recent example of this in higher education research
and finance is provided by González Canché (2018a). In this study the author used
state-level indicators to predict states’ success in attracting nonresident students
using eigenvector centrality as the outcome variable. In addition, he also used this
same measure as the main predictor of interest to test whether this EC preponderance translated into increases in tuition price variation across sectors and levels
within a given state after controlling for other state-level factors and spatial dependence. González Canché (2018a) used the framework presented in Fig. 12.2, which
contains the mechanisms or logic model motivating each research question, each of
which were informed by the theoretical and methodological issues described in previous sections. This logic model shows that one can use network principles to
extract the centrality measure of interest, and then use this measure as a predictor or
control variable, preferably with clear applications and implications for (higher)
education research. In this case, the author assessed the impact of EC measures on
tuition price variation at different sectors and levels, an important analysis given the
price sensitivity heterogeneity that students attending different sectors have, with
community college students typically being the most price sensitive (González
Canché, 2017a, 2018c).
The application of these centrality measures is still in its infancy in education
research. Researchers should assess what centrality measure is of most interest to
their project given the relevance and applicability to their problem of study. Although
the network concepts discussed above are complex, they have value in terms of
highlighting network structure that may allow testing for innovative hypotheses.
Again, of interest is the transformation of edgelists to matrices, as this transformation not only enables application of network analysis and computation of centrality
measures but is also the merger between network and spatial analyses as depicted
next.
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Fig. 12.2 Logic model detailing the procedures and scope of Gonzalez Canche’s (2018a) study

12.3

Spatial Data Structure

This section depicts the rationale to identify connections among units using physical distance rather than nominations or ascription to a given community. Particular
emphasis is placed on highlighting the steps required to create the corresponding
matrix of influence containing these connections. The example introduced relies on
publicly available data retrieved from IPEDS. These data points account for all
public and private not-for-profit four-year institutions located in Philadelphia
county, PA. However, before presenting this example, the following describes the
main forms of spatial data that can be used in education research.
The single most important component of a database that will enable spatial analysis is its reference to location. This reference is typically with respect to units of
analysis’ actual location on the earth’s surface (Griffith, 1993). IPEDS, for example,
includes a file named “Directory Information” in which all colleges and universities
located in the United States and its territories have latitude and longitude coordinates. These geographical attributes, measured at the institution-level, provide this
dataset with its spatial component. This means that minimally there are two attributes
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required (latitude and longitude coordinates) for a unit to be detected on earth’s
surface (“georeferenced” or “geolocated”). Although altitude is another relevant
piece of information, most spatial analyses rely only on latitude and longitude coordinates. Time or a temporal component is another piece of valuable information that
is becoming more prevalent in the analysis of phenomena wherein space and time
issues may be relevant from a modeling perspective – see Gonzalez Canche (2019c)
for an example on spatio-temporal analyses applied to college promise programs.
This section, however, will primarily deal with the first two coordinates, latitude and
longitude.

12.3.1

Geo-coding or Geo-referencing Data

As just described, the most important component of a spatial database is it coordinates information. Although some datasets already include such data, in many cases
analysts need to add this information either by geocoding postal addresses or by
merging with other data sources containing census-blocks, zip-codes, or county-
codes. Given that an address usually has street number or name, city, and zip-code,
latitude and longitude information retrieved from addresses are the most precise
measures. When addresses are available, free online tools may be the easiest options
to geo-code such addresses. Particularly useful is GPS visualizer’s address locator
(http://www.gpsvisualizer.com/geocoder/), which can retrieve thousands of
addresses by simply providing a free application programming interface (API) key
from Bing or MapQuest. Google discontinued its free API as of early fall 2018.
Even though GPS visualizer is capable of retrieving latitude and longitude coordinates from zip-code data only (that is, no other element of an address is needed),
a more efficient way to accomplish the geo-coding process is to download American
Community Survey zip-code files directly from R. Once these files are retrieved one
can then merge these data with the original zip-code information to create a database whose units of analysis became georeferenced hence enabling the use of spatial analysis. The process of downloading this zip-code file is depicted in the R code
appendix under the section “GNA analysis.” The resulting downloaded file accounts
for all 33,144 zip-code tabulated areas in the contiguous Unites States and its non-
contiguous states and territories. Similar to the process followed in the GPS visualizer approach, users need to register for an API key to access these data. An added
advantage of using R is that once this data are downloaded, analysts do not need
internet connection which enables the geo-referencing of data that are federally
protected and are of restricted use.
Shapefiles Geo-coded data are typically referred to as shapefiles (ESRI, 1998)
given that the latitude and longitude coordinates can take one of the following
forms: a point, a line, or an area (also referred to as a polygon). A point is the simplest geo-coded datum and consists of the intersection of latitude and longitude.
Locating a college or university in a map is an example of locating a given point and
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Fig. 12.3 Big Dot represents the University of Pennsylvania Location. (Source: NCES, IPEDS
data)

depicted as a big dot in Fig. 12.3. A line is a collection of points and therefore a
collection of latitude and longitude coordinates. On maps, a line often depicts roads,
rivers in maps, etc., which are also identified in Fig. 12.3. Finally, the computationally “heaviest” shapefile is called a polygon. A polygon stores coordinates forming
perimeters of different shapes. In Fig. 12.3 these perimeters are census blocks,
zip-codes, counties, cities, and so on.
There are three advantages of using geocoded points to conduct spatial analysis.
First, this data format is the most efficient compared to polygons or lines. For example, the American Community Survey zip-code shapefile containing the 33,144
zip-code tabulated areas discussed above has a size of more than 500 megabytes
with census block-level shapefiles reaching 430 or more megabytes per county.
Comparatively, a database of geocoded points containing more than 71,800 units
has a size of only 2.5 megabytes. Second, as discussed above, postal addresses and
zip-codes enable spatial analyses and these pieces of information are much more
prevalent than polygon and line shapefiles. Similar to the case of edgelist, the prevalence of point data that can be georeferenced enables the use of geocoded analysis
to be utilized more often in education and higher education research. Finally, as
detailed next, point shapefiles can be translated into matrices of influence that
share the same properties as the network matrices discussed in the previous section.
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These matrices of influence are typically referred to as neighboring objects. In these
neighboring objects and their corresponding matrices, connections are established
based on physical distance rules rather than on nominations such as the ones discussed in the network data generating process section above. The resulting matrix
of influence can be read as any other network, which makes the use of network
principles in spatial analyses and the use of spatial analyses in network settings possible. This transferability is the reason why I next focus on manipulation of point
geo-coded information rather than polygon or line shapefiles.

12.3.2

Building Matrices of Influence

The availability of addresses and free geo-referencing tools make the process of
building a spatial points dataset straightforward. This section provides an example
of this building process using freely available data. Specifically, instead of simulating an example, this section offers automatized R code to directly access data from
the IPEDS data available at https://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/datacenter/DataFiles.aspx.
The set of procedures used in this section work with geocoded data of any size,
however, for clarity purposes the following example only uses information about
institutions located in the city of Philadelphia, located in Philadelphia county
Pennsylvania. The zip-code information that enable delimiting the area of interest
was retrieved from Zillow (https://www.zillow.com/browse/homes/pa/philadelphiacounty/) and then used to retain only public and private non-profit institutions whose
zip-codes matched the 60 zip codes in Philadelphia county. The resulting process
rendered a total of 19 colleges and universities, of which only one is classified by
IPEDS as a public four-year institution (Temple University). Table 12.7 contains the
IPEDS identification number (UNITID), name (INSTNM), and the latitude and longitude coordinates of each institution.
The complete institutional IPEDS file is called “Directory Information”
(available at https://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/datacenter/data/HD2016.zip) and contains
7521 institutions and 72 variables. Among the information provided, IPEDS offers
address, city, county, state, region, locale institution sector and control, HBCU and
Tribal classification (in addition to sector), land grant status, and institution size.
The following depicts the process followed to move from latitude and longitude
coordinates to matrices of influence, which is the common denominator between
network and spatial analysis. The information contained in Table 12.7 is transformed into matrices of influence (see Tables 12.9 and 12.10) using two identification rules: k-neighboring and radius-based approaches. Both approaches require
latitude and longitude coordinates for the analytic process to be completed. As
detailed below, the radius-based distance approach begins by identifying a point of
interest (e.g., the University of Pennsylvania as shown in Fig. 12.3) and then detects
all unitsj (neighboring institutions) that are located within a given distance (bandwidth) from uniti in order to establish a link or connection among these units. The
second identification rule is referred to as the k-neighboring approach. Here the
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Table 12.7 Four-year institutions located in the City of Philadelphia
Col #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

UNITID
210508
211583
211893
212054
212984
213367
213640
214148
214883
214971
215062
215099
215105
215123
215132
215770
216311
216339
216366

INSTNM
Academy of Vocal Arts
Chestnut Hill College
Curtis Institute of Music
Drexel University
Holy Family University
La Salle University
Lutheran Theological Seminary at Philadelphia
Moore College of Art and Design
Peirce College
Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia University
The University of the Arts
Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine
University of the Sciences
Saint Joseph’s University
Talmudical Yeshiva of Philadelphia
a
Temple University
Thomas Jefferson University

LONGITUD
−75.1737
−75.2287
−75.1707
−75.1887
−74.9904
−75.1531
−75.1915
−75.1721
−75.1663
−75.1627
−75.1939
−75.1926
−75.1659
−75.2142
−75.2082
−75.2383
−75.248
−75.1583
−75.1583

LATITUDE
39.94786
40.08678
39.94886
39.95486
40.06041
40.03798
40.06164
39.95708
39.94548
39.95474
39.95093
40.02288
39.94602
40.00631
39.94655
39.99444
39.98948
39.98094
39.94827

Data retrieved from IPEDS
Temple University is the only public institution

a

analyst identifies k number of closest unitsj from such a uniti, regardless of distance.
The next section presents an example using information from Table 12.7 and discusses implications using network analysis principles.
Identification Rule: Radius-Based Approach This identification rule allows analysts to detect nearby units using a radius-based distance. Here, a connection is
established by falling within a x-distance radius from a given latitude and longitude.
The main challenge is the selection of the radius-band that is assumed to capture
locality, commuting distance or influence (González Canché, 2018b). The smaller
this radius is, the more precise the level of influence is, however, the spatial distribution density of the units’ location under study will determine the level of connectivity in the resulting network or matrix. For example, although analysts may want to
identify as neighbors only colleges and universities located within one-half mile of
one another, this identification rule will likely render a matrix of influence with few
connections. This lack of connectivity is due to the fact that in most areas it is rather
unusual to have colleges located that close in proximity. If this lack of connectivity
occurs, then analysts may want to expand the bandwidth to 1-mile to avoid a matrix
of influence in which institutions are mostly disconnected.
An example may help. Table 12.8 contains the distance (in miles) calculated
between each college and university located in Philadelphia county to any other college and university in that county (see Table 12.7 for the complete list of colleges
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212054
212984
213367
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214148
214883
214971
215062
215099
215105
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215770
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7.29 0
0.86 0.52 1.23 4.67 0.83 4.07 2.05 4.36 4.61 1.8
0.95
8.12 0.86 0
0.67 1.51 5.52 0.04 4.91 2.23 5.1
5.29 2.48 0.47
7.53 0.52 0.67 0
1.68 4.96 0.62 4.49 2.48 4.86 5.12 1.82 0.5
7.64 1.23 1.51 1.68 0
4.96 1.53 3.97 0.82 3.82 3.91 2.81 1.9
2.67 4.67 5.52 4.96 4.96 0
5.49 1.62 5.33 3.12 3.73 3.42 5.46
8.09 0.83 0.04 0.62 1.53 5.49 0
4.89 2.25 5.09 5.29 2.44 0.43
4
4.07 4.91 4.49 3.97 1.62 4.89 0
4.13 1.52 2.14 3.45 4.98
7.99 2.05 2.23 2.48 0.82 5.33 2.25 4.13 0
3.67 3.64 3.56 2.66
5.26 4.36 5.1
4.86 3.82 3.12 5.09 1.52 3.67 0
0.62 4.35 5.31
5.81 4.61 5.29 5.12 3.91 3.73 5.29 2.14 3.64 0.62 0
4.8
5.55
5.84 1.8
2.48 1.82 2.81 3.42 2.44 3.45 3.56 4.35 4.8
0
2.25
8.02 0.95 0.47 0.5
1.9
5.46 0.43 4.98 2.66 5.31 5.55 2.25 0

Table 12.8 Distances in miles of all 19 public and private non-profit four-year colleges and universities located in Philadelphia
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and universities). If the 0.5-mile radius is applied, 12 of the 19 colleges (or 67%)
will have no connections. If the radius is increased to one mile the number of disconnected institutions reduces to seven and only 37% of the 19 institutions located
in Philadelphia county will be isolates. Analysts should, however, avoid increasing
this threshold too much otherwise every unit is connected to every other unit
in the network, potentially defeating the purpose of measuring dependence or
competition.
Again, the selection of the radius bandwidth is the most challenging feature of
this identification process. It affects the inferences and conclusions reached because
the radius-based identification threshold will determine the set of institutions whose
influence on a given institution (i) will be modeled. Because the distance rule applies
to every institution, the resulting connection is reciprocated. That is if unit i is within
one mile of unit j, then unit j will also be within one mile of unit i. This makes for a
square and symmetric matrix and example of which is presented in Table 12.9. The
corresponding map representation is located in Fig. 12.4a, which also shows the
number of disconnected colleges and universities (seven). As further discussed
below, Fig. 12.4b is its sociogram representation, and Fig. 12.4c, d are the result of
the k-neighboring identification rule presented in the following subsection.
Given the concern that identification rules will affect the inferences models, analysts should consider employing other specification rules as sensitivity tests. The
k-neighboring identification rule method is such an alternative.
Identification Rule: K-Neighboring Approach The reciprocal nature of the
radius-based approach is not present using the k-neighboring rule. In this identification approach the analyst also establishes rules based on proximity, but these rules
go beyond fixed measures of distance. Temple University as an example. The aforementioned matrix of distance contained in Table 12.8 indicates that Temple
University’s (UNITID 216339, from Table 12.7) closest college neighbor (Moore
College of Art and Design) is located 1.8 miles away. This means that with the one-
mile rule specified in the radius-based approach just described, Temple would be
disconnected from all institutions located in Philadelphia [see Table 12.9 and
Fig. 12.4a, b].
Nonetheless, if the analyst instead indicates that, for Temple, the closest institution will be its main source of influence and/or competition, then Temple will no
longer remain isolated as it will automatically be connected to Moore College of Art
and Design. However, note further that for Moore College of Art and Design its
closest neighbor is the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, which is located
0.52 miles away. Therefore, Moore College’s closets neighbor will not be Temple,
rather it will be the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts. This represents an
example of non-reciprocated and more dynamic set of connections based on the
k-neighboring approach, where k indicates the number of closest units the analyst
wants to identify. For example, if one wanted to establish the two closest institutions
to Temple as sources of influence, then Temple will be connected to Moore College
and the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, located 1.80 and 1.82 miles away.
This difference in proximities raises an important question, if the closest institution
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Table 12.9 Radius-based rule’s Matrix of influence accounting for connections within 1-mile distance (compare against Table 12.8)
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Fig. 12.4 These figures account for one public four-year university and 18 private non-for-profit
four-year colleges and universities located in Philadelphia, PA. Identification strategy from points
shapefile retrieved from IPEDS 2016–2017

for Temple is 1.80 miles away and its second closets college is located only 0.02
more miles, does relying on the 1-k approach would in the best specification to
capture dependence and/or competition? That is, it is likely that the Pennsylvania
Academy of the Fine Art is also influencing Temple’s performance, but this influence
is ignored with the closest neighbor rule. Conversely, what happens if the second
closest college is located 10 miles away instead, and the analyst relies on the 2-k
identification approach? Would this approach be the most adequate to capture this
local dependence and/or competition? These questions highlight the relevance of
decision-making and the inherent peril associated with building matrices of influence that could fail to capture the complexity observed in the real world.
Added complexity happens when including both rural and non-rural areas in the
identification process because the proximity of institutions in the former may be at
least twice the proximity observed in the latter (González Canché, 2018b). Thus,
different identification rules may have to be used for different locales (described in
the section “Geographical Network Analysis as an Identification Framework” and is
represented in Fig. 12.10).
Pros and Cons: What Identification Rule Should One Select? In the case of the
k-neighboring identification strategy, its main limitation is that in areas where units
are quite far away from each other the neighboring structures will not necessarily
capture local-based influence. For example, González Canché (2018b) found that in
rural areas the closest neighboring institutions from a given student were 70+ miles
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away, which in his case would negate the notion of commuting distance being the
underlying construct operating. Thus, when selecting the k-neighboring identification strategy geographical concentration matters. In densely populated areas distances among neighbors will be small, whereas in less dense areas the closest
options may be far apart. To avoid creating matrices of influence with connections
that may not capturing local influence and/or competition, analysts should compute
distance matrices such as the one contained in Table 12.8 (a process that can be done
using the code provided in the appendix) and obtain summaries of the observed
distances between units. Another recommendation is to map the location of the units
of interest (see Fig. 12.4) to gain an understanding of separation.
The biggest advantage of the k-neighboring rule is that no units will remain
disconnected. Another advantage is that with this specification the mapping of the
connections identify both clusters of nearest-neighbors as well as highlighting areas
wherein distances are quite far among units [see Fig. 12.4c]. This implies that the
mapping relying on the k-neighboring rule constitutes a more telling visual assessment of the potential strengths and limitations associated with this identification
rule than the visualization obtained using the radius-based approach where units
that do not meet the threshold are disconnected [see Fig. 12.4a].
This mapping is, however, not enough to inform the selection of the identification rule. Researchers need to rely on prior research and theory to select the most
appropriate approach given their research questions. For example, if commuting
distance in non-rural areas would enable a maximum distance of 20 miles (González
Canché, 2018b; Rapino & Fields, 2013), then the k-neighboring rule employed in
the city of Philadelphia is likely to be a better approach than the radius-based rule
because using the former, no university is disconnected and using the latter the
distance among units is not really a concern. Indeed, in the case of Philadelphia, the
maximum observed distance of a given institution from any other is 14.51-miles
(with an average distance of 12.3 miles) and this distance is considered to be within
commuting proximity (González Canché, 2018b; Rapino & Fields, 2013). However,
this identification rule may not be the most optimal in other contexts, where a
closest institution may be located tens of miles away.
The main advantage of the radius-based rule is that it will capture all institutions
located within the threshold specified. As long as this threshold is selected based on
solid theoretical and empirical foundations, then the resulting matrix will capture
local-based influence and competition. On the other hand, its main limitation is its
lack of flexibility, in/when identifying neighboring institutions that will populate
the corresponding matrix of influence. For example, going back to the Temple
University case, the closest institution is located 1.8 miles apart while the second
closest one is 0.02 extra miles away. Can we really argue that these two institutions
are not affecting the behaviors of Temple university, or that Temple university is not
affecting those institutions’ outcomes simultaneously?
In terms of strategies to overcome the inherent limitations of both identification
rules, a more nuanced solution may be to use both the radius-based and the
k-
neighboring approaches in the same study as validity and sensitivity tests
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(González Canché, 2014) or to merge those approaches in a single identification
rule as done by González Canché (2018b). Another solution consists of using two
radii-band approaches (see González Canché, 2017c for an example). However,
there is no universally appropriate identification rule; and analysts need to make
informed decisions based on the units’ spatial distribution located in their zones of
interest.
A Note of Caution with Respect to Handling Rural Zones and IPEDS Data Given
the emphasis on location, it is worth noting that there are some important discrepancies with respect to rurality (i.e., rural location). For example, some institutions that
are located in the same area self-report different rural status, this complicates the
identification process of rurality when creating matrices for rural areas. To address
this inconsistency, it is recommended to rely on an external source dedicated to
measuring rurality. One such source is the U.S. Department of Agriculture Economic
Research Service (USDAERS) that offers three main references. For analyses taking place in the 1990s researchers can use the 1993 Rural-Urban Continuum Codes
forms, classification scheme (USDAERS, 1993). For the 2000s, USDAERS offers
its 2003 code scheme (USDAERS, 2003) and for the current decade, it offers the
2013 Rural-Urban Continuum Codes (USDAERS, 2013). The availability of multiple decades enables the application of spatial analyses to older data such as the
National Education Longitudinal Study (NELS) that contains data from 1988 to
2000. Since institutions contained in NELS have a code that can be cross-walked9
with the UNITID code contained in IPEDS, one can use that information to unify
the rurality levels using USDAERS information.
From Distances to Matrices Recall that matrices are the common denominator
between network and spatial analyses, hence the constant emphasis placed in this
chapter to create these matrices. In this respect note that regardless of the identification rules employed, the end result of this process is represented in matrix form.
This section illustrates the steps followed to move from distances to matrices using
the two identification rules just depicted. The steps followed to obtain these matrices of influence are:
• First, one begins by geocoding the units of interest to obtain their latitude and
longitude coordinates (as shown in Table 12.7).
• Second, one employs at least one of the specification rules depicted above.
Assuming one has selected the radius-based, the transformation from distances
to matrices is obtained as follows:
nbR < −dnearneigh ( coords, 0,1.61, row.names = a$UNITID, longlat = T ) (12.17)

9
Cross-walk refers to a merging procedure where there is no direct link between datasets, but there
is one intermediary dataset that contained a common key for this merging process to be
conducted.
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where nbR is an object to be generated containing the non-zero connections, analogous to an edgelist. The expression coords contains the set of coordinates shown in
Table 12.7, the expression 0 is the minimum distance and 1.61 is the maximum
distance allowed to be covered (in kilometers, equivalent 1-mile), longlat = T allows
the distances to be read in kilometers, currently there is no mile distance but the
transformation from km to mi is shown in the appendix. The object a is the database
version of Table 12.7 and row.names adds the content of the column “UNITID”
located in object a as the name of the resulting matrix. Similarly, the k-neighboring
approach is obtained using the following:
nbK < − knn 2 nb ( knearneigh ( coords, k = 1) ,row.names = a$UNITID ) ,

(12.18)

where nbK is also an object containing the non-zero connections. The expression
“coords” is the same as in Eq. (12.17) and the expression k = 1 refers to the number
of closest neighbors that will be considered in the resulting matrix of influence. The
object a is the database version of Table 12.7 and row.names behaves the same as in
Eq. (12.17).
Once “nbR” or “nbK” are obtained from Eqs. (12.17) and (12.18), the matrix
transformation is obtained with the following command, where “nbR” and “nbK”
can be used interchangeably.
matrix < −nb2mat ( nbR, zero.policy = T ) ,

(12.19)

the option “zero.policy = T” enables the potential existence of units that are disconnected, which is only possible using the radius approach. For arithmetic purposes,
spatial matrices of influence or weight matrices are row standardized. This means
that the sum of rows of the resulting matrix in Eq. (12.19) should add to 1 given the
number of neighbors identified (see Cliff & Ord, 1969, for a foundational paper on
the topic). For a specific example, note that in Table 12.9 the result using the radius
approach contains fractions as a function of the number of neighbors a given unit
has. The first row of this matrix (Academy of Vocal Arts) has seven institutions
located within 1-mile, as shown by the “row sum” column. The corresponding
values for these connections are 0.14 or the result of dividing every non-zero cell by
1
seven with numerator 1 (or = 0.14 ), wherein 1 indicates a link, just as in the
7
network analysis framework. In the case of the k-neighboring specification matrix
shown in Table 12.10, note that only 1 s are shown in each non-zero cell. This is
simply the result of also dividing each non-zero cell by the row sums, which is also
1
1 given the 1 closest rule employed (or = 1 ). Had the k-neighbor rule been to use
1
1
the 2 closest institutions, each non-zero cell will have a value of 0.5 (or = 0.5 ),
2
where 2 is the number of neighbors identified by the rule.
This fractionalizing (or normalizing) process facilitates the computation of averages given neighbors’ outcomes, a term that is referred to as spatially lagged indicators. For example, if a given uniti has four neighbors, each cell of the corresponding
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Table 12.10 k-neighboring rule’s Matrix of influence accounting for connections for closest neighbor
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row for uniti will have a value of 0.25 (or the fraction of influence that each neighbor exerts on uniti). This fractionalization is done so that if one wants to obtain the
spatially lagged indicator for uniti given the values of its neighbors, this is obtained
by multiplying each observed value by this fractionalized weight and adding all the
results together. Assume these values are 2, 5, 10, and 30. The average is 11.75. The
analogous process followed in this matrix is the following:
( 2 ∗ .25 ) + ( 5 ∗ .25 ) + (10 ∗ .25 ) + ( 30 ∗ .25 )  = [.5 + 1.25 + 2.5 + 7.5] = 11.75,
and this provides the average value of unit’si neighbors, or its spatially lagged value
of 11.75.
To obtain matrices that mirror those used in network analysis when 1 represents
a connection and 0 a lack of connection, the following computation is needed:
matrix [ matrix > 0 ] < −1,

(12.20)

which indicates that every non-zero cell should be replaced with a value of 1. To
move from a social network matrix, with 1s indicating a connection to a row standardized spatial weights matrix wherein all rows add to 1, one needs to apply the
following equation:
matrix < −matrix / rowSums ( matrix )

(12.21)

this equation goes over the entire matrix and divides each cell by the total sum on
non-zero cells in that row. Given that there is a non-zero probability that some
rows will be disconnected, some rows will have a sum with a value of zero and the
0
expression
will render a special case of missing values known as “NaN” that
0
reads Not a Number. Since spatial weight matrices cannot handle missing cases of
any type, analysts need the following expression
matrix  is.na ( matrix )  < −0,

(12.22)

which simply replaces are “NaN” with a zero, a process that is conceptually and
procedurally correct as these zeroes are actual zeroes (e.g., lack of connections/
links) not an imputation or replacement of an unknown quantity with zeroes.
This and preceding sections have described the social and spatial data structures,
respectively. These sections have also illustrated the steps required to generate
matrices from both social and spatial inputs. The next section applies the concepts
represented with examples that rely on actual data. When these data sources are
public, the code provided will enable complete replication of the procedures shown
next.
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Statistical Social and Geographical Network Analysis

The transformations discussed in the previous two sections represented the most
challenging aspect of this chapter. The current section focuses on applications of the
concepts described above using inferential statistics for both the social and spatial
frameworks. The main goal of this section is to depict the process that researchers
can follow to address problems of dependence of the error terms in social settings
using spatial statistical procedures. From a theoretical/conceptual perspective, this
section also offers evidence of geography of disadvantage by depicting how the
location of students affect their standardized scores (including SAT). This spatial
dependence is worrisome as these scores are assumed to be robust to external influences and cultural and racial biases, but location or spatial bias has been overlooked. Based on the notion of geography of disadvantage, it follows that given the
concentration of inequality, these standardized scores are also capturing racial and
cultural biases that are realized in spaces overwhelmingly occupied by minoritized
students who face similar levels of crime, unemployment, and poverty. From this
perspective, this following subsection discusses both the methodological and conceptual relevance of addressing lack of independence among units of analysis for
inferential purposes.

12.4.1

Why the Emphasis on Spatial or Social Dependence?

Higher education actors are interconnected in a myriad of ways and these connections are likely to influence outcome variation. Conceptually and pragmatically
speaking, the main problem resulting from a lack of outcome independence is that
units of analysis may appear to have better or worse outcomes than in reality based
on the performance of the units to which they are connected and influenced. For
example, assume that institutional researchers want to identify the most important
predictors of nonresident tuition-price setting variation in a given state. Assume
further that to address this goal they treat each institution in their analytic sample as
independent and, as such, only account for institution-level indicators such as proportion of nonresident students enrolled in previous years, selectivity level, locale,
to mention a few factors. By assuming that tuition-price variation is uncorrelated
with the tuition prices charged by each institution’s closest neighbors, analyst are
ignoring a potentially important source of variation of the outcome of interest,
which constitutes a problem of omitted variable bias. This problem also demonstrates how analysts will be missing an important opportunity to estimate the outcome variation at the institution-level that is driven by the influence of their
neighbors. For example, González Canché (2014) found that, after controlling for
institution- and state-level indicators, for every $1 USD raised by a given institution’s 20 closest neighbors, such an institution raised $0.63 USD. This finding is
considered valuable information that researchers may convey to campus administrators and decision-makers.
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In the outcome dependence framework, context is at the center of the conversation because units’ outcomes are not independent and identically distributed but
rather change as a function of their localized environment and competitors’ outcomes. This influence represents a problem called spatial dependence and/or spatial
autocorrelation (Cliff & Ord, 1969). Spatial dependence becomes relevant when
comparable units of analysis are located in close proximity, have similar goals, and
simultaneously influence their outcomes. To date, there are at least four published
studies wherein the authors tested for outcome dependence problems relying on
spatial econometric techniques (González Canché, 2014, 2017c, 2018a; McMillen,
Singell Jr, & Waddell, 2007). In all four cases, the authors successfully addressed
the problem of dependence of tuition prices (McMillen et al., 2007) charged to nonresident students across different types of institutions given the prices charged by
their closest neighboring institutions (González Canché, 2014, 2017c) and states
(González Canché, 2018a).
The application of analytic frameworks that test and resolve outcome dependence is still emerging in education research and has been limited to spatial outcome dependence. So far there is no evidence regarding whether these spatial
econometric analyses are capable of resolving dependence that may be observed in
more traditional social settings. This lack of evidence is concerning for two reasons.
First, it is difficult to believe that the outcomes of (higher) education actors (i.e.,
students, faculty, administrators) are not influenced by the outcomes of their peers,
colleagues, or friends. Second, the tools provided by spatial econometric techniques
are completely transferable and applicable to outcome dependence that emerges
from social influence. These two aspects imply that inferences obtained in education settings may be strengthened by relying on estimates that are free from outcome dependence problems.
In sum, outcome dependence from both social and spatial perspectives, represents an important limitation faced by naïve regression models (Bivand et al., 2013;
Cressie, 2015; Schabenberger & Gotway, 2017), which effectively ignores the
extent to which the outcomes of a unit of analysis are influenced by the units’ outcomes to which they are socially or spatially linked and how such a unit of analysis
is simultaneously affecting her/his/its neighboring units. Given the availability of
data that can be geocoded (or, in the case of IPEDS, is already geocoded), or that
can be socially constructed to capture some form of influence, research must begin
testing for and if needed correcting for social and spatial dependence of outcome
variables.

12.4.2

 atrices of Influence, the Common Denominator
M
Between Social and Spatial Analyses

As noted above, the matrices of influence captured from network analysis
methods can be transformed into spatial weight matrices that can be used to test
for and address social dependence. That is, the lack of independence given units’
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connections based on distance can also be extrapolated to units’ lack of independence given their ascription to groups, courses or majors, or other types of connections (e.g., friendships, collaborators, coauthors). This means that in the spatial
framework the matrix of influence is used to test for and remedy spatial dependence, whereas in the social network perspective this matrix is used to address
social dependence. Moreover, considering that the set of analytic techniques that
are available to conduct spatial econometric analyses are transferable to the analysis
of networks, this leads to the possibility of accounting for social dependence from a
statistical point of view. This is an important advancement in network analyses
because “inferential statistics” in social network settings are currently limited to
simulations (see Hunter, Handcock, Butts, Goodreau, & Morris, 2008, for an example of the simulation procedures employed in social network analysis).
The most important difference, yet the common denominator between network
analysis and spatial econometrics is the definition of the matrix of influence. In the
latter this definition is based on physical distance between units, while in the network analysis it is based on social links. The relevance of this common denominator
is that the spatial econometric or geostatistical procedures depicted below can be
applied to (social) network data given this matrix of influence. The procedures
employed herein are Moran’s I and simultaneous autoregressive regression (SAR)
models, but the use of social matrices can be extended to other spatial analytic
techniques.

12.4.3

 nalytic Techniques: Handling Social and Spatial
A
Dependence Using Spatial Econometrics

Data, Motivation, and Questions The following spatial econometric procedures
(Moran’s I and SAR) are applied to two specific cases. The first corresponds to a
social networks study whose data collection took place in a corporate law firm that
was carried out in Boston, Hartford, and Providence by Lazega (2001), which has
been widely used in network analysis classes. Notably, these data have never been
analyzed using frameworks designed to handle social dependence/influence using
spatial statistics. Lazega’s book contains several matrices of influence (which can be
directly accessed at http://elazega.fr/?page_id=609). Due to space limitations I
focus on the friendship and advice networks. These are two directional one-mode
and binary (1 presence and 0 absence of connection) networks in which the 71 participants (lawyers) nominated (a) colleagues who they considered to be their friends
in the firm and (b) from whom they requested advice. The specific outcomes analyzed are individual per hour wage rate and total legal fees that a given lawyer
brought in a year of work. Using these data, one can address whether the salary
outcomes of these lawyers were affected by the salary outcomes of their friends
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(peer effects) and or their advisers and whether these lawyers are simultaneously
affecting the salary outcomes of their friends and advisers.
The second example relies on two sources of data. The first from a cohort of first-
time students (N = 4632) enrolled at a Research I university located in the state of
Georgia. The second dataset is NCES’ Education Longitudinal Study (ELS:2002)
which documented transitions from high school to college of a nationally representative sample of 10th graders. In the case of the Georgia data, student mailing
addresses at the moment of college application, configured by street, city, state, and
zip code, were available. These addresses were geo-coded with the highest level of
precision possible using the GPS Visualizer’s Address Locator (http://www.gpsvisualizer.com/geocoder/) tool. In the case of the ELS data, the only geographic data
available were the home zip codes of the students while they were in high school.
All 14,200+ available zip codes were geo-coded by merging them with the bank of
zip codes available from the American Community Survey’s (ACS) zip-code
shapefile.10
Construction of this geo-coded information (at both the state- and national-
levels) enabled testing whether standardized tests (math, verbal and reading) show
evidence of being spatially dependent given students’ proximity. This question is
relevant as standardized admission tests and standardized tests are assumed to be
robust to cultural biases (which is assumed to capture scholastic aptitude) but have
not been analyzed for spatial dependence. This latter point is particular important
when considering issues of concentrated disadvantage (Elijah, 1990; Jargowsky &
Tursi, 2015) and or geography of opportunity (Pastor, 2001; Tate IV, 2008) or disadvantage (Pacione, 1997). Under these frameworks, students are assumed to systemically and systematically be affected by their attendance in the same school
districts, exposure to similar localized crime, violence, unemployment, and poverty
rates. Thus, it is expected that these standardized tests co-vary given students’ proximity, hence also capturing the effect of these localized factors that may lead to positive or negative variation of standardized tests. From this perspective, to the extent
that spatial dependence is affecting students’ performance on these tests, any use of
these variables that are used as predictors of students’ performance in college but
assumed to be independently distributed will yield biased estimates. Their variation
will not only capture students’ scholastic aptitudes but also the effect of their localized contexts, which may reduce social opportunities given the weight these measures have not only in admission to selective colleges but also in prospects of
obtaining merit-based financial aid that also relied on these measures as an e ligibility
criterion. In sum, if this dependence is corroborated, this then implies that research
in [higher] education using these measures may be biased due to not controlling for
spatial dependence.

The social network data analyzed herein is provided in the R code appendix available. Although
the institution-level data cannot be shared, the code provided in the appendix will enable replication of such analyses when analysts apply these procedures to their own databases.
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Questions The specific questions addressed in this section are: With respect to the
social networks framework:
• Is there evidence of social dependence when measuring the monetary outcomes
obtained by a lawyer (per hour rate and yearly legal fees brought to the firm) as
a function of the outcomes of their friends or advisers?
• If there is evidence of social dependence, what type of relationship (friendship or
advice) shows higher lack of independence issues?
With respect to the geographical networks framework:
• Is there evidence of spatial dependence of standardized tests (math, verbal and
reading) for first-time students entering college as a function of their proximity
to other students?
• If there is evidence of spatial dependence, what subject matter (math, verbal or
reading) shows evidence of greater dependence?
• Are these results congruent when analyzing different sources of data one at the
institutional level within the state of Georgia and the other at a national level?
With respect to both the social and the geographical network frameworks:
• If there is evidence of social and spatial dependence, was the spatial regression
model successful in addressing these spatial autocorrelation issues for both
social and geographical data?
Social and Spatial Matrices The analytic process used to address the questions
posed above require the use of social and spatial matrices of influence. The socially
measured matrices of influence were created using individuals’ friendship and
advice connections. As explained in the social network data section, before spatial
analyses can be conducted the social matrices require that their rows are normalized
following the approach provided in Eq. (12.21) and in the presence of isolates also
Eq. (12.22).
In the case of spatial analyses, using the student geo-coded state-level data, four
spatial weight matrices were created (for sensitivity testing purposes). Two of these
matrices used a radius approach (1-mile and 5-mile radii) and the others used a
k-neighboring identification rule (1-k and 5-k neighbors). To capture students’ connections given their proximity, in the ELS national sample only the 5-mile radius
spatial analyses were estimated. As noted in Fig. 12.5h, the 1-k neighbor shows
connections among students who are quite far away, which as described in the
k-neighboring specification rule is an important limitation of this approach. This
limitation is the reason why no estimates were conducted relying on this
k-neighboring rule.
Participants’ social and students’ spatial neighboring structures are shown in
Fig. 12.5. Sub-Fig. 12.5a, b represent the key actor analysis sociogram for the
advice and friendship matrices provided by Lazega (2001). While visually appealing, these sociograms do not allow for inferential analyses or to test for social
dependence. The remaining sub-figures are the geographical network representation
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Fig. 12.5 Social and geographical network matrices analyzed using Moran’s I and SAR models
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of Georgian entrants and ELS students represented in the national study. Sub-Fig.
12.5c, d show the 1- and 5-mile radii specifications, whereas sub-Fig. 12.5e, f)
present the 1- and 5-k neighboring approaches, both using the Georgia data.
Figure 12.5g, h represent 5-mile radius and 1-k neighbor specifications.

12.4.4

Spatial Econometric Techniques

To assess for and address social and spatial dependence issues, the models relied on
two techniques: Moran’s I a simultaneous autoregressive models (SAR).
Moran’s I. Although Moran’s I is perhaps the most widely used technique to test
for spatial dependence, there is no record for its use to test for social influence. Eq.
(12.23) shows that Moran’s I is calculated as a ratio of the product of the variable of
interest and its spatial or social lag, with the cross-product of the variable of interest
(Bivand et al., 2013), which is then adjusted for spatial/social weights (wij):
I=

n
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n

i =1

j =1
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n
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,

(12.23)

i

where yi is the ith indicator of interest for participanti, y is the mean of this same
indicator, and wij is the spatial/social weight resulting from the link between participanti and participantsj as a function of being linked through friendship/advice or
distance (see matrices in Fig. 12.5). To provide more insight behind the rationale of
Moran’s I, note that the estimate of I can also be obtained through an iterative version of an OLS model in the form yj=α+yiβ+Ui, where yj is the spatial /social lag
resulting from the connections captured in the matrix wij and the coefficient β. is the
analogous of I.
Using these social and geographical matrices (or networks), social and spatial
independence among participants’ outcomes may be tested. If the outcomes of
interest are independent given these social and spatial matrices, the estimated value
of Moran’s I would equal zero. However, as the differences from the global mean
depart from zero, the product of this difference times wij, or our matrix of social/
spatial dependence, would deviate from zero, thus rendering evidence of spatial/
social dependence.11 The values of Moran’s I range from −1 (perfect dispersion) to
+1 (perfect correlation). A value of zero indicates a random spatial pattern or
independence (see Bivand et al., 2013, for details). If social or spatial dependence
exists, SAR will be used with the purpose of correcting for this dependence and the
resulting residuals from SAR will be re-tested using Moran’s I to see if the dependence was successfully addressed.

11

Following Bivand et al. (2013), the zI score for the statistic is computed as: z I =

E [I] =

−1

( n − 1)

, and V [ I ] = E  I 2  − E [ I ]

2

I − E [I]
V [I]

, where
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Simultaneous Auto-Regressive (SAR) Model The main goal of SAR is to address
outcome dependence due to participants’ connections thereby providing estimates
that are free from the influence of participants’ connections. This is important
because in the absence of this correction, participants’ outcomes may co-vary based
on their connections’ outcomes and this co-variation is reflected in the error terms.
If an omitted variable is also related to this co-variation, then the models will be
biased.
The simultaneity issue that SAR models is represented with the following equations given the mutual influence of two units i and j
y i = α j y j + X i β + i

(12.24a)

y j = α i yi + X j β + i ,

(12.24b)

where α is a coefficient associated with the spatially/socially lagged version of the
outcome of interest. In the case of spatial analysis, α represents that the observed
values of y at location i depend on those at location j that configure its neighbor or
link based on distance. Specifically, this is represented in sub-Figs. 12.5c–h with
students being connected to one another. In the case of social dependence [Fig.
12.5a, b], units are connected by being nominated as friends or advisers. X represents other sets of covariates and predictors in the models, and ϵi represents the error
terms, further described in Eq. (12.26).
In the case of n observations with two or more neighbors, Eqs. (12.24a) and
(12.24b) can be generalized as
n

y i = λ ∑w ij y j + X i β + i ,
j =1

(12.25)

where λ is a spatial/social autocorrelation parameter and wij is a matrix that represents spatial/social influence conditional on the neighboring structure used as discussed in Fig. 12.5. The error terms ϵi are defined as:
n

e i = ∑w ij e i + i ,
i =1

(12.26)

here ϵi represents the residuals that are assumed to be independently distributed following a normal distribution with zero mean and diagonal covariance matrix ∑ϵ
with elements σ 2i , i = 1, …, m , and constant variance σ 2 . The wij values represent
spatial/social influence between the ei of actori and the ei’ of actori’s nominations
and or connections based on distance. All connections of a given unit with her/himself (or wii) are set to zero so that no actor is regressed on her/himself (Bivand et al.,
2013).12 After fitting the SAR models the residuals ϵi may be tested for spatial/social
See Bivand et al. (2013), for a detailed explanation of the process to deal with spatial dependence
of the error terms in SAR.
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dependence using a Moran’s I, which should be free of dependence if SAR successfully remedied this problem. In addition, the new set of Moran’s I coefficients can
then be compared with the non-SAR modeled information to check the percentage
change in social dependence across the two models. This percentage change of
social/spatial dependence can be computed as follows:
 

Modeled SAR Moran ’s I
1 − 
  ∗100
’
’
  Modeled SAR Moran s I + Original Moran s I  

(12.27)

Equation (12.27) produces a measure of bias reduction based on the use of SAR. This
measure is particularly important in cases where structural factors impeded SAR to
remove dependence issues, as depicted and discussed below.

12.4.5

Findings

This section presents the results of the Moran’s I and the SAR models. Table 12.11
contains the results of the Moran’s I tests. Overall, there is evidence of social and
spatial dependence across all data sources and identification rules. Thus, there is
strong evidence that the outcomes measured were not independent from the outcomes of the actors to which a given actori was connected regardless of the social
or spatial nature of these connections.

12.4.6

Social Dependence

Moran’s I Results With respect to social dependence, the Moran’s I estimates using
the friendship (law) matrix consistently doubled the Moran’s I estimates obtained
using the advice matrix in both the per hour wage rate and total fee rate outcomes.
The differences in magnitudes indicate that both salary levels and yearly fee rates
across friends in this network covaried more than salary levels across advisers and
advisees. These results may indicate that in the law firm case under study, friends
tended to hold similar hierarchical status whereas advisers may have been more
likely to hold partner status as tested next.
To assess whether these hierarchical relationships are present in the Lazega
(2001) data, analysts can employ socially lagged variables, which as in the case of
spatially lagged indicators, use the average of the outcomes of a given units’ neighbors and are used to measure peer effects (see González Canché & Rios-Aguilar,
2015, for more details). From a conceptual point of view, spatially or socially lagged
indicators can take information from the outcomes of interest or from any other
predictor/indicator of interest. For example, with binary indicators, such as partner
status (=1) or non-partner status (=0), a socially lagged indicator would measure the
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Table 12.11 Moran’s I test results for neighboring structures
I
E(I)
var(I)
St. Dev. p-val.
Social dependence
Advice Per Hour Ratea
0.271 −0.014 0.002
7.021 < .001
Advice Fee Year Ratea
0.165 −0.014 0.002
4.41
< .001
Friendship Per Hour Rateb
0.521 −0.016 0.004
8.679 < .001
Friendship Fee Year Rateb
0.455 −0.016 0.004
7.628 < .001
Geographical network dependence state-level
1-Mile Radius SAT Math
0.107 −0.0002 0.0002
7.575 < .001
5-Mile Radius SAT Math
0.105 −0.0002 0.00004 15.146 < .001
1k Neighbor SAT Math
0.149 −0.0002 0.0003
8.025 < .001
5k Neighbor SAT Math
0.137 −0.0002 0.00007 15.997 < .001
1-Mile Radius SAT Verbal
0.061 −0.0002 0.0002
4.297 < .001
5-Mile Radius SAT Verbal
0.069 −0.0002 0.00004 9.898 < .001
1k Neighbor SAT Verbal
0.087 −0.0002 0.0003
4.686 < .001
5k Neighbor SAT Verbal
0.102 −0.0002 0.00007 11.902 < .001
Geographical network dependence national sample
5-Mile Radius Math Test
0.169 −0.0001 0.00004 27.121 < .001
5-Mile Radius Reading Test
0.166 −0.0001 0.00004 26.511 < .001
Socially lagged indicators for partner status
Prop. of friends who are partners if lawyeri is not partner mean = 0.24, (sd=0.26), Med=0.19,
IQR[0.00, 0.45]
Prop.of advisers who are partners if lawyeri is not partner mean = 0.59, (sd=0.25), Med=0.61,
IQR[0.41, 0.78]
Data obtained from Lazega (2001), 71 actors 892 links
71 actors 575 links Geographical Network Data Obtained from Institutional Research Records

a

b

proportion of all connections for a given lawyer in the law firm who hold a partner
status. In this analysis I calculated the proportion of lawyeri’s friends who are partners and the proportion of a lawyeri’s advisers who are partners conditional on
lawyeri’s not holding a partner status. This information is shown in Table 12.11.
Results indicated that lawyers who are not partners tended to befriend lawyers who
are also not partners (this means that this friendship is actually capturing peer
effects) but they asked for twice as much advice from lawyers who have a partner
status. That is, these latter relationships are not among “peers” but are subjected to
a structural constraint. This unequal status in the advice relationships contributed to
lesser room for influence in this matrix compared to the friendship relationships
who take place among equals or peers.13
Another example of the use of lagged variables can be seen in González Canché (2014) who
captured mean proportion of nonresident students attending neighboring institutions for institution
i to test the hypothesis that this lagged indicator should be negatively associated with tuition prices
charged to nonresident students at such an institution i. The rationale behind this hypothetical
relationship was that, to the extent neighboring institutions attract more nonresident students, a
given institution would be losing those students if such an institution makes no changes to the final
tuition charges modified to attract nonresident students. A hypothesis that was corroborated.
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SAR Results Given that the Moran’s I estimates consistently indicate outcome
dependence, SAR models were estimated to address this bias-related problem and
also tests whether these models were able to address social autocorrelation of the
residuals. The models contained in Table 12.12 are referred in the literature (Bivand
et al., 2013) as empty models because they are regressed only on the constant and
provide information about the extent to which the issue of social/spatial dependence
of the outcomes was corrected entirely or at least minimized. As in regression models the intercept represents the average of the y in each model.
These findings indicate that in all but one case the SAR models successfully
accounted for social dependence (see Moran’s I rows in the Table 12.12). The only
instance where this dependence was not resolved was in the advice and per hour rate
model—column called “Advice $Hr.”. This is indeed a remarkable finding that is
conceptually, theoretically, and practically worth highlighting. The advisee→adviser
relationship is the only instance in which hierarchical factors were likely to have
affected individuals’ outcomes over and above this measure of social influence.
That is, if a non-partner, lawyeri, is constrained to ask advice to partners in the firm,
and partners in the firm, to a great extent decide this lawyer’si per hour rate, then it
is unlikely that this outcome dependence can be addressed. In other words, there is
no probabilistic room for variation. However, when the outcomes of lawyeri are not
constrained to the decisions of her/his adviser, as reflected in the total amount of
yearly fees a given lawyer brought to the firm (column called “Advice $Yr.”), then
the dependence can be addressed.
From this discussion, it follows then that, when lawyers who hold partner status
ask for advice, the previously identified hierarchical constrain (i.e., wherein partners dictate the hour rates of associates) should not take place and consequently,
SAR should also be able to solve the outcome dependence problem that persisted in
the previous analysis. This hypothetical statement was empirically tested with an
extra SAR model. Different from the empty models regressing the outcome to the
constant α as shown in Table 12.12, this extra model included a dummy indicator of
partner status as the only predictor. The rationale followed in this model is that, if a
given actori is a partner of the firm (rather than an associate), then her/his outcomes
should not systematically depend on the status of this actor’si advisers. This hypothesis was corroborated, being a partner was associated with an increase of the average per hour wage by $81.24 USD in 1990 dollars and the Moran’s I statistic was
non-significant with a magnitude of practically zero (−0.002).14 This result indicates that if individuals ask for advice to their “bosses,” then these advisee’s salaries
will still depend on their bosses’ decisions, but when an indicator controlling for
González Canché (2014) also tested for the proportion of neighboring institutions for institution i
that were research intensive to test for the hypothesis that these institutions would help institution
i increase its tuition prices given a spillover effect (González Canché, 2017d) of being located in
close proximity to highly selective colleges who tend to charge higher tuition prices. This hypothesis was also corroborated.
14
These analyses can be replicated with the code provided but the corresponding output table is not
included herein due to space limitations.

Advice $Hr.†
116.490∗ ∗ ∗
(14.769)
756.32
−375.158
71
0.636∗ ∗ ∗
0.091∗∗
2.619
74.9%
1 k Math††
594.199∗ ∗ ∗
(2.181)
58,589
−29291.63
4632
0.093∗ ∗ ∗
−0.007
−0.348
104.9%

Advice $Yr.†
124548∗ ∗ ∗
(24648)
1828.7
−911.361
71
0.579∗∗
0.039
1.315
80.9%
5 k Math††
593.01∗ ∗ ∗
(2.755)
58,457
−29225.53
4632
0.295∗ ∗ ∗
−0.003
−0.282
102.2%

Friend $Hr.†
127.904∗ ∗ ∗
(13.707)
720.9
−357.452
71
0.903∗ ∗ ∗
0.023
0.941
95.8%
1-mile Verb††
534.855∗ ∗ ∗
(2.089)
41,142
−20568.19
3352
0.076∗ ∗ ∗
−0.007
−0.494
113%

Friend $Yr.†
141650∗ ∗ ∗
(25998)
1796.8
−895.384
71
0.871∗ ∗ ∗
−0.048
−0.837
111.8%
5-mile Verb††
527.135∗ ∗ ∗
(2.279)
53,644
−26819.01
4331
0.213∗ ∗ ∗
−0.017
−2.403
132.7%

1-mile Math††
608.453∗ ∗ ∗
(2.373)
41,604
−20798.78
3352
0.130∗ ∗ ∗
−0.015
−1.020
116.3%
5-mile Read††
30.203∗ ∗ ∗
(0.153)
59,886
−29940.24
8245
0.348∗ ∗ ∗
−0.034
−5.353
125.8%

***

+

The model measures dependence of the residuals, Standard errors in parentheses
p < 0.001,**p < 0.01,*p < 0.05
†
Social dependence, ††Geographical dependence State-level, ††† Geographical dependence National-level

AIC
Log Likelihood
Num. obs.
Lambda
Moran’s I
Moran’s Std. Dev
% decrease equation (12.27)

AIC
Log Likelihood
Num .obs.
Lambda
Moran’s I
Moran’s Std. Dev
% decrease equation (12.27)
Spatial models
Intercept

Social and spatial models
Intercept

5-mile Math††
598.072∗ ∗ ∗
−2.725
54,252
−27122.8
4331
0.295∗ ∗ ∗
−0.028
−3.94
136.40%
1 k Verb††
523.595∗ ∗ ∗
(1.937)
57,867
−28930.29
4632
0.054∗ ∗ ∗
−0.004
−0.190
104.8%

Table 12.12 Residual social and spatial dependence comparison across null or unconditional SAR models in the form y i = α i + e i+
5-mile Math†††
46.314∗ ∗ ∗
(0.231)
65,987
−32990.33
8245
0.373∗ ∗ ∗
−0.036
−5.678
136.40%
5 k Verb††
522.879∗ ∗ ∗
−2.364
57,773
−28883.7
4632
0.236∗ ∗ ∗
−0.002
−0.244
102%
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this hierarchical contrain is included in the model specification, then this dependence is successfully addressed. Finally, note however, that despite the structural
issue just discussed in the empty model contained in Table 12.12, the supervisee’s
outcome dependence was reduced by 75% using the rationale presented in Eq.
(12.27). This last point indicates that even under structural dependence issues the
use of SAR handled 75% of dependence in the empty model (see model called
“Advice $Hr.” under the row called “% decrease equation (12.27)”). Once more, in
the case of the friendship networks, the results indicate that lawyers social influence
or dependence, which had the highest Moran’s I coefficients were successfully
addressed with the SAR approach.
In conclusion, it is worth highlighting that in social settings, when analyses do
not involve peers but rather capture hierarchical constrains that do not allow for
room for outcome variation, outcome dependence may not be accounted for using
an empty model. However, to the extent the models control for sources of hierarchical and structural influences, such as including an indicator capturing that hierarchical constraint, then social dependence may be addressed.

12.4.7

Geographical or Spatial Network Dependence

Moran’s I Results This section tests for outcome dependence of standardized tests
and admission scores based on students’ proximity rather than on actors’ nominations or other forms of social dependence as in the previous section. The matrices of
influence used were built following the procedures discussed in Sect. 12.3.2. and
Eqs. (12.17) and (12.18). The coordinates correspond to latitude and longitude
coordinates merged with the ELS and Georgia data. Table 12.11 contains the
Moran’s I results. All spatial identification strategies tested (1- and 5-mile radii and
1 and 5k neighbors at the state level; using a 5-mile radius at the national level shown
in Fig. 12.5) indicate that the SAT and standardized test scores are spatially autocorrelated. At the state-level, Table 12.11 consistently demonstrates that spatial dependence is stronger in the mathematics than in the verbal subject area. This systematic
dependence is not sensitive to identification rules in terms of significance given the
similar probability levels observed across models; nonetheless, the visual representation of these structures raises important concerns. Specifically, note that the 1- and
the 5-mile radii structures are indeed capturing individuals’ localized dependence
(see column I), which constituted the main motivation of these analyses. The
k-neighboring structures, however, established some links that were beyond these
local contexts as can be visually observed in Fig. 12.5. Accordingly, if analysts aim
to capture localized contexts and factors, the radii specification is deemed more
pertinent in this case than the k-neighboring approach given the greater distances
reached in the latter. Nonetheless, an advantage of the k-neighboring approach is
that none of the geo-coded units included in the models were disconnected.
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The nation-level (ELS) data also exhibits spatial dependence. The estimates are
limited to the 5-mile radius rule because only 2% of the units in the sample lived
within a 1-mile radius. These 5-mile radius models accounted for 58% of the more
than 14,200 students upon which the analyses are based. Based on the sparsity level
of these data as shown in Fig. 12.5h, no k-neighboring estimates are presented
because the distances among actors are quite large in many areas, defeating the
purpose of such analysis. Overall, the magnitudes of the 5-mile radius coefficients
in mathematics and reading were larger than the magnitudes found in the Georgia’s
case (see Table 12.11 under the section called “Geographical Network Dependence
National Sample”). Despite the fact that the ELS estimates are based on the zip code
geo-coded data, not actual students’ postal addresses like in the Georgia’s case,
these ELS estimates are likely to be capturing information taking place at the high
school level. This is due to the sampling mechanism employed by NCES, wherein
high schools around the country were sampled. The use of this technique to capture
not only localized factors but also school-level factors due to sampling schemes,
constitutes yet another analytic aspect that researchers should consider when
employing these procedures. The implications are straightforward, both the state
and national samples corroborated spatial dependence, which prompts the need to
model this specification using the SAR approach or other spatial statistical analysis
to deal with this problem.
SAR Results Regardless of the identification rule employed, the regression models
shown in Table 12.12 in the rows called “Moran’s I” indicate that the SAR implementation produced residuals that were free from spatial autocorrelation. Overall,
note that even in the cases with the highest magnitudes of the Moran’s Is shown in
Table 12.11 (e.g., math in the Georgia case and math and reading in the ELS case),
SAR models successfully solved the spatial autocorrelation issue. In addition to the
significance level, the results of the implementation of Eq. (12.27) shown Table 12.12
under the row called “% decrease equation (12.27)” indicates that outcome dependence was successfully modeled with respect to the original Moran’s I magnitudes
shown in Table 12.11. These results validate the importance of using geographical
network methods to address spatial dependence among human actors, an approach
not used in spatial econometrics wherein units of analysis are inanimate objects.

12.5

Discussion

The framework of concentrated advantages or disadvantages based on individuals’
location (Elijah, 1990; Jargowsky & Tursi, 2015; Pacione, 1997) argues that individuals’ prospects for mobility are affected by their places of origin given the divergent forms of access (or lack of access) to resources. These localized resources
include school quality, employment prospects, crime levels, cost of living, and
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access to healthy food options, to mention a few examples. Although the framework
of concentrated (dis)advantages is frequently employed in other disciplines and
fields of study, such as sociology, urban studies, geopolitics, the methodological
perspective employed in this chapter has not been applied in conjunction with this
framework. From this perspective, the argument made in this chapter is that [education] researchers and analysts could and should begin incorporating geographical
network analyses approaches in conjunction with the framework of concentrated
advantages or disadvantages to assess the extent to which individuals’ outcomes are
not independent from one another and problematize social reproduction of inequality given participants’ location. In short, one should care about spatial dependence
of standardized admission scores given that they not only capture scholastic aptitude but also localized crime, violence, unemployment, and poverty rates. Given
their weight on admissions and merit-based aid, their use continues to fuel reproduction of social inequality.
Future Research Future research on this topic may examine localized factors that
may be affecting the variation of these standardized scores. The hypothesis posed in
this chapter for future research is that variation of standardized admission scores are
affected by localized factors such as the quality of school districts that students living nearby have experienced. Similarly, these scores may also be affected by non-
school related indicators such as their continued systematic and systemic exposure
to factors such as crime, poverty, and unemployment rates that co-vary from low to
high across places (Elijah, 1990; Jargowsky & Tursi, 2015; Pacione, 1997; Tate IV,
2008). These models can be estimated building from the notions shown in
Table 12.12, wherein researchers can add predictor and control variables to the
empty models introduced herein as in any other regression framework. American
Community Survey and other Unites States Census estimates along with school
district data may also be incorporated to the models. These localized indicators
represent the most prevalent form of omitted variable bias in education research.15
Notably, this omitted variable bias-generating problem can “easily” be solved with
the inclusion of these relevant indicators, which in this case are assumed to have a
localized structural component. Finally, researchers should investigate further why
mathematics scores are more dependent than verbal scores. It is hypothesized that
this dependence is capturing high schools levels of emphasis on, not only math
course availability but also students’ self-selection to enroll in those courses.

This form of bias becomes a problem when indicators that may be associated with the outcome
of interest are not included in the model and therefore become part of the error term (as in the
population, not the model residuals realized from our sample). It follows then that if at least one of
these omitted indicators is correlated with an observed variable included in our models, then this
observed variable will be correlated with the error terms which would bias our estimates.

15
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 tatic and Dynamic Network Analysis
S
of Qualitative Data

The main argument of this section is that data gathered through qualitative methods,
and that subsequently were qualitatively coded, contain mathematical structure that
can be uncovered using network analysis methods. Thus, the goal of this section is
to introduce the steps required to harness the mathematical power of network analysis in order to find structure in written qualitatively coded content. This analytic
method, referred to as Network Analysis of Qualitative Data (NAQD), perfectly and
powerfully blends quantitative, mathematical, and qualitative principles to analyze
text or written data, which is an approach yet to be broadly implemented in education research.

12.6.1

Quantitative Tools for the Analysis of Qualitative Data

The analytic framework introduced next builds upon the traditional application of
social network analysis in that it highlights structures emerging from participants’
interactions or connections in a given group. In this case, a group is conceptualized
as individuals participating in an activity that can be clearly delineated with specific
boundaries. Following the examples presented in this chapter, these boundaries
may be established by participating in the same project as interviewees or by being
part of a focus group. In either case, the analyses will be centered around analyzing
the text or written data that these participants shared during the interview or focus
groups data gathering process. However, rather than using text mining techniques to
obtain frequencies or words (like word clouds), or sentiment analysis of the words
used by participants, the analyses rely on the participants’ qualitatively coded transcribed responses.
Logic Model Guiding Network Analysis of Qualitative Data (NAQD) Figure
12.6a depicts the rationale behind the proposed framework. In this figure, the rectangle indicates that text data (e.g., newspapers, journals, books, tweets, interviews,
observations) are widely available, particularly in the big data era (González
Canché, 2019a). However, these forms of data are considered unstructured in the
sense that they do not conform to the typical rows and columns dimensions typically employed in quantitative analysis. This logic model also shows that, although
text mining techniques can help create these data frames that more closely conform
to the data format used in quantitative methodology, these analytic processes fall
short in terms of accounting for the contextual richness that written information
contains. For example, if one analyses the following sentence:
...faculty of color need to connect with students in aspects that transcend the classroom,
faculty need to know the domestic culture, an aspect that international faculty of color are
missing.
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(a) Logic model

(b) World cloud single sentence

(c) Histogram single sentence

(d) World cloud entire focus group

Fig. 12.6 Logic model guiding the approach. This implies that the analyses integrate qualitative
coding network analysis integration

one can clearly understand that the person who provided this comment perceives
international faculty as lacking knowledge of the American culture, which may
impede her/his ability to connect/bond with students. The entire quote is rich in
context which would enable a deeper understanding compared to simply counting
the frequency of words. For example, Fig. 12.6b, c show these frequencies, which,
in this single case can be decoded to understand the meaning of the quote. However,
text mining techniques will typically use the entire transcript to retrieve these frequencies, which will ultimately lead to losing this contextual richness and the consequent loss of meaning. For example, Fig. 12.6d contains the entire transcript of
the focus group to be analyzed in this section and makes it difficult to decode entire
sentences as with the quote presented. This limitation serves to illustrate the importance of finding means to avoid losing contextual information as much as possible.
The circle included in the logic model shown in Fig. 12.6a indicates that the
merger between network principles and qualitatively coded data provides the key to
solve the lack of contextual or deeper understanding of the textual data analyzed.
That is, the quote presented can be assigned a qualitatively generated code that is
full of context and that will serve as an element to which a given actor may be
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ascribed. For example, the quote might be called “Domestic Culture,” a code that
researchers can employ to analyze the meaning of its quote. The coding process, in
which participants are linked to their written quotes via these codes, enable the
application of network principles to qualitatively coded data.
Based on the previous discussion, given that texts and other forms of qualitative
data can be coded and considering that network analysis techniques were designed
to extract seemingly absent patterns across relationships, the use of network principles to study actors and their qualitatively generated codes following the logic
model just discussed, has the potential to enhance the qualitative research process.
This can be done by revealing the mathematical structure contained in qualitative
data or by quantitatively assessing whether certain groups of individuals participating in the interviews or in the focus groups exhibited responses that statistically
differ above and beyond what one would expect by simply chance.
The process detailed next shows that after applying network techniques to qualitatively coded information, researchers will be able to observe the structure of qualitative data and then use the resulting outputs as an empirical guide to analysis based
on mathematical principles. Nonetheless, it is worth highlighting that NAQD cannot
replace the researcher’s expertise gained prior to or during data collection. On the
contrary, the understanding obtained from the analysis of qualitative network outputs must be enhanced and/or complemented with theoretical lenses, previous
knowledge and literature, and if necessary by additional data collection.

12.6.2

Data Sources and Methodological Procedures

To demonstrate the use of methods designed to better understand qualitative data,
two running examples using real data are used. The first relies on data collected as
part of a project sponsored by the Kellogg Foundation; the second uses data retrieved
for a National Science Foundation (NSF) sponsored project. The former project
focuses on the challenges and concerns that Minority Serving Institutions (MSIs)
across the country face in terms of their production and training of teachers of color.
The research project gathered data using semi-structured individual interviews and
the participants were students, faculty, and administrators attending or working at
an MSI. The NSF project addressed the issue of lack of representation in community colleges of faculty of color in STEM fields. The data analyzed is based on
observations and transcripts of a six-hour focus group of highly influential stake-
holders and education policy-makers, most of them located in Washington D.C., at
their headquarters.
Purpose and Research Questions The goal these section is to illustrate the steps
followed to conduct network analysis of qualitative data (NAQD). This purpose is
expository only and does not to offer an in-depth traditional qualitative analysis.
The main elements of the analyses are participants and their ascribed codes, not
necessarily a discussion of the meaning of those codes. Having said this, in some
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instances the meaning of the codes will be discussed to enhance the explanation
provided. The analyses are done using interview and focus group data, referred to as
static and dynamic analyses of qualitative data, respectively.
Static Network Analysis of Qualitative Data The analysis of individual interview
transcripts is a more static process than the analysis of focus group information
because the former only captures the interactions between interviewer and interviewee, whereas the latter captures interactions among participants themselves and
even among participants and moderators/facilitators. Accordingly, given that this
subsection analyses interview data, these analyses are referred to as ‘static.’
The teacher production at MSIs project asks the following questions:
• How do faculty, administrators, and students conceptualize and prioritize the
most important issues affecting the landscape of teacher education programs at
MSIs?
• How does the emphasis on these issues vary when qualitatively generated data
are analyzed by the role and functions that respondents hold in an MSI (i.e., student, faculty, administrator)?
• Is there evidence to suggest that participants prioritize some qualitatively coded
issues more than others based on their roles and functions held in an MSI? If so,
what are the implications of these differences and similarities?
Dynamic Network Analysis of Qualitative Data The analysis of focus group data is
inherently more dynamic and complex than the analysis of individualized interview
transcripts. Focus group information enables the observation of interactions among
participants when discussing information that will eventually become qualitatively
generated codes. Basic training in designing and conducting focus groups emphasizes that an indicator of a successful implementation of a focus group happens
when participants, not interviewers or moderators, are the ones providing researchers with relevant information. If moderators or interviewers are the most active participants, then the content generated may be highly influenced by the moderators,
and not necessarily be capturing the perspectives of the focus group participants.
From this point of view and given the dynamic nature of these data generating process, one can rely on dynamic network analysis to assess the extent to which focus
groups’ meaningful interactions took place among participants mostly, or whether
moderators led such interactions.
One can classify meaningful interactions as those exchanges when participants
directly engaged in discussions replying to information provided by other participant that eventually became a qualitatively generated code. For example, assume
Actor 1 generated the code “Domestic culture” discussed above. If Actor 2 replied
directly to this code, then this interaction is classified as meaningful, regardless of
whether the information provided by Actor 2 in this exchange became a code or not.
These interaction can be recorded in focus group settings given that one can observe
when and by whom were these codes generated and who else engaged in further
discussion of such codes. Moreover, one can also observe when the conversation
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shifted to discuss other emerging or existing codes. This dynamism enables one to
analyze (a) participants by participants interactions given their shared code of discussion (a one-mode transformed network, where participants are linked by their
code—see “Actor Actor [AA] Interact columns” in Table 12.16) and the original
two-mode version where participants are linked to a given code—see “Actor Code
[AC] Links” columns in Table 12.16.
Having set the context and assuming that codes, which are rich in contextual and
valuable information, can be considered knowledge and interaction involving codes
can be classified as meaningful interactions, the following questions are posed:
• Is there evidence to suggest that the relevant/meaningful exchanges of information took place among participants or among participants and moderators/interviewers? (one-mode transformed version)
• When and by whom was knowledge created and further discussed? (two-mode
network, participants and codes)
• Is there evidence to suggest that moderators influenced the type of content generated, by actively engaging in the knowledge production? Or were the participants
the main generators, and discussants, of this knowledge? (two-mode network,
participants and codes)
Analytic Procedures and Data Structure The data structure required to conduct
these analyses is in edgelist form, with two columns representing connections
between participants and their codes. Relying on the methods discussed in the
“Social Network Data Structure” section, these edgelists can be transformed from a
two-mode to a one mode either by preserving participants by participants relationships [Eq. (12.12)] or codes by codes relationships [Eq. (12.13)]. Specifically, all
participants are linked to the codes they produce (two-mode network in the form
participants and their codes—see Table 12.13) but can also be indirectly linked to
one another by sharing similar codes—see Table 12.14, which would be the result
of transforming a two-mode to a one-mode network.
Interview Data Analysis The edgelist format required for these analyses can be
retrieved from any software for qualitative data analysis (e.g., NVivo, Atlas.Ti,
RQDA16). A subset of this edgelist structure is shown in Table 12.13 and represents
a two-mode network where participants are linked to their qualitatively generated
codes—obtained through rigorous qualitative techniques.17 The top section of the
RQDA is a free and powerful version to conduct qualitative analysis. It can be found here http://
rqda.r-forge.r-project.org/
17
The qualitative codes were created from the written information contained in a set of interviews
and followed a rigorous qualitative coding process. No differentiation of participants’ roles were
performed when the codes were generated. After complete transcription of the interviews through
open codes (Creswell & Creswell, 2017; S. Lewis, 2015) in NVivo (Charmaz, 2011) and process
coding (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007) to highlight practices, interpretation, and activities. The codes
identified were compared and refined through two additional rounds of review and deliberation.
Redundant codes were collapsed to generate larger categories.
16
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Table 12.13 Text structure network analysis of qualitative data (the information contained in this
table corresponds to the interview data discussed above)
Actor Code
Role
A1
Campus environment Student
A1
Campus environment Student
A1
Campus environment Student
A1
Campus environment Student
A2
Campus environment Faculty
A2
Campus environment Faculty
A2
Campus environment Faculty
A2
Campus environment Faculty
A3
Recruitment
Administrator
A3
Recruitment
Administrator
A3
Recruitment
Administrator
A3
Recruitment
Administrator
A3
Recruitment
Administrator
A4
Student needs
Faculty and administrator
A4
Cultural relevance
Faculty and administrator
A4
Resources
Faculty and administrator
A4
Resources
Faculty and administrator
A4
Resources
Faculty and administrator
Matrix form actor by actor as depicted in Eq. (12.12)
A1
A2
A1
1
1
A2
1
1
A3
0
0
A4
0
0

Content
understanding the...
significant is the...
You may be familiar...
while it has great...
One of the problems...
So they’re, some...
So I think state...
My thing is having...
impaction issue...
SB1440, are you...
So that means that...
enrolment caps...
student demographic...
drive us to learn...
majority of our...
manage our resources...
colleges and departments...
programs and colleges...

School
HBCU
HBCU
HBCU
HBCU
HBCU
HBCU
HBCU
HBCU
HBCU
HBCU
HBCU
HBCU
HBCU
HBCU
HBCU
HBCU
HBCU
HBCU

A3
0
0
1
0

A4
0
0
0
3

Table 12.14 Code by code transformation of Table 12.13

Campus environment
Recruitment
Student needs
Cultural relevance
Resources
Campus environment
Recruitment
Student needs
Cultural relevance
Resources

Campus
environment Recruitment
32
0
0
25
0
0
0
0
0
0
matrix/max(matrix)
1
0
0
0.78
0
0
0
0
0
0

Student
needs
0
0
1
1
3

Cultural
relevance
0
0
1
1
3

Resources
0
0
3
3
9

0
0
0.03
0.03
0.09

0
0
0.03
0.03
0.09

0
0
0.09
0.09
0.28
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table indicates “Actors” and “Codes” relationships as obtained through any qualitative software.16 This table also contains attributes at the actor level, under the column called “Role.” These analyses also enable the use of text mining techniques
which, despite the limitations highlighted above, could be conducted using the data
contained in the column “Content,” which contains all the specific written information that a given code captures. Finally, the analyses can be disaggregated by type of
school, as well as by role. The analyses discussed herein focus on the participant’s
roles which can be one of the following four different categories: students, faculty,
administrators, and faculty and administrators.
The two-mode sociograms resulting from these networks were analyzed following central actors or players (key-actor analyses) principles where the color, size,
and position of participants and their respective qualitatively-generated codes convey meaning extracted from the matrix representation of these connections. Other
characteristics of these sociograms is their sub-setting given participants’ roles in
the network. This disaggregation is important as it is likely that concerns expressed
by participants may covary as a function of their role in their respective colleges and
universities.
Recall that in a two-mode network structure, participants are indirectly connected to other participants given their shared codes and that this matrix can be
transformed to a one-mode network following Eq. (12.12). The second section of
Table 12.13 shows the result of this transformation. The diagonal of this matrix
indicates the number of codes recorded in the top section of the table. For example,
note that in the four instances in which Actor1 appeared, she/he only mentioned
“Campus Environment.” Accordingly, she/he has only 1 code ascribed to her/him.
In the case of Actor4, note that she/he has a value of 3 in her/his diagonal which
indicates the total number of different codes this actor provided to the network. This
can be corroborated with information provided in the upper section of the table.
Specifically, this actor mentioned three different codes (“Student Needs”, “Cultural
Relevance”, and “Resources”). The off-diagonal shows whether two actors mentioned the same code. In this example, note that only Actors 1 and 2 shared a code,
this is why they have this 1 in their corresponding cells. All this information
indicates that this matrix is a one-mode, symmetric network as the lower triangle
mirrors the upper triangle of the matrix.
Finally, Table 12.14 shows the transformation resulting from retaining the code
by code structure contained in the network—this can be achieved with Eq. (12.13).
The bottom part of the table is a straightforward transformation of the matrix that
matrix
.
normalizes all cells to have a maximum value of 1 in the form
max ( matrix )
This is the reason why the code “Campus environment,” which had the highest
frequency as shown in the non-normalized section of that table, has a value of 1 in
the normalized section of this same table.
The data analysis is separated into two parts: The first shows the sociogram
representation of participants and the codes they are associated to. The width of the
links represents a measure of strength of the relationship between actors and codes.
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This basically counts the number of times a given actor mentioned a given code.
In going back to the top section of Table 12.13 note that Actor1 mentioned “Campus
Environment” four times, accordingly, this author’s relationship with this code will
have a link width with a weight of four. Figure 12.7 is configured by four sociograms. Each corresponds to a key-actor analysis of these two-mode networks. These
sociograms relied on eigenvector and betweenness centralities. As discussed earlier
in the chapter, eigenvector shows that a given unit in the network will be relevant to
the extent such a unit is connected to other relevant units in the network. Betweenness
centrality will highlight the extent to which a given unit falls in between other units
or serves as a bridge between actors or units in this case. This last notion is important as this will highlight both interviewees who served as bridges of information as
well as codes that were connecting individuals in this network. Eigenvector will
also highlight individuals who were central as a function of providing codes that
were also provided by other active individuals in the network.
Quadratic Assignment Procedures (QAP) The second part of the data analysis
of the MSI project consists of testing the hypothesis that some networks are more
similar than others as a function of the participants’ roles. For example, the groups
classified as “faculty and administrators”—Fig. 12.7b—is configured by faculty
members who were also involved with administrative functions; accordingly, their
concerns should be more closely aligned to the concerns raised by faculty alone—
Fig. 12.7d—and by administrators alone—Fig. 12.7c—, than to the concerns raised
by students—Fig. 12.7a. This hypothesis was tested relying on Quadratic Assignment
Procedures (QAP) discussed next.
The QAP, a non-parametric analytic procedure that does not rely on normality
assumptions and does not assume independence, enables testing for statistical significance using network (e.g., matrix) data (Whitbred, 2011). It takes the form of
correlation and regression analyses. In the former, one measures the extent to which
two networks are statistically associated. This translates into measuring whether
every corresponding dyad or pair of connections in two matrices tend to vary in the
same direction (positive correlation), the opposite direction (negative correlation),
or whether they are independent. Using the Lazega (2001) case, one can ask whether
lawyers tend to nominate as friends the same lawyers they request advice from (e.g.,
A1 asked advice from A2 and also nominated A2 as a friend). In the QAP regression
framework, the typical directionality assumption holds in terms of having one
matrix that serves as the dependent or outcome unit and other matrices that serve as
predictors.
Procedurally speaking, QAP can be classified under the random permutation test
family, which is sometimes referred to as a randomization test (Phipson & Smyth,
2010). The random permutation tests begin by recording a given statistic of interest
across two mutually exclusive and exhaustive groups. This statistics can be mean
differences, and correlation and regression coefficients, for example. These observed
estimates are recorded and then the actual values across these groups are shuffled
randomly x number of times. Each time this random shuffle or permutation occurs
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the statistics obtained is recorded. This procedure enables the recreation of a sampling distribution wherein the coefficients obtained through a random process
should have a mean of zero given the lack of inherent structure upon which the data
generating process rendering these coefficients was founded (as shown in the histograms located in Table 12.15). Once this sampling distribution is obtained, analysts
can compare the number of times for which the random generated estimates were
greater than the estimates obtained with the observed data.
In using a correlation coefficient, for example, we could estimate what is the
proportion of times that the randomly generated correlation coefficients among two
networks was larger than the correlation obtained with the observed data. Once
more, the basic rationale is that randomly obtained coefficients should be distributed around zero, on average. Hence, if this random generated coefficient exceeds
the actual observed one, then one would conclude that our observed correlation was
not better than what one would expect to see by random chance. If the proportion of
times that randomly generated correlations coefficients are greater in magnitude
than our coefficient obtained with actual data approximates zero, then one can conclude that our observed correlations are better than chance by 1 minus the proportion of times randomly generated coefficients were greater. Specifically. assume that
.005 is the proportion of times out of 50,000 permutations that the random coefficients surpassed the magnitude of our observed coefficients. Then we can conclude
that 99.5% of the times we would expect our observed results to hold true had we
had access to other networks containing the same structural information, which in
this case is codes emerging from participants’ interviews.
The QAP correlation begins by estimating a Pearson correlation coefficient across
the corresponding cells of two matrices (Phipson & Smyth, 2010). This requires that
the units or actors contained in the networks are the same and follow the same order
across matrices. For example, the following representation has three actors. Note that
these matrices contain the same actors and follow the same order (A1, A2 and A3) in
both the rows and columns within and across matrices. The process takes the dyadic
correlation among Ai and Aj in matrices 1 and 2 to assess whether a given dyadic
intersection in one matrix, being friends for example, is of a similar magnitude in the
other network, asking for advice. The second step is depicted in the shuffled section
below, were all rows and cells of the matrix are randomly permuted (this random
permutation process is represented with question marks). Each time this permutation
happens its corresponding Pearson coefficient is recorded.

A1
A2
A3
A1
A2
A3

Observed Matrix 1
A1
A2
2
1
1
4
1
0
Observed Matrix 1
2
1
1
4
1
0

A3
5
0
6
5
0
6

Observed Matrix 2
A1
A2
4
2
0
5
2
0
Shuffled Matrix 2
?
?
?
?
?
?

A3
5
0
7
?
?
?
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The regression-based form follows a similar rationale in terms of calculating
R-square and regression coefficients, across intersecting cells of the matrices
(Whitbred, 2011). If there are three matrices, the only network that is shuffled is the
dependence matrix. After each permutation the R-square and regression coefficients
are stored to test for the proportion of times these estimates were larger than those
obtained with the observed data.
The matrices built from qualitative data analyzed here, are the one-mode representation of the qualitative actors and codes network shown in Fig. 12.7’s sub-
figures (a)–(d)—sub-figures (e) and (f) correspond to the focus-groups analyses
shown in the next sub-section. This one mode transformation is depicted in
Table 12.14, but this matrix only accounts for a subset of the 26 total codes contained in the networks. This indicates that the dimensions of the complete code
matrices were 26 by 26 codes obtained from participants interviews and in total
there were four matrices, one per each group of interest.
Static Network Analysis Findings: Individual Interviews Data The edgelist
analyzed contained 887 rows (see Table 12.14 for a subset of this edgelist). These
data contained 27 participants representing four roles: Administrator, Faculty,
Students, and Faculty/Administrators. In addition, the edgelist represents four college types: Hispanic Serving Institution (HSI), Tribal Colleges (TCU), Historically
Black College or University (HBCU), and one that is both an HSI and an Asian
American Native American Pacific Islander Serving Institution (AANAPISI).
The first question was addressed by relying on key actor analyses separated by
participants’ roles. The size of the actors and codes (see Fig. 12.7) are based on
eigenvector values, whereas the color schemes are based on units’ betweenness centrality measures.18 The yellow to red schemes depict interviewees’ betweenness,
whereas the green scale depicts codes’ betweenness. In both cases, the darker the
color, the more relevant the unit in terms of betweenness centrality.
Students Figure 12.7a shows that from an eigenvector centrality (EC) perspective,
students’ most important concerns related to the production of teachers of color
have to do with “clinical work or student teaching” and “inspiration.” Considering
that in EC units are important to the extent that their units to which they are connected are also important in the network, one can conclude that the codes “clinical
work or student teaching” and “inspiration” have the highest EC because such codes
were mentioned by students who were also actively contributing to providing information that eventually was translated into codes. Given that only written content
that is important enough in terms of convening useful meaning is coded, this finding
then means that ‘clinical work or student teaching” and “inspiration” were topic
mentioned by central contributors in the network. For example, Actor 5, a quite
active participant, constantly mentioned these two codes. Recall that the width of
the lines reflect frequency, and Actor 5 has thick lines with these two codes. A simiNote that human actors are represented in squares and codes in circles. See color figures online
as indicated in footnote 7.
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lar pattern is observed with Actor 1 whose color intensity shows she/he shared many
of these common codes with other participants. In terms of central bridging codes
(betweenness centrality) or codes being commonly discussed by participants, students mentioned “challenges”, “support systems,” “mentorship”, and “campus environment.” It is worth noting that “standardized testing” remained at the periphery of
the network. A more complete analyses would now expand on the meaning (or the
“so what”) of these codes following more typical qualitative analyses, but those
analyses go beyond the scope of this chapter.
Faculty The analysis of Faculty shows that their most important concern, as measured by eigenvalue centrality, is “Campus Environment,” followed by “Challenges.”
Actors 2 and 3, who were actively contributing to this network constantly referred
to these terms as well as “Resources” and “Student Needs.” There was only one
faculty who considered “Pedagogy” as an important issue and he/she was the only
actor who considered standardized testing as another worthwhile issue. This latter
finding is an important similarity between students and faculty.
Administrators Administrators shared “Support System,” and “Challenges” as the
two most important issues. Notably, for administrators, “Classroom Environment”
was the most peripheral issue, whereas this code served as a relevant bridge for
faculty and students. A common code among students, faculty and administrators
was “Recruitment,” being most central for administrators and second most for faculty (measured by betweenness centrality).
Faculty and Administrators The network of faculty who also served as administrators shows three important betweenness centrality codes: “Classroom Environment,”
“Campus Environment,” and “Inspiration.” Notably, the peripheral position occupied by “Standardized Testing,” is an important similarity across all four networks
or sociograms [Fig. 12.7a–d].
In general, a complete mixed methods analysis would spend considerably more
time and space discussing the meaning of these similarities and differences across
roles, given the context and information contained in the codes discussed. This preliminary analysis simply serves to depict the manners in which qualitative researchers can highlight the structure obtained in qualitative data. The following section
formally tests which of the sociograms analyzed here were comprehensively more
similar, rather than simply comparing the most important codes per group. These
comparisons are accomplished with the use of the QAP correlation procedures.
Findings QAP Correlation Now I present the results of the QAP correlations.
This method was employed to address the question “Is there evidence to suggest
that participants prioritize some qualitatively coded issues more than others based
on their roles and functions held in an MSI?” Table 12.15 accounts for six total QAP
correlation estimates. These estimates were obtained from the comprehensive
comparison of the four one-mode code matrices obtained from Fig. 12.7a–d.

Table 12.15 Quadratic assignment procedures applied to qualitative data
Observed Mean
Relation
corr
random corr IQR[.25, .75]
Graph
Academically oriented interviewees
Estimated Density of QAP Replications
Students & faculty 0.378*** 0.0003
[−0.091, 0.069]

Density

3

2

1

0
-0.2

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

Test Statistic

Prominently academically oriented interviewees
Faculty & faculty/ 0.313*** −0.0006
[−0.094, 0.072]
administrator

Estimated Density of QAP Replications
3.0
3.0

Density

2.0
2.0
1.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
-0.2

Students & faculty/ 0.170
administrator

0.0004

0.0

0.2
0.4
Test Statistic

0.6

Estimated Density of QAP Replications

[−0.091, 0.065]

4

Density

3

2

1

0
0.2

Academically and administrative parity
Faculty&
0.373*** −0.0003
administrator

0.0

0.2
0.4
Test Statistic

0.6

0.8

Estimated Density of QAP Replications

[−0.022, 0.067]

Density

3

2

1

0
-0.2

0.093

0.0002

[−0.085, 0.059]

0.6

4

3
Density

Students &
administrators

0.0
0.2
0.4
Test Statistic

Estimated Density of QAP Replications

2

1

0
-0.2

0.0
0.4
0.2
Test Statistic

0.6

(continued)
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Table 12.15 (continued)
Graph
Estimated Density of QAP Replications

4
3
Density

Observed Mean
Relation
corr
random corr IQR[.25, .75]
Administratively oriented interviewees
0.618*** −0.0008
[−0.024, 0.062]
Administrators&
faculty/
administrator

2
1

0
-0.2

0.0

0.2
0.4
Test Statistic

0.6

0.8

***p <= .0001, *p <= .05, where p. is the probability of getting a result by random chance, which
is equal or greater that the correlation observed among the structural relationships

The information conveyed in this table serves to test whether the frequencies of the
codes provided by different participants given their role covary statistically. These
analyses were classified into four groups: academically oriented comparisons,
which involve participants whose arguably primary activity in their colleges related
to the teaching and learning processes (e.g., faculty and students). The second group
was configured by prominently academically oriented interviewees, which have at
least two of the academically oriented participants in the mix of respondents: these
groups are configured by codes provided by (a) faculty compared to codes provided
by faculty and administrators and (b) students’ codes compared to faculty and
administrators’ codes. The third group reflects academic and administrative parity,
where there is no prevalence of any group of respondents. These groups are configured by: (a) faculty members’ codes and administrators’ codes and (b) students’
codes versus administrators’ codes. The last analyses are classified as administratively oriented interviewees and are configured by administrators’ and faculty and
administrators’ codes.
This table also shows a plot that captures the values of the observed Pearson
correlation coefficient (under the columns ρ) and the distribution of randomly
generated correlations coefficients. The number of random permutations set in these
analyses was 50,000. This means that, taking the comparison students versus faculty as an example, the random coefficient has a mean value of 0.0003, which means
that out of 50,000 random repetitions, only 15 of them have a value greater than
0.378, which is the actual ρ correlation coefficient.
Overall the patterns obtained are clear, whenever administrators are in the
respondents’ pool, students’ responses, as captured by their codes, tend to be independent. This means that the concerns shared by students and administrators are not
on the same wavelength, metaphorically speaking. This argument is corroborated
by the lowest ρ estimates observed between students and administrators (0.09) and
students and faculty/administrators (0.17), both of which were not better than random
chance according to the permuted ρ estimates. As expected, academically oriented
groups’ responses are highly correlated, students and faculty concerns coefficients
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had the second highest coefficients (ρ = 0.378. p < .001). Remarkably, the administratively oriented category showed the highest similarity with an observed ρ coefficient of 0.62 (p < .001). This indicates that of the figures contained in Fig. 12.7,
sub-Fig. 12.7b, c are the most similar.
Implications The set of analyses presented above are not meant to replace the
expertise of qualitative researchers. Network analysis of qualitative data (NAQD) is
merely a means not the end of the analyses. The rationale presented in this section
followed the visual analyses of key actors (i.e., codes and participants), as shown in
Fig. 12.7a–d. Subsequently, the QAP correlations procedures indicated which ones
of these one-mode transformed networks were more closely related (see Table 12.15).
Nonetheless, note that the analytic process could have been inverted so that QAP is
conducted first and then an explanation related to where and why these differences
emerged by analyzing the sociograms could have followed [i.e., begin with
Table 12.15 and then analyzed Fig. 12.7a–d]. Some may argue, however, that the
latter approach may pre-dispose the researcher to find patterns given the quantitative findings. This is the reason why the analyses were presented in the order contained in this chapter. Nonetheless, a final step could be the revisiting of the visual
evaluations, having this quantitative guidance in mind. At any rate, a more comprehensive analysis of the codes’ content, context, and meaning is still missing from
the procedures presented herein. These analyses, however, are beyond the scope of
this chapter.
Dynamic Network Analysis Findings: Focus Groups Data The final set of analyses used focus group data that are dynamic given the possibility of observing the
evolution of interactions among participants and the qualitative codes generated.
Here I address the question regarding when, who, and how knowledge was generated, which serves to assess whether the codes were primarily generated by participants (i.e., experts) or the moderators (i.e., researchers).
The structure of the data analyzed here also follows an edgelist form with actors
being linked to their codes as shown in columns two and three of Table 12.16, and
actors being linked to one another given their meaningful interactions, as depicted
in columns four and five shown also in Table 12.16. The fundamental difference
between the data structure required to conduct the analyses presented in the previous subsection and the data structure required for the analysis of dynamic networks
is the inclusion of a temporal component during the coding process. This temporal
component is also shown in Table 12.16, under the column “time”. The inclusion of
this temporal component is straightforward as it can be achieved as easy as ensuring
that the emergence of the codes follows the natural time progression of the note-
taking, audio or video recorded observations. Video recording would facilitate the
process of identifying who said what and when, but often audio recording would
suffice to accomplish this goal as well.
The information contained in Table 12.16 is a subset of the data required to
address the dynamic network analysis questions posed above. Of course, the set of
static analyses described above can be applied to these dynamic data with the caveat
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Table 12.16 Data structure dynamic network analyses
Time

Actor code [AC] links
Actor actor [AA] interact.
Id
Code
From
To
1
Actor1
Team effort
Actor2
Actor1
2
Actor1
Future faculty
Actor1
Actor2
3
Actor2
Why future?
Actor2
Actor1
4
Actor1
Problem identification
Actor1
Actor2
5
Actor2
Why future?
Actor2
Actor1
6
Actor1
Evidence-based
Actor1
Actor2
7
Actor1
Future faculty
Actor2
Actor1
8
Actor2
Why undergraduate?
Actor1
Actor3
9
Actor1
Future faculty
Actor3
Actor1
10
Actor2
Graduates too?
Actor1
Actor3
11
Actor1
Graduates too?
Actor3
Actor1
12
Actor3
Why undergraduate?
Actor1
Actor3
13
Actor3
Diversification
Actor3
Actor4
14
Actor1
Advising
Actor4
Actor2
15
Actor3
Science identity
Actor2
Actor3
16
Actor3
Advising
Actor3
Actor2
17
Actor1
Shared understanding
Actor2
Actor10
18
Actor1
Shared agenda
Actor10
Actor2
19
Actor1
Shared metrics
Actor2
Actor3
20
Actor4
Diversification
Actor3
Actor2
Roles
Counts
AC
AA_from
AA_to
Actor1:Moderator
14
15
15
Actor2:Participant
18
18
17
Actor3:Participant
20
17
17
Actor4:Participant
7
9
9
Actor5:Participant
8
13
13
Actor6:Participant
22
21
22
Actor7:Participant
5
8
8
Actor8:Moderator
1
1
1
Actor9:Participant
6
4
4
Actor10:Participant
10
8
8
Actor11:Moderator
5
7
7
Notes: Columns Time, Id, and Code are one independent edgelist
Columns Time, From and To are another independent edgelist

that these analyses will not address the dynamic nature of the questions discussed in
this section. Indeed, sub-Fig. 12.7e–f show the full static version of these focus
groups, which mirrors sub-Fig. 12.9h discussed below.
Analytic Process The main difference between the static and dynamic processes is
the incorporation of time in the latter. Time is relative with the main goal being to
capture the time-ordered emergence of the code. To be more specific, let us consider
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Table 12.16, under the “Actor Code Relations”. The column time, under the row 1
indicates that Actor 1 was the first actor in the network who provided the information that eventually was coded under “Team effort.” The second row indicates that
Actor 1 was also the first actor in the network who provided the code “Future faculty.” From this information it must be noted that the 1 and 2 do not refer to exact
timing, rather to a time-ordered set of appearances – however, the actual time stamp
can be added.
Also, based on the context provided in the research questions above, the interactions registered were classified as ‘meaningful’ when (a) an actor provided a code
either for the first time or provided information that was eventually classified under
an existing code, and (b) when two actors exchanged information directly related to
a given code, that is, when this interactions were in direct response to a code provided by an actor. To better exemplify the data structure process upon which these
dynamic interplays will be analyzed, let us compare the information contained in
the columns “Actor Code [AC] Links” and “Actor Actor [AA] Interact.” below.
The columns “Actor Actor [AA] Interact.” show that the first registered interaction took place between Actors 2 and 1, however, note that under the columns “Actor
Code [AC] Links,” the first two time-ordered entries show Actor 1. There are important aspects to be noted here. The first is that there is no 1 to 1 correspondence
between this set of columns, rather columns “time,” “id,” and “code” are one independent edgelist and columns “Time,” “From” and “To” are another independent
edge list—which are stored in different datasets but are included in the same table
herein for comparison purposes. The second aspect worth noting is that there is no
self-selection in the actor to actor interactions. That is, despite Actor1 providing the
first two codes, the interactions edgelist did not include Actor1→Actor1. This non-
self-selection is in accordance with the traditional network analyses rules depicted
in the introductory section of this chapter. Third, by looking at the appearance of
Actor2 at time 3 with the code “Why future,” and considering that Actor1 provided
the initial appearance of the notion of “Future faculty” in time 2, one can deduce
that Actor2 generated his code by directly addressing the second code provided by
Actor1. This is an important point because the content of the codes “Future faculty”
and “Why future” were different enough to be classified separately, but the interaction resulting from these exchanges was captured by the first row of the “Actor
Actor [AA] Interac.” This process is repeated elsewhere in the coding generating
process and requires careful identification of meaningful exchanges as well as traditional triangulation mechanisms to assess validity.
The notes section in Table 12.16 shows attributes at the actor level. Roles show
that there were three moderators in this focus group (Actors 1, 8, and 11, which are
represented in light grey (or blue if observing the color version of these figures) in
the dynamic sociograms). The Counts columns show how active were the Actors in
providing the network with codes. The column AC shows that Actor1, a moderator,
provided a total of 14 codes, which was the fourth highest code contributor to the
network. The other two moderators contributed with six codes in total. This information shows that Actor1, a moderator, was more influential in setting the ‘tone’ of
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the conversations than the other two moderators together. This static information,
however, does not allow addressing the questions posed in this subsection. Finally,
the counts under AA_from and AA_to reflect the number of interactions to which a
given participant send information to discuss a code and the number of interactions
that a given participant was the target of an exchange given the code that such participant provided to the network. In this respect, it is worth noting that Actor6 was
both the participant who provided the highest number of codes (22) and the person
who interacted the most from both the sender (22) and receiver (21) perspectives. In
this case note that although a given actor can react to a given code, the information
such an actor provides may or may not warrant inclusion into an existing code yet
could be captured in the dynamic exchange.
Findings Dynamic Network Analysis Figure 12.8 contains the information
required to address the first research question, concerning whether there is evidence
to suggest that the meaningful exchanges of information took place among participants or among participants and moderators. This figure is comprised by eight snapshots of the dynamic network that captured the exchanges that took place in the
focus group. The light blue circles represent moderators and the dark red ones represent participants. The size of the circle is weighted by participants’ betweenness
centrality and this centrality changes over time given the level of activity that a
given node has in the network serving as a bridge between other actors.
Figure 12.8a shows that during the 15 first interactions the most central player in
terms of serving as a connector was a moderator, this is also reflected in Table 12.16
under “Actor Actor [AA] Interact.” Note also that at this point most of the actors
remained disconnected. The reason for this initial influence of the moderator is
based on her/his role in explaining the overarching goals of the focus group and
requesting initial reactions. This indicates that, so far, it is too early to conclude that
moderators were not taking advantage of participants’ wealth of knowledge. Moving
forward up to time 30, note that the role of the moderator was relegated to becoming
an observer rather than as an active contributor. At this point there was one participant who was actively contributing and was serving as the main receiver and sender
of information among participants. These behaviors remained up to time 45, note
also that the other two moderators had not had meaningful interactions yet at that
point. Up to time 60, a second moderator joined the conversation, but overall one
can see that the discussion up to this point is mostly being participant driven with all
participants having higher levels of influence and interaction than the two active
moderators. At this point note that the third moderator is the only actor in the network who remained disconnected. The snapshot corresponding to times 61–70
shows no major changes, nonetheless, the subsequent snapshot shows that one moderator started to gain momentum in terms of its influence. The transcripts of these
focus groups and field notes show that at this point the moderator asked participants
to break into groups to write a report about the aspects of the discussion that were
the most relevant for them and their organizations. Note also that because of this
activity, the previously isolated moderator became integrated in the network as she/
he was in charge of one of the small groups formed. The two last snapshots show no
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(a) Time 0 to 15

(b) Time 16 to 30

(c) Time 31 to 45

(d) Time 46 to 60

(e) Time 61 to 75

(f) Time 76 to 90

(g) Time 91 to 105
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(h) Time 106 to 125

Fig. 12.8 Dynamic network analysis of actor by actor interactions

drastic change, with the exception that the most active moderator did not have a
betweenness centrality level as high as at the beginning of the focus group session.
Based on this discussion, one can then state that the there is enough evidence to
conclude that even though the conversations were influenced by one moderator in
particular, this level of influence is not considered to have been an important detractor from participants to express their opinions and be active contributors. Indeed, the
last graph clearly shows that the exchanges were heavily influenced by participants.
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Although this analysis is relevant in terms of highlighting dynamic exchanges, it
still does not help to address the question of by whom and when knowledge was
generated. This goals is achieved with the next figure. However, before moving on,
note that the online version of Fig. 12.8 has a video of the entire exchanges registered. These exchanges can also be downloaded from this link (https://drive.google.
com/file/d/10xSj4NpZCv715VLiEnf-2P72Mi880qw9/view?usp=sharing).
This .html file needs to be downloaded and opened with any internet browser.
Figure 12.9 contains the actor by code relationships registered in this focus
group. In this dynamic network a given actor who provides a code or who mentions
information that was eventually classified as a code was connected to such a code.

(a) Time 0 to 15

(b) Time 16 to 30

(c) Time 31 to 45

(d) Time 46 to 60

(e) Time 61 to 75

(f) Time 76 to 90

(g) Time 91 to 105

(h) Time 106 to 117

Fig. 12.9 Dynamic network analysis of actor by code interactions
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Here moderators are represented with numbers 1, 8, and 11, participants are remaining numbers, and codes have names. The first snapshot indicates that five of the nine
codes that emerged as of time 15 were provided by a moderator. This depiction is
consistent with Fig. 12.8 and Table 12.16. At this point there were only two other
participants, one of which provided codes that were much more related to questions
and these questions basically challenged the focus group’s charge. Participant 3 in
this graph began the conversation about diversification. The next snapshot, containing interactions up to time 30, shows that the moderator added new codes (shared
understanding and shared agenda) to which no one in the network replied or commented about so far. These codes may have been provided in response to the multiple questions asked by participant 2, who similarly to the moderator is being
highly influential in providing codes and promoting exchanges. By time 45 the network is more complex and at this point participant 2 has the highest betweenness
centrality measure, a pattern that remains until time 60. At this point a second moderator has joined the conversation.
With respect to the codes, “whiteness,” “domestic culture,” “advising” and “team
effort” are at the center of the network, this position indicates that these codes are
being highly discussed by participants. By time 75, participant 3 is the most influential actor and is referring to “science identity,” “domestic culture,” and “culture
building” as relevant concepts/codes. In this respect, it is worth noting that the content of these codes reflected a level of concern or discomfort related to training
international students in the STEM fields as these students are likely to “outwork
domestic students and are happy to do so while working for much less salary and
benefits” this participant also mentioned that these international students cannot
relate to undergrads since they do not know the American ways or music or TV
shows. By time 90, participant 3 was again the most influential actor as this person
was constantly the target from other participants comments who reacted to the
examples just provided. At this point the code “diversification” is the most discussed, however, note that it is only until this time that “gender equity” was brought
about but was not commented further by anyone else in the network. This finding is
considered a point for concern. Interestingly, the participant who mentioned “gender equity” also provided codes that while important and pertinent to the discussion
and the charge of the focus groups remained at the periphery. These codes referred
to “cultural awareness” and “inclusion.” This peripheral position indicates that no
other participants considered these points worthy of further elaboration or discussion.
Finally, by time 105 the network is complete as no new code emerged and all participants and moderators contributed to the conversation at least once. The final state
of the graph shows that “diversification,” “team effort” and “evidence based” were
the codes that were more discussed by participants. Participants 3, 6, 2, and one
moderator were the most influential in this knowledge exchange.19
The previous discussion aimed to address the questions regarding who created
and discussed knowledge in this dynamic network. Overall, the evidence suggests
These exchanges can also be downloaded from this link https://drive.google.com/
file/d/1-bXjtlgUJ3qbWTjFG6-dKUtEA522KVRB/view?usp=sharing
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that only one of the moderators generated a variety of codes. However, five of these
codes were no further discussed by the participants, which indicates that most of the
codes/knowledge generated came from participants themselves rather than being set
by the moderators.
In closing, as briefly elucidated above with the comments made on participant 3,
these sets of analyses are informative but only become truly relevant when analyzed
based on the actual content of the code. From this perspective, field notes and transcripts, and the knowledge and experience of researchers who partook in the focus
group and/or were in the field will undeniably contribute to a better and more robust
understanding of these dynamic exchanges. Once more, let us close this section by
restating that NAQD is not meant to replace the researcher’s expertise gained prior
to or during data collection. Theoretical lenses, previous knowledge and literature,
and if necessary by additional data collection are fundamental aspects to better
understand a given phenomenon.

12.7

 eographical Network Analysis as an Identification
G
Framework

Geographical network analysis can be used as a tool to identify mutually exclusive
and exhaustive groups of participants given their resources available at their location or given the choices made, also with respect to their location. For example,
González Canché (2018b) relied on k-neighbor and/or radius-based rules to identify
students who attended college within commuting distance from their home residence during high school. The detection of nearby college enrollment enabled the
identification of students who out-migrated from their parents’ homes but remained
in-state and students who both out-migrated from their parents’ homes and also left
their home states to pursue college. These mutually exclusive and exhaustive groups
further enabled assessment of the quasi-causal effect of leaving home to attend college relying on the counterfactual or potential outcomes framework (Lewis, 1973;
Rubin, 2005). This latter framework aims to address the effect of observed confounders on the outcomes of interest that may not only have affected participants
selection of their choice but that may also be related to such outcomes. More
specifically, the groups identified (nearby college, within-state out-migrants, and
out-of-state out-migrants) corroborated that nearby college students came from
lower income backgrounds, which may not only have affected their decision to
attend college locally but that may be related to potential worsened outcomes compared to their out-migrants counterparts (see González Canché, 2018b for an explanation and discussion of the merger of the geographical network and counterfactual
frameworks shown in Fig. 12.10). Notably, this framework also enables assessment
of a discontinuity of the negative effect of attending college nearby found after
correcting for observed confounders. This discontinuity allowed to test for a hypothetical relationship between college undermatch and enrollment in the nearest
institutions.
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(a) NCE k-neighboring approach, enrolling at any of
the within 20th closest institutions with four
comparison groups.
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(b) NCE Radii Based approach 20|40 miles,
attending institutions within commuting distance in
rural and non-rural areas.

Fig. 12.10 Operationalization of treatment and control statuses in the study using k-neighboring
(a) and radii-based approaches (b). Analytic samples are restricted to students enrolling in four-
year institutions. The X in (a) means that student i can only be assigned to one treatment status. All
the comparison groups are mutually exclusive and exhaustive including within and out-state out-
migration notions

Another use of geographical network analysis as an identification framework is
the detection of institutions and/or actors that have localized access to resources that
are not available for other units and/or actors. Specifically, González Canché
(2017c) relied on radii-based rules to detect community colleges who are located
within commuting distance from four-year institutions. Similar to González Canché
(2018b), this study relied on the notion of distance that would enable participants to
commute back and forth on a daily basis. This definition of commuting distance was
taken from Rapino and Fields (2013), who estimated that commuters in the U.S.
typically travel 18.8 miles to work each way (margin of error = (±) 0.01). Since
commuting distances differ in rural and non-rural areas given the longer distances
usually traveled in the former, with some evidence indicating that students in rural
areas typically commuted twice the distance traveled by students living in non-rural
areas (Turley, 2009), the definition of commuting distance employed by González
Canché (2017c) allowed for a maximum distance of 20 miles in non-rural and
40 miles in rural locations. Moreover, this author also tested for a discontinuity and
identified community colleges who have public and private non-profit four-year
neighbors within half the aforementioned distances. Notably, he found that after
correcting for any potential individual-level characteristics, community college students attending a college with the closest radii-band specified (up to 10 miles in
non-rural areas and up to 20 miles in rural areas) performed worse in their probability of attaining a four-year degree than their counterparts who attend a community
college with a four-year neighbor that is located within 10 to 20 miles in non-rural
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Fig. 12.11 Geographical network analysis of transfer agreements

areas and within 20–40 miles in rural zones. These results were consistent using two
different nationally representative data sources ELS, and the National Education
Longitudinal Study (NELS). He attributed these discrepancies to the greater level of
local wealth observed, wherein students attending college with the closest four-year
colleges were also situated in zones with higher employment levels and hypothesized that such students had less incentive to transfer and attain a four-year degree
if they could have joined the local-labor force with a community college education.
This phenomenon is being referred to as a the “Icarus Effect in higher education”
wherein proximity to four-year colleges melted students’ aspiration to attain a
four-year degree.
One final example of the use of geographical network analysis as an identification strategy consists of the integration of key actor analysis and geographical
information systems to highlight the intensity of a given activity, event or action.
The example contained in Fig. 12.11 accounts for 15,863 articulation agreements
between 788 community colleges (white to purple scale) and 456 four-year
institutions (yellow to red scale).20 The data used to create these maps were obtained
from CollegeTransfer.Net (http://www.collegetransfer.net/Search/). This dataset
was downloaded from the internet and then the college name was linked to its
respective IPEDS UNITID. Once this ID was retrieved, each college was assigned
latitude and longitude coordinates following the format show in Table 12.7.
The corresponding maps obtained from this process show a high concentration of
articulation agreements in places where there are more colleges. From this perspective, rather than transfer deserts, one should argue that these activity levels are just
a reflection of college concentration with some notable exceptions. That is, these
maps also highlight states that have highly active articulation agreements despite
being located in regions of the country that are not densely populated with higher
education institutions. Two of such states are North Dakota and Colorado as can be
seen in Fig. 12.11a.

See
color
version
here
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11BBOhUdULZN4KpoiXh8gSU1yyV8n_6f/view?usp=sharing
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While more research is required on this topic to better understand these
wealth of data, from a data visualization and data mining perspective, there is one
outstanding fact: of the 15,863 agreements, at least 2,419 are out-of-state
articulation agreements. These agreements are between community colleges in a
given state and four-year institutions located out of the state where such a community college is located. A quick look at the CollegeTransfer.Net dataset shows that a
given community college and a four-year institution may have multiple agreements
across multiple areas or disciplines. This intensity of relationships is captured by the
width of the lines shown in the maps. Moreover, based on the coordinate information, distances across institutions sharing an agreement were calculated. This information is reflected in the color intensity of the lines connecting two institutions. The
red lines are the largest distances observed, which in this case is between institutions in Washington state and Pennsylvania, and California and New York. These
two features, width and color are important as they facilitate the identification of
highly active institutions. For example, note that a four-year college located in the
state of Colorado is highly active in these out-of-state agreements and primarily
targets community colleges located in Tennessee, North Carolina, and Virginia.
Another four-year institution located in Illinois is also highly active with the highest
number of agreements. In this case these agreements reach the west and east coasts,
in addition to other neighboring states. A comparison of Fig. 12.11a, b indicate that
states like North Dakota only have in-state agreements while others show a combination of within and out-of-state agreements like California, Florida, and Colorado.
In addition to being visually appealing, the information used to add these attributes (number of agreements, distance between participating institutions, fields of
study) should be included in analyses as another indicator at the institution level.
For example, in returning to the spillover study, González Canché (2017d) has yet
to include these agreements’ characteristics in model specification. It is possible
that, regardless of physical proximity to a four-year institution, the most important
indicator for a given community college student is the presence of an effective
articulation agreement between her/his community college and four-year institutions, even in cases where there is no four-year institution within commuting distance. Notably, the distribution of in-state agreements shown in Fig. 12.11a has an
interquartile range of [40.27, 155.35] miles with a mean of 108.15 miles (s.d. = 86.90)
and a median of 89.02 miles. This distribution indicates that close proximity may
not be the most important determinant in the establishment of these agreements.21
Distance considerations are particularly important for community college students who tend to
enroll in college much closer than their public four-year counterparts, despite of college availability. For example, in the ELS sample, students have a median and mean home to community college
distance of 7.68 and 11.37 miles (s.d. = 12.28 miles) regardless of whether they attended college.
Notably, these distances are similar when compared to home to a public four-year college
(median = 9.92, mean = 14.85 [s.d. = 15.13] miles). However, compared to their four-year counterparts, community college students attended college within 9.92 (median) and 49 miles (mean)
from their high school home (s.d. = 191.65 miles), whereas public four-year students enrolled
within a median and mean distances of 62.572 and 130 miles (s.d. = 241.36 miles) from their parents’ home.
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This possibility prompts a quest for conducting research that may help to overcome
the geography of disadvantage by identifying structural means to enhance community college students’ educational outcomes despite their location. This could be
done by first identifying community colleges that do not have a nearby four-year
institution but whose students are performing as good or even better than community colleges who do have four-year neighbors. This detection process may follow
the examples presented herein, specifically the spillover effects framework in conjunction with the geographical network analysis of transfer agreements data.

12.8

Closing Thoughts and Recommendations
and Implications

As it can be observed from all the examples discussed, the main difference between
using geographical network analysis as an identification tool or as a means to
address social and spatial dependence framework is that the former aims to detect
mutually exclusive and exhaustive groups that researchers may then analyze using
other estimators, such as quasi-experimental analytic techniques. Another remarkable difference is that outcome dependence analyses require that networks follow a
one mode form—lawyers connected to other lawyers and students connected to
other students given differing levels of spatial proximity—whereas the identification framework usually consists of two-mode networks. That is, community colleges were allowed to form links with four-year institutions and students were
linked to their college of choice given a set of distances. The one-mode form remains
an important condition to measure dependence given that units of the same type are
assumed to influence their outcomes simultaneously. In the two-mode network, this
condition is not present. However, note that following the transformations discussed
in the “Two-Mode or Ascription Networks” section, participants in the two-mode
framework can be linked to one another given their common ascription to a given
event or, as shown in Fig. 12.1, to a given methodological perspective. This transformation then opens the possibility of employing this identification tool to subsequently conduct analyses that address social/spatial dependence. Examples of these
transformation procedures can be seen in González Canché and Rios-Aguilar (2015)
and González Canché (2019b), where the authors relied on institutional data to
analyze peer effects in terms of taking classes together on credit accumulation
and the effect of major on credit attainment, respectively. In both cases the two- to
one-
mode transformations proved useful in capturing participants’ lack of
independence.
The analyses presented in the “Statistical Social and Geographical Network
Analysis” section conclusively corroborated that connections captured via physical-
distance rules or that were socially measured, affected individuals’ outcomes above
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and beyond random chance. From this perspective, it then becomes clear that the
versatility of network analysis and spatial econometrics enables researchers to go
back and forth in the establishment of connections wherein one can move from
social relationships that capture participants’ prospects in their likelihood of success, to other forms of connections that are based on individuals’ location. Notably,
as shown in this subsection, with respect to proximity, individuals do not even have
to know each other to be exposed to structural localized factors that affect their
prospects of success, a notion that is aligned with the geography of opportunity
(Pacione, 1997; Tate IV, 2008) and concentrated disadvantage frameworks (Elijah,
1990; Jargowsky & Tursi, 2015).
The network analysis of qualitative data (NAQD) discussed in this chapter constitutes another emerging methodological perspective. While the static and dynamic
analyses remained fairly superficial in terms of not being able to delve more deeply
into the meaning and context of the codes due to space limitations, the discussion of
the findings proved useful in highlighting the underlying mathematical structure of
these relationships analyzed. The use of quadratic assignment procedures as a guide
to test network similarities and differences showed remarkable patterns given participants’ responses based on their roles. These quantitative tools are straightforward and easy to implement, especially considering that the data structure required
for their implementation is common practice by qualitative researchers when generating their analytic codes. The extra-step required to conduct static and dynamic
NAQD may then prove useful in depicting the underlying structure that their qualitative data contain in order to assess patterns and potential trends. These procedures
are also useful in identifying central actors and codes that may prompt future qualitative analyses given such emerging structure. While not fully discussed herein, network analysis can also be used as the first step when conducting systematic literature
reviews. Literature Network Analysis (LNA or biblionetwork analysis) provides
clarity, transparency, and replicability in the identification of relevant and influential
literature. LNA may constitute the first step toward a systematic and replicable
review, and this information can even be used as the input for narrative reviews,
which may serve to overcome some of the limitations associated with the less structured nature of this review type. For example, Fig. 12.12 contains information ranging from 1955−2018, accounting for 1333 publications, 2985 authors, and 5074
collaborations. The size of the circles are based on number of solo author publications (but can also include between ness centrality to captures authors’ role in promoting collaboration). The color is based on authors’ degree centrality which
captures authors’ number of publications. Other centrality measures can be applied
and most influential authors and their works can be identified. As can be seen in that
figure, once these authors are identified metha-analysis can be conducted and even
a comprehensive analysis of outcome dependence given authors’ similar use of
methods and/or data can be conducted suing the social and spatial procedures discussed above.
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Fig. 12.12 Literature Network Analysis (LNA) or biblionetwork analysis of coauthor networks on
literature assessing the effect of 2- and 4-year sectors on student academic and labor market outcomes 1955–2018. (Data source: Scopus 2018)

12.8.1

Thoughts on Critical Thinking and Critical Research

Overall, the chapter aimed at providing researchers with a methodological framework of reference to identify connections that may be affecting the outcomes of
interest or that may help better understand the qualitative perspectives among different groups. The prevalence of edgelist data enable the application of the methodological approaches discussed herein both from qualitative and quantitative
perspectives. In this respect, the implications are clear, graduate students and graduate programs in [higher] education should continue investment in the development
of researchers’ visual-display, data management, and network analysis skills. This
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training will not only make them more marketable but will also benefit the field in
general.
The tools and frameworks presented, however, are useless without research questions that have relevant, timely, and practical implications. Education research in
general and higher education research in particular, are applied fields of study. As
such, questions should be guided by critical thinking. Accordingly, to close this
chapter the following points summarize aspects that has proven useful in the use of
big and geocoded data [see González Canché (2019a)].
• Look for opportunities to revisit cornerstone research incorporating innovative
methods. This involves addressing important issues using new approaches and
big data sources that were not available when such a cornerstone research was
first published.
• When possible, try to incorporate more than one analytic sample as validity and
robustness checks. This holds true even when analyzing survey and sample data,
such as the one provided by the National Center for Education Statistics—see
González Canché (2017b), González Canché (2017a), and González Canché
(2018c) for examples.
• Researchers should aim to test for effect heterogeneity as it is not realistic to
assume that a given predictor variable of interest may impact participants with
the same or very similar magnitude—see González Canché (2017b) and González
Canché (2018a).
• The disaggregation of analytic samples based on participants’ attributes such as
gender and ethnicity forces us to use critical lenses in [higher] education
research—see González Canché and Rios-Aguilar (2015) and Webber and
González Canché (2015).
• Always prioritize research relevance over use of sophisticated methods and big
data.
• The use of theory is crucial when using big data and sophisticated methods.
• Invest in development of your big and geocoded data management skills and use
your sociological imagination (Mills, 2000).
The integration of network analysis with quasi-experimental design constitutes
another framework that is still emerging. The tools discussed in this chapter and
specially in the previous section, when network principles are used as identification
strategies, may enable researchers to apply these concepts. At any rate, the main
goal of this chapter was the continuous quest toward finding and employing tools
and innovative sources of data and formats that help the strengthening of our
knowledge-building processes. In this journey the quantitative and qualitative perspective gaps may be bridged with the use of geographical, statistical, and qualitative network analyses and with this bridging process, hopefully, we can offer
recommendations and establish plans of action that may help reduce persistent inequities and inequalities in education research and society in general.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Code for Simulated Example
### R Program created to produce Analyses with the simulated example
# To replicate simply copy and paste this code into a working version of R
that has
Internet access.
#Installing and loading our required packages
#The installation commands only need to be executed once
install.packages("igraph")
install.packages("RColorBrewer")
install.packages("classInt")
library(igraph)
library(RColorBrewer)
library(classInt)
#The equation, tables, and figures numbers refer to the content of the
chapter
#Creating our dataset within R. This renders Table 1
a <- data.frame(from=c("Actor1", "Actor1", "Actor1", "Actor2", "Actor3",
"Actor4",
"Actor5","Actor6", "Actor7","Actor8","Actor8", "Actor9","Actor10",
"Actor11","Actor7"),
to=c("Actor2", "Actor3", "Actor10", "Actor3", "Actor1", "Actor7",
"Actor6","Actor5","Actor10","Actor4","Actor9", "Actor8","Actor1", "Actor11",
"Actor1"),#
weight=c(1, 3, 5, 5, 5, 2, 5, 4, 5, 3, 5, 2, 3, 0, 4),
method=c("Quant","Quant","Quant","Quant","Quant","Qual","Qual","Qual",
"Qual","Mixed","Mixed","Mixed","Quant","Qual","Qual"),
female=c(0,0,0,1,1,0,1,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0))
a #print the resulting database
#From egelist to graph as shown in equation (1)
#Reading the edgelist as a graph, third column is an attribute at the edge
level as shown in equation (6)
g<-graph.data.frame(a[,c(1,2,3)]) #
g #print the resulting graph
#Moving from graph to matrix as also shown in equations (1) and (7). This
renders Table 2
v<-as.matrix(get.adjacency(g, attr="weight"))
#Similar to the edgelist case, the presence of isolates constitutes a small
hurdle to be surpassed. That is, when moving from a matrix with isolated
actors to a graph and then to an edgelist, the list of edges by default will
not contain the isolated cases unless another small correction is
implemented. More specifically Actor 11, our only isolate, will not be
represented in the resulting edgelist as the self-selection with her/himself
(e.g., the intersecting row and column cell, also referred to as the
diagonal of the matrix) has a weight of zero. Recall that the original
edgelist data included this self-selection with a weight of zero to
accommodate this isolated case.
#In order to preserve this case when going back to the edgelist
transformation via {matrix to a graph to an edgelist}, one needs to add a
one in the diagonal for isolated cases. This is accomplished with the
following conditional argument that reads as follows: if the sum or rows and
the sum of columns for a given actor both equal zero (which means this actor
did not nominate anyone nor was nominated by anyone, i.e., is an isolate)
replace the zero in her/his intersecting cell or diagonal (diag in the
equation) with 1.
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diag(v)[rowSums(v)==0&colSums(v)==0]<-1
#To move from a matrix to a graph again as shown in equation (1)
g1<-graph.adjacency(v, weighted = TRUE)
#Finally, to complete the cycle depicted in equation (1) one can get the
edgelist form from the graph g1 just created
a1<-get.data.frame(g1)
#Once more the fake self-selection added with the conditional argument has
to be changed to 0, recall this was added to preserve the presence of the
isolate unit in the edgelist. Usually isolates are ignored, this is shown
just to be as comprehensive as possible as there are no approaches currently
published to conduct these procedures.
a1$weight[a1$from==a1$to]<-0
#The following code keeps can be conceptualized as a bank of attribute(s) as
it will remove duplicates. Also, as shown in equation (8) this “actors”
object will be used for the two-mode network visualizations
actors <- a[!duplicated(a$from), c("from", "method", "female")]
#Our bank of attributes contained in actors can be used to add the methods
and female attributes using the from column in our object a1 that read the
edgelist dataframe from the graph g1 above, as shown in equations (4) & (5)
a1$method <-as.numeric(actors$method[match(a1$from,actors$from)])
a1$female <-as.numeric(actors$female[match(a1$from,actors$from)])
#Recall that the object g is our original graph obtained from our original
edgelist. Similar to the process of adding attributes to the edgelist
contained in a1, one can add attributes to the graph g. In igraph a "columnlike" object is represented by V(g)$X, where V stands for vertex and the
dollar symbol is an attribute at the actor level. In short, the following
two lines of code match a vertex attribute found in a1 to the graph g
vertices/units.
V(g)$female <-as.numeric(actors$female[match(V(g)$name,actors$from)])
#Exercise: apply this process to the graph g1 modifying the previous line
#For visualization purposes, when reading this edgelist as a network,
analysts should execute the following line of code to remove self-loops or
self-selections while keeping all isolated actors in the network.
g<-simplify(g) #This removes the isolated case
#To highlight the differences between key actor analysis and the default
size of the graph, let us save the graph g as gedgelist so that we can
modify g using centrality measures
gedgelist<-g
#Visualization and centrality measures
#The one-mode section of Table 6 is created as follows. Warning messages
simply mean that there is more research to be done for getting closeness
centrality for disconnected graphs or graphs with at least on isolate.
cent1<-data.frame(totaldegree=degree(g, mode="total"), indegree=degree(g,
mode="in"), outegree=degree(g, mode="out"), bet=round(betweenness(g,
directed=F, normalized = TRUE, weights=NA),3),eig=round(evcent(g,
weights=NA)$vector,3), closeness=round((closeness(g))/max(closeness(g)), 3))
cent1#this prints the table
#For visualization purposes to replicate Figure 1(b) these centrality
measures will be added as attributes to the vertices and lines in terms of
color, size and width
nclr <- 3 #three color intensities. This command can accommodate up to x
color intensities depending on the coloring scheme selected in brewer.all()
plotvar <- cent1$bet #this is the variable from the dataframe cent1 that
will be used for color intensity
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plotclr <- brewer.pal(nclr, "Greys") #Greys scheme used execute
display.brewer.all() to see all schemes available
class <- classIntervals(plotvar, nclr, style = "quantile")#Indicates what
cutoff to be used
colcode <- findColours(class, plotclr, digits = 3)#Number of classes
#Adding attributes to the vertices
V(g)$size<-abs((cent1$eig)/max(cent1$eig))*15 #The divisor is the highest EC
V(g)$label.color<-rgb(31, 31, 31, max=255, 255/1)#color or units' names
set.seed(47)#to make the procedures completely identical to the chapter
l<-layout.fruchterman.reingold(g, niter=50000)#creates best sociogram layout
V(g)$frame.color <- NA#No frame for vertices
#This sociogram plots the copy of g, which was not modified, only edge width
will be added, color based on gender Figure 1(a)
x11()#This opens a plotting window. Mac users need to install additional
software first.
plot(gedgelist, edge.width=E(g)$weight, layout=l, edge.arrow.size=.5,
vertex.color=V(g)$ female)
legend("bottomright", legend=c("Female, N = 7", "Male, N = 4"), fill=c("NA",
"orange"), title="Gender")
title(main="Sociogram, default version\nUsing gender as an attribute",
col.main="black" , col.sub="black", cex.sub=1.2,cex.main=2,font.sub=2)
#key actor sociogram Figure 1(b)
x11()#This opens a plotting window.
plot(g, vertex.color=colcode, edge.width=E(g)$weight, layout=l,
edge.arrow.size=.5)
title(main="Sociogram, modified version\nUsing centrality measures as
attributes", sub="Size conditional on EV, color indicates bet centrality",
col.main="black", col.sub="black", cex.sub=1.2,cex.main=2,font.sub=2)
legend("bottomright", legend=names(attr(colcode, "table")), fill =
attr(colcode, "palette"), title="Bet Centrality")
#Two mode network procedures
#Reading the edgelist as a graph only accounting for actors' ascription to a
given method using the actors object with no duplicated IDs
g2m<-graph.data.frame(actors[,c("from","method")])
#Adding a two-mode nature as the input as shown in equation (9)
V(g2m)$type <- V(g2m)$name %in% actors[,"from"]
#Identifying the human and non-human components as shown in equation (10)
i<-table(V(g2m)$type)[2]
i#displaying the number of human actors
j<-table(V(g2m)$type)[1]
j#displaying the number of non-human actors
#To highlight the differences between key actor analysis and the default size
of the graph, let us save the graph g2m as g2 so that we can modify g2m using
centrality measures
g2<-g2m
#Two-one mode section of Table 6 is created as follows
cent2<-data.frame(totaldegree=degree(g2m, mode="total"), indegree=degree(g2m,
mode="in") #Same warning message as above.
, outegree=degree(g2m, mode="out"), bet=round(betweenness(g2m, directed=F,
normalized = TRUE, weights=NA),3),eig=round(evcent(g2m,
weights=NA)$vector,3), closeness=round((
closeness(g2m, mode="all"))/max(closeness(g2m, mode="all")), 3))
cent2#this prints the table
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#For visualization purposes to replicate Figure 1(b) these centrality
measures will be added as attributes to the vertices and lines in terms of
color, size and width
nclr <- 3
plotvar2 <- cent2$bet
plotclr2 <- brewer.pal(nclr, "Greys")
class2 <- classIntervals(plotvar2, nclr, style = "quantile")
colcode2 <- findColours(class2, plotclr2, digits = 3)
V(g2m)$size<-abs((cent2$eig)/max(cent2$eig))*15#The divisor is the highest EC
V(g2m)$label.color<-rgb(31, 31, 31, max=255, 255/1)
set.seed(47)
l2<-layout.fruchterman.reingold(g2m, niter=50000)
#This sociogram plots the copy of g2m, which was not modified, only edge
width will be added, color based on gender and method Figure 1(c)
x11()#This opens a plotting window.
plot(g2, layout=l2, vertex.color=c(actors$female,rep("red",j)))
legend("bottomright", legend=c("Female, N = 7", "Male, N = 4", "Method,
N=3"), fill=c( "NA", "orange", "red"), title="Gender and Method")
title(main="Sociogram, default version\nUsing gender as an attribute",
col.main="black" , col.sub="black", cex.sub=1.2,cex.main=2,font.sub=2)
#key actor sociogram Figure 1(d)
x11()#This opens a plotting window.
plot(g2m, vertex.color=colcode2, layout=l2, edge.arrow.size=.5)
title(main="Sociogram, modified version\nUsing centrality as attributes",
sub="Size conditional on EV, color indicates bet centrality",
col.main="black", col.sub="black", cex.sub=1.2,cex.main=2,font.sub=2)
legend("bottomright", legend = names(attr(colcode2, "table")), fill =
attr(colcode2, "palette"), title="Bet Centrality")
#Community detection Figure 1(e)
E(gedgelist)$lty<-1 #Makes all edges type 1
E(gedgelist)$lty[6]<-2#Makes all edges but edge 6 (i.e., the bridge) type 2
eb <- edge.betweenness.community(gedgelist) #Warning messages are ok.
x11()#This opens a plotting window.
plot(eb, gedgelist, layout=l)
title(main="Collaboration Sociogram, community detection algorithm",
col.main="black", col.sub="black", cex.sub=.75,cex.main=1.75,font.sub=2)
#Community detection Figure 1(f)
eb2 <- edge.betweenness.community(g2)
x11()#This opens a plotting window.
plot(eb2, g2, layout=l2,)
title(main="Two-mode sociogram, community detection algorithm",
col.main="black", col.sub="black", cex.sub=1.2,cex.main=1.75,font.sub=2)
###Matrix manipulation
#Transforming the graph to a matrix, following the same rationale as in
equation (7), this renders Table 3.
v2m<-as.matrix(get.adjacency(g2m))
#The following line solves the issue discussed in the content of the chapter
with respect to over-representation of zeroes
v2m<-v2m[1:i,(i+1):(i+j)]
v2m#Trimmed version
#Two- to one-mode keeping human actors as shown in Table 4 and equation (12)
v1mactor<-v2m%*%t(v2m)
v1mactor
#Two- to one-mode keeping non-human actors as shown in Table 5, equation (13)
v1mcommunity<-t(v2m)%*%v2m
v1mcommunity
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Appendix B: Code Geographical Network Analysis
### R Program created for GNA analysis (Social and Spatial Dependence)
install.packages("spdep")
install.packages("rgeos")
install.packages("igraph")
install.packages("ggmap")
library(ggmap)
library(igraph)
library(spdep)
library(rgeos)
#To replicate simply copy and paste this code into a working version of R
that has Internet access
#The IPEDS coding scheme relies on HD2016: IPEDS Directory and institutional
characteristics, 2016-2017
#We start by downloading the data directly from IPEDs - Does not require
login credentials
url <- paste('http://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/datacenter/data/HD2016.zip')
##This captures the working directory Use a workable directory, not a system
one
a<-getwd()
a
#Using the working directory information, we download the data in that folder
as follows
download.file(url, destfile = paste(a,"HD2016.zip",sep="/"))
#Loading the dataset
InstChar <- read.csv(unz("HD2016.zip", "hd2016.csv"))
names(InstChar) #Prints the column names of the object InstChar
#keeping only five first digits of a zip code
InstChar$ZIP<- as.numeric(substr(InstChar$ZIP, 1, 5))
#Sub-setting the file with institutions located in Philadelphia, these zip
codes were retrieved from Zillow
InstChar <-InstChar[InstChar$ZIP %in%
19125, 19128, 19127, 19130,
c(19126,
19129,
19132, 19131, 19134, 19133, 19136, 19135,
19138, 19137, 19140, 19139,
19142,
19141, 19144, 19143, 19146, 19145, 19148,
19147, 19150, 19149, 19152,
19151,
19154, 19153, 19155, 19170, 19173, 19019,
19176, 19187, 19192, 19092,
19101,
19099, 19103, 19102, 19105, 19104, 19107,
19106, 19109, 19111, 19110,
19112,
19115, 19114, 19118, 19116, 19120, 19119,
19122, 19121, 19124, 19123),]
#Looking at the dimensions of the subsetted dataset
dim(InstChar) #This prints the dimensions of the database rows and columns,
respectively.
#The object InstChar will replicate Table 7, but we will only keep public
and private non-profit four-year colleges and universities (codes 1 and 2,
respectively)
table(InstChar$SECTOR)
InstChar<-InstChar[InstChar$SECTOR<3,c("UNITID", "INSTNM", "SECTOR",
"LONGITUD", "LATITUDE")]
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InstChar#Print Table 7
#This will create the object coords as shown in equation (17)
coords = cbind(InstChar$LONGITUD, InstChar$LATITUDE)
#coords is used to create the matrix of distance shown in Table 8, plus the
radius- and k-neighboring approaches
distance <- spDists(coords, coords, longlat=T)
#Moving from KM to Miles
distance <- distance * 0.621371192237
distance #Prints table 8
###Radius-based approach with 1-mile
#First create a “neighbors” object reaching 1 mile (default is in KM)
test.nb<-dnearneigh(coords, 0, 1.60934, row.names = InstChar$UNITID, longlat
= TRUE)
#Now create a list, similar to an edgelist in spatial form
test.listw<-nb2listw(test.nb, zero.policy=TRUE)
#Finally extracting the matrix
w1 = listw2mat(test.listw)
w1#this prints Table 9
#Visualization, Figures 4(a) and 4(b)
#Function converts nb object to a data.frame #see
http://mbjoseph.github.io/2015/06/15/nb_ggmap.html
nb_to_df <- function(nb, coords){
x <- coords[, 1]
y <- coords[, 2]
n <- length(nb)
cardnb <- card(nb)
i <- rep(1:n, cardnb)
j <- unlist(nb)
return(data.frame(x=x[i], xend=x[j],
y=y[i], yend=y[j]))
}
nb_df <- nb_to_df(test.listw$neighbours, coords)
# Creating a data frame of coordinates
coord_df <- data.frame(coords)
names(coord_df) <- c("lon", "lat")
#Adding sector as an attribute
coord_df$SECTOR<-InstChar$SECTOR
coord_df$Sector[coord_df$SECTOR==1]<-"Public 4-year"
coord_df$Sector[coord_df$SECTOR==2]<-"Private non-profit 4-year"
table(coord_df$Sector)
#Extracting the city of Philadelphia information
#USA <- get_map('Philadelphia', zoom = 11, color = 'bw', maptype="terrain") #
does not work without a google key
#Most reliable approach uses Stamen maps with ggmap https://www.rbloggers.com/getting-started-stamen-maps-with-ggmap/
bbox <- c(left = -75.29, bottom = 39.88, right = -74.96, top = 40.13)
#bounding box of southwest and northeast coordinates
phl <- get_stamenmap(bbox, zoom = 12, maptype = "toner-lite")
#Getting the map of city of Philadelphia
ee<-ggmap(phl, extent = 'device', darken = c(.01, "black")) +
theme(
legend.key.size = grid::unit(1.8,"lines"),
legend.title = element_text(size = 16, face = "bold"),
legend.text = element_text(size = 14))
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#A resulting warning is ok
#Plotting the map for Figure 3
x11()#This opens a plotting window.
ee+ geom_point(aes(x=lon, y=lat, colour = Sector),
data=coord_df[InstChar$UNITID==215062
,], size=15) + scale_color_manual(values=c("red"))+
ylab("Latitude") +
xlab("Longitude") +
labs(caption = "Map created using official NCES, IPEDS data") +
ggtitle("Big Dot Represents the University of Pennsylvania")
#Plotting the map for Figure 4(a)
x11()#This opens a plotting window.
ee+ geom_segment(aes(x=x, xend=xend, y=y, yend=yend), colour="red", size =
1.25, data=nb_df) +
geom_point(aes(x=lon, y=lat, colour = Sector), data=coord_df, size=2.5) +
scale_color_manual(values=c("grey10", "grey47"))+
ylab("Latitude") +
xlab("Longitude") +
labs(caption = "Map created using official NCES, IPEDS data") +
ggtitle("Identification 1-mile Radius Neighbor Specification")
#Moving to a network analysis matrix form
w1[w1>0]<-1
g1<-graph.adjacency(w1)
x11()#This opens a plotting window.
plot(g1, vertex.color=ifelse(InstChar$SECTOR == 1, "grey10",
ifelse(InstChar$SECTOR == 2 , "grey47", "grey74")),
vertex.label=InstChar$INSTNM, layout=coords, vertex.size=2.5,
vertex.label.color="grey23", edge.arrow.size=.5, edge.color="red")
###K-neighbor approach
test.nb<-knn2nb(knearneigh(coords,k=1))
test.listw1c<-nb2listw(test.nb)
#To extract Table 10
w1c = listw2mat(test.listw1c)
#This prints Table 10
w1c
#Plotting Figure 4(c), the function nb_to_df DOES NOT need to be created
again, the Philadelphia map does not need to be extracted again
nb_df <- nb_to_df(test.listw1c$neighbours, coords)
x11()#This opens a plotting window.
ee+ geom_segment(aes(x=x, xend=xend, y=y, yend=yend), colour="red", size =
1.25, data=nb_df) +
geom_point(aes(x=lon, y=lat, colour = Sector), data=coord_df, size=2.5) +
scale_color_manual(values=c("grey10", "grey47"))+
ylab("Latitude") +
xlab("Longitude") +
labs(caption = "Map created using official NCES, IPEDS data") +
ggtitle("Identification with Closest Neighbor Specification")
#Network representation
w1c[w1c>0]<-1
g1c<-graph.adjacency(w1c)
#Sociogram shown in Figure 4(d)
x11()#This opens a plotting window.
plot(g1c, vertex.color=ifelse(InstChar$SECTOR > 1, "grey10", "grey47"),
vertex.label= InstChar$INSTNM, layout=coords, vertex.size=2.5,
vertex.label.color="grey23", edge.arrow.size=.5, edge.color="red")
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Appendix C: Social Dependence Procedures
install.packages("spdep")
install.packages("igraph")
install.packages("RColorBrewer")
install.packages("classInt")
library(spdep)
library(igraph)
library(classInt)
library(RColorBrewer)
#Reproducing matrices provided by Lazega http://elazega.fr/?page_id=609
#Matrices and attributes downloaded from a google drive repository 9
#Friendship
idfriend <- "1dwX4kKlx-ctkU0JyH74p3r1w-jJdTAqi"
friendshiplazega <read.csv(sprintf("https://docs.google.com/uc?id=%s&export=download",
idfriend))
#Advice
idadvice <- "1dbZDumTH9dFwNStIKKEO9bhx_ftYtLam"
advicelazega <read.csv(sprintf("https://docs.google.com/uc?id=%s&export=download",
idadvice))
#Transforming the friendship and advice text objects to matrices
friendshiplazega <- as.matrix(friendshiplazega)
#saving a copy for network visualization
friendshiplazegac <-friendshiplazega
str(friendshiplazega) #Shows the structure
dim(friendshiplazega) #Shows the dimension
advicelazega <- as.matrix(advicelazega)
#saving a copy for network visualization
advicelazegac <- advicelazega
str(advicelazega)
dim(advicelazega)
#Reading attributes also provided by Lazega
idattributes <- "1e0GtrRS5PFFNdnd1e4fJcjeuBZ6deF7g"
datattrout <read.csv(sprintf("https://docs.google.com/uc?id=%s&export=download",
idattributes))
#Transforming the matrices to spatial form (row normalized) as shown in
equation (21)
advicelazega <-advicelazega /rowSums(advicelazega)
summary(rowSums(advicelazega))
# Replacing potential NAN to zeros as shown in equation (22)
advicelazega[is.na(advicelazega)]<-0
friendshiplazega <-friendshiplazega /rowSums(friendshiplazega)
summary(rowSums(friendshiplazega))
# Replacing potential NAN to zeros as shown in equation (22)
friendshiplazega[is.na(friendshiplazega)]<-0
#Creating matrices of influence from the spatial econometrics perspective
test.listwAd<-mat2listw(advicelazega)
test.listwFr<-mat2listw(friendshiplazega)
#Moran's I procedures for social dependence as shown in Table 12
moran.test(datattrout$HrRATE90,test.listwAd, zero.policy=TRUE)
moran.test(datattrout$FeesCollec90,test.listwAd, zero.policy=TRUE)
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moran.test(datattrout$HrRATE90,test.listwFr, zero.policy=TRUE)
moran.test(datattrout$FeesCollec90,test.listwFr, zero.policy=TRUE)
#SAR procedures for social dependence as shown in Table
fees90Ad <- spautolm(formula = HrRATE90 ~ 1, data = data.frame(datattrout),
listw = test.listwAd)
summary(fees90Ad)
#Saving the residuals
hNULL<-residuals(fees90Ad)
#Testing residuals for sp dependence
moran.test(hNULL,test.listwAd, zero.policy=TRUE)
fees90Ad <- spautolm(formula = FeesCollec90 ~ 1, data =
data.frame(datattrout), listw = test.listwAd)
summary(fees90Ad)
#Saving the residuals
hNULL<-residuals(fees90Ad)
#Testing residuals for sp dependence
moran.test(hNULL,test.listwAd, zero.policy=TRUE)
fees90Fr <- spautolm(formula = HrRATE90 ~ 1, data = data.frame(datattrout),
listw = test.listwFr)
summary(fees90Fr)
#Saving the residuals
hNULL<-residuals(fees90Fr)
#Testing residuals for sp dependence
moran.test(hNULL,test.listwAd, zero.policy=TRUE)
fees90Fr <- spautolm(formula = FeesCollec90 ~ 1, data =
data.frame(datattrout), listw = test.listwFr)
summary(fees90Fr)
#Saving the residuals
hNULL<-residuals(fees90Fr)
#Testing residuals for sp dependence
moran.test(hNULL,test.listwAd, zero.policy=TRUE)
#Getting socially lagged indicator as explained in the chapter
#Last model not shown in the chapter but used to address dependence by adding
partner status
fees90Ad <- spautolm(formula = HrRATE90 ~ partner , data =
data.frame(datattrout), listw = test.listwAd)
summary(fees90Ad)
hNULL<-residuals(fees90Ad)
#Testing residuals for sp dependence
moran.test(hNULL,test.listwAd, zero.policy=TRUE)
#Getting socially lagged indicators as explained in the chapter
datattrout$lag.partnersAd <- lag.listw(test.listwAd, datattrout$partner,
zero.policy=T, na.action=na.omit)
datattrout$lag.partnersFr <- lag.listw(test.listwFr, datattrout$partner,
zero.policy=T, na.action=na.omit)
#Network visualization
###Visualizing Friendship network. This reproduces Figure 5(b)
g1c<-graph.adjacency(friendshiplazegac)
set.seed(47)
l2<-layout_with_graphopt(g1c, niter=50000, charge = 0.1)
cent2<-data.frame(totaldegree=degree(g1c, mode="total"), indegree=degree(g1c,
mode="in") , outegree=degree(g1c, mode="out"), bet=round(betweenness(g1c,
directed=F, normalized = TRUE, weights=NA),3),eig=round(evcent(g1c,
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weights=NA)$vector,3), closeness=round((1/
closeness(g1c))/max(1/closeness(g1c)), 3))
cent2
V(g1c)$size<-abs((cent2$eig)/max(cent2$eig))*15#The divisor is the highest EC
nclr<-5
plotvar2 <- cent2$bet
plotclr2 <- brewer.pal(nclr, "Greys")
class2 <- classIntervals(plotvar2, nclr, style = "quantile")
colcode2 <- findColours(class2, plotclr2, digits = 3)
x11()
par(bg="grey20")
plot(g1c, vertex.color=colcode2, vertex.label=datattrout$id, layout=l2,
vertex.label.color=rev(colcode2), edge.arrow.size=.25, edge.color=rgb(255,
255, 0, max=
255, 255/2))
legend("bottomright", legend = names(attr(colcode2, "table")), fill =
attr(colcode2, "palette"), title="Bet Centrality", bg=rgb(255, 255, 0,
max=255, 255/2))
title(main="Sociogram Friendship Network (Lazega, 2001)\nSize conditional on
EV, color indicates bet centrality", col.main="grey77", col.sub="grey77",
cex.sub=1,cex.main=1.5, font.sub=2)
###Visualizing Advice network. This reproduces Figure 5(a)
g1c<-graph.adjacency(advicelazegac)
cent2<-data.frame(totaldegree=degree(g1c, mode="total"), indegree=degree(g1c,
mode="in") , outegree=degree(g1c, mode="out"), bet=round(betweenness(g1c,
directed=F, normalized = TRUE, weights=NA),3),eig=round(evcent(g1c,
weights=NA)$vector,3),
closeness=round((1/closeness(g1c))/max(1/closeness(g1c)), 3))
cent2
V(g1c)$size<-abs((cent2$eig)/max(cent2$eig))*15#The divisor is the highest EC
library(classInt)
library(RColorBrewer)
nclr<-5
plotvar2 <- cent2$bet
plotclr2 <- brewer.pal(nclr, "Greys")
class2 <- classIntervals(plotvar2, nclr, style = "quantile")
colcode2 <- findColours(class2, plotclr2, digits = 3)
library(igraph)
x11()
par(bg="grey20")
plot(g1c, vertex.color=colcode2, vertex.label=datattrout$id, layout=l2,
vertex.label.color=rev(colcode2), edge.arrow.size=.25, edge.color=rgb(255,
255, 0, max=
255, 255/2))
legend("bottomright", legend = names(attr(colcode2, "table")), fill =
attr(colcode2, "palette"), title="Bet Centrality", bg=rgb(255, 255, 0,
max=255, 255/2))
title(main="Sociogram Advice Network (Lazega, 2001\nSize conditional on EV,
color indicates bet centrality", col.main="grey77", col.sub="grey77",
cex.sub=1,cex.main=1.5, font.sub=2)
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